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PREFACE 

This manual is based on the Core Distribution Documentation from :MIT. It is divided into two volumes as 
follows: 

Volume I contains documentation on: 

•Protocol 

• Xlib 

• Intrinsics 

•Widgets 

• Conventions 

Volume II contains documentation on: 

•Andrew Toolkit 

• Xrlib Toolbox 

Although ISI provides documentation and software for Andrew Toolkit and Xrlib Toolbox, ISi does not 
offer technical support for these packages. 
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Preface 

Parts of this Document 

This document contains three major patts, each of which contains various sections: 

Part 1, Overview, Installation, and Testing, is intended for system administrators and 
experienced UNIX system users. It provides a brief overview of the Andrew Toolkit, followed 
by extensive installation and testing instructions. 

Part 2, A Programmer's View of the Andrew Toolkit, presents a series of excerpts from our 
two-volume Programmer's Guide to tM Andrew Toolkit. The first section, taken from the 
Tutorial Volume, provides a brief introduction to object-oriented programming followed by a 
selected group of tutorial programming examples. The second section, taken from the Reference 
Manual, provides a brief explanation of the View clus, one of the key components of the 
Andrew Toolkit. The excerpt sections are followed by a third section, containing a quick 
reference guide, Selected Interfaces to the Andrew Toolkit. 

Part 3, A User's View of Andrew Toolkit Applications, contains excerpts from A Guide to 
Andrew, a fully-illustrated, tutorial user guide that is widely used on the Carnegie-Mellon 
University campus and at other Andrew sites. 



For Additional Information 

ii 

For additional information about the Andrew Toolkit and announcements of upcoming workshops and 
training, please fill out the fonn below or send electronic mail to: 

andrew-toolkit-info@andrew.cmu.edu 

Available documentation 

The Andrew Toolkit--An Overview 

1988 USENIX Conference Paper written by the developers of the Andrew Toolkit. 

Available at no cost 

Programmer's Guide to the Andrew Toolkit 

Volume I: Tutorial Introduction (250 pages) 

Volume Il: Reference (360 pages) 
Available for $25.00 per printed set. 

A Guide to Andrew 

An illustrated 140-page user's guide to the essential features of the Andrew System as it 
operates at Carnegie Mellon University. This document is shrink-wrapped with a three-ring 
binder. 

Available for $10.00 

Order form available on the next page. 

For Additional Information 



Andrew Toolkit Information 

Information Technology Center 

Carnegie-Mellon University 

Pittsburgh, PA 15213-3890 

( 412) 268-6700 

_Please add me to the Andrew Toolkit mailing list. 

_Please send me a copy of the article The Andrew Toollcit--An Overview, at no cost. 

_Please send __ copies of the Programmer's Guide to the Andrew Toollcit at $25.00 per set.. 

_Please send __ copies of A Guide to Andrew at $10.00 per copy. Please specify whether you want 
the _ Andrew File System or_ Standalone version. The Standalone version will not be available in 
hard copy until late March. The Andrew File System version, from which the excerpts in this document 
are taken, is already available. 

Name 
------------------------------------------------------------------

Title ________________________________________ __ 

Company ____________________________________ ___ 

Address ______________________________________ __ 

City ________ State ____ Zip ___ _ 

Phone ___________________________________________ _ 

Electronic Mail ________________ _ 

For Additional Information iii 
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Overview, Installation, and Testing 

Sections in this Part 

This part of the document contains the following sections: 

The first section, A Brief Overview of the Andrew Toolkit, is condensed from a paper 
presented at the 1988 USENIX Conference. It briefly describes the design and operation of the 
Andrew Toolkit, a high-level programming environment for the development of flexible, 
expandable, and innovative objects and user interface applications on graphic workstations. 

The second section, Installing the Andrew Toolkit, is intended for system maintainers. It 
contains a series of instructions for compiling and installing the Andrew Toolkit Later parts 
describe how to set up the application environment, followed by a brief startup section for a few 
applications. For detailed application testing scripts, see _the following section. 

The third section, Testing the Andrew Toolkit, contains the testing scripts used to verify the 
installation and operation of the Cambridge Window Manager (cwm) and important Andrew 
Toolkit applications. It is intended fer use by system maintainers or knowledgeable users. The 
section begins with a recap of the actions needed to set up the application environment, then 
follows with testing scripts for cwm, Typescript, Console, Help and Messages. 

1 
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A Brief Overview of the Andrew Toolkit 

Introduction 

This section is excerpted from a longer article. 'The Andrew T oolJcit-An Overview," presented at 
the 1988 USENIX Conference in Dallas. Texas. Reprints of the entire article are available at no 
cost. Simply fill out the Documentation Order Form at the beginning of this documentation set. 

UNIX, and its software tools approach to computing, provided a new paradigm for building applications. 
Portable, general purpose modules could be connected in different ways to aeate complex applications 
without duplication of effort. The Andrew Toolkit can be seen as an extension of this concept to the 
graphic workstation environmenl The Toolkit's high-level programming interface provides a framework 
for developing and combining components into user interface applications. Its emphasis on the use of 
high-level components provides developers with the tieedom to combine existing components into new 
applications or to create and integrate an unlimited variety of new components and applications into the 
environment. It also allows for code-sharing between working applications and promotes the use of 
consistent user interface elements across applications. 

The original design of the Andrew Toolkit rose from discussions about the development of a text editor 
that would allow the user to embed other components such as tables, drawings, rasters, and animations 
within the text. After an initial examination of the problems involved with this approach, we developed a 
general architecture which allows for the inclusion of one component inside another. This architecture 
allows developers to build components that can embed other components without having.detailed 
knowledge about the embedded component. Further, it allows for the development of new components 
that can be easily embedded in existing components. 

The Toolkit provides the usual set of simple components (menu, saoll bars, etc) and a number of 
higher-level editable components including multi-font text, tables/spreadsheets, drawings, equations, 
rasters and simple animations. The text and table components me multi-media components that allow the 
embedding of other components within themselves. The drawing component will soon support this 
feature as well. The editable components can be nm as standalone programs or through a multi-media 
editing program called EZ. 

Current Toolkit Applications 

Users of Andrew Toolkit applications can currently compose papers that contain tables, equations, 
drawings, rasters and animations. The multi-media text and table components use a generic mechanism to 
include other components. If a new component is developed, it can be included in text or table using that 
same mechanism. This is an important feature of the system, especially within a university environment. 
Given our limited resources we knew from the outset that we could not write all the components that were 
required by the university, because the range of possibilities is limitless. For example, members of the 
music department will want to include musical scores inside of text just u euily u business students can 
include charts or spreadsheets. Members of the elecaical engineering department will want to include 
circuit diagrams inside of text, while programmers will want to include foonatted sections of code. 

In addition to the multi-media editor, we have used the Toolkit to develop a number of other basic 
applications including a help system, a typescript facility that provides an enhanced interface to the 
C-shell, a ditro/f previewer, and a system monitor (console) that displays status information such as the 
time, date, CPU load and file system information. Since both the mail and help applications use the text 
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component for the display of information, they automatically inherit the multi-media functionality of 
the text component. 

The basic toolkit applications (editor, mail, help, preview, typescrip'9 console) have been in general 
use since August 1987 on the Carnegie Mellon campus, where the Andrew System is actively used by 
approximately 3000 people. In January 1988, the user community received the multi-media editing 
applications, along with a number of new extension packages for the editor. These packages include a 
C-language programming componen'9 a compile package, a tags package, a spelling checker, a new 
style editor and a filter mechanism, which gives the user the ability to use standard tools on regions of 
text contained in a file being edited. 

The Andrew Class System 

4 

Support for the use of multiple components within applications comes from the Andrew Class System 
(Class), the object-oriented system on which the Andrew Toolkit is built Class is a C language-based 
system, consisting of a small run-time library and a. simple preprocessor that only. p1ep10cesses class 
header files. The object-oriented system in Cass is similar to the one used in C++. 

Class provides an object-oriented environment with single-inheritance. The Class language permits 
the definition of object methods and class procedures. Object methods are similar to C++ methods, 
and may be overridden in subclasses. Cass procedures are similar to Smalltalk' s class methods, but 
they may not be overridden. C procedures for controlling the initialization and disposition of objects 
are created by the Cass preprocessor. 

In addition to providing a high-level language for developing new componen~, Cass can preprocess 
components and dynamically load and link code needed to support them. Dynamic linking provides 
a high degree of extendability to Andrew Toolkit applications like the multi-media editor EZ, which 
can edit a wide variety of components by loading the appropriate code when needed Further, the 
dynamic loading facility can be used to add additional components to the basic toolkit without having 
to rebuild existing applications. 

For example, if a member of the music department creates a music component and embeck that 
component into a text component (or any other component that allows embedding of components), 
the code for the music component will be dynamically loaded into the application. Except for a slight 
delay to load the code, the user of the editor is unaware that the music component was not statically 
loaded. The user is also unaware that the music component was not part of the original system. The 
editor did not have to be recompiled, relinked, or otherwise modified to use the new music 
component Further, all users of the text component automatically acquire the ability to use the music 
component: it can be sent in a mail messages easily as edited in a document 

The dynamic loading/linking feature of Class also provides a low-level extension language for 
applications built using the Toolkit. Knowledgeable users can write code, using Class, to gain ~ess 
to new commands. These commands can be bound either to key sequences or to menus and used to 
customize an application. When the application initializes, the code is loaded. The user can then 
execute the additional commands as needed. 

In addition, Class's dynamic loading/linking feature gives us the ability to run all of our applications 
from a single base program. This program, called runapp, contains all the basic components of the 
Toolkit. The code for each application is then dynamically loaded at nm time. Since most UNIX 
systems do not provide shared libraries, a program like nmapp allows multiple Toolkit applications to 
share a significant portion of code. This leads to performance improvements number of areas, 
particularly in reducing paging and virtual memory use, teducing the file si7.e of an application, and 
reducing the time needed for file fetches. 
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Basic ToolkH Components: Data Objects and Views 

The Andrew Toolkit is based on the development of components that can be used as building blocks for 
applications or other, more complex components. These components are frequently referred to as objects. 
Two of the most imponant object types within the Andrew Toolkit are data objects and views. A complex 
component, such as an editing package, is normally composed of a view/data object pair. The data object 
contains the information that is to be displayed, while the view provides display and editing features (a 
user interface) suited to that type of data objecL For example, the text data object contains the actual 
characters, style information and pointers to any data objects embedded within iL It also provides ways to 
alter the data, such as inserting characters and deleting characters. The text view contains information 
such as the current selected piece of text, the portion of the text that is cunendy visible, and the location of 
the texl The text view provides methods for drawing the text, handling various input events (mouse, 
keyboard, menus), and manipulating the visual representation of the text. 

The contents of a data object can be saved into a file, but the contents of the view cannol A default view 
is created for each data object each time an application is nm. The information associated with the view 
is temporary; changes to the default view setting can exist only while the application is running. Views 
communicate with the drawable object in the Graphics Layer to produce screen and printed output. (See 
the section about the Graphics Layer for details). 

While it is often the case that a view has an underlying data object, there are many cases when a view will 
be used to solely provide a user interface function. In such a case there is no underlying data object The 
scroll bar is one such example. It only adjusts the infonnation contained in another view. 

We have made the view/data object distinction to provide a system where multiple views can 
simultaneously display the information contained in a single data object Our design is similar to the 
Model-View-Controller design used in Smalltalk systems. By comparison, our data objects serve as the 
models, our views are views, and the controller is distributed between the interaction manager (global 
decisions) and individual views (decisions between children and parent views). 

The view-data object brings many advantages. For example, the editor allows a user to edit the same 
information in more than one window and show the changes in both. This case is handled by having two 
views of the same type, one in each window, displaying information from the same data object. Similarly, 
a user might want to have multiple views of the same type on a single data object in one window. A 
system like Aldus' PageMaker(TM) could be built under the Andrew Toolkit by allowing the user to 
specify a set of views and their placement on a page. Some of those views (fer example, the text views) 
would be examining different sections of the same data object. 

It is also possible to have two different types of views displaying information contained in the one data 
objecL Cunently the text view is a display-based text processing system. It can be characterized as a 
semi-WYSIWYG (What You See Is What You Get) or a "WYSLRN" (What You See Looks Real Neat) 
view. It displays text with multiple fonts, indentations, etc. but makes no attempt to display the 
information as it would appear on a piece of paper. This view has been used for the basic text editor as 
well as the mail and help systems. It is quite useful for editing on a workstation, but not useful when the 
user wants to format the text for printing. In the case of printing, we plan to provide a full WYSIWYG 
text view. This paper-based text view will be designed to use the same text data objecl So, the user will 
be able to choose either view, or both, while formatting the final version of a paper. Because both views 
will use the same data object, changes made in one window will automatically be reflected in the other. 

Just as it is possible to have two different views on the same data object in two windows, it is also possible 
to have two different views on the same data object within the same window. A text component could 
have two embedded views on the same data objecL For example, the user might want to display a table of 
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numbers and a pie chart representing the table. This could be done by having one table data object 
and two views, a normal table view and a pie chart view. 

While there are many advantages to separating infonnation into data objects and views, it does 
introduce some novel problems. Two of the most important problems solved by the Toolkit have to 
do with coordinating updates between data objects and views and maintaining a stable view state. 

The view/data object separation does not encourage close coordination between the changing of the 
data object's information and the update of a view's appearance. Since only one view causes the data 
object to change, and multiple views may have to reflect the change, a delayed update mechanism 
must be used. When the user issues a command to a view to alter the underlying data object, the view 
fll'St requests that the data object modify itself and then requests the data object to inform all of its 
views that it has changed. When a view is informed that the underlying data object has changed, it 
must determine what the change is and update its visual representation appropriately. 

This delayed update mechanism is the trickiest challenge in building a data object/view pair. The 
developer must create some mechanism by which the view can determine which portion of the data 
object has changed. This mechanism is normally provided by a set of methods exported by the data 
object. However, by design, data objects do not have detailed knowledge of a specific type of view. 
This would be one way to handle the delayed update, but this would preclude the development of 
other views on the same type of data object. 

Retaining a stable (or permanent) state fer a view is another problem. In the chart example, the · 
underlying data object is a table of values. When a file displaying the chart is saved, only those values 
(along with the information that a "chart" is viewing the table) is saved. However, the user may have 
set certain parameters in the chart, such as the way to label the axes. This infonnation is not part of 
the table data object and would not be stored in it. ·Since a view has no permanent state, information 
kept in the view, such as axes labelling, would also not be saved. There is simply no place to keep 
this view-specific infonnation. 

The Andrew Toolkit provides a solution for both of these problems. The solution consists of two 
pans: additional data objects and the idea of an observer. In the example above, the chan view would 
be viewing not a table data object but an auxiliary chart data object. The chart data object would 
retain information such as axes labelling. In addition, the chart data object would be an observer of the 
table data object. As information in the table changed, the chart data object would be notified and it, 
in turn, would notify the chart view. In fact, we do not have specially defined auxiliary data objects. 
Rather, our update system is based on the observer mechanism. where a daca object may be observed 
by any number of other data objects and views. We have found that this design has pennitted a great 
deal of flexibility and functionality for combining pieces in the Toolkit. 

Event Processing: Andrew's View Tree 

6 

The flexibility of the Andrew Toolkit's view architecture is based on a number of key concepts and 
relationships. The Andrew Toolkit differs significandy from other toolkits in its handling of views 
because it relies on distributed, rather than centralized, conttol of input events and mediates the 
relationship of various objects through a series of parent-child relationships. These design eleirents 
help to overcome limitations in other systems which tied event handling closely to the physical 
relationship of componena on the saeen. They also allow for a higher degree of cooperatioD and 
consistency between the various objects in an application. Each application presena the user with a 
similar set of physical relationships, regardless of the objects being used, but provides an extra level 
of control and predictability at times when the physical display of elemena is insufficient. -
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As noted earlier, views are used to define the user interface for an application. Generally, this consists of 
displaying the information in the data object on the screen and handling input events that might change the 
display. All views for an application are organized into a tree sttucture, with each child view appearing as 
a rectangle that is completely contained in its parent view. The interaction manager is at the top of the 
view tree, inside a window provided by the underlying window system. The interaction manager 
translates input events such as key strokes, mouse events, menu events and exposure events from the 
window system to the rest of the view tree. It also synchronizes drawing requests between views. By 
design, the interaction manager has one child view, of arbitrary type, which can be a parent to any number 
of child views. Child views are related only to their parents, not to each other. 

In general, when an event is received by the interaction manager, the event is passed down to the 
interaction manager's child. That view determines whether it should accept the event or pass it down to 
one of its children. This process recurs until some view actually handles the event By passing the event 
down the view tree, each parent view gets the chance to determine the disposition of the event, using the 
semantic information that is associated with itself. 

Updates to the visual image of an application are handled in a similar fashion. When a view wants to 

update its image it makes a request to its parent view. That request is usually passed up to the interaction 
manager which then sends an update event back down the tree. Since a view might be embedded in 
another view, it does not have complete control over its allocated screen space; its parent view might have 
placed some other image on top of its image. However, by posting an update request up the tree and 
having the update event come back down, the parent is able to update its image and the child's image in 
the appropriate order. 
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The preceding figure presents a view ttee for a window that contains a scrollable text view that 
contains a table view. The text view is surrounded by a scroll bar, which is surrounded by a frame 
that provides a message area view at the bottom of the window. The text and table views reference 
their respective data objects. The lines around the screen image represent the physical area of the 
image associated with each view. 

When a user sends a mouse event to this window, the event is received by the interaction manager and 
passed down to the frame view. The frame view then determines whether it should handle the event 
or pass it to one of its children. (Note that the frame physically divides its image into two areas, the 
scrollable area and the message area, which separated by a thin line.) In order to allow the user to 
easily drag that line (to resize the message area), the frame allocates a slightly larger area to accept 
mouse events. That area overlaps the space allocated to the frame's children. If the handling of 
events was dictated by the screen layout alone, this interaction would be much more difficult to 
provide and would require more detailed knowledge of the view tree structure to maintain. 

The frame accepts the mouse event directly if it is close to the dividing line between its two children. 
If the mouse event is passed down to the scroll bar view, that view will accept the mouse event if it is 
over the scroll bar or pass it to its child if it is not. The text view accepts the mouse event if it is not 
within a child view, such as the table; otherwise it too passes the event down. 

As the mouse event works its way down the view tree, the view determining the disposition of the 
mouse event only needs to be aware of the location of its children and not the children's types. 
Similarly, the child does not need any knowledge about the type of its parent, or its parent's location 
in the view tree. 

Menus are another plaee where the parent-child relationship comes into play. All Andrew Toolkit 
applications are expected to have a generic set of menu options, such as those related to copying and 
pasting selected regions; switching files in buffers; saving and printing flies; and quitting the 
application. However, the specialized editing objects must also provide specialized menu options, 
regardless of whether they are the parent or child of another object. Because parent objects retain 
some control over children, the parents are able to pass along the generic menu options and then allow 
the children to fill in the specific editing options they need to provide. This cooperative relationship 
helps to maintain a consistent interface and allows a measure of context-sensitivity, while eliminating 
the redundancy that would be caused if both objects displayed separate, full sets of menu options. 

Window System Independence: The Graphics Layer 

8 

The Andrew Toolkit has been designed to be window system independent (and to a great extent 
operating system independent). It currently runs under both the original ITC/ Andrew Window 
System and under X.11, though it could be paned to other window systems. We chose to make the 
Andrew Toolkit window system independent because we want to support a consistent set of 
applications over a diverse set of window systems, ranging from workstations to Macintoshes and 
PCs. Clearly the personal computer versions of Andrew Toolkit applications would be more limited, 
but we consider it to be a great advantage for a user to be able to use a low-cost machine for simple 
tasks, and then easily move to the more powerful machines when required. 

As noted above, the view tree provides a general mechanism for handling of events in the Andrew 
Toolkit. It hides from the developer the specifics of the input model used by the underlying window 
system. In a similar fashion, the Toolkit uses the Graphics Layer to hide the output model of the 
specific display medium. The display medium is usually the underlying window system, but can also 
be a printer. 
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The Graphics Layer is built using a third type of object, the drawable. Each view contains a pointer to a 
drawable, which contains drawing commands for a particular imaging device and is used for all drawing 
operations. Separating the view and the drawable will allow us to provide a simple default printing 
mechanism.· When a view receives a print request for a specific type of printer it can temporarily shift its 
pointer to a drawable for that printer type and do a redraw of its image. We expect to provide this facility 
in a later version of the Toolkit. 

Summary 

The Andrew Toolkit provides for the development and use of components, called objects, which can be 
used separately or combined to produce more complex objects. The Toolkit provides the ability to embed 
these components within other components in multi-media applications such as the EZ editor. The 
architecture for embedding components has been designed to strongly encourage programmers to build 
new components that can be used in new and existing applications. The architecture also encourages 
programmers to develop objects that can include arbitrary components instead of specific ones. 

The separation of information into data objects and views provides a highly modularized structure that 
supports this building block paradigm. Users are free to work with data objects in ways different than 
those envisioned by the data object's creator. New views on existing data objects can be created. Existing 
data objects can also be used as the building blocks for more complex objects. 

The Andrew Class System (Class) is an essential element in supporting the Toolkit's building block 
paradigm. The object-oriented nature of Class allows programmers to easily develop new, specialized 
objects out of existing objects, using components such as the C-language component for the multi-media 
editor. The dynamic loading capability of Class allows the Toolkit to be easily extended by a large 
community of developers without the need to modify or recompile existing objects. 

The Toolkit's view architecture provides a higher level of control and consistency across applications than 
systems which reply only on physical relationships between components. The view tree suppons a series 
of parent-child relationships between views which simplify the implementation of new views by providing 
a unifonn means of communication via the view's parent. Further, the parent-child relationship between 
objects allows a parent object to pass on certain characteristics to the child or to assume a reasonable 
measure of control over input events and the display of the child object. 

Extendability is another major feature of the Andrew Toolkit. The Toolkit has been designed so that the 
creator of a data object or view does not have to take any special action to allow that object to be 
embedded in .another object. The data object and view interfaces in the Andrew Cius System (Class) 
have been designed to provide the necessary and sufficient set of methods for two objects to communicate 
without detailed knowledge of each other. Further, those interfaces make it easy for the author of an 
object to allow it to include other objects. 

Finally, the Toolkit is unique among other toolkits in its potential to provide a common base of 
applications across a diverse set of machines and window systems. We have spent considerable effort to 
make the Toolkit window system independent and believe that it will be imponant in the future to support 
the same software base on many systems. · 
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Installation Instructions for the Andrew Toolkit 

This section explains how to compile and install the Andrew Toolkit (A TK). Following it is a short 
description on what is needed to start up some of the applications. Detailed documentation on using ATK 
can be found in /conttib/andrew/Tutorial.ps2 and /conttib/andrew/Reference.ps.Z, which are compressed 
postscript files of complete manuals (pages are in reverse order, for those who want to change the order of 
printing). More information (including simple testing scriptS) will be made available soon. 

During the build process, the A TK makefile constructs applications, dynamically loadable objects, 
libraries, fonts, templates, console descriptions, help files and include files. Each of these collections goes 
into its own directory. During runtime, A TK applications and objects assume that there will be an 
environment variable called ANDREWDIR that will be the root of all andrew related run-time files. 
Within the makefiles, the variable DESTDIR is used for the value you expect to use for ANDREWDIR 
during run time. In particular, the system should install files so that the following directories are used for 
each category: 

S{ANDREWDIR.}bin -Runnable applications 

${ANDREWDIR}dlib/be2 - Dynamic objects 

S{ANDREWDIR}Xl lfonts -ATK specific fonts for X 

S{ANDREWDIR}libltemplates - Style 1emplates for text-oriented objects 

S{ANDREWDIR}liblconsoles - Console desaiptions 

${ANDREWDIR}liblbe2-Compile time libraries 

${ ANDREWDIR }include/be2 - Compile time include files 

S{ANDREWDIR}help 

S{ANDREWDIR}doc 

- Help files 

-Doc files 

The following applications are installed into S{ANDREWDIR}bin 

ez - the multi-media editor 

typescript - a fancy view on the unix shell 

help - a program for reading help files for the system and unix man pages 

preview - previews output mes from ditroff. 

console - monitors system status 

ezprint - prints formatted files (same as reading the file into ez and then selecting the print 
options). Other insets that are available include: 

table - a simple spreadsheet and table editor 
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eq - equations 

zip - hierarchical drawings 

ruter - raster displayer, minimal editing functions 

fad G frame animation editor 

ctext - a inset for editing C files. 

trn - like typescript but also allows termcap style editing. 

More extended infonnation about running these programs will be made available soon. It is also 
available from the help system. 

(Note: as of this writing, the console program will try to reset ANDREWDIR to be /usr/andrew 
because of its need to perform "setuid". As a result. console may not run co~y, or may appear to 
have very limited functions. We are fixing this problem, but we may not fmish in time for the next 
release. Similarly, text oriented objects may attempt to use /usr/andrew as the basis for fmding 
templates. As an interim measure, you can place a symbolic link from /usr/andrew/ to 
${ANDREWDIR}.) 

The source directory for the A TK contains two main subdirectories: overhead and be2. It also 
contains a top level Makefile that builds the entire toolkit The build procedure ha5 been designed to 
allow the entire toolkit to be built with changes made only to the top level Makefile. In the process of 
building the toolkit on a variety of machines, we have discovered a number of problems that will have 
to be fixed in order for you to build the toolkit on your machine. We intend to fix these problems on 
the version that is provided on the X.Vl 1R2 tape. The remainder of this section will describe the build 
process. 

Prerequisites 

The toolkit is built using a class preprocessor that generates a large number of defmes that are 
resolved by the C preprocessor. We have been using the 4.3 version of the C preprocessor that allows 
a large number of defmes. Earlier versions of the C preprocessor use a static table. When the earlier 
version runs out of space it reports the error "too much defining". Unfortunately there is no easy 
solution to this problem. Either you should be using the 4.3 version of the C preprocessor or have the 
static tables in the earlier C preprocessor increased. The values that need to be changed in the 
preprocessor (cpp.c) are symsiz (to 7500) and sbfsize (to 125*4096). 

Modifications to the Top Level Makefile 

12 

The top level Makefile contains a number of defmes that you may want to or need to change. These 
changes should be made after applying the patches described below. 

DES1DIR - the location where you want to install the andrew software. The default location is into 
/usr/andrew/. This is its preferred location (certain programs still will not work if the software is 
installed in other places - these will be described later). If you choose a different directay you should 
make sure you include the trailing I at the end of the patlmame. 

XDIR - the location of your X.11 include and library files. 
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DEBUG - whether you want to use -g or not. For the time being do not set this flag to -0. It is being used 
for both the C compiler and the Class preprocessor. We plan to fix this problem soon. 

WINDOWSYSTEMS - This controls which window systems are to be included in the base program. It is 
currently set up for supporting both Xl 1 and the cxiginal ITC window system. You should be able to 
change this definition to be just -DX (We have not tried this at this time). 

FCDIR - the directory containing the Xl 1 font compilt!'l'. As of the last Xl 1 release the font compiler was 
not installed anywhere. This will disappear when the font compiler is installed when building X. You 
will need to set this as a Makefile will copy the tile into the andrew build tree for later use. 

FC - The location of the Xl 1 font compiler. You will only need to set this variable if the font compiler is 
not located in ${FCDIR}/fc. 

Building the System 

Once you have made the appropriate changes to the top-level Makefile and applied the fixes noted below 
you should type make in the source directory and wait (it take 4 houn on a RT PC). This will compile and 
install the overhead tiles and then compile the be2 files. After this has completed you should then type 
"make install", which will install the be2 files. 

Finally you need to install the help files and documentation. The previous procedme has placed the file 
help.input.common into S{DES1DIR }/lib. This file contains a list of the directmies that should be- made 
available by the help system. The names in the files refer to /usr/andrew. If you have chosen to install the 
andrew system in a different location you should edit that file repl~ing all occurrences of /usr/andrew 
with the value you chose for DESTDIR. After making that change you can then execute "make ibnidoc". 
More information about customizing the help system can be found in the tile 
${DES1DIR}/doc/helplhelpmaint.guide. You should wait until you have the system running and then read 
the file using ez. 

Once you have completed the compilation and installation of the overhead directory you can compile just 
the be2 clirectoly by using "make be2" from the source directory. This will just do the compilation of the 
be2 tree. This should be used if you encounter any problems compiling the be2 directories. Once you 
have completed building be2 in this fashion you should execute "touch compile.timestamp". You can then 
do the "make install" and the "make ibmdoc". 

The original distribution (released on 213/88) contains some files that should not be present because they 
are generated automatically or are inelevant to the working system. To prevent problems during the make 
process, these files should be removed. (NOTE: If you pick up the Toolkit after 2115/88, these files may 
already have been removed. Watch fcr official posts on andrew-toolkit-info for updates and details.) 
Specifically, the files that should be removed befcxe building the system are: 

1. overhead/fonts/fontfileslprograms/banzai16.fdb 

2. overhead/fontslfontfileslprograms/lifel.fdb 

3 .overhead/libmail/y.tab.c 

4. be2/tableltable12.snf 

S. be2/eq/parse.h 

6. be2Jhzlmakehelpindex 
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7. ibmdoc/vdoc (the entire directory) 

8. overhead/vftle (the entire directory) 

9. be2/basics/offscreenwindow .[cH] 

10. be2./bnics/xoffsaeenwindow .[cH] 

11. be2Jbasicslwmoffscreenwindow .[cH] 

12. be2./consoleldistmonitorfreq.c 

13. be2./console/enormonitorfreq.c 

14. be2Jconsolelmailmonitorfreq.c 

15. be2./console/venusmonitorfreq.c 

16. be2Jconsolelvmmonitorfreq.c 

17. be2/consoleldiskmonitor.c 

18. be2Jconsolelerronnonitor.c 

19. be2Jconsolelmailmonitor.c 

20. be21console/venusmonitor.c 

21. be2/consolelvmmonitor.c Some riles in the miginal disttibution are outdated and contain 
bugs that will appear during compilation or execution. These can be fixed by using the 
patches that are uploaded in the rile /contrib/andrew/PATCHESl-36.tarZ with the patch 
program disuibuted on the X. VllRl tape. Initially, there are 34 patches (numbers 13 and 14 
have been deleted) which are described below. As we accumulate more parches, we will try 
to post them onto zap. Each patch file (which is numbered) is described below: 

1.Makerde 
Changed definition of location of FC to depend on PCDIR. 

Changed definition of IBMDOCDIR to be J 

2.overhead/Makelile 
The RINSECOMMAND does not pass down the location of XDIR. Needs to build cmenu 
and cwm during the compile phase. Remove references to vftle. 

3.overhead/ctnenu/Pdakerde 
Need to include line -1${XDIR}/include in INCLUDEPA1H 

4. overhead/cwm/Makefile 
Need to include line-I${XDIR}/include in INCLUDEPATii 

Need to pass XDIR down to the make of stubs 
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5.overhead/C1VID/stubs/Pdakerde 
Need to include line -IS{XDIR}/include in INQ..UDEPAni 

CC line should be CC-cc not CC-he 

6. overhead/fonts/fdbbdf.c 

Definition of MAX must be on own line. 

Printing of header infonnation needs to be done upon reaching first character. 

7. overhead/fonts/fontrdes/Makerde 
Proper location of X font compiler 

8. overhead/fonts/fontrdes/adobe/Makefile 
Proper location of X font compiler 

9. overhead/fonts/fontrdes/programs/Makefile 

Proper location of X font compiler 

10. overhead/libmail/Makefile 

Add in clean of y.tab.c 

11.overhead/libmaiUvalhost.c 
Proper handling of h _ addr 

12. overhead/libwmdir/Makeftle 

Remove multiple defmtions of INST ALL and FINALDIR 

Fix defmtion of INST ALL 

( 13 and 14 have been deleted) 

15. be2/basics/Makefile 
Fix handling of making bogus wmws.do file. 

Add in missing libraries in making of xws.do 

16. be2/console/mailmonfreq.c 

Fix indentation for #if def VICE 

17. be2/console/vmmon.c 

Proper handling of defining MAXUPRC 

18. be2/console/vmmonfreq.c 
Proper handling of defining MAXUPRC 

19. be2/raster/Makefile 
Remove multiple defines in Makefile 
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Setting of XDIR 

20. be2/table/Makerlle 

Fix cleaning of Xl lFONTS 

21. be2/zip/Makefale 

Removed extta blank lines 

22.be2/eq/Makerlle 

Added cleaning of parse.h 

23. be2/hz/Makera1e 

Added cleaning of makehelpindex 

Add installation of setuphelp setuphelpmenus. 

24.be2/raster/libraster/Makeflle 
Fix defmti.ons of SRCDIR and INST ALL 

25. be2/basics/im.H 

New handling of redrawing windows 

Replace use of original vfile code. 

26. be2/basics/im.c 

New handling of redrawing windows 

Remove reference to mrl code 

Replace use of original vfile code. 

27. be2/basics/wmim.H 
New handling of redrawing windows 

28. be2/basics/wmim.c 

New handling of redrawing windows 

Fixed posting of cursors. 

Replace use of original vfile code. 

29. be2/basics/xim.H 

New handling of redrawing windows 

30. be2/basics/xim.c 

New handling of redrawing windows 

Handle setting of DISPLAY to unix:O 

Fix posting of menus to take proper number of arguments. 
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Handle em>rs when posting menus better. 

Remove reference to mrl code 

Replace use of original vfile code. 

31. be2/basics/xlontdesc.c. 

Handle searching for fonts in a better fuhion. 

Setting MaxHeight when its original value is 0. 

32. be2/basics/application.c 
Remove automatic aggregate initialization 

33. be2/apps/Makefile 

Remove use of libvtile.a 

34. be2/apps/runapp.c 

Added code to cleanup any outatnding vfile entries. 

35. be2/apps/staticloads.c 

Moved mrl references under ifdef WM. 

36. overhead/cmenu/cmenuActivate.c 

Fixed NUlL reference bug. 

37.overhead/u~akerde 

Around line 143 (by Makeclean), there is a control Min the file. 

38.be2/Makeme 

Get rid of blank line and indent fl at end of CO:MMAND macro. 

39. be2/basics/Makefile 
Get rid of three references to vfile.h. 

40. be2/basics/wmim.c 

Get rid of vfile.h. 

41. be2/basicslxim.c 

Get rid of vfile.h. 

Get rid of_ in im _ vfileclose. 

42. be2/console/diskmon.c 

#if def sunv3 changed to #if def sun. 

Location of fs.h moves from sys to ufs in Sun 3.S 

This initial releue contains a number of bugs that have not yet been fixed. We will be working on these 
bugs for the Vl 1R2 release. 
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- Console uses ANDREWDIR for finding consoles and forces ANDREWDIR to be 
/usr/andrew or /usr/andy (L35) 

-Templates are hardwired into living in /usr/andrew/lib/templates? (L34) 

- Menus fail if Andrew fonts are not available. (IA) 

- Scrolling with Overlapped windows doesn't work well (L16) - Xl 1 server problem 

- Missing slashes in the Makefile (Lt 7) 

- XGetlmage/XPutlMage problems (L21)-Xll server problem 

- Dancing menus (L23) 

- Error numbers instead of names are reported in console when an error occurs (L28) 

- Xgraphic _Draw Point alters the foreground and transfer function without resetting them 
(L29) and still does not draw a point (L31) 

- Handle XDefaults and preferences in a reasonable fashion. (L33) 

- Console does not draw circular clocks (L36) 

- typescript and tm seem to have problems when default foots are not available (IA 1) 

- ctext when cut and pasted into text comes in as a ct.ext object (lA4) 

• Redrawing windows that were obscurred sometimes misses by one pixel on the left or 
bottom. (1A6) 

- Cursors do not appear on the sun (LS8) 

- ezprint -t does not produce full output on the sun when writing to std.out (L60) 

- cursors leave streaks behind them on the Sun (1.62) 

- multiple slashes on Ultrix 1.2 causes problems (L63) 

- rasters mess up when rubber banding (L14) 

-Lines flicker in fad (L74) 

- No error message posted when doing font substitution (L75) 

--Help displays .CKP files (L90) 
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Setting up Your Environment for Running Applications 

Prior to attempting to run the toolkit applications you should do the following operations: 

- If you have installed the software somewhere other than /usr/andrew you should set the 
environment variable ANDREWDIR to that path. · 

-Add/usr/andrew/bin or ${ANDREWDIR}/bin if you installed the toolkit elsewhere to your 
path. 

- set the environment variable BE2WM to x 11. 

- if you are going to be using an overlapping window manager you might also want to define the 
environment variable UsingOverlappingWindowManager. This attempts to get around a bug in 
the Xl 1 region code that causes regions to be improperly combined. 

The applications will look in a file called "preferences" for most defaults. It is not necessary for you to 
have such a file to start the applications. Preference options can be found by examining the help 
information. We are in the process of trying to provide a clean use of both our preferences file and 
.Xdefaults. We expect this to be available soon. 

There are two entries that you might need to set in you .Xdefaults file. They are cwm.MenuFreeze and 
cmenu.MenuFreeze. They have a default value of 1. Because of problems with Getlmage and Putlmage 
you might want to set them both to 0. The problems become apparent when using the menus. 

The toolkit comes with a tiling window manager called cwm. By default it divides the screen into two 
columns. Most windows will appear in the right most colunm. Typescript, xterm, and console are the 
exceptions. You may shrink windows to only their tide bar by clicking in the title bar with the left button. 
You may move windows by pressing the right button with the title bar and dragging the window to a new 
location. You can also click the right button and then move the mouse and click again to get the same 
effect without having to hold the mouse button down. If press the middle button down (both buttons on a 
two button mouse) in the tide bar you will be a set of menus that provide window manager functions. 
Cwm will by default bring up a typescript window. 

The two basic applications are typescript (to eventually be replaced by tm) and ez. The keybindings for 
these applications are similar to the emacs key bindings. There are also a set of menus available (by using 
the middle button). The scroll bar has four different regions. The regions at the top and bottom (end 
zones) allow you to move to the beginning and end of the file by clicking in the regions with the left 
button. The white area (the elevator) provides an indication of where you are in the file. You can click in 
that area with the left button and drag the elevator. It will move you to that location. Finally any other 
left click will move the part of the image that is to the right of the scroll bar to the top of the screen. A 
right click will move the part of the image that is at the top of the window down next to where you 
clicked. The scroll bar is used in many applications (both horizontal and vertical and works similarly in 
all cases). 

We suggest that you bring up a typeseript and then type help. This will bring up a help window and you 
can then explore the documentation. We will be making more detailed documentation available in 
hardcopy form very soon. A copy of the andrew guide can be found in the directory 
${DES1DIR}/doc/andrewguide. You may look at this using ez. 
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Andrew Toolkit Testing Suite 

Introduction 

This section assumes that you, or your system maintainer, have followed the instructions in the Installation 
section and believe that the Andrew Toolkit is ready to be tested. The following pages contain setup 
instructions and a suite of tests for imponant Andrew Toolkit applications. These test suites assume that 
you will be running Andrew Toolkit applications on top of Xl 1 and the Cambridge Window Manager 
(cwm). It is recommended that you follow the setup insttuctions and testing suites in order. (Note that a 
test script for EZ is ·in preparation, but not available at this time.): 

SETIJNG UP YOUR APPLICATIONS ENVIRONMENT 

CAMBRIDGE WINDOW MANAGER (CWM) 

TYPESCRIPT 

CONSOLE 

HELP 

MESSAGES 

CAVEATS 

These test scripts are intended to be used following installation of the Andrew System. Each script sets 
out a number of procedures which you can use to test the basic features of each program. Because this is 
our first draft, we have a number of caveats: 

Testing of the scripts has been limited, so inaccuracies are possible. 

Most scripts are quite brief. Additions, corrections, and changes are likely to occur in subsequent 
releases. 

No illustrations could be distributed with this draft, though we do plan to send them in later 
releases. Occasionally in these drafts, we refer to figures that are not yet available. 

Certain test procedures refer to systems which are connected to the Andrew File System. 
Obviously, if your machine is not using the Andrew File System, you won't be able to use these 
tests. Use the contingency tests when they are provided fm you. 

IF YOU HA VE PROBLEMS 

If you run into major problems while testing or using an Andrew Toolkit application, send electronic mail 
to us at one of the the appropriate bulletin boards. Both bulletin boards are monitored by the Andrew 
Toolkit development staff, so you can be assured of a quick answer. 

For open forum questions, comments, problems, and help from Andrew Toolkit programmers 
across the country, send a message to: 

andrew-toolkit-discussion@andrew.cmu.edu 

Messages sent to the discussion bulletin board will be automatically remailed to a large nation-wide 
mailing list similar in nature to the "xpert" mailing list 
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For more official inquiries about the Andrew System to the ITC or CMU, send a message to: 

andrew-toolkit-info@andrew.cmu.edu 

HOW Tim TEST SCRIPTS ARE STRUCIURED 

All of the test scripts contain the following sections: 

OVERVIEW. The initial overview describes basic terminology and concepts at work in the 
application. It also explains the a.uumptions made by the writer of the test script. 

CONTENTS. This section outlines the parts of the test procedure. 

TEST PROCEDURES. Many of the testing procedures begin with some kind of STARTUP 
section, which mentions critically important pre-test procedures or configuration 
instructions. Following the STARTUP section, the actual testing procedures begin. Most 
testing procedures consist of a series of Action-Result units, which actually direct what the 
tester must do to test the program. These units are written in an imperative style, and contain 
some or all of the following fields: 

ACTION: Step-by-step description of the actions the tester should perfonn. 

RESULT: Describes the state of the system after each action is performed. 

CONTINGENCY (optional) : This desaibes what to do if the test fails. In many 
cases, momentary failures can be overcome using the contingency directions. If the 
contingency directions fail or are nonexistent, the tester should report the problem 
via electtonic mail. 

KNOWN PROBLEMS (optional): Covers the cases of bugs and problems that we 
know about. These are mentioned mainly to tell the tester how the system "should" 
behave. 

EXCEPnONS (optional) : Annotated list of "things that might be different." 
These are not bugs, but situations where the result may not exactly match the above 
description. These are usually stated in the fonn "if your system is <uncommon 
situation>, you may experience <differing result>." In most cues, exceptions are 
caused when the test system is in a non-default configuration. All of our tests 
assume a default configuration. 

--END OF INTRODUCTION--
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Setting up Your Applications Environment 

OVERVIEW 

This section is excerpted from the end of the section "Installation Instructions for the Andrew Toolkit." If 
you already followed the instructions there for setting up the environment, this will be a review. 

SETIJP ACTIONS 

Before you attempt to run Andrew Toolkit applications, you, or your system maintainer, should perform 
the following actions, if you did not do so while completing the Installation section: 

ACTION 1. If you have installed the Toolkit somewhere other than in /usr/andrew/ you should 
set the environment variable ANDREWDIR to that path. 

ACTION 2. Add /usr/andrew/bin (or add ${ANDREWDIR}/bin if you have installed the Toolkit 
in a bin subdirectory other than /usr/andrewl) to your searchpath for executable programs. 

ACTION 3. Set the environment variable BE2WM to xl 1. 

ACTION 4. Characteristics of the window system are set in the .Xdefaults file. To overcome 
problems with the X functions Getlmage and Putlmage which affect the cwm menus, you need to 
override the defaults for two cwm preferences. These preferences are cwm.MenuFreeze and 
cmenu.MenuFreeze. They have a default value of 1. You should set them to the value 0. 

The Andrew Toolkit applications will look in a file called "preferences" for most defaults. It is not 
necessary for you to have such a file to start the applications, because they have their own defaults. 
Preference options can be found by examining the help infonnation. We are in the process of trying to 
provide a clean use of both our preferences file and .Xdefaults. We expect this to be available soon. 

--END OF SETIING UP APPLICATIONS ENVIRONMENT SECTION--
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Cambridge Window Manager (CWM) Test Script 
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OVERVIEW 

Cwm is a tiling window manager designed to be compatible with the Andrew user interface. It 
divides the screen into several (usually two) columns and fills each column with a stack of windows. 
Each window is provided with a title bar which provides the application name and is associated with a 
set of standard menus. Cwm resizes columns and windows within colunms by dragging the borders 
between them. Clicking mouse buttons in title bars can hide windows entirely or can shrink them to 
display only their title ban. 

This test script tests the window manager startup and the use of basic features such as scrollbars, 
movable windows, titlebars, and menus. You will recognize many of these basic features in the other 
programs you test. 

It also has references to the Typescript and Console programs that are tested in some of the following 
test suites. Because this is a simplified version of the test suite, no illustrations· are available. We plan 
to make them available in subsequent versions of the test materials as soon as we can. 

For all the actions in this script, if an action fails to yield the described results, there is little point in 
going on. If cwm is not working, things are in bad shape. Therefore, the default contigency entries 
for all the actions, until otherwise stated, is to quit the test, recheck your installation documentation, 
or seek outside help. Where needed, we reference documents that you might want to use in problem 
solving. 

CONTENTS 

This test set consists of the following: 

CWMSEruP 

STARTING CWM 

CHECKING CURSORS 

CHECKING Tl11..E BARS 

CHANGING WINOOW BOUNDARIES 

MOVING WINDOWS 

CHECKING FOR MENUS 

USING CWM MENU OPTIONS 

CHECKING BUFFERS 

SCROLLING WINOOW CONTENTS 

CWMSEruP 

ACTION. Login to the system. 
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ACTION. In order to test the cut and paste buffers, two simple test files are required: 'flong' and 
'fshort'. The best way to create these would be with the following commands: 

ls /lib fshort 

ls /ett; flong 

which was done for the examples. 

NOTE. There are no startup preferences needed for cwm. If you already have a .Xdefaults file, the 
preferences that you have set in this file will be used, unless you comment them out If you don't have a 
.Xdefaults flle, cwm will be started with a set of defaults which should be sufficient 

STARTING CWM 

ACTION: At the shell prom~ enter the following command: 

Xinitcwm 

RESULTS: If your configuration is correct, cwm starts by displaying a "Welcome to Andrew" 
window. This window should replaced momentarily by a gray screen on which a Typescript 
window is created. 

CONTINGENCY: The command "Xinit cwm" works if the following things are in place: 

a) "Display" variable is correctly set, as described in the Xlib man page. To set this, enter the 
command: 

setenv DISPLAY :0 

b) YolD' server is called "X". (See Xinit man page for details.) 

c) Both "Xinit" and "cwm" are on your standard searchpath. (See Xinit man page for details.) 

H you see a "Welcome to Andrew" window, but a Typescript fails to appear, you probably have not set the 
BE2WM environment variable conecdy. To set this variable, enter the command: 

setenv BE2WM xll 

See the file "Installation Instructions for the Andrew Toolkit" for details about BE2WM. 

CHECKING CURSORS 

ACTION: Try moving mouse to different regions of the screen. 

RESULTS: Cursor should nonnally appear as an upwardly curved arrow. When in the scroll bar 
(area on left hand edge of the Typescript window) it should change to a vertical arrow with points 
on both ends. Within the tide bar (the top of the window), it should become a square box. When 
moved to the area on top, down below, or between windows, it should change to a vertical or 
horizontal boundary cursor. A boundary cursor appears as two arrows pointing to a vertical or 
horizontal bar. 

CONTINGENCY: H mouse does not move, quit If cursor does not change, quit. 
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KNOWN PROBLEMS: On double screen workstations, if input focus is switched before cwm is 
initialized, cursor may only move when focus is on wrong screen. Sometimes, even with a single 
screen, a 6152 behaves like a double screen workstation (VGA and 8514). It is necessary to switch to 
the 8514 by pressing alt-ScrolILock. 

CHECKING TITI..E BARS 

ACTION: Move cursor into the tide bar of a window and click the left mouse button. 

RESULTS: Window shrinks to the tide harm which then moves to the top of the column. 

ACTION: With cursor in tide bar and window shrunk, click left button again. 

RESULTS: Window reappears and moves down to its fmmer place in the column. 

CHANGING WINDOW BOUNDARIES 

Widening/Narrowing windows: 

ACTION: Move cursor to right edge of Typesaipt window until cursor is changed to 
vertical boundary cursor. With the boundary cursor showing, press and hold both buttons (or 
the middle button on a three-button mouse), drag the boundary to a new horizontal position, 
and release. 

RESULTS: Each time you drag the boundary cursor to a new position and release the 
button, the window should redraw and widen or narrow to the place you moved the cursor. 

Shonening/Heightening windows: 

ACTION: Move cursor to bottom edge of Typescript window until the horimntal boundary 
cursor appears. Press and hold both buttons (or the middle button), drag this cursor to new 
vertical position, and release. The window's height should be redrawn to the new position of 
the cursor. 

RESULTS: Each time you drag the boundary cursor to a new position and release the 
button, the window should redraw and shorten or heighten to the place you moved the 
cursor. 

MOVING WINDOWS: 

ACTION: With cursor in title bar, click right button. 

RESULTS: Window disappears and cursor changes to a bullseye. 

ACTION: Move cursor to right hand side of screen and click right button. 

RESULTS: Window should reappear in new position in right colunm of the screen. NOTE: 
After moving windows, changes to window boundaries should still work properly. 



CHECKING FOR MENUS: 

AcnON: Move cursor to grey area outside the Typescript and press and hold both buttons (or 
the middle button), slide the cursor vertically and horizontally across menu cards, and release the 
buuon(s) outside the menu cards. 

RESULTS: Menu cards should appear and change a the cursor slides across their boundaries. 
Moving the cursor up and down across the menu options should cause a black selected region to 
temporarily appear on each one. Releasing the mouse buttoo(s) causes the menu cards to 
disappear. 

AcnON: Move cursor to tide bar and examine the tide bar menus in the same way. 

RESULTS: A set of tide bar menus should appear and behave a described above. 

AcnON: Move cursor to Typesaipt window and repeat sliding around menu cards. 

RESULTS: A set of Typesaipt menu cards should appear and behave as described above. 

USING CWM MENU OPl"IONS 

In the following section, we use the following convention when referring to menu options. Menus will be 
in the format 

WINDOW I (Menu Cant) Menu Option 

WINDOW describes the window where the cursor should be before displaying the menus. The 
WINDOW can be CWM (gray space outside a window}, Tidebar •the top of program window, or a 
program name, such a Typescript. (Menu Card) describes the name at the top of the menu card that 
appears when you press and hold both mouse buttons (or the middle button). Menu Option is the option 
that should be chosen from the (Menu Card) named in the example. Note that the CWM and Titlebar 
menu cards are the same. The only difference is that the "This Window'' menu card is inoperative in the 
background area. As such, anytime CWM is specified a Titlebar could be used instead. 

Zapping Windows: 

AcnON: Select CWM I (All Windows) Zap. 

RESULTS: Window manager should exit (We are doing this now to test whether an exit from 
cwm via the Zap command wens. We may need it later in the event of problems.) 

CONTINGENCY: If the window manager does not exit, tty using 'ps' and appropriate 'kill' s in 
Typescript If that doesn't work you might try booting, but running this system is not a good 
idea. 

Restarting CWM 

AcnON: If window manager exits successfully, do 'ps' to check for left over processes (should 
be none) and any error messages output to terminal while window manager wa active. 

AcnON: Restart window managec, using steps in STARTING CWM above. CWM and a 
Typescript window should start normally. 
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Adding a New Typescript: 

ACTION: Select CWM I (Expose) New Typescript. 

RESULTS: A second Typescript appears. 

Checking New Typescript: 

ACTION: Try horizontal and vertical edge movements, particularly at horizontal edge 
between Typescripts. 

RESULTS: The windows should fill the column. 

ACTION: Move Typescript 2 to right colunm (right click in tidebar, move to right column 
and right click). 

RESULTS: Typescript 2 now in right column. 

ACTION: Try moving the horizontal and vertical boundaries. 

RESULTS: The movements should work as above. 

Using Enlarge: 

ACTION: Using vertical repositioning motion move bottom edge of Typescript 2 to 
mid-screen and then select Tidebar I (This window) Enlarge. 

RESULTS: Window should expand to fill entire vertical colunm. 

Using Hide: 

ACTION: Select Typescript2 Tidebar I Hide. 

RESULTS: Typescript2 should disappear. 

Exposing a Hidden Window: 

ACTION: Select CWM I (Expose) Typescript2. 

RESULTS: Typescript 2 should reappear. 

Zapping one window: 

ACTION: Select Typescript 2 Tidebar I (This Window) Zap. 

RESULT: Typescript 2 should disappear. 

CHECKING BUFFERS: 

ACTION: Unshrink the title bar by clicking the left mouse button, if needed. Move cursor 
to Typescript (arrow cursor) and type 

echo hi there 



RESULTS: What you type should appear in bold. Output should appear in unbold. 

AcnON: Enter 'catfshort'. 

RESULTS: Contents of fshort should be displayed. 

AcnON: Ent.er command 'cat tlong'. 

RESULTS: Contents of tlong should be displayed. 

SCROUJNG WINDOW CONTENTS: ('Ibis section uses the fsh<xt and flong files you created in the 
SE1UP section earlier.) 

Scrolling to top of window con1e11ts: 

ACI'ION: Position cunor in speckled area at top of saoll bar and left click. 

RESULTS: The top line of the Typescript should be the 'cat fshmt' command. 

Scrolling to bottom of window contents: 

ACI'ION: Left click in bottom speckled scroll bar area. 

RESULTS: Should be at bottom of output (i.e., shell prompt). 

Moving a line to the top of a window: 

AcnON: Put the cursor into the scrollbar, opposite a line of information. Click the left mouse 
button. 

RESULTS: The line opposite the CUl'S<X' moves to top of window. 

Moving the top line to the curs« position: 

AcnON: Put the curs« into the scrollbar. Note the contents of the line at the top of the 
window. Click the right mouse button. 

RESULTS: The line that wu at the top of the window moves to be opposite the cursor. 

Changing the visible portion of a window: 

AcnON: Position cmscr in the white box in the scroll bar. (The box ~ts the visible 
portion of the text). Press left mouse button button, drag the white box up or down, and release. 

RESULTS: Cursor changes to a rounded dot and text scrolls accordingly. (Repeat this step 
several times, moving up <X' down. 

--END OF CWM TEST SCRIPr-
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OVERVIEW 

Typescript is an Andrew Toolkit interface to command-line bued UNIX programs. It allows users to 
invoke the Andrew Toolkit's text editing functions while interacting with these programs. Typescript 
is most commonly used as an interface to the csh. In order to test Typescript, you must have a 
working version of your window manager, and some way of executing the TypesaipL It is assumed 
that the tester knows how to use scrollbars and the buic toolkit editting functions. 

We have tried to make this script a representative test of the Typesaipt program, but it may have 
some inaccuracies. At present it also lacks illustrations. We look forwanl to expanding and 
illustrating this test saipt in later releases. 

CON1ENTS 

CRITICAL TESTS 

NON-CRITICAL TESTS 

CRITICAL TESTS 

Typescript must pus all of these tests if it is to be useful. 

Starting Typescript: 

ACTION: If you are running the cwm window manager, <r CMU's wm, choose New 
Typescript from the Expose menu card in the Tidebar menus. Otherwise, nm the program 
Typescript using some other shell interface. 

RESULT: After a few seconds, a Typescript window should appear, consisting of a title bar 
on top, a scrollbar on the left side, a large white area for input in the center, a prompt 
(usually a ~ sign) and a message line at the bottom. 

Executing a Conunand: 

ACTION: Execute the ls command in the Typescript. 

RESULT: You should see your command in bold, output in a plain fcxiL 

Command Line Editing: 

ACTION: Type several command lines. As you type, execute the editing functions such as 
delete, conttol-b, conttol-f and so on. 

RESULT: You should be able to edit commands using the toolkit's editing functions. 

Menu Item: Copy 

ACTION: Select some text in the Typescript. Choose Copy from the first menu card. 

RESULT: The text should be copied into the cut buffer. 1be next test can help to confinn 
that if other testing means are unavailable (such as a working ez). 
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Menu Item: Paste 

AcnON: Coi)y some text into the cut buffer. Choose Paste from the first menu card. 

RESULT: The text should appear on the cunent command line. 

Scrolling Bactwarm: 

AcnON: Execute enough shell commands so that output has scrolled off the top of the window. 
Try to scroll back through this output using the scroll bar. 

RESULT: You should be able to at least 1 Ok of previous interaction. 

Making typed input visible: 

AcnON: After scrolling backwards, start to type a new command. 

RESULT: The current line should come into view. 

Using Other Programs With Typescript 

AcnON: Execute the command 

typescript sh 

RESULT: A Typescript should appear in which sh is runnbig rather than csh. (After the new 
Typescript appears, check for the sh process. Then, you may Zap the Typescript if you wish, 
using Zap from the Tidebar menus.) 

NONCRITICAL TESTS 

If one of these tests fails, Typescript is probably still quite useful, though a bug should be reported. 

History Mechanism: 

AcnON: Type Escape - several times. 

RESULT: Previous command lines should appear and be selected. Pressing Enter causes the 
currently-selected command to be executed. 

Menu Item: Move 

AcnON: Select some text in the Typescript and choose Move from the first menu card. 

RESULT: The text should appear on the command line and should be selected. 

Menu Item: Execute 

AcnON: Select some previous command line and choose Execute from the first menu card. 

RESULT: The text should be copied to the command line and then executed. 
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Menu Item: Clear 

ACTION: Choose Clear from the first menu card. 

RESULT: Everything except the current command line should be deleted from the 
Typescript window. 

--END OF TYPESCRIPT TEST SCIUPr-
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Console Test Script 

OVERVIEW 

Console is a program which keeps track of various Jdncb of status information about your workstation and 
files. It can display a digital er analog clock, monitor various apects of your system's performance, 
notify you about the arrival of mail, warn you about system errors, and much more. 

For the time being, the figures that are referenced in this draft (figure 1, figure 2, et al.) are not available. 
We intend to make these figures available in a future version of this test suite. Sorry about the 
inconvenience. 

CONTENTS 

STARTING CONSOLE 

SENDING TEXT TO /DEV/CONSOLE 

ERRORLOG 

USING MAIN CONSOLE MENU OPTIONS 

USINGnlEDISPALY AND CONSOLES MENUS 

INSTRUMENT MONITORING 

STARTING CONSOLE 

ACllON: In Typescript, enter the command 

console 

RESULT: After a few seconds you should see a message in the Typesaipt telling you that 
console is starting to nm, the message should include the version number of the program which is 
needed for any bug repons. Sbottly after that a window should appear on the screen similar to 

figure 1. Along the top of the console is a clock, a series of icons (for printing, mail, and trouble), 
and a CPU load graph. Along the bottom is an Erro1Log area. (The details of non-default 
consoles may vary slightly.) 

SENDING TEXT TO /DEV/CONSOLE 

ACllON: In Typescript, enter the command 

'echo foobar /dev/console 

RESULT: The word "foobar" followed by a timestamp should appear in the Em>rLog, which is in 
the lower portion of the Console window - see figure 2. 

KNOWN PROBLEMS: Large amounts of output being sent to /dev/console in quick succession 
may not all appear in the log. 

CONTINGENCY: If this does not work, check to see if the /etc/services has an entry for console 
- ie.: "console 2018/udp." If it does not have this entry, please add it and repeat this test. The 
ability for console to capmre messages of this sort is fairly important to its functionality. 
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ACTION: Using the left-mouse-button, click on the instruments (clock, printing icon, mail 
icon, trouble icon, CPU load graph) in the upper half of the console window. 

RESULT: A line of text, telling you something about the instrument you clicked on, should 
appear in the ErrorLog. - see figure 3. (Repeat this ACTION several times to put more output 
in the ErrorLog for lat« aests.) 

EXCEPTIONS: Clicking on the space labelled "Load" will produce a quick flash across the 
entire window - there is no information stting (LeftO.ickStting) associated with that portion 
of the console. 

ERRORLOG 

ACTION: Click the left-mouse-button in the &rorLog. 

RESULT: A text-caret ( ") should appear where you clicked the mouse. - see figure 4. 

ACTION: Click the right-mouse-buttm in the ErrorLog at a different location than where the 
text-caret is located. 

RESULT: The text between where the text-caret was, and where you clicked the 
right-mouse-button should now be selected in an inverse-video. - see figme 5. 

ACTION: Move the cursor until it is below the console window (the cursor should change 
shape to the boundary moving cursor) - holding down either the left, right. or both buttons, 
drag the bottom of the console window down until the window is approximately twice as 
biglhjgh 

RESULT: You should now see a saollbar appear at the left-hand side of the ErrorLog - see 
figure 6. 

CONTINGENCY: If you don't see the scrollbar, make the window e~ bigger - if the 
window is as tall as the screen and you still don't see a scrollbar .. skip to the next unit and 
send in a bug report. 

ACTION: Using the saollbar, saoll to the beginning of the &rorLog. 

RESULT: see figure 7. 

ACTION: Click anywhere (in or out of the ErrorLog) in the console window with the 
left-mouse-button. 

RESULT: Any text in the ErrorLog that was previously selected, should now be unselected. 

USING MAIN CONSOLE MENU OPl10NS 

ACTION: With the mouse somewhere within the console window, but not in the tide-bar, 
click-and-hold on the middle (both) mouse-button(s). 

RESULT: This should bring up the comole menus as they appear in figure 8. 



Set Alarm: 

ACTION: Select 'Set Alarm' from die Console menus. 

RF.SULT: The console window should have been blanked out and replaces with a prompt for the 
"time" - figme 9. 

ACTION: Enter a time (fcmiat: #:II) 

RF.SULT: The first prompt should be replaced with a second prompt f<r the "event" - figure 10. 

ACTION: Hit return for the default event "Wake Up!!" 

RF.SULT: The console window should redraw iaself, and you should see a small bell icon to the 
right of the clock - figme 11. 

Tum Off Alarm: 

ACTION: Bring up the menus and select 'Tum Off Alarm'. 

RF.SULT: 1be bell icon should disappear. 

Make Oock Digital: 

ACTION: Bring up the menus and select 'Mate Cock Digital'. 

RESULT: The clock face should be replaced by a digital display of the 1ime - figure 12. 

Write Log File: 

ACTION: Bring up the menus and select 'Write Log File'. 

RF.SULT: The console widow should have been blanked out and replaced with a prompt for the 
name of a file to write the log out to, with a default of '/tmplConsoleLog' - figwe 13. 

ACTION: Press Enter to use the default. 

RF.SULT: The console window should redraw itself, and a message in the ErrorLog should tell 
you that it wrote out the log file. (you can examine this file later to make sure that it contains the 
contents offour logs (0-3) only the first of which, 0, should have any entries.) Clear All Logs: 

ACTION: Bring up the menus and select 'Cear All Logs'. 

RF.SULT: The ErrolLog should now be empty - figure 14. 

USING mE 'DISPLAY' & 'CONSOLES' MENUS 

ACTION: Bring up the menus and move the curs<r over to the left Wltil the second menu card, 
tided 'Display' is shown. 

RESULT: figure 15. 

ACTION: Move the cursor further to the left until the third menu card, tided 'Consoles' is shown. 
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RESULT: figure 16. 

ACTION: Going back to the Display menu, select 'Expand Menu', wait a couple of seconds, 
and then bring the menus up again. 

RESULT: figure 17. 

KNOWN PROBLEMS: Occasionally you have to select this menu option twice in order for 
it to take effect. 

EXCEPTIONS: Depending on how many consoles have been ponec:l and/or stored in the 
library of consoles, the number of menus, and contents therein may differ. 

ACTION: Selecting one of the "named" consoles off of one of these menus (third menu card 
and up) should RESULT in the starting up of that console in the same window that we have 
been using, replacing the Default "Monitor" console. - After having tried this, go back to the 
Display menu card and select 'Restart Default'. 

RESULT: The Default console should again occupy the window. 

ACTION: Select another random console from the list, after it has initialized, bring up the 
menus and go to the Display menu card again. Select 'Read New Console File'. 

RESULT: The console window should be blanked out and replaced with a prompt for the 
name of another console file to tead. 

ACTION: For this script, simply type in "Default" (no '"' s, capitalization counts) 

RESULT: The Default console should once again take its place in the window. 

ACTION: Bring up the menus once again and select 'Shrink Menu' from the Display menu 
card. 

RESULT: After doing this, if you bring up the menus again, you should only see the original 
three menu carm. 

INSTRUMENT MONITORING 

ACTION: Queue a job for pinting. 

RESULT: Within a few seconds after the job bas been queued, the Print icon should become 
highlighted, and display a number below it indicating the number of jobs you have in the 
queue - figure 18. 

EXCEPTIONS: On systems which are not connected to the Andrew File System and which 
do not use the Andrew printing programs, this monitm will not work, in which case it is 
likely that at startup time it would have announcecl (via the ErrorLog) that it was terminating 
monitoring of the PrintDir. 

ACTION: Send yourself some mail. 



RESULT: Within a few seconds after the mail ha been delivered, ·the Mail icon should become 
highlighted, and display the number of messages waiting to be iead below it - figure 19. 

ACTION: In Typescript, enter the command 

unlog 

RESULT: Within a few seconds, the Trouble icon should light up, and a message should appear 
in the ErrorLog, in bold text telling you that you have lost authentication and should use log to 
iefresh your tokens - figure 20. 

EXCEPTIONS: If your system is not connected to the Andrew File System, you should be able to 
approximate this behavior by creating extremely large files (cores if you have them) onto the 
local hard disk until the hard disk becomes over 95~ full. - figure 21. 

ACTION: In Typescript, enter the command, 

touchfoo 

RESULT: The right-most icon (the ITC logo) should become inverse-highlighted for a brief 
moment, indicating that an Andrew File System store occmred. - see figure 22. 

EXCEPTIONS: If your system is not connected to the Andrew File System, this will not happen. 

--END OF CONSOLE 1EST SCRIPr-
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OVERVIEW 

The Help program provides a user interface to the Andrew Help System, an extensive set of help 
documents for Andrew System applications as well • man pages for UNIX operating system utilities. 
Help' s interface consists of a menu-driven, multi-paneled interface in which read-only versions of 
documents are shown in the window. Help' s keyword index, a aitical pan of the program. provides 
quick access to its files. 

CONTENTS 

HELPSTARnJP 

FETCHING Fil..ES Wl1H KEYWORDS 

WORKING WI1H HELP PANELS 

SELECTING, SCROU..ING, SEARCHING, AND PRINTING 1EXT 

HELPSTARWP 

ACTION. In Typescript, type "help" at the prompt and press Enter. Or, move the cursor into 
the title bar of any window, display the menus, and choose lhe "Help" menu option. 

RESPONSE. The Help window should appear, containing lhe text called" A Guided Tour of 
Andrew." If you started help from the tide bar of a window, the Help window should 
contain the help file for the program running in that window. In the right column, two menu 
lists should appear--the top one titled "Overviews" and the bottom one tided "Programs." 
Each menu list should contain a list of alphabetical entties. 

FETCHING FILES WI1H KEYWORDS 

All Help files are indexed and rettieved with keywords. Keywords are the names of help files or 
terms associated with a particular help file. The following action-result units let you test various 
methods of rettieving files with keywords in the Help system. 

From the Programs list 

ACTION. Move the mouse curs<X' over the keyword "console" in the Programs list at the 
lower right of the Help window. Press the left mouse button. 

RESPONSE. The help file for "Console: A System Monitor" should appear in the Help 
window. 

From the Overviews list 

ACTION. Move the mouse cursor over the keyword "Managing Files and Directories" in the 
Programs list at the top right of the Help window. Press the left mouse button. 

RESPONSE. The Overview file called "Managing Files and Direcu>ries" should appear in 
the Help window. 



By selecting a keyword from the text 

ACTION. Scroll down in the text for managing files and directories until you see the term "cp". 
Then, select "cp" and choose "Get Help on Selected Word" from the Help menu. 

RESPONSE. The help file "cp.help" should appear in the Help window. 

Seeing Unix documentation usociated with a keyword: 

ACTION. When the cp.belp text is shown in the help window, the string (more) should appear in 
the tide bar, indicating that there is additional documentation (probably man pages) that begins 
with the string "cp". Expose the menus, and, on the top card, you should see an extra menu 
option called "Show More UNIX Documentation." Choose this menu option. 

RESPONSE. An additional help fi1e about cp (probably the cp.1 man page) should appear. (The 
correct operation of the "Show more UNIX documentation feature depends on whether there is 
more than one piece of online documentation that begins with the same string. Whenever there is 
more than one document beginning with the same tint word of the filename, the (more) and the 
"Show More UNIX Documentation" menu options should appear.) 

By typing in a keyword: 

ACTION. Display the menus in the Help window and choose "Show Help On . . ." 

RESPONSE. The following prompt appears in the message line at the bottom of the Help 
window: 

Enter a keyword about which you want men help: 

ACTION. Type the wool "tour" and press Enter. 

RESPONSE. The help file" A Guided Tour to Andrew" should reappear in the Help window. 

WORKING wrra HEIJ> PANELS 

Expanding the Programs List 

ACTION: Choose "Expand Programs List" from the Help menus. 

RESPONSE: After a momentary pause, the list of keywords shown in the Programs panel 
lengthens to include the names of all help files and man pages available in the help system for 
that machine. This list is labeled "Full program lisL" Clicking the left mouse button when the 
cursor is on any of these names rettieves the file associated with the name. 

Shrinking the Programs List: 

ACTION: When the Programs List is expanded (the "Full program list" is shown), the "Shrink 
Programs List" menu option should appear in place of "Expand Programs LisL" To shrink the 
Programs List to its original size, choose "Shrink Programs List" from the menus. 

RESULT: The original, shortened "Programs" list returns. 
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Checking the Help History Panel: 

ACTION: Choose "Show History Panel" from the Help menus. 

RESULT: The Progrum panel in the lower right of the Help window is replaced by a panel 
labeled "History," which contains a listing of the help files that have already been consulted 
during the session. The hista"y list lengthens with each new file that is consulted. 

ACTION: When the History Panel is exposed, the menu option "Show Programs List" 
should appear in place of"Show History Panel." To bring back the Programs list, choose 
"Show Programs List" from the menus. 

RESULT: The Programs List should reappear in place of the History panel. 

Hiding Help Panels: 

ACTION: Choose "Hide Help Panels" from the Help menus. 

RESULT: All panels at the right side of the Help window are hidden. 

Restoring Help Panels 

ACTION: When the Help panels are hidden, the menu option "Show Help Panels" appears 
in place of "Hide Help Panels." Choose "Show Help Panels." 

RESPONSE: The Help panels reappear at the right side of the Help window. 

SELECTING TEXT, SCROLLING TEXT, SEARCHING IN TEXT, PRINTING 1'BXT 

All these features should work the same in Help as in other Andlew Toolkit programs. 

After a word is selected, the menu option "Copy" should appear in the Help window. (The 
menu option "Cut" does not appear because Help is a read-only window.) 

Scrolling should work in the manner described in the CWM testing document. 

Searching and Printing should work as described in the forthcoming EZ testing document. 

--END OF HELP TEST SCRIPI'-



Messages s.xx Test Script 

OVERVIEW 

Messages is a program for reading mail and bull• boards. It is designed specifically to run on Andrew 
workstations. 

This script is an attempt to take you through the various procedures of subscribing to, reading, and sending 
messages. All preferences and/er Xdefaults will be assumed to be the defaulL We have tried to make this 
script a representative test of the Messages progr1111, but it may have some inaccuracies. At the present 
time, it also lacks figures and illustrations, which are occasionally referenced in the script. We look 
forward to expanding and illustrating the script in later releases. 

Within this text, a number of terms are used. "Messages Window" refers to the entire program window. 
This will also be referred to• the "program window". "Send Message Window" and "Composition 
Window" are s~ymous and relate to either the sepsare program Sendmessage <r the sub-process of 
sending messages from within the Messages program. "Captions_ Region", "Folder_ Region" and 
"Body_ Region" all refer to subdivisions within the "Messages Window." 

CONTENTS 

SE1UPFOR TESTING 

STARTING nm TEST 

SUBSCRIBING 

READING 

MENUS 

SENDING 

DELIVERY 

MISCELLANY 

CLEANING UP 

SE1UPFOR TESTING 

ACTION: If you have already used Messages, or if you tend to get a fair amount of Email during 
the day - you should try to find and use a test account for this exercise. If you can not get access 
to a test account, you will want to follow the stepS below to try and minimi7.e any differences 
from the results listed. (NOTE - If you have never used Messages, you have no need for these 
steps.): 

mv .AMS.prof .AMS.prof.good 

mv preferences preference5.good 

mv Mailbox Mailbox.good 

mv .MESSAGES .MESSAGES.good 

RESULT: Your are now configured to test Messages as if you had never used it before. 
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STARTING 1llE TEST 

ACTION: To begin, type "messages" at the Typescript prompt and press Enter. 

RESULT: You sh®ld get a message in your Typescript saying: 

Starting Message (version x.xx), please wait. .. 

You may also see several Console messages indicating that Messages is creating files and/or 
directories that it needs to begin working. (After Messages is run fer the first time, these files 
and directories will remain in place for future use.) 

Then you should get a Messages Window which will be split into three pans (Folder_ Region 
[top], Captions_ Region [middle] & Body_Region [bouom])-see figure 1. 

EXCEPTIONS: The "caption" shown in the above referenced figure says "Nathaniel 
Borenstein", despite the fact that, as you will see later, the message's "From:" line reads 
"Site.Administrator". On a system connected to the Andrew File System which uses the 
AMS Delivery System subcomponent, the name "Nathaniel Borenstein" is derived from the 
authenticated ID of the person who owns the file /usr/andrew/liblWelcomeMail. (Actually, 
this file name might be changed, using the AndrewSetup file, but that is the default location 
for the welcome mail.) Thus, at a site where the Andrew File System is used, it is 
recommended that this file be owned by the user "posanan". At a non-AFS site, the 
"Site.Administrator" name will be used in the caption automatieally. 

SUBSCRIBING TO A MESSAGE FOIDER 

ACTION: Move the cursor over to the Folder_ Region and left-click on the help-icon to the 
left of a folder-name (mail). 

RESULT: A dialog box "What do you want to do with 'mail'?" should appear, containing 
the choices • shown in figure 2. If you display the menus at this point, they should contain 
the same choices that an: in the dialog box. - see figure 3. 

ACTION: Choose the option to' Alter susbcription status' by clicking in the dialog box or 
choosing the menu option. 

RESULT: Another dialog box, "Subscribe to Mail?" appears, containing a set of applicable 
choices -- see figure 4. By default, your current subscription status "Yes," is selected, 
because you should be automatically subscribed to Mail. 

ACTION: Since you want to remain subscribed to mail, left-click again on "Yes" to close the 
dialogue box. 

RESPONSE: The dialogue box disappears. 

ACTION: Left-click again on the help-icon next to mail, and this time choose the option 
'Explain what it is'. 

RESULT: The contents of the Body_ Region should be replaced with something like: 

Folder name: mail 



Folder type: Pmonal mail 

Number of messages: 1 

Your subsaiption status: Subscribed 

No explanation of this folder is available, but here is the first message: 

Below all of these lines, you will see some data that may look like garbage. 

EXCEPTIONS: The last part might contain 'Explanation of this message folder:' if there were an 
introductory text associated with that folder, as there is with many of the bboards on the Andrew 
System at CMU. 

READING A MESSAGE 

AcnON: Click on the message caption 'Welcome to Andrew'. 

RESULT: The caption you clicked on will become bold-text, and the contents of that message 
should now appear in the Body_ Region. It should look something like figure 5. 

OPTIONAL AcnON: Read the message; it will explain some things about the program and the 
Andrew System in general. To scroll though the message use the saoll-bar to the left of the 
Body_ Region. 

USING MENU OPTIONS 

AcnON: Choose 'Append To File' from the menus. 

RESULT: You will be prompted in the message-line for the name of the file to append the 
currently displayed message into. (After checking for the prompt, get rid of it by typing Ctrl-G or 
pressing Enter to accept the defaulL) 

AcnON: Choose 'Forward To' from the menus. 

RESULT: In a few seconds another window will come up (generally causing a redisplay in the 
original Messages Window as it is sharing the colunm with it). If expanded it should look 
something like figure 6 (the screen image includes a formatting bug in the current version at 
CMU). 

AcnON: Choose 'Resend To' from the menus. 

RESULT: You will be prompted in the message-line of the Messages Window for an address. 
(After checking for the prompt, get rid of it by typing Ctrl-0.) 

SENDING AND DELIVERY 

AcnON: In the Composition Window click on the Reset box in the upper right comer of the 
Messages window. 

RESULT: This will clear the Composition Window for the next step. 
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ACTION: Type your name er userid in the To: field, enter "test" in the Subject field, and 
press Return two times. 

RESULT: The cursor should bypass the CC: field and move into the body of the Messages 
Window. 

ACTION: Enter some t.ext in the body of the window, and then choose "Send/Post" from the 
menus. 

RESULT: In a minute er two you should see that you have new mail waiting for you 
(indicated in console). 

ACTION: Use the 'Read Mail' menu option from the first menu card in the Messages 
Window. 

RESULT: The caption for the message cunendy on display should become un-bolded, the 
Captions_ Region should clear and then get filled back in again. The caption for the message 
you just sent to yourself should appear as the next new message in the Captions Region. 

CONTINGENCY: If this does not work, there is probably a configuration problem.-- that is, 
something wrong in the AndrewSetup file. Consult the Andrew Message System Installation 
and Operation Manual for funher information (in the works). 

MISCELLANY 

Messages and Sendmessage have several do7.en other menus and options. They cannot possibly all be 
described here, nor can they all be tested for every releue of the system. However, it is probably a 
good idea, at this stage in the release testing, to simply browse through the menu items checking out 
as. many of them as time pennits. They should all w<X'k as documented in the help files. 

CLEANING UP 

If you previously had used Messages, and had to use the SETUP insttuctions to move files out of the 
way to perform this testing, use the following steps 10 restore those files: 

ACTION: Use the following steps: 

mv .AMS.prof.good .AMS.prof 

nn -rf .MESSAGES 

mv .MESSAGES.good .MESSAGES 

mv preferences.good prefemaces 

mv Mailbox Mailbox.test 

mv Mailbox.good Mailbox 

mv Mailbox.test/* Mailbox 

rmdir Mailbox.test (Note that the Mailbox situation is slighdy more complicated than the 
others, in order to avoid losing mail that was delivsed while you were testing.) 

--END OF MESSAGES 1ESTING SCRIPI'-- -END OF ANDREW TOOLKIT 1EST SUITE--



A Programmer's View of the Andrew Toolkit 

This section is composed of selections from the ProgrtlllflMr' s Guitk to tM Andrew Toolkit, Volumes I 
and Il. Since this section contains excerpts, not the complete documentation, it is not intended to be a 
complete instructional text Instead, it is intended only to illustrate some aspects of Andrew Toolkit 
programming. 

To order a complete copy of the Programmer's Guide to the Andrew Toolkit, use the Documentation 
Order Form at the beginning of this document 

Sections in this Part 

This section contains the following parts: 

The first section, Object Oriented Programming, is an excerpt"from the Tutorial Manual, which 
is Volume I of the Programmu' s Guitk to tM Andrew Toollcit. 

The second section, Examples, contains a series of examples also excerpted from the Tutorial 
Manual. Many examples and portions of examples have been edited or omitted to save length in 
this draft, though the first page of this section contains a complete list of the examples available 
in the full-length Tutmial Volume. Of the 17 examples in the complete Tutorial Volume, the five 
we have included here are: 

Example 1: Introduction to the classes, program structure and compilation techniques 
needed to create a stand-alone objecL 

Example S: Creating menus 

Example 11: Storing and manipulating data 

Example 12: Multiple views on a single data object 

Example 17: Creating a view that ha children 

The third section, View, is an excerpt from the chapter on the clus View, taken from the 
Reference Manual, which is Volume Il of the Programmu' s Guitk to tM Andrew Tool/cit. The 
complete Reference Volume contains a full listing of other Andrew Toolkit classes and their 
usociated procedures and methods. 

The fourth section, Selected lnterraces to the Toolkit, contains a quick-reference list of selected 
intedaces f<X' the Andrew ToolkiL This list was prepared for the X Window System Conference 
at MIT in January 1988. 
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Object-oriented Programming 

Objects, Classes, and Instances 

The Andrew Toolkit is written within an object-o~~d programming enviro~nt. An object in the 
Andrew Toolkit is simply a sttucture capable of representing the following, fundamental capabilities of a 
computer: staing data and carrying out operations on data. 

In an object-oriented system, it is useful to group all the objects that share the same data structures or 
procedures that manipulate the data. Such a group of objects is called a class. Objects that are in a class 
are instances of the class. 

Suppose an object Ll represents the list (ab c) and object L2, the list (d efJ. Both can be usefully grouped 
as instances of a class list. Even .though each object has diffeient data, they share the same data structure 
as well as the procedures for operating on their data. 

Data, Methods and Class Procedures 

Each object has a set of data, rMthods. and class procedwes. 

There are a small number of operations that are generic to all objects within the system. First, there must 
be operation for creating and desttoying an instance of an objecl Second, an object must provide an 
initialization routine to be used to handle subclassing of objects. If B is a subclass of A then when an 
instance of B is created the initialization procedure for A must be called. These are usually defined as 
class procedures since they are operations carried out on the class only. 

Along with the set of general class procedures that each class must provide, a cla.u may provide a set of 
specific procedures, called ~thods, which are operations that an object carries out on its data. For 
example, a class for text might have methods for inserting a string, deleting characters, and returning the 
character at a given position. The data for a class is a collection of one or more variables, which may be 
structured for convenient processing. For the text class, such data might include a variable for character 
strings, a variable for document length, and another variable for indicating if the text is Read Only or not. 
The data and methods for a class my be either explicitly written in its class definition, or inherited from its 
ancestor class or classes (see Subcla.ues and superclasses below). Class procedures, however, are not 
inherited, and operate only on the class for which they were defined. 

Subclasses and Superclassea 

Classes can have subclasses and superclasses. When you create a subclass of a class, you do not need to 
re-specify the data and methods that the subclass shmes with its parent class, or superclass. Unless you 
specify otherwise, via a set of overrides in the class declaration, the subclass simply inherits the data and 
methods from the superclass. Classes do not inherit class procedwes since those are specific to the class. 
In addition to the inherited data structures and operations, a subclass can add new data structures and new 
methods. It can also override methods that it would otherwise inherit from the superclass. 

The relationship between classes go beyond a single parent-child link. A class inherits not only all the data 
and methods from its immediate parent, but also the data and methods of the parent's parent, and so on 
through the complete hierarchy of ancesur classes. Of course, a descendant class would not inherit 
methods that have been overridden by an ancestor. 
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Requests 

An object will carry out one of its operations when another object reqlll!sts it to do so, i.e., when 
another object invokes one of its methods or class procedures. Each object maintains a list of the set 
of requests that it has methods or class procedures fm carrying ouL The requests that any given object 
understands depend, of course, on what the object is intended to represent. If an object represents a 
list, then the object should understand requests to add another element to the front of a list, delete an 
element from a list, etc; if an object represents a text-editor, then the object should understand 
requests to display text on the screen, respond to a user's mouse click, etc. 

When another object issues a request to an object, the methods in the object's class are searched. If 
none is found, the methods in that class's superclass are searched nexL The search continue$ up the 
superclass chain until a matching method is found m until the root of the class hierarchy is reached. If 
the method is not found by that time, an enor is reported to the programmer at load time. 

The Andrew Toolkit's stratagem for finding methods insures that the most "recent" version of the 
method code is executed. For example, class A defines a method named/oo, and class A has a 
subclass named B, and B has a subclass named C. Ordinarily, if C calls method/oo, then the Andrew 
Toolkit searches first in class C, then in class B, then finally in class A, and executes the code for foo 
as defined in class A. But suppose cl•s B has ovenidden the method/oo it has inherited from class 
A. Now, if C calls method/oo, the code as defined in the ovemde in class B is executed, not the 
original code for foo in class A. 

Overview of Andrew Toolkit Programming 
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Programming in any object-oriented language consists of defining objects, analyzing the similarities 
and differences among the objects and using the analysis to build a classification system, and deciding 
how the objects will inte:racL These activities usually result in creating new cluses, creating instances 
of classes, defining new methods and procedures, and specifying sequences of requests among the 
objects. 

Application programmers can design and implement new cla.ues whose objects will eventually appear 
inside a multi-media editor or another application progaanL Application programmers must follow a 
set of guidelines when developing a class. If a programmer follows these guidelines, then instances of 
the class can be included in any other application program or multi-media editor that hu been 
developed to manage arbitrary objects. An object can be placed inside another object without either 
one having specific information about the other. The only piece of information that the enclosing 
object must have about the enclosed object is its name. 

Using only the general procedures we can build a mechanism for embedding one object within 
another and create hierarchies of objects. Consider a document that contains both some text, a line 
drawing and an equation. The interactions between the text objects, the line drawing object, and the 
equation object are all done via the general procedures. Thus, you can write your own support 
packages to work with the general procedures instead of relying on or waiting for such packages to be 
written by the Andrew system developers. 



Examples 

This section introduces the essential Andrew Toolkit clmes through several example programs. These 
examples illustrate the program structure needed by any application program that uses the Andrew 
Toolkit 

Example 1 introduces the classes, program structure and compilation techniques needed to create a 
stand-alone object, i.e., an object that will be ruiming as an independent application program. 

Example 2 shows how to create an object that responds to mouse hits. 

Example 3 describes how to make the same object respond to mouse drags. 

Example 4 introduces the methods needed to set key bindings. 

Example S shows how to create menu items. 

Example 6 adds a scroll bar to the display. 

Example 7 illustrates a way to package an object so that it can be used easily as an independent application 
or by another objeci. 

Example 8 shows how to display a message in the message line. 

Example 9 shows how to use the message line to ask the user a question. 

Example 10 describes how to create a view with an associated data object 

Example 11 shows how to store and manipulate data. 

Example 12 illustrates multiple views on one data object 

Example 13 shows how to work with simple fonts. 

Example 14 describes how to use multiple-font, styled text 

Example 15 shows how to work with styles in documents. 

Example 16 introduces the layout package. 

Example 17 shows how to create a view that has children. 

Example 18 illustrates the dynamic loading mechanism. 
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Example 1: Drawing 'hello world' In a Window 
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This section describes how to write a program that defines and uses a very simple class. The program 
will create a new window and put an object that is an instance of the class in the window. Then the 
object will draw the string Milo world in the center of the window. This example program illustrates 
the following activities: 

-- defining a class 

-- defining class procedures and methods 

-- exporting class procedures and methods 

-- importing Andrew Toolkit class procedures and methods 

-- setting up a stand-alone application program 

- compiling a class for static linking, i.e., linking before nm-time 

After reading Example 1, you will know the very basic program structure needed to create a 
stand-alone application program. Example 2 will introduce the changes you need to make in order to 

build an object that responds to user input, in particular, mouse hits. 

The discussion that follows presents a step-by-step description of how to write the example program. 
If you were to follow the steps, you would produce a program, called hw, in four files: 

•• a helloworld.H file - will contain the class definition for the helloworld object, which will 
be a subclass of the Andrew Toolkit class \Uw. 

•
0 a helloworldc file -- will contain statements that import Andrew Toolkit classes and defme 

the object's methods and class procedures. 

•• hw .c - will contain declarations needed by Andrew Toolkit linking and loading facilities 
as well as swements that create an instance of Mlloworld, aeate a window, put the object 
in the window, and enter an interaction loop. 

-- Makefile -- will contain the directioos for. compiling, linking and loading. 

For a complete listing of these files, see Program Usting/or Example 1 at the end of this section. On 
a first reading of this section, you may find it useful to just skim the program listing, then refer to the 
listing when needed as you study how to build the program. The somce code is available in the 
directory /usr/andrew/doc/be2/exl, together with the compiled program. 

Although the discussion of the steps refers directly to this example, the infonnation generally applies 
to the creation of any class that will be used in a stand-alone application. 



Running the example program 

Before reading the discussion of the example program, you may fmd it helpful to run the program on your 
workstation. 

Action 1. To run the program, at the Typescript prompt type 

/usr/andrew/examples/be2'exl/hw and press the Enter key. 

Response. The program will produce a window with Milo world centered in the body. 

Action 2. Re-shape the program's window. 

Response. The object will respond to an update request and redraw Milo world in the center. 

Action 3. Click with a mouse button. 

Response. The program will make no response. This simple object does not respond to 
keyboard or·mouse input and it ha no menus. Later examples will illustrate how to extend the 
program so that the view iesponds to user inpuL 

Action 4. To quit the progiam., move the cursor to the window title bar, pop-up the menus and 
choose Zap from the This Window card. 

Response. The program will disappear from the screen. 
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Creating a class 

Deciding on a name for the class 
The first step in creating a class is to choose a name for the class. The name is imponant for two 
reasons. First, if a user wants to include your object in a multi-media editor, the user will type the 
class name in order to obtain an instance of il The name you pick should be unique and not conflict 
with already existing ones. To see whether the name you pick is on your dynamic object path, in the 
Typescript, type 

whichdo your class 1lll1M 

The command whichdo (which dynamic object) is analogous to the Beruley Unix command which 
(see help which for more information). 

The second reason the name of your class is important is that the class pn)cedmes and methods for the 
class will all be located in a .c file. When the class is compiled, it is easiest if the module name for 
this .c file is the same as your class name. For example, the class procedures and methods for an view 
named piechart should all be located in a file named piechart.c. 

For Example 1, we chose the class name helloworld. 

The Andrew Toolkit class·~· 
In the next section, we will define the class helloworld to be a subclass of the Andrew Toolkit class 
view. The class view is at the heart of the Andrew Toolkit. It provides the methods, class procedures 
and data structures needed to (1) display a data object in a window, (2) request display updates and 
respond to such requests, and (3) respond to mouse and keyboard inputs. Thus, to create an 
application program using the Andrew Toolkit, you will in general want to declare a new class that is 
a subclass of viewo To simplify the exposition, Examplel does not include a data object (see Example 
10) and does not not respond to mouse and keyboard inputs (see Examples 2-5), but it does respond to 
requests to update the display. 

Defining the class 
To create a class, you should declare the class in a .H, or header file, that has the same name as your 
class. (Note that the file extension must be .H, not .h). Thus, the class declaration for the class 
helloworld is in the file helloworldR. 



The general format for a elm declaration is 

elm <Class name> : <Super-class> { 
overrides: 

list of inherited methods that this class is going to override 
methods: 

list of methods for this class 
macromethods: 

list methods for this class that are macros 
clauprocec:luree: 

list of class procedures 
macros: 

list of class procedures that are macros 
data: 

data structures 
}; 

The following is the declaration for the class lwlloworld, 

class helloworld : view { 
overrides: 

FullUpdate(enum view_UpdateType type, long left, long top, long width, long right); 
}; 

The declaration indicates that a class, named helloworld, is to be a subclass of the Andrew Toolkit class 
view. One method, FullUpdau, will ovmide the class view's view _FullUpdale method, which it 
otherwise would have inherited. No other methods, special class procedures, or data are necessary in the 
class declaration for this simple example. 

Class hUrarclas and i•ritance 
In the Andrew Toolkit, classes fmm a hierarchy. Subclasses inherit the methods and data sttuctures of 
their parents, <r superclasses. 

Although helloworld declares no methods or data, it inherits the methods and data from its parent 
superclasses. 1be class view, helloworld' s immediate parent, is part of the following class hierarchy: 

basicobject 

observable 

view 

helloworld 

Therefore, helloworld inherits the methods and data structures of basicobject, observable and view. For 
example, view provides the method Hit, which will be called when the user clicks with the mouse on the 
left or right button. Because helloworld does not ovmide view_ Hit, it will inherit that method. So, when 
the user clicks with the mouse in a window containing a helloworld object, the Andrew Toolkit Interaction 
Manager, which manages interaction events, will call.the method helloworld inherits, view_ Hit. view_ Hit 
does nothing in response to a mouse hit, so the helloworld object in this example Will not respond to 
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mouse hits. Example 3 will show how to override viR'' s method so that the class Mlloworld' s 
instances will respond to mouse hits. 

In general, you will declare a class as a subclass of a superclass. If you leave the : < S"fJer-class > slot 
blank, the superclass defaults to basicobject, which is the class at the top of the Andrew Toolkit class 
hierarchy. 

Writing a method/or full "!'date req~sts 
Whenever the user takes an action that requires the Mlloworld object's window to be redrawn, the 
Andrew Toolkit Interaction Manager will call the FullU~ method. The method should do 
whatever it must do to redraw the display. In this example, when Mlloworld _FullUpdate gets called, 
we would like it to draw the string Milo world in the center of the window. 

To write the Fu.llUpdate method, you should declare it in a .c file that has the same name as your 
class. The declaration for the Mlloworltfs FullUpdate method is in the file Mlloworld.c. 

void helloworld_FullUpdate(hw, type, left, top, width, height) 
struct helloworld *hw; 
enum view_UpdateType type; 

long left; 
long top; 
long width; 
long height; { 

int x,y; 
struct rectangle VisualRect: 

helloworld_GetVisualBounds(hw,& VisualRect); 
x • redangle_Left(& VisualRect) + 

rectangle_ Width(& V1SUalRect)J2; 
Y • rectangle_Top(&VisualRect) + 

rectangle_Height(& VesualRect)/2; 

helloworld_MoveTo(hw ,x,y); 
helloworld_DrawString(hw,.hello world•, 

graphic_BETWEENTOPANDBASELINE I 
graphic_BETWEENLEFT ANDRIGHT); 

Defining versus calling class procedures and ~thods 
Note that when you def&M class p-ocedures or methods, you must use a double underscore; when you 
u.se, or call, the procedures or methods, you only use a single 1Dlderscore. For example, if you are 
creating the class Mlloworld and defining a F"1lUpdate method, you use the double underscore, and 
write Mlloworld _FullUpda.te as above. If you were to call helloworld's F"11Update method, you 
would use a single undersc<Xe, i.e., Mlloworld _F"1lUpdate. If you look in the source code for the 
Andrew Toolkit classes (see /usr/andrew/src/be2), all the class procedures and methods are defined 
with the double underscore, although when you, the application programmer, call the class procedures 
or methods, you only type one underscore. 



TM logical and visual rectangk 
To understand how to do a FullUpdate, it is necessary to introduce some graphic concepts. Each view 
object has an associated graphic object in which drawing takes place. The class graphic supplies a logical 
rectangle which defines the coordinate system for drawing. 1be units are pixels. The coordinates of the 
logical rectangle are initially given by (0,0) at the origin on the rectangle's top left to 2(32) - 1, 2(32) - 1 at 
its bottom right. You can draw anywhere in this logical unsigned 32-bit cocxdinate space. 

The logical rectangle, lr, gives the coordinates that you can scale your drawing to. The class graphic also 
provides a visual rectangle, vr, that gives the coordinates for what is potentially visible in the window. To 
understand lr and vr, suppose that a multi-media editor were displaying some text and a drawing, and that 
the drawing happens to be at the very boaomofthe window. If the graphic's rectangle, lr, falls outside the 
window boundary, and the drawing is relative to lr, then the drawing will be clipped to the graphic' s visual 
rectangle, vr. 

The part of the drawing that falls within the coordinates given by the visual rectangle normally 
corresponds to what the user sees on the saeen, except if another drawing were laid over the first (e.g., a 
message box could be temporarily laid on top of all «part of the drawing). 

TM par01Mters and tMthod Ujini.ti,on 
The FullUpdate method has six parameters: ltw, a pointer to the helloworld object that needs to be 
redrawn; type, the type of tedraw and left, top, width, Miglll, the limits of what nee<D to be redrawn. The 
last five parameters allow you to optimiz.e the redraw (see FullUpdate in the section, View); we will 
ignore them in this example. 

Updating tM visual rectangk 
The window is a graphic rectangle defined by a width, Might, left and top. The statement, 
Mlloworld _ GetVisualBounds(lrw, cl VinalRect) setsVisualRect to the dimensions of ltw's visual rectangle, 
i.e., that patt of ltw' s graphic rectangle that is potentially visible in the window. The statements that assign 
values to x and y calculate the ba:izontal and vertical centerpoints of the visual rectangle. The values of 
left plus the width divided by two yield the horizontal center point; the values of top plus Might divided by 
two yield the vertical. 

An important no~ on calling conventions 
GetVisualBowuls is a method that is defined in the class graphic. As mentioned previously, the helloworld 
class inherits methods from that elm as well as from the cla.ues obsavable and vkw. But when you use a 
method defined in another class, you should call it with the class name of its first actual parameter, not the 
class name of the method itself. This is because an intervening class may have redefined the method or 
may redefine the method in the future. Thus, to insme that you use the method appropriate to your place 
in the class hierarchy, you call llelloworld _ GetVisualBowuls, not graphic_ GetVisualBounds, since the first 
parameter to the method is lrw, even though the method was defined in graphic. 

In general, for any object x in classx, (i.e., stnlet classx •x), you call classx _ tMthodnante (x, <other 
par01Mters>) in order to call either a rMtlaod/or object x or a rMtlaod for any of x s superclasses. Thus, 
for object ltw in the class Mlloworld, you write llelloworld _ GetVisualBoruu:ls (hw, <OtMr parameters>) to 
call tM graphic rMthod GetVisualBounds. 

Moving tM graphic point and drawing 
Mlloworld MoveTo moves the graphic drawing point to coordinates (x,y), the center of hw's visual 
rectangle. The final statement, llelloworld DrawString, actually draws hello world in the window at the 
center poinL The alignment optioos BBTWEENTOP ANDBASELINE and BETWEENLEFrANDRIGHT 
is used to center the suing around the center comdinate (x,y). Other alignment options are available to 
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start the string at point (x,y), to end the string at (x,y), etc. See graphic_ DrawString in the Reference 
Guide. 

Importing Andrew Toolkit exports and exporting methods and caa. procedures 

The file helloworld.c, the program file for the helloworld's class procedures and methods, begins by 
importing the constructs it needs from the Andrew Toolkit library and exporting its class procedures 
and methods: 

#include <Class.h> 
#include "hellowortd.eh" 

helloworld.c must #include class.h to access .the Andrew Toolkit class facilities, and export 
helloworld.eh, the file containing the declaration of exported class procedures and methods. 
helloworld.eh is created automatically from 114lloworld.H by a class precompiler. 

The file hw.c, which will contain main(), must import all the classes that it uses directly or indirectly. 
The following classes are candidates for inclusion in any application: 

#include "class.h" 

#include "xgraphic.ih" 
#include "xfontdesc.ih" 
#include "xim.ih" 
#include "xcursor.ih" 
#include "xws.ih" 

#include "updatelist.lh" 
#include "keyrec.ih" 
#include "proctable.ih" 
#include "keystate .ih" 
#include "keymap.ih" 
#include "rnenulist.ih" 
#include iontdesc.ih" 
#include "rrvl.ih" 
#include "im.lh" 
#include "buffer.ih" 
#include "mark.ih" 
#include "nestedmark.ih" 
#include "rectanglelist.ih" 
#include iext.lh" 
#include "environrnent.ih" 
#include iree23int.ih" 
#include "stylesheet.ih" 
#include "style.ih" 
#include "device.ih" 
#include "context.lh" 
#include iextview.ih" 



#include irameview .ih" 
#include "msghandler.ih" 
#include "message .ih" 
#include iramemessage.ih" 
#include "cursor.ih" 
#include "filetype .lh" 
#include ,rame.ih" 
#include irameands.lh" 
#include "scroll.lh" 
#include "event.ih" 
#include "search.ih" 
#include "init.ih" 
#include "environ.ih" 
#include "dictionary .ih" 
#include "viewreference.ih" 
#include "bind.ih" 
#include "completion.ih" 
#include "atom.ih" 
#include "atomlist.ih" 
#include "namespace.ih" 
#include "rm.ih" 

For the program helloworld, the X classes are included because this example is to be displayed on top of 
the Andrew window manager. If the program is to be displayed on an X window system, then 
corresponding X classes must also be included. Other classes are included because helloworld uses them 
directly (e.g., class.h, im.ih) or indirectly through ics superclasses (e.g., obsB'Wlbk.ih, graphic.ih, view.ih). 
For example, font•sc and region are used by graphic; xfont/Usc is used by xgraphic; krpec, Jceystate, 
keymap, and nwlWlist are used by view; llpdatelist, bind, nwssage, msgltandler, and event are used by im. 

In general, you must include all the classes that your class uses directly or indirectly; the list of included 
classes should correspond to the list of static entries in your main program (see next section). If you leave 
one out, when you run the program you will get the following run-time error message in your Typescript: 

Could not find the class mt!thodsfor <class~>(%%%%%)- a:iting 

where <Class name> will be the name of a specific class that must be included. 

In the program examples in this tutorial, the included classes are collected in a file-named staticload.h, 
which is then #included: 

#include cclass.h> 

#include "staticload.h" 

#include "im.ih" 
#include "helloworld.ih" 
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If you want to set up your own program so that it includes the tile staticload.h, you can copy it from 
usr/andrewldoclbe2/ul. 

Setting up as a stand-alone application program 

main() 
{ 

struct helloworld •hw; 

struct im •1m; 

class_lnit(• .:/usr/andrew/dliblbe21; 

systemStaticEntries; 
helloworld_StaticEntry; 

hw·helloworld_New(); 
im-im_Create(NULL); 
im_SetView(im,hw); 

im_KeyboardProcessor(); 

exit(O); 

To set up as a stand-alone application program, you should create a main program that declares 
information needed for linking and loading, creates an instance of the class, creates a window, puts 
the object in the window, and enters an interaction loop. 



Setting the dynamic object path 
main(), defined in hw.c, will normally begin with a call to class _I nil (".:lusrlandrewldliblbe2") which sets 
up the Andrew Toolkit linking facilities to look f<r objects in the cwrent dhectory and the dynamic object 
library, lusrlandrewldliblw2. 

Specifying static loading 
The call to syst4mStaticEnt1Vs specifies that dle Andrew Toolkit classes should be loaded statically, i.e., 
at compile time rather than nm-time. Likewise, the call lwlloworld _ StaticEntry specifies that the class 
helloworld should be loaded statically. Your programs should make calls to StaticEntry for all classes that 
you know you will need in advance, because the program will be significantly smaller and slightly faster. 

It is possible to compile and nm this program with no static entries. If the main file had no StaticEntry 
calls, the necessmy objects would be located in the dynamic object library, and loaded dynamically. 
However, you should nevertheless load objects you know you will use statically, for two reasons. First, as 
mentioned above, your program will be more efficienL Second, if a server is down, the program will not 
be able to dynamically load; if all objects were dynamically loaded, then the program would not run at all. 

It is possible to increase the efficiency of your program even funher by differentiating between classes that 
are used directly and indllectly. You can define a class_ StalicEntryOnly that includes all classes that are 
not used directly. In this case, the only classes used directly me im and helloworld, so everything else 
(except class.h) could be included under StaticEntryOnly. 1bis speeds up the compiling process since 
only the portion o.f each class needed for a static link is acaually loaded. 

Creating instances of clasus 
Once the necessmy classes have been loaded, the call to helloworld _New creates an instance of the class 
helloworld. im _ Crea14(NUU) creates an llll4ractio11 Manager (im) view and, as a side effect, creates a 
window using whatever window manager is running on the workstation. 

The view tree 
The im view is the root of the window's view aee. Recall that views iepresent space on your computer's 
display screen. Views are organized into mes. im_SetVinl (hw, im) puts hw in the view hierarchy with 
im, which happens to be the root view, as the parent. The screen space assigned to a view is always totally 
included within the screen space allocated to its parent view. Two sibling views, however, may find their 
screen space overlapping in any way, as long as both siblings ft contained within their parent's screen 
space allocation. 

It is important to understand the difference between the Andrew Toolkit class hieruchy and a view 
hierarchy. The class hierarchy defines a tree of parent-child relationships among classes; the view 
hierarchy defines a tree of parent-child relationships among view objects, i.e., acaual instances of the class 
view. In the class hierarchy, defined through the statements daa <Class name>: <Super-class>, both the 
Andrew Toolkit class im and the class helloworld ft subclasses of the class view; in the view hierarchy, 
defmed by calls to im SetView, the view law, an instance of class helloworld, is a child of the view im, an 
instance of the class ;;,_ 
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The interaction loop 
The call to im _ KeyboardProcessor() enters the Interaction Manager's interaction loop that mediates 
communication between a user and the application and views in the view tree and the user. Note that 
Set View must occur after both helloworld and im are created, but before the interaction loop begins. 
You cannot attach a view to a view tree until the root of the view tree (im) and the view itself 
(helloworld) exist. The call to im_KeyboardProcessormust come last, since once the interaction loop 
is entered, subsequent calls will not be processed until the loop is exited. 

Compiling for static linking 

SRCDIR-lusr/andrew/ 
WINDOWDEFINES--DX 
WINDOWINCLUDES--l/usr/include/x11 
WINDOWLIBS-lusr/libllibcwm.a /usr/libllibcmenu.a \ 
/usr/lib/liboldX.a /usr/lib/libX11.a 
cc-cc 

INCLUDES= -1. -1$(SRCDIR}include/be2 -IS{SRCOIR}include 
$(WINDOWINCLUDES} 
CLASS FLAGS•$( INCLUDES} 
CFLAGS= -g $(WINDOWOEFINES} ${INCLUDES} 

LIBPATH-lusr/andrewnibJbe2 
LIBS-${LIBPA TH}/libframe.a ${LIBPA TH}/libtext.a ${LIBPA TH}/libsupport.a 
${LIBPATH}nibsupportviews.a ${LIBPA TH}/libbasics.a S{SRCDIR}nibllibclass.a 
${WINDOWLIBS} ${SRCDIR}/Ub/liberrors.a ${SRCDIR}nb'libvfile.a 
${SRCOIR}nibllibplurTi>er .a ${SRCDIR}/libllibutil.a 

.SUFFIXES: .ih .eh .H 

.H.ih: 
class ${CLASSFLAGS} $* .H 

.H.eh: 
class $(CLASSFLAGS} S* .H 

hw: hw .o helloworld.o ${LIBS} 
${CC} ${CFLAGS} -o hw hw.o helloworld.o ${LIBS} -Im 

hw.o: helloworld." 
helloworld.o: helloworld.eh 
helloworld.ih: 
helloworld.eh: 

The Makefile for a class that will stand-alone is for the most part, like any other Makefile (see ma/c,e in 
the online help pages). This particular Makefile finds app1opriate sources and libraries,_ then creates 
helloworld.ih, "4lloworld.eh, and 114lloworld.o from the information in 114lloworld.c, and then creates 
the executable. 



Specifying a window manager 
At the present time, the Andrew Toolkit will run oo top of the the window managment system X.11 and on 
the Andrew window manager, wm. In the Makefile above, the statement WINDOWDEFINES--DX 
specifies that this application will be running oo top of X.11. When running on top of X.11, the include 
directory is specified by the statement 

WINDOWINCLUDES--Vusrlinclude/x11 

and the library path is specified by the statement 

WINDOWLIBS-lusr/lb'libcwm.a /usrllibllibcmenu.a \ 
/usr/liblliboldX.a /usrllibllibX11.a 

To run on the Andrew window manger, wm, you must specify WINDOWDEFINES--DWM and specify 
the following include and library paths: 

WINDOWINCLUDES--Vusr/andrew/include 
WINDOWLIBS-lusr/andrew/lb'libwm.a 

Compiling tM program 
To compile the program using this MaUjik, you should have the files staticload.la MlloworldR, 
Mlloworld.c, law.c and the Makeftk in a single directory in which you have read, write and list 
permissions. You may copy these files from /usr/andrew/doc/be2/ex1. 

Go to the directory in which you have put the files (make it the cunent directory). Then at the Typescript 
prompt, type 

make 

and press the Enter key. 

To run after compilation, type 

hw 

and press the Enter key. 
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Example 5 illustrates how to create an object that has menus. The Andrew Toolkit provides two 
classes--menulist and bind--that together allow objects to bind lists of menus to command procedures. 
Menu lists provide stacks of menu cards that a user can pop-up within the body of your program, s 
windows. Each menu list corresponds to one stack of menu cards. Your program can have only one 
stack of menu cards per window, but can have any number of stacks that it posts at different times. 
There can be any number of carck in a stack. Each card in the stack can have a tide and any number 
of menu items. If you use the methods that tMnulist and bind provide to bind a menu item to a 
command procedure, then when the user chooses that menu item, theln~ractionManagerwill invoke 
the procedure. For example, if you bind the menu item Save to the procedure Write _Buffer _to _File, 
then when the user chooses the menu item Save, the l~raction Manager will invoke 
Write _Buffer _to _File. 

The example program in this section will build upon the program in Example 4. Like Example 4, this 
program draws hello world initially at the center of the window. Then, if the user clicks on the left or 
the right mouse button, the program draws hello world centered at the location of the mouse cursor 
when the user lets up on the button. Like Example 4, the program also responds to two keys: ctrl-c to 
center hello world, and ctrl-i to invert the screen. In addition, the program posts a new menu card 
tided Hello World with two menu items, Center and Invert. If the user pops-up the Hello World 
menu card and chooses Center, the program centers Milo world in the window; if the user chooses 
the menu item Invert, the program inverts the screen, from white to black and black to white. 

The discussion that follows presents a step-by-step desaiption of how to modify the Mlloworld class 
in Example 4 to produce Example S. If you were to follow the steps, you would produce a program, 
called h~, in four files: 

-- a helloworld.H file -- will contain the class definition for ~lloworld. It will be exactly 
the same as Example 4. 

-- a helloworldc file -- will contain statements that impon Andrew Toolkit classes and defme 
the object's methods and class procedures. We will add to Example 4's class procedure for 
initializing the menulist and for binding menu items to command procedures. 

-· hw.c - will contain declarations needed by Andrew Toolkit linking and loading facilities 
as well as statements that create an instance of Mlloworld, create a window, put the object 
in the window, and enter an interaction loop. This will be the same as Example 4. 

-- Makefile -- will contain the directions for compiling, linking and loading. This will be 
exactly the same as Example 4. 

For a complete listing of these files, see Program Listing for Example 5 at the end of this section. 
On a first reading of this section, you may find it useful to just skim the pr0gram listing, then refer to 
the listing when needed as you study how to build the program. The source code is available in the 
directory /usr/andrew/doc/be2JexS. 



Overview or menu lists 

Menus 
Each menu list contains a stack of menu cards. 11lae are methods for adding menu cards to the stack and 
deleting them, adding menu items to a card and deleting them, and deleting all the cards from the stack. 

Menu chains 
In the Andrew Toolkit, an object can contain other objects. F<r e~le. a multi-media editor may 
contain a drawing editor. Since an object may not know what ocher objects it will contain in advance, 
there must be a protocol that allows objects to coordinate the menu items that each object may add or 
delete from the stack of menus. For example. if the multi-media editor and the drawing editor both add 
the menu item Quit, there must be a way to decide which menu item takes priority. Menu chains establish 
the priority of menu items. Menu chains work according to the following protocol: Each object posts the 
menus that it wants. If the object is contained in another object, the parent object determines the 
placement of the child's menu list in a menu cham. If a menu list ml(j) occurs after the menu list ml(i) on 
the menu chain, then m(j)' s menus take precedence over (ml)' s. Thus, a parent object can decide that its 
menus should have precedence over its child's menus, or that its child's menus should have precedence. 
The usual way to decide precedence is bued on input focus: the menus of the object with the input focus 
should have precedence. 

Flow or control for menus 

An object will normally define its menus when it is first loaded. In this case, the object's class procedure, 
lnitializeClass, will create a menu list and add its menu items to the menus. Nmnally, the object will 
create all the menu lists it will ever use. At this point, the menu items are defined, but they are not yet 
visible to the user. 

Whenever an instance of the class is creared, its JnitializeObject method should nmnally not define the 
menus, but should duplicate the menus of its class. The duplication saves space. 

Most application programs start up by creating a set of views and asking the /t*raction Manager to make 
one of the views the input focus. A user can request a view to mate itself the input focus by clicking in its 
visual rectangle. If a view wishes to respond to such user requests, it should request the Interaction 
Manager to give it the input focus upon receiving the DownTransition in its Hit method. 

When an object receives the input focus, it should post the nwnulist that it wants to have displayed to the 
user. (At the present time. if the object does not want menus, it should normally post a NULL menulist so 
that its parent menus are posted.) When a child posts menus, its parent's post nwnu method is called. If a 
parent object wants to control which menus appear, it should save all its children's menu lists when it 
creates the children. After the parent has created all its children, it should create its own menu list, and 
chain its children's menu lists into the menu chain according to the priority it desires. Then in its post 
nw111l method, it should post the chained lisL The menu list that the top-most object posts defmes the 
complete set of menu items that the user will see. 
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The class definition 

If you are creating a subclass of view that will have menus, you must add a pointer to a menulist 
structure to the class's data definition. 

For example, the following is the new class declaration f« the example class helloworld: 

class helloworld : view { 
overrides: 

FullUpdate(enum view_UpdateType type, long left, long top, long 
width, long right); 

Update(); 
Hit (enum view_MouseAction action, long x, long y, long numberOfClicks) 

returns struct helloworld •; 
ReceivelnputFocus(); 
LoselnputFooos(); 

classprocedures: 
lnitializeClass() returns boolean; 

data: 

}; 

struct menulist *menulist; 
struct keystate *keystate; 
longx,y; 
boolean blackOnWhite; 
boolean newBlackOnWhite; 
long distX,distY; 
long newX, newY; 
boolean HaveDownTransition; 
boolean havelnputFocus; 

Everything is the same as Example 4, except the data declaration struct ml!tudist *mi!lllllist: 
helloworld will store its menu list in ml!IWlist. 

Note that any class that uses menus must also ovenide R6c6iwlnplllFocus andLosdnputFocus. 



Describing tM nwnus 
The description of the menus should be sued in a NULL terminated may of struct bind Description. 
The structure of a bind desaiption may is described in detail in Example 4. Each entry in the array 
should be a descriplion of a single menu item binding. 

For example, the two menu items for hellowortd are described by the following array, MlloworldBindings 
in Mlloworld.c: 

static struct bind_Description hellowortdBindingsD•{ 
{"helloworld-center", "\003" ,0, "Hello World, Center" ,0,0, Center. 

"Center the helloworld string. 1, 
rhelloworld-invert", "\011",0, "Hello World,lnverr,O,O, Invert. 

"Invert the helloworld string.1. 
NULL 

}; 

The first entry in the array describes the binding of the menu item Center on the menu card Hello World 
to the procedure Center. The item in the fust entry, "Mlloworld-center," is the user invocation name, 
discussed in Example 4. The next two it.am, "\003" ,0, are the keyboard descriptions (see Example 4). 
These could be NULL,O if you did not want key bindings at all. The next item, "Hello World, Center", is 
the menu string. The part before the comma, Hello World, specifies the menu card and the part after the 
comma, Center, specifies the menu item. If no card name appears, menu items would appear on the front 
menu card. The menu items are listed on a card in the order they are added to the menu list and without 
blank lines between the menu items. Cards are stacked in the order in which they are posted. More 
complicated menu suing fcxmats allow you. to conttol the «der and spacing of menu items on the cards 
(see Menus, Volume 2) and the stacking of cards. The next item, 0, represents the data to be passed to the 
procedure upon the user selecting the menu item Center; in this example, nme. The next item, 0, is the 
menu mask; again, in this example, none. The remaining items me the same as Example 4. Likewise, the 
second entry in the may binds the menu item Invert on the card Hello World to the procedure Invert. 
The third entry in the array is NUlL and indicates the encl of the description of the key bindings. 

When you run the program and pop-up the menus, you will find that the menu card "Hello World" is the 
second card in the stack of menus. The first card will be unnamed, and will have the menu item Quit on 
iL The fust card is posted by the Interaction Manger, im, Mlloworld' s parent in the view tree. Parents in 
the view tree can choose to override menus that a child posts or add to those menus. Nonnally, parents 
give precedence to the menus of the view with the input focus. 

Note that the actual command functions, Center and lnwrt, were discussed in Example 4. They remain 
exactly the same. 
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Creating the menu list for the class 
A menulist for the class represents the set of bindings from the menu items to the functions to be 
perfomied. The same menulist can normally be shared among all instances of a view. Thus, like 
keymap, a menulist should normally be created in JnitializeClass, a class procedure that is called only 
once--the first time the class is loaded. Likewise, the sttuctuJe-declaration for the menulist can be 
done in the module rather than in the class data. 

In general, to create menus, you should declare an lnitializeClass procedure that creates a new 
menulist and associates the menu bindings for the class with the newly created melllllist. 

For example, the following creates a melllllist and associates the melllllist with the menu descriptions 
for the view helloworld in the file helloworld.c: 

static struct menulist *helloworlc:IMenulist; 

boolean helloworld_lnitializeClass(classlD) 
struct classheader *classlD; 

helloworlc:IMenulist•menulist_New(); 
helloworldKeyrnap.keymap_New(); 
bind BindUst(helloworldBindings_ 

nellowortdKeymap,hellowor'ldMenulist,&helloworld_classinfo); 
retumTRUE: 

The line static stTKct menulist *helloworldMenlllist declares the menulist structure for this elm. 

The st.atement helloworldMenulist-menlllist _New() creates a new menulist and stores it in 
helloworldMenulist. The statement bind BindList (helloworldBindings. helloworldK.eymap. 
helloworldMenulist, &.114Uoworld _ c~o) asociates the menu descriptions in helloworldBindings 
with the newly created menulist, helloworldMenulist. The method bind _BindList is described in 
Example 4. The second parameter, helloworldKeymap could be NULL for a class with no key 
bindings. 

If you are creating a subclass of view and your application requiles dynamic menu icetm, then you 
can create multiple menu lists for the class; alternatively, you can use menu masks (see Menus, 
Volume2). 



Duplicating tM JMnu list for tM ob~ct 
Most objects in the same class can share menus. To share menus, when an instance of an object is created, 
its InitializeObject method should not aeare the menus, but should tbqJlicate the menus of its class. The 
duplicated menus should be stored as part of the view's data fc:r latec use inReceivdnplltFocus. In 
addition, a view with menus should set a flag in its lnitializeObject method to indicate that it does not have 
the input focus. 

For example, the following lnitializeObject method in Mlloworld.c creates a JMIUllist for the object by 
duplicating the one for the class and associates the nvlUllist for the class, lwlloworldMenulist, with hw, an 
instance of the view Mlloworld; 

boolean helloworld_lnitializeQbiect(hw) 
struct helloworld *hw; 

hw->x • POSUNDEF; 
hw->y • POSUNDEF; 
hw->blackOnWhite •TRUE; 
hw->newBlackOnWhite •TRUE; 
hw->HaveDownTransition - FALSE; 
hw->keystate-keystate_Create(hw, helloworldKeymap); 

hw->menulist - menulist_DuplicateML(hellowortdMenulist, hw); 
hw->havelnputFoa.as • FALSE; 
retumTRUE; 

The statement hw->nvnulist - nvlUllist_DuplicatdfL(lwlloworldMenulist, lrw) eteates a duplicate of the 
class helloworld's nvnulist, lwlloworldMeulist, associates the lftt!nulist with the view, hw, and stores a 
pointer to the newly duplicated nvlUllist in hw->maulist. 

User reqwsts for tM input focu 
By convention, a user can request a view to make itself the input focus by clicking within its space on the 
screen. If a view wishes to respond to such user requests, it should request the Jnuracdon Manager to 
give it the input focus upon Reeiving the DownTransition hi its Hit method. Nonnally, if you are building 
a view that will have menus, then in the view's Hit method, you should request the input focus by calling 
WantlnputFocu. In Example S, the Mlloworld _Hit method does not need to be modified from Example 4, 
since it iequests the input focus in cxder' to do keyboard inpuL 
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Receiving tM inputfocus 
When the Interaction Manager gives a view the input focus, it notifies the view by calling a method, 
ReceivelnputF ocus. If you are writing a view that has menus, its ReceivelnputF ocus method must do 
two things. First, it should set a flag that indicates it has the input focus. In general, you will need to 
write other methods (e.g., Hit, Update, etc.) so that they test this flag and act accordingly (see 
Example4). 

Second, the view should post its ml!mdist to its parent The m1:mdist provides the Interaction 
Manager with the information it needs to post menus appopriately for the view. 

For example, the following, in helloworld.c, is helloworld' s ReceivelnputF ocus method: 

void helloworld_ReceivelnputFocus(hw) 

} 

struct helloworld *hw; 

hw->havelnputFocus •TRUE; 
hw->keystate-next • NULL; 
helloworld_PostKeyState(hw, hw->keystate); 
helloworld_PostMenus(hw, hw->menulist); 

The statement hw->havdnputFocus - TRUE sets a flag to indicate that lrw has the input focus. The 
statement helloworld _PostMenus (hw, hw->ml!nulist) posts the nMmdist lrw->rMnulist for hw to the 
Interaction Manager. 

If you are creating a view that is overriding view's ReceivelnputF ocus method, even if your view does 
not have a ml!nulist it should post a nMnulist of NULL. 

Losing the input focus 
When the Interaction Manager takes the input focus away from a view, it notifies the view by calling 
another method, LoselnputF ocus. A view's LoselnputF ocus method should set a flag indicating that it 
no longer has the input focus, then do whatever it needs to do before losing the input focus. For 
example, if the view needs to de-highlight itself, it should request an update from it parent in order to 
de-highlight 

The LoselnputFocus method for Example S is exacdy the same u Example 4: 

void helloworld_LoselnputFoaJS(hw) 
struct hellowortd *hw; 

{ 

hw->havelnputFocus • FALSE; 

Requesting the input focu upon start-up 

If you are creating an application that has menus and you want the menus to appear immediately, then 
it should request the input focus after putting the object in the view tree and before entering the 
keyboard processor interaction loop. If the input focus is not requested, the menus will not appear 
until the first call to FullUpdate, which occurs after a mouse action. 



The following, in hw.c, requests the input focus for hw upon start-up: 

hw • helloworld_New(); 
im • im_Create(NULL); 
im_SetView(im, hw); 
helloworld_ WantlnputFocus(hw, hw); 

im_KeyboardProcessor(); 
exit(O); 

This is exactly the same as Example 4. 

Importing Andrew Toolkit procedures 

#include <Class.h> 
#include "helloworld.eh" 

#include "graphic.ih" 
#include "rectangle.ih" 
#include "keymap.ih" 
#include "keystate .ih" 
#include "bind.ih" 
#include "menulist.ih" 

The import/export declarations are exacdy the same with the additional include of ~m.dist.ih to import 
the menu list methods. 
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Example 11 illustrates how to store data and read it from a file. We will modify the previous example 
to store (i.e. write) the coordinates of the hello world string in a file. Then, when the file is read in, 
the string will be redrawn at the stored coordinate position. 

Overview of the data stream 

All Andrew Toolkit applications must store data in files in a datastream format. The datastream is a 
standard representation for data objecu in files. It consisu of a standard header, a object-specific part, 
and a standard trailer. The header has the format 

\begindata{ 
class name 

objid \ 
} 

where classfltl1M is the name of the class, and objid is an integer unique within the datastream. A 
newline following the header is not considered part of the data. 

The format of the enddata part is similar: 

\enddata{ 
classname, 

obj id 
} 

If either of the strings "\begindata" or "\enddata" occur within the object-specific part.that is not 
actually the header for a sub-object, the backslash in front of the string should be escaped with 
another backslash. In general, escaping all backslashes with a backslash is safe. 

Derming the helloworld data object claa 

#define POSUNDEF -1 

class hellowortd: dataobject { 
overrides: 

Read(FJLE *file,long id) returns long; 
Write(FILE *file,long writeld,int level) returns long; 

data: 
longx,y; 
boolean blackOnWhite; 

}; 

The second major function of the data object class is the abstraction of permanent storage. Subclasses 
of dataobject can ovenide the R~ad and Writ~ methods with procedures to tead and write its 
associated data, enabling any code that deals with dataobjecu in general to also deal with this specific 
class. 



Writing a data object to afik 
The Write method must write the contents of a dataobject to the given stdio stream. The write/dpararneter 
is used to make sure we are not rewriting the same thing we just wrote (so only if it's different than our 
stoted copy of the last writeld do we actually write anything). The level parameter indicates whether or 
not this is the "toplevel" object being written (i.e., not a subobject within another object). It is the toplevel 
object if it is zero (so an object that is writing out sub-objects within itself should call their Write methods 
with a non-zero level). 'Ibis distinction is important if an object has both a daiztream and a 
non-datasnam representation (e.g., text)- if an object is not the toplevel object, it must write itself out in 
datastream format, as it cannot make any assumptions about whether the objects writing it out can handle 
either format. 

The Write method should Jetum its object's UniqlldD. 

long heilowortd_Write(hw ,file,wrtteld,level) 
struct helloworld •hw; 

FILE •tile; 
long writeld; 
int level; 
{ 

if(writeldl-hellowortd_GetWritelD(hw)){ r only write a given version 
once •1 

helloworld_SetWritelD(hw ,write Id); 
fprintf(file '"\\begindata{O/os,%d}\n.' 

class_GetTypeName(hw), helloworld_UniquelD(hw)); 
fprintf(file, "%d %d °lad\n. ,hw->X,hw·>Y ,hw->blackOnWhite); 
fprintf(file, "\\enddata{%s,%d)\n•, 

class_GetTypeName(hw), helloworld_ UniquelD(hw)); 

retum helloworld_UniquelD(hw); 

The "4lloworld Write method only writes in the datastream fonnat, so it just checks to make sure this is 
not a duplicate, and then writes the begindata header, the 3 numbers that represent the "4lloworld state, 
and the endtlala trailer. 
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Reading a data object from a file 
The Read method takes a stdio file pointer and an id. The id is either zero, indicating that no data 
stream header was found, or an integer guaranteed to be unique within the data stteam. In the case 
that the id is zero, some dataobjects may try and to read non-datastream formats, like a text object 
reading a normal text file or a raster object reading a graphics file; it probably should not try to read 
the enddata either. Otherwise the stream is assumed to be one written by the object's Write routine, 
with the file pointer right after the \begindata{ •.• }. No version checking is done, although a particular 
object may implement its own. 

long helloworld_Read(hw,file,id) 
struct helloworld•hw; 
FILE •file; 

long id; 
{ 

char buf[100); 

helloworld_SetlO(hw,helloworld_UniquelO(hw)); 

if (fgets(buf ,sizeof(buf) ,file )-NULL) 
retum dataobject_PREMATUREEOF; 

r the %hd tells sscanf that blackOnWhite is a short, not an int• / 
if(sscanf(buf ,"%d %d %hd\n" ,&hw->x,&hw->y,&hw->blackOnWhite)<3) 

· retum dataobject_PREMATUREEOF; 

if(fgets(buf,sizeof(buf),file)••NULL) r read in the \enddata{ ••• 1·1 
retum dataobject_MISSINGENDDATAMARKER; 

retum dataobject_NOREADERROR; 

The helloworld _Read procedure just aies to read two lines, the object-specific data, and the enddata 
trailer. If it can't read all the data, it returns a premature EOF enor; if it can't read the enddata, it 
returns a missing-enddata error. 



The view VO interlace 

The Mlloworldview class ha two procedures that are on the Mlloworldview menus which call the 
appropriate procedure to write or iead the Mlloworld dataobject asociated with the view. They use the 
message string input facilities discussed in example 9 to read in a filename from the user. 

Writing 
static void writeHW(hwv,key) 
struct hellowortclview *hwv; 
long key; 
{ 

} 

char file[100], msgBuf[100]; 
FILE *fp; 

message_AskForString(hwv ,0, "Write file: • ,NULL,file ,sizeof(file)); 
fp.fopen(file, "wj; 
if(fp.•NULL){ 

sprintf(msgBuf :Couldni open %s for writing.• ,file); 
message_DisplayString(hwv, 1 ,msgBuf); 

}else{ 

} 

struct helloworld *hw-
(strud helloworld *)hwv->header.view .dataobject; 

hellowortd_Write(hw,fp,im_GetWrttelD(),O); 
fclose(fp); 

This routine simply prompts the user for the filename, opens a file, calls the Mlloworld _Write procedure 
on its dataobject, and closes the file. 

Reading 
static void readHW(hwv ,key) 
struct hellowortclview *hwv; 
long key; 
{ 

char file[100), msgBuf[100); 
FILE *fp; 

message_AskForString(hwv ,0, •Read file: • ,NULL,file,sizeof(file )) ; 

tp.fopen(flle, ·ri; 
l(fp--NULL){ 

sprintf(msgBuf :Couldni open %s for reading:, file); 
message_DisplayString(hwv, 1,msgBuf); 
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} 

}else{ 
char header[100]; 
if(fgets(header,sizeof(header),fP)••NULL){ 

sprintf( rnsgBuf, "Premature end-of-file in o/oS. •,file); 
message_DisplayString(hwv, 1,msgBuf); 

}else{ 
char name[20); 
int id; 

if(sscanf(header, "\begindata{%[" ,], %d}\n" ,name,&id) 1·2){ 

sprintf(rnsgBuf, 

} 

"o/oS doesni contain a valid datastream header.", 
file); 

message_DisplayString(hwv, 1,msgBuf); 
}else{ 

} 

struct hellowortd *hw• 
(struct helloworld *)hwv->header. view .dataobject; 

if(strcmp(name,class_GetTypeName(hw))l•O){ 
sprintf(msgBuf, 

"o/oS doesni contain a helloworld dataobject.", 
file); 

message_DisplayString(hwv, 1,msgBuf): 
}elSe{ 

} 

r FINALLY, read the object in ••. • / 
helloworld_Read(hw,fp,ld); 
fclose(fp); 
helloworld_NotlyObservers(hw,O); 

This is slightly more complicated than the wri~HW procedure, a it must also parse the first line of 
the file it opens and make sure its both a valid begindata market, and that the class that it is really a 
helloworld dataobject If so, it calls the lwlloworld _ Rmd method with the id fmm the begindata 
header. 



Binding tM functions 
static struct bind_Description helloworldviewBindingsO•{ 

rhelloworldview-cente(', "\003•,o, •Hello World,Center",O, Center, 
·center the helloworldview string.•}, 

rhelloworldview-invert•, "\011•,o, •Hello World,lnvert•,o, Invert, 
•invert the helloworldview string.1, 

rhelloworldview-re1ocate•, "\022",0, •Hello World,Relocate•,o, 
relocate, •Relocate the hellowortd string. 1, 

}; 

{"helloworldview·read", NULL,O, "Hello World,Read" ,0, readHW, 

"Read In a new hello world."}, 

{"helloworldvlew-wrlte", NULL,O, "Hello World, Write" ,0, wrlteHW, 

"Write out the current hello world to a file."}, 

NULL 

The bold face section is added to bind the readHW and writeHW functions for the program. Note that 
these are menu commands only; there are no key bindings for the func1ions. 
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Example 12 illustrates how to have more than one view onto a single data object. We will modify the 
program from Example 11 to produce two windows, each with hello world in the center. The two 
hello world strings are two views onto the same data object. Thus, when the helloworld data object is 
changed in one window, (i.e., when the user moves the hello world text string with mouse, menu, or 
key commands), the data object in the other window reacts in the same way since it is the same data 
object. However, you can look at different pans of the view in the windows: if you move the scroll 
bars in one window, you will be seeing a different portion of the view in that window, but the view in 
the other window will not change. 

Creating multiple windows 

With the split between the dataobject and the view, it is very simple to have multiple windows open 
on the same dataobject. The general procedure is to simply create another view, set its dataobject to 
the same one as the previous view and create an im, frame, etc., to put the new view in. (You can't 
just point another im at the original view). 

void makeWindow(dataObj) 
struct helloworld *dataObj; 
{ 

struct helloworldview ·11wv-helloworldview_New(); 
struct frame •frame-frame_New(); 
struct im •im=im_ Create(NULL); 

helloworfdview_SetDataObjed(hwv,dataObj); 
frame_SetView(frame,helloworldview_GetApplicationlayer(hwv)); 
im_SetView(im,frarne); 

r the last one called will end up with the focus • / 
helloworldview_WantlnputFoaJs(hwv,hwv); 

In this example, the procedure nra.UWindow simply encapsulates the procedure necessary to display a 
view on the given dataobject, by creating a frame, an im, and a view p:>inting at the given dataobject 

main() 
{ 

struct heflowortd •hw; 
class_lnit(". :/usr/andrew/dliblbe21; 

systemStaticEntries; 
helloworld_StaticEntry; 
helloworldview_StaticEntry; 

hw=helloworld_New(): 

rnakeWindow(hw); 
rnakeWindow(hw); r 2nd window., 



im_KeyboardProcessor(); 

exit(O); 

The main procedure now uses the mah Window procedure to create a window on the helloworld data 
object, and makes a second call to create a second window. 
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Example 17: Creating a View that has Children 

The perspective on the Andrew Toolkit interaction up to now has been from that of the child view: 
Examples 1-16 illustrated how to build a class that would respond appropriately if included as a child in 
other views. This example shifts to the parent's perspective: It illustrates how to build a view that 
includes a child. 

This example also illustrates a principle that guided much of the Andrew system development: When 
application programmers are implementing new views, they should use views that already exist as 
building blocks for their own views whenever possible. For example, the Andrew mail program uses a 
textview as ~ building block. The mail view builds on top of the tutview code without changing textview 
at all, but simply adds new commands to implement functionality needed for mail. To illustrate this 
principle, Example 17 will use a tutview as its child view. Of course, a view's child can also be a 
completely new view. Using an already existing view simply saves effon. 

Example 17 works similarly to Example 16. Instead of displaying the string, ''hello world,'' however, it 
displays a textview with a tat data object that contains the text "hello world." The user interface is the 
same, with the exception that mouse hits inside of the tutview go to the tutview7 so the user must click 
outside of the textview rectangle to drag helloworld around, fm instance. 

The example illustrates the following activities: 

creating a child view at the appropriate time 

allocating screen space for a child 

inserting the child into the view tree 

passing requests (e.g., mouse hits) to your child 

passing your child's requests (e.g., update, input focus) up the view tree 

Although the discussion refers direcdy to this example, which illustrates a view with a single child, the 
information applies generally to the creating of any view with any number of children. 

Creating a view from component views 

You should consider creating a new view from existing building blocks whenever part of your 
application's user interface shares significant similarities to an existing view's user interface. For 
example, the user interface for the body of a mail message is similar to the user interface provided by 
textview, so it makes sense to build the body of a mail message from tutview. A new view that you build 
from an existing component can ovemde the component's user interface behavior, so the user interlace 
can differ somewhat from the component's. A rule of thumb for deciding how different the two can be is 
the following: If you are considering creating a new view from an existing building block, but fmd 
yourself needing to make changes to large numbers of the building block's methods, you will probably be 
better off implementing a new view altogether; on the other hand, if there are large numbers of methods 
that you can use as is, or you can use by simply adding new methods, the building block approach will 
save you effon. 

Defining the data object 

If you are building a view that is going to have a child views and the children have associated data objects, 
you must declare the data.object class procedures InitializeObject and FinalizeObject. These class 
procedures are the places where you will create the child views' data objects and delete them, respectively. 
You must also modify the dataobject' s data definition to add pointers to the child views' data objects. 
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For example, the following is the new class declaration for the example dataobject, helloworld: 

class helloworld: dataobject { 
overrides: 

Read(FILE *file ,long id) returns long; 
Write(FILE *file,long writeld,int level) returns long; 

classprocectures: 

lnitializeObject(struct helloworld *hw) returns boolean; 
FinalizeObject(struct helloworld *hw);} 

data: 

}; 

longx,y; 
boolean blackOnWhite; 

struct text *text; 

In previous examples, to display "hello world" we used a constant string that was cheap to generate, 
so we did not need to explicitly store it But in this example, to display "hello world" we will use a 
child view, textview, whose data object is a text. The statement stnlet t4xt *t4xt declares a pointer to it. 

In previous examples, FinalizeObject was not declared, since it had no work to do. In this example, it 
will free the space allocated to the child view's data object, tat. 

Creating the children's data objects 

When you are creating a new view with children, you must create the children's data objects and keep 
pointers to them in the new view's associated data object You should also initiali7.e the children's 
data objects. These activities should be done in the associated dataobject' s lnitializeObject class 
procedure. 

For example, the following is thelnitializeObjectprocedule for helloworld: 

boolean helloworld_lnitializeObject(classlD,hw) 
struct classheader *classlD; 
struct helloworld *hw; 
{ 

} 

hw->X • POSUNDEF; 
hw->Y • POSUNDEF; 
hw->blackOnWhite •TRUE; 

hw-text:text_New(); 

text_lnsertCharactera(hw->text, 

O, "Hello world!" ,slzeof("Hello worldl")-1 ); 

text_AddStyle(hw->text,0,5,bold); 

text_AddStyle(hw->text,6,5,ltallc); 

return TRUE; 



In this example, the Mlloworldview will have a single child, a tatview. The statement 
hw->teJct•teJct _New() creates an instance of tutview's data object, tut, and stores a pointer to it in 
hw->te%1. 

The remaining statements, tut _I nsertCharacters and tut_ AddStyle, initialize the child data object It is 
analogous to the use with text objects previously. 

Deleting the children's data objects 

When a parent object with children is deleted, it should free up the children's storage, provided of course 
that there are no other pointers to the children. The freeing of storage should be done in the parent's 
FinalizeObject class procedure by calls to the children's Destroy or Finalize procedures. 

For example, the following is helloworld' s FinalizeObject procedure: 

void helloworld_FinalizeObject(classlD,hw) 
strud classheader *classlD; 
strud helloworld *hw; 
{ 

text_Destroy(hw->text); 

The statement tat _Destroy( hw->tut) frees the surage allocated to the text object pointed to by hw-> text. 

Writing a data object with children to a n1e 
The Write method must write the contents of the data object to a file. When a view/data object is 
consttucted from component views and data objects, the parent data object's Write method must call the 
children's Write methods. 

For example, the following is Example 17's Write method: 

long helloworld_Write(hw ,file, write Id, level) 
struct helloworld *hw; 
FILE *file; 
long writeld; 
int level; 
{ 

} 

if(writeldl·hellowortd_GetWritelD(hw)){ r only write a given version once*/ 
helloworld_SetWritelD(hw,writeld); 
fprintf(file, ~gindata{o/os, o/od}\n•, 

class_ GetTypeName(hw), helloworld_ UniquelD(hw)); 
fprintf(file,9o/od o/od o/od\n·,hw->x,hw->y,hw->blackOnWhite); 
text_ Write(hw->text,flle,writeld,level++);} 

fprintf(file, "\enddata{o/os, %d}\n•, 

class_ GetTypeName(hw), helloworld_UniquelD(hw)); 

retum helloworld_ UniquelD(hw); 
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The Write method is the same as Example 11, with the exception of the statement tut_ Write 
(hw->textfile,write/d,level++). Like before, the method writes out the position and color (black or 
white) of the helloworld dataobject, hw, but the statement text Write writes out the text object, 
hw->text, as well--inside the helloworlddataobject. -

Recall that the level parameter in the Write method indicates whether or not the "top level" object is 
being written (i.e., not a sub-object within another object in the datastteam object hierarchy). Note 
that the level parameter must be incremented in the call to text_ Write, since the object being written is 
not a top level object. This is especially important for text, which does not write in the datastream 
format if it is the top-level object. 

Reading a data object with children from a rde 

The Read method for a data object with children is similar to the Read methods already discusse~ but 
the method must also read in any embedded data objects. To read embedded objects, the method 
must scan for the \begindata header that the object should have written when its Write routine was 
called If the header exists, then calling the Read method for the object will read the object, up to and 
including its \enddata marker. After the embedded object returns success, the parent's Read method 
should read any other data, including its own \enddata muter. 

For example, the following is Example 17's Read method: 

long helloworld_Read(hw ,file,id} 
struct helloworld •hw; 
FILE •tile; 
long id; 
{ 

char buf[1OO],classNameBuf(100); 
long retVal,textObjld; 

helloworld_SetlD(hw,helloworld_UniquelD(hw)); 

if (fgets(buf ,sizeof(buf),file)••NULL II 
r the o/ohd tells scant that blackOnWhite is a short, not an int*/ 

sscanf(buf, "O/od o/od o/ohd\n" ,&hw->x,&hw->y ,&hw->blackOnWhite)<31 I 
fgets(buf,sizeof(buf),file)-NULL II 

sscanf(buf, "\begindata(O(o(A ,],0/od}\n"~lassNameBuf ,&text0bjld)<2) 
retVal~ataobject_..-REMATUREEOF; 

else if(strcmp(classNameBuf ,"text1 l•O) 
retVal-dataobject_BADFORMAT; 

else{ 
retVal-text_Read(hw->text,file,id); 
l(retVal-dataobject_.NOREADERROR) 

if(fgets(buf,sizeof(buf),file)-NULL) r read the \enddata{ •.. }*/ 
retVal-clataobject_MISSINGENDDATAMARKER; 



return retVal; 
} 

This method is similar to previous Read methods, but after reading in the x, y, & blaclcOnWhite values 
correctly, the method attempts to read in the embedded text object. The statement 
sscanf(buf.''\\begindata{%[",J.%d}\n",classNamdluf.&tutObjld))scans for the \begindata header, 
returning dataobject _PREMATUREEOF upon an error. If it exists, the statement if 
( strcmp( classNami!Buf. "tezt")! ·O) checks that the object is of type text as we expect it in this example to 
be, returning dataobject _ BADFORMATupon an enor. If it is of type text, the statement 
retVal-tut_Read(hw->tatfile,id) reads the text object, up ID an including its \enddata marker. If the 
text_ Read was successful (i.e., if(retVal--dataobject_NOREADERROR) succeeds) the statement 
i/(fgets(buf .sizeof(bu/)Jile)-=NUU)performs a quick "check" for an \enddata marker, returning 
dataobject _MISSINGENDDATAMARKER upon a failure, success otherwise. 

Defining the view 

If you are building a view that is going to have child views, you must override the vi~ methods Link.Tree 
and SetDataObject. You must write a LinkTree method that links your child views into the view tree; you 
must write a SetDataObject method that associates the child views with their data objects. You must also 
modify the view's data definition to add a pointers to the child views. 

For example, the following are the new elements in the class declaration for the example view, 
helloworldview: 

class helloworldview: view { 
overrides: 

SetDataObject(struct helloworld *hw); 

FullUpdate(enum view_UpdateType type, long left, long top, long 
width, long right); 

Update(); 
Hit (enum view_MouseAction action, long x, long y, long numberOfClicks) 

returns struct view •; 
ReceivelnputFocus(); 
LoselnputFOaJS(); 
Getlnterface(int type) returns char•; 
GetApplicationlayer() returns struct view •; 
DeleteApplicationlayer(struct view •); 

LlnkTree(struct view *parent); 

classprocedures: 

data: 
lnitializeClass() returns boolean; 

struct keystate •keystate; 
struct menulist •menulist; 
boolean movingString; 
bOolean havelnputFocus; 
long hitX,hltY; 
int x,y; 
boolean blackOnWhite; 
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}; 

long frameX, frameY; 
long newFrameX, newFrameY; 
int grWidth,grHeight; 

struct textview •textvlew; 

struct view *view; 

The helloworld view must now have a textview to display ics dataobject' s 1ext dataobjecL Since we 
would like a scrollable textview, we also keep a pointer to the textview's application layer, view. 

~reating the children's views 

If you are creating a new view with children, you must create the children's views. This activity 
should be done in the parent view'slnilializeObjectclass procedure. 

For example, the following is the JnitializeObject procedure for 1141/oworldview. 

boolean helloworlclview_lnitializeObject(classlD,hwv) 
struct classheader *classlD; 
struct helloworlclview *hwv; 
{ 

hwv->havelnputFocus-FALSE; 
hwv->movingString-FALSE: 
hwv->keystate-keystate_Create(hwv ,helloworlclviewKeymap); 
hwv->menulist-menulist_DuplicateML(helloworldviewMenulist,hwv); 
hwv->newFrameX-O; 
hwv->newFrameY-o: 

hwv·>textvlew:textvlew_New(); 

hwv·>vlew:textvlew_GetAppllcatlonLayer(hwv·textvlew); 

return TRUE: 

The statement hwv->tutview-tutview _New() creates helloworld view's child, a tutview object, and 
assigns a pointer to it in hwv->tatvirN. The statement 
hwv->view-textview _ GetApplicationLayer(hwv->tutview) creates an application layer for the 
hwv->textview, and assigns a pointer to in in hwv->vkw. 

Deleting the children's views 

When a parent view with children is deleted, it should free up the children's storage, provided of 
course that there are no other pointers to the children. The freeing of storage should be done in the 
parent's FinalizeObject class procedure by calls to the children's Destrqy or Finalize procedures. 

For example, the following is 1141/oworldview' s FinalizeObject procedure: 

void helloworlclview_Finalize0bject(class10,hwv) 
struct classheader *classlD; 
struct helloworlclview *hwv; 
{ 

textview_DeleteApplicationlayer(hwv->textview,hwv->view); 



textview _Destroy(hwv->textview); 
} 

The statement textv~ _DeleteA.pplicatio~r(hwv->textview,hwv->view)frees the storage allocated for 
hwv->view. The statement textview _Destro'Y(hwv->textview) frees the storage allocated for 
hwv->IUtv~. 

Inserting the children into the view tree 

When building a new view out of other component views, your new view must insert the child views in 
the view tree, and allocate screen space U> these child views. The insertion of child views under a parent 
view in the view tree is done with the view method, UnlcTree. You must override the method and write a 
method that calls LinlcTree for each of its children, and then calls super_ LinlcTree. 

For example, for Mlloworldview. 

void helloworldview_LinkTree(hwv,parent) 
struct hellowortdview *hwv; 
struct view •parent; 
{ 

} 

view_LinkTree(hwv->view,hwv); 
super_LinkTree(hwv,parent); 

The statement view _LinlcTree (hwv->view, hwv) links hwv's child, hwv->vkw, into the view tree. The 
statement supo _ LinkTree (hwv ,parenl) links hwv itself inU> the view tree. 

This example links the child into the view tree and leaves it Por applications that require dynamic view 
hierarchies, the Andrew Toollcit provides a method for taking children out of the view tree, 
view_UnlinlcTree (see View, Vol. 2). 

As.wciating the child views with their data objects 

When building a new view out of other component views, your new view must associate the child views 
with their data objects. The association of the child views with their data objects must be done with the 
view method, SetDataObject. You must override the method and write a method that calls SetDataObject 
for each of its children, and then calls super_ SetDataObject. 

For example, for Mlloworldview. 

void hellowortdview_SetDataObject(tr.w ,hw) 

struct helloworldview *tr.w; 
struct helloworld *hw; 
{ 

} 

hwv->X•hW·>X; 
hwv->y-hw->y; 
hwv->blackOnWhite•hw->blackOnWhite; 
textview_SetDataObject(hwv->textview,hw->text); 
super_SetDataObject(hwv,hw); 
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The first three statements initialize view data from the data object. (Such initializations cannot be 
done in the view'slnitalizeObject meth~ since the view does not have a handle on its data object 
there.) The statement tatview _SetDataObject(hwv->tl!xtview,lrw->text) associates hwv's child, 
hwv->textview, with its dataobject, hw->tut. The stau:ments"f'U _S~tDataObject(hwv,hw) 
associates hwv itself with its dataobject, hw. 

Writing the method for full update requests 

When building a new view out of child views, your new view must call the FuDUpdate method for all 
its children within its FuDUpdate method. Before calling a child's FuDUpdate method, the parent 
should: 

optionally negotiate with the child about its desired size (see vin! _DesiredSize, View, Vol. 2) 

allocate space to the child view with Yin! _lnsertView 

You have the option to initiate a negotiation with the child view about how much size it wants, given 
a particular space offer. In this case you can call the child view's vUw _DesiredSize meth~ giving it 
an offer of a certain amount of space, and requesting that it tell you how much space it actually needs. 

A view's DesiredSize procedure can be called anytime after view_ LinkTree has been called on the 
view. This means that the view's parent pointer points to the actual view's parent. This enables the 
view to discover what type of display it will be displayed upon, and to make calls that return font 
dimensional information. However, the view's space allocation has not yet been set, or more 
precisely, may change again. The view DesiredSize procedure is an optional procedure and if no 
such procedure is provided by the view's author, the default action is for the view to claim all of the 
screen space it is offered. Note that a parent view does not have a reSponsibility to call a child view's 
DesiredSize: the parent view may already know how much screen space to allocate to the child based 
upon the parent's own dimensions, for example. This is the case in Example 17 p below. 

To allocate space to a child view, you call view_ InsenView which sets the child's local bounds 
rectangle and its visible rectangle. The local bounds rectangle defines the space allocated to the child 
view, while the visible rectangle indicates how much of this space is actually visible on the screen 
(assuming this can be expressed as a single rectangle). Nonnally you would make this call at the end 
of a size negotiation and before calling the child's FullUpdate method. 

Once a child's DesiredSizemethod is optionally called, and the child'slnsertView andFullUpdate 
methods invoked, the child view is essentially "born," that is, the child will take its place, if any, on 
the screen display. 

The following is the FullUpdate method for 114lloworldtkw: 

void helloworldview_FullUpdate(hwv ,type,left,top, width, height) 
struct helloworldview •hwv; 
enum view_ Update Type type; 
long left; 
long top; 
long width; 
long height; 
{ 

struct helloworld ·11w-(struct helloworld •)hwv->header.view.dataobject; 
struct rectangle rnyVisualRed,rec; 



helloworldview_ GetVisualBounds(hwv ,&myVisualRect); 
hwv->grWidth-rectangle_ Width(&myVisualRect); 
hwv->grHeight=rectangle_Height(&myVisualRect); 

if (hwv->newFrameX+hwv->grWidthTOTALSIZE) 
hwv->newFrameX• TOT ALSIZE-hwv->grWidth; 

if (hwv->newFrame Y +hwv->grHeightTOT ALSIZE) 
hwv->newFrameY• TOT ALSIZE-hwv->grHeight; 

hwv->frameX·hwv->newFrameX; 
hwv->frameY ·hwv->newFrameY; 

if(hw->X••POSUNDEF){ 
hw->X•hwv->frameX+(hwv->grWidth-WIDTH)/2; 
hw->y•hwv->frameY +(hwv->grHeight-HEIGHT)/2; 

hwv·>X•hW·>X; 
hWV->Y•hW·>y; 
hwv->blackOnWhite·hw->blackOnWhite; 

/*rec la the rectangle In which the child view •1 

/*will be displayed, plus a one pixel border. •1 

rectangle_SetRectSlze(&rec, 
hwv->x-hwv->frameX-1,hwv->y-hwv->frame Y-1,WIDTH+ 1,HEIGHT + 1); 

helloworldview_SetTransferMode(hwv ,graphic_ COPY); 
if(hw->blackOnWhite ){ 

helloworldview_FillRect(hwv, 
&myVisualRect,helloworldview _ WhitePattern(hwv)); 

/* If on white background, draw a rectangle around It *I 
helloworldvlew_DrawRect(hwv,&rec); 

}else{ 
helloworldview_FillRect(hwv, 

&myVisualRect,helloworldview_BlackPattern(hwv)); 
/*Most views expect a white background,•/ 
I* so make one for the sub-view•/ 

helloworldvlew_FlllRect(hwv,&rec,helloworldvlew_WhltePattern(hwv)) 

/*Get rid of the border pixel •1 
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rec.top++; 

rec.left++; 
rec.width-; 
rec.height-; 

I* lnsertView sets the child view's coordinate system */ 

view_lnsertView(hwv·>view,hwv ,&rec); 

I* FullUpdate draws the child view*/ 

view_FullUpdate(hWV·>View,view_FullRedraw,O,O,WIDTH,HEIGHT); 
} 

Rather than negotiate about size, the statement rectangle_SetRectSize (&rec, hwv->x.-hwv->frameX-1, 
hwv->y-hwv->frameY-1, WIDTH +l, HEIGHT +l) calculates a size for the hwv's child based on 
hwv's size. 

The statement view _!nsertView (hwv->view, hwv, &rec) sets hwv's child, hwv->view, to have the 
logical and visible coordinates specified by &rec. 

The statement view _FullUpdate(hwv->view,view _Ful/Redraw,0,0,(WIDTH HEIGHT) calls the · 
child's FullU pdate method. 

Updating the screen partially 

If you are creating a view that will have children, then you may need to handle partial updates to the 
children. The following Update method from Example 17 is illustrative: 

void helloworldview_Update(hwv) 
struct helloworldview *hwv; 
{ 

struct helloworld *hw=(strud helloworld *)hwv>-header.view.dataobject; 

helloworldview_SetTransferMode(hwv, graphic_ COPY); 

if(hWV·>X!:hW·>X II 
hWV·>y!:hW·>Y II 
hwv·>frameX!:hwv·>newFrameX II 
hwv·>frameY!:hwv·>newFrameY II 
hwv·>blackOnWhite!:hW·>blackOnWhite){ 

struct rectangle rec; 

lf(hWV·>X!:hW·>X II 
hwv·>y!:hw->y){ 

static char buf[100]; 
sprintf(buf,"Helloworld at (%d,%d)",hw·>X, 
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hw·>y); 
m-ge_DlaplayStrlng(hwv ,O,buf); 

if(hw->blackOnWhitel-hwv->blackOnWhite){ 
struct rectangle vr; 
helloworldview_ GetVisualBounds(hwv ,&vr); 

lf(hw·blackOnWhlte) 

helloworldvlew_FlllRect(hwv, 

&vr, 
helloworldvlew_WhltePattem(hwv)); 

else 
helloworldvlew_FlllRect(hwv, 

&vr, 
helloworldvlew _BlackPattem(hwv)); 

hWV·>blackOnWhlte:hw->blackOnWhlte; 
} 
r includes 1 pixel border • , 
rectangle_SetRectSlze(&rec, 

I* erase the old child view*/ 

hwv•>X·hWV·>frameX-1,hWV•>Y·hWV>-frameY·1, 
WIDTH+2,HEIGHT +2); 

lf(hw->blackOnWhlte) 
helloworldvlew_FlllRect(hwv, 

&rec, 
helloworldvlew_WhltePattem(hwv)); 

else 
helloworldvlew_FlllRect(hwv, 

&rec 
helloworldvlew_BlackPattem(hwv)); 

hwv->X•hW->X; 
hwv->y•hW->y; 
hwv->frameX-hwv->newFrameX; 
hwv->frameY ·hwv->newFrameY; 

I* Re-set the chlld view's alze and coordinates */ 
rectangle_SetRectSlze(&rec, 

hwv·>x·hWV·>frameX,hwv·>Y·hwv·>frame Y, 
WIDTH,HEIGHT); 
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view_lnsertView(hwv>-view,hwv,&rec); 

I* Completely redraw it, since It's moved*/ 

I* (not as efficient as raster-op-Ing H to the new place, but much easier)*/ 

lf(hw·>blackOnWhite) 

helloworldview_DrawRectSlze(hwv, 

hwv·>X·hWV·>frameX-1, 

hwv·>Y·hWV>-frameY·1, 

WIDTH+ 1,HEIGHT + 1 ); 

view_FullUpdate(hwv·vlew,view_FullRedraw,0,0,WIDTH,HEIGHT); 

I* If the view hasn't moved, simply let It do 
any updating that It needs to• / 

}else 

view_Update(hwv-view); 

Passing mouse events to children 

In general, it is up to the parent view to pass interesting events down to its children by calling the 
child's specialized methods. 

There is also one standard view method that a parent view often invokes in a child view: the Hit 
method. In particular, quite often, when a mouse hit occurs in a region of the screen allocated to a 
child view, the correct thing to do is simply pass the mouse hit to the child view. Example 17' s Hit 
method illustrates this sttategy: 

struct view *helloworldview_Hit(hwv,action,x,y ,numberOfClicks) 

struct helloworldview *hwv; 

enum view_MouseAction action; 

longx; 

long y; 
long numberOfClicks; 

{ 

struct helloworld *hw•(struct helloworld *)hwv->header.view.dataobject; 

I* We send mouse hits to the child, hwv·>view • / 

I* if they fall within Its visible rectangle.•/ 

if(!hwv·>movingString && 

X>=(hWV•>X·hwv·>frameX) && x<(hWV•>X•hWV·>frameX+WIDTH) && 

Y>=(hWV•>Y·hWV·>frameY) && y(hwv·>y·hWV·>frame y +HEIGHT)){ 

view_Hit(hwv·>view, 

action, 

x-(hwv·>X·hWV·>frameX), 

y·(hwv·>y·hwv·>frameY), 

numberOfCllcks); 
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return; 

if(hwv->movingString) 
switch( action){ 

case view_RightUp: 
hwv->movingString·FALSE; 
r fall through., 

case view_RightMovement: 
hw->X+•X-hwv->hltX; 
hw->Y+•y-hwv->hltY; 
hwv->hitX•x; 
hwv->hitY •y; 
break; 

case view_LeftUp: 
hwv->movingString.FALSE; 
hw->X•X+hwv>-frameX; 
hw->Y•Y+hwv->frame Y; 
break; 

case view_LeftMovement: 
r do nothing*/ 
break; 

default: 
r re-synchronize mouse * / 
hwv->movingString·FALSE; 

if ( lhwv->movingString) 
switch( action){ 

case view_RightDown: 
hwv->hltX-x; 
hwv->hitY •y; 
r fall through • , 

case view_LeftDown: 
hwv->movingString. TRUE; 
helloworldview_WantlnputFocus(hwv,hwv); 
break; 

helloworld_NotifyObservers(hw ,0); 
return (struct view *)hwv; 
} 
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Note that two of the parameters to the Hit method are the z and y coordinates of the mouse hit, and 
these coordinates are expressed relative to the parent view's local bounds rectangle, so the parent 
view's Hit method must subttact the difference in origins between its view and the child's view before 
calling the child's Hit method. Don't forget that the child's Hit method returns a value, so you should 
return this value as the value of your own Hit method. 

Menus and keystates 

The child's Hit method may request the input focus. If granted the input focus, the child view's 
ReceivelnputF ocus method may post menus or keystates. The parent view has full control over these 
possibilities. In particular, the parent view may intercept, and possibly ignore, requests for the input 
focus from child views by providing a view_ W antlnpMIF ocus method. This method will be invoked 
every time a child (or any descendant) of the parent view requests the input focus. The first parameter 
to this method will be the parent, and the second parame1er will be the view that desires the input 
focus. The parent method can discard the request by simply returning, in which case the descendant 
will never receive the input focus. Alternatively, the parent can permit the request to continue up the 
view tree by invoking its own parent's view_ WantlnpMIF'OCIU method with the first parameter equal to 
its parent's view and the second parameter being the view desiring the input focus. 

Once a child view is granted the input focus by Andrew Toolkit, its ReceivelnputF ocus method will 
be called. In this method, a child view may post menus or keystates (providing key-to-command 
binds). Again, a parent view may intercept these requests and modify them. To intercept menu posting 
requests from its children, a parent should provide a PostMenus method; to intercept keystate posting 
requests from your children, the parent should provide a PostKeyState method. Note that if you do 
not provide PostMenus or PostKeyState methods, defaults will be provided that allow you children's 
posts to proceed up the view tree unimpeded. 

Your view's PostM enus method is called with two parameters, the first being a pointer to your view 
and the second being the menu list being posted by one of your child views. Your PostMenus method 
has several options. It can discard the request by simply returning, which will result in the child's 
menus being discarded. It can allow the request by calling its own parent's PostMenus method with 
the same menu list. Finally, your view can change the menulist being posted, by either making a copy 
of the menulist with changes of your own, chaining your own menulist changes to the original 
menulist or completely replacing the menulist with a new menulist of your own design (see Menu 
List, Vol. 2). 

Your view's PostKeyState method is called with two parameters, a pointer to your view and a pointer 
to the keystate being posted. Your view can allow the post to continue unimpeded by invoking its own 
parent with the same keystate structure. Your view can discard the keystate by simply returning, in 
which case the last keystate actually posted will remain in effect. Or your view can post its own 
keystate, by invoking its parent's PostKeyState method with a new second parameter. Keystates can 
be threaded together in a list, just like menulists (Keystate, Vol. 2). 



View 

The class view provides an interface to the underlying window system. As an Andrew Toolkit application 
programmer, you should understand why applications programs should not interact directly with the 
underlying window system: application programs must often be ported to other workstations that will 
eventually be deployed. The workstations often have similar, but not identical, display capabilities and the 
hardware can be significantly different; the underlying window system may be different. To insure 
portability of your application, you should never make direct calls to the underlying window system; you 
should always use the view class procedures and methom; doing so will maximize the device 
independence and portability of your application program. 

Overview of View 

The as.mciated data object 

A view may have an associated dataobject (see the section, Data Object). Typically, an instance of view 
displays a dataobject in a rectangular area on the workstation display. Usually the data object is displayed 
because a user wishes to view or change the data. The class view is responsible for managing the display 
of the data and the interaction with the user; the class dataobject is responsible for maintaining the data, 
including storing and manipulating it In general, views represent the input/output interface to data 
objects; data objects represent memory or permanent storage. 

Together with the class dataobject, the class view provides an architecture that supportS multiple views of 
a single data object For example, a document may contain both a graphical and a tabular view of the 
same underlying numerical data. When the user changes the numbers in the table, the table and the graph 
can each adjust accordingly. Likewise, a text editor may display the same document in more than one 
window with changes reflected appropriately in each. 

Subclassing view 

Suppose that spreadsheetview is a sub-class of the class view. Then 

struct spreadsheetview •ssv; 
ssv • spreadsheetview_New(); 

creates an instance of spreadsheetview; ssv points to the newly created instance. Since ssv is a view, it 
inherits view's data and methods. The writer of spreadsheetview must override many of the view methods. 

When the spreadsheetview _New is called it initializes all the data associated with an instance of 
spreadsheetview. This includes the data associated with view. This is done by the system first calling 
view_ InitializeObject followed by spreadsheetview _ InitializeObject. The writer of the spreadsheetview 
class only provides the spreadsheetview _ lnitializeObjecL The InitializeObject routines are called 
automatically. The programmer never calls them directly. 

class spreadsheetview: view { 

classprocedures: 
lnitializeObject(struct spreadsheetview *view) ~tums boolean; 
FinalizeObject(struct spreadsheetview *view); 
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data: 

}; 

boolean HaslnputForus; 
short nlines; 
short nRows; 
struct keystate *keystate; 

Because spreadsheet has data, you must declare an InitilalizeObject: 

boolean spreadsheetview_lnitializeObject(classlD, ssv) 
struct classheader *classlD; r This parameter is ignored*/ 
struct spreadsheetview •ssv; { 

ssv->HaslnputFocus • FALSE; 
ssv->nlines-0; 
ssv->nRows-O; 
ssv->keystate- keystate_Create(ssv, ssvKeymap); 
return TRUE; 

Similarly, to delete an instance of spreacbheetview its Desttoy routine is called. This will 
automatically call the FinalizeObject procedure for spreadsheetview, if it is declared as a 
classprocedure. The programmer never calls the Finaliz.eObject procedure directly. The 
FinalizeObject procedure is normally used to delete any allocated memory associated with the 
instance being deleted. In this case the FinalizeObject procedure would have to desttoy its keystate. 

void spreadsheetview_FinalizeObject(classlD, ssv) 
s1ruct dassheader *classlD; 
struct spreadsheet •ssv; { 

if (ssv-keystate I= NULL) 
keystate_Destroy(ssv-keystate); 

Building the view tree 
Views are organized in a tree structure. Prior to any events being sent to the view it must be added to 
a tree. There is a view tree associated with window opened on the display. For each window there is 
an interaction manager(im) view, that is the root of the view tree. All views in the view tree have a 
pointer to the im view that is the root of the tree. 

Adding a view into the view tree 
void view_LinkTree(childview, parentview) 
struct view *childview; 
struct view *parentview; 

Method description. view LinlcTree is used to link childview (and its descendants) into 
parentview' s view tree. 1biS sets the parent pointer in the child to point to the parent It sets 
childview's im pointer to be the same as parentview's im pointer. It also associates a graphic 
with the child that is of the same type as the parent 



view_ Link.Tree can also be called with a NULL parentview. This is used to invalidate the graphic 
and im pointer associated with childview. When parentview is NULL the parent field for the view 
should not be reset. 

Usage. Before drawing or passing events to a child view, the parent should make a call to the 
child's LinkTree method. When the child receives a call to its LinkTree method it must call the 
LinkTree method for all of its children. When the entire view tree is built, each view will have 
pointers to graphic objects of the type defined by the im object. 

Removing a view from the view tree 
void view_UnlinkTree(rview) 
struct view *rview; 

Method description. view _UnlinlcTree is used to remove rvinl (and its descendants) from its 
current view tree. This method begins a notification procedure that notifies other views in the 
view tree that this subtree is being removed. It also must invalidate the graphics objects 
associated with each of its children. The default UnlinkTree method calls 
view_ UnlinkNotification on its parent, sets its parent pointer to NUlL, and then calls LinkTree on 
itself with a NULL parent parameter. 

In most cases this method need not be overridden. 

Usage. Whenever a view is being removed from a view tree it must be unlinked using this 
method. 

Negotiating about the size of a view 

Specifying the desired size of the view 
enum view_DSattributes view_DesiredSize(childview, width, height, 
pass, desiredWidth, desiredHeight) 
struct view *childview; 
long width; 
long height; 
enum view_DSpass pass; 
long *desiredWidth; 
long *desiredHeight; 

Method description. view _DesiredSize is used to conduct size negotiations between a parent and child 
view. The parameters for height and width are filled with the parent's preferred values; the pass parameter 
tells the child which parameten are flexible and which are fixed. The desiredWidth and desiredHeight 
parameten are for the child to pass back what it would like for its size. view_ DesiredSize may be called 
several times as the parent negotiates with its child. The parameter pass can take on one of three values: 

view _NOSET - if both dimensions are flexible. 

view_ WIDTHSET - if the width can not be changed. 

view_ HEIGHTSET - if the height can not be changed. 

In response to these three parameten, view _DesiredSize sets the desiredWidth and desiredHeight. 

Return value. The return value is aDSattributes and can be set to an OR-eel combination of any of the 
following values: 
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view_ FIXED - the size is fixed, that is, not flexible. ( •<)) 

view_ WIDTIISMAILER -the width could be made smaller. ( •2) 

view_ WID1"laARGER - the width could be made larger. ( •l) 

view_ WIDTHFLEXIBLE - the width is flexible. ( •3) 

view_HEIGHTSMALLER- the height could be made smaller. (•8) 

view_HEIGHTLARGER- the height could be made larger. (-4) 

view_ HEIGHTFLEXIBLE - the height is flexible. ( • 12) 

view_ DesiredSize returns view_ HEIGHTFLEXIBLE I view_ WIDTHFLEXIBLE. If you are creating 
a subclass of the class view named x and you want to negotiate the size of .x, you should return a value 
that is appropriate. 

The default method sets desiredWidth and tksiredHeight to width and height respectively. It returns 
that both values are flexible. 

Usage. The process of negotiating between the parent's proposal and the child's request will 
normally take place during the call to the FullUpdate of the parent The actual si7.e and position of 
the view childview must be set prior to the parent calling the FullUpdate procedure of childview. 



Selected Interfaces to the Andrew Toolkit 

Part 1 : Data Object 

void New(do) 

void Read( do,file, id) 

SetlD(id) 

GetlD(id) 

long Write(do, file, writelD, level) 

UniquelD(id) 

GetWritelD(id) 

SetWritelD(id) 

long GetModified( do) 

void SetModilied( do) 

char• ViewName(do) 

void SetAttributes(do, attributes) 
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Part 2: View 

void SetDataObjed(viewer, dataobj) 

void LinkTree( childview, parentview) 

void UnlinkTree(rview) 

void UnlinkNotilicatioD(v, unUnkedview) 

boolean lsAncestor(v, ancestor) 

void InsertView(cbildv, parentv, enclosed.Rectangle) 

enum view_ DSauributes DesiredSbe(cbildview, width, height, 

pass, desiredWidth, desiredHeight) 

void GetOrigin(childview, width, height, ori~ originY) 

void FuUUpdate(viewer, type, left, top, width, height) 

void W antUpdate(view,updaleView) 

void Update(viewer) 

void ObservedCllanged(viewer,changedobj, status) 

void W antlaputFocus(viewer, requester) 

void ReceivelnpatFOClll(viewer) 

void LoselnputFocml(viewee) 

struct view • Hit(v, action, x, y, number01Cicts) 

void PmtKeyState(viewer, kstate) 

void PostMen•viewer, menulist) 

void PostCUl'SOl'(v, rect, c) 

void llearadCursor(v, c) 

void RetractViewCunon(view, mquestm') 

sttuct basicobject • Watllandler(viewer, handlerName) 

void PostDefaultHandler(vie~ bandlerName, handler) 

struct View •GetApplicatioaLayer(viewer) 

void DeleteApplicatioayer(viewer) 



void Prlnt(viewer, file, processor, finalFmnat, topLevel) 

char •Getlnterface(viewer, type) 

void SetName( view, name ) 

struct atomlist • GetName( view ) 

sttuct atomlist • GetClau( view ) 

short GetParameter( view, name, type, data) 

short GetResource( view, name, clus, type, data ) 

void GetManyParameters( view, resources, name, clus) 

void PostResource( view, path, type, data ) 
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Part 3: View Graphic Methods 

100 

struct graphic *CreateGrapbic(classlD) 

void InsertGrapbic(EnclosedGraphic, EnclosingGraphic, EnclosedRectangle) 

void MoveToPt(grphc,NewPosition) 

void MoveTo(grphc, New:X, NewY) 

void Move(grphc, Deltax, Delta Y) 

void DrawLineToPt(grphc,LineF.nd) 

void DrawLineTo(grpbc, XEnd, YEnd) 

void DrawLine(grphc, Deltax, Delta Y) 

void SetLineWidtb(grphc,NewLineWidth) 

short GetLine Widtb(grphc) 

void SetFont(grphc, ChosenFont) 

struct fontdesc *GetFont(grphc) 

void DrawText(grphc, Text, TextLength, Operation) 

void DrawRect(grphc, Rect) 

void DrawPolygon(grphc, PointArray, PointCount) 

void DrawOv~c, Rect) 

void {Draw Arc(grphc, EnclRect, Statt.Angle, OffsetAngle) 

void FillRect(grphc, Rect, Tile) 

void FillPolygon(grphc,PointAmy, PointCount, Tile) 

void FillOval(grphc, Rect, Tile) 

void FillArc(grphc, EnclRect,StartAngle, OffsetAngle, Tlle) 

void GetLogicalBounds(grphc,rect) 

long GetLogicalRight(grphc) 

long GetLogicalBottom(grpbc) 

void GetEnclosedBounds(grphc,rect) 

long GetEnclosedRight(grphc) 



long GetEnclosedBottom(grphc) 

void GetVisualBounds(grphc,rect) 

long GetVisualRigbt(grphc) 

long GetVisualBottom(grphc) 

void SetClippingRect(grphc, rect) 

void ClearClippingRect(grphc) 

void GetClippingRect(grphc,rect) 

void SetTransferMode(grphc,NewTransferMode) 

short GetTransferMode(grpl\c) 

void FlusbGrapbics(grphc) 

struct pixmap • WbitePattern(grphc) 

struct pixmap • BlackPattern(grphc) 

struct pixmap • GrayPattern(grphc,lntensityNum. lntensityDenom) 
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Part 4: Text 
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struct text •New() 

void Clear(txt) 

void Read(txt, file, id) 

long ReadSubString(txt, pos, file, quoteCharacters) 

long Write(txt, file, writelD, level) 

void WriteSubString(txt, pos, n, file, quoteCbaracters) 

boolean ReplaceCbaracters(txt, pos, len, replacementSlring, 

replacementLen) 

void SetAUributes(txt, attributes) 

long HandleDataObject(txt, pos, dop, file) 

long HandleKeyWord(txt, pos, keyword, file) 

void ObservedChanged(txt, changed, value) 

struct viewrefesence *lnsertObject (txt, pos, name,viewname) 

struct environment • AddStyle(txt, pos, len, style) 

struct environment • AddView(txt, pos, viewtype, dataobject) 

void SetEnvironmentStyle(txt, envptt, styleptt) 

void SetGlobalStyle(txt, styleptt) 

sttuct style •GetGlobalStyle(txt) 

void ApplyEnvironment(classlD, sv, defaultStyle, env,devicename, contextname) 

struct textview •New() 

void SetDataObject(txtv,txt) 

void FuDUpdate (txtv, type, left, top, width, height) 

Update (txtv) 

ReceivelnputFocw(txtv) 

LoselnputFocw(txtv) 
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struct view *Hit(txtv, action, x~ y, numberOfClicks) 

WantUpdate(txtv, descendant) 

void W antNewSize(txtv ,requestor) 

void ObservedCbanged(txtv, changed, value) 

void SetTopPosition(txtv, newTopPosition) 

long GetTopPosition(txtv) 

void SetBorder(txtv, xBorder, yBorder) 

void GetClickPosition(txtv, position, numberOfClicks, action, 

startLeft, startRight, leftPos, rightPos) 

long MoveBack(txtv, pos, units, type, distMoved, linesAdded) 

long MoveForward(txtv, pos, units, type, distMoved, linesAdded) 

void SetDefaultStyle(txtv, styleptr) 

struct style *GetDefaultStyle(txtv) 
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Part 5: Table 
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void CbangeSize(nrows, ncols) 

struct table •copyData(chunk, destroy) 

void lnsertData(T, Chunk chunk) 

void WriteASCil (f, rowdata, coldata) 

struct table •ReadASCD(f, rowdata, coldata) 

void FormatCeD(cell, buff) 

void ParseCell (struct cell • ell, buff) 

void Cbange1bickne56( dim, i, thickness) 

void FindBoundary(chunk) 

void Setlnterior(chunk, color) 

void SetBoundary(chunk, color) 

void ReEval(r, c) 

void SetFormat( ch, chunk) 

void SetPrecision(precision, chunk) 

void lmbed(name, chunk) 

void Lock( ch, chunk) 
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Part 6: Raster 

struct raster •create(rast, width, height) 

Resize(rast, width, height) 

Clear(rast) 

long GetWidtb(rast) 

long GetHeigbt(rast) 

long GetPixel(rast, x, y) 

SetPixel(rast, x, y, pixelV alue) 

long GetRow(rast, x, y, length, dest) 

long SetRow(rast, x, y, length, src) 

long GetColumn(rast, x, y, length, dest) 

long SetColumn(rast, x, y, length, src) 

long ReadSubRaster(rast, file, r) 

long WriteSubRaster(rast, file, objectid, subraster) 

PaintSubraster(rast, subrect, byte) 

InvertSubraster(rast, subrect) 

MirrorLRSubraster(rast, subrect) 

MirrorUDSubraster(rast, subrect) 

GetRotatedSubraster(rast, subrect, target) 

boolean GetResized(rast) 

boolean GetChanged(rast) 
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A User's View of Andrew Toolkit Applications 

The following section contains excerpts from A Guide To Andrew, an illustrated user's manual that is 
widely used on the Carnegie Mellon University campus and at other Andrew sites. 

The following examples from the Guide assume that you are running applications over a network with a 
workstation connected to the Andrew File System. They should accurately portray the behavior of most 
applications in most circumstances, but some things will inevitably be different For example: 

If you are running on a standalone workstation, you will notice a number of differences, chiefly 
relating to program startups and the fetching, storing, and printing of mail and files. 

This documentation contains many examples of the way the system runs at CMU. Because your 
system and the support people at your site are different, these examples will be inappropriate for 
you. For example, CMU has services such as "Advisor" and "Help Comments" to which users 
can send questions about Andrew. CMU also has a user consultant staff in public workstation 
clusters around campus. Occasionally, we refer to these services. Though the examples may be 
inappropriate as written, we hope you can think of ways to adapt them to your circumstances. 

Originally at CMU, the Help system and A Guide to Andrew were designed to work together, 
with references in the Guide intended as lead-ins to the more advanced information found in the 
Help files. However, some changes were made to the released versions of the Help files, so we 
are not certain that all of the references in here work the way we intended, though we are 
confident that most them do. 

You can order a complete copy of this guide now if you want one. A new version of the Guide, intended 
for standalone machines, is in preparation and should be available in April. See the section "For 
Additional Information" for an order form. 

Sections in this Part 

This part of the document contains the following sections: 

1. Introduction 

2. Logging In 

3. Using Windows 

4. Pop-Up Menus 

S. Ending an Andrew Session 

6. The Scrollbar 
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7. Selected Regions 

8. Copying and Pasting 

9. The Help System 

10. Writing and Printing 

Sections 11, 12, and 13, have been omiued. These sectiom were titled, "Woddng with Files 
and Directories," "Protecting Files and Directories," and "Checking Your Space Allocation." 
Some refeiences to these sections may remain in the excerpts. We apologize for any 
inconvenience. 

14. Mail and Bulletin Boards 



1. Introduction 

What is Andrew? 

* 

The Andrew System, or Andrew, is a set of tools that you can use to write and edit documents, send and 
receive mail, read bulletin boards, write your own programs, and do many other activities. The tools that 
you use on Andrew, such as the editor and the mail system, are computer programs designed to help you 
accomplish the work you need to do. Most people use Andrew on a special kind of computer, an Andrew 
workstation with a large screen such as an IBM PC-RT, a DEC Micro Vax, or a Sun Workstation. On an 
Andrew workstation, you can use more than one Andrew program at once because each program appears 
in its own window or area of the screen. You can learn more about windows and the programs that appear 
in them in the following tutorials. 

Many of the Andrew programs, such as the editor (called "EZ") and the mail programs ("Messages" and 
"Send.Message"), rely on the same basic operations and are easy to learn because of their similarities. All 
the programs use information that is stored on a network. that connects hundreds of workstations across the 
CMU campus. The Andrew File System uses the network to store and retrieve thousands of pieces of 
electronic information each day. Because Andrew workstations are connected by the network in special 
ways, any files or documents that you create and all the Andrew programs are available from any Andrew 
workstation anywhere on campus. 

Andrew uses versions of the UNIX(tm) • operating system to perform many of its most basic operations, 
like copying or deleting files. UNIX is a powerful operating system that allows for multi-processing, or 
for many activities to be taking place inside the workstation at once, instead of occurring one after the 
other as they do on many other kinds of computers. This guide contains some introductory information 
about UNIX and how to use it for managing your files. 

Andrew was developed by the Information Technology Center at CMU as pan of a joint effort between 
CMUandIBM. 

UNIX(tm) is aregistered trademark of AT & T. 
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If You Have Problems using Andrew 
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If you have any problems using Andrew, you should send electronic mail to the Andrew user called 
advisor, your mail will be answered within two working days and an effort will be made to correct 
whatever problems you are having. (You can use the Messages program to send mail. See page 89 of 
this guide for ioore infonnadon about Messages.) User consultants are available at the workstation 
clusters around campus, such u UCC 100 and Porter Hall 217, and you should ask a user consultant 
for help if you need it If you cannot contact advisor or a user consultant, you can call a user 
consultant at 268-2667 from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Monday-Friday fc." assistance. 

Here is a quiet reference chart of people who can help you and how contact them: 

advisor by electronic mail 

in workstation clusters 

user consukant (phone) at268-2667, 9 a.m.-9 p.m., M-F 
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2. Logging In 

Identifying YourWorkstation 

Andrew currently runs on four different computers: the IBM RT-PC workstation, the Microvax 
workstation from Digital, and two kinds of Sun workstations, the Sun 2 and the Sun 3. Before you log in, 
check to see which workstation you are working on. The name of the manufacturer of the workstation will 
usually appear on the front of the workstaf:ion. 

Parts of some workstations are slightly different from the same parts on other workstations. Some 
keyboards, for example, have a key labelled "Return" while others have the same key labelled "Enter." In 
this guide we refer to the "Enter" key, but if your keyboard only has a "Return" key, you should use that 
instead. 

The mouse is also different (or different workstations. (The mouse is the hand-sized box connected to 
your workstation by a thin cable. You can place it on either the left or right side of the workstation to use 
it) While the IBM RT-PC has a two-button mouse, the Sun and Microvax workstations each have a 
three-button mouse. The instructions in this guide are geared to the two-button mouse because the IBM 
RT-PC is the most common Andrew workstation on campus. The three-button mouse works the same as 
the two-button mouse, except that instead of pressing both keys on a two-button mouse for some 
operations, you press the middle key on the three-button mouse. 

At a glance, here is the difference between using the two- and three-button mouse: 

2-Button Mouse 3-Button Mouse 

both buttons center button 
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Logging In 
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To log into an Andrew workstation, you must have an Andrew user ID (login name) and a password. 
If you do not have a user ID and a password, check with an account administrator in your department 
or the teacher in your Andrew cla.u to find out what they are. 

If the login: prompt does not cunently appear on your workstation screen, piess 1be P.n1er key to 
make it appear. If it still does not appear, ma user consultant to help you. 

To login: 

Action. At login: ~ your user ID. If you mate a mistake, use the Backspace <r Delete 
key to.comet it; then press Enter. 

Response. The word "Passwcxd:" appears. 

Action. At the Password: prompt, type your password, then press Enter. Your password 
does not appear on the saeen when you type iL 

Response. A "Wecome to Andrew" message appem. 

The "Welcome to Andrew" message does not stay on the screen Jong. It is replaced by the windows 
on the initial screen dacribed on the next page. 

If you cannot log in 

If you see the message "Login incorrect" when you tty to log in, yoa may have mistyped your user m 
or password. Try again. If you cannot log in after fow tries, go back to the penon who told you your 
user ID ad p~word, and tell them what happened. That.person will help you find out what is 
wrong. 
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The Initial Screen 

After the "Welcome to Andrew" message appears, the workstation screen becomes gray and two windows, 
Console and Typescript, appear on the left side with a gray area to the right. There may be messages in 
the Console window. You can ignore them for now. 

If the bar at the top of the Typescript window on your screen is not darkened like the one in the illustration 
below, use the mouse to move the mouse curscr (the arrow on the screen) into the Typescript window. 
The bar at the top of the window, called the titk bar, will become darkened and the letters that you type in 
the next exercise will appear in the Typescript window. 

If the screen goes dark 

Do not be alarmed if while doing the exercises you stop wmking to read for a few moments and the 
workstation screen becomes dark. If an Andrew workstation is idle for 10 minutes or more, the screen will 
dim and an icon will move around the dark screen to remind you that you are still logged in. None of your 
work will be disrupted Move the mouse to brighten the screen again. 
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Moving the Mouse 
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As you have seen, the mouse is the hand-sized box connected to your workstation by a thin cable. 
Sliding the mouse across the surface of the table beside your wortstation or across a mouse pad slides 
the mouse cursor in the same direction across your computer screen. Moving the mouse without 
pressing any of the mouse buttons only moves the cursor; it does not affect any infonnation on the 
screen except to make different windows active. 

Action. Move the mouse cursor around the screen slowly. If you are using an IBM RT-PC 
or a Miaovax workstation, you can slide the mouse on the table next to your workstation to 
move the mouse cursor around the screen. 

If you are using a Sun wmtstation, you need to keep the mouse on the mo&LM pad beside the 
workstation when you slide it. If you come to the edge of the mouse pad but want to move 
the mouse cursor further around the screen, lift the mouse, put it back on the pad, and begin 
sliding it again. 

Response. The movement of the mouse cursc>r on the screen corresponds to your movement 
of the mouse on the table or mouse pad. As you move your mouse cursor, notice two things: 

1. Different windows become active. When the mouse cmsor is in a win
dow, that window's tide bar becomes darkened. A darkened tide bar means 
that the window is active and ready to receive input from what you type or 
from the pop-up menus. When the mouse cursor leaves one window to enter 
another one, the tide bar on the first window becomes light again, while the 
tide bar on the sec:Ond window darkens. 

2. The mouse cursor changes its shape. As the mouse cmsor moves across 
different areas of the saeen, different mouse cursors appear. Each mouse 
cursor Im a special significance and tells you about the different actions that 
can be taken in that area. 

The next page contains a reference list of the different mouse cursors that you might see as you work 
with Andrew. 
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The Mouse Cursors 

As you move the mouse cursor around the screen, here are some cursors you might see. Don't be alarmed 
if you do not see all of them at any one time; some of them appear under special circumstances. 

It" K:urved arrow cursor. As you move it into a window, the cursor activates the window. You re-position 
r ~e text caret by pointing and clicking with left mouse button. 

Straight arrow cursor. Appears on menus and in Help and Messages. Use it to point and choose an 
item from a list. 

Double arrow cursor. Appears when the mouse cursor is in the scrollbar (the bar on the left side of 
some windows). Click left mouse button to move the text forward and see text that is not currently 
displayed in window. 

Clockface cursor. Tells you to wait and stop all work within that window until the clockface goes away. 
You can move the cursor to another window and work. 

Small-window cursor. Appears when you move the mouse cursor into the title bar of the window (the 
bar at the top of the window). When the small-window cursor appears, you can use the title bar menus. 

Target cursor. Appears when you move the mouse cursor into the title bar and click the right mouse 
button. The window disappears. Move the target cursor to a different part of the screen and click the right 
mouse button again. The window reappears in this new position. 

~~Boundary cursor. Appears when you move· the mouse cursor into the boundary between two windows 
~or two areas of the same window. Press and hold any mouse button and slide the mouse to change the 
... length or width of windows. You can learn more about the boundary cursor in the next few exercises. 
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Console: An Information Window 
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The Console window in the upper left comer of the screen keeps track of various kinds of information 
about your workstation. 

As you work, the Load graph changes to represent how busy your workstation is, or how much of the 
computer's processing power you are using at any given momenL The higher the load, the longer 
some activities will take, such as opening new windows. If the load goes to 100% and stays for more 
than a few minutes, ask a user consult.ant to look at the wmbtation you are using. 

The clock shows the current time and the current date appears to the right of the clock. The icons or 
pictures under the date darken when certain kinds of activity occur: 

Print icon: darkens when you have sent somelhing to the printer. The number of files 
remaining to be printed appears under the icon. Becomes light again when the all the files are 
printed. 

Letter icon: darkens when you have new mail The number of new mail messages appears 
under the icon. Becomes light again when you use any mail-reading program on Andrew. 
(You can learn about one mail-reading program, Messages, later in this guide.) 

Trouble icon: darkens when your wmtstation lw a problem that you should ccnect before 
continuing to work. Move the mouse cursor into the trouble icon and click the left mouse 
button for more information. Becomes light again when the problem is corrected. 

File system icon: darkens when file system activity takes pl~ on your workstation. 
Becomes light again when the file system activity is complete. 

The file system icon darkens frequently as your woibtation retrieves programs and files from other 
workstations on the network. When the file system icon darkens, you know that the command you 
issued is still being processed. When the file system icon becomes light again, you can expect your 
command to be completed soon. 

onsote Monitor eetwood 
Load :.' .. , ... '-.......... __ _ 
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Using Console 

Most people simply use Console by watching for changes in the icons. However, the icons in Console 
supply more information if you click on them. 

To find out more about the status of your workstation: 
Action. Move the mouse cursor into any of the icons in the Console and click the left mouse 
button. 

Response. Information about the function that the icon represents appears in the body of the 
Console window. 

From time to time messages appear in the body of the Console, advising you about processing that your 
workstation is doing or errors that have occurred in pans of the network. Many of the messages that you 
see in the Console are only informative for the momenL You may wish to clear them periodically so that 
you will notice when new ones appear. 

To clear the Console window or mesgges that appear there: 
Action. Mouse the mouse cursor into the body of the Console window and click the left mouse 
button several times. 

Response. The messages disappear off the top of the body of the Console window, one line at a 
time. 

You can change several things about the Console, like whether the clock is analog or digital, by using its 
pop-up menus. You can learn more about the pop-up menus on Andrew in the exercises that follow. A list · 
of the menu items in Console and what they do appears in the last section of this guide. 
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Typescript: The Command Window 
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In UNIX terms, Typescript is an interface to the UNIX shell er the part of UNIX that interprets 
commands. ·In more straightforward terms, Typescript is the window where you type commands to 
tell the computer what to do. Because it is a command window'· you need a Typescript window for 
your entire session when you log into Andrew, so one is provided for you automatically or by default 

The Typescript window has some features that are common to many windows on Andrew. The parts 
of the window are labeled below and explained here. 

• Title bar -shows you the name of tbe pogram running in a window (at 
the extreme left of the tide bar). The center of the tide bar is reserved for 
special information. Fer example, in the Console window, the name of the 
particular Console being used is presented ("Monitor" is the default). The 
extreme right of the tide bar shows the name of your workstation. 

• Percent sip - the Typescript prompt. When you see a percent sign with 
nothing beside it in a Typescript window, you know that you can type a 
command there. 

• Text caret -- a small upward pointing arrow indicating where the next 
letters you type will appear. 

• Mouse cursor - the object that moves around the screen as you move the 
mouse. 

• Body - the area in which you do your work or infonnation appears. 

• Scrollbar - the pan of the window you use to bring other sections of a 
long document into view inside a window. 

• Mesage area - the place where messages are displayed when you are 
working inside a window. For example, when you save a document using 
EZ, a message appears the message area stating that the document has 
been written into a file. 

Only the percent sign (prompt) is unique to the Typescript window. Any window that has a saollbar 
shares the same basic features as the Typescript window. 
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3. Using Windows 

About Windows 

A window is a box-shaped area of the computer screen in which one program runs or you work on one 
kind of task. Most windows on Andrew have similar parts that work the same way, such as the title bar. 
Typescript and Console each appear in a window in the illustration below. 

On Andrew, windows appear in a tiled or tiling format. That is, one window never overlaps another. If 
your screen is filled with windows and you open another one, the existing windows become smaller to 
make room for the new window. Typescript and Console windows always appear on the left side of the 
screen (in the left column, in other words). Most other windows, however, appear in the wider right 
colunm. Once the windows appear, you can change their shapes or move them wherever you like on the 
screen. 

Andrew has two kinds of windows: 

Windows with a scrollbar. Most Andrew windows have a scrollbar along the left side, which 
means that you can move both backward and forward through the contents of the window. The 
Typescript window has ~ scrollbar. 

Windows without a scrollbar. Some Andrew windows, such as Console, do not have a 
scrollbar. You cannot read back over previous information in these windows; only current 
information, such as the status icons and messages in the Console, appears there. 

You can only work in OM window at a time, and you must move the mouse cursor into a 
window before you can work in it. 
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Opening a Window 
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There are two common ways to open new windows on Andrew. One way is to use the pop-up menus. 
You can learn more about the menus in the next section. 

Another common way to open new windows is to type commands in the Typescript window. Not 
every Typescript command starts a new window. However, many of the programs that people use 
each day on Andrew open a window of their own. The Help program is a good example of a program 
that creates a new window, and you can use a Help window to learn more about how windows work. 

Action. Type 

help 

in the Typescript window and press the Enter key. 

Response. After a few seconds, a Help window appears in the right column. 

If a new window does not appear, a problem has occurred on the network or the file system. Ask a 
user consultant for assistance. 

Do not be alarmed if part of the text in the Help window turns dark with white letters. If that happens, 
you have inadvertently created a selected region. ·Click the left mouse button while the mouse cursor 
is anywhere inside the main part of the Help window to remove the selected region. You can learn 
more about selected regions in a later section of this guide. 

A Guided Tour of Andrew 

Welcome to the Tour of Andrew. Tbis u:zr is designed to 
aufde you through a 1eneral • clri9tna" tour of the />:Mtrew 
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Changing the Size of Windows 

You can change the sizes of the windows on the screen in two ways, both illustrated here. First, you can 
change the width or height of a window. Second, you can hide or 0 shrink" the window so that only the 
title bar of the window is displayed. 

Moving Window Boundaries 

To change the width of a window: 

Action. Slowly move your mouse cursor into the vertical boundary between the Help window 
and Typescript. When the mouse cursor turns into a boundary cursor, press and hold any mouse 
button and drag the cursor to the left; then release the mouse button. 

Response. The windows adjust to the new border. In this case, Typescript and Console become 
thinner while the Help window becomes wider. 

You can move the boundary to the right, too, if you wish to practice. 

To change the height of a window: 

Action. Slowly move your mouse cursor into the horizontal boundary between Console and 
Typescript When the boundary cursor appears, press and hold any mouse button; then drag the 
cursor down a bit and release the mouse button. 

Response. Th~ windows adjust to the new border. In this case, Typescript becomes shorter and 
Console becomes taller. 

After you practice moving the window boundaries, move them back into their orginal positions (that is, 
have the left column occupy about a third of the screen, the right column about two thirds) to make the 
next exercises a little easier to complete. 

You can use these methods to change the width and height of any windows on the screen . 
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Shrinking and Unshrinking Windows 
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To shrink a window to its title bar: 

Action. Move the mouse cursor into the tide bar of the Help window and click the left 
mouse button. 

Respoase. The window shrinks to display anly the title bar. 

To unshrink a wiadow: 

Action. Move the mouse cursor into 1be tide bar of the sbnmDn Help window and click the 
left mouse buuon. 

Respow. The window iappear5 OD the screen. 
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Moving Windows on the Screen 

You can move a window to another place in the same column or to a different column. 

To move a window: 

Action. Move the mouse cursor into the title bar of the Typescript window and click the right 
mouse button. 

Response. The Typescript window disappears temporarily and the cursor turns into the target 
cursor, signifying that you are in the process of moving a window. H you click the right mouse 
button in the title bar of a window at the top of a column, any other windows in that column 
move toward the top of the column, taking up the space left by the missing window. 

Action. Move the target cunor into the bottom half of the Help window and click the right 
mouse button. 

Response. The Typescript window reappears in the bottom half of the right column. 

Although the Typescript window becomes wider when it appears in the right column, nothing else about it 
changes. You can still do the same things with it u before. 

To move a window, move the mouse cursor into the title bar of the window that you want 
to move and click. the right mouse button. Move the cursor to where you want the win
dow to reappear and click. the right mouse button again. 

Move the Typescript window back into the left column now so that the next exercises will be easier to 
complete. 
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Quitting from Windows 

You can quit from a window by using the pop-up nw1UU, which are explained in the next section. 
Most windows have a Quit menu item used for quitting. 

Maximum Number of Windows 
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With Andrew you can work with lll<X'e than one window at a time. However, there is sometimes a 
limit on the number of windows you can use. The limit varies depending on what kind of windows 
you have active. Usually 10 or 12 is windows is the most you can use at once. 

Quitting from Windows 



4. Pop-up Menus 

Using Menus 

Menus are lists of the actions you can take in a given part of the screen, depending on where your mouse 
cursor is. Most menus look like stacks of cards, with similar actions grouped together on each menu card. 
You use menus on Andrew to do a wide variety of activities, from opening new windows to logging out. 
In this exercise, you should simply display and examine a set of pop-up menus. You will choose an item 
in the next exercise. 

To make menus appear: 

Action. Move your mouse cursor into the Help window, to the right of the scrollbar but not in the 
title bar. Press both mouse buttons at the same time and hold them. Continue to hold them until 
the end of this exercise. 

Response. The pop-up menus for Help appear. Do not release the mouse buttons. 

Action. Still holding down the mouse buttons, slide the cursor up and down the menus and menu 
items. 

Response. As you move the cursor onto an option on a menu card, the option daikens. As you 
move up the stack of menus, the top menus move behind the other menus and become gray. As 
you move onto any portion of a hidden or gray menu, that menu moves to the top of the menu 
stack. Do not release the mouse buttons yet. 

To make menus disappear: 
Action. Still holding down the mouse buttons, move the cursor completely off the menus. 
Release the buttons. 

Response. The pop-up menus for Help disappear. 

If you choose a menu option by mistake, do not be alarmed. Simply follow the instructions in the next 
exercise to quit from the Help window. 
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Choosing a Menu Option 
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You choose a menu option by making the menus appear, moving the cursor to darken the option that 
you want, and releasing the mouse buttons. Pleae do the next exercise carefully so that you choose 
the Quit menu option and not another one. 

To use the pop-up menus to quit from a wiaclow 

Action. Move the mouse cursor into the Help window if it is not there already, to the right 
of the scrollbar and into the text of the "Tour of Andrew" document. Press both mouse 
buttons to display the menus. Continue to bold down the buttons and slowly pull the mouse 
cursor straight down to point to the last menu option, Quit When Quit becomes darkened, 
release the mouse buttons. 

Response. After a moment, the Help window disappears. 

Use this method to choose any menu option on any menu, not just the Help menus. You should find 
out whata menu option does before you choose it or you may get unexpected results. Read the next 
page to learn how to find out about items on different kinds of menus. 

If 'Quit' does not close the window 

If you chose a menu item by mistake in the mt exercise, or if you chose something other than Quit 
during this exercise, you may have to choose Quit several times before the Help window will 
disappear. If the window does not appear the first time you choose Quit, try two more times. Wait 
twenty seconds between tries to give the program time to quit. 
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Kinds of Menus 

While you are using Andrew, you may see three different kinds of menus depending on where the cursor 
is when you press both mouse buttons. 

Program Menus 
The menus that appear when you press both mouse buttons while the cursor is in the body or main part of 
a window are called program menus because they are specific to the program that is running in a given 
window. For example, you used the program menus in the Help window to quit from Help. The program 
menus in the Help window are different from the program menus in the Typescript window because each 
program has menu items that are appropriate for what that program does. One thing that all program 
menus have in common is a Quit menu option near the bottom of the first menu card. All the program 
menus for the programs covered in these first parts of the tutorial (Console, Typescript, and Help) are 
decribed in the section of the guide that explains that program. 

Selected Region Menus 
The selected region menus appear when you press both mouse buttons while you have a selected region 
in a window that has a scrollbar. You can learn how to create and use selected regions in the next section. 

Title Bar Menus 
When you press both mouse buttons while the cursor is in the title bar of a window, the title bar menus 
appear. The title bar menus also appear if you press both mouse buttons while the cursor is in the grey or 
background part of the scieen. The title bar menus are the same wherever they appear; whenever you 
place the cursor in the title bar of any window or in the gray area and press both buttons, you see the same 
set of title bar menus. Because they always appear, you can always use them to create new windows if 
something happens to the windows that you have. The next exercises show you more about the title bar 
menus. 
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Getting a New Typescript from the THle Bar Menus 
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Occasionally windows disappear unexpectedly, either because you choose a menu option like Quit by 
mistake or because of a problem with the program that is running in a window. As you have seen, as 
long as you have a Typescript window, you can start any other window again either by typing a 
command in the Typescript window or by using the menus in Typesaipt. But what happens if your 
Typescript window disappears unexpectedly? 

You can always open a MW Typescript window from tM titll! bar IPll!llllS since they 
appear WMn the cursor is in tM gray area. 

Even if you close all your windows by mistake and the scnen is gray, the tide bar menus are still 
available. They contain an option called New Typelcript that opens a new Typescript window. 

Action. Move the mouse cursor into 1be Typescript window. Press both mouse buttons to 
display the program menus for Typescript. Slowly pull the mouse cursor sttaight down to 
point to Quit. When Quit becomes darkened, teleae the mouse buttons. 

Response. The Typescript window disappears. 

Action. With the mouse cursor in the gray area, press both mouse buttons 10 display the title 
bar menus. Move the cursor back duougb the menus until the second or Expose menu is 
displayed. Move the mouse cursor down the Expose menu 10point10 the New Typescript 
option. (You may have to move the cursor along the left side of lhe menu to cause New 
Typescript to become daikened.) When New Typeacript is d.tened, release the mouse 
buttons. 

Response. After a few moments, a new Typescript window appears. 

You do not need to know what all the optioos on the title bar menus do in order to complete this 
exercise, but if you are curious, each of the items is explained the last section of this guide. 
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5. Ending an Andrew Session 

You do not need to log out if you want to continue working on the exercises in this guide. However, if 
you would like to take a break, you can log out now and complete the next section later. Always log out 
when you are finished working with Andrew. 

If this is the first time you have used Andrew, you should change your password before you continue. 

Changing Your Password 

The first time you log in, and every few months after that, you should change your password to something 
that only you know, so that other users cannot log into your account. A password can be any combination 
of letters or numbers, including upper and lower case. Choose a password that is at least six characters 
long, and one that you can remember easily. 

To change your pagword: 

Action. Type 

pauwd 

and press Enter. 

Response. Changing password fQr user. Old password: 

Action. Type your current password and press Enter. (The password does not appear as you type 
it.) 

Response. New password for user: 

Action. Type your new password and press Enter. (The password does not appear as you type it.) 

Response. Retype new password: 

Action. Type your new password and press Enter. (The password does not appear as you type it.) 

Response. Password changed, it will be in effect in about 1 hour. 
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Logging Out 

There are two ways to log out, depending on what is the lut menu option on the lut menu card of the 
title bar menus, the All Windows card. Your All Windows menu card will probably have Logout as 
its last menu item, but look carefully to be ·sure. 

Quitting from any windows other than Console and Typesaipt before you log out is a good habit If 
you have been editing a document m woddng with your mail, quitting from each window insures that 
you will not lose any changes you have been making. If you are going to log out now, quit from the 
Help window first for practice. See page 18 if you do not remember how to quit from a window. 

How to Log Out 
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If your 'All Windows' mmu says Logout: 

Acticm. Move the mouse cursor to point to LogouL When Logout becomes darkened, 
release the mouse buttons. 

Response. All windows disappear from your screen and the 'login:' prompt appears. You 
are logged OUL 

If your 'All Windows' menus says Zap: 
Action. Move the mouse cursor to point to Zap. When Z.ap becomes darkened, releue the 
mouse buttons. 

Response. All windows disappear from your screen. After a moment, a percent prompt 
appears at the top of the screen. 

Action. At the percent prompt, type 

logout 

and Pless Enter. 

Respoase. The 'login:' prompt appears. YOU are logged OUL 

If you are not taking a break now, continue reading. 



6. The Scrollbar 

As you have seen, some Andrew windows have a scrollbar along the left side for moving backward and 
forward through the contents of the window. The Help window is a good example of a window with a 
scrollbar and you can use it to learn more about how a scrollbar works. 

Ir you chose to take a break before this section, log back in. (See page 4 if you do not remember how to 
log in.) When the Console and Typescript windows appear, move the mouse cunor into the title bar of the 
Typescript window and press both mouse buttons to expose the title bar menus. Choose Help from the 
front menu. (See page 18 if you need more information about how to choose a menu option.) 

Knowing When to Use the Scrollbar 

The help document about Typescript, which is displayed in the Help window, is too long to be complete I y 
visible in the window. If you could see the entire document in the win'dow, you would not need to use the 
scrollbar. How can you know that there is more of a document than you are seeing? 

You can tell that a docwnent is longer than the section that appears in the window by 
looking at the size of the white box in the scrollbar. The smaller the white box, the 
larger the docwnent. 

The scrollbar represents the entire document The white box represents the part of the document that is 
currently displayed in the window. In a larger document, only a small percentage of the document can be 
displayed· in the window at any one time. In a very small document, the entire document might be 
displayed in the window, which means that the white box would take up almost all of the scrollbar and 
using the scrollbar would have no effect because there would be no more of the document to view. 
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Using the Scrollbar 
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To see the rest of a large document, you can scroll through iL Scrolling allows you to move through a 
document until you have read it all, then go back to an earlier section if needed. 

To see more of a document: 

Action. Move the mouse cursm into the largest saollbar of the Help window (the scrollbar 
on the left). Click the left mouse button. 

Response. When the mouse cursor enters the saoll bar, the double arrow cursor appears. 
As you click the left mouse buaon, the text of the Help document moves past on your screen. 
Note that you are moving forward through the document, toward the end 

To scroll forward through your docWJWnt, move the mouse cursor into the scrollbar 
and click the right mouse bllllon. To scroll backward, cllck the right mouse button 
when the mouse cursor is in the scrollbar. 
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Controlling How Far You Move with the Scrollbar 

A good general rule for moving with the scrollbar is 

The closer the double arrow cursor is to the bottom of the scrollbar (but not in the 
dotted area at the very bottom), the further you move in the text with each click. 

(The dotted areas at the top and bottom of the scrollbar are called the end zones. You will use them in the 
next exercise.) When you click the left mouse button anywhere in the scrollbar except the end zones, the 
line of the document that is beside the double arrow cursor moves to the top of the window. If you click 
the right mouse button anywhere in the scrollbar except the end zones, the line that is at the top of the 
window moves to be beside the double arrow cursor. 

Action: Move the double arrow cursor to the bottom of the left scrollbar in the Help window, 
just above the end zone. Click the left mouse button. 

Response: The line that was beside the double arrow cursor moves to the top of the window. 

Action: Leave the double arrow cursor at the bottom of the left scrollbar and click the right 
mouse button. 

Response: The line that wu at the top of the window moves to be beside the double arrow 
cursor. 

If you click when the cursor is in the end zone by mistake, just move the cursor out of the end zone and try 
again. To move a shoner distance with each click, move the mouse cursor closer to the top of the 
scrollbar. Practice a few times until you feel comfortable with clicking in the scrollbar. 

You can use the actions explained here to scroll through a document in any window that 
has a scrollbar, not just a help document . 
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More on Controlling How Far You Move 
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The dotted areas at the top and bottom of the saollbar or end :oMs represent the beginning and end of 
the document. Clicking the left mouse button while the double arrow is in the end zone at the bottom 
makes the end of the document visible; clicking the left mouse button while the mouse cursor is in the 
end zone at the top of the scrollbar makes the beginning of the document visibile in the window. 

To move to the end of a document: 
Action. Move the mouse cursor into the dotted area at the bottom of the left scrollbar in the 
Help window. Click the left mouse button. 

Response. The end of the help document about Typescript appears in the Help window. 

To move to the beginning of a document: 
Action. Move the mouse cursor into the encl zone at the top of the scrollbar. Click the left 
mouse button. 

Response. The beginning of the help document about Typesaipt appears in the Help 
window. 
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7. Selected Regions 

Currently, there are two kinds of selected regions on Andrew: one marked by the tat caret and one 
marked by a large reverse video box in windows that contain documents. In the future, there may be more 
kinds of selected regions (such as a selected cell in a spreadsheet, for example). In the next exercises, you 
can learn how to create and use the selected regions that are available now. 

Moving the Text Caret 

Many windows that have a scrollbar also have a tat caret, shaped like. small pointer. The text caret has 
two main purposes: 

1. In some windows, such as the Typescript window, the text caret marks the place where the 
charac~rs that you type appear. (You cannot type into all windows that have scrollbars. Some 
windows will not allow you to change the documents that they present.) 

2. In any window with a scrollbar, the text caret marks your current position in a document so 
that you can create selected regions that you can use, for example, to make a copy of part of a 
document You can learn mae about selected regions in the next few exercises. 

To move the text caret: 
Action. Move the mouse cursor into the Help window and point the mouse cursor at the exact 
spot where you want the text caret to appear. aick the left mouse button. 

Response. The text caret appears where you pointed the mouse cursor and clicked. 

Do this to move the text caret in any window with a scroll bar, not just a Help window. 
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The Text Caret and the Scrollbar 
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When you use the scrollbar to bring another part of the document into view, the text caret remains 
where it was before you moved. The black box inside the saollbar indicates the location of the text 
caret in the document. If the text caret is visible in the window, the black box in the scrollbar will 
appear inside the white box. (Remember that the white box stands for that portion of the document 
that is visible in the window.) If the text caret is not visible in the window, the black box will appear 
in a different part of the scrollbar than the white box. (In very long documents, sometimes the black 
box appears inside the white box even if the text caret is not visible in the window. The white box has 
a minimum size, so in a long document it may not reflect the position of the text caret in evecy case.) 

Moving the text caret to the pan of the document that is visible in the window is easy; just point the 
mouse cursor at the exact spot where you want the text caret to appear and click the left mouse buuon, 
as you did in the previous exercise. However, suppose yod do not want to move the text caret, but to 
look at the portion of the document that contains the text cateL One way of doing that would be to 
scroll the document (by clicking in the scrollbar) until you come to the portion that contains the text 
caret. However, there is a faster way, illustrated in the exercise on the next page. 
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Moving to the Location of the Text Caret 

To make the portion of the document that contains the text caret visible in the window: 

Action: Move the mouse cursor into the scrollbar in the Help window and click the left mouse 
button once or twice. 

Response: The white box in the scrollbar moves below the black box that marks the position of 
the text caret. 

Action: Position the double arrow cursor inside the white box in the scrollbar. Press the left 
mouse button and hold it down (don't click). Move the mouse to slide the white box until the 
black box is inside the white box. 

Response: The cursor becomes a black circle. 

Action: Release the left mouse button. 

Response: The portion of the document that contains the text caret becomes visible in the 
window. 

Moving through the document with the scrollbar does not automatically move the text 
caret. You have to click the left mouse button where you want the tat caret to appear. 
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Selecting Text 

When you want to take action on part of a document, such as making a copy of it, you must first sekct 
the text by creating a sekcted region around iL 

To select text: 

Action. Move the mouse cursor into the Help window, point the mouse cursor at the 
beginning of the text you want to select and click the left mouse button. 

Response. The text caret appears • the place where you clicted. 

Action. Point the moase cursor at the encl of the text you want to select and click the right 
mouse button. 

Response.. The text is surrounded by a box shown in reverse video (white letters on a black 
background). The region enclosed by the box is caDed a •kcl«l region. 

You can do this to •kct tat ill any window wills a scroll bar, not just a Help win
dow. Remarber, cUck IM left button to mark tM beginning of th4 selected region, 
tM right bu.tton to end tM selec~d region. 

Selected Regions and the Scrollbar 
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As you saw earlier, the position of the text caret in a document is shown in the scrollbar by a black 
box. When you have a selected region in a document, the black box in the saollbar is replaced by a 
lined box that represents the position of the selected region. You camiot have a selected region and a 
text caret visible in the same document at the same time; if you click the left mouse button to position 
the text caret while you have a selected region, the region is deselected and the text caret appears 
where you clicked. 
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8. Copying and Pasting 

You can select a region in any window with a scrollbar and make a copy of it to paste into another location 
in the same window or into a different windows. Although you can copy a region from many windows 
that have a scrollbar, you cannot paste in every window. For example, you cannot change the documents 
that appear in the Help window, so you cannot paste into the Help window. However, you can always 
copy a region from the Help window and paste it into the Typescript window, so that you can use 
commands that you learn about in Help without having to retype them. 

To copy a region from the Help window: 

Action. Move the mouse cursor into the Help window and select the word Typescript (with a 
Capital "t" as shown in the illustration below). Press both mouse buttons to display the program 
menus for Help. Choose Copy. 

Response. Since you are only making a copy of the selected region and not cutting or removing 
it from the window, no change to the window occurs. You cannot tell whether you have 
successfully copied a region until you try to paste it somewhere. 
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Pasting a Selected Region 
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To paste a region into the Typescript window: 

Action. Move the mouse cursor into the Typescript window. Pras both mouse buttons to 
display the program menus for Typesaipt. Choose PMte. 

Response. The wool "Typesaipt" that you copied from the Help window appears at the 
percent prompt in the Typescript window. 

Don't be alanned if something other than "Typesaipt" appears when you choose Paste. Use the 
Backspace key on the keyboard to delete the leuers that appear in the Typescript window and try the 
exercise on the previous page again until the word •Typesaipt" appears at the percent prompt 

You can use thi.s procedure to copy a region from any window with a scrollbar, not 
just a Help window, and to pasu blto any window that 'JO" can typt! characters into. 
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Using Copied Regions as Commands In Typescript 

As you are reading help documents, you may come across a command or an example that answers a 
question that you had. For example, suppose you were wondering how to start a second Typescript 
window. The Help document about Typescript says that you can type the word "typescript" into your 
existing Typescript window to start a second Typescript. One way to use commands or examples that you 
find in the Help window is to copy them from the Help window, paste them into the Typescript window, 
and press Enter. 

Action. Having copied the word "Typescript" from the Help window in the last exercise and 
pasted it to the percent prompt in the Typescript window, press Enter. 

Response. The words "Typescript: Command not found" appear in the Typescript window. 

The response "Typescript Command not found" is an error ml!ssage notifying you that Typescript was 
unable to cany out the command that you gave. The first word, "Typescript," is the command that you 
gave. The phrase after the colon (:) is the reason that Typescript could not complete the command. In this 
case, Typescript does not recognize the command "Typescript" as a valid command. The reason is 
explained in the next exercise. 

Load 

;;;;:::; % Typescript 
Typescript: Coaaand not tound. 
x. 
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Small and Cspltal Letters In the Typeecrlpt Window 
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You may wonder why, since you completed the last exercise cmectly, you got an error message in 
the Typescript window imtead of having a new Typescript window appear. The answer is lbat the 
Typescript window is case-sensitive or treats commands that have capital (or upper case) letters in 
them differently from commands that have only small (or lower case) Jette.rs. If you copy the word 
"typescript" (with a lower-case "t") from the Help window and paste it into the Typescript window, 
you can use it as a command successfully. 

Action. Move the mouse cursor into the Help window and select the word "typeSCript" (with 
a lower-case "t"). Press both mouse buuons to display the program menus for Help and 
choose Copy. Move the mouse cursor into the Typescript window and choose Paste. 

Response. The word "typeSCript" appears at the percent prompt. 

Action. Press En1er. 

Response. After a few moments, a second Typescript window appears in the left column. 

TM Typescript window is ca.-sensitive, so if you see the error rMssage "Command 
not found," CMclc IM command/or atra capital ktters. TM Sll1M e"or may occur 
if you misspell a word that you typed. 

You do not need to quit from the second Typescript window in order to complete the next exercises, 
which are about the Help window. 

::::.:: s Tfpesaript 
typescript: Couumd not famd. 
x-typesaript 
x. 
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9. The Help System 

You can find out more about any Andrew program or about common tasks by reading help documents. 

Using the Panels In the Help Window 

To help you fmd the documents of interest to you, the Help window contains two panels at the far right. 
The top panel is labeled Overviews and contains a list of help documents about how to do specific tasks on 
Andrew. The first document in the top panel, the Andrew Tour, is a general introduction to Aridrew. It 
contains a list of all the other Overview flles and a summary of what is in each one. 

To see the Overview document called the Andrew Tour: 

Action. Move the mouse cursor until it points to the words Andrew Tour in the Overviews 
panel and click the left mouse button. 

Response. After a few seconds, the Andrew Tour document appears. 

The Programs panel in Help contains a short list of commonly-used Andrew programs. It works like the 
Overviews panel. Try it if you wish. 

To use the panels in Help, move the mouse cursor to point to the item of interest to you and click the left 
mouse button. 

You do not need to read the any of the help documents in order to continue these exercises. You may wish 
to return to them later, however. The next exercise explains more about the Help program . 
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Getting Help on a Particular Topic 
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You may wish to use the Help program when you want to know DlCft about a particular program or 
feature of Andrew. You can use the pop-up menus in the Help window to iequest the help document 
about a particular U]word if you know which document is of inteJeSt to you. 

To get help about a keyword: 

Action. Move the mouse cursor into the Help window and press both mouse buttons to 
display the program menus for Help. Choose Prompt for Help Keyword. 

Response. A prompt appears in the message area at the bottom of the window and the text 
caret moves to the end of the prompt 

Enter a keyword about which you want mme help: 

Action. Type the word 

help 

and press Enter. 

Response. After a few moments, the help document about the Help progaam appears. 

The Help program has many other useful features and you can learn mon: about them by reading the 
help document about Help. You do not need to lead it in order to continue doing 1he exercises in this 
guide, but you may wish to come back to it later. 

If you wish to take a break now, you can oompJete the next section later. Use J..oaout from the All 
Windows menu card in the tide bar menus to log out. 

If you do not wish to take a break now, log out and log back in to reset your saeen so that only a 
Console and a Typescript window appear. See page 24 if you need nae information about how to 
logout. 

.:i.:·· 
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10. Writing and Printing 

About EZ, the Andrew Editor 

EZ is an editing program or editor designed especially for Andrew. Most people think of an editing 
program as a text editor or a tool that they can use to create, save, format, and print documents or texts. At 
present, EZ is a text editor and you can use it to do all the things listed above. However, EZ is still being 
developed and extended. In the future, EZ will become a general-purpose editor from which you can edit 
line drawings, pictures, and even animations in addition to editing documents. 

For now, however, EZ is primarily a text editor. The exercises in this section are about creating, changing, 
and printing documents using EZ. Whenever you work with a document in EZ and you save it, that 
document is stored in the computer as a.file. A file is an electronic version of your document that stays in 
the computer so that you can use the document again later. 

Note ror people who have used text editors before: This tutorial describes how to work with a single 
file in a single buffer using menu options to format your text You can also work with multiple buffers in 
EZ and use keyboard commands to do most operations. To find out more about these facilities in EZ, use 
the Help program later to learn more about EZ. 

The editor called "Emacs" is also available on Andrew. You do not need to know about Emacs in order to 
complete these exercises, but if you are curious, you can use the Help program later to learn more about 
Emacs. 

(If you chose to take a break before this section, all you need to do now is log back in.) 
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Creating a Document 
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Whenever you edit a document on Andrew, you should give EZ a name for the document. EZ will 
store the document into a file and give the file the name that you supply. In general, to start a session 
with EZ, you type ez in the Typescript followed by a space and the name of the file you want to edit, 
then press Enter. 

To create a new document: 

Action. For this exercise, type 

ez experiment 

and press Enter. (Be sure to type "ez" in lower-cue letters.) 

Jlesponse. A new EZ window appears in the right column of your screen. Since you are 
creating a new document. the window is empty. If you were editing a document in an 
existing file, that document would appear in the window. 

The full patluu:mv to the document that you are editing, "experiment," appears in the tide bar of the 
EZ window. You can learn more about pathnames in the next section. 

:=:: .. 



Typing Into a Document 

To type into the document: 

Action. Move the mouse cursor into the EZ window. Type the following three sentences. (You 
should not press Enter to make the lines look exactly like these.) 

Construction will begin in the next 18 months on a 6.75 million-dollar heliport system that 
will link Allegheny and five surrounding· counties. The Southwest Pennsylvania Regional 
Planning Commmion approved plans for the project yesterday. Fourteen heliports, 
including seven in Allegheny County, are planned. 

Response. The text caret moves to the right as you type, and the letters you type appear in the 
EZwindow. 

When you type enough characters to fill a line on the screen, you do not need to press Enter to start a new 
line because EZ automatically wraps the text. In other words, EZ automatically moves the text caret to the 
next line so that you can continue typing. If you press Enter to start a new line instead of letting EZ wrap 
the lines, your text may be oddly formatted when you print it. You only need to press Enter when you 
want to start a new paragraph or create blank lines. 

Construction will begin m the nczt 18 mcmths on a 6.7S million-dollar heliport system 
that will Unk Allegheny and five surraundina counties. The Southwest Pennsylvania 
Regional Plmmma Commission approved plans for the project yesterday. Fourteen 
heliports, including seven in Allegheny County, are planned._. 
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Changing a Document 
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Changing a document is typically a three-step process. First, move the text caret to the part of the 
document that you want to change. Then, make whatever changes you wish by inserting, deleting, 
pasting, or moving text. Finally, save your changes so that your newly<hangecl version of the 
document will be stored into a file. 

To insert additional text into a document: 
Action. Move the text caret to the beginning of the sentence that begins with the word 
"Fourteen." Type in the following additional text: 

Members of the CODUDisQon said that the new heliports represent an exciting 
expansion or air b"avel services in southwestern Pennsylvania. 

Response. The letters that you type appear just before the text caret. 

The illustration below shows what the letters look like when someone is inserting text in FZ. Note 
that the inserted letters appear just before the text caret and cause the leuers after the caret to move to 
the right and be wrapped to the next line. 

·.•.•.· . ... 
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Saving Your Work 

You should save your work frequently when you are making changes to a document with any text editor, 
including EZ. When you do a save, EZ writes the changes that you have been making to the document 
into a file. EZ gives the file the name that you supplied when you staned your EZ session. Saving the file 
insures that when you quit from EZ, you will not lose the work that you have been doing. Frequent saves 
also protect you from losing much work if you make a mistake, such as choosing the wrong menu item, 
while editing a file. 

To save your work: 

Action. With the mouse cursor in the EZ window, press both mouse buttons to expose the 
program menus for EZ. Choose Save from the front menu. (Do not be confused if you move the 
mouse onto one of the other menu cards and see the menu options "Save as" and "Save all." 
Those options are different from "Save." Move the mouse cursor back onto the front card and 
choose "Save.") 

Response. The words "Wrote file." appear in the message area at the bottom of the window, 
indicating that your document has been written into a file. The full pat~ to the file appears 
in the "Wrote file"message, too. 

If you choose another menu option by mistake, do not be alarmed. Some of the options have little effect 
on the screen, such as the option to send your file to be printed. You can just try again to choose Save 
unless a new window appears or a prompt or question appears at the bottom of the EZ window. If another 
window appears, move the cursor into the second window, press both mouse buttons to expose the 
program menus, and choose Quit Then move the mouse cursor back into the EZ window and try again to 
choose Save from the EZ program menus. Ha prompt appears at the bottom of the window, press the Ctrl 
and g keys on the keyboard at the same time to cancel the prompt The word "Cancelled" or "Punt" will 
appear in place of the prompt at the bottom of the window and you can try again to choose Save from the 
EZmenus. 

If a save fails: 

Occasionally a temporary interruption on the network can keep you from being able to save your file. If 
that happens, an error message appears in the message area at the bottom of the EZ window informing you 
that the effort to write the document into a file has failed. In most cases, your best bet is simply to stop 
working on the document, wait a few minutes, and try again to save the file. Most network interruptions 
are brief (10-15 minutes) and you are able to do a save and continue working afterward without any 
damage to the file. If you are unable to save your file for more than 20 minutes, there may be a more 
serious problem. Ask a user consultant to help you. 
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Automatic Saves, or Checkpoint Flies 
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After you have made changes to a file once, Andrew begins to save your wort automatically in 
checkpoint flies. You can tell when your document is being automatically saved because the 
clockface cmsor may appear on the screen in the place of the mow cms<r. At those moments, 
anything that you type will not appear in the window until after the clockface disappears. In addition, 
a message appears in the message area at the bottom of the window. 

A checkpoint file has the same name as the file in which your document is stored except that the 
checkpoint file has an ~nsion of .CKP. An ex1enSion is the part of a file's name that appears after a 
period or dol For the file that you have been editing, for example, EZ has been Clating a checkpoint 
file called "experimenlCKP" every two minutes while you work. Every two minutes, the latest 
version of your document, including all your most ncent changes, gets copied into the checkpoint 
file. When you save the document, the checkpoint file is deleted. If you continue editing after you do 
a save, a new checkpoint file is created in two minutes. 

The purpose of a checkpoint file is to provide a backup copy of your document and minimize the 
amount of work you might lose if for some reason you quit from EZ without saving your changes (if 
the EZ window disappears unexpectedly, for example). If something unexpected happens while you 
are editing a document, you can find the ".CKP' file to retrieve a relatively RCeDt version of the 
documenl In the next section you can learn mae about how to locate files such as • .CKP" files in 
your directory. 
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Cutting and Pasting Text In EZ Documents 

As you saw in an earlier exercise, you can use the Copy menu option to make a copy of text from any 
scrollable window and Paste to paste the copy into another window. (Remember that any window you 
can type into, you can also paste into.) You can copy from most windows that have saollbars, but some 
windows, such as the Help window, do have the Cut menu option; you can only copy from them. 

In EZ, you can cut as well as copy a selected region into a document that you are editing. When you make 
a selected region and choose Cut from the pop-up menus, you remove the selected region from the 
document You can then paste the region that you cut into any scrollable window. If you do not move the 
text caret after you choose Cut, you can paste the region that you cut back to where it was before. 

To cut a selected region: 

Action. Select the text you want to copy or cut (Remember that to select text, you move the 
mouse cursor to where you want the selected region to begin and press the left mouse button, then 
move the mouse cursor to where you want the selected region to end and press the right mouse 
button.) When the selected region is darkened, presss both mouse buttons to expose the selected 
region menus, then choose Cut. 

Response. The selected text disappears from the window. 

To paste a selected region that you cut or copied: 

Action. Move the text caret to a place in your document where you want to paste the selected text 
(by pointing the mouse cursor and clicking the left mouse button). Expose the program menus 
and choose Paste. 

Response. The text you just cut is pasted at the position of the text caret, and is selected Click 
the left mouse button to deselect the text. 
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Cut, Copy, and the Cutbuffer 
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Each region of text that you cut or copy is stored in a clllbujfer (a temporary storage space) until 
another piece of text is cut or copied. Therefore, the region that you cut nat JeCeDdy is always the 
one that appears when you use Paste to put it back. If you use Cut two consecutive times, the region 
that you cut the first time will no longer be easily available; it is replaced in the culbuffer by the 
region that you cut the second time. (More informatioo about the culbuffer in EZ is available in the 
help document about EZ. If you are interested in lhat, use the Help program later to lead the help 
document) 

To discard material that yoa have cut, simply do not use Paste to bring it back. The next time you use 
Cut or Copy, the material dlat you p-eviously cut will be ieplaced. 

Cul, Copy, and ... CUlllulr.r 



Adding Styles to Your Text 

Once you have created a document, you can use EZ to add styles to your text Styles are special 
typographic effects, like boldface or italic type. To add styles, you select the region that you want to have 
a particular style and then choose the appropriate menu option. 

To add a style: 

Action. Select the sentence in your document that begins with "The SouthwesL .. ". Press both 
mouse buttons to display the selected region menus and choose the Bold option from the Font 
menu. 

Response. The selected text changes to boldface type and the region is still selected. Click the 
left mouse button to deselect the text 

If you change your mind about a style, you can remove the style and return to plain text using the Plainer 
menu option. 

To remove one or more styles: 

Action. Select the styled region. Press both mouse buttons to display the selected region menus 
and choose the Plainer menu option. 

Response. The bold style is removed from the seJected region. 

As you may have seen as you did this exercise, it can be djfficult to create a selected region that exactly 
contains the styled text For this reason, you can also use Plainer to remove a s~le without having to 
select the text first. You can place the text caret inside a region that has a style and choose Plainer from 
the menu. Plainer will automatically find the beginning and end of the style that appears around the text 
caret and remove the style. 
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Adding More Than One Style to a Region 
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You can add more than one style to a single piece of text (in odler words, you can make a single word 
both bold and italic if you wiSh). 

To add several styles: 

Action. Select the sentence that begins with "Members of •.• " Press both mouse buttons to 
display the selected region menus and choose the Bold option from the Font menu. 

Response. The selected region changes to boldface type and the region is still selected. 

Action. Choose the Italic menu option. 

Response. The selected text changes to bold-italic type and the region is still selected.. Click 
the left mouse button to deselect the text 

You can use the Plainest menu option to remove several styles at once. 

To remove several styles: 

Action. Select the styled text Press both mouse buttons to display the selected region 
menus and choose the Plainest menu option. 

Response. All styles disappear from the selected text 

Another way to remove multiple styles is to use Plainer several times. Using Plainer on a region that 
hu multiple styles causes the most recent style you added to be iemoved. If you bad a region with 
three styles added, you would have to use Plainer three times to get all the styles removed. 
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Previewing A Document 

In cxder to work flexibly with Andrew's changeable columns, EZ does not try to present your document 
exactly as it will appear on the printed page while you are adding new texL Instead, EZ has a Preview 
menu option to show you at any given moment what your document would look like if you printed it. 
Previewing a document often saves both time and paper, since it can show fonnatting errors that may not 
have been apparent earlier and let you repair them before you actually print the document. 

To preview a document: 

Action. Choose Preview from the program menus in EZ. 

Response. A Preview window appears with the first page of your document displayed, exactly as 
it will look when printed. 

When the Preview window appears, it shows the document to scale, or reduced so that the entire page will 
show in the window. You can use the scaled view to see how blocks of text appear on the screen and to 
check page breaks, but you usually cannot read the document in the scaled view because the letters are too 
small. You can use the Full Sbe to show the document in the font in which it will be printed, but only a 
portion of each page will appear in the window. 

The Preview window has two scrollbars (one on the left side and one at the bottom of the window) that 
allow you to see different pans of the printed page. The horizontal scrollbar works much like the vertical 
scrollbar; while the vertical scrollbar moves the image of the printed page up and down, the horizontal bar 
allows you to move the image from side to side. They are of greater use when viewing the image at Full 
siZe. 

Viewing additional pages ol Preview documents 

If your document were more than one page long, you would want to examine more than just the first page. 
The pop-up menus in Preview contain options that let you see any page you specify and move among the 
pages easily. 

::::::::l;;;;:::===========----------......d 
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Printing Documents with Preview 
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If, after checking your document, you find that it is ready to print, you can print it using the Preview 
menus. 

To print from Preview: 

Action. With the mouse curs« in·tbe Preview window, press both mouse buttons to display 
the program menus and choose Print from the Pleview program menus. 

Response. After a moment, the printer icon (in Console) darkens, indicating that your 
document is waiting or f/IMIU!d (prmounced "cued") to be printed. When the printez icon 
returns to normal, your docw•ment has been printed. 

You can choose which printer will be used to print your doa•ment with the •Set Printer" option if, for 
example, the printer that you usually use (your default printer) develops a problem. 1be default 
printer for most Andrew users is "pine," which is described later in this section. To see a list of all the 
printers on campus and their locations, use the Help program to see the help doc11ment on "printers." 
You can also learn more about printing and the print queue (pronounced "cue") in the next few 
exercises. 

Once you have finished examining your document with Preview, you can quit from it using the 
pop-up menus. 

To quit from Preview: 

Action. Choose Quit from the Preview program menus. 

Response. The Preview window disappears. 
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Printing Documents with EZ 

Although it is often convenient to use Preview before you print a document, for shorter documents you 
may have a good idea of how the document will look without using Preview. In those cases, you can print 
the document from the EZ window. 

Before you continue this exercise, you may want to left-click in the title bar of the EZ window to shrink it, 
then left-click again to expand it so that the EZ window will take up all the space vacated by the Preview 
window. (You could also expand the window by using the "Expand" menu option in the title bar menus.) 

To print from EZ: 

Action. With the mouse cursor in the EZ window, press both mouse buttons to display the 
program menus. Choose Print from the File menu. 

Response. After a moment, the printer icon (in Console) darkens, indicating that your document 
is queued to be printed. When the printer icon returns to normal, your document is finished 
printing. 

You can also print documents from the Typescript window using the ezprint command if you know the 
name of the file in which the document is stored. You do not need to know about EZprint in order to 
complete these exercises, but you can use the Help program later to see the help document about it 

Construction will begin in the nm 18 months on a 6.7S million-dollar heliport system 
that will link Allegheny and five sumnmdina counties. The Southwest Pennsylvania 
Regional Planning Commission approved plans !Dr the. projea yesterday. Members of 
the Commission said that the new heliports represent an ezdting expansion of air 
travel services in southwe.ste.rn Pennsylvania. Fourteen heliports, including seven in 
Allegheny County, are plannedar.. 
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Checking the Print Queue 
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Now that you have queued two files for printing (or at least, queued the same file twice), you may be 
curious to know more about the print queue. In particular, you may be wondering whether and where 
you documents will be printed. You can check ~e print q~w or the list of files waiting to be printed 
to find out where your printed copies will be printed and to see how long it will tab for your 
document to be printed. (A qiuiu is a line, like a checkout line at a grocery store. Shoppers enter the 
checkout line at the end and the shoppers who were in line first go through the checkout first, usually. 
In the same way, when you queue a file for printing from Preview or EZ, your print request is usually 
added to the end of the print queue and must wait its tum to be printed.) 

To check the print queue: 

Action. In Typescript, type 

print -q 

and press Enter. 

Response. Typescript displays a message similar to the one shown below. Your print is 
marked with your user ID and a number. 

X print -q 
The print queue for pine: 

Files that have not been shipped to the printer: 
oper:256:0 
•d2p:l390:0 

Files that have teen shipped to the printer: 
dd26:747:0 
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What the Print Queue Tells You 

The listing of the print queue that you get by typing "print -q" in Typescript contains two piece of useful 
information. First, the name of your default printer appears in the first line, which tells you .which printer 
will print your files. In the example above, the print queue is for the printer "pine," which is the most 
common default printer. 

Second, some letters and numbers appear in the listing of the print queue that correspond to each of the 
files that is currently queued for printing on "pine" appears. The more files are in the queue, the longer it 
will take for your file to be printed. In the example on the previous page, there are relatively few files 
queued, so the files will be printed quickly unless the printer breaks down, as printers sometimes do. 

About the printer called "pine" 

The printer "pine" is located in the machine room on the ground floor of the UCC building. Documents 
that are printed on "pine" are placed every two hours in the output bins or racks aaoss from the machine 
room. The bins are marked according to the first two letters of an individual's user ID, so "jbLw" would 
find any printed files that she had queued to "pine" in the bins marked IA-m. 

Other campus printers and their locations are listed in the help document about printers. You do not need 
to know about them in order to complete these exercises, but you can use the Help program to read about 
them later. 
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Ending an Editing Session with EZ 

160 

To end a session with EZ, you can just choose Quit from the program menus. However, if you have 
made changes to the document that you were editing but have not saved tbe changes, EZ notices that. 
If you try to quit when you have unsaved changes left, EZ prompts or mks you about whether you 
really want to quit, to keep you from losing work. Tl)' it and see. 

Action. With the mouse cursor in the EZ window, type a few characters. Then, press both 
mouse buttons to display the program menus and choose Quit. 

Response. The words "You have unsaved changes; do you really want to quit? [no]" appear. 
The "no" in brackets at the end of the question means that "no" is the default answer to the 
question. If you just press Enter without typing anything, EZ asume that you meant, "No, I 
don't really want to quit yet" and removes the prompt, leaving the window as it was before 
you tried to quit. 

Action. Press Enter. 

It is easy to end an editing session with EZ. However, to save yourself the tramna of losing any 
work, you should get into the habit« saving your document before you quit. 

ToquitEZ: 
Action. From the program menus in EZ, choose Save. 

Response. The words "Wrote file" appear at the bottom of the window to indicate that your 
document was written to a file. The full pallanaJM to the file appears in the "Wrote file" -
message, too. 

Action. Choose Quit from the program menus. 

Response. The file is closed, and the window disappears. 

If you would like to take a break now, mnember to log out. 

~ CCIDID'W:doa wm betlD a mew 11--. a a ''s mMen..dellw llelpalt .,_ 
dall wll llnk AJepa., wl lft sw1 ... 11t1na COUlldu. Tbll Suudiwut Peaasqtv..U 
Jletfaml JllmdD& C ...... sllala apprwed plam 6:1r 1be project ,...a,. Mrmben ct 
me C..UllaD sllcl 1blt 1be aew bdpam ~ • addDa _,.... ol * 
1rllftl scnJca iD nadnrau:m Pmaqlnmla. bdpcrnl, iDdlldlna saaa ID 
AJlesbay Caalq, IR pimaed. 

Fie ] 
Selll'ChlSpell l 

·-Paste 

Save 

Switch Fie - Plainer 

.. 
Cbeckpoimed. 
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14. Mail and Bulletin Boards 

About Messages 

On Andrew, the program fa" reading electtonic mail and bulletin boards is called Messages. 
SendMessage, its countCipart, is for sending mail to other users and to bulletin boards. soon, you will be 
able to send and receive multi-media messages using Messages and SendMessage on Andrew 
workstations. 

In this section you can learn the basics of Messages and SendMessage. This includes reading mail and 
bulletin boards, printing and deleting mail, and sending messages. You can also learn how to change your 
subscription list, and how to quit the program. Along the way there are pointers to help documents which 
explain other features of the Andrew message system. 

If you chose to take a break before this section, all you need to do is log back in. 

How to Tell When You Have New Mall 

The Console in the upper left hand corner of the screen tells you when you have mail by darkening its 
letter icon and showing the number of mail messages you have beneath the icon. 
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Reading New Mall wHh Messages 

162 

To read your new mail, start the program called Messages which creates a Messages window. 

There are actually four ways to start Messages. You can either type one of two commands in the 
Typescript window, er you can choose one of two Typescript pop-up menu options. This section tells 
you how to start Messages using a pop-up menu option. 

If you ever want to start Messages without the pop-up menus, typing the command meaages in your 
Typescript starts Messages reading your mail and bulletin boards. Typing the command messages -m 
starts Messages reading only your mail. 

To start Meaages using pop-up menus: 

Action. Move the mouse cursor into the Typescript window. Choose Read News from the 
Mail/News pop-up menu card (see below). 

Response. In a moment er two, the Messages window (next page) appears on your screen. 

Choosing Read News starts Messages to read both your mail and bulletin boards to which you are 
subscribed. Choosing Read Mail starts Messages to read only your mail. 

Once you start Messages, you do not need to move into the Typescript and run it again to perform a 
new action. All actions should be performed from within the Messages window. 

Read Mall 

Send Message 

Send Comment 

Reading New Mail with ........ 



Using Messages 

Think of Messages as a program that lets you use a filing cabinet which holds messages. In your filing 
cabinet are manila folders. The folders hold messages, like mail someone has sent you, or a message on a 
bulletin board. The folden are named so that you know what type of messages are in them. 

You are able to see at a glance which messages are in a folder because each message has a one-line 
summary called a caption and all the captions fer a folder are kept together in a list you can scan. The 
caption tells you the date, subject, sender and number of characters in a message. The caption also has a 
little marker at the front of it that lets you know if you have already seen the message before. 

When you start Messages, the program goes tluough your filing cabinet looking f<r folders that have new 
messages in them. It takes all the folders with new messages out of the cabinet and puts them in a stack. 
It then takes the top folder off of the stack for you and opens it up so you can see the captions for the new 
messages in the folder. 

This, essentially, is what you see in the Messages window when you start the program. The stack of 
folders with new messages appears in the top region of the window (although you often have more folders 
with new messages than you can see). The captions for the first folder on the stack appear in the middle 
region of the window. When you select a caption to read its message, the message body appears in the 
lower region of the window. 

So, to read messages using Messages, you have to tell the program which folder from the stack you want 
to look in, and then which message in that folder you want to read. The following sections take you 
tluough this process of"selecting" messages and folders. 
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Selecting a Mail Message 

164 

As mentioned on the previous page, Messages •seJects" your filst folder with new messages so you 
can see its captions. In this case, your first folder with new messages is your mail folder. This means 
that you do not have to "select" your mail folder • tirsL All you have to do is select the message you 
want to read. 

To select a mail message: 
Action. Move the mouse cursor onto the caption of your first mail message. Loot at the 
illustration below, especially mouse canor on caption. to position the mouse cursor. Click 
once with the left or right mouse buuon. 

Response: Three important 1bings happen: 

• The caption becomes bold. indicating that it and the message it represents 
are •selected." 

• The message appears in the body area of the window. 

• The mail icon becomes a check mart, indicating you have read that 
message. 

Notice that in the illustration below, the Messages version number in the middle of the title bar is 
4.xx. The version of Messages that you use at your workstation has a number instead of two x' s. 

Messages is sometimes a little slow because it ha a lot of w<xk to do. Wait until the clock face 
cursor returns to an arrow cursor before expecting Messages to respond to your actions. Although at 
times it may not look like Messages is doing anything, it remembers all the clicks you make and will 
perform·the actions fer your clicks in Older. · 

~ lmll (Personal md, 1 of 1.w) 
~ om.dal (Hu New Messqes) 
~ aflidll.mhw (Hu New Messqes) 

, ~17-Aua-&'MVelcome to bdrtn11- •> newusers@andrew.anu.e (999) 

To see the captions for messages in a folder, click with 
the left moose button on the folder name. 

To see a mm., click on its caption in the middle 
region of the window. 

To perform actions on a folder, or get information 
about it, click on the help ieon next to its name. 
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About Messages Folclen1 

Before you go on to select other folders to look in, you need to know a little more about the different types 
of folders in Messages. There are three types of Messages folders: 

Your personal mail folder is like your own folder that is stamped "Top Secret," with the added 
feature which other people can slip messages into it without looking in it. This means that it can 
be read only by you, and that mail arriving at your Andrew account is put in your mail folder 
automatically when you start Messages. Because "mail" is your own personal folder (every 
Andrew user has their own personal folder called "mail"), you can delete messages from it. 

Personal folders are folders that you create for your own use. Uke "mail," personal folders are 
"Top Secret" and can be read only by you. Also like "mail," you can copy messages into and 
delete messages from your personal folders. Unlike "mail," other people can not slip messages 
into your personal folders-only you can. You do not have any personal folders, yet, (other than 
"mail") because you have to create them yourself. For more infonnation on creating and using 
personal folderS, type help meaages-folders in the Typescript. 

Bulletin board folders are not stamped "Top Secret," and can be read by anyone. Generally, 
you can put messages in bulletin board folders, but you can not delete messages from bulletin 
boards because they are not really your folders. You can, however, copy messages from bulletin 
boards into personal folders. Bulletin boards are distinguished from one another by topic. Each 
bulletin board folder is supposed to contain messages related to its name. "Bulletin board" is 
often abbreviated "bbOard," which is pronounced "bee-board." Messages on them are often 

. referred to a "posts." 

You select and read allfoltkrs in ezactly tM SaJM way, and they all appt!ar in thefolthrs region of the 
Messages window a3 if there is no difference between them. However, thefoltkrs are different in the ways 
you can use them, so you should uep the three different typt!s of folders clear in your mind, as if you had 
three different sections in your filing cabiMt. 
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Selecting a Folder 

166 

To read messages on a bulletin board you have to do two things. First, you select the bulletin board 
folder that you want to see. Then, you select messages in the folder to tad. The following sections 
take you through these actiom. 

To select a folder: 

Action. In the Messages window, move the mouse cursor onto the ume of die bulletin 
board called "official.andrew." Loot at die iDUS11'1don below, especially • .,.. canor on 
folder name, to position the mouse cursor. Click once with die left mouse butlOm. 

Response. Three impmtant things happen: 

• The name of the folder becomes bold, jncticating that it is •selected.• 

• The new captions that repraent messages in dais folder...,_. in the 
captions area. 

• The •(Has New Messages)• beside the folder name becomes something 
like "(Official Bboard, 4 of 4 new): 

If you see a dialogue box in the middle of your window, you clicked on the help icon instead of the 
folder name. Although you can see the messages in a folder by using the help icon, later you can 
learn a different use of the help icon later. For now, click in the box that says Foraet it - do nothing. 
and select the folder by clicking on its name. 

EB..I -0 (Penoml mli1, 1 of 1 new) 
~ ot!k:ill (Hu New Messages) 
~ dicill.~u New Messages) 

Da&e: Man, 17 Aua ~ 9:00 eclt 
From: andrew+@mdrew.cmu.edu (The Andrew System) 
To: newusen@mdrew.cmu.edu (New Osen) 
Subject WelcmK tD AncRw 

Welcame to the Ancftw system, IDd apeddy to md Ind bu1ledn 
boards OD Andrew. 

Please take the time. ta ezplarr. tbe many facm af electnmlc 
t.mmmmicat1an avallable. tD )'OU an Andrew. u.ma the Andrew 
mcssaae 1Jstrm. JOU ca ezrbqe t&arcmlc mail wbh fric:nds IDd 
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Selecting a Message 

When you selected your first mail message, you were selecting a message in a folder. Now, you can do it 
again. You can select any number of messages in a folder, in any sequence. 1be only restrictioo is that 
you can only read messages one at a time. 

To select a mesage in a folder: 

Action. In the captions area, move the mouse curs« on to the caption for any message. Click 
once with the left mouse button. 

Response. Four imponant things happen: 

• The captioo becomes bold, indicating that it and the message it represents are 
"seJected." 

• The message appears in the body area of the window. 

• The bboard icon in the caption becomes a check mark, indicating that you 
have seen that message. 

• The underline icon moves down beneath the check next to the selected 
caption, indicating that the Messages program will treat all the messages above 
the underline icon u "seen" the next time you run Messages, even if you 
haven't actually looked at all of the messages above the underline. 

Since some bulletin board folders have lots and lots of messages in them, Messages makes it easier to read 
the new messages by presenting only the new message captions to you. This does not mean that you can 
not see the old messages. Simply scroll back up in the captions region to see captions for old messages. 

~ om.ctal (Hu New Messages) 
~ of&ial.andrew (Of!idal Bboard, 8 of 362. new) 
E9v' IDdrew (Hu New Messages) 

./ 20-Jul-87 fmou/- Chris Koenigsbr.rg (992.) 
(i1 20-Jul-87 OPSS - Chris Koenigsberg (1363) 
(i1 2.l-Jul-87 Nr.v IM:J1t1 Idle - Chris Komigsberg (616) 
(i1 2.3-Jul-87 itc-side...,,. dulnfe: hz--> .. - Mike KllZIX' (309) 
.,, 24-Jul-11 s-a ..,...+ams Koenlpbers (1710) 

l:n.4-Jul-87 Old~tllbntlil plweolll - Chris Koenigsberg (S84) 

Date: Fri, 24 Jul 87 12.:17:17 edt 
Prom: c:kk+@andrew.cmu.edu (Chris Koenigsberg) 
To: bb+o1Bdal.andrew@andrew.anu.edu (Bulletin Board 
Adminirtradan) 
Sahjed: Sun2 vpgrae 

Attmdon Sun2 usrn: 

We are going to upgrade all Sun2 Andrew warkstatlons, by the middle 
of August, to nm the Sun Operatfna System Vr.nlon 3.0, tmtead of the. 
old Vr.rslon 1.1 lhey are currmdJ nmntna. Several major problems are 

Pre-~ed fDlcler an.drew (5:32:41 PM> 
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Deleting Mall Messages 

168 

Now that you know how to select a folder and select messages to rad in a folder, you can move 
around in your filing cabinet and perfcxm .:tiom on your messages, if you want. For example, once 
you have read a mail message, you may want to delete the message so that it doesn't clutter up your 
mail folder. (Don't worry about deleting a message if you want to keep it. You can undelete it in 
before you quit Messages.) 

Remember that you can't delete messages from bulletin bolnfs. 

To delete a mail messap: 

Action. Prepare to delete your first mail message by selecting _your mail folds, and then 
selecting the message in your mail folder. You may need to scroll up in the foldel"s area to 
see your mail folder. Review the previous two pages if you need to mnember how to select 
folders and messages. 

Response. Selecting your mail folder makes the caplion appear in the captions area. 
Selecting the caption makes the message appear in the body area. 

Action. In the Messages window with your first mail message seJected, choose Delete from 
the front pop-up menu card. 

Response. Three impcxtant things happen: 

• 1be selected message's caption changes to a smaller type me. 
• The caption icon changes to a deleted mail icon. 

• The message "Message deleted. (time)" appears in the message area. 

Although the message is deleted, it is not pennanently removed, yet. 1be message is only 
permanently removed when the folder is "purged." Folders are purged when you quit the program. 

E!tw" - (Pencmll mall, 1 of 1 new) 
EB-' amdal (Hu New Masqu) 
~ dk:l&anrnw (Hu New Manaes) 

et.,...., .............. _ .... _ • .,,, 

Dale: Man. 17 Aua '1 '~ edl: 
Pnm: allow 1@mdrew.am.edll (The ADtltew System) 
To: ~.cmu.edll (New Usen) 
Sabject: Welc:ame ID Andrew 

WelcalK ID 1he Andrew.,,--. llMl upedl1l,y 1D maD. IDd buDedD 
bOllrds cm A:t*ew. 

Please tUa the 1lme ... aplara 1be 111111)' !Km af elearaaic 
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Undeletlng Mall Messages 

If you decide that you don't want to delete a message, you can undelete it, since the message is not 
permanently removed until you quit the program. (You can also delete the message again aft.er you 
undelete iL) 

To undelete a mail mesage: 
Action. In the Messages window with your first mail message selecced and deleted, choose 
Undelete from the front pop-up menu card. 

Response. Three impcxtant things happen: 

• The selected message's caption changes to the regular type size. 

• The deleted mail icon becomes a check icon. 

• 1be message "Message undeleted. (time)" appears in the message area. 

~ mail (Personal mall, 0 of 1 new) 
~ official (Hu New Messages) 
~ offidal.andrew (01fidal Bboard, 8 of 362. new) 

Other 
Message Folden 

Date: Mon, 17 Aua f'l 9:00 e 
From: andrew+@andrew. 
To: newusers@andrew.cmu. 
Subject: Welcome tD AncR 

Welcome to the Andrew ry 
boards on Andrew. 

Please take the. time ta explore. the 
communication available. ta you on 
message system_ you cm cxcbanac 

Message deleted. (4:00:24 Pll) 

This Message 
Search 

• 
Rep~to Sender 
Repay to All 

Read Mall 

Send Message 

Quit 
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Printing a Message 

170 

After you read a message, you may want 10 print out a copy. 1bis section describes bow you can print 
out a copy of a mail message from your mail folder. 

You can print messages from any folder. 

To print a meaqe: 
Action. In the Messages window with a message selecred, choose Priat from the This 
Message pop-up menu card. 

Response. Three important things happen: 

• "Printing message, please wait. •• • appears in the Messages window. 

• The message "Message queued fer plialing. (time)• appears in the message 
area. 

• In a minute, the printer icon in your Console darkens, indicating that the 
selected message is queued fc:r printing at your default pinter. 

When the message is printed, "Messages_ You_ Wanted_ To_ Print" appears on the cover sheet. It also 
appears in the print queue. 

You can check the print queue for your message. 

~ mail (Personal mall, 1 of 1 new) 
EB..I oflidal (Has New Messages) 
EB..I oflidll.ancnw (Hu New Messages) 

Dace: Mon, 17 Aug fr1 9:00 edt 
From: mdrew+@andrew.c:mu. 
To: newusers@andrew.cmu.edu 
Subject: Welccme. ta Andrew 

Welcame to the Andre.w system, and esp 
boards on Andrew. 

Append to Fiie 

Reformat 

Please take the time ta e.xplore the many fa.cm of electnmi.c 
commumcation available to you on Andrew. Usina 1be Andrew 
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Sending Mail with Messages 

Now that you know about reading messages with Messages, you need to learn how to send messages with 
Send.Message. To send a mail message you must to do four things. Pint, start the SendMessage program. 
Then, when the Send Message or Message Composition window appears, address the mail, compose the 
mail, and send the mail. The following sections take you through these actions as you send mail to an 
imaginary user, Pat Enright, who has an Andrew account 

There are actually three ways to start a blank SendMessage window. You can start it from Typescript by 
either typing sendmessage, or choosing Send Message from the Mail/News pop-up menu card. In this 
section, you start Send.Message a third way-from within the Messages program. 

To start SendMessage from within Messages: 

Action. In the Messages window, choose Send Message from the front pop-up menu card. 

Response. In a moment or two, the Message Composition window appears on your screen. 

When you choose Send Message from within Messages, the Send Message window that appears is called 
a Message Composition window. It is linked to the Messages program. When you quit Messages, the 
Message Composition window disappears, also. 

You can also create a Message Composition window that is not blank, but already addressed. To do this, 
choose Reply to Sender from the front pop-up menu. How the message is addressed when you use this 
menu option is explained in the following sectiom. 

~ mall (Personal mail, 1 of 1 new) 
~ official (Has New Messages) 
~ officill.andrew (Has New Messages) 

Date: Mon. 17 Aug~ 9:00 
From: andrew+@andrew. 
To: newusers@andrew.cmu. 
Subject: Welcome to Andrew 

Other _________ _.... .. .e (999) 

Message Folders 
This Message 

Search 

• Delete 

Repty to Sender 
Rep1Yto All 

Read Mall 

Welcome to the Andrew systrm, and 
boards an Andrew. 

Please take the time ta t.Xplore the many faceu of electronic 
communication available to you on Andrew. u ma the Andrew 
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Addressing the Me11age 

172 

In the Message C mpositim window, the text caret is atomatically positioned at the To: header. 
This means that the mouse cursor can be mywbele in lbe Message Composition window when you 
start typing. You can use the mome cm to move tbe text caret between beadel' lines, and you can 
use the bacbpa by to comet any typing emn. 

To Iii ill tile To: llader: 

Actioa. Move the mouse cm into die Message Ccmpnsition window. Type 

PF.aript 

for Pat Enright at the To: header. When you 11e finislwl, press Eater. 

Respoase. "P Emigbt" appears beside die To: heada' and the mt caret moves down to the 
Subject: header. 

SendMcmage Im an address cho • ing proceGue that supplies the full address 

for names or user IDs after you send the mail 1bus, if you don't know someone's Andrew user ID, 
his or her first initial and last name are often good infmmadm to type at the To: header. However, 
once you know someone's Andrew user ID, you can ue 

to address your mail. Y oa can also set up an alia file to simplify addressing mail. Type help aliases 
at the Typescript for more information m aliacing. 

To send mail to more than one persai, sepm• their names or user IDs widl cnmmas. You can mix 
names and user IDs, if you WIDL 

Capitals are not important when you are filling in ScndMessage beaden. 

When you choose Reply to SeDder to open a Message Composition window, 1he To: header is 
automatically filled in with the address of the penoa who sent you the D.essage that is cumndy 
selected in the Messages window. 

~ .......... 



Filling In the Other SendMessage Headers 

To rill in the Subject: header: 

Action. Type 

try SendMessage 

at the Subject: header. When you are finished, press Enter. 

Response. "tty SendMessage" appears at the Subject header, and the text caret moves down to 
the CC: header. 

You must type a subject, or your message will not be sent. 

When you choose Reply to Sender to open a Message Composition window, the Subject: heder is filled 
in with the subject of the cU1Yendy selected message, with "Re:" inserted. 

To rill in the CC: header: 

A "carbon copy" of the message will be sent to the recipient(s) you specify at this header. The address 
checking procedure that supplies correct address forms fer names and user IDs at the To: header also 
checks information at this header. 

Action. Do not type anything at the CC:. Press Enter to skip over it 

Response. The text caret moves into the body area of the Message Composition windqw. 

r 'e-- :C..nfJP.:;, r IP.::, :C..n]P. (.or 1;'JQ :o.1t CT tG';P.r ::o.torrl 
""'"" To: P Emiaht Won'i IC.Mp Copy 

Subject: tty SendMessage 
Won•i Clear CC: 

Won't Hide 

~ Rnei 

~ .. • 

~ 

~ ...... 
Wrote me lanp/1endmes1a1e.CKP .238 (&48:09 PM) 
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Composing the Message 

174 

The body area of the Message Composition window is like an EZ document. You can cut and paste 
to and from the body area of the Message Composition window and other windows. 

To compose a mesage: 

Action. With the text caret in the body of the Message Compmition window, type anything 
you would like to send to Pat. 

Response. What you type appears in the body of the Message Composition window. 

You must type at least two characten in the body of the message ar it will not be sent. 

Conlpo81nglleM••IOI 



About the Message Composition (SendMessage) Window 

The rectangular areas on the right side of the Message Composition window are actions that SendMessage 
performs when sending your mail. When you click with either the left or right mouse button on one of the 
rectangles (called "buttons"), the button changes to its opposite. Click again, and it changes back. 

Won't Keep Copy means that when you send your mail, SendMessage will not send a copy of it 
to your mail box. 

Won't Clear means that after you send your mail, the header and body areas of the Message 
Composition window will not be cleared. 

Won't Hide means that after you send your mail, the Message Composition window will not 
shrink to a title bar, and the Messages window will not expand back out to fill the screen. 

Reset clears the header and body areas of the Message Composition window, and also makes the 
buttons read Won't Keep Copy, Won't Clear, and Won't Hide. 

If you find that you use these buttons a lot, and want to change the default values of them (what Reset 
resets to, and what appears in the initial Senc:IMessage window) choose Set Options from the back menu 
card in Messages. From the dialogue box that appears, choose Meaage sending options. Help appears in 
the body area of the message window to aid you in making the next approptiate dialogue box choice. 

r ·'e::..;nCJP.::; f Je;;n~jP. 1 :Ol'l'"'.:;::;lf :;t' ·~·:P.' :;•ere! 

Ta: P Emigbt Wa'' Jt.ep Copy 
Subject try SmdMessage 

Won't.Clar CC: 

Won'' Hide 

~ Raei 
~·:.-·: 

~ • 

~ 

~ 
Wrote file lanplse.ndmes1a1e.CKP .238 (&:4a09 PM) 
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Sending the Message 

176 

To send the mail: 

Action. Choose Send from the front pop-up menu card in the Message Composition 
window. 

Response. Two impmtant things happen: 

• SendMessage presents you wkh a series of messages telling you what it is 
doing. 

• When it is finished, the line •your message ha been senL (time)" appears 
in the message area of the Message Composition window. 

ff you log out immediately after sending mail, it may take a while for your mail to reach its 
destination. In the future, this will not be the case. 

ff one of the names you typed does not validate, bring the text caret back to the name that is not 
validating by moving the mouse cmsor to the end of the name and left clicking. Check for and 
correct any spelling errm, or try using a different first inilial, er no initial at all, and choose Send 
again. 

To: P Emip 
Subject uy SmdMessqe 
CC: 

Hi Pat. How wu PhJsia 1Dcia;l• 

Won'iClear 

Won'illlde 

Other 1 
Search ] 

Paste 

- Clear 

- Hide 

Wrote me ltmp/1mdmes1qe.CKP.238 (&:4t.2'PM) 

Senclng ......... 



Clearing and Hiding the Message Composition Window 

If you want to send another message, you can now clear the Message Composition window. If you don't 
want to send another message, you may want to hide the Message Composition window so it does not take 
up space on your screen. 

To clear the Mesgge Composition window: 
Action. Choose Clear from the front pop-up menu in the Message Composition window. 

Response. The headers and body areas of the Message Composition are erased. You are now 
ready to send another message, if you wanL 

If a dialogue box appears asking if you want to erase the mail you have not sent, this means you did not 
choose Send when sending your last message. Remove the box by clicking on no (if you want to send 
your last piece of unsent mail), or yes (if you don't want to send your last piece of unsent mail). 

To hide the Meaage Composition window: 
Action. Choose Hide from the front pop-up menu in the Message Composition window. 

Response. The Message Composition window shrinks to a tide bar. 

Do not use Zap from the tide bar menus to hide the Message Composition window. It causes Messages 
also to be Z.apped. In general, avoid using Zap from die tide bar menus to close windows. 

You do not have to clear the Message Composition window before you hide iL 

Clearing and Hiding the II.age Compoaltlon Window 



Sending Messages to Bulletin Boards 
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Sending a message to a bulletin board ("posting•) is just like sending mail to sameone, except that the 
address is the name of a bboard instead of a person's name or user ID. 

In this section, you can send a message to the bulletin board called • andrew .test• This bulletin board 
exists for people (like yourself) to learn how 10 send messages to bboards, so you can type anything 
you want in the subject and body of your message. 

To make a bulletin board post: 

Action. If you hid the Message Composition window, 1eope11 it by left clicking on its title 
bar. 

Response. The Message Composition window expands out from the title bar. 

Action. Type 

andrew.test 

at the To: header. Press Entel' when you are finished 

Response. "andrew .test" appears at tbe To: header. 

Action. Type a subject, CC the message 10 someone if you want, and compose your 
message. Press Enter to move from one header to die next, and into die body of the Message 
composition window. 

Response. What you type appears at die appropiate places. 

Action. Choose Send from the front pop-up menu. 

Response. Your message is sent to the bboard called andrew .test 

If you want more infoonation on posting to bboards, type help bboarcls in dte Typescript. 

- Te:.-....tut W•'\~a.,i 
Subjea:talpalt 

W.'la..-CC: .......... 
IA --liil I pea I lsa9e 1D 11J1e • m. tw11 i--. 

Olhel' l s..- l 

....... 
i.-1 a.. 

loo.I ... 
~-
............... (Ut!llM) 

S..cllng ll••a- to ............ 



About Your Subscription List 

Your subscription list is a list of all the folders in your filing cabinet All new users initially have five 
folders in their subscription list 

mail 
official 
official.andrew 
an drew 
andrew .hints 

The first folder, "mail," is your mail folder. The other four folders are bulletin board folders. Remember 
the difference between your mail folder and bulletin board folders. 

You can take folders in and out of your filing cabinet depending on your interests by subscribing and 
unsubscribing to them. This way, you can control which folders Messages checks fer new messages when 
you statt the program. 

The folders you can subscribe and unsubscribe to are your mail folder, other personal folders, and bulletin 
board folders. Your mail and personal folders only exist in your own filing cabinet. Bulletin boards, 
however, are kept in one huge filing cabinet that everyone can look through. When you have a bulletin 
board in your subscription list, it is like having an exact copy of the bulletin board folder from the huge 
filing cabinet in your own personal filing cabinet. 

There are many, many bulletin boards available on a wide range of topics. From bulletin boards about Dr. 
Who, David Letterman, or the Grateful Dead, to discussions of feminism, the latest movies, cars, recipes, 
music, or current events, there are bulletin boards fm everyone. 

In the following sections, you can learn bow to look through the huge bulletin board filing cabinet, search 
around in it, read messages from folders in it, and subsaibe (or unsubscribe) to bulletin board folders to 
make your subscription list fit your needs and tutes. 
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Exposing the All Folders Ust 
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Exposing the All Folders list is like lempOmily dumping the huge filing cabinet right into to your 
personal filing cabinet When yoo expose a different list after you are finished looking through the 
All Folders list, your filing cabinet returm to its normal size, with only your subscripcions in it 

If your Message Composition window is still exposed from sending a message to "andrew.test" you 
may want to hide it and make the Messages window fill the scnen. To do Ibis, choose Hide from the 
front menu in the Message Composition window. Then, click once on the title bar of the Messages 
window (to hide the window), and then once again (to apancl lhe window). 

To see a mt or aD the folden available: 

Action. In the Messages window, choose Ex,.. AD from the Messages Fo!Urs pop-up 
menu card. 

Response. In a minute, a list of all the folders available to you (the •All Folders" list) 
appears in the folders area of the Messages window. 

Since the number of folden in the All Folden list is quite large (and growing all the time), you may 
want to have more room to see it. You can do this by resizing the areas within the Messages window, 
as explained oo the next page. 

~ mail (Personal mall. 1 of 1 uw) 
~ af!idal (Hu New Messqes) 
~ of6cial.andrew (Hu New M~IUl&lU....------.. 

.....-.--------------___.Other ..._~~~ 
.,/ 1'1-Ant-87 w-.. ID 

Dme: Mcrn, 17 Aug r19:00 edt 
Prum: andre.w+@IDdrew.c.mu. 
To: newusm@mdrew.cmu.edu (N 
Subject: Welcame. to Andrew 

Read By Name 

Welcame to the. Andrew system, and esp 
boards OD Andrew. 

Please take~ 1ime to r.zplore. ~ mlllJ facets of elec1nmlc 
communicadon available to you on Andrew. Uq the Andrew 

Exposing a. Al F--. Uat 



Resizing Areas in the Messages Window 

To resi7.e Messages window areas: 
Action. Position the mouse cursor on the boundary between the folders and captions areas of the 
Messages window. 

Response. The cursor becomes a boundary cunor. 

Action. Press either the left or right mouse button down. Holding the button down, drag the 
boundary cursor down to where you would like the new boundary to be. Release the mouse 
button. 

Response. The Messages window redraws with the areas reproportioned to where you released 
the mouse button. 

You can resize any of the areas (up er down) as often as you like, at any time. Even the message area at 
the bottom of the window can become luger. 

mail 
didal 
o1!idal.anmw 
aflicial.andrew .rt-apar 
o1!idal.andy 
of6.cial.edu 
private 
m.agalne 
academic 
academic.15-211 
academic 76-lOOa 
acldemic.76-lOOb 
academic 76-101 
academic 76-121a 
academic.arch 
academic cch.cadlab 
academic cs 

Date: Mon, 17 Aug fU 9:00 edt 
From: mdrew+@andrew.cmu.edu (The Andrew System) 
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Searching In the All Folders Ust 
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There are three ways to search through the AD Folders list. You can use die saollbar, which is like 
thumbing through all the folders. You can use use options on the s ... clt menu card, which is like 
thumbing for a specific word. Or, you can use the Read By Name option on theMusage FolMrs 
menu card, which is like pulling out and opening exactly the folder the you want 10 see. To see the 
help document containing explanations of S_,.cll options llld Read By Name, type help messages in 
the Typescript. 

To see the help document containing an explanadon of die structme and organization of the bboards 
(how they are arranged in the huge filing cabinet), type laelp bbo..-ds in the Typescript. 

To scroll through the All Folden list: 

Action. Move the mouse cursor into die saoD bar next to the folders sea. Left click until 
you see the folder 

andrew.gripes 

in the folders area. 

Response. The All Folders list scrolls up. 

Notice that the folders to which you are subscribed have a cbect made next 10 them. 

m llldrew.d1m11ms.wp.build 
EB 1ndrew.d1anans.wpJmta11 
m mdrew.dacumentalicm 
EB mdrew.ezpres 
EB IDdrew.filays 
EB IDdrew.~emac.s 
EB IDdrew.gripes 
~ IDdrew.blnts 
EB IDdrew.tmpoiu 
EB anclrewJnfarmb: 
m anc1rew.lnmface m andrew.kamit 
lB IDftW.kuclOI 
m mdrewJost 
m mdrew.mac 
m IDdrew.ms 

Date: Mon_ 17 Aug ~ 9:00 cdt 
From: endrew+@llldrcw.cmu..edu (The Andrew System) 
To: ncwusen@andrew.cmu.edu (New Users) 

8-chlng In ... Al Fakl9ra U.t 



Reading Messages In Folders 

Reading messages in folders in the All Folders list is just like reading messages in folders from your stack 
of folders with new messages, or from your own subscription list. First you select the folder to read, and 
then you select messages in the folder. 

To select a folder to read: 

Action. Now that you have found andrew .gripes, move the mouse cursor on to the name 
"andrew.gripes" and left click. 

Response. Andrew .gri~ becomes selected and its captions appear in the captions area. 

If a dialogue box appears, you clicked on the help icon. Choose See the meaages from the dialogue box. 
Notice that you can see captions by either clicking on the help icon or the name of a folder. It does not 
matter which way you select a folder, but most people prefer to click on the name because is one less step 
than clicking on the help icon. 

To select messages in the folder: 

Action. Just as you selected your initial piece of mail, and a message on official.andrew, move 
the mouse cursor on to a caption and left click. 

Response. The caption becomes selected, and the message appears in the body area. 

To see old messages, scroll up in the captions area. Scrolling up in the captions area takes a little longer 
than scrolling down because Messages has to fetch the old captions before it presents them. 

Now that you know how to fmd and see messages on different bulletin boards, you may want to look 
around at messages in other folders and then subscribe and unsubscribe to some bboards. Subscribing and 
unsubscribing is explained in the following sections. 
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Subscribing to a Folder 
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In this section, you can subscribe to the bulletin boanl folder "andrew.gripes." If you do not really 
want to subscribe to anclrew .gripes, do not worry. You can always unsubscribe to it. 

To subscribe to a folder: 

Action. Click with the left mouse buttoo on the help icon next ID the foJder called 
andrew.gripes. 

Response. The dialogue box appears. 

Action. Move the mouse cursar into the box that says Subscribe, and left click. 

Response. Two important tbiDp baiJpea: 

• A cbect appears next ID tbe folder. 

• A message appears in the messages uea informing you that you are 
subscribed to andrew .gripes. 

If you click anywhere other than in a specific box, Messages takes the default (darkened) action: 
Forget it - do nothing. 

Clicking in the folders or capticm region wiU also often select a folder «caption, in addition 
to making the dialogue box disappear. 

m 
EB 
~ 
m 
E9 .-mu=irJDtlllml~--------------------EB 
m m m 
EB 
EB 
EB 
EB m m m 

What do you want to do with ·andrew.grlpes•? 

! orqPI it - do nothinq. 

I Explain what It Is 

I • Subscribe 
I Alter subscrlpUon status 

I Post a message on It 
I See the messages 

Date: Mon, 17 Aug ff/ 9:00 edt 
From: andrew+@andrew.cmu.edu (Th~ Andrew System) 
To: newusen@mdrcw.cmu.edu (New Users) 

Exposed a list of aD 868 fDlm:rs on your search path. (7:21:11111) 

..... Ing to. Folder 



Unsubscrlblng to a Folder 

In this section, you can unsubscribe to the bulletin board folder andrew .gripes. If you really do want to be 
subscribed to andrew .gripes, do not worry. You can always subscribe to it, again. 

To unsubscribe to a folder: 

Action. Click on the help icon next to andrew .gripes. 

Response. The dialogue box appears. 

Action. Move the mouse cursor into the box that says Unsubscribe, and left click. 

Response. Two impmtant things happen: 

• The check mark next to the folder name disappears. 

• · A message appears in the message area infonning you that you are not 
subscribed to andrew .gripes. 

andrr.w.gnu-emacs 
andrr.w.pipes 
andrr.w .hints 
andrew.imp~ 

What do you want to do with ·andrew.grlpes·? 

l orqet it - do not hinq. 

I E>cplain what It Is 
I • Unsubscrlbe 
I Alter subscription status 
I Post a message on It 
I See the messages 

Date: Mon, 17 Aug ftl 9:00 edt 
From: mdrr.w+@andrew.anu.edu (The Andrew Systr.m) 
To: newusers@mdrcw.cmu.edu (New Users) 

You are now subsaibed. to andrew.gdpes. (T:zs• nn 
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Exposing Your Subscription List 
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Your personal filing cabinet can grow or shrink as large or small • you want it, so there is no limit on 
the number of foldels you can have in your subscription lisL 

Notice in the illustration below of a subsaiption list 1hat the bulletin boa'ds are subscribed to in a 
relatively "top-down" manner. This means, for example, that if JOU Abscribe to 
ext.nn.announce.newusers, )'OU should also subscribe to exum.announce. You should snbscribe like 
this because when a new bulletin board is crealed, ill cieation is mored on the bboad "above" iL 
This way, you won't miss the aation of a bboard 1bat is pocentially of interest 10 you. 

To see your subscription list: 

Action. Choose Expose Subscribed from tbe Jlusa.ge Foldas pop-up menu cmt. 

Response. A list of all the folden you are subscribed to appears in the folders mea of the 
Messages window. 

~ mail (Personal mail, 1 of l new) 
~ of6dal 
~ oflicial.anhw (Official Bbolfd, 4 of 362. new) 
fBV" ancft.w 
EB¥' ancft.w.hints (Local Bbori 10 of SQ na1) +-
~ anhw.ms (Local Bboard. 16 of l6SS new) 
~ hobbies (Local Bboard, 3 of 4 new) 
~ hobbies.cooking (Local Bboard, 7 af 8 new) 
~ mqaJne.s (Local Bboard, 9 of 10 ne.w) 
~ mqlZines.humar.ckk (Local Bboll'd, 10 of Q!J new) 
~ market (Local Bboarct. 10 of "°6 new) 
~ at.CC (Emm.11Bboard,3 of 3 new) 
~ czt.cc.cookin& (l!ztanal Bboll'd, O of 1 new) 
E9¥" czt.cc.rcgistnr-infmmdan (EstanaJ Bbrnri, 3 of .. new) 
~ atnn.news (!za:mal Bbolrd, 0 of l new) 
£&.I' atnn.ncws.amcnmce.newusen (Bztanal Bbon 1 of 18 new) 
~ ext.mrec.arts.stanrek (Bmmll Bbnrd. Q of 887 new) 

.,,/ 27-Jul-17 IW: AjWmlt molloo t ,_,_Miriam Nadel@PJPhDn.CTS 
_j!!!_O) 

From: mhnadel@gt'1pban.CTS.COM (Mirimn N add) 
Subject Re: African cookbook quay 

You are now subsa'fbed to m.nn.rec.an:s.ltlrU'S. <"!:2f .All) 
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Quitting Meaaages 

To quit Messages: 
Action. Move the mouse cursor into the Messages window, and choose Quit from the front 
pop-up menu card. 

Response. The Messages window disappem. 

If you have deleted messages during the session with Messages, a dialogue box appears when you quit. 
The box asks if you want to purge (permanently remove) deleted messages. 

If you answer yes, the deleted messages will be purged (permanently removed), and the program will quit. 

If you answer no, the deleted messages will remain deleted, but not be purged (permanently removed), and 
the program will quit. 

If you answer do not quit, the program will not quit and the deleted messages will not be purged 
(permanently removed). 
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Getting Help for Other Malling Needs 
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To customize Meaages and SenclMesage: 

Messages and SendMessage have lots of options that are easily set and easily undone. To tum on 
options, you must do a sequence of things. First, you choose Set Options from the back menu card i'' 
Messages. Then you can read the help that appears in the body region of the Messages window, and 

choose dialogue boxes accmiing to which options you want to tty. 

Some of the more popular options are marting of messages, folder manipulation features and option~. 
the Punt button (in Display Format Options), and showing the folden area next to the captions are" 
(also in Display Format Options). See the help containing a list of the available options by typing 
help messages-customization in the Typescript. 

To send yourself' blind carboll copies (bees) or • ....,. 
See the help on SendMessage by typing laelp ieadmessap in the Typescript. 

To send maD to men off camps 
See the help on compulm' networlcs by typing help networks in the Typescript. 

To have mail aniving at Andrew 1e11t to other macllines: 

See the help on forwarding by typing help forward in die Typescript. 

To simplify addres.Ug mail to people JOU mail m freqaeDtly: 

See the help on mail aliases by typing laelp ~in die Typescript. 

To send mall to aroaps of people: 

See the help on mailing and distributim lists by typing help maDinglists in the Typescript. 

To rmd out more about bow the Andrew mesage 111tem works: 

See the help on the Andrew message system by typing help ams in the Typescript. You can also 
read the bulletin board "andrew .im" for an on-going discussioo of the developing Andrew message 
system. 
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1 Introduction To Xrlib 

1.1 How To Use This Manual 
This manual is for programmers who intend to use the X window system and the Xrlib development 
tools to create application programs. The manual contains the following types of information: 

• An introduction to the capabilities of the Xrlib user interface library (chapter 1). 

• Descriptions of each level of functionality and how to incorporate them into your programs 
(chapters 2 through 5). 

• Man page reference information (appendix A). 

• Porting XlO Xrlib Applications to Xll (appendix B). 

You should read the rest of this chapter to become familiar with the relationships among the levels of 
functionality provided by these libraries and to realize that you'll need to build your understanding 
starting at the lowest levels. 

Using the X window system is a matter of using the X library and, if desired, the Xrlib library or other 
toolboxes. The XllR library (libXllR.a) is described here, while the XU library (libXll.a) is 
described in a separate document entitled: 'Xlib- C Language Interface, Protocol Version 11.' 

This chapter contains an overview of the Xll and XllR libraries and some examples of their use. 

1.2 The X11 Library 
The XU library is the low-level interface to the X server protocol. It contains more than 250 
subroutines that control and manipulate windows. The XU library provides the foundation for the 
higher-level functionality of the XllR library and provides low-level control of the user interface. 

The following paragraphs describe some of the operations provided by the XU library. 

Accessing the Display. An advantage of X is its ability to control windows over a network. The 
application program can control which display it uses for output and can terminate that connection 
when necessary. 

Creating Windows. Windows can be created and destroyed as required by the program. A program 
can have several windows active at one time. In addition, the program can define the cursor associated 
with each window. 

Changing Windows. The characteristics of a window can be controlled by the program. For 
example, a window can be moved, resized, moved to the top or bottom of a "stack" of windows, and 
have its background pattern changed. 

Performing Graphics Operations. Graphics operations provided by the XU library enable the 
program to draw lines and polygons, fill areas with patterns, copy and move regions of the window, and 
perform raster graphics operations. In addition, the program can control the colors of the graphic 
elements and background. 
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Working With Text. The program can place text in a window using desired fonts. Fonts are not 
restricted to alphanumeric characters. 

Using the Cut Buffers. Eight cut buffers enable a program to save and retrieve data from a window, 
allowing cut-and-paste operations. 

Accepting User Input. User input can take several forms, such as keyboard input, mouse pointer 
movement, and mouse button input. The program can defme the types of input events that it cares 
about so that it can respond in the appropriate manner. 

Customizing the Operation. Certain user features can be set by the program, including cursor speed 
in relation to mouse pointer movement, the keyboard's auto-repeat operation, the keyboard's caps-lock 
operation, and the display behavior after a period of inactivity. 

The Xll hbrary is descn"bed in detail in a separate document, entitled 'Xlib - C Language Interface, 
Protocol V crsion 11.' 

1.3 The X11 R Library 
The Xrhb user interface hbrary is a set of powerful programming tools that enables you to create a 
graphical user interface for your application programs. The user interface becomes much more than 
prompts and keyboard input. It becomes a more natural "point-and-select" interaction that makes 
programs easier to use. It's also a tool that can make your programs compabble with virtually any 
system that implements the X window system. 

Several naming conventions are used in the XllR hbrary desaiptions to help you keep track of the 
functions, structures, and data types you use. The following table describes those conventions using the 
sample name of FOO: 

Name 
XFoo 
XrFoo 
XrFOO 
xrFoo 

Description 
An X function or routine. 
An Xrlib function or routine. 
An Xrhb defme. 
An Xrlib data type. 

You can think of the Xll and XllR libraries as providing four levels of programming functionality, 
each building upon the capabilities of the lower levels: 

• Dialop (the highest level). 

• F'ield Editors. 

• Intrinsics. 

• Xll library primitives (the lowest level). 

Dial.op, field editors, and intrinsics are provided in the XllR library-sometimes called a toolbo%. The 
Xll library primitives arc proviclecl by the Xll library. 

In the following sections of this chapter, each of these levels • described briefly, starting with the 
highes:, most powerful level This should give you an overview of the capabilities of these lC\ds of 
functionality, highlighting the most powerful capabilities first. 

When you actually begin learning the details of programming with the X window system (after you 
finish this chapter), you'll have to start learning at the lower levels and build upon that knowledge in 
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order to program at the higher levels. For this reason, the remainder of this manual describes Xrlib 
starting at the lowest levels of functionality and proceeding to the highest. 

1.3.1 Dialog Level 

Dialogs provide the highest level of communication with the end-user. Xrlib provides three types of 
dialogs: 

• Menu. For presenting and selecting one user choice out of many that may be available. 

• Message box. For presenting a message or simple choice to the user. 

• Panel. For presenting several types of information in interactive forms and fields and collecting user 
input. 

Each type of dialog presents to the user a separate window that's dedicated to communication with the 
user. Each of these dialog types are summarized below. 

Menus. Menus allow users to view the choices available to them at any one time without having to 
remember command words or special keys or even select an option. In Xrlib, menus are lists of items 
(text strings, icons, etc.) displayed in a pop-up window. A menu is displayed with selectable items in 
bold and unselectable items in gray. Selecting a menu item involves pointing at an item, which 
highlights it, and then selecting it. The selection process depends upon the human interface model. 
This process and others are configurable by the user. (For more information about configurations, 
refer to chapter 4, "Dialogs.") 

The selection information is returned to the application through the input XrlnputO mode~ which is 
described in chapter 2. 

You can view the information base of an Xrlib menu as a tree. The leaves of the tree represent 
commands or options. The branches of the tree are paths to sub-menus. A sample menu is shown in 
figure 1-1. 
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Figure 1-1. Sample Menu 

Message Boxes. Many times a program must warn the user or ask a simple multiple choice question. 
Message boxes provide this capability in an easy-to-use format. When a message window appears on 
the display, the user must respond to the question or statement displayed by selecting one of the 
choices. 
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A message box is made up of an icon (a symbol), some desaiptive text, and buttons. Icon placement, 
text formatting, and button placement is performed automatically by the message box manager. H you 
need to perform a more complex interaction and have more control over the appearance of the 
message box, you should use a panel A sample mcsuge box is shown in figure 1-2 

(<Xi;. \:::::::::) .......... 
Figure 1-2. Sample Mcsgge Box 

Panels. Panels are generally used to display the state of an application and allow the user to change 
that state. A panel is a collection of field «litots, which can manipulate the state of an application, 
contained in a single window. Field editors provide communication with the user in particular 
"formats" and are described below. 

When a program displays a particular panel, the panel manager sends messages to the field editors in 
the panel instructing them to aeate instances of themselves, to display themselves, to make themselves 
active, and so on. 

When the user must make changes to the panel, such as entering text or checking a check box, the 
panel manager passes control to the appropriate field editor. When the desired changes have been 
made, there is often a button labeled "OK'' that signals the panel manager to return control to the 
application. The changes made are noted by the application, which makes appropriate changes to its 
own data stnldures. 

The Xrlib amccpt of what can be in a panel is not limitcd to just letters and numbers. Because panels 
use editors to manage their fields, a field can contain almost any mad of information. (Refer to ~d 
Editor Level" below.) This concept increases your programming case since many more diffic:uh-to
program user interactions arc easily expressed by a panel 

Many applications can be designed easily as panels because XrJib provides a robust panel structure and 
an e.wmsi'ble collection of editors to manage fields. Two sample panels are shown in figure 1-3. (For 
more iDformation about dialogs, refer to chapter 4.) 
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Figure 1-3. Sample Panels 

1.3.2 Field Editor Level 

Field editors provide several formats for user input. (Field editors are described in Chapter 4. The 
chapter also includes illustrations showing each type of field editor.) Each of the following field editors 
supports one format of user input: 

• The titlebar editor creates a "title bar" (with a title and gadget boxes) at the top of a window. See 
figure 1-4 below. 

• The scrollbar editor manages a "scroll bar" that controls scrolling within the window. 

• The checkbox editor manages an array of labeled checkboxes with predefmed meanings- several 
can be active at one time. See figure 1-5 below. 

• The radio-button editor manages an array of labeled buttons with predefmed meanings- only one 
can be active at one time. 

• The push-button editor manages an array of labeled bars that perform predefmed actions when 
selected. See· figure 1-6 below. 
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• The text editor manages a text-input field in which the user may enter or revise a single line of text. 

• The static-text editor displays a block of predefmed text. 

• The raster-select editor manages an array of raster samples-only one can be active at one time. 
See figure 1-7 below. 

• The raster editor manages a raster-image field in which the user may revise a raster pattern. 

• The static-raster editor displays a predefmed raster pattern, often designed as a symbol. 

Flpre 1-4. Sample T"Jtlcbar Editor 

II BORDERED 
D FIT.T:ED 
II PATTERNED 

Flpre 1·5. Sample Checkbox Editor 

(o~ioN) 
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OPERATION 

(o~ioN) 
Flpre 1-6. Sample Push-Button Editor 

fiCil 
~ 

Flpre t-7. Sample Raster-8clect Editor 

Each of these editors~ and manages a specific format of user interface. When a field editor 
instance is created by an application program, the editor takes over a rectanguJar region of a window 
and displays the instance therein. The editor then processes all keyboard and mouse pointer events 
that occur within this region. 

Whenever an editor instance is modified by a user's action, such as altering the s&de box position in a 
scrollbar instance, the editor returns a block of information to the application program, notifying it of 
the change. This allows an application to then take any actions it might require regarding the new 
value of the field editor instance. 
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An application can also modify the view and behavior of a field editor instance as a whole. 

Editors are most often used as the building blocks for creating higher-level user-interface constructs, 
such as dialogs (panels and message boxes). However, the use of editors is in no way limited to just 
this. You may incorporate field editors into an application in whatever way you need. In addition, if 
no editor provides the functionality needed by a program, you can design your own editor, which you 
can then integrate into the XllR library. 

(For more information about field editors, refer to chapters 3 and S) 

1.3.3 Intrinsics Level 

Xrlib intrinsics are the lowest level functions and structures of the XllR library. The Xrlib intrinsics 
provide an intermediate level of control of the system by combining and enhancing the XU library 
primitives. The intrinsics provide the base level of tools needed to build a very usable human interface. 

The intrinsics provide four main areas of functionality: 

• Input Abstractions. The intrinsics take control of processing all input and place it into one input 
stream. Types of input include normal keyboard input, mouse pointer and window input, and 
special types of input provided by the higher-level functions. By providing this method of input, the 
application gathers input from one source only, and Xrlib provides the control routines needed to 
handle the higher levels. The intrinsics can handle any type of input passed by X. 

• Resource Management. The intrinsics provide an exteDS11>le resource manager that allows an 
application to maintain and access resources. Many types of resources are def med by Xrlib, and 
the application can create its own special types. 

• Editor Interaction. Each window can have a set of field editors logically attached to it. This 
pairing of a window to its editors is needed to allow the "transparent" transfer of control to the 
editors. The intrinsics provide for this capability through two entry points that can handle 
individual editors or groups of editors. 

• Geometric Utility Routines. The intrinsics provide a large set of routines to handle the structures 
that desaibe drawn figures. The routines can manipulate points and rectangles, performing 
operations such as the union and intersection of rectangles. 

(For more information about intrinsics, refer to chapter 2.) 

1.4 Using the X Window System in an Application 
The Xll and XllR libraries reside in the /usr/lib directory. Each has an associated include file which 
normally is included by any application that uses the libraries. 

/usr /include/Xll/Xlib.h 
/usr /include /Xrll/Xrlib.h 

Before you compile an application, include the following lines at the beginning of each source module 
that uses any of the the X window system structures or def mes. (If you use only X, you need to include 
only the Xlib.h file. If you use either of the other two libraries, you need to include the Xlib.h file, as 
well as the Xrlib.h include file.) 

#include < XllfXlib.h > 
#include <Xrll/Xrlib.h > 
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After each module of the application has been succemuily compiled, link the modules with the Xll 
and XllR libraries. This involves adding the following options to the cc or ld commands, which is the 
mechanism for linking modules: 

-IXllR -IXll 

This option instructs the loader to use the routines ~nt in the library files /usr /lib /libXllR.a, and 
/usr /lib /h"bXll.a to resolve any undefmed globals and procedures. 

Note 

The last option must be "-IXll" when using either library. Also 
note that if an application does not use the XllR library, the "
IXllR" line and options aren't required above. 

1.5 Building A Program Using X 
To conclude this overview of X, it might be helpful to look at some simple Hello World programs. The 
programs demonstrate the steps n~ to open a window for input and display subwindows. The 
first program shows how to open a window and display a message in it using the Xll library. The 
following two programs build upon the first using the XllR library. The last program displays a menu 
and accepts input from either the keyboard or mouse pointer. With these four examples, you should be 
able to get an idea of the capabilities and uses of both the Xll and XllR hl>raries. (The following 
examples don't use panels. However, you can fmd examples of programs that use panels in the 
/usr / contn"b /RB directory.) 

1.5.1 Sample Program 1 

This first sample program uses only the X window library-it doesn't use the XllR hDrary. This simple 
output-only program creates a window and prints a mesuge in that window. The program does not 
repaint the message if the mesuge is covered by another window and then exposed. The numbered 
comments and their corresponding lines of code in the program refer to numbered paragraphs at the 
end of the program. 

I* 
·• Hello World using X 
*I 

linclude <X11/Xlib.h> 

•in() 
( 

Display *display: 
int screen: 
GC gc:: 
Window windollld; 
Fant f; 
wwigned lGl'll border, bllckgro&nt; 
X5etWindowlttributes ..-ttri._; 

I* 
1. Open the display Md default screen specified by the awirarmnt 

variable DISPLAY. 
*I 
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if ((display=X~isplay (0)) == 0) 
( 

printf <"camot create a window on Xs\n", getenv ("DISPLAY"»; 
exit <1>; 
} 

screen • DefaultScreen (display); 
border = BlackPixel (display, screen); 
backgr~ • WhitePixel (display, screen); 

/* 
2. Create a window and put it on the display. 

*I 

windowld = XCreateSia.,leWindow (display, RootWindow(display, screen>, 
SO, 50, 400, 200, 3, border, backgrouid>; 

wAttribs.override_redirect • 1; 
XChangeWindowAttributes (display, windowld, CWOverrideRedirect, &wAttribs); 

XMaf:IWindow (display, windowld); 

I* 
3. Create a Graphics Context. 

*I 

gc = XCreateGC (display, windowld, O, 0); 

I* 
4. Display a string. Send "Hello World" to the window. 

*I 

XDrawString (display, windowld, gc, 100, 80, "Hello World", 11>; 

I* 
5. Flush the output to the window. 

*I 

XFlush (display); 

I* 
6. Sleep, Close Display, and exit. 

*I 

} 

sleep (10>; 
XCloseDisplay (display>; 

1. Open the Display. Using the Xlib functionXOpenDisplayQ, you establish a connection to the X 
server for an accessible display. You need to do this because the X window system is a network 
service. Since your program is initially independent of a display, it must establish a connection to 
a display. Using the zero argument toXOpenDisplayQ indicates that the default display should 
be determined from the environment variable DISPIA Y. The DISPIA Y environment variable 
should be in the format "hostname:display number .screen number", where hostname is the 
name of the machine where the window is to be created, display _number determines the display 
and screen_ number determines the screen to be used on that machine. XOpenDisplayO returns 
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a zero if it is unable to establish a connection. (Refer to chapter 2 under "Opening and Closing 
the Display" for more information about theXOpenDisplayQ function.) 

2. Create a window. Now that a connection is established to the target display, the example creates 
a child window of the RootWmdow. Many window attributes are set through this function, 
including the window's dimensions, location with respect to the RootWuulow, border width, and 
colors. Windows are not displayed upon window creation, (that is, they are not "mapped"). Any 
information sent to the window while it is not mapped will not be displayed. 

X~ateWuulowO returns the window id of the created window on su~ or 7.ero on failure. 
The window id is used in most calls to identify a particular window. (Refer to chapter 2 under 
"Creating and Destroying Windows" for more information about the XCnmteWuuiowO 
function.) 

The call to XMapWuulowO requests that the X server display ("map") the window identified by 
the window id argument. It is interesting to note that the example program does not try to test 
XMapWmdowO for a returned failure condition. This is indicative of network window calls that 
return after the X client has queued the function request, but pos.gbly before the server has 
fulfilled the request. (Refer ''Wmdow Functions" in the 'Xlib - C Language Interface, Protocol 
Version 11' document for more information about theXMapWuulowQ function.) 

The window server may be on a remote machine. H the server fails to fulfill an X window 
request, then the failure condition may not be detected until a future blocked ("synchronous") 
function call. 

3. Create a Graphics Context X~ateGCO aeates a graphics context. This example creates a 
graphics context that is set to all default values. A graphics context is required for all X Windows 
functions that draw either text or graphics to a window. (See "Graphics Resource Functions" in 
·the 'Xlib- C Language Interface, Protocol Version 11' document for more information.) 

4. Display a string. The call to XDrawStringQ requests that a string be displayed in the window at a 
particular location using the attnbutes from the graphics context. 

5. Flush the-output to the window. The call toXFlushO sends all output requests to the 
appropriate X server. 

6. Sleep and then terminate. The call to sleepO is made in order to keep the window visible on the 
saeen for a short while. XCloseDisplayQ performs cleanup activities and disconnects the display. 

1.5.2 Sample Program 2 

This example adds a simple title bar to the fust "Hello World" example. Again, the numbered 
paragraphs following the code correspond to the numbered comments. Only code that has been added 
to the fust example is described. 

Note that title bars arc an XllR hbrary facility. Thus we now need to begin using the X11R library. In 
general the Xrhb functions are layered upon the X window library. Xrlib provides a set of routines that 
can greatly enhance the user interface of your programs. 

r 
* add a Title Bar to lello World 
*I 

tinclude CX11/Xllb.b> 
tinclw:ie CXr11/Xrlib.h> 

r 
* fill a struct&re to define • Title Bar 
*I 
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xrTitleBarlnfo titleBartnfo = 
( 

>; 

0, 
{0,0,0,0}, 
XrVISIBLE I XrSENSITIVE, 
-1,.-1, 
NULL, 
"Hello World", 
NULL, 
NULL, 

xrWindowData windowOata; 

•in() 
( 

Display *display; 
int screen; 

/* wh1dowld */ 
/* editor rectangle */ 
/* editor state */ 
/* editor colors - use defaults */ 
/* editor font - use defaults */ 
/* Title name */ 
I* gadget1 • lnaed */ 
I* gadQet2 - lnaed */ 

Window windowld; 
XSetWindowAttributes wAttribs; 

/* Open the display specified by the environnent variable DISPLAY */ 

if ((display=XOpenDisplay (0)) == NULL) 
< 
printf ( 11C8mot open display: Xs\n11 ,- getenv ("DISPLAY")); 
exit (1); 
> 

screen = Defaultscreen (display>; 

I* 
1. Initialize Xrlib 

*I 

if (Xrlnit (display, screen, NULL) == FALSE) 
< 
printf ("Could not initialize Xrl ib\n"); 
exit (1); 
} 

I* Create a window and put it on the display */ 

windowld = XCreateSi~leWindow (display, Rootwindow(display, screen), 
50, 50, 400, 200, 3, 
BlackPixelCdisplay, screen), 
WhitePixelCdisplay, screen>>; 

wAttribs.override_redirect = TRUE; 
XChangeWindowAttributes (display, windowld, CWVerrideRedirect, &wAttribs>; 

XMapWindow (display, windowld); 

I* 
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2. Register this window with Xrlib • . , 
XrSetRect C&windowData.windowRect, 50, 50, 400, 200>; 
windowOata.foreTile • BlaclcPiX119P; 
windowOata.backTile • WhitePiXllllp; 

Xrlnput Cwinclowld, MSG_ADDWlll>OW, &windo..oata); 

r 
3. Draw the Title Bar. ., 

titlelarlnfo.editorWindowld • windowld; 
XrTitlelar ClllLL, MSG_NEV, &tf tlelarlnfo); 

I* write the hello world string into the window •1 

XSetForegrouid (display, xreditorGC1, BlaclcPixelCdisplay, screen>>; 
XDraWString (display, windowld, xrEditorGC1, 100, 80, •Hello World", 11>; 

1• Send all of those instructions to the X window server to process •/ 

XFlush (display); 

1• Sleep, close display, and exit •1 
sleep <5>; 
XCloseOisplay (display>; 

> 

1. Initiali7.e the XllR Library. Initiali7.e the XllR library using the XrlnitO routine. XrlnitO 
returns F AL.5E upon failure. (Refer to chapter 2 for more information about initializing Xrho.) 

2. Register Your whadow With Xrlib. W"mdows to be used with the XllR hl>rary need to be 
"registered" with the XllR hl>rary. A window becomes registered through the XrlnputQ 
intrinsic using the MSG ADDWINDOW mesyge. (MSG ADDWINDOW is described in 
chapter 3 under "Input Messages.") -

This call illustrates how a programmer interacts with the XllR library. Generally the function of 
a library call is determined by the Xrlib function called and the. meuage sent as an argument. 
Additionally, Xrhl> functions most often use pointers to structures to communicate other details 
to the calling program. 

Notice that it is not nec:euary to explicitly get a font for this window. The XllR hl>rary 
establishes a default font for you. Of course, you can ch~ your own font and then refer to it 
through its appropriate font id. 

3. Draw a Title Bar. The call toXrTUWJar() draws a title bar in the window. A title bar is typically 
a rectangular banner across the top of a window displaying the name as.wciated with the window. 
When XrTitleBar() is called with the MSG _NEW message, it also expects the first· argument to · 
be NULL. The third argument, a pointer to a xrTitleBarlnfo structure, co~veys other details to 
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Xrlib about the requested title bar attributes. (Refer to the XRTITLEBARO manual page in 
appendix A and to chapter 3 for more information about the Titlebar Editor.) 

1.5.3 Sample Program 3 

This third example adds a simple mewtge box to our growing "Hello World" program. A message box 
is a simple type of dialog that a user may have with an application. This example adds the use of 
message boxes and user input upon the previous examples. Once again, the numbered comments and 
their associated code correspond to the numbered paragraphs at the end of the program. Only new 
code sections are described. 

I* 
* add •Message Box to Hello World 
*I 

#include <X11/Xlib.h> 
#include <Xr11/Xrlib.h> 
#;nclude <time.h> 

/* 
* fill a structure to define a Title Bar 
*I 

xrTitleBarlnfo titleBarlnfo = 
< 

}; 

0, 
{0,0,0,0}, 
XrVISIBLE I XrSENSITIVE, 
·1, ·1, 
NULL, 
"Hello World", 
NULL, 
NULL 

xrW;ndowData windowOata; 
xrEditor * t_bar; 
xrEvent messageEvent; 
xrMsgBoxlnfo msglnfo; 

!* windowld */ 
/* editor rectangle */ 
/* editor state */ 
/* editor colors; use defaults */ 
/* editor font; use defaults*/ 
/* Title name */ 
!* gadget1; ~ed */ 
!* gadget2; ~ed */ 

I NT8 * mySuttons Cl = {11Ready", "Not Ready''}; 

main() 
< 

Display * display; 
int screen; 
Window windowld; 
XSetWindowAttributes wAttrs; 

/* Open the display specified by the environment variable DISPLAY */ 

if ((display = XOpenDisplay(0)) == NULL) 
{ 

printf ("Cannot open display: Xs\n11 , getenv( 11DISPLAY")); 
exit <1>; 

} 

screen = DefaultScreen(display); 

/* Initialize Xrlib */ 
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if (Xrlnit (display, screen, NULL) == FALSE) 
( 

) 

printf (•Could not initialize Xrlib\n"); 
exit C1>; 

I* Create a window and put it on the display */ 

windowld = XCreeteSi111plewindow (display, RootVindow(dtsplay, screen), 
50, 50, 400, 200, 3, 
BleckPixelCdisplay, screen>, 
WhitePixelCdisplay, screen»; 

wAttrs.override_redirect = TRUE; 
XChMgeWindowAttributes (display, windowld, aa>verrideRedirect, ~ttrs>; 
XMaplindow (display, vindowld); 

I* Associate this window with Xrlib fWletionality */ 

XrSetRect C&windo..oata.windowRect, 50, 50, 400, 200); 
windo..oata.foreTile = BlackPiXllBp; 
windowData.beckTile = WhitePiXllBp; 
Xrlnput (Windowld, MSG_ADDWINOOW, &vindo..oata); 

/* Draw the Title Bar */ 

titlelarlnfo.editorwindowld = vindowld; 
t_ber • XrTitleBar (NULL, MSG_NEW, &titlelar•nfo); 

I* 
1. Select the type of if1JUt for the window. 

*I 

XSelectlf1JUt (display, windowld, ButtonPressMesk ButtonReleeaeMask 
ICeyt>ressMast>; 

2. Create and Display a .ssage box 

.. glnfo.111Ssage()rigin.x = 50; 

.. glnfo.messageOrigin.y • 50; 
•1lnfo.relati"9To = vindowld; 
.. glnfo.messageText = •Are you ready?•; 
.. glnfo.11easageButtons • 11V9Uttons; 
•glnfo.1'1.118uttons • 2; 

I* 

I* 

*I 

* Put up a message box; upon retum, ex•ine value1: 
* value1 - 1, iff the user selected the 'not reedy' buttan. 
* value1 -= O, iff the user hit a key or selected the •r..ty• button. 
* value1 - -1, if the 11eSS89f! box ti .. out. 
*I 

do 
( 

XrMessageBox (1.-glnfo, MSG_EDIT, lmesugeEvmt>; 
> tltfle (messageEvent.value1 I= O>; 
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} 

I* 
3. Redraw the Title Bar. 

*I 

XrTitleBar Ct_bar, MSG_REDRAW, XrREDRAW_ALL); 

/* Write hello world message to the window */ 

XSetforegrouid (display, xrEditorGC1, BlackPixelCdisplay, screen>>; 
XDrawString (display, windowld, xrEditorGC1, 100, 80, "Hello World", 11>; 

/* Send all those instructions to the X window server to process */ 

XFlush (display); 

/* Sleep, close the display, and then exit */ 

sleep CS>; 
XCloseOisplay (display); 

1. Select the type or input for the window. In order to receive input from the window, you must 
specify the types of input you want. For this example we are going to respond to presses and 
releases of mouse buttons or keystrokes. We call XSelectlnputO with a window id and a mask 
describing the desired events. (For more information about XSelectlnputO, refer to "Event 
Handling'' in chapter 2.) 

2. Create and display a message boL The message box is created and placed on the display with 
the call to XrMessageBoxO with the MSG_ EDIT message. The xrMsgBoxlnfo structure, 
msglnf o, describes the attributes of the requested message box. For example this box displays 
the string, "Are you ready?", along with two buttons, "Ready" and "Not Ready". ThexrEvent 
structure, messageEvent, will contain the values returned by the dialog with the message box. In 
this example we examine the field messageEvent.valuel to determine what response the user 
provided to the message box. (Refer to chapter 3 for more information about Message Boxes.) 

3. Redraw the tide bar. 

Note 

We need to redraw the title bar that had been occluded by the 
message box. 

To redraw the title bar we need to call the XrTitleBar() routine using the MSG_ REDRAW 
message. The pointer, t. bar, was obtained as the return value to the call to XrTitleBar() when the 
MSG_ NEW message was used to create the title bar. (Refer to the XRTITLEBARO manual 
page in appendix A for more information about the MSG_ REDRAW message.) 

1.5.4 Sample Program 4 

As you have seen, the initial setup of an Xrlib program requires the use of Xlib functions· and Xrlib 
intrinsics. Once some low-level tasks are performed, you can operate at the field editor and dialog 
levels of the Xrlib model. 

The following program displays a menu and accepts input from either the keyboard or mouse pointer. 
It uses a user defmed function to draw th~ window. (The include files smile.h and frown.h are in the 
/usr/contrib/HelloWorldll directory.) 
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#include <X11/Xlib.h> 
#include <Xr11/Xrlib.h> 
#include "HellOWorld.h" 
#include "Bllile.h" 
#include •fra.."1.h" 

GC gc1, gc2; 
Display • displ•yPtr; 
int screen; 

•in (argc:, argy) 
int •rgc:; 
char• argvO; 
< 

xrvindowD•ta windo..o•t•; 
XEvent xi~; 
xrEvent • i~; 
extern xrPFI Dr•WWindowO; . 
Pimap pimap; 
XI.age * image; 
XSetWindowAttributes wAttr; 

input • (xrEvent *> & xinput; 

1. Open the display 
I* 

*I 

if ((displayPtr • XOpenDispley (•rgvC1l)) .. llJLL) 
< . 

> 

printf <"Could not open the displey\n"); 
exit(); 

screen • DefaultScreen(displayPtr); 

I* 
2. Initialize Xrlfb ., 

if <Xrlnit CdisplayPtr, screen, llJLL> =- FALSE) 
< 

printf <"Could not initialize Xrlib\n"); 
exit(); 

> 

I* 
3. Crute the window 

*I 

wAttr.override_redirect • TRUE; 
wAttr.border_pimap • xrVindowforegrcxnt; 
wAttr .bllcqro&nl_pf map. • xrVindalillackgrcud; 
if ((windawld • XCreateWindow (displayPtr, 

( 

RootVinbl<diapl_,ptr, screen), 
150, 150, 375, 120, xrlorderVidth., DefaultOepth(displayPtr,·screen), 
lnputOutp.lt, DefMlltVi-l(displayPtr, SCre.1), 
allorderPiDBp I C\8aclcPimap I CWVerrideRedirect, &wAttr)) •• 0) 

printfC"The vfndaw create faf led\n"); 
exit(); 
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) 

I* 
4. Map the window. Make it appear on the display 

*I 

XMapRaised (displayPtr, windowld); 

I* 
5. Set the window's input 

*I 

XrSetRect (&windowOata.windowRect, 150, 150 , 375, 120>; 
windowData.foreTile • xMlindowForeground; 
windowData.backTile = xr\lindowlackground; 

Xrlnput (windowld,MSG_ADDVINDOW, &windowData); 

I* 
6. Select the types of input for the window. 

*I 

XSelectlnput (displayPtr, windowld, ButtonPressMask I ButtonReleaseMask I 
KeyPressMask I ExposureMask>; 

I* 
7. Create the graphics context. 

*/ 

gc1 = XCreateGC CdisplayPtr, RootVindow(displayPtr, screen), 0, 0); 
_xrsetUpGC (gc1>; 
XSetforeground (displayPtr, gc1, xrBackgr~olor>; 
XSetBackground CdisplayPtr, gc1, xrForegroundColor>; 
gc2 = XCreateGC CdisplayPtr, RootWindow(displayPtr, screen), 0, 0); 
_xrsetUpGC (gc2>; 
XSetForeground CdisplayPtr, gc2, xrForegroundColor>; 
XSetBackgrcxrd CdisplayPtr, gc2, xrBackgroundColor); 
XSetfont (displayPtr, gc2, xrBaseFontlnfo->fid); 
XSetGraphicsExposures (displayPtr, gc2, O>; 

I* 
8. Draw the window 

*I 

DrawWindow (windowld, MSG_NEW, NULL); 

I* 
9. Define the cursor for the window 

*/ 

XDefineCursor (displayPtr, windowld, xrDefaultCursor); 

I* 
10. Set up and create the menu 

*I 
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~ = XrMenJ (NULL, MSG_NEW, &.en.llnfo); 
Xl'MerlJ (~, MSG_ACTIVATEMENU, window_ld); 

I* 
11. set up the rasters for -sage boxes frm •ile.h and frown.h 

*I 

i1111ge • (Xl11119e *)XCreatel1111ge (displ-.yPtr, 
Defall tVisual(displayPtr, screen>, 
1, XYBitllllp, O, .. ile.r .. ter, .. ile.width, .. ile.height, 
litllllpPad(displayf>tr>, O>; 

i11119e·>bitmp_Wtit • 16; 
i119ge·>bitmap_pad • 16; 
imge·>byte_order • LSBFirat; 
i119ge·>bit1111p_bit_order • LSBFirat; 
pixmap • XCreatePimap (displayPtr, lootVindow(displayPtr, screen), 

.. ile.vidth, .. ile.height, 
DefaultDepth(displlfYl>tr, screen>>; 

XPutl .. ge(displayPtr, pimap, gc1, image, 0,0,0,0, .. ile.width, 
•i le.height); 

niceMsglnfo.rasterld = piXllllp; 
niceMsglnfo.rasterWidth • •ile.width; 
niceMsglnfo.rasterHeight • .. ile.height; 

i .. ge = <Xl11119e *)XCreatel11119e (displayf>tr, 
DefaultVis&al(displayPtr, screen), 
1, XYBitllllp, 0, frown.raster, frown.width, frown.height, 
BitllllpPad(displllyPtr), 0); 

i1119ge·>bit11ap_Wtit • 16; 
image•>bitllllp_ped • 16; 
imge·>byte_order • LSBFirat; 
imge·>bitllllp_bit_order • LSBFirat; 
pimap • XCreatePimap (displayPtr, RootVindowCdisplayPtr, screen), 

frown.width, frown.height, 
DefMJltDepth(displayPtr, screen>>; 

XPutl111194t(displayPtr, pixmp, gc1, imge, 0,0,0,0,frown.width, 
frown.height); 

...,....glnfo.r .. terld • pixmp; 
me~sglnfo.rasterWidth • frown.width; 
me~sglnfo.rasterffeight • frown.height; 

12. 1,.,ut loop ., 
lilhile <1> 
< 

ff (Xrl,.art CO, MSG_BLDOTREAD, i,.,ut) I• FALSE) 
< 

ff (i...,ut·>type - XrXRAY I& input·>inputType - XrlElll) 
( 

atdtch (tnput·>value3) 
( 

case 0: I* Show the nice wsage box•/ 
XrMessagelox ClniceMsglnfo, llSG_EDIT. input); 

break; 

case 1: I* Show the w wHge box */ 
XrMesHgelox ( ....... glnfo, llSG_EDIT, t,.mt); 

break; 
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} 

I* 

} 

} 

} 

} 

case 3: 
exit(); 

break; 

!* Exit */ 

* This fuiction handles the initial drawing of the window, which 
* occurs if the message is set to MSG_DRAW. It also handles the 
* redrawing of the window when an exposure event occurs. 
* Message will contain MSG_REDRAW. 
*I 

xrPFI 
OrawWindow (window, message, data) 
Window window; 
INT32 message; 
XEvent * data; 

{ 

xrWindowEvent exposeEventC1l; 
xrWindowFuictlnfo exposefuict; 
XEvent x,.,.llEvent; 
xrevent * ,.,.llEvent; 

/* Set up switch to handle the two possible messages */ 

switch (message) 
{ 

case MSG_NEW: 

I* create the titleber editor */ 

titleBarlnfo.editorWindowld = windowld; 
titleBar = XrTitleBar (NULL, MSG_NEW, &titleBarlnfo); 

I* 
* Set up the structure necessary to have this fuiction called 
* automatically upon an exposure event. 
*I 

exposeEventCOJ.type =Expose; 
exposeEventCOl.serial = O; 
exposeEventCOJ.send_event = O; 
exposeEventCOl.code = O; 
exposeEventCOl.modifier = O; 

exposefuict.processFlag = TRUE; 
exposefuict.fuict = <xrPFI) OrawWindow; 
exposefuict.instance = CINT32) windowld; 
exposeFuict.message • MSG_REDRAW; 
exposeFuict.eventCouit = 1; 
exposeFunct.eventList = &exposeEventCOl; 

Xrlnput (windowld, MSG_ADDWINOOWFUNCT, &exposeFLnet); 

case MSG_REDRAW: 
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} 

I* write the text into the window */ 

XDrawl•geString CdispleyPtr, window, gc2, 20, 50, 
•Press the Menu Button to display the mer..1.•, 4?>; 

XDrawl•geString (displayPtr, window, gc2, 70, 
50 + xrBasefontlnfo->escent + xrBaseFontlnfo->descent + 5, 
•coef-..lt: Right Button oaw.>•, 28>; 

I* Redrew the titlebar */ 

XrTitlelar Ctitleler, MSG_REDRAW, XrREDRAW_ALL); 

I* Push • ,...ll ewent to be returned to the application*/ 

,...l lEvent = <xrEvent *> &xn.ll lEwnt; 
,_,llEvent->type • XrXRAY; 
,...llEvient->display • displ.yPtr; 
~llEvent->i,.,utlype • llJLL; 
Xrlnput CO, 1'SG_PUSHEVENT, r'alllEvent); 

breelc; 
) 

The HelloWortd.h Include rde. 

Window windowld; /* The window identifier for the .. in window */ 

I* 
* The declaratians for the title bar end the info structure 
* needed to create the title bar. 
*I 

xrEditor * titlelar; 
xrTitlelarlnfo titlelarlnfo • 
( 

0, /* winrblld • / 
CO, 0., O, O>, /* editor rectMgle */ 
XrVISIBLE I XrSENSITIVE, /* editor state •1 
-1, -1, /* editor colors - use defaults */ 
llJl.L. /* editor font - use def.,lts */ 
"lello world-, /* title ,_ •1 
u.L, I* 98dlet 1 - w..ed *I 
mu. I* .-diet 2 - ........ .., 

>; 

I* 
* The declarations for the ...,. irwtmnce, it- contained 
'* in the...,, wd the_,... info stnacture. 
'*/ 

............... 
tna • mnult.-· [9J • 
( 

>: 

~UEHffello Messeie", /* it• Mith a keyboed equiv of "I */ 
"\ \CEGliaaclbt'e tles1agel!I, I* it• wf th a teyboed -.,aiv of --,. *I 
"\\••, r cb.ble line Mperator it• */ 
-autt• 
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xrMenulnfo menulnfo = 
{ 

"Hello World", 
menu Items, 

I* Menu title ber string */ 
/* itent array declared above */ 

4, I* it• CCU\t */ 
NULL, I* menu context • ...,..ed */ 
0 /* id returned with menu input */ 

>; 

/* 
* The declarations for the two message box info structures. 
*I 

INT8 • niceButtonC1l = < "Oky Doky" >; 

xrMsgBoxlnfo niceMsglnfo = 
( 

>; 

{ 240, 245 ), 
NULL, 
NULL, 
0, 
0, 
0, 
"Hello World!", 
niceButton, 
1 

I* message box origin */ 
/* relative to the RootWindow */ 
/* use default panel context */ 

/* raster height*/ 
/* raster width*/ 
I* raster id*/ 
/* Text message*/ 
I* button strings*/ 
I* button couit*/ 

INT8 * ineanButtonC1l = < •Adios11 >; 

xrMsgBoxlnfo mearjitsglnfo • 
{ 

>; 

{ 240, 245 ), 
NULL, 
NULL, 
0, 
0, 
0, 
"Goodbye World!", 
meanButton, 
1 

/* message box origin */ 
/* relative to the RootWindow */ 
/* use default panel context */ 

/* raster height*/ 
I* raster width*/ 
I* raster id*/ 
/* Text message*/ 
/* button strings*/ 
I* button COW'\t*/ 

1. Open the display. Using the Xlib functionXOpenDisplayQ, establish a connection to the server 
for the specified display. In the example the display name is passed to the program as a 
command line argument. The function returns a pointer to the display structure. It is important 
to open the display before you initiali7.e Xrlib because Xrlib sets up the cun-ent display only. 

2. Initialize Xrlib. Remember that XrlnitO must be called before any of the functionality of Xrlib is 
used. In fact, you must call (only once)XrlnitQ after opening the display. This establishes the 
allocation functions that Xrlib routines should use for storage allocation. In most cases you will 
want to use.the default allocation functions. To do this, pass the display pointer return by 
XOpenDisplay, a screen index (usually obtained via the Defau/tScreenQ macro) and a NULL to 
XrlnitQ. Remember that if Xrlib can't be initiali7.ed, XrlnitO returns F Al.SE. 

3. Create the window. This part of the program creates the Hello World window as a child of the 
RootWindow. Although the window is officially created, it doesn't yet appear on the display. So 
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we need to 'map' the window. 

4. Map the window. To make the newly aeated window appear on the display we must map it. 
Subsequent mappings have no effect. · 

5. Set up the window's input. You can modify the data in the window's structure at this point, but 
before you actually use the window, you need to establish its input parameters and register it with 
XrlnputQ. Issuing the add window mesuge to Xrhl> causes the window to be registered, which 
then sets up other routines that need to know about the window. 

6. Select the types of input for the window. Even thoughXrlnputO knows about your window now, 
it won't receive any input until you specify what types of input you would like to receive. For this 
example, we simply want to know when the user has pressed or released a mouse button, pressed 
a key, or exposed this window (for which we must redraw the window). To select the types of 
input we want, we give to XSelectlnputQ a mask defining those input types. 

7. Crate the Graphics Context. X requires a graphics context when drawing text or graphics on 
windows. Here we aeatc 2 graphics contexts and then copy the default Xrhl> graphics attributes 
to each one. The only difference between gel and gc2 is that the foreground and backround 
colors are reversed. 

8. Draw the Window. Now that our window is ready to receive input, let's draw it. To do this, we'll 
use the redraw routine that is typically used whenever a window is exposed. 

9. Def"me the Cursor for the Window. When the cursor enters the window, we want it to be 
customized for our application. 

10. Set up and create the menu. With our window now displayed, we set up a menu and display it. 
We will shortly be prepared to handle input from the user. 

11. Set up the rasters for the message boxes. In this example, we have two raster images- a friendly 
face and a frowning face. The information for these raster images is stored in the files frown.h 
and smile.h. These raster files were aeated using a utility that enables a user to draw an image 
with a mouse pointer and then store that image. 

12. Input loop. We are now ready to enter the input loop, performing our user-directed tasks. 

The input loop accepts its input from Xrlib. The function XrlnputQ funnels all input through 
Xrlib. The specific type of input (MSG BLKHOTREAD) specifies blocked, hot input. Xrhl> 
supports both blocked and non-blocked-input. Blocked input will cause the input routine to wait 
for input on one of the windows or file desaiptors of the application before returning, or to 
return (before input occurs) if the application sets a timeout. Non-blocked input will return 
immediately when an input occurs or when there is an indicator that no input has occurred. 

Regular reads and hot reads are the two modes of input available in Xrhl>. When input occurs 
during a hot read, the set of functions attached to the window will be scanned to see if the input 
matches any of the events in the function's event list. Ha match is found, the function will be 
Caned. Thus, hot read is the method by which an application calls the editors in a window, posts 
the menu, or performs any other function which has been added to the called window. Regular 
reads perform no scanning of the function list. 

After getting an input event, the main loop simply tests for the inputs it wants and acts 
accordingly. 

One of the advantages of using Xrh"b is that all input is routed through a single entry point 
Additionally, a structure containing pointers to routines can be used to automatically perform specified 
operations whenever a window is exposed. This frees the programmer from having to test for an 
exposure by specif'ying the flow of control when an expose event occurs. 
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The DrawWindowO Routine. The function Dl'tlWWuadowO def med in this program uses Xrlib 
intrinsics. This function is not part of Xlib or Xrh"b-it's a function the programmer creates. (While 
going through this part of the example, you might want to refer to chapter 3, "Intrinsics," for more 
information about the functions descrt"bed here.) This function does two things: it sets up a new 
window and provides information about how to redraw a window whenever an expose event occurs, 
and then draws the window using the redraw routine. 

The main program explicitly calls Dl'tlWW'mdowO once -when it first draws the window. Subsequently, 
DrawWmdowO is invoked automatically when an expose event occurs. Therefore, the function responds 
to two messages: MSG_ NEW and MSG_ REDRAW. 

When the program calls this function, it passes the MSG NEW message to it. When drawing the new 
window, the function creates the title bar editor and then sets up the structure necessary to have this 
function invoked automatically when an expose event occurs. The function then draws the window and 
title bar. 

The structure for the titlebar editor is declared and initialized in the HelloWorld.h include file. (For 
more information, refer to "XRTITLEBARQ" in Chapter 5.) The include file uses Xrlib field editor 
functions to set up the title bar editor. 

The MSG_ NEW is the vehicle for creating a titlebar editor instance in a window. It expects the 
instance parameter to be set to NULL, and the data parameter to point to a filled-out instance of the 
xrTitleBarlnf o structure. In the function DrawWmdowO we first supply the titlebar information 
structure the ID of the window. Then we call XrTitleBar() to create the title bar. 

The next step is to initialize the structure that provides control information when an expose event 
occurs. An array called aposeEvent[] contains a set of pointers to structures that provide information 
about each event that we want to see. This array is attached to the window. For each input type you 
can specify one or more event types. In this example, we are interested only in the window expose 
event, so our array has only one structure. However, if we wanted to also have, for instance, an event 
for a keypress of the "A" key, we would initialize the array for two elements, and assign the keycode of 
the "A" key as the second inputCode. 

Now that we have defmed the events we want a response for, we defme the response. We do this by 
adding information to the structure exposeFunct. 

The process flag set to TRUE indicates that we want the automatic calling of the function pointed to by 
funct. The instance is the globally def med windowid. Although not required, the funct and instance 
values are cast as a precaution. 

The message we want to pass to the function is MSG REDRAW. The eventCount field indicates the 
number of events that cause the function for this window to be invoked, which in this case is one. This 
number should match the number of events in the eventList. The eventList is a pointer to the set of 
events that cause the function for this window to be invoked. Each window can have as many 
xrWindowFunct structures attached to it as you want. When an event occurs, Xrlib searches this set of 
structures to see if a match can be found. If a match occurs, the function for the event is executed. If 
no match is found, the event is returned as normal input. 

After attaching the function to the event, we want to pass it to Xrlib using the XrlnputO function. Now, 
every time the window is exposed, the DrawWindowO function executes. 

Redrawing the window involves three steps: 

1. Writing the text to the window. In this case the Xlib functionXDrawlmageStringQ is used. We 
supply this function with the window ID, the coordinates of the upper left comer of the first 
character, a non-null-terminated string followed by the string length, the font to use, and then the 
colors to use. 
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The foreground and background colors and font are defmed in the XDefaults file, which is 
scanned when Xrho is initiali7.ed (usingXrlnitO ). 

2. Rednnring the title bar. Using the field editor functionXrTltleBar(), the specified title bar is 
redrawn with the only valid option in this case of redraw all. 

3. Pushing a null eftllt onto the event queue. The calling routine needs to know that an event 
happened, even if, in this case, no response is requircct Pushing this event on the queue ensures 
that this event will be detected by the calling program. The event pushed is an Xrho event, 
indicated by the defme XrXRA Y. With the input type set to null (and therefore not equal to 
XrMENU) the calling program identifies this as an Xrlib input with an input type that doesn't 
match what it's looking for, so it throws the input away. 

The sample program is useful as a prototype as you become familiar with Xrho. You might fmd it 
helpful to review this program, looking up the functions used in the manual, and adding your own 
functionality to the program. 
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2 Intrinsics 
The intrinsics provide an application and higher layers of the XllR library with the group of functions 
which expand X's input model, handle resource management, set up and control a window's editors, 
and provide a large set of utility functions. The following sections contain desaiptions of all of the 
intrinsic functions. Included in these sections is the syntax, structures, Gild messages for each of the 
functions. 

2.1 Graphic Structures and Data Types 
Before the functionality of the Xrlib intrinsic level can be descnl>ed, a few defined types and structures 
which are used throughout the XllR library need to be defmed. 

Xrlib uses a set of typedefs which ensure exact element sizes on various architectures: 

INT8 • 8 bit signed integer. 
INT16 · 16 bit signed integer. 
INT32 · 32 bit signed integer. 

UINT8 • 8 bit wusigned integer. 
UINT16 • 16 bit wwigned integer. 
UINT32 · 32 bit wusigned integer. 

STRINGS · array of 8 bit characters 

These typedefs are used in Xrhb whenever the si7.e of the storage space could cause portability 
problems. They should also be used by applications which want to easily port to other systems. 

The XllR library uses several structures which represent geometric types: 

typedef struct 
< 

INT16 x; 
INT16 y; 

) POINT; 

The POINT structure defmes a location in coordinate space. It is used for positioning graphical 
objects, such as editors. 

typedef struct 
< 

INT16 width; 
INT16 height; 

) SIZE; 

The SIZE structure defmes the horizontal and vertical size of an object. 
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typedef struct 
( 

INT16 x; 
INT16 y; 
INT16 whlth; 
INT16 height; 

) RECTANGLE; 

The RECTANGLE structure defmes a rectangular region. It is used by many of the functions within 
Xrlib to defme both the size and location an object is to be placed or moved. 

Also defmed are a set of constants which are used throughout the XllR h"brary: 

#define TRUE 1 
#define FALSE 0 
#define NULL 0 

2.2 Initializing the X11 R Library 
Xrho must be initialized before it can be used by an application. This initialintion is provided to the 
application through one call which has the following syntax: 

Xrlntt(diaplayPtr, screen, allocf~ts); 
Display • diaplayPtr; 
llT32 screen; 
xrAllocf~ts • •llocF~ta; 

XrlnitO sets up the global informati'on needed by both the Xrho routines and the application. The 
types of information initialized include a base font and the resource man.ager with a set of default 
resources. XrlnitQ will return TRUE to the application when finished with the initialimtion. XrlnitQ 
can only be called once. Subsequent calls will return FALSE. 

XrlnitO requires a pointer to a display structure returned by a previous XOpenDisplayQ call, a screen 
index number for that display and a pointer to the following D'AllocFuncts structure: 

typedef atruct 
( 

char * <*neMMalloc><>; 
int <*newfree><>; 
char * (*ne..rteelloc><>; 
char • <*newcalloc><>; 

> xrAllocFt.neta; 

newMalloc 

newFrcc 

newReaBoc 

contains a pointer to a memory allocation function which Xrlib is to use for 
allocating memory in place of malloc(). 

contains a pointer to a memory free function which Xrlib is to use for &eeing 
allocated memory and will be used in place of freeQ. 

contains a pointer to a memory reallocation function which Xrh"b is to use for 
reallocating memory in place of realloc(). 



newCalloc contains a pointer to a calloc function which Xrlib is to use for allocating memory in 
place of callocQ. arch forward 

These functions are supplied to Xrhb by the application so that Xrlib can use this alternate set of 
allocation functions for applications which need to handle special forms of memory management. 
These new allocation functions must have the same return values as the system-supplied functions. 

Applications which use the normal UNIX-supplied allocation functions have the allocFuncts parameter 
set to NULL. 

Events used by Xrlib for editor selecting, menu posting and menu item selecting are set up by the first 
call to XrlnitQ. These four events and their default values are: 

Define Default Meanina 
XrSELECT ButtonlDown The entry condition for an editor. 
XrSELECTUP ButtonlUp The exit condition for an editor. 
XrMENUPOST Button3Down The condition which displays a menu. 
XrMENUITEMSELECT Button3Up The condition which selects an item. 

XrlnitO will also examine the .Xdefaults in the users home directory file to reset any or all of the four 
default conditions. 

XrlnitO accesses these four defaults by: 

string • XGetDef.ultCDiapleyPtr, •x·rey", •define•>; 

where the define string parameter is one of-Select•, •selectUp•, "MenuPost•, or "MenultemSelect". 
The string parameter will be set to point to one of the following strinp: 

XDefault Meanina 
ButtonlDown The first button was pressed. 
LeftButtonDown The first button was pressed. 
ButtonlUp The fmt button was released. 
LeftButtonUp The fmt button was released. 
Button2Down The second button was pressed. 
MiddleButtonDown The second button was pressed. 
Button2Up Thesecondbuttonwasreleased. 
MiddleButtonUp The second button was released. 
Button3Down The third button was pressed. 
RightButtonDown The third button was pressed. 
Button3Up The third button was released. 
RightButtonUp Thethirdbuttonwasreleased. 
Button4Down. The forth button was preaed. 
Button4Up The forth button was released. 
ButtonSDown. The fifth button was preucd. 
ButtonSUp The fifth button was released. 
The rust three bunons are equivalent to the left, middle, and light 
buttons on a three button mouse. 
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For example, to reset the XrSELECT parameter to Button2Down, place the following in the 
.Xdefaults file: 

X·ray.Select: Button2Down 

An additional modifier can be attached to any or all of the buttons. The valid modifiers are Control, 
Shift, Meta, Modifierl-ModifierS or None. These modifiers are set through the .Xdefaults file and are 
as follows: 

XDdault Meanlag 

AllButtonModif1er Sets all of the buttons to one modifier. 
ButtonlDownModifier Modif1er for the first button down. 
LeftButtonDownModifier Modifier for the first button down. 
ButtonlUpModifier Modifier for the first button up. 
LeftButtonUpModifier Modifier for the fmt button up. 
Button2DownModifier Modifier for the second button down. 
MiddleButtonDownModifier Modifier for the second button down. 
Button2UpModifier Modifier for the second button up. 
MiddleButtonUpModifier Modifier for the second button up. 
Button3DownModifier Modifier for the third button down. 
RightButtonDownModifier Modifier for the third button down. 
Button3UpModif1er Modifier for the third button up. 
RightButtonUpModifier Modifier for the third button up. 
Button4DownModifier Modifier for the forth button down. 
Button4UpModifier Modifier for the forth button up. 
ButtonSDownModifier Modifier for the fifth button down. 
ButtonSUpMoclifier Modifier for the fifth button up. 
Tbe first dm:e butlDDS arc cquivaleat to tbc left, middle, and right 
buaom on a duee button mouse. 

The default condition for all of the above (seventeen) modifiers is None. 

When a modifier is given for a button it affects the use of that button. For example, if ButtonlDown is 
tied to XrSELECT and Buttonl.Down is also modified by Control, an editor will be called only when 
the first button is pressed while the Control key is being held down. 

The XllR library sets up several other default values which are used by editors, panels, and the menu 
manager. These defaults can also be used by the application through the corresponding Xrlib global 
variable. 

1)pe .Xclefaalt Eatry Xrllb Global Meaning 
Pixmap WmdowForcground nWmdowForeground Foreground window tile 
Pixmap WmdowBackground :xrWmdowBackground Background window tile 
INI'32 Border Width nBorderWidth Wmdow border width . 
INT32 ForegroundColor :xrForcgroundColor Forqpoand color 
INT32 BackgroundColor xrBackgroundColor Background color 
XFontStruct DefaultFont xrBaseFontlnfo Default system font 

The cursor foreground and background colors are used only in XrlnitO to set up the default cursor 



which is used by the menu and panel managers. These values can be set in the .Xdefaults file, but can 
not be accessed by the application . 

.xDefault Entry Meaning 

Cursor Foreground Cursor foreground color 
Cursor Background Cursor background color 

The cursor itself can be used by the application and is contained in the global variable xrDefaultCursor. 

Refer to the X documentation and the X(l) man page for a deKription of the .Xdefaults file. 

XrlnitQ sets up the resource manager and adds a number of resources. These resources are, in some 
cases, used internally by Xrlib functions, and they can aJso be used by the application. Because some of 
the resources are used intemally, the application should not remove them &om the resource manager. 
However, an application can replace these resources with resources of its own. This will have the effect 
of changing the appearance of graphical output &om Xrhb routines which use the resource. 

The following paragraphs detail the set of resources that Xrlib adds to the resource manager. Refer to 
the "Resource Manager" section below for a desaiption of the structme and how to use each of the 
resources. 

A set of single layer pixmaps (also called bitmaps) and a set of pixmap ids are added to the resource 
manager. Pixmaps are used for drawing editor instances. The resource type definitions for these two 
types of resources are Xr1YPE BITMAP and XrTYPE BITMAPID. The following table lists a set of 
defmes which can be used as the resource ids to access either of these setS.JJf resources. 

Define Style 
XrWIDTE 100% foreground 
XrBLACK 100% background 
XrPERCENT2S 25% foreground - 15% bactground 
XrPERCENTSO 50% foreground - 50% background 
XrPERCENT75 75% foreground - 25% background 
XrVERTICAL Alternating vertical colors 
XrHORIZONTAL Alternating horimntal colors 
XrSLANTLEFT Alternating 45 degree colors 
XrSLANTRIGHT Alternating 45 degree colors 

XrlnitQ initiali7.es a set of global variables which are used by the Xrhb functions and can also be used 
by the application. None of these variables should be reset by the application. 

BlackPixmap 
White Pixmap 
xrCalloc 
xrErrno 
xrFree 
xrMalloc 
xrRealloc 
xrZeroPt 
xrZeroRect 
_xrCurrentDisplay 

A Black Pixmap constant 
A White Pixmap constant. 
The pointer to the calloc() function. 
Error code set when a function fails. 
The pointer to the free() function. 
The pointer to the malloc() function. 
The pointer to the rcalloc() function. 
A POINT structure set to {O, O}. 
A RECTANGLE structure set to {O, 0, 0, O}. 
The Display pointer for the current display. 
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xrCurrentScreen The INT32 saeen index of the current saeen. 

2.3 The Resource Manager 
The resource manager facilitates the control and acccu of resource objects by allowing resources to be 
added, retrieved, or removed from an internally- managed list. Resources can take the form of 
pixmaps, menus, or panels, and Xrlib defmes a large set of these resource types. Applications can also 
define their own resomce types and have them managed by the resource manager. (Refer to "Creating 
New Resource Types" below for a description of wbat is needed to create new resource types.) 

The syntax for calling the resource manager is as follows: 

XrResource <-•age, data) 
INT32 -uge; 
INT8 * data; 

message is the command XrResourceO is to perform, and data contains the information needed by 
message or will contain the return information requested by the application. (The type of structure 
data points to depends upon the mcsuge and is descnDed in the "Resource Manager Mesuges" section 
below.) 

2.3 .. 1 What Is a Resource? 

A resource is built from idcotiiication, data, and state information. 

Resources are ordered and accessed in groups separated by the resource data types. These groupings 
of resources are referred to as resource tjpa. The data for each resource type is represented by a data 
type and identified by an integer called the resource type id. These ids are 16-bit unsigned quantities 
which allow up to 65000 unique resource types. Xrlib reserves the type ids 64000 - 65000. The type ids 
of 1 - 639')9 are available to the application for the acation of its own types. Not.e that a resource type 
id of "0" is invalid. 

Within a resource type, resources are ordered and identified by a 32 bit signed value called the resource 
id. Xrhb reserves the negative values for resource id's. The application is free to use all of the positive 
values except uro. 

The combination ·of the resource~ id and the resource id create the unique identifier needed to 
define and access the data and state information that make up a resource. 

Each resource contains a pointer to a block of memory which contains the data for the resource. The 
data for each resource type is defmed by a particular data type. Xrlib defines a set of resource types 
which can be used by the application. (The "Xl.lR La1>rary Resource Types" section below descn"bes 
these resource types and the data structure which represents each resource.) 

Data and state information for a resource come from a block of memory allocated by an application. 
A resource whose data is allocated by the application will be referred to as a memoty-based resOU1Ce. 
For memory-based resources, the application must make sure that the resource space is deallocated 
when the resource is removed from the resource manager. 

A resource has several state flap ~eel with it. Each resource maintains a state field which 
contains the current state flags. This field is represented by an 8-bit integer with each of its bits 
defining part of the resource state. The following table lists the bit within the field which contains the 
flag, the state flag, the def me which can be used to access the bit, and a brief description of what the 
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flag means. 

Bit State Flag Denne Description J 
0 Lock XrLOCK Can the resource be replaced? J 

Lock A resource within the resource manager will be replaced by a new resource if the 
new resource has the same type and id. Resources can also be removed &om' the 
resource manager by a function other than the one which added the resource. If the 
lock flag is set, replacement or removal of a resource is inhibited. 

2.3.2 X11 R Ubrary Resource Types 

The following table lists the resources that Xrhl> predefmes and the structure or variable type that is 
used to defme each resource. 

Resource Denne Object Structun 
XrTYPE STRINGS STRINGS 
XrTYPE-PIXMAP xrPixmap 
XrTYPE-PIXMAPID xrPixmapld 
XrTYPE-BITMAP xrPixmap 
XrTYPE-BITMAPID xrPixmapld 
XrTYPE-CURSOR xrCursor 
XrTYPE-CURSORID Cursor 
XrTYPE-FONTINFO XFontStruct 
XrTYPE-FONTID Font 
XrTYPE-FUNCTION xrFunction 

The follow list describes each of these resource types: 

• XrTYPE STRINGS 

This resource type contains a null-terminated character string. 

• XrTYPE PIXMAP 

This resource type contains the structure and data information needed to defme a pixmap. The 
structure used for this type is defmed as follows: 

typedef atruct 
c 

INT16 width; 
INT16 height: 
INT8 depth; 
UINT16 • raater; 

> xrPhc•p; 

width def mes the width of the pixmap in pixels. 

height defmes the height of the pixmap in pixels. 

depth def mes the number of bits needed to defme each pixel and can only be set to one of the 
following defmes, XrBm, XrBYrE1, XrBYl'E2, XrB\TE3, and XrBYl"E4. 

raster contains a pointer to the block of memory which contains the pixel image for the pixmap. 
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• XrTYPE PIXMAPID 

This resource type contains the si7.e of a pixmap resource and the identifier for the pixmap which 
has been installed on an X server. Refer to the X documentation for a discussion on how to install 
a pixmap. The structure used to represent this resource type is defmed as follows: 

width 

height 

typedef struct 
< 

lllT16 width; 
JllT16 height; 
Pixmap ph-pld; 

> xrPimapld; 

contains the width (in pixels) of the installed pixmap. 

contains the height (in pixels) of the installed pixmap. 

pixmapld contains the id of the installed pixmap. 

• XrTYPE BITMAP 

This resource type contains the structure and data information needed to defme a bitmap. A 
bitmap is a pixmap with a depth of one. The structure for this resource type is the same as for 
XrTYPE _PIXMAP but the depth field must be set to the define XrBm. 

• XrTYPE BITMAPID 

This resource type contains the si7.e of a bitmap resource and the identifier for the bitmap which 
has been installed on an X server. (Refer to chapter 2 for information about instamng a bitmap.) 
The structure used to represent this resource type is defined as follows: 

typedef struct 
< 

JllT16 width; 
JllT16 height; 
Pixmap bitmpld; 

> xrlitmpld; 

width contains the width (in pixels) of the installed bitmap. 

height contains the height (in pixels) of the installed bitmap. 

bitmapld contains the id of the installed bitmap. 

• XrTYPE _ IMAGEID This resource type contains the structure and data information needed store 
X image information within the resource tree. The structure used for this type is defined as follows: 

width 

height 
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typedef atruct 
< 

JllT16 width; 
t11T16 height; 
Xlmge * f mgeJd; 

> xrlmgeld; 

contains the width (m pixels) of the installed image. 

contains the height (m pixels) of the installed image. 



Imageld contains a pointer to the image structure of the installed image. 

• XrTYPE CURSOR 

This resource type contains the structure and data information needed to def me a cursor. The 
structure used for this type is defmed as follows: 

typedef atruct 
( 

xrPhc•p cursor; 
xrPhc•p ••le; 
INT16 xoff; 
INT16 yoff; 
INT32 foregrotnf; 
INT32 bllckgrotnf; 
INT32 fw.:; 

> xrcuraor; 

cursor contains the pixmap which defmes the cursor image. The cursor image is defined 
by an xrPixmap structure which must contain a Pixmap image. 

Mask contains the pixmap which contains the cursor mask. The mask defmes which 
pixels of the cursor pixmap won't be displayed. It is defmed by an xrPixmap 
structure that must also contain a pixmap image. If the structure has the raster field 
set to NULL, the mask is undefmed and all of the pixels of the cursor will be 
displayed. 

xoff contains x offset which defmes what x coordinate, relative to the location of the 
cursor, will be returned by the pointer when an event occurs. 

yoff contains the y offset which defmes what y coordinate, relative to the location of the 
cursor, will be returned by the pointer when an event occurs. 

foreground contains the foreground color in which the cursor is to be displayed. Any bits in the 
cursor bitmap which are set to 1 will be displayed in foreground color. 

background contains the background color in which the cursor is to be displayed. Any bits in 
the cursor bitmap which are set to 0 will be displayed in background color. 

func contains the combination rule to be used for moving the cursor about the display. 
Refer to the list of defmes which can be used for the combination rule. 

• XrTYPE_CURSORID 

This resource type contains the identifier for a cursor which has been installed on an X server. 
(Refer to chapter 2 for a discussion on how to install a cursor.) 

• XrTYPE_FONTINFO 

This resource type contains the XFontStruct structure for a font which has been installed on an X 
server. Refer to chapter 2 for a discussion of the XFontStruct structure and how to load a font. 

• XrTYPE_FONTID 

This resource type contains the identifier for a font which has been installed on an X server. Refer 
to chapter 2 for a discussion on how to install a font. 

• XrTYPE FUNcnON 

This resource type contains a pointer to a function. The structure which contains the function is 
defmed as follows: 
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typedef INT32 (*xrFU"K:tion)(); 

This section lists and describes each of the messages that XrResource understands. 

Several of these messages use the following structure for passing or returning data: 

typedef atruct 
( 

UINT16 resourceType; 
INT32 re9CIUl"Celd; 
INT8 resourcestate; 
INT32 resourcefile; 
INT8 • resourceDbject; 

> xrResourcelnfo; 

resourceType contains the resource type id 

resourceld contains the resource id 

-resourceState contains the state flags for the resource. 

resourceF'de is set to the dcfme XrMEMORY for memory-based resources. 

resourceObject contains a pointer to the memory containing the resource. 

The following messages provide for the main-line accessing of the resources contained in the resource 
lists. 

•MSG ADD 

This message adds to the resource list the resource identified by the data parameter, which points 
to an xrResourcelnfo structure. If the raourr:eObject field contains a valid pointer, the resourceFile 
field will be set to XrMEMORY to indicate the resource is from application memory. 

H the resource type and id fields in data match a resource already within the resource list, the 
resource in the list will be replaced with the new resource. H the location of the old resource is 
from application memory the resourceObject field within data will be set to point at the object being 
replaced. This allows an application to maintain control of an object being replaced in the resource 
list. 

• MSG_REMOVE 

This message removes from the resource list the object identified by the data parameter, which 
points to a filled-out instance of an xrResourcelnfo structure. Only the mourceType and resourceld 
fields need to be set by the application. When the resource is located in the resource manager's 
lists, the resourceFlle field is checked and if it is set to XrMEMORY, the raourceObject field in dllta 
will be set to point to the object. If the object is not found in the resource list this mesuge will fail. 

•MSG FIND 

This message locates the requested resource within the resource list. data is a pointer to an 
xrResourcelnfo structure. The raourceType and raourceld fields of the structure identify the 
resource to be found. When the resource is located, the rest of the fields of the structure will be 
filled out. 
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• MSG_SETSTATE 

This m~e is used to set the state of a resource contained in the resource manager. For this 
message, data is a pointer to an xrResourcelnfo structure which bas the resOUl'Cefype, resourceld, 
and resourceState fields filled out. This mc&AgC will search for the resource, and when it is found, 
set its resourceState to the new state. 

Note that for memory-based raowces, only the lock flag of the resource state is used. 

The following two messages provide for the creation or destruction of application-defined resource 
types. Refer to the •creating New REsource Types• section below for detailed instructions about how 
to create a resource. 

• MSG NEWTYPE 

This meuagc allows an application to aeate a new resource type. data is a pointer to the following 
structure. 

typedef atruct 
< 

UINT16 resourceType; 
llT32 (*resourcellandler><>; 

> xrl•ourceTypelnfo; 

resourceType contains the integer identifier number for the resource type. The number 
must be between 1- 63m. High identifier number values for the resource 
type require more space for the resource type list, therefore, sequential 
dcf"mition of resource types is highly recommended. 

resourceHandler is rcserwcl and should be set to NUIL. 

• MSG FREETYPE 

This message destroys and remaw:s a resource type &om the resource type list. data contains the 
rc.wurce type identifier. This mesuge will fail if the identifier is not in the range of 1 - 639'J9, if the 
resource type is not def med, or if there are any resources still attached to the rc.wurce type. 

2.3.4 Creating New Resource Types 

Besides using the XllR library's predefmed resource types, the resource manager enables the 
application writer to aeate his own resource types. The following paragraphs descn"be what is required 
for an application to create a resource type. 

Resource types are managed as two ordered arrays of resource type structures. One of the arrays is 
used for the XllR library's predefmed resource types. The other contains the set of types the 
application bas defmed. Even though 639'J9 types can be defmed, the application should defme the 
resource types sequentially &om a type id of 1, or system memory will be wasted. 

The structure used for all resource types is as follows. 

typedef atruct 
( 

xrlesource * resourcePtr; 
lllT32 <*......-ceHandler><>; 

> xrlesourceType; 
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resourcePtr 

resourceHandler 

contains a pointer to the list of resources of this type. 

is reserved and should be set to NULL. 

One of the members of the resource type structure is the raOUtCePtr field. This field points to the head 
of the set of resources attached to the resource type. The resources arc added and accessed through a 
binary tree which is ordered by the resource id. Every resource in the resource tree is dcfmed by the 
following uResource structure: 

typedef struct _xrlescu-ce 
( 

llT32 resourceld; 
UllT8 resourcest•te; 
llT8 * reso&.rceObject; 
llT32 resourceFtle; 
struct _xrlesource left; 
struct _xrResource right; 

> xrResource; 

resourceld is the resource identifier which uniquely distinguishes the resource object within its 
type. 

resourceState contains the state of the resource. 

resourceObject points to the resource object itself. 

resourcerde is set to the dcfme XrMEMORY for memory-based resources. 

left points at the left child resource in the resource tree. 

right points at the right child resource in the resource tree. 

2.4 Input 
The XrlnputQ routine handles all requests for input by an application from one or more windows. All 
input is routed through a single entry point within Xrlib, providing a one-routine interface to all of the 
types of input an application will need. The input routine also provides the mechanisn for routines 
that handle the higher level Xrho functions such as editors and menus, to route the results of their 
actions through the same input stream to the application. The syntax for calling XrlnputO is as follows: 

Xrlnput <windowld, msuge, data>; 
Window . windowld; 
llT32 ... sage; 
llTS * data; 

windowld contains the identification number of the window and is used to set some of the input 
settings. message is the command XrlnputO uses to perform the function, and data is the information 
needed to complete the function or will contain any return information generated by XrlnputQ. 

The following sections defme the structures used by XrlnputQ, the types of input that XrlnputQ can 
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generate, and the messages that XrlnputQ provides. 

2.4.1 The XEvent Structure 

Xrho uses the X XEvent structure to return input to the application. This structure is def med as 
follows: 

typedef W'lion _XEvent < 
int 
XAnyEvent 
XICeyEvent 
XButtonEvent 
XMotionEvent 
XCrosatngEvent 
XFOC\BCh.,..eEvent 
XExpoaeEvent 
XGrephicsExpoaeEvent 
XlloExpoaeEvent 
XVisibilftyEvent 
XCreateWindowEvent 
XDestr~indowEvent 
XUrmapEvent 
XMapEvent 
>CMapltequestEvent 
XRepmrentEvent 
XConf igureEvent 
XGravityEvent 
XResizelequeatEvent 
XConf igureRequestEvent 
XCirculateEvent 
XCirculateR..,..tEvent 
XPropertyEvent 
XSelectf anCl•rEvent 
XSelectionR..,..tEvent 
XSelectionEvent 
XColormpEvent 
XClfentMesa11eE'Veftt 
XMappingEvent 
XErrorE.,_,t 
XICeympEvent 

) XEvent; 

type; 
uny; 
xkey; 
xbutton; 
Jemtfon; 
amt ton; 
xfocua; 
xepou; 
xgrephtcaexpose; 
xnoexpoae; 
xvi afbf l f ty; 
xc.--tewindow; 
xdHtroywindow; 
XUWIPi 
JllllPi 
maprequest; 
xreparent; 
xcanf tgure; 
xgravtty; 
xrestz......-t; 
xcanf tgurerequeat; 
xctrculate; 
xctrculaterequeat; 
xpraperty; 
uelecttancl•r; 
uelectf anreq1.-at; 
uelectfon; 
XCOlOl'lllPi 
xcltent; 
mmpping; 
xerror; 
xkeymp; 
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type contains the type of event which has occuned. The event types that can be generated 
by X are defined in <Xll/Xlib.h> and are as follows: 

Request ara ...... · 
ICeyPrea keyboard key preased 
KeyRdeuc keyboard key rek:&SN 
ButtonPress pointer button preased 
ButtoaReleasc pointer button reJeascd 
MotionNotify pointer mCM:S witbin window 
Enter Notify pointer entering window 
Lea-veNotify pointer leaving window 
Focasln keyboard focus OD window 
FocusOut keyboard focus leaving window 
KeymapNotify keyboard state changed 
MouseMowed pointer moves witbin window 
&pose full window changed and/or exposed 
GraphiccExpose graphicc draw attempted on obscured area 
No&pose graphics draw successful 
VISibilityNotify window (un)obsc:ured 
CrcateNotify a window was crcatccl 
DestroyNotify a window was dc:strojed 
UnmapNotify window was unmapped 
Map Notify a window was mapped 
MapRequest a map window request occurred 
ReparentNotify window has new parent 
ConfigureNotify window coofiguration changed 

ConfJglll'CRequcst a configure window request occurred 
GravityNotify parent resi7.ed, moved child 
Resi7.eRequest a resiZe window request occurred 
Circ:ulateNotify window changed position in stack 
CirculateRequest a circulate window request occurred 
PropertyNotify window property has changed 
Selection Clear window lost selection ownership 
SelectionRequest selection ownership request occurred 
SelcctionNotify response to SelectionRequest 
ColormapNotify the colormap was changed 
ClicntMessage a dicnt message was receMd 
MappingNotify pointer /keyboard mapping changed 

XEvent is actually a union of all the different XEvent types. These various types are not the same size 
and do not contain the same data. The only value that is guaranteed to be reliable for every XEvcnt 
structure is the type field. To extract the results of the events, the XEvent type must be determined and 
the XEvent structure needs to be cast to the proper type. For example, to proc:ea Xrlib, KeyPress and 
VJSibility Events the following code fragment could be used: 

XEvent evait; 
UINT32 keycode; 
INT32 state; 

I* Xrlf1Xrt0 is explained in the pages that follow */ 
Xrlnput(llULL, tlSG_ILOOTREAD, &event); 

switch (event.type) < 
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cne XrXRAY: 
xreyEvent• (xrEvent *> &ewnt; r Cnt event to Xrlib Event*/ 

r Xrlib Event Processing*/ 

breek; 
CMe ICeyPreu: 

k~dl ewnt.xkey.keycocte;r Get IC~ode */ 

r IC~rd Ewnt Procentng */ 

> 
bruit; 

case Visibf lityllotify: 
st•t.-.vent.xvisibiltty.st•te;r Get St•te */ 

r Yfslbil ity Event Proceufng */ 

> 
bretik; 

def.,lt: 

r Unknown Event Processing */ 

break; 
>I* end switch */ 

Note that each event structure is cast to the appropriate type immediately a.lier the event type is 
determined. This is the proper way to process events with Xrlib and Xll. (i.efer to the "$DOC' 
document. for a description of the various event structures.) 

2.4.2 X11 R Ubrary Input sources 
The input model supplied by the XrlnputQ routine can handle the gathering of input from three types 
of sources: 

• An X window registered with XrlnputQ 

• Other X windows 

• Application-supplied fde descriptors 

An X window is registered with XrlnputO through a mesugc to XrlnputQ. This meaage will be 
disamed in the section containing XrlnputQ's messages. Registering a window with XrlnputQ gives 
the window the capability to generate Xrlib's special types of input. For input that occurs in a 
registered window, the XEvent structure is coerced into an Xrlib input structure so that the data can be 
accessed to extract the Xrlib generated input. 11ie Xrlib input structure will be defmed in the next 
section. 

Applications can also use Xrlib's input model to gather input from a window which the application has 
created but has not registered with XrlnputQ. Input of this form will be returned to the application 
through XrlnputQ as normal XEvent input. 

Applications can gather input from a fde desaiptor by providing the fde desaiptor to XrlnputQ. The 
file descriptor will tell Xrhb where to look for input. Input of the ~read, write, and m:eption can be 
gathered. When input is pending on a fde desaiptor, XrlnputQ will return an Xrlib input structure 
containing the fdc descriptor and an indicator of whether the type of input pending is mul, write, or 
aception. It is then up to the application to service the input request on the fde descriptor. 
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2.4.3 X11 R Ubrary Input 

Xrlib adds an input-event type to the list of input types defmed by X. This can be checked by the 
application by comparing the field to the defme XrXRAY. X and Xdib input types can be generated 
&om a registered window. All of the forms of X input can be gathered. The data is mtracted &om the 
XEvent structure by looking at the type of input and coercing the structure properly. Data is accessed 
for Xrhb input in the same manner. When Xrlib input occurs the type field of the XEvcnt struc:tme 
will be set to XrXRAY. When this occurs, the data containe.d in the XEvent structure can be extracted 
by coercing it into Xrlib's input structure. This structure is defined as follows. 

type 

serial 

send event 

display 

source 

input Type 

typedef atruct 
( 

UllT32 
w.tgnect lana 
lool 
Display 
INT32 
llT16 
llT8 
llT8 
INT16 
llT16 
POINT 
INT32 

> xrEvent; 

type; 
serial; 
Mnd_evwwt; 

* dtapl11Y; 
source; 
inputCode; 
inputType; 
value1; 
val-2; 
value3; 
valuePt; 
valuePtr; 

contains a value indicating whether input is being returned &om a registered window, 
or an ordinary X window. The input from a registered window can be tested by 
comparing the inputCode with the defme XrXRAY. If the type docs not equal 
XrXRA Y, the input is an X event type and the structure to be used to extract data 
for the event is defmed in the '?Cho -C Language Interface, Protocol Version 1r 
document. 

contains the serial number of the last request processed by the X server. Xrlib 
ignores this field. 

contains a Boolean true or false value. This value is set to true if the event came from 
a Send.Event request. Xrlib currently ignores this field. 

contains a pointer to the display on whic.h this event occurred. When using Xrhb this 
value should always point to the current display. 

contains the source of the input. Its value is dependent on the input~ field of the 
xrEvcnt structure and will be set to either the window id of the window in whic.h the 
input occurred or to a file desaiptor of an input source whic.h the application has 
defmed. This feature will be discussed in a later section. 

contains the type of input that was generated. The set of input types that Xrlib can 
generate are defmed as follows. 
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1)pe Meaning 

XrEDITOR Input &om an editor 
XrMENU Input &om a menu 
XrPANEL Input &om a panel 
Xr~GEBOX Input &om a message box 
XrFILE Input &om a me descriptor 
XrTIMEOUT Input timed out 

The rest of the fields arc used in different ways by the various types of input. Refer to the input
gencrating functions to see how these fields arc defined. 

2.4.4 Input Massages 

The XrlnputQ functions are broken into four sets of meuages, each of which handle a different aspect 
of the XrlnputQ routine. 

The following messages initiali7.e and set up windows for processing Xrlib input: 

• MSG ADDWINDOW 

If an application wants to gather Xrlib type input or place editors within a field it has created, Xrlib 
needs to be told about the window. Is.ming this message causes a window to be registered with 
XrlnputQ which then sets up the other routines that need to know about the window. To register a 
window, windowld should be set to the id of the window to be registered and data should point to 
an xrWmdowData structure which is dcfmcd as follows: 

typedef atruct 
( 

RECTANGLE wtndoliltect; 
Pixmap foreltle; 
Ptxmap beckltle; 

> xrwtndcM>•t•; 

contains the si7.e and location of the window on the display. windowRect 

fore Tile contains the foreground tile of the window. It should be set to the same tile as 
the border tile used to create the window. 

backT'de contains the background tile of the window and should be set to the same tile as 
the background tile used to create the window. 

• MSG_ REMOVEWINDOW 

When an application destroys a window, it should call XrlnputQ so that the window will be 
removed from XrlnputQ's tables. For this message, windowld should be set to the id of the window 
to be removed. data is unused and can be set to NUU.. 

• MSG_SETWINDOWDATA 

If an application changes the si7.e or tiles of a window, XrlnputQ needs to be given the data to 
modify its tables. For this message, windowld should be set to the id of the window in which the 
data is to be set and data should be set to point to an xrWmdowData ·structure which contains the 
needed information. 
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• MSG _ADDWINDOWFUNCT 

The XllR h"brary's editors and managers can be called automatically upon a particular input or 
inputs. An example of this is the menu manager displaying a menu upon an XrMENUPOST event 
input. To accomplish this function, XrinputO maintains a set of information for each registered 
window. This message is the means by which a particular window gets the capabilities descnl>ed 
above. For this message, data is a pointer to the following structme: 

fun ct 

instance 

message 

pr~ 

event Count 

evcntList 

inputType 
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typedef atruct 
< 

llTI proceuFl81; 
JU'PFI (*f...:t)(); 
llT32 trwtmce; 

111132 -·-; llT32 ewntecurt; 
xrutndawl"9ftt • e¥t1ntLfat; 

> xrutndawf...ctlnfo; 

contains a pointer to the function that is to be invoked when a particular event 
occurs. The function must be of the form: 

C*fan:t)(tnatance, ...._, dllte) 
111132 frwtance; 
111132 -..-; 
llTI * dlt•; 

instance is the instance of the type of elementfunt:t is to operate upon and is 
defmed as a pointer to a function returning an integer. masage is the message 
that is to be sent to the function. data points to the event which occurred to 
invoke this function. 

contains the object the function is to operate upon. 

contains the mcsuge to the function. 

is a boolean which is set to TRUE or FALSE by the application or manager 
adding the xrW'mdowFunctlnfo structure. It is used to turn the processing of the 
cm:nt list on and off, and for automatically calling the function attached to the 
window. 

A window can be set up so that more than one event will invoke a function. This 
f1eld contains a count of that number of cm:nts. 

contains a pointer to the set of events which will cause the function for this 
window to be invoked. The structure is defmed as follows. 

typedef atruct 
< 

UIT32 tnputType; 
UllT32 fnputModf ffer; 
UllT32 fnputCode; 

> xrutndawlvent; 

contains a single X event iype which can cause the function to be called. 



inputModifier contains a mask of any button modifiers such as ControlMask or ShiftMask 
that were pr~. This field is only used for the X Buttonl'ress and 

ButtonR.elease events. 

inputCode contains an additional value used to further distinguish the conditions necessary 
to invoke the function. This field is only used for the X KeyPress, KeyRelease, 
Buttonhas, and ButtonRelease events. For the key events, the field should be set 
to the character code of the key that is to bring up the window. For button 
events, the field should be set to one of the X defmes of Button1-Button5. 

Each window can have as many uWmdowFunct structures attached to it as is needed. When an 
input occurs on the window during a 'HOTREAD' (see below), the event lists contained in the 
uWmdowFunct structures attached to the window are searched to see if a match can be found. H 
the event matches one of the events listed for the window, the function for the event is invoked. If 
no match is found, the event is returned as normal input. 

• MSG REMOVEWINDOWFUNCT 

This mes.uge removes an uWmdowFunct structure that was previously added to the window 
windowld. data is a pointer to the function that matches the function supplied in the 
xrWmdowFunct structure contained within the window. 

• MSG SETPROCESSFLAG 

A manager of a window may sometimes want to turn on and off the event list checlcing and function 
calling routines provided through MSG _ADDWINDOWFUNCT. This meuage sets the · 
p10eusFlag field of the xrWmdowFunct structure to TRUE which turns on the processing function 
for the window identified by the parameter windowld. data is a pointer to the function whose 
processFlag is to be set. 

• MSG_ CLEARPRQCmsFLAG 

This meuage clears the processFlag field of the xrWmdowFunct structure by setting it to F AI.SE 
which turns off the processing function for the window identified by the parameter windowld. data 
is a pointer to the function whose J110CUSFlag is to be cleared. 

The following mesuges provide for the various forms of input-gathering from Xrhl>: 

Xrhl> supports both blocked and non-blocked input. Blocked input will cause the input routine to wait 
for input on one of the windows or fde descriptors of the application before returning, or to return 
(before input occurs) if the application sets a timeout. Non-blocked input will return immediately 
when an input occurs or when there is an indicator that no input has occurred. 

Regular reads and hot reads are the two modes of input available in Xrhl>. When input occurs during a 
hot read, the set of functions attached to the window will be scanned to see if the input matches any of 
the events in the function's event list. If a match is found, the function will be called. Thus, hot read is 
the method by which an application calls the editors in a window, posts the menu, or performs any 
other function which has been added to the called window. Regular reads perform no vanning of the 
function list. 

The following mcuages cause inputs to be returned to the application: 

• MSG BLKREAD 

-. This message copies an input event into the XEvent structure pointed to by data if there is an input 
pending. If DO input is pending, the cJlr waits until input occurs and then returns that input. 

• MSG_NONBLKREAD 



This m~e copies an input event into the XEvent sttucture pointed to by data if there is an input 
pending. H no input is pending, data is left unchanged and NULL is returned. 

• MSG_ BLKHOTREAD 

This meuage copies an input event into the XEvent sttucture pointed to by data if there is an input 
' pending. H no input is pending, the call waits until an input occurs and returns that input. H the 
input is a select input, the editors will be invoked; if the input is a menu input, the menuing system 
will be inded. 

• MSG_NONBLKHOTREAD 

This mesuge copies an input event into the XEvent structure painted to by data if there is an input 
pending. H no input is pending, data is left unchangr.d and NULL is returned. H the input is a 
select input, the editors will be invoked; if the input is a menu input, the menuing system will be 
imobd. 

The following mcuagcs manipulate the XllR library input queue: 

• MSG PUSHEVENT 

This meuage adds an event structure pointed to by data to the &ont of the input queue. The next 
•read" returns this event. 

• MSG PEEKEVENT 

This messages fills out the event structure pointed to by data with a copy of the ~ at the &ont of 
the input queue. The input queue is unaffected by this call. H the input queue is empty, this call 
will fail. 

•MSG CLEAR 

This mesuge dears the input queue of all pending input. data is unused for this can and should be 
settoNUU. 

The following m~es are used to set up and change the input somces &om which XrlnputO is to 
gather input 

• MSG_ADDINPUf 

This mesuge adds a fde desaiptor &om which XrlnputO is to gather input. data points to an 
xrFDinput structure which is defined as follows. 

typedef struct 
( 

lllT32 fd; 
llTI type; 

> xrFD I np.lt: 

fd contains the fde desaiptor for the source &om which XrlnputQ is to gather input. 

type tells XrlnputO which forms of input should be gathered &om the file descriptor. The 
field can be set to any combination of the defmes XrREAD, XrWRITE, or 
XrEXCEPl10N. These defmes should be •oR-ed" together to define the value of this 
f1eld. 

When input is pending on the fde desaiptor, an event will be returned which mntains the data 
about the input. The event structure will have the type field set to XrXRAY, the source field set to 
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the file descriptor, the inputType field set to XrFILE and the inputCode field set to either XrREAD, 
XrWRITE, or XrEXCEmON. 

• MSG_REMOVEINPUT 

This message removes a previously added file desaiptor from the input set. data is a pointer to an 
xrFDlnput structure defmed by MSG_ ADDINPUT and contains the fde descriptor and the 
conditions under which the file descriptor is to be removed. 

• MSG_SE1TIMEOUT 

This message sets a timeout value in seconds for XrlnputQ to wait for input to occur from the file 
desaiptors it is selecting upon. data is a pointer to the following structure: 

tv sec 

tv_usec 

atruct timYlll 
c 

>; 

uwigned long tv_aec; 
long tv_usec; 

defmes the number of seconds before a timeout occurs. 

defmes the number of microseconds before a timeout occurs. 

This structure is defined in < time.h >. 

The timeout value affects how blocked reads work. Normally, the blocked read will wait 
indefmitely for an input. This is accomplished by setting the "timeval" structure to the defme 
XrMAX _ AIARM. If an application sets a timeout value, the blocked read will wait only the 
number of seconds plus the number of microseconds given by the value. Values of timeouts have 
no effect on non-blocked reads. When a blocked read times out, an event of tp: XrXRAY with an 
inputType: XrTIMEOUT will be returned. 

• MSG_GE1TIMEOUT 

This message returns the current timeout value. data is a pointer to a timeval structure which will 
be filled out to the current values. 

2.5 The Editor Ust Manager 
When an application attempts to create an instance of a field editor, it will always specify the window in 
which the instance is to be attached and displayed. The field editor code is then responsible for 
creating the editor instance, and attaching it to the specified window. 

Each window has a linked list ~eel with it, made up of the ·editor structures for each field editor 
attached to that window. This linked list plays a very important part when determining how input 
within a window is handled. When an input event occurs within a window, only those editors which 
reside in this list will be able to accept input from the window. 

For each process using the Xrho facilities, the intrinsics maintain an array of window Id's and pointers 
to the editor list associated with each of the windows. However, an application's windows are not 
automatically added to this list. An application must first 'register' a window with the Xrho intrinsics, 
before it will be added, to this list, and thus be capable of having field editors attached to it. This 
registering is accomplished through the XrlnputQ routine using MSG_ ADDWINDOW. 
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When a field editor attempts to attach a new editor instance to a window, the editor structure for that 
instance will be added to the end of the linked list. The input-dispatching routine searches the entire 
list; so that if two editor instances overlap, the instance which was aeated first has priority. This may 
be confusing to a user, so application writers 111e encouraged not to overlap Field editor instances. 

When an application requests that a particular editor imtance be destroyed, the editor called removes 
the associated editor instance from the editor list. Failure to do this will cause unpredictable results, 
and would most likely result in a memory fault error occurring at some time. 

The following intrinsic is provided, to allow field editors and applications to perform some editor
specific fundiom: 

XrEdf tor <vf ndawld, ..._, data> 
Window vfndawld; 
llT32 ---; 
llTI * data; 

windowld contains the identifier of the window to which the editor list is attached, the message 
specifies the,type of action which is to be taken, and data contains the information needed to complete 
the function. 

The structure used in the editor list is discussed in the next section. (The meuages that XrEditorO 
supports are discussed in the "Editor List Messages• section below.) 

2.s.1 The Ednor Ust Structure 

An array of window Ids which have been registered with XrlnputQ is contained in XrEditorQ. The 
groups of editors belonging to these windows are also attached to this array. The editor structure itself 
is simple and straightforward, and contains some of the global information for the instance. The 
structure also contains a pointer which the field editor can use to point to instance-specific data. The 
format for the editor structure is as follows: 

typedef atruct _xrEdf tor C 
atruct _xrEdf tor * <*edttorF~t><>; 
Vf ndaw edttorWf ndawld; 
RECTANGLE edf torlect; 
JIT8 edf torState; 
INTI * edf torOata; 
atruct _xrEditor * nextEditor; 

> xrEdf tor; 

editorFunct 

editorWmdowld 

editorRect 

editorState · 
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is a pointer to the field editor routine associated with the instance. For example, 
if this were a scrollbar editor instance, this would be set to the address of 
XrScroDBarQ. 

is the window Id associated with the window to which this instance is attached. 
The field editor can use this information whencwr it needs to redraw the 
instance. 

is a copy of the rectangle definition which is specified by the application when it 
creates an editor. 

is the current state of the flags associated with this editor instance. These flag 
states are originally obtained by copying the 'editorState' field from the 'Info' 
structure. 



editor Data 

next.Editor 

serves as a pointer to the editor-specific data. The data pointed to by this 
element is dift'erent for each editor type, and has no fixed format. If an editor 
requires no additional information, this pointer should be set to NULL. 

is the one field which must not be touched by a field editor. This field links this 
instance into the window's field editor list. 

When an editor routine is called to create a new editor instance, the editor allocates the space required 
for an :xrEditor and initiali7.cs each field. The editor then calls to XrEditor to add the editor instance 
to the window's editor list. 

The messages that XrEditorQ understands are divided into several functional sets. These functional 
sets include messages which the application can use to call XrEditorQ, meuages which should only be 
used by a field editor; and messages which arc used internally and hence, should not be accessible to 
any application or field editor routine. Each of these messages will be discussed below, along with an 
explanation of how the parameters windowld and data arc interpreted by the meuage. 

The following set of messages should only be called by field editors. 

•MSG ADD 

Whenever a new field editor instance is created, it must be attached to a window. This message 
attaches the instance to the end of the linked list asmciatcd with the window. The windowld 
parameter is a 32-bit integer Id indicating the window to which the field editor instance is to be 
attached. The data parameter points to an initialized instance of the xrEditor structure. This 
structure will be linked into the editor list. 

The following example shows how the scrollbar editor attaches an instance to a particular window: 

( 

) 

xrEdftor * acrolllar; 

/* Allocate ., xrEditor atructure */ 
if <<acrolllar • <*xrMalloc)(aizeof <xrEditor>>> .. II.ILL) 
( 

xrErrno • XrClITOFIEM; 
return <<xrEditor *) II.ILL); 

/* Fill fn the required fields */ 
scrollBer•>editorFLSICt • XrScrolllar; 
acrollBer•>edttorwfndowld • edftorVfndowld; 
acrollBer·>edftorState • edftorState; 
acrollBar·>editorD•t• • abDataPtr; 
Xrtoprltect C&edttorRect, &scrollBar·>edftorRect>; 

/* Attach the editor to the window */ 
ff <XrEditor (edftorilindowld, MSG_ADD, acroUBar) .. II.ILL) 
( 

/* We failed; window .. t not have been registered */ 
) 

• MSG_REMOVE 

When an editor instance is destroyed, it must also be removed from the linked list maintained by 
the window to which it was attached. When removing an editor instance &om the linked list, the 
field editor must supply an indication of which editor instance is to be removed, and which window 
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it should be removed &om. The windowld parameter contains the window which contains the 
instance. The data parameter points to the editor instance structure associated with the instance to 
be removed. 

The following example shows how the scrollbar editor removes one of its instances: 

c 

> 

xrEdftor * scrolllar; 

<*xrFree><scrolla.r·>editorG•t•>; 
XrEdttor <scrolller·>editonlindawld, MSG_REllNE, scrolllar>; 
<*xrFree)(scrollBer>; 

The following meuages can be used by application programs and by other func:tioas within Xrlib. 

• MSG _PROCESSKEY 

This messages takes an XEvent structure as input and calls the editor in which the event 
occurred with MSG EDIT. The event used to activate an editor must match the default 
conditions set up in XrlnitQ. The event structure contains the location at which the event 
occurred and XrEditorO uses this location to see which editor rect•ngle the point falls in. 
Normally, applications will not use MSG _PROCESSKEY since it is called directly &om 
XrlnputQ each time an XrSELECT event occurs and the apptication is using hot reads. 
However, if an application doesn't want to use hot reads, it cm call XrEditorO directly. The 
parameters to be sent to the function are the id of the window cont•inecl in windowld, the 
message, and a pointer to the XE vent structure which is passed through the data parameter. 

An example, showing how an application might use this feature, is shown below: 

Xrlnput (llJLL, MSG_BLICREAD, &f nputEvent); 

if (XrMaplutton (XrSELECT, &inputEvent)) 
XrEdftor (~indaw, MSG_PIOCESSIEY, &fnputEvent); 

•MSG REDRAW 

Sometimes, an application may wish to redraw those field editors which lie within a particular 
portion of its window. To indicate the portion of the window which is to be checked, the 
application must create an instance of the 'RECTANGLE' structure, and fill it in to descn"be 
the draw region. The data parameter must then be set to point to this structure and the 
windowld parameter must be set to indicate the window to be redrawn. 

This message is most useful when a window which was partially or totally hidden is uncovered. 
When the window is uncovered, the application need only take the information describing the 
exposed region and pass it along to this message; the editors which lie within this region will 
then be redrawn automatically. 

•MSG REDRAWALL 

This message is similar to MSG REDRAW except that it redraws the entire set of editors 
attached to a window. The data-parameter is unused for this call and should be set to NULL. 
The windowld parameter should be set to indicate the window to be redrawn. 

• MSG SETSTATE 
Sometimes, an application may fmd it neccs.m')' to modify the state flap associated with all the 
editor instances in a particular window. If the new state flag values are the same for all 
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instances, the application can use this m~ instead of calling each of the field editors 
individually. 

This might be useful when the application's window becomes inactive. The application might 
want all field editors in its window to become insensitive and when the window is reactivated, 
the instances will be redrawn as sensitive. 

When an application wues this request, windowld must specify the window to be affected and 
data must contain the new state flag values. 

An example descn"bing how to use this feature is shown below: 

switch (statef leg) 
c 

case ACTIVE: 
XrEdttor<wtndowld, llSG_IETSTATE, XrVISllLE I XrSEllSITIVE); 

break; 

) 

cue INACTIVE: 
XrEdttor(windoNld, MSG_SETSTATE, XrVISllLE); 

break; 

2.6 Editor Groups 
Some applications and the higher-level functions within Xrlib (such as a the panel manager) need to 
handle editors in groups. Specifically, the panel manager sets up groups of editors to clefme sub
panels. The XrEditorGroupQ function provides this capability by separating the set of editors attached 
to a window into application-specified group and allowing each group to be manipulated as a unit. The 
types of functions which can be applied to editor groups include getting and setting the groups' editors 
states and clearing the rectangular area which defines the group. The syntax for the XrEditorGroupO 
function is as follows. 

xrEdttorGroup * 
XrEditorGrQe4> (grouplnstance, ...age, data) 
xrEditorGraup * grC1e4>lnstance; 
INT32 ...._; 
INT8 * data; 

The grouplnstance parameter contains the pointer to the editor group. message is the function that is 
to be applied to the editor group. data is a pointer to a structure containing the information needed by 
nwsage or will contain return information requested by the calling function. 

The following sections disam the editor group structure and the mCPagcs that XrEditorGroupQ 
defines. 

2.6.1 -The Edttor Group Structure 

The editor list-handling routines maintain an array contabring the set of Windows which haw been 
registered with XrlnputQ. Included in this array is a pointer to the first editor group. When a window 
is registered, an editor group is automatically created for the window, so for applications which are only 
doing simple editor management, the XrEditorGroupQ function can be ignored. The set of editor 
groups attached to a window is built and accessed as a linked list. The editor group structure is defined 
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as follows: 

typedef 1truct _xrEdf torGroup 
( 

Window l~f ndowld; 
IECTMGLE graupRect; 
llTI 1~tate; 
xrEdf tor • edftorLfat; 
xrGraphfc • 1raphfcLf1t; 
1truct _xrEdf torGrcqt • nutGroup; 

> xrEdf torGrcqt; 

groupW'mdowld 

groupRcct 

contains the id of the window in which the group of editors reside. 

contains the ttdangle which cndmes the entire set of editors attached to this group. 
The rertangle is empty when a group is created and is then increased in size 
whenever an editor is added to the group. (Refer to XrUnionRect in the "Rectangle 
Routines• section below for further details.) The application also has aCCCM to this 
rectangle and can set it to any size. XrEditorGroupQ will ensure that all of the 
editors reside within the bounds of the rectangle. 

groupState 

editor List 

graphicUst 

ncmGroup 

contains the state of the set of editors attached to this group. The states settings are 
the same as those used for individual editors. This field is accessible to the 
application through messages to this function and is used to set the state of an· entire 
set of editors for the group just as an individual editor state would be set. 

points to the set of editors attached to the group. 

points to the graphics list attached to the group. This lundion Is not Implemented. 

points to the nm group attacbecl to the window. 

2.6.2 Editor Group M•sagea 
•MSG NEW 

creates a new editor group, initializing the group's elements, adding the group into the group list 
attached to the window, and making it the active group. The concept of •active group" means that 
any editors created for the window will be attached through this group. For this call, grouplnstance 
is unused and should be set to NULL. data should contain the window id of the window which is to 
contain the group. The group instance of the new group will be returned by this mesage. 

•MSG FREE 

destroys the editor group and frees the editors attached to the group. For this call, data is unused 
and should be set to NULL. 

• MSG_GETDEFAULTGROUP 

returns the pointer to the default editor group that is added to a window when the window is 
registered with XrlnputQ. For this message, data should contain the id of the registered window. 

• MSG_GETSTATE 

returns the state of the editor group. data is a pointer to an INT8 variable and will be set to the 
state of the group. 

• MSG_SETSTATE 
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sets the state of the editor group. data contains the new group state which can be any combination 
of the editor state def mes XrVISIBLE and XrSENSITIVE. The effect of setting the group state 
will be to activate or deactivate the editor processing for the XrSENSITIVE flag, and to clear or 
draw the editors for the XrVISIBLE flag. The states of the individual editors in the group are not 
changed when the group state is set. 

• MSG ADDTOGROUP 

tells the editor list handling function to which group new editors are to be added. If the window has 
only the default group defmed, editors will be added to this group automatically. When a new 
group is created through MSG_NEW, it becomes the •active group• (that is, the group in which 
editors will be added) so that if the application wants to add editors to an existing group, it needs to 
issue the ADDTOGROUP mesuge. For this message, grouplnstance should contain the instance 
pointer of the group which is to be made active. data is unused and can be set to NUU. As stated, 
each window gets a default group set up for it when it is registered. This creates a problem in that 
the function which created the window will not know the group id number for the window and 
therefore cannot access editor group functions for the default group. This problem is handled 
through MSG_ GETDEFAULTGROUP which returns the group instance of the default group. 

• MSG GETGROUPRECT 

returns the group rectangle through data which contains a pointer to a rectangle structure. 
gmuplnstance should be set to the instance pointer of the group in which the group rectangle is to 
becmacted. 

• MSG SETGROUPRECT 

sets the group rectangle to the rectangle pointed to by data. grouplnstllnce should be set to the 
instance pointer of the group in which the group rectangle is to be set. The rectangle supplied must 
be large enough to contain the set of editors attached to the window or the message will fail. 

• MSG_ADJUSTGROUPRECT 

recalculates the group rectangle for the group point by grouplnstance to the minimal rectangle 
needed to enclose the editors within the group. It is mainly used by editors when a MSG_ RESIZE 
or MSG MOVE is issued to them. For these cases, the editors need to make sure the editor 
rectangle does not extend beyond the bounds of the group rectangle or the editor cannot be 
activated. 

• MSG CLEARRECT 

is used to clear the area defmed by the group rectangle to the windows background tile. 
grouplnstance should be set to the instance pointer of the group which is to be cleared. data is 
unused and can be set to NULL. 

2. 7 Window /Editor Relationship 
We have discussed how an editor attaches an instance to a window and how groups of editors are 
handled by the editor-grouping routine. This section deals with this topic in more detail This 
discussion covers the following topics: 

• Organi7.ation of the field-editor list. 

• Organi7.ation of the elements within this list. 

• Steps for updating the list. 
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• What the list is used for. 

Every Xrh"b window has a pointer to a linked list of editor groups, and each editor group has a linked 
list of editors. When a field editor instance is created, it is added to the linked list attached to the 
currently active editor group. The particular field editor adds the instance to the list when it receives a 
MSG_ NEW meuage. Similarly, when an editor instance is destroyed, the field editor must make sure 
that the instance is removed &om the window's editor list. Catastrophic problems will occur if this is 
not done! Removing an editor instance &om the window's list ilm>lves muing an XrEditorO request, 
with the MSG_ REMOVE message. 

Figure 2-1 shows how a windows-editor list might appear: 

windowTable 
wmdowld 
group List 

srEditor 
torFunct 

editorWmdowld 
editorRcct 
editorState 
editor Data 
nextEditor 

srEditor 
orFunct 

editorWmdowld 
editorRect 
editorState 
editor Data 
nextEditor 

D"EdltorGroap 
t---;.t groupWmdowl 

groupRcct 
grou~tate 
editor List 
graphicList 
next Group 

i--~ XrTitleBarQ 

group m 
groupRect 

lf01ll&ate 
editor List 
graphicl.ist 

-- nextGrou 

n'l1tlellarData 
eType 

titleName 
gadgetRectl 
gadgetRcct2 

t--~~~~~~~~~ titleRcct 

-~ XrStaticRasterO 

NULL 

titleT"dcld 

D"SRasterData 

srRasterld 

Fagure 2-1. Sample Wmdows-Editor List 

NULL 

The xrEditor structure addr~ is returned to the application after an editor instance has been created. 
This addr~ is used to identify the instance for all future editor calls. Each time an application invokes 
the editor- handling routine, for example, XrScrollBarQ for the scrollbar editor, it must ~in the 
pointer to the xrEditor structure associated with the instance to be modif"ted. The field editor uses this 
pointer to access all of the information describing a particular instance. 

Updating the editor list is the respoDSI"bility of the field editors. Whenever a field editor instance is 
created, the xrEditor structure for that instance must be attached to the window, using the XrEditorO 
routine. When an editor instance is destroyed, that instance must be removed &om the window's 
editor list. 
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The primary purpose for maintaining the editor list is to facilitate distribution of input events. When 
input is received by XrlnputQ, it traverses the editor list to see if the event occurred in one of the 
window's editor instances. If it did, the event is passed to the field editor for processing If an editor 
instance has been created, but not attached to a window's editor list, it will be unable to receive any 
input from the Xrho input dispatcher. There are situations where this is actually cbirable, but this 
topic will be covered in chapter 5 "Building a Field Editor: 

2.8 Geometric Functions 
The following sections contain a set of geometric functions used for manipulating point and rectangle 
structures. 

2.8.1 Point Routines 

The following list contains the set of functions which can be used for manipulating point structures. 

XrSetPt (pt, x, y) 

POINT * pt; 
INT16 x; 
INT16 y; 

XrSctPt auigns the two coordinates, x and y, to the point structure pt. 

XrOffaetPt (pt, x, y) 

POINT * pt; 
UIT16 x; 
INT16 y; 

XrOlfsetPt changes the values of the point structure pt by adding thex and y offsets to the members of 
pt. 

X~t<srcPt, dstPt) 
POINT * arcPt; 
POINT * dstPt; 

XrCopyPt copies the point structure S1CPt into dstPt. 

XrAdcPt(arcPt, dstPt> 
POllT • arcPt; 
POllT * dstPt; 

XrAddPt adds the point structures S1CPt and~ together placing the results in dstPt. 
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X~t (arcPt, •tPt> 
POllT * arcPt; 
POINT * datPt; 

XrSubPt subtracts the point structure sn:Pt &om tbtPt and places the results in d.rtPt. 

XrE~lPt (ptA, ptl) 
POllT * ptA; 
POllT * ptl; . 

XrEqualPtQ compares the point structures ptA and ptB and returns TRUE if they are equal It returns 
l'AlSE otherwise. 

2.8.2 Rectangle Routines 
The following list contains the set of functions which can be used for manipulating rectangle structures. 

XrSetRect erect, x, y, width, height) 
RECTAIGLE • rect; 
llT16 x; 
llT16 y; 
llT16 width; 
INT16 height; 

XrSctRectO agjgns the values of the rectangle rm with the appropriate values in.x; ~ width, and 
height. 

XrSetPtRect erect, tapLeft, botRight) 
IECTAIGLE * rect; . 
POINT * topLeft; 
POINT * botRight; 

XrSetPtRectO calculates and agjgns the values of the rectangle m:t using the two points topLeft and 
botRight. 

X~ect(arcRect, •ttect) 
RECTAllGLE • arcaect; 
IECTAIGLE * •tRect; 

XrCopyRectO copies the rectangle S1ClUct into the rectangle dstR«t. 



XroffsetRect<rect, ctx, dv> 
RECTANGLE * rect; 
INT16 dx; 
INT16 dy; 

XrOffsetRectQ moves the rectangle rect by adding the value d% to the x coordinate of the rectangle and 
adding the value dy to the y coordinate of the rcrt•ngle. 

XrlnsetRect(rect, dx, dv> 
RECTANGLE * rect; 
INT16 dx; 
INT16 dv; 

XrlnsctRectQ shrinks or expands the rectangle m:t. When d% and dy are positive, the left and right 
sides are moved in by the valued% and the top and bottom sides are moved together by the value dy. H 
the values are negative, the rectangle Clq>8Dds 

XrSectRect(srcRectA, srclectB, datRect) 
RECTANGLE * srcRectA; 
RECTANGLE * srcRectB; 
RECTANGLE * datRect; 

The rectangles srcRectA and srcRectB are intcrscctecl to form a new ttrtangle which is placed in 
dstRect. 

X~f cntect (arclectA, arclectl, datlect) 
RECTAllGLE·* arclectA; 
IECTAllGLE * arclectl; 
RECTANGLE * datRect; 

The union of the rectangles srcRectA and srcRectB is calmlatcd and placed in dstRect. 

XrPtlnRect (pt, rect) 
POllT * pt; 
RECTANGLE * rect; 

XrPtlnRectQ determines if the point pt is in the mtangle m:t. TRUE is returned if this is the case, 
FA.LB otherwise. 

XrPt2Rect(ptA, ptl, datRect> 
POINT * ptA; 
POINT * ptl; 
RECTANGLE * datRect; 

XrPt2RectQ generates the smallest rectangle which will cndose the two points ptA and ptB. The 
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calculated rectangle is placed in dstRect. 

XrE~lRect<rectA, rectl) 
RECTAllGLE * rectA; 
RECTMGLE * rectl; 

XrEqualRcctO compares the two rectangles, leCtA and teetB and returns TRUE if they are equal or 
FALSE if they arc not equal 

Xre.ptylect <rect) 
RECTAllGLE * rect; 

XrEmptyRcctQ returns TRUE if the rectangle m:t is empty or PAI.SE if it is not. A rectangle is empty 
if the bottom coordinate is l~ than the top, or the left coordinate is greater than the right. 

2.9 Utility Routines 
This set of functions provide an application programmer with some frequently used 1dl1ities. 

2.9.1 StrlngWldth 

The string width function is used to calculate the length, in pbrcls of a character string. It has the 
following syntax. 

XrStringWidth (fontinfo, atr, ch•rYfdth) 
XFontStruct * fontinfo; 
STRING • atr; 
INT32 charvf dth; 

XrStringWidthQ calculates the width in pixels of a character string using the font information 
contained in the structure pointed at by fontlnfo. The pixel width will be calculated and returned as the 
value of the function. The charWulth parameter contains the length of the string in characters or is set 
to the defme XrNULLTERMINATED if the string is null-terminated. 

2.9.2 _ XrSetUpGC 

Xrlib creates a default global graphics context, called_ D"DefaaltGC, when first initjali=:I. 
_ XrSetUpGC allows an application to copy this default graphics contm. 

_XrSetUpGC(gcontext) 
GC gcontext; 

This function takes a target graphics context as a parameter and copies all the contents· of 
_ D"DefaaltGC to it. 



2.9.3 xrMapButton 

Xrhb automatically sets up the XrSELECT, XrSELECTUP, XrMENUPOST, and 
XrMENUITEMSELECT conditions for the application when the application calls XrlnitQ. When a 
button event occurs, several functions within Xrlib and the application may need to determine whether 
the button event matches one of the above conditiOns. The following function provides this capability. 

XrMaplutton (eventCode, event) 
INT8 eventCode; 
XEvent * event; 

XrMapButtonO takes as a parameter an eventCode which contains one of the above defmes and an 
XEvcnt. The event parameter will be compared against the conditions necessary for the above defmes 
and if a match is found, TRUE will be returned. If no match is found, FALSE will be returned. 

2.9.4 XrGetWindowEvent 

Functions within Xrlib and the application may need to r.11 out an xrWmdowFund: structure to add a 
processing function to a window. rilling out this structure for handling XEvents is straightforward, but 
filling out this structure to handle the XrSELECT, XrSELECTUP, XrMENUPOST, and 
XrMENUITEMSELECT conditions is more difficult. The following function provides an easy way to 
initiali7.e this structure. 

XrGetWi ndowEvent < eventCode, wi ndowEvent > 
INT8 wentCode; 
xrWi ndowEvent * wi ndowEvent; 

This function takes one of the above defmes as the •eventCode• and a pointer to an xrWmdowEvent 
structure as parameters. It fills out the xrWmdowEvent structme with the information which will 
match the conditions for the defme. 

2.9.5 XrVerslon 

An application can fmd out which version of Xrlib it is using by calling the XrVersionQ function which 
has the following syntax. 

INT8 * XrVersion <> 

XrVersionQ returns a pointer to a string which contains the version of Xrlib being used. The string 
will have for the format of X-ray Version ## - ##.##The ## contains the version of the Xll 
library Xrh"b was built with. The##.## can be ignored. The string returned is static and thus cannot 
be modified. 
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3 Field Editors 
"Field editors" is a collection of tools that aids applications writers by providing them with a common 
user interface acrog a wide variety of programs. 

3.1 Introduction 
Editors are most often used as building blocks in higher level user interface constructs, (panels and 
dialog managers) but they are not limited to such use. Applications writers should feel free to 
incorporate these tools into their programs in whatever manner they wish. 

Each editor provides and manages a specific piece of the user interface. When an editor instance is 
created, it takes over a rectangular region of a window and fields all input events occurring within that 
region. 

Many of the XllR horary field editors allow applications to specify the font to be used when an 
instance is created. If a font is not specified, the editor will use the default system base font. (Refer to 
the manual page for XrlnitO in appendix A for information about the system base font.) 

3.1.1 Edttor Calling Sequence 

All editors provid~ the same calling sequence. The calling sequence format is as follows: 

xrEditor * 
XrEdftortl .. (frwtance, msuge, data) 

xrEdi tor * i natmx:e; 
llT32 ..._; 
una * data; 

The instance parameter specifies which editor instance is being referenced. This value is returned 
when the instance is created, and must then be specified in all future references to that instance. 

The message parameter specifies what action an editor should take regarding a specified editor 
instance. (Refer to the manual page(s) for the individual editors for an overview of how each editor 
handles messages.) 

The data parameter is an arbitrary value (a pointer or a scalar) which is coerced to a specific data type 
by an editor. Refer to the manual page(s) in appendix A for the individual editors to see the type of 
data that each m~ expects. 

3.1.2 Creating An Editor Instance 

Before an application can use an editor, it must create an-instance of that editor. This is normally a 
three-step pr<>CCU: 

1. . The application makes a call to the editor and obtains the coordinates of the 0-based rectangle 
into which the instance will fit. This normally involves supplying information describing the 
instance to be created. 

2. The application will then otfset this rectangle to position the instance in the desired location 
within a window. 
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3. The application now asks the editor to aeate an instance occupying the region of the window 
specified by the rectangle. 

Upon completion of this three-step process, the editor will return a unique pointer to the instance 
structure associated with the newly-aeated editor instance; this is referred to as the instance pointer. 
This pointer should be saved by the application program because it will be needed whenever the 
application communicates with the editor regarding this particular instance. 

3.1.3 Editor Messages 

Most communications with the Xrho editors are made using the base set of editor meuages listed 
below. Information for any additional messages (which some editors may require in order to get their 
work done) is contained in the manual pages for those individual editors. 

•MSG NEW 

•MSG SIZE 

• MSG_SETSTATE 

• MSG GETSTATE 

•MSG MOVE 

•MSG ~IZE 

•MSG REDRAW 

•MSG FREE 
. -

• MSG_EDIT 

The calling sequence, and a brief overview is presented for each of the common editor messages: 

MSG NEW 
This message is the means by which an application may request that an editor instance be aeated. 
Each editor has a structure which it will expect the application to have filled out with the 
information desaibing the instance to be aeated. 

If the create request succeeds, the editor will return a pointer to the instance structure; this must be 
used for all future calls made in reference to this particular instance. If the aeate request fails, 
then a NULL value is returned. 

The following block of code gives an example of the steps needed to aeate an instance of the 
scrollbar editor: 

< 

) 

MSG SIZE 

xrEditor * SBinst.v:e; 
xrScrollBarlnfo SBinfo; 

/* Fill out the structure defining the instance*/ 

I* Create the instance */ 
SBinstance • xrscrollBar (NULL, MSG_NEW, &SBinfo>; 

This message is used primarily by an application to obtain the minimal 0-based rectangle, which 
would completely contain the descn"bed editor instance. Once an application has obtained this 
information, it can offset the rectangle, to relocate it to the desired portion of the window. 
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This message will expect the application to pass in a pointer to the same type of structure used by 
the MSG_ NEW message. However, for this megage, the whole structure will not need to be filled 
out prior to calling the editor. Each editor will require a different amount of data to be specified, 
before this call is made. Refer to the individual manual pages for more details. 

The bounds rectangle which is returned by this meuagc, is important, because it desaibes the 
region of the window which is to be occupied by the particular editor instance. Any input events 
which occur within this region, will be paged along to the editor, to be processe.d relative to the 
particular editor instance. 

In return for making a MSG_ SIZE request, the editor will 611 in the editorRect portion of the 
passed-in structure, with the coordinates of the 0-based rectangle. 

The following block of code outlines how to issue this message: 

c 

) 

MSG SETSTATE 

xrSCrollBerlnfo SBinfo; 

/* Fill out the structure defining the inatMCe */ 

I* Ask for the bol.nds rectmigle */ 
XrSCrollBar (NULL, MSG_SIZE, &Slinfo); 

&ch editor instance has a series of state flags auociated with it which determine both its behavior 
and its appearance. These are initially specified when the instance is created, but may be modified 
at anytime. 

Although an editor may support many different state flags, each editor is required to support at 
least the following two flags: 

-XrVISmLE 
- XrSENSITIVE 

XrVISIBLE defmes the appearance of a particular editor instance. When this state is set, the 
instance will be drawn in the specified window. When this state is cleared, the area occupied by the 
instance will be filled with the background tile for the window, thus making the instance invisible. 

XrSENSITIVE defmes the behavior of a particular editor instance; it only comes into play when an 
instance is vist"ble. This state defmes how an editor instance will behave when any pointer events 
occur within its rectangular region. When this state is set, the editor will process any input that 
occurs within its region. When cleared, all input events will be ignored for that instance. Whenever 
pouible, an editor instance will use some form of visual feedback to ·indicate whether or not it is 
sensitive. Refer to the individual field editor manual pages for a description of this visual feedback. 

The following block of code outlines the calling sequence for this meuage: 

( 

INT8 atateFlegs; 
xrEditor * SlinatMCe; 

/* Create the editor instMC:e */ 

r M8ke the iMtMCe irwfafble */ 
atateFlaga • XrSENSITIVE; 
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XrScrolllar CS8instmce, MSG_SETSTATE, atateflaga); 
> 

MSG GETSTATE 
AS was mentioned in the previous sedion, each editor instance has a series of state ~ 8"0Ciated 
with it. Sometimes, it is ascful for an application to inquire as to the c:ammt settinp of these state 
flap. This message provides this capability. It will return the current settinp of the state flags, to 
which an application may modify, and then reset for a particular editor instance~ 

The following block of coclc shows bow dais message may be used: 

< 

) 

MSG MOVE 

llTI statef l ... ; 
xrEdttor • Dtmtmce; 

/* Create the editor imtmce •/ 

/* Get the current state fl- */ 
XrScrolllar CSBinstmce, RSG_GETSTATE, &atatefl->; 

This message provides an application with a means for quickly relocating a particular editor. 
instance within a window. The si7.e of the editorR«t associated with the instance is not changed. 
To relocate an editor instance, a new origin point for the instance's editorR«t must be specified; 
the top left corner of the editorR«t will then be translated such that it now coincides with the new 
origin. The origin point is interpreted as an absolute position within the window; i.e., relative to the 
window's origin. When this message is issued, the instllnu parameter must point to the editor 
structure associated with the instance which is to be mow:d, while the data parameter must point to 
a POINT structure containing the new editorRect origin. 

When an editor instance is relocated, the field editor will automatically remove the visual image of 
the instance from the window, and will then redraw the instance at its new location. This occurs 
only if the instance is visible. 

( 

> 

MSG R.BIZE 

POllT newort1tn; 
xrEditor • Slirwt.nce; 

/* Creete the editor fmtmce •/ 

/* llOV'e the 8Crollbllr origin to (50,50) */ 

XrSetPtCline..ori1in,50,50); 
XrScrolllarCSBfrwtance,llSG_llJVE,&newort1fn>; 

This message provides an application with a means for both manging the sim of the editorRect 
associated with a particular editor instance, and also the location of the new editot'Rect. All 
restrictions regarding the editorR«t si7.e which applied when the instance was first created using 
MSG_ NEW, still apply. If an invalid editorRect is specified, then the resi7.e request will fail. 

When this message is ismed, the instance parameter must point to the editor structure auociated 
with the instance which is to be resized, while the data parameter must point to a RECTANGLE 
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structure containing the new· si7.e and origin for the editorRect. 

When an editor instance is rcsi7.ed, the field editor will automatically remove the visual image of 
the instance from the window and will then redraw the instance using the new si7.e and location 
information. This occurs only if the instance is visible. 

( 

> 

MSG REDRAW 

RECTANGLE newSize: 
xrEdf tor * Slinstmce; 

I* Create the editor instance */ 

I* 
* Resize the scrollbar instance a,, tncreatng its 
* lMgth. Also mve the origin of the instance 
* to (50,50). 

I* 

newSize.x•50; 
newSize.ysSO; 
newSize.hetghtsSlinstance·>edttorRect.height; 
newStze.width•Slinstance·>editorRect.wtdth + 40; 
XrSCrolllar(Slinstance, MSG_RESIZE, & newSize>; 

A -situation may arise where an application fmds the need to redraw an editor instance. This can 
occur for several reasons: 

• An instance was obscured by somctbing. but is now no longer obscured. 

• The application has cbanged some aspect of the instance, and the editor needs to redraw it, to 
bring the instance in line with the changes. 

This mes.uge is provided precisely with this in mind. 

Several types of redraw modes are available. However, not all editors support all of the modes. 
Fortunately, all editors support theXrREDRAW_ALL mode. When this mode is specified, the 
complete editor instance will be redrawn. 

The following block of code outlines how this meuage may be used: 

( 

xrEditor * Slinatance; 
I* Create the editor instance */ 

I* Redrw the ca11plete instance */ 
XrSCrolllar (Slinatence, MSG_REDRAW, XrREDRAW_ALL); 

> 

MSG FREE 
When an application no longer needs a particular editor instance, it should desttoy it. When an 
Distance is destroyed, it is automatically removed &om the window. If the instance is visiole, it will 
no longer proceM input events, and no further editor messages should be issued using that instance 
pointer. 

The following block of code outlines how an instance is demoycd: 
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( 

xrEdf tor • Slinstance; 

I* Destroy the inst..:e */ 
XrScrolller CSlinstance, MSG_FIEE, ML>; 

> 

MSG EDIT 
This mesuge provides the means by which input events may be processed in regard to a particular 
editor instance. 

Normally, an application will not use MSG EDIT. Xrlib will route input events to the appropriate 
editor via XrlnputO if the applications useS the MSG_ NONBLKllOTREAD or 
MSG_ BLKllOTREAD mesuges. XrlnputQ will automatically catch all pointer events and redirect 
them to the field editor when a 'HOTREAD' message is med. 

However, if the application uses either MSG BLKREAD or MSG NONBLKREAD when collecting 
its input from the XrlnputO routine, then the application will be ~le for determining which 
editor instance should receive a pointer event. The application must determine what to do with the 
event and if that requires that a field editor be called then it must send a MSG_ EDIT message to 
the appropriate editor. Refer to the manual page for XrEdltorO, in appendix A for a discussion on 
how this is done. 

For all editors, the MSG EDIT mesuge will expect a pointer to anXEl'ellt structure to be ~ 
in. 

After the editor has processed the event, it will normally return some information via the input 
queue to the application indicating what was done. 

Most field editor instances are activated when a select ~ occurs within the rcctangular region 
occupied by the instance. Most, but not all, editors will wait for the user to relcasc the select button 
before returning to the application. Thus the application should be prepared to receive and handle 
'select up' events even though they can probably be ignored. 

A sample call for this mesuge would be: 

( 

xrEditor • Slinstanc:e; 
XEvent event Info; 

XrScrollBar CSBinstance, MSG_EDIT, &eventlnfo); 
> 

3.1.4 Return Value 

Upon successful completion of any of the above messages, a non-NULL value will be returned. In the 
case of MSG_ NEW, this non-NULL value is the pointer to the newly-created editor instance structure. 

If any mesu.ge request fails, a NULL value is returned. 
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3.2 Description 
The following field editors are provided: 

• A titlcbar editor 

• A scrollbar editor 

• A ndiobutton editor (*) 

• A checkbox editor (•) 

• A push button editor (*) 

• A text edit editor 

• A static text editor 

• A raster select editor 

• A raster editor 

• A static raster editor (*) 

• A page editor 

• A scrollbar list editor 

• A groupbox editor 

Before discussing individual field editors, we will diftercntiate between the two types of field editors 
that are included in the XllR hl>rary toolbox. Editors generally fall into one of the following 
groupinp: 

• SINGLE-ENTITY INSTANCES 
All of the editors listed above, except those whose names arc followed by an (*) symbol fall into this 
category. When an application creates an instance of one of these editors, the instance will contain 
only one entity. For example, when a scrollbar editor instance is created, it contains only one 
scrollbar, not two or three. The majority of Xrlib field editors follow this model. 

• MULTIPLE-ENTITY INSTANCES 
The field editors whose names are followed by the (*) symbol fall into this group. These editors 
are special, because the instances they create may contain one or more editor entities. For 
example, when an application creates a checkbox editor instance, it may contain one checkbox or 
even ten checkboxes. Each checkbox is referred to as an entity, and since these entities were 
created by a single request, they will be treated as a group. One advantage to this method is that 
the editor automatically takes care of calcnlaring the me and position of each of the entities; the 
application need only supply the rectangle dimensions to contain the instance, and the field and 
column counts. A second advantage is that the application need only make a single request to 
create a group of related buttons or checkboxes; applications rarely create just a single radio button 
or checkbox. 

Multiple entity field editors differ from single entity field editors in two other ways: 

• INDIVIDUAL STATE Fl.AGS 
For a multiple-entity instance, each of the individual entities may haw a set of state flap associated 
with it, in addition to the state flap ~ed with the instance as a whole. This feature provides 
an application program with increased fleDDility for controlling the behavior and appearance of the 
instance. Each editor instance has a set of state flap associated with it (XrSENSITIVE and 
XrVISIBLE), which arc queried and modified using the MSG_ GETSTATE and MSG_ SETSTATE 
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messages. A multiple entity editor may a1so keep a second set of state flags for each entity, which 
arc modified using the MSG GETITEMSTATES and MSG SETITEMSTATES mes1ages. The 
state flags associated with the whole instance have precedence over the entity's state flags; this 
implies that if the XrVISmLE flag is cleared for the whole instance, then none of the entities will 
be drawn, rcgar~ of their individual state flag values. Conversely, if the XrVISmLE flag is set 
for the whole instance, then the editor will use each entity's state flag setting to determine whether 
or not an entity should be drawn. 

• ENHANCED SET OF FIELD EDITOR ~GPS 
In addition to the standard set of field editor messages, multiple-entity editors may also choose to 
support several new menages. Two of these: (MSG GETITEMSTATES and 
MSG_ SE 11 IEMSTA TES) were covered in the pr~ing paragraph. The additional mesuges are 
provided to allow an application to obtain more information describing how the individual entities 
within an instance arc organized. When an application creates an instance, it specifies the editor 
rectangle into which the instance is to reside, but since the field editor automatically calculates the 
me and position of the individual entities within the instance, the application has DO idea where 
each entity will be displayed within the editor rectangle. This presents no problem for most 
applications, but for a panel controller which needs to know where each entity in the panel is 
located, (so that field traversal may be performed) this is vital information. This problem is solved 
by the addition of two field editor messages: MSG GETITEMCOUNT and 
MSG_ GETITEMRECl'S. These two messages, When used together, provide an application with 
the tools needed to determine the size and position of each entity within an editor instance. 

The following sections present brief discuWons of each of the field editors provided in the XllR 
library. In addition to descnDing how each editor works, an example showing how the editor can be 
used and a picture of an instance of the editor is provided. 

All requests issued by an application regarding a particular editor instance are implemented by of a set 
of predefmed editor mcuagcs. These messages (or commands) provide the means by which an 
application creates, modifies, and destroys an editor instance. (For further information about 
messages, refer to the section entitled "Editor Messages" abowe.) 

3.3 A Titlebar Editor 
The tidebar editor allows an application to create and display a rectangular tidebar within a window. 
The tidebar size and location are arbitrary, and are specified by the application. However, a tidebar is 
normally placed along the top of the window, and runs the full width of the window. 

When an application creates a titlebar, it is allowed some freedom in customizing the instance, to meet 
its particular needs. In addition to the si7.e and location of the titlcbar, (which were cmered earlier) an 
application may also specify which components should be used when the tidebar is constructed, along 
with a description of how the instance should handle pointer events. 

A titlebar instance can be composed of &om 1 to 3 components. The component pieces of a titlebar 
arc: 

title string The most common use for a titlebar is to display a string, which provides some 
indication to the user as to what a window is being used for. When specified, a title 
string will be displayed in the center of the titlebar, using the font specified by the 
application program. On either side of the tide string will be displayed the tide string 
border; this serves as a visual indicator for the state of the window. 



gadget boxes Sometimes an application will wish to provide a means for allowing a user to easily 
and quickly request some frequently-used action, so two gadget boxes are provided 
for this purpose. As part of a title bar, two boxes (one in the left comer, and one in 
the right comer) are available for application-specific use. The application may 
specify a single character to be displayed within the box, which serves as an icon to 
the user, to dcscnl>e what action will occur when the box is selected. For example, if 
a program wanted to set one of the boxes up ~o produce help information when it is 
selected, then it might choose to def me the gadget character as the '?' character. 
When a user selects one of the gadget boxes with the pointer, notification will be 
passed on to the application. The application can then pedorm whatever action is 
appropriate. 

Other characteristics of a titlebar that may be controlled by a program include how the instance is 
displayed (if it is visiole) and how the instance responds to pointer selects (if it is sensitive). These 
pieces of state information are specified when the instance is 6rSt created, and can be modified 
anytime thereafter. 

An example showing how to create a titlebar instance is presented below: 

( 

> 

xrTf tleBerlnfo tblnfo; 
xrEdttor * tblnatence; 

I* 
* Create • tf tlebar instance, which ia located at the top of the window, 
* extends from the left to the right edge of the window, Md fa CClllPOlled 
* of: 
* 
* 1) A title string 
* 2> a.diet box 1 (Icon• 'X') 
* 3) &.dget box 2 (Icon • '?'> 
* 
*I 

tblnfo.edftorwtndowld • appltc_wtndow; 
XrSetRect <ltblnfo.edttorRect, O, O, 0, O>; 
tblnfo.editorState • (XrYISIBLE I XrSENSITIVE>; 
tblnfo.edttorFGColor • BleclcPixel(_xrCurrentDiapley,_xrCurrentScreen>; 
tblnfo.edf torlGColor • WhttePixel(_xrCurrentOiapley,_xrCurrentSCreen>; 
tblnfo.editorfont • tlJLL; 
tblnfo.titleNt111e • "DATACQMN•; 
tblnfo.sa-dgetlcon1 • -x•; 
tblnfo.sa-dgetlcon2 • "?•; 

I* Cell the tttlemr editor Md create the tnatence */ 
tblnatence • XrTf tleBar (llJLL, MSG_llEV, &tblnfo>; 

Flpre 3-1. Sample TJtlebar Instance 
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3.4 A Scrollbar Editor 
The scrollbar editor allows an application to aeate a vertical or horimntal scrollbar instance within a 
specified window. The si7.e and location of the scrollbar inst~ is controlled by the application, but 
the normal convention followed when displaying a scroDbar is to display a 'Vertical scrollbar along the 
right edge of the window, and a horimntal saollbar along the bottom edge. 

When an application creates a scrollbar instance, the instance editor allows as much control as possible 
over how the instance will appear and behaw by allowing the application to specify the instance 
configuration. This includes: 

• The height and width of the scrollbar. 

• The orientation (vertical or horimntal) of the scrollbar. 

• The location of the scrollbar. 

• The si7.e of the slide box. 

• The components displayed within the scrollbar. 

When a scrollbar is aeated, it is drawn as a rectangular box, with a scroll arrow at either end. The 
region which occupies the area between the two saoll arrows is lmown as the scroll region. The scroll 
box resides within the scroll region and serves as a visual feedback; it indicates the current value 
asM>Cia.ted with the scrollbar. 

A user is provided with several means for manipulating a scrollbar, each of which is explained below: 

• By selecting one of the scroll arrows, a user may cause an application to scroll the information 
within its window. The direction of the scroll is dependent upon which scroll arrow was selected, 
while the amount the information is scrolled is controlled by the application. When a scroll arrow 
is selected, the scrollbar editor does not modify the scrollbar instance; instead, it sends an input 
event notifying the application that the scroll arrow was selected. It is then up to the application to 
modify the information within its window, and reposition the slide box for the scrollbar. 

• By Selecting the slide box, a user may interactively move the slide box. When the select key is 
released by the user, the interactive slide operation will complete. At that time, the editor notifies 
the application that the slide box has changed. position and will pm along the new position. The 
application should then update its display to match the new value. 

• When the user selects a point within the slide region, but not within the slide box, the editor passes 
an input event to the application notifying it of the position where the select occurred. The 
application can choose to ignore this, or it can update its display and then reposition the slide box 
for the scrollbar. 

An example showing how to aeate a scrollbar instance is presented below: 

c 
xrScrollBerlnfo ablnfo; 
xrEdf tor • ablnstance; 

r 
• Create a vertical scrollbar instMC:e, located elong 
• the right edge of the window, and extmding frcm the top to the 
* bottom of the window. 
*I 

ablnfo.edftorWfndowld • eppltc_wtndow; 
ablnfo.editorState • (XrVJSIBLE I XrSENSITIVE>; 
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> 

sblnfo.editorFGColor • BleclcPixel(_xrCurrentDispley,_xrcurrentSCreen>; 
sblnfo.editorBGColor • WhitePixel(_xrCurrentDispley,_xrcurrentSCreen>; 
ablnfo.orientation • XrVERTICAL; 
XrSCrollBer (NULL, MSG_GETPARMETERS, &ablnfo.conffguration); 

I* 
* Obtain the coordinates of the rectangle needed to contain the 
* vertical scrollbar of width 11. 
*I 

ablnfo.editorRect.width • 11; 
XrSCrollBar OIJLL, MSG_SIZE, &sblnfo); 

I* 
* Stretch and offset the editorRect ao that the inat.-.ce will 
* be located at the left edge of the window. 
* .._ that the application ha uwd the window di--fona 
* f n a variable n-.d window_atze. 
*I 

sblnfo.editorRect.height • window_aize.height-2; 
XrOffaetRect (&sblnfo.editorRect, wfndow_afze.wfdth -1 -11,1); 

I* We are now ready to create the scrollbar inat.-.ce. */ 
ablnat.-.ce • XrSCrollBar (IAJLL, MSG_IEV, &ablnfo>; 

Figure 3-2. Sample Scrollbar Instance 

3.5 A Radiobutton Editor 
The radiobutton editor allows an application to aeate and display a collection of related buttons in a 
series of rows and columns. The size of the buttons is dependent upon how the buttons are defmed, 
and upon the font used to display them. 

When an application aeates a radiobutton instance, it is allowed as much flexibility as posst"ble for 
customizing how the instance will be displayed. Among the options which may be specified by the 
application are: 

• The number of rows and columns into which the buttons are to be displayed. 

• The font to be used when displaying the button labels; this also determines the si7.e of the buttons. 

• The button labels themselves; these are optional, and an application is &ee to supply labels for 
some, or for all of the buttons. 
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• The foreground and background pens to be used each time the instance is displayed. 

• The action the editor should take each time a- pointer select occurs within the button instance. 

A radiobutton is drawn as a circle, with an optional label to its right. When a button has been selected, 
the circle will be drawn and filled with the instance's foreground color; all non-selected buttons are 
drawn as circles filled with the instance's background color. When the instance is drawn, it will be laid 
out so that all items in a raw and column line up; this sometimes invohcs placing some cm-a padding 
between buttons, if their labels are of cliffcrcnt lengths. 

Radiobuttons operate in a fashion~ similar to the c:bannel-select buttons on your radio. Only a 
single button may be selected at any time. Each time a new button is selected, the previously active 
button is made inactive. 

A user can use the pointer to select a button. When this occurs, the editor redraws the instance to 
reflect the new active button, and will then send some event information to the application, informing it 
of the new active button. An application is then &ee to perform any action which might be implied by 
the button. 

Radiobuttons are most often used when an application wishes to supply a set of options to the user, 
only one of which may be selected. For ezample, if an application allows the user to change the pen 
color to one of four choices, radio buttons would be an ideal means for allowing the user to do this. 

The example below demonstrates the steps required to create a radiobutton instance. For this 
demonstration, we will use the example of the pen color, mentioned above: 

< 
xrRedioButtonlnfo rblnfo; 
xrEditor * rbl1Wtence; 
INT16 ecttve_rb_button • 1; 
una * rbl.melaD • ("II.ACX•, "WHITE•, •LUE•, •GREEN•); 

r 
* Create a radio button f1Wtence CC111P09ed of four buttarw and 
• laid out fn two col.... Each of the buttons will have a label 
• associated with tt • . , 
,. 
• Ask the editor to supply the editorlect which 
* is to contain the radio button i1Wunce • . , 

rblnfo.editorFont • ti.ILL; 
rblnfo.rw.lllf ields • 4; 
rblnfo • ....COls • 2; 
rblnfo.labels • rbLabels; . 
Xrladiolutton (ti.ILL, MSG_SIZE, &rblnfo); 

r 
• Offset the edttorleet so that the instance wfll be located 
• in the •iddle of the window. Aaau11 that the application hu 
• saved e copy of the window di-tons in e variable nmed window_aize • . , 

xOffset • window aize.wtdth/2 - rblnfo.editorlect.width/2; 
~ffset • window-size.height/2 - rblnfo.editorRect.height/2; 
XrOffsetRect C&rblnfo.editorRect, xOffset, ~fset>; 

r Now, ask the editor to create the desired instance. */ 
rblnfo.edttorWfndowld • appltc_window; 
rbinfo.editorFGColor • BlackPixelC_xrcurrentDisplay,_xrcurrentScreen>; 
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rblnfo.edf torBGColor • Whf tePixel(_xrCurrentDisplay,_xreurrentSCreen>; 
rblnfo.editorState • <XrVISIBLE I XrSEllSITIVE); 

> 

rblnfo.atateFlags • II.ILL; 
rblnfo.value • &active_rb_buttan; 
rblnat1nee • XrRadtOIUttan (lllLL. MSG_IEV, &rblnfo); 

8 BLACK. WH:C'.I'E 
BLUE QGBEEN 

Figure 3-3. Sample Radiobutton Instance 

3.6 A CheckBox Editor 
The checkbox editor allows an application to create and display a collection of related checkbox items 
in a series of rows and columns. The site of the boxes arc dependent upon how the boxes are def med, 
and upon the font used to display them. 

When an application creates a checkbox instance, the editor allows it as much flexiDility as ~ible for 
customizing how the instance will be displayed. The options which may be specified by the application 
are: 

• The number of rows and columns into which the boles are to be displayed. 

• The font to be used when displaying the box labels. 

• The box labels thcmsehcs; these are optional, and an application is free to supply labels for some, 
or for all of the boscs. 

• The foreground and background pens used when drawing the instance. 

• The ad:ion to be taken each time a pointer select occurs within a c:beckbox. 

An individual checkbox is drawn as a square, with an optional label to its right. When a particular 
checkbox has been selected, the square will be drawn and filled with the foreground color; the state of 
the other checkboxes in the instance will not be altered. When the instance is drawn, it will be laid out 
so that all items in a row and column line up. This sometimes involves placing padding between 
checkboxes, if the labels are of different lengths. 

Checkboxes differ from radio buttons in at least two ways: 

• Checkboxes are square; radio buttons are romid. 

• Checkboxes place no restrictions upon how many items in mi instance may be active at any given 
time; radio buttons allow only one item to be active at a time. 

When a checkbox item is drawn, if it has been selected, it will be drawn as a filled square; if it is not 
currently selected, then it will be drawn as an unfilled square. ~r a chec:kbox is selected, its 
value toggles. This means that when an active box is selected, it will become inactive, and vice-versa. 

A user can select a checkbox using the pointer. When this occurs, the editor will redraw the instance to 
reflect the new checkbox value, and will then send an Xrlib input event to the application, informing it 
that the instance has changed. The Xrlib input ~nt contains the index of the checkbox which 
changed. An application is then free to perform any ad:ion which might be implied by the checkbox. 
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Under normal circumstances, modifying the state of a chcckbm does not cause any immediate action. 
What normally happens is that a user will modify SC\Wal checkbcm:s, and when he is ready for some 
action to occur regarding the checkbox values, he will notify the application. This is sometimes 
accomplished by using the PushButton editor to create a button which says "I am done.• 

Checkboxes arc most often used when an application wishes to supply a set of options to the user, of 
which any number may be selected. For example, let's as.mmc we have an application which allows a 
user to draw polygons, and to specify if the polmoas should be fdled, surrounded with a border, or 
patterned. The user may choose one or more of tbcsc options. 

The example below demonstrates the steps required to create a chcdbox instance using the above 
polygon example. 

( 

> 

xrChectloxlnfo 
xrEditor 
INT8 
INT8 

I* 

cblnfo: 
• cbl,.tance: 

cb_valueaDl • <TRUE. FALSE, TRUE>: 
* cbLabelaD • (11-.,ERED•, •FILLED•, •ATIERNED•); 

• Create a chectbox i,.tance C0111p09ed of three bu•, md laid 
• out in a single coll.m\. 
*I 

I* 
* Ask the editor to SUA>lY the editorlect which 
* ia to contain the checlcbox i,.tance. 
*I 

cblnfo.editorFont • llJLL; 
cblnfo.1-..Fielda • 3; 
cblnfo.IUllCol• • 1; 
cblnfo.labela • cbl.abela; 
Xrchecklox (llJLL, MSG_SIZE, &cblnfo); 

I* 
* Offset the edltorlect, so that the 1 .. tance will be located 
* in the •iddle of the window. a... that the applfC8tion has 
• uved a copy of the window di-iorw in a variable nmed window_aize. 
*I 

XOffset • window_size.wfdth/2 • cblnfo.editorlect.wfdth/2; 
yOffaet • window_af ze.hefght/2 • cblnfo.editorlec:t.height/2; 
XrOffsetRect C&cblnfo.editorlect, XOffaet, yOffHt); 

/* Now, ult the editor to create the desired i,.t.nce. */ 
cblnfo.editorVfndowld • applic_window; 
cblnfo.edttorFGColor • llaclcPixel<_xrcurrentDtapley,_xreurrentSC,...,>; 
cblnfo.editorlGColor • WhitePixelc_xrCurrentDiapley._xreurrentScreen>; 
cblnfo.editorState • (XrVISllLE I XrSEISITIVE); 
cblnfo.atateFlaga • llJLL; 
cblnfo.valuea • cb_values: 
cblnatance • XrChecklox (llJLL. MSG_IEV. &cblnfo>; 
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II BORDERED 
D FIT.I.ED 
II PATTERNED 

Flpre 3-4. Sample Chcckbox Instance 

3. 7 A Pushbutton Editor 
The pushbutton editor allows an application to aeate and display a collection of related buttons in a 
series of rows and columns. The si7.e of the buttons are dependent upon bow the buttons are defmed, 
and upon the font used to display them. 

When an application creates a push-button instance, the editor allows the application as much 
flexl"bility as possible for customizing how the instance will be displayed. The options which may be 
specified by the application are: 

• The number of rows and columns into which the buttons are to be displayed. 

• The font to be used when displaying the button labels; this also determines the si7.c of the buttons. 

• The button labels themselves; these are optional, and an application is free to supply labels for 
some, or for all of the buttons. 

• The foreground and background pens to be used each time the instance is displayed. 

A pushbutton is drawn as an oval, with an optional label placed in the center. The label may be empty, 
be a single line of text, or contain multiple lines of text. When a select occurs within a pushbutton, the 
pushbutton wm be redrawn as active (the oval will be filled with the foreground color). When the user 
releases the select button, the pushbutton will be redrawn as inactiwe (the oval will be filled with the 
background color). After the user has released the select button, an input event will be returned to the 
application informing it which button was selected. When the instance is drawn, it will be laid out so 
that all items in a row and column line up; this sometimes involves placing padding between buttons if 
the button labels are of different lengths. 

Pushbuttons are most often used to bring about an immediate action. For instance, a panel usually has 
at least two pushbuttons defmed, giving a user the option of exiting and saving the panel information, 
or of exiting and discarding the information. When a user selects one of the pushbuttons, the panel is 
immediately exited, and the current operation is ended. 

Pushbuttons are also useful when an application wishes to provide a means for a user to signal that an 
action is complete, or that it is safe to continue with an operation. For CD1Dple, let's assume that we 
have an application which can encounter error conditions to which the user must supply some 
indication of how they should be handled. The user's choices are to abort the operation, to ignore the 
error and continue the operation, or to retry the operation which failed. As soon as the user has 
selected a button, an action will occur and the program will remove the button instance. 

The following example shows the steps for aeating a pushbutton instance using the example above, 
and alsO using multi-lined labels: 
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< 

> 

xrPushButtonlnfo pblnfo; 
xrEditor * pblnatance; 
lllT8 * pbl.t>elsD•<"~T\enDPERATICll•, 

"CDITl-\enDPEIATICll· I 
"IETIY\enDPERATICll•); 

r Create pLBh button instance, with three buttons in a single col&.m1*/ 

r Ask the editor for the rect.,.l• which contains the inatmce ., 
pblnfo.edttorFont • •L; 
pblnfo.rulf iel• • 3; 
pblnfo.nllCols • 1; 
pblnfo.defaaltlutton • -1; 
pblnfo.~rVldth • 2; 
pblnfo.l.a.tls • pblAbela; 
X~ton (IU.L, llSG_SIZE, &t:mlnfo); 

r 
* Offset the editorlect, so that the inatmce will be located 
* in the center of the window. -.- that the application hu sewd 
* • copy of the window di..,.fans tn a vari.t»le l'Wllld window_size. 
*I 

xOffaet • wtndow_stze.width/2 • pblnfo.editorlect.wtdth/2; 
~fset • vindow_atze.height/2 - pblnfo.edf torlect.heilht/2; 
XroffaetRect (&pblnfo.ec:Htorlect, xOffMt, ~fMt); 

I* llow, nit the editor to c .... te the desired inatmce. */ 
pblnfo.editorWindowld • epplic_window; 
pblnfo.edftorFGColor • 8lackPixel<_xrca.rrent0fapley,_xreurrentSCreen>; 
pblnfooeditorBGColor • Whf tePtxel(_xrCurrentDisplay,_xrCurrentSCreen); 
pblnfo.editorState • (XrYISllLE I XrSEllSITIVE); 
pblnfo.atateFl ... • IU.L; 
pblnatmce • XrPulhlutton (IU.L, MSG_MEV, &smlnfo>; 

(o~ioN) 

(oC::) 
(o~ON) 

Flpre 3-5. Sample Pushbutton Instance 
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3.8 A Text-Edit Editor 
The text-edit editor provides application programs with a powerful line-editing facility. It allows 
applications to aeate and display single lines of editable ten within a rcc:tangular region of a window. 

When an application aeates a text-editor instance, it can defme many of the instance's characteristics. 
This provides flexibility over how the instance will be displayed. The features which an application may 
control are: 

• The location of the editor instance. 

• The font to be used when displaying the editing string. 

• The colors to be used when drawing the instance. 

• The optional label to display next to the editing string. 

• The position of the optional label 

• The character cell width. 

• The type of character insertion mode to use. 

When a text edit instance is displayed, the editing string is displayed with a rectangular border drawn 
around it. If an optional field label was specified, it will be displayed either to the left or to the right of 
the border, depending upon what was specified by the application. When the instance is available for 
editing, a text cursor will be displayed within the editing string. The text CU!'SOr indicates where the 
string is currently being edited. The text cursor will be displayed as either a vertieal bar or as or a filled 
rectangle, depending upon the insertion mode the instance is currently configured for. 

This editor supports most of the standard keyboard editing functions: 

Text Insertion 

Backspace 

The text edit editor is capable of operating in both the normal and the insert-character 
modes. When operating in normal mode, the ten cursor is displayed as a filled rectangle; 
typing a character will cause that character to be displayed at the cursor position. If a 
character is already displayed at the cursor position, it will be overwritten by the new 
character. When operating in insert-character mode, the text cursor is displayed as a 
vertical bar located between two character positions. Typing a character causes all 
characters to the right of the insertion bar to be shifted one character position to the right, 
and the new character to be inserted. The editor toggles between normal and insert
character mode each time the user presses the "insert character" key. 

Causes the character to the left of the text cursor to be deleted and all characters to its 
right to be shifted one character position to the left; the text cursor also moves one position 
to the left. 

Delete Character 

ClearUne 

DeleteUne 

This causes the character at the text cursor position to be deleted, and all characters to the 
right of the cursor to be shifted one character position to the left. The position of the text 
cursor does not change. 

causes the character at the text cursor position and all characters to the right of the text 
cursor to be deleted; the position of the text cursor does not change. 

causes all characters in the editing string to be deleted and the text cursor to be moved 
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back to the start of the editing string area. 

Cursor Left 
moves the text cursor one character position to the left. 

Cursor Right 
moves the text cursor one character position to the right. 

The text edit editor does not notify the application every time the user modifies a text string; it notifies 
the program only after a major event has occurred. These are referred to as break conditions and 
improve performance by not forcing the editor to 'handshake' with the application every time the user 
modifies the string. When an application does receive notification, it should perform whatever action 
is required under the circumstances of the notification. The following break conditions are supported 
by this editor: 

• The input field is empty. This may occur when the last character in the editing string is deleted, or 
when the user deletes or clears the line. 

• The first character was typed. This will occur when the user has typed a character into a previously 
empty editing string. 

• An unknown XEvent is received, such as an exposure event, or an input timeout. 

• The field is exited. This occurs when the user specifies that he has finished editing the string. This 
can be done by pressing the TAB, BACKTAB, or RETURN keys. 

Text edit instances are most often used when an application needs to obtain a name (such as a 
filename) from a user. Applications rarely use text edit instances directly; an application will normally 
create a panel containing a text edit instance and some pushbuttons. The pushbuttons are provided to 
allow the user to indicate that he is done. 

The following example demonstrates the steps required for an application to create its own text editing 
instance, without the benefit of a panel: 

< 
xrTextEditlnfo telnfo; 
xrEditor * telnstance; 
INT8 filenmeC21J; 
JNT8 * label = •file Nmne•; 

I* 
*Create a text edit instance which allows a user to enter a filenme. 
*I 

I* 
* Obtain the coordinates of the rectangle needed to contain 
* the text editor instance. 
*I 

telnfo.editorFont • NULL; 
telnfo.label • label; 
telnfo.lllXChars • 20; 
telnfo.cellWfdth • XrAVGWIDTH; 
XrTextEdit (NULL, MSG_SIZE, &telnfo); 

I* 
* Offset the editorRect so that the instance will be located 
* in the •iddle of the window. Aa..e that the application has 
* saved a copy of the window di-ions in a variable n.ed window_size. 
*I 

XOffset • window_size.width/2 - telnfo.edttorRect.wfdth/2; 
~ffset • window_size.height/2 - telnfo.editorRect.height/2; 
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XrOffsetRect <&telnfo.editorRect, xOffset, yOffset>; 

/* Now, ask the editor to create the desired inst.ice. */ 
telnfo.editorWindowld • epplic_wtndow; 
telnfo.editorFGColor • BleckPixel(_xrCur...,tDispley,_xreurrentSCreen); 
telnfo.editorBGColor • WhitePixel(_xreurrentDisplay,_xreurrentScreen>; 
telnfo.editorState • (XrVISIBLE I XrSENSITIVE); 
telnfo.insertPos • O; 
telnfo.insertMode • XrlNTERACTIVE; 
telnfo.lebelPoaition • XrLEFT_ALIGNED; 
telnfo.string •filename; 
filen1111e[0]•'\e0'; 
telnstmice • XrTextEdit (NULL, MSG_llEW, &telnfo>; 

) 

File Naae 

Figure 3-6. Sample Text Edit Instance 

3.9 A Static Text Editor 
The static text editor provides an application with a simple means for displaying a block of static s~ 
within a window. No editing features are provided for the strinp, and once the instance has been 
created, its contents cannot be changed. 

As with all of the previous editors, the static text editor provides ample flexibility for an application 
when defining an instance. The instance characteristics which an application may conttol are as 
follows: 

• The font to be used when displaying the string. 

• The alignment to use when displaying each line. 

• The pen colors to use when drawing the instance. 

• The width of the region in which the text is to be displayed. 

When an application aeates a static text instance, it provides the definition of a rectangle into which 
the text will be drawn. The editor will parse each word of the text string and will generate lines which 
fit within the rectangle. If the bottom of the rectangle is reached before all of the text has been 
displayed, that portion of the text which remains will not be displayed. The editor does not draw a 
border around the text; this is left for the application to perform. 

As each line of text is parsed, it will be aligned and then displayed. The editor allows text to be center, 
left, or right aligned. 

An application most often uses static text for displaying feedback to the user. For instance, when an 
application aeates a mesuge box, it normally includes a message telling the user why the meMage box 
was displayed; static text would be used here. 

In the following example, the application displays a block of static text in the center of its window. 
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( 

> 

xrStaticTextlnfo stlnfo; 
xrEditor * stlnatance; 

I* 
* Create a static text instance Milich diaplllYS several lfnes of text in 
* the center of the window md Mhfch left Jwtffies each line of text • . , 

I* 
* Ask the edftor to -.ly an edftorlect Mhfch wfll cantafn the 
* static text instance. Specify 155 pixels as the width of the regton 
* fn Mhtch the text will be displayed. 
*I 

stlnfo.ectf torRect.wtdth • 155; 
stlnfo.atrtng • -unable to relld the disk; Select new action"; 
stlnfo.editorFont • llULL; 
1tlnfo.align11ent • XrLEFT_ALJGllED; 
XrStatfcText (NULL, MSG_SIZE, &stlnfo); 

I* 
* Offset the edf torRect 10 that the instance will be located 
* fn the center of the wfndow. Asa&m1 that the as:ipltcation has 
* saved a copy of the window di..,.iona in a variable nmed window_size. 
*I 

xOffset • wf ndow_size.wfdth/2 - stlnfo.editorlect.width/2; 
yOffset • window_size.hefght/2 - atlnfo.editorlect.height/2; 
xroffsetRect C&stlnfo.edf torRect, xOffset, yOffset>; 

I* Now, ask the editor to create the desired instance. */ 
stlnfo.edttoMlindowld • as:ipltc_wtndow; 
stlnfo.editorState • CXrYISIBLE I XrSENSJTIVE>; 
stlnfo.editorFGColor • BlackPixelC_xrCUrrentOiapley,_xrcurrentScreen>; 
atlnfo.editorlGColor • WhitePixel<_xrCurrentDiaplay,_xrcurrentScreen); 
stlnstance • XrStatfcText (NULL, MSG_llEW, ktlnfo); 
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Uaai.le t• reai tlle iisk; 
Select aew actioa 

l'lpn 3-7. Sample Static Test Instance 

3.1 O A Raster-Select Editor 
The raster-select editor provides an application with the means for displaying a group of n x m pixel 
raster images. 

When an application creates a raster-select instance, it has some control over how the instance will be 
laid out. It specifies the number of raster boxes to display, the number of rows and columns into which 
the boxes are to be divided, and the dimensions of the raster images. 

At any given time, only one raster box may be selected as the active choice. The active choice is 
indicated by a solid border surrounding the box. The user is able to interactively change the active box 
by using the pointer to select a new one. Whenever a new active box is selected, the patterned 
indicator will be moved to the new box and the application will be notified of the change. 

Each raster box is specified by a pixmap Id which is obtained by registering the raster data with the 
appropriate "X" server. Once an instance has been created, an application is free to modify any of the 
patterns in the raster boxes. To do this, the application need only pm in :!:e new pixmap Id for a 
partic:ular raster box. 

More often than not, it will be a graphics program which uses this type of editor, because this editor 
provides an ideal mechanism for allowing a user to select such things as an area-fill pattern or a line
drawing pattern. 

The following example displays a series of four raster boxes. The bmcs represent area-rill patterns 
which could be selected by a user. For this example, agwnc that the pismap Id's have been obtained 
elsewhere, and are stored in a variable named "rasterlds. • 

{ 

xrRasterSelectlnfo 
xrEditor 
llT16 
extem Pixmap 

rslnfo; 
* ralrwtmice; 

ectiveluter • 1; 
rnterldsD; 

I* Create a ruter select trwtmice callpOMd of 4 aelect.e,le boxes */ 

I* Aak the editor for the editorRect containing the Instance */ 
rslnfo.raate~t • 4; 
rslnfo.colecx.tt • 2; 
nlnfo.ruterHetght • 16; 
rslnfo.raaterVfdth • 16; 
XrRuterSelect (llJLL, MSG_SIZE, &rslnfo>; 

I* 
* low, move the editorRect box ao that tt fa located 
* in the center of the window. Aaa&.m that the application hn 
* saved a copy of the window di-tons tn a variable r-.:1 wtndow_aize. 
*I 

JCOffaet • window_aize.wtdth/2 - ralnfo.edttorRect.wtdth/2; 
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yOffset = window_size.height/2 • ralnfo.edftorlect.height/2; 
XrOffsetRect Clrslnfo.editorRect, XOffaet, ~faet>; 

/* Ask the editor to create the desired inst.nee. */ 
rslnfo.edito111indowld • 11PPlic_windDM; 
rslnfo.editorState • (XrYISllLE I XrSEISITIVE>; 
ralnfo.editorFGColor • ll.:kPixetc_xrew...,t0ispl91,_xrcurrentscreen>; 
ralnfo.editorBGColor • \llf tePixel(_xrc&rrentDtsplmy,_xrcurrentSCreen>; 
rslnfo.raaterldl • lr .. terlc:llCOJ; 
rslnfo • .:tfveRaater • &.ctivel .. ter; 
rslnstmnce • XrR•terSelect (IU.L, MSG_IEV, &rslnfo>; 

fiCll 
~ 

Flpre 3-8. Sample Raster-SClcct Instance 

3.11 A Raster Editor 
The raster editor provides an application with the means for displaying a raster image, and then 
allowing a user to interactively modify (or edit) the image. This editor supports the concept of color 
within the raster image, and will allow the image to assume a pixel depth of one bit, or of one, two, 
three, or four bytes. 

A raster editor is a useful tool for helping a user to design or modify custom rater images and icons. 
It can also be used by a graphics program to allow a user to defme his own area rill pattern, or a new 
cursor shape. 

The editor is fairly fleD1>1e concerning the si7.e of the raster images it can handle in that it allows an 
application to specify an image as small as 1 by 1 pixels. The image need not be square. 

When a raster editor instance is created, the application can specify how much of the raster image is to 
be displayed; this is referred to as the "view region.• The view region can be from 1 x 1 pixels up to the 
si7.e of the raster image. Only that portion of the raster image which lies within the view region will be 
visible and available for editing. If the image is larger than the view region, the user needs a 
mechanism for making the hidden portions of the image visible. When this situation arises, the editor 
will display two saollbars; one to the right of the image for vertical saolling, and one below the image 
for horizontal saolling. These saollbars provide the user with an easy mechanjm for viewing and 
modifying the complete raster image. 

The raster editor also allows an application to specify a pixel si7.e value which will be used to expand 
each of the vistole pixels within the image. This allows an application to shrink or enlarge the image, 
depending upon the display it is running on. For CDmple, if an application requests a pixel si7.e of 8, 
then each of the visible pixels will be drawn as an 8 by 8 square of pixels. This makes it easy for a user 
to modify individual pixels. 

The editor provides a command, which allows the application to specify the pixel pattern to be used 
whenever the user selects a pixel within the raster image. It is up to the application to provide a user 
with the means for selecting the pixel pattem to be used. 
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The user can modify a raster edit instance in two ways: 

• The user may select a pixel by moving the cursor over it and then pres.Wig and releasing the "select" 
button. This causes the editor to change the selected pixel to whatever pixel pattern the application 
has set up. After the pixel has been modified, the editor will pm an input event to the application, 
informing it that the raster image has changed. 

• The user may also modify a whole region of the image at once. This is accomplished by moving the 
cursor over a pixel, prcWng the select button, and then moving the cursor. Each pixel that the 
cursor passes over will be changed to the pixel pattern specified by the application. When the user 
releases the select button, or upon receipt of any other XEvcnt, the operation completes and the 
editor passes an input event to the application, informing it that the raster image has changed. 

The following example shows how an application could implement a simple icon editor. The raster 
image to be displayed will be 16 by 16 pixels with a piscl depth of one bit. The view region will also be 
defmed as 16 by 16 pixels. This example also includes a set of radio buttons displayed above the raster 
editor instance. These radio buttons allow the user to select whether the edited bits in the raster image 
change to black, or to white. Agume that the raster data bas been defmed by a variable named 
raster Image. 

( 

xrRaaterEditlnfo relnfo; 
xrRedioluttonlnfo rblnfo; 
xrEditor * rel,.tmice; 
xrEditor * rbl,.tmice; 

I* Variables describing the r•ter editor i,.tmice */ 
INT16 active_rb_button • O; 
INTS *rbUbel•D • c•al.ACK", "WHITE•>; 
extem UINT16 raterlmeeD; 

I* 
* Create a raster-select i,.tmice in the center of the window. 
* Also display a tw·button radio button irwtmice which will 
* allow the &.mer to select the editing color. 
*I 

I* 
* Ask the radio button editor for the editorRect required to 
* contain the desired radio button instmice. 
*I 

rblnfo.editorfont • NULL; 
rblnfo.N.llf ieldl • 2; 
rblnfo.,..COla • 2; 
rblnfo.labels • rbl.abels; 
XrRadioButton (NULL, MSG_SIZE, &rblnfo); 

I* 
* Ask the ruter editor for the editorRect required to contain the 
* desired inatmice. 
*I 

relnfo.illlllt!Date • XCreetel .... (_xrc..rrentDispl8)', 
DefaultVisml(_xreurrentDispl-v, 

DefaultScreen<_xrcurrentDisplav>>, 
Xr11T1, XYlftmp, O, raterl .... , 
16, 16, 16, 0); 

relnfo.i11119t!Dete->byteorder • LSBFirst; 
relnfo.i11119e1>ete·>bit119p_bit_order • LSBFirst; 
relnfo.ptxelSize • 8; 
relnfo.vtewRegton.wtdth • 16; 



> 

relnfo.viewRegion.height • 16; 
XrRuterEdi t (IU.L, MSG_ SIZE, &relnfo>; 

I* 
• Offset the two editorttecta ao that the rmio buttons are stacked 
• above the ,...ter editor inst.nee fn the C8'lter of the window. 
• Be sure to lldd acme padding betMHn the two inat.nces. 
* ( .. 'll UM I pixels) • . , 

JIOffaet1 • vfndow aize.vidth/2 • rblnfo.editorlect.vidth/2; 
JIOffaet2 • vf ndaw:aize.vidth/2 • relnfo.eclitorRect.vidth/2; 
y0ffset1 • vindaw_af ze.hef ght/2 • 

(rblnfo.edf torlect.hefght + relnfo.edf torlect.height + I> I 2; 
y0ffset2 • y0ffset1 + rblnfo.edf torttect.hefght + I; 
XrOffaetlect (&rblnfo.editorlect, JIOffaet1. ,offaetU; 
XrOffaetaect C&relnfo.editorttect, JIOffHt2, ,offaet2>; 

I* llow, uk the editors to create the desired fnat.nces. */ 
rblnfo.edftorwindawld • .pplfc_wfndow; 
rblnfo.edf torState • (XrYISllLE I XrSEISITIVE>; 
rblnfo.editorFGColor • llackPixelC_xrCurrentOiapley,_xrCurrentScreen); 
rblnfo.editorBGColor • WhitePixelC_xrCurrentDiaplay,_xrcurrentScreen>; 
rblnfo.labels • rbt.abela; 
rblnfo.value • &active_rb_button; 
rblnatance • Xrladiolutton (tlJLL, MSG_NEW, &rblnfo); 

relnfo.edito111indowld • .pplic_windaw; 
relnfo.editorState • CXrYISIBLE I XrSEISITIVE); 
relnfo.editorFGColor • BlackPixelC_xreurrentOiaplay,_xrCUrrentScreen>; 
relnfo.edf torlGColor • Whf tePixelc_xreurrentOiapley,_xreurrentSCreen>; 
relnfo.pixelColor • O; 
relnatance • XrluterEdf t (tlJLL, MSG_NEW, &relnfo>; 
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• BLACK Q WHITE 

Fipre 3-9. Sample Raster-F.ditor Instance 

3.12 A Static-Raster Editor 
The static-raster editor allows applications to display an uneditable raster image within a window. 
Once the image has been displayed, neither the application nor the user can change it. 

Static-raster images are useful because they allow programs to display icons which help a user to 
understand what is happening. One common use for a static-raster image is in a mesuge box. A 
message box is normally constructed &om three parts: 

• A series of buttons. 

• A static-text string informing the user of some condition. 

• A static-raster .image indicating to the user why the mesgge box is present. Sometimes the static-
raster image is a STOP sign or a YIELD sign. 

As with the raster-select editor, the static-raster editor does not expect an application to supply raster 
data. Instead, the application passes in a pixmap Id obtained by registering the raster data with the 
appropriate 'X' server. 

For our example, we will display a simple 16 x 16 pixel icon, in the center of our window. We will 
assume that the raster image data is already registered with the server, and that the pixmap Id has been 
saved in a variable named rasterld. 

< 
xrStaticRasterlnfo 
xrEditor 
extem Ptmap. 

srlnfo; 
• srlNtance; 

raster Id; 

r Create ·a 16 by 16 static raster i-.. •/ 

,. 
* Ask the editor for the editorlect to cantatn cu- static raster image 
*I 

srlnfo.rastertletght • 16; 
arlnfo.rasterVidth • 16; 
XrStaticRaster (flJLL, MSG_SIZE, &srlnfo); 

,. 
* Offset the ec:lttorRect so that it ts located in the center 
*of our wfndow. As.- that the application has uved a 
* copy of the wtndow dt-iana In a wrtable ~ wtndow_stze. 
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*I 
XOffset • window_size.width/2 • arlnfo.editorRect.width/2; 
yOffset • window_size.height/2 • srlnfo.editorRect.height/2; 
XrOffsetRect C&srlnfo.editorRect, XOffaet, yOffaet>; 

I* 
* llow, •le the editor to cr•te the desired tnatmce. 
*I 

srlnfo.edftorwindowld • l!A)lic_wtndall; 
srlnfo.editorState • CXrVISIBLE I XrSEISITIVE>; 
srlnfo.editorFGColor • BlackPixel(_xrcurrentDtapl-v,_xrCurrentScreen>; 
srlnfo.editorlGColor • liflitePixelC_xrcurr.nt0tapl-v,_xrCurrentScreen>; 
srlnfo.rasterld • r .. terld; 
arl1Wtance • XrStattcl .. ter CllJLL, llSG_IEV, &arlnfo>; 

Flpre 3-10. Sample Static-raster Instance 

3.13 A Page Editor 
The page editor provides an application with the means for allowing a user to enter and modify 
multiple lines of text data. A user can easily create both small and large documents using the cursor 
keys and the standard keyboard editing facilities. 

The page editor operates in insert mode. This means that whenever a user presses a key, that key's 
character will be entered into the editing buffer at the position indicated by the cursor, and all 
characters to its right in the buffer will be shifted one character position to the right. 

The application is respoDS11>le for specifying the si2:e of the visiole editing region which is itself specified 
in terms of lines of text and of character columns. When a user is entering text, the cursor 
automatically wraps to the next line when a line becomes full. If this line is the last vistl>le line, the text 
will be scrolled up one line. 

The page editor works with fixed-space fonts only; proponional fonts are not suppotted. 

When a page editor instance is created, the application passes a pointer to the editing buffer and an 
indication of the buffer's size. If the buffer becomes full while the editing ~on is taking place, the 
editor will attempt to expand the buffer unless the application has disabled this feature. 

When a page editor instance is activated by iuuing a select within the editing region or by iuuing a 
MSG_ ACTIVATE, the editor retains control of the input channel until of the following conditions 
arise: 

• A select occurs outside of the editing region. 

• An unknown XEvent is received, such as an input.timeout. 

• The buffer becomes full and buffer C'q>8nsion is disabled. 
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• The buffer becomes full and the buffer expansion fails. 

• The buffer becomes full and has then been expanded. 

The fU'St of the above conditions is called a break condition. When this condition occurs, the page 
editor instance is deactivated and control is returned to the application. The editor will not expect to 
be invoked again until the next time it becomes active. 

The other four conditions are referred to as status events wherein the editor temporarily returns 
control to the application. The application is expected to pr~ the event and then to either re-invoke 
the editor using MSG_ Acnv A TE or to make the page editor instance inactive using 
MSG_DEACTIVATE. 

The following example shows how a page editor instance can be created: 

c 

) 

xrPegeEdf tlnfo pelnfo; 
lllT8 * buffer; 
xrEditor * pelnstmice; 

I* 
*Create en instance of the page editor uatng a 
* 11C buffer rd diubl ing buffer expansion. 
* The editing region fa 24 linn by 80 col'8W. 
* Get the editor rectangle deftnttions */ 

I* 

pelnfo.rowC~t • 24; 
pelnfo.col~t • 80; 
pelnfo.edttorfont • XLoedQueryfont<_xrCurrentDisplay, •fixed">; 
XrPegeEdft ( .. LL, MSG_SIZE, & pelnfo); 

/* Ask the edf tor to create the tnstence */ 
pelnfo.edttorWtndowld • applic_vtndaw; 
pelnfo.editorFGColor • BleckPixel<_xrCurrentDtapley,_xrCurrentSCreen); 
pelnfo.edttorlGColor • WhttePtxel(_xreurrentOtapley,_xrcurrentSCreen>; 
pelnfo.edttorStete • XrVISIBLE I XrSEllSITIVE; 
pelnfo.buffer • (char*> •lloc(1024>; 
pelnfo.buffe~t • O; 
pelnfo.bufferSize • 1024; 
pelnfo.mxChareotnt • 1024; 
pelnfo.tebWtdth • 5; 
pelnstence • XrPegeEdf t (llULL, MSG_llEW, & pelnfo>; 

I* Activate the instance */ 
XrPegeEdit (pel .. tence, MSG_ACTIVATE,llJLL); 

3.14 A Scrollable Ust Editor 
The list. editor provides the application with the means for displaying a set of static strings. These 
strings are displayed in a single column, with an optional titlebar displayed above the strinp, and a 
scrollbar displayed to the right of the strings. 

If more strings are defined than can be displayed in the viewable portion of the list editor instance, 
then the user may use the scrollbar to scroll through the complete list contents. 
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Using the pointer, a user may select any of the list items, by moving the cursor ewer the desired item, 
and then preWng and releasing the pointer button configured as the 'select' button. Alternatively, the 
user may preu the 'select' button, and then move the cursor; the list editor will track the cursor, 
higb1ighting the item over which the cursor is currently placed - when the button is released, the 
highlighted item will be selected. 

The list editor also provides the facilities for adding additional items to m e:zisring list, deleting items 
&om an existing list, and replacing items in a list. 

The following mmple demonstrates how a list editOI" instance would be crcatc:d: 

( 

) 

xr£ditor • lelnatmce; 
xrLiatEditlnfo lelnfo; 
1111 • tt-a • <"Elroy Taft•, 

•-.y~. 
•Aatro L..-, 
...... Dulc:Cllbt", 
•Spllcely Hall•, 
"Copl., Hoaaer•, 
•J.,. Miller• 

>: 
INTI selections[] • <TRUE, FALSE, FALSE, FALSE, FALSE, FALSE, FALSE >; 

r Ast the editor for the rectM1le enclosing this inatmce */ 
lelnfo.editorFont • -.JLL; 
lelnfo.tftlestring • •Jetaona•; 
lelnfo.titlefont • llA.L; 
lelnfo.at~tngCcant • 7; 
lelnfo.atrfngs • tt-; 
lelnfo.llllXStringWtdth • O; 
lelnfo.viewCauit • 5; 
XrListEdit (ti.ILL, MSG_SIZE, &lelnfo); 

r Set the location for the lt•t edttor ., 
lelnfo.editorRect.x • 40; 
lelnfo.edttorRect.y • 40; 

r Create the instance */ 
lelnfo.editorWindowJd • applic_wtndaw; 
leJnfo.editorFGColor • BlackPixel(_xrCurrentDiaplay,_xrcurrentScNM); 
lelnfo.editorBGColor • WhitePixel(_xrCurrentDiapley,_xrCurrentScNM); 
lelnfo.edf torState • (XrVISIBLE I XrSENSITIVE>; 
lelnfo.aelectionStates • selections; 
lelnfo.cellWidth • O; 
lelnfo.acrollPosition • O; 
lelnstance • XrLiatEdit (ti.ILL, MSG_llEW, &lelnfo>; 
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iii/ 11.J et sons I I Ji:! 

Elro :r Taft '~ 

llosey McKay 
Astra Lee 
George Duncombe 
Spacely Hall 

Flpft 3-11. Sample Scrollable List Instance 

3.15 A Groupbox Editor 
The groupbox editor provides the application with the means for displaying a box with a label in the 
upper left corner. This is most often used to enclose a group of relatecl editor instances, thus indicating 
that the editors are closely related to one another. 

A groupbox editor instance is currently unique within the Xrlib flCld editor domain· it is the only field 
editor which does not have a selectable region (i.e. a hot spot) associated with it. This allows the 
groupbox to overlap the editor rectangles associated with the editor instances it contains, without 
producing any unfriendly side effects. 

When creating a groupbox editor instance, the application will normally determine the region which is 
to be enclosed (if enclosing a group of editor instances, this may be done by taking the union of all of 
the editor rectangles), then adding some padding and space for the box border. The following formula 
may prove helpful when doing this, since they provide a general mechanism for taking any padding and 
the border width into consideration: 

1) Determine the rectangle which describes the region to be enclosed. 
2) Modify the rec:tangle, using the following formula, to take into 

account the border and any desired padding: 

x = x - (borderWidth + horizontalPadding) 
y = y - (MAX (borderWidth, fontHcight) + ~calPaclding) 
width = width + (2 • (borderW'idth + horimntalPaclding)) 
height = height + (2 • ~calPaclding) + borderW'Jdth + 

MAX(borderWidth, fontHeight) 

NOTE: MAXO is a simple macro, which returns the larger of the two 
values passed in. It is defmed as follows: 

#defme MAX(a,b) ((a > b) ? a: b) 

The following example outlines the steps for creating a·groupbox editor instance, which will surround 
two ten editor instances. 
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ldefine BCR>ER 7 /* Use a 7 pixel wide border */ 
llldefine YPADOING 2 /* U.e 2 pixels of wrtical padding */ 
ldef ine HPADDING 5 /* Use 5 pixels of wrtical padding */ 
ldefine MAX(a,b) CCa > b> ? • : b) 

( 

> 

xrEditor * gbJnstm1Ce; 
xrGrouploxlnfo gblnfo; 

I* 
* For this exa11ple, we will ....._that the application hes already 
* created the two text editor instances elsewhere, md that their 
* instance pointers reside fn 'telnatance1' md 'telnstance2'. 
*I 

I* c .... te the groupbox instance */ 
gbJnfo.editorWindawld • applic_windaw; 
gbJnfo.editorSt•te • XrVISIBLE; 
gblnfo.editorFGColor • BlaclcPixelC_xreurrentDisplay,_xrcurrentSCreen>; 
gblnfo.editorBGColor • WhitePixelC_xreurrentDiaplay,_xrcurrentScreen>; 
gblnfo.editorfont • .,..L; 
gblnfo.label • •Text lnfo .... tion"; 
gbJnfo.borderWf dth • IORDER; 
XrtJnionRect C&telnatm1Ce1·>editorRect, &telnstance2·>editorRect, 

'9blnfo.editorRect>; 

I* 
* Modify the rectmngle definition, to take Into acc0U1t the border 
* met the peddtne. 
*I 

gblnfo.edf torRect.x ·• (ICltDER + HPADDllG); 
gblnfo.edftorltect.wfdth .. 2 * CamDER + •ADDllG); 
gblnfo.edf torttect.y ·• MX (ICllDER, xrlneFontlnfo·>hefght) + VPADDllG; 
gbJnfo.edf torRect.hef ght +• (2 * VPADDllG) + BORDER + 

MAX (BORDER, xrluefontlnfo·>height>; 

gblnstance • XrGrauplox (1111.L, NSG_IEV, &gblnfo); 

Text Information -------• 

Title Strlq:I ._ -------

Pont: lromana 
Fipre 3-12. Sample Groupbox Instance 



4 Dialogs 
This section describes the dialog level of Xrlib. It explains how to create and use panels, menus, and 
message boxes-the major tools used to communicate with users. 

This chapter asmmes that you're familiar with: 

• The Xll library. 

• XllR intrinsics. 

• XllR field editors. 

Dialop provide the highest level of communication with the user. Xrlib provides three types of 
dialogs: 

• Menu. For presenting and selecting one user choice out of many that may be available. 

• Message box. For presenting a message or simple choice to the user. 

• Panel. For presenting several types of information and collecting appropriate user input. 

Each type of dialog presents to the user a separate window that's dedicated to a particular type of 
communication with the user. 

Many times a program must warn the user or ask a simple multiple choice question. Message boxes 
provide this capability in an easy-to-use format. _When a message window appears on the display, the 
user must respond to the question or statement displaJ"d by selecting one of the choices. 

A mcuagc box is made up of an icon (a symbol), some descriptive text, and buttons. Icon placement, 
text formatting. and button placement is performed automatically by the message box manager. If you 
need to perform a more complex interaction, you should use a panel 

Panels are generally used to display the state of an application and allow the user to change that state. 
A panel is a collection of /Wd editon, which can manipulate the state of an application, contained in a 
single window. 

4.1 Menus 
Menus allow users to view the choices available to them at any one time without having to remember 
command words or special keys or even to select an option. InXrlib, menus are lists of items (text 
strinp, lines, etc.) displaJ"d in a pop-up window. A menu is displaJ"d with sele-ctable items in bold 
and unsclectable items in gray. 

To select a menu item, move the pointer to the item and preu a select button or key. (The selection 
process depends upon the human interface model) This procea and others are configurable. 

4.1.1 About Menus 

Selecting a menu item involves pointing at an item, which highlights it, and then selecting it. The 
selection information is returned to the application through XrlnputQ. 

An Xrlib menu can be thought of as a tree. The leaves of the tree are the menu items, which represent 
commands or options. The branches of the tree are paths to submoaus. Submcnus are menus that 
have been linked to higher level menus. 
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The user's view and interactions with the Xrlib menuing system are configurable. Configuring menus 
is descn"bed under "Initializing Xrh"b" in chapter 3. 

Using Xrlib Menus. A user brings up a menu by performing a MmuPost action ( descnDed under 
"Initializing Xrh"b," in chapter 3). The default method for performing this action is pres.Ug the right 
button on a pointing device. When this is done, the menu associated with the window under the cursor 
is posted. The menu is posted as near the cursor as poaible while keeping the entire menu on the 
display. When the menu is posted, moving the cursor within the menu highlights the menu item the 
cursor is over. The user may select one of the items in the posted menu by pres.Ug the MenuSelect 
button on the pointing device. (MenuSelcct is also conflgurable.) 

If the posted menu contains submenus, they will appear when the user moves the cursor into the right 
quarter of the item the submenu is associated with. 

The menu disappears when the user docs one of two thinp: 

• Selects (using the MenuSelcct button) an item. 

• Selects outside the menu or over an unselcctablc area. 

4.1.2 Menu Messages and Structures 

To communicate with the menu manager, the application uses menu messages and structures. This 
section descn"bes the calling sequences, messages, and structures used with menus. 

The menu manager is called with the following syntax: 

xrMenu • XrMenJ(.,.,.lnstance, ...._, data) 
xrMenu * .,.,.Instance; 
INT32 lleSaage; 
INT8 * data; 

menulnstance is a pointer to the menu of interest that is returned when the menu is created. message is 
the command to be performed by the menu manager. data is a pointer to a structure or scalar value 
containing the information needed by the message gi\'en. The type of structure pointed to by data 
varies depending on the message sent. 

Menu Me-gea. The application controls menus using messages, which are menu manager 
commands. The mesuges XrMenuQ understands are descn"bed in the following list. 

•MSG NEW 

MSG NEW creates the xrMenu structure described earlier. The menu.Instance parameter should 
be setto NULL, because it is not used. The data parameter is a pointer to anzrMenulnfo 
structure. This structure is set totally by the programmer. Its contents will determine the 
appearance of the menu to be created. This structure is: 

typedef atruct 
( 

INT8 
INT8 
INT32 

xrP.,.lContext 
INT16 
INT32 

> x,..._.,lnfo; 

• .,..Title; 
** --..It-; 

n.-Jt-; 

• --.context; 
-.ild; 
....Style; 



menuTitle menu Title is a NULL-terminated string that will be used as the title of the menu 
in an XrTttleBar editor. If this value is NULL, no title will be displayed. If an 
empty string is given, no title will be displayed. 

menultems menultems is an array of NULL-terminated strings that specify the s~ 
displayed in a menu. These strings may also contain commands to the menu 
manager. (These commands arc described under "Menu Item Language," 
below.) 

numltems numltems is the number of strings in the menultems array. 

menuContext menuContat points to a panel conten structure described in the panel chapter. 
Setting this pointer to NULL gives defaults for all its values. The 
winBackground, winForeground, borderWidth, foregroundColor, 
backgroundColor, fontinfo, and cursor ficlds of the menuContext structure are 
used by the menu manager. 

Note 

If colors other than the defaults arc to be used, the background and 
foreground pixmaps will normally need to be created to match these 
colors. Failure to do this will produce strange effects for some color 
combinations. 

menuld menuld is retmned in the srE\'Cnt structure when a menu item is selected along 
with the menu instance pointer and item sclected. This value gives the 
programmer a scalar value to identify the menu. 

menuStyle menuStyle is not currently used but is resenecl for future use. 

(Filling out anxrMawlnfo structure is described under "Using Menus," below.) 

MSG_ NEW returns a pointer· to the menu created if ncces.md, or a NULL on failure. 

•MSG FREE 

MSG_ FREE destroys a menu and frees all resources allocated to the menu by the menu manager. 
menulnstance is a pointer to the menu to be freed. data should be set to NULL. Care should be 
taken not to refer to a menu after it has been &eccl. Xrlib doesn't check for a valid menu pointer. 
MSG_ FREE returns TRUE on succeu, NULL on failure. 

•MSG EDIT 

MSG_ EDIT forces the display of any currently active menu for a given window. This message is 
usually made transparent to the application by XrlnputQ, but may be called directly if desired. data 
should point to an XEvent structure which bas its' type field set to Button&lease. For the duration 
of the call toXrMmu, the global variable XrMENUITEMSELECT should be changed &om its' 
default value (XrRIGHI'BUTI'ONUP), to that of XrRIGHI'BUTIONOOWN. WhenXrMenu has 
received a menu selection event, it places it at the head of the input queue where it can be a~ 
by a subsequent call to XNatEvent. Following this sequence, it is important to remember to restore 
the XrMENUITEMSELECT variable to its' original state. 

(The values returned in anXrMenu ewnt arc described under "Using Menus," below.) 

• MSG_ACTIVATEMENU 

MSG ACTIV ATEMENU makes the specified menu the current menu for the given window. A 
menu-may be active for several windows at the same time. When the user requests a menu be 
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displayed for a window, the active menu will be displayed. data is an X window id. 

Note 

The window to which a menu is attached MUST have been 
registered with Xrlib with the MSG ADDWINOOW command 
BEFORE adding the menu. -

• MSG_DEACI'IVATEMENU 

MSG_ DEACI'IV ATEMENU deactivates the given menu for the given window. If a menu is active 
OD a window, you must deactivate it before ac:t:ivating a new one. This is true even if rc-ac:t:ivating 
the same menu OD a window. data is an X window id. 

• MSG_ADDSUBMENU 

MSG_ ADDSUBMENU allows you to add one menu to another as a subm.enu. The submenu is 
created in the same way as the parent menu-this mesuge simply allows you to link menus into a 
tree structure. menulllStlJnC4 is a pointer to the parent menu. data points to an xrMenulnde:x 
structure that specifies the location in the menu tree. 

typedef atruct 
( 

atruct x,....., 
llT32 -
llT32 

) X ........ lndex; 

• .,.,lnatMCe; 
ft•lndex; 
f tellO•t•: 

This structure is used when setting the attnl>utes of menu items. The value passed in the item.Data 
parameter will vary depending on the mesuge. 

Set the menulnstance pointer to the submenu instance pointer. Set the itemlndex portion of the 
structure to the item in question, and the itemData member to NULL. 

Note 

A menu should not appear more than once in a menu path. This 
will cause unexpected results in screen repainting The details of 
using subm.enus is given under "Using Menus" below. 

• MSG_REMOVESUBMENU 

MSG REMOVESUBMENU removes a link between two menus. Neither of the menus are 
demOycci, there is simply not a path between them any longer. msaulnstance is a pointer to the 
parent menu. data points to anxrMenulndex structure that speciries the location in the menu tree. 
Set the menulnstance pointer to the submenu instance pointer. Set the itemlndex portion of the 
structure to the item in question, and the itemData member to NULL. 

• MSG_ACTIVATEITEM 

MSG_ ACTIV A'I EI I EM allows you to make an item in a menu selectable (default). Unselectable 
text items are shown in grey and are not selectable by the user. data is an integer indicating the 
item to be made selectable. 



•MSG DEACTIVATEITEM 

MSG_ DEACTIV ATEITEM allows you to make a tm item in a menu unselectable. Unselectable 
text items are shown grey and are not selectable by the user. data is an integer indicating the item 
to be made unsclectable. 

• MSG_SETITEMFUNCT 

MSG_ SETITEMFUNCT sets a function to be ezecukd when a menu item is selected by the user. 
data points to an:rrMenulnde:x structure. The ilemllllla member determines which item is 
~ted with the function, and the itemDatJI member contains the pointer to the function. The 
function should be type INT32 and expect no parameters. Parameters may be passed by using an 
item function in conjunction with an item event (described below.) 

Naee 

If your function reads an ~ ftom the event queue, or calls 
functions that do (i.e. XrPanelQ, XrMe.uagdJa%() ), it must push an 
event back on the queue before cDting. 

• MSG _SETITEMEVENT 

MSG_ SETITEMEVENT sets an event to be retmncd when a menu item is selected by the user. 
The data variable points to an:rrMenulndex structure. The itemlnda member determines which 
item is asM>Ciated with the event, and the itemData member contains the pointer to the event. The 
event supplied must be of XEvent or xrEvent type. This is because XE vent and xrEvent are the 
only event types that are guaranteed to be large enough to contain any other event type. When an 
item event is def med in a menu, only that event is ·pushed on the input queue by the menu manager. 
The normal menu event is not pushed. This feature allows the programmer to receive events of 
their own creation &om the menu manager as this cwmt will be returned instead of a menu event 
when the item is selected. It is also useful to use in conjunction with item functions to pag them 
parameters. 

Menu Item Language. The Menultems field is a pointer to an array of text strinp that contain both 
text to be displayed and escaped commands. The commands are preceeded with by'\\'. The Xrh"b 
toolbox also provides mesuges that are passed in with menu item strinp to inform the menu manager 
that a particular item is special. Commands used in conjunction with text must precede the text in the 
string. The following table desaibes the m~ allowed. 

Com-•·• Adicm 

\\DA Item is disabled. (unsclectable). 
\\KE Item has keyboard equivalent c. 

\\- Single line (unsclectablc ). 

\\= Double line (unselectable ). 

•\\DA 

The. item in this string is disabled when the menu is created. It is displayed in a half-tone and can 
not be selected by the user • 

• \\KEc 
The item has keyboard equivalent c, where c is any capital letter between A and Z that is always 
mapped into a control character. If control c is typed &om the keyboard by the ·user, you will 
receive an :rrEvent of type XrMENU, just as if the user had selected the item normally. This will 
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occur even if the menu is not currently visible. If the menu is active, control keys dcscnl>cd in the 
menu items will generate XrMENU C\'CDls. This me.chanism is providccl so C2pmicnced users may 
bypass selecting menu items with the mouse by presDg control keys. . \\-
A dash causes an unselec:table line to be drawn in the menu. This is useful for dMding groups of 
menu items. This command should appear by itself as a menu item with no other text. 

• \\= 
An equals sign will cause an unsclertablc double line to be drawn in the menu. This command 
should appear by itself as a menu item with no other text. 

4.1.3 Using Menus 

This section concentrates on~ simple use of the Xrlib mcauiag system. This section~ 
how to create and maintain menus and submcaus that c&splay tc:lt. (More adYanced features are 
descn"bed under "Advanced Use of Menus," below.) 

Creating a Menu. Creating a menu consists of the following steps: 

1. F'ill.ing out an xrMenulnfo structure by creating an array of menu items and a menu title. 

2 Sending MSG_ NEW to the menu manager with the info structure aeated in step L 

3. Adding any submenus to your menu. 

4. Sending MSG_ ACTIV ATEMENU to the menu manager with the window id of the menu the 
window is a.uociated with. 

Mete 

The window to which a menu is attached must be registered with 
Xrlib using the MSG_ ADDWINDOW command before adding the 
menu. 

Each of these steps will now be discussed in detail. 

The first step in creating a menu is to r.n out anxrMenulnfo structure. This is a simple matter of 
setting a title string and an array of item strings to appropriate values. A typical ezamplc might be: 

xl'Men.I * _......,; 
xl'Men.llnfo ~Info; 
llT8 * ~Tf tle • ~; 
11ra • ~u-m • < •1t•1•. 

>; 

•\e\IDAlt-2", 
•it.as•. 
•It-'•• I* Step 1 */ 
~. 
"\•\ .... 
•Jt-7" 

With these values set at initiali7.ation, the code to fill out the info structure and create the menu is: 
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~Info.title = ~Title; 
~Info.mn.11tems = ~It-; 
~lnfo.raJ1lte11S = 7; 
~lnfo.~Id • 1; 

~ • XrMfft.IOIJLL, MSG_NEW, ~Info); /* Step 2 */ 

The fifth item in this menu is a link to a submenu. This submenu is created in the same fashion as 
above. ~ume you have filled out: 

xl'Met'KJ * ~; 
xrMen.llnfo ~Info; 

XrMenulndex S~ition; 

Create the submenu as above with a MSG NEW. Set the mcnuld wluc to a different number than the 
other menu. This will give you an easy way to cmtingWsh between the menus when receiving input. 
Then add the submenu with the following code: 

s~osition.~lnstmice • ~; 
a~osition.it•lndex • 5; r Step 3 */ 
Xf'Men.l(~fft.I, MSG_ADDSl&EllJ, ~osttian); 

The menu is ready to add to a window . .Aguming you created a window myWuadow. The menu is 
added to myWmdow as follows: 

XrMenu(~, MSG_ACTIVATEMEllJ, ~indow); /* Step 4 */ 

The menu will be posted when the application is doing anXrlnputQ with the mesuge 
MSG_ BLKHOTREAD or MSG_ NONBLKHOTREAD and the ewent which corresponds to 
XrMENUPOST occurs. 

Note 

If you wish to add and remo¥e submenus dynamically from a menu 
tree, you must deactivate and then reactivate the main menu after 
changing the submenus. 

Getting Input From I Menu. Getting input from a menu is a simple matter of responding to 
xrEvents of inputType XrMENU. For example, an event of this type will place the following values in 
the event variable xrlnpuL 

xrlnput.type a> XrXRAY 
xrlnput.aeriel ·•> 0 
xrlnput.send_event•> O 

· xrlnput.display •> Pointer to current display 
xrlnput.aource => Window id (window .,.,. ... posted for> 
xrlnput.inputlype •> XrtEllJ 
xrlnput.velue2 •> ~ • ...,Id 
xrlnput.velue3 => selected It• index 
xrlnput.veluePtr => .,.,. inst.ice pointer 
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The following code fragment shows a typical application receiving input from the menu manager. 

xrEwnt xr Input: 

xrEwnt xrl'11Ut • <xrEwnt •> a.,t..-,.t;r C.t XEwnt to xrEvmt •1 

911f tch(xrl111Ut. inputType) ( r •t kind of WMt? */ 

CMe XrtElll: 

> 

•itch (Xrlnput.value2) ( r Illich -.a7 */ 

CMe 0: r llain ...... , 
•itch(xrlnput.valueJ> < 

C8H 0: r ITBI 1 */ 

r process ff rat it• of •in --... ., 

r ITEM 2 */ 

r proceu eecand it• of •In --..a •t 

breK; 
C9M 2: r ITEM 3 */ 

r process nth it• of •in__, ., 

> 
case 1: r Selected .., .,., ., 

awitchCxrlnput.value3) < 

> 
> 

r process _...., It- */ 

Removing • Menu. Removing a menu is a simple matter of sending this message to the menu 
manager. 

where myMenu is your menu. This action frees all resources associated with the giYen menu that were 
allocated by the menu manager. Be careful not to reference a menu after it Im been freed. (If the 
menu being &eccl is a submenu, be sure to remove it &om the menu tree before it is freed.) 



Note 

XrMenu sets the save under window attribute to true. If the X 
server you are using h3.s the save under feature implemented, then 
any window obscured by a menu Wm be restored when the menu is 
destroyed. See 'Xho - C Language Interface, Protocol Vinion 11' for 
more information. 

4.1.4 Advanced Use of Menus 

The previous section concentrated on the basic use of menus. This section discusses advanced topics, 
such as keyboard equivalents, item function execution, and item events. 

Menu Keyboard Equivalents. If you are developing a program and expect some of the users to 
executed commands &om the keyboard, you should use keyboard equivalents. The following 
declaration shows a menu using keyboard equivalents. 

INT8 * ~Items [3] = < •\e\elCEXeut•, 

>; 

•\e\elCEPPaste-, 
•\e\elCECCopy", 

A user typing control C (case independent), will cause you to receive an xrEvent of type XrMENU, 
with the proper indices to show you the Copy command was selected. The keyboard equivalent will be 
shown in the menu to the right of the menu item. 

Keyboard equivalents are updated only when the main menu for a window is made active or is 
deactivated. To add and remove submenus dynamically, deactivate then reactivate the main menu to 
update the keyboard equivalents. 

Menu Hem Functions. The Xrho menu manager allows you to specify a function to be executed 
directly when a user selects a menu item. The function should be of type INT32 and accept no 
parameters. If you specify a menu item function for a menu item, that function is called before the 
XrMENU event is pushed onto the input queue. (If you need to pm parameters to the function, use 
the function in combination with a menu item event and pm the parameters in the event, as descn"bed 
below under "Menu Item Events.") 

The following example demonsttates how to defme a menu item function (without parameters). It 
agumes you have a function called "Beeper" that turns a beeper on and off. 

XrMen.I * myMel'IJ; 
xrMen.llnfo ~Info; 
xrMen.llndex ft.n:tionlndex; 
INT8 * ~Title • ~; 

. INT8 * ...... Jt-m • C -aEEPON•, 

>; 

•\e\eDABEEPOFF•, 
•1t.a5•, 
•lt-4•, . ........_.., .,., ... , 
•Jt-7" 
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~Info.title • ~Title; 
~lnfo.mnalt- • ...,it-: 
_....,lnfo.l'Ullt- • 7; 
~lnfo.--..ld • 1; 

f...:tfonlndex. tt..index • O; 
f.n:tionlndex.dat• • UIT32> &leeper; 

f.n:tionlndex.tt..index • 1; 

Xl'Menl<~, MSG_SETITEMAllCT, &functtanlnda); 

This menu allows a user to turn beeping on and olf ia tbe program. 

When the user selects Bee~ for mmple, Beeper is called directly by the menu manager. 

Nate 

H your function reads an event &om the event queue, or calls 
functions that do (i.e. XrPllMIO, XrMasll[J'IJBo%0 ), it MUST push an 
event back OD the queue before Clibng. 

Menu ftem Events. The Xrlib menu manager allows you to specify an XEvent or zrEwnt to be 
returned by the menu manager when an item is selected. The event speciflCd aast be of XE'VeDt or 
xrEvent type. This is because XEvent and xrEvent are the only event types that are parantcecl to be 
large enough to contain any other event type. Each item in a menu could have its own XEwmt or 
xrEvent to return when selected. The values in the event could change along with the program state as 
the event is owned by the programmer. When an item .event is dcfmcd in a menu, only that event is 
pushed on the input queue by the menu manager. The normal XrMENU event is not pushed. 

In the following example, assume you have a function called Beeper that turns a beeper OD and off. 
Since the same function was used before, assume it has been set up the same way in this example. 

The function now needs parameters for the duration and tone of the beep. These values have been 
saved in an event called beepEvoat. The following code &agment shows how to attach this event to the 
proper menu items. 

xrMenJ * ~: 
XEwnt beepEwnt; 
xl'Men.llnfo ~Info; 
xl'Men.llndex eventlndex; 
INTI * ~Title • ~; 
INT8 * _....,lt-[7] • C -"IEEPCll---•, 

>; 
_....,Info.title • ~Title; 
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~lnfo.meRJltems • ~It-; 
~lnfo ...... ltt!lllS • 7; 
~lnfo.meRJld • 1; 

~ • Xr'Mena(NULL, MSG_NEW, '-"8irltenJ); 

eventlndex.ite11lndex • O; 
eventlndex.dat• • ClllT32> &beef:IEvent; 

X......,C~irltenJ, MSG_SETITEMEVEllT, &ewntlndex); 

eventlndex.ite11lndex • 1; 

Be sure that the beeper function pushes an event back on the input queue after looking at the beep 
parameters. 

Menu Structure. The menu manager keeps all the information it needs for its operations on a 
particular menu in a menu structure. The programmer doesn't need to acceu this; however, when 
designing a program, it is helpful to know what is in this structure. These structures are shown below: 

typedef struct 
{ 

xrEditor 
Vindall 
cursor 
lllT32 
lllT32 
lllT16 
lllT32 
POINT 
111132 
Vindall 
lllT32 
Xf'Men.llndex 
lllT32 
Pi map 
lllT32 

> x......,; 

* ~dftor; 
mnMtndall; 
--.cursor; 
tot•lVtdth; 
tot•lHef ght; 
--.ild; 
-..Style; 
mru>rt1fn; 
borderVf dth; 

• currentVfndowa; 
n.lllWindowa; 

* cur.-.rtP•th; 
pathLength; 
merdimap; 
atic~; 

The xrMenu structure is used internally by the menu manager. Its structures are accesse.d through the 
the mesgges desaibed earlier. You will not normally deal with the members of this structure directly, 
the XrMenu structure is created for you by the menu manager when JOU create a menu. 

menuEditor 

menuWmdow 

menu Cursor 

totalWidth, 

menuld 

menuEditor is the menu editor instance for this menu. You will not need to 
deal with this editor directly, but rather through the menu item language and 
menu mesuges. 

mmuWuulow is the window idcntira for the given menus' window. 

mmuCunor is the cursor identifier for the cursor to be used with the menu. 
This value is given by the programmer when the menu is created. 

totalWidth and totalHeight arc the si7.e of the given menu including its window 
borders. 

menuld is set by the programmer when creating a menu. This value is 
retmned in the xrEvent structure when a menu item is selected along with the 
menu instance pointer and item selected. This value gives the programmer a 
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menuStyle 

menu Origin 

currcntWmdows 

numWmdows 

c:urrentPath 

pathLength 

menuPmnap 

stickyMenu 

scalar value to identify the menu. 

menuStyle is not used at this time but is reserwcl for future use. 

menuOrigin is set to the origin of the menu window while the menu is 
displa)'ed. 

cunmtWindow.r is an array of windows to which this menu belonp Each 
window may haw its own menu, and a menu may be shared among windows. 
The MSG_ ACTIVATEMENU message adds an ezisring menu to a window. 

1U11J1 Wuulow.r gives the length of the previous array. 

cunatPath is a pointer to an anay of menu iadiccs indicating the last path 
taken through this menu to select an item. This value is useful if the path 
taken to select an item is needed by the application. This value is set 
clynamically by tbc menu manager as the menu is used. 

pathLength gives the length of the previous array. 

menuPixmap is used internally by the menu managef while a menu is 
displa,_ 

stidcyMenu is currently not implemented. (This is an internal structure, shown 
for reference only.] It may be ignored. 

4.2 Message Boxes 
Many times an application needs to warn a user or ask a simple multiple choice question. Message 
boxes provide this capability and are easy to program. 

A message box is made up of any combination of an icon, some desc:riptive test, and push buttons. 
Icon placement, text formatting. and button placement is hanclled by the message bm manager 
automatically. 

Message boxes are inherently transitory-they exist only while their window is showing on the display. 
A mcsuge box is removed &om the display when a user presses one of the push buttons, a keyboard 
key (when the cursor is over the window), or the meuage box times out. More complex interactions 
are hanclled by panels. 

Message boxes also show a way to program panels easily. If you are designing a panel needed by many 
people, consider making it a dialog manager for ease of programming 

Message Box structmes and messages allow a programmer to communicate with the Message Box 
manager. This section dcscn"bcs the structures, calling sequences, and messages used with message 
boles. 

Communication with the message bm manager takes the following form: 

Xl'MesH9llox<•1lnfo, -• ... , data) 
xrMalloXlnfo • -•nto: 
JllT32 -·-: llT8 * data; 



• msglnfo contains the data used to create the mesuge box. 

• message is the message sent to the mesuge box manager. (Currently only MSG EDIT and 
MSG_ SIZE.) and -

• data is a pointer to an xrEvent structure in the case of MSG EDIT, to a RECTANGLE structure 
in the case of MSG_ SIZE. The result of the dialog with the User will be returned in the event 
structure with MSG_ EDIT. The size of the meuage box when it is displayed will be returned in the 
rectangle passed with MSG_ SIZE. 

M-g• Box Structure. The message box manager acquha all the information it needs about a 
message box in a mesuge box information structure. This structure is shown below: 

typedef struct 
( 

POINT 
Window 
xrPanelContext 

..aageOrtgtn; 
relativeTo; 

* 11e&segeContext; 

lllT32 
lllT32 
Pi map 

lllT8 

lllT8 
lllT32 

rasterHeight; 
ruterwtdth; 
rater Id; 

* .. ugeText; 

> xrMsgBoxlnfo; 

messageOrigin 

relative To 

messageContext 

raster Height 

raster Width 

rasterld 

message Text 

messageButtons 

numButtons 

messageOrigin is the origin of the window that contains the message box. 

relativeTo is a window the mcmaac box should be created relative to. If this 
field is NULL, the meuage box will be created relative to the root window. 

messageContext is a structure of parameters for the panel used to create the 
message box. This structure is described in the section on panels. 

rasterHeight is the height of the pimlap to be used in the message box. 

rasterWulth is the width of the pimiap to be used in the message box. 

rasterld is an X Pixmap id that identifies the raster image to be placed in the 
message box. 

messageTat is an unformatted, NUUAerminated, text string. This string is 
shown (formatted by the static text editor), in the middle of a mes.uge box 
window. No text will be shown if mcsageText is NUlL. Refer to 
XrStalicTatO for the rules on formatting text 

messageButtons is an array of strings asecl as labels in the buttons of a message 
box. The buttons are formatted by theXrPushButton editor described under 
''XrPushButton()." The creation of a meuage box will not fail if this parameter 
is NULL, but if there are no buttons, the user will need to press a keyboard 
key, or the timer (m messageContat) should be set to remove the dialog after 
a specified time. (Using the timer is clescribecl under "Panels," below.) 

numButtons indicates the number of strings held within buttonStrinss. 
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M-ga Box M-gas. Memgc Box cum:atly has only two meaagcr MSG EDIT, and 
MSG_ SIZE. MSG_ SIZE returns the size a message bm would be if it were creaiCd with the given 
parameters. MSG_ EDIT together with an :nMsgBoxlnfo stractmc displays a message bm window and 
makes it active. The output &om a mesugc bm is rctwned through the cw:at passed to the meaage 
box manager with MSG_ EDIT. MSG_ EDIT returns TRUE if tbc messy bm was aeated and used 
aucccufully, F~ if not. 

4.2.2 Using Massage Boxes 

Use of message boxes is~ simple, iavolYing these steps: 

1. Creating any combination of an icon, tm string and a array of battoa labels. 

2. F'dling out a message bm info sbadllle.. 

3. Sending a MSG_ EDIT (or MSG_ SIZE) to die mmnge bas • .....,... 

4. Inspecting the event passed to the message bm manager to determine the results of the dialog 
with the user. 

The values returned in a XrMESSA.GEBOX evmt are shown below: 

type •> XrXIAY 
inputType •> XrtESSAGEIOX 
inputCG* •> XrPUSlmJTTCll or XrP•LTllEI 
v.lw1 •> luttan Index <·1 ff no button •lected) 

If a user presses a keyboard key, the index of the first button in die panel (mde:I 0) will be returned in 
Yalucl. 

The following code segment demonstrates the steps to create and use a message box. 

Vfndaw 
xrEvent w1111£vent; 
xrMsgBoxlnfo myM111111lox; r -·- box declaratlGnl ., 
Pfmap -'f-.P • I* pf-.p */ 
INTI * myMes1 ... • • Wey to go, Ed, Fred, If ck, Tcml •; 
lllT8 * ._auttonaD • <"E•t•, ..... t•); 

X~t(lfjMesaagePt, -.cM1111111ox.wa..-c>rf1tn>; 
_....aagelox.relatfveto • ._utndaw; 
~gelox.w._cantext • IU.L; r U1eS def&1lt ...... cantext */ 

~·•••1eBox.r•terld • -'fJllllP: 
~aageBox.r•terHeflht • heflht: 
ll)SM111a1eaox.r .. tervtdtlt • •fdtb; 
..._ ... ,eaox .. w••T•t • ...,._, .... ; 
111SM••H11Box.wH11luttam • ~tam; 
~aa11Box.IUllluttana • 2; r (ttep 2> •/ 

I* Mellage lox Cllll (3) ., 

XrMessageBox<'-"•H1llox, w_EDIT, lw1111Ewnt» 

/* .. t results <4> */ 
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J* Check value1 to see which button was selected */ 

NOTE. When using the M~eBox manager, it is poaible for incorrect state information to occur in 
other windows of the application. This incorrect information will become visible if the user selects that 
particular window while the mesuge box is up. This problem is caused by the message box manager 
consuming all events generated for the application. The symptoms include: an application not being 
redrawn properly, checkboxcs showing state information incxmsistent with the application, and others. 

To avoid this problem, use the following method: 

1. Set up a window function using the call: Xrlnput(Window, MSG _.ADDWINDOWFUNCT, info) 
for exposure events on all your registered windows, as described in sample program #4, section 
1.5.4, in the function DnrwWuadowQ. This function will be caDcd automatically when an 
exposure event occurs on any of your registerecl windows. The function should take care of 
redrawing your windows. 

2. Save the event mask for all of your windows using the caD: XGdWllldowAaributesQ. 

3. Set the event mask for all of your windows to: ExposureMaslc. 

4. Call the meuage box manager. 

5. Set the event mask back to its original setting. 

The first step should be performed at the beginning of your program. The other steps should be 
performed each time a mesuge box is used. 

The following code segment demonstrates the workaround: 

XWf~ttrf butes .. ttr; 
Xrl,.art(~indow. MSG_ADOVlll>CIWRllCT. &info); 

XGetVh~ttributes(_xrCurrentDisplay, ~fndow, lllBttr>; 
XSelectl,.art<_xrcurrentDisplay, ~fndaw. ExposurelllMk>; 
XrMesugelox(&llyMHHl!IOX, MSG_EDIT, lmlugeEvent); 
XSelectl,.,ut(_xrCurrentOisplay, ~indaw, .. ttr.Y'O'lf"_ewnt_-k>; 

4.3 Panels 

4.3.1 About Panels 
Panels arc one of the most powerful tools provided by Xrlib. They arc generally used to display the 
state of an application and allow the user to change that state. For CDmple, the mesuge box manager 
uses a panel 

A panel is a collection of field editors displayed in a window and controlled by the paMI manager. The 
panel manager is in charge of the following functions: 

• Panel display. 
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• Pa.Wag control to a field editor selected by a user. 

• Routing editor activity to the application. 

• Activating multiple panels per process. 

• Managing subpanels. 

When the panel manager is asked by the application to create a panel, it sends messages to the field 
editors in the panel instructing them to create instances of thcmselw:s, display themselves, make 
thcmsehcs active, and so on. · 

Optionally, the panel may be si7.cd and positioned OD screen by the user via the window manager. 
Otherwise, the panel will be si7.cd and positioned directly by the application. Refer to the 
MSG_ SETOVERRIDEMODE option. 

When the user makes any change to a panel, such as entering tat or chcdring a cbec:k box, the panel 
manager passes control to the appropriate editor. The editor displays any changes and then returns 
control to the panel manager. The panel manager then routes the output &om the editor back to the 
application. The changes made are noted by the application, which makes appropriate changes to its 
own data structures. 

Notice especially that the Xrlib concept of what can be in a panel is not limited to the usual letters and 
numbers of forms on alpha terminaJs. Because panels use editors to manage their fields, a field can 
contain almost any kind of information. This aids the programmer in that many more difficult-to
program user interactions are easily expressed by a panel 

The panel structures and mesuges allow a programmer to communicate with the panel manager. This 
section describes the structures, calling sequences, and messages used with panels. 

All communication with panels are achiewd with the following syntax: 

xrPMel * XrP.nel(penellnstMCe, .. uge, data) 
xrPMel • penellnstance; 
llT32 ---; 
llT8 * data; 

panellnstance is a pointer to the panel of interest, and is returned when a panel is created. masage is 
the mes.uge sent to the panel manager, and data is a pointer to a structure or a scalar, containing 
information needed by the panel manager and 8"0ciated with the message. The type of structure data 
points to varies depending OD the message sent. 

Panel Maugea. Panels arc controlled with a set of mesuges. The messages XrPanelQ understands 
are described in the following list. Remember, all messages to the panel manager are given with the 
following syntax. 

xrP .. l • XrP.nel(panellnstance, ..._, data) 
xrPMel • panellnatmce; 
llT32 ...... ; 
llT8 * dllta; 

•MSG NEW 

MSG_ NEW aeates a panel The panellnstlllla parameter may be set to NULL. since it is not 
used. The data parameter should be set to a structmc of typexrPanelln/o (shown below). The 
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panel information structure is shown below. The structure must be filled out by your program 
before sending a MSG_ NEW to the panel manager. 

MSG_ NEW returns a pointer to a panel, failure is indicated by a return value of NULL. 
(MSG_NEW is described under "Using Panels" below.) 

panel Origin 

panelSize 

relative To 

child Of 

typedef atruct 
( 

POINT panelori1tn; 
SIZE panel Size; 
Window relattveTo; 
Vi ndaw ch ilcl>f; 
xrP .. lContext * panelContext; 

xrP.,.lfteld 
lllT32 

* fielcLtat; 
rulftelda; 
pMelld; INT32 

> xrPanel Info; 

pane/Origin is set by the programmer to define the origin of a panels 
window. 

pane/Size is a me structure that determines the size of the window the 
panel resides in. Setting the height and width of the panelSize structure to 
0 causes the panel manager to determine the windows me. 
relativeTo is a window id. The programmer should set this value if the 
panel is to be created relative to a particular window, otherwise the value 
should be set to NULL. If it is set to NULL, the panel will be created 
rclatiw to the root window. 

childOf will create the panels window as a child of the specified window. If 
NULL is given, the panels window will be a child of the root window. If a 
childOf window is spcciflCd, it will normally be most convenient to specify 
that same window as the ~To window. 

panel Context panelConlat is the structure described earlier that determines the physical 
and semantic aspects of a panel If this member is NULL, default values 
will be used. There is a mcuage (MSG_ GETPANELCONTEXT) to fill 
out one of these structures if you wish to modify a few of the default values. 

ficldList 

11ic uPanelContc:zt structure is described below. 

ruddlist is a pointer to an array of editor information structures. The 
editors in this array will make up the panel seen by the user. The 
zrPIJMlF.ad structure is shown below: 

typedef atruct 
( 

xrEdttor 
lllT8 
xrEdttor 

> xrPenelFfeld; 

* <* edttorFuict><>; 
* edttorData; 
* edttorlnatance; 

(The use of this structure and its members arc clescribcd in under "Using 
Panels," below.) 
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num.Fields 

panelld 

numField8 is the number of. fields specified in the &ldI jst member. This 
number mast be greater daa 0. 

ptlMlld is an integer set by die programmer when aeating a panel or 
adding a sabpancL This ftlac is n:tmwl by die panel manager when a 
panel has been eclited to help ideatirj tbc pwl 

ThexrPllMIC:Jntat structure mentioned above determines the phJsical ad scnundic aspects of a 
papaad. 

typedef atruct 
( 

Pi amp 
Pf amp 
JIT16 
llTJZ 
llT32 
XF.antStruct 
CUrsor 

llT32 
xrEdftor 
llT32 
111'32 

> xrhnele-.text; 

·~ 
·~ 11or...-..nc1t11; 
~ ... 
~tar; 

* fantlnfo; 
ar80r; 

..,, ... 
• arrentEditor; 

tf .... ; 
c• inf tfunct)(); 

winBackground winBadqlfOund is the PiDaap that will be used for the background of the 
pa pwl Tbis value defaults to the pilmap id retmncd by the Xrl.ib global 
variable WlaitePmnap, or the value set in tbe .xdefaults file for tbe 
foreground pilmap. 

winForeground winFtng10llllll is the PiDaap used to draw the panel's window border. This 
value defaults to the pilmap id returned by tbc Xdib global variable 
BladcPbrmap, or the value set in the .Xdefmlts file for the background 
pilmap. 

border Width border'Wulth is the width of the X window border for the given panel This 
value defaults to 1, or as set by the user in the 

foregroundColor ftng10llllll<:olor is the color used to draw in the foreground of the panel This 
value defaults to the color tetmaed by the X macro 
WhilePixellxrCutrentDispll, -~), or the value set in the 
.Xdefaults me for the foreground color. (This value is not used by the panel 
manager curready, but is used by other dialog managers that make use of the 
panel contelt structure.) 

backgroundColor bodqJtoundColor is the color used to draw in the background of the panel 
This value defaults to the color retmnccl by the X macro 
BlaclcPixell xrCunmtDispllly, _%10lm!ntScteen), or the value set in the 
.xdefaults file for the background color. (This value is not used by the panel 
manager curready, but is usccl by other dialog managers that make use of the 
panel c:ontmt structure.) 

fontinfo fontinfo is the font used for drawing text in the pwl it defaults to the value 
specified in the user's .Xdcfaults fdc. (This value is not used by the panel 
manager curready, but is used by other dialog managers that make use of the 
panel CODtclt structure.) 
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cursor 

show Flag 

cursor is the cursor to be used with the panel It defaults to :xrDefaultCursor. 

showFlag determines whether the panel is shown when it is sent a 
MSG NEW. This value defaults to TRUE. 

currentEditor cunmtEditor indicates that a field editor should be activated upon receipt of a 
MSG EDIT by the panel managet. This value defaults to NULL indicating 
no cdiior is current. 

timer 

initFunct 

•MSG SIZE 

timer is a value in semnds. This feature of the panel manager enables you to 
receive an event with an inputCode of XrP ANEL TIMER if the number of 
seconds you set elapses before the user edits the panel in question. (The timer 
starts after you send the panel a MSG_ EDIT). The panel is not removed 
after the timer elapses, and the value of timer is not changed. It is up to your 
program to determine what should happen when the timer goes off. This 
value defaults to -1. (Not set) 

initFunct is called each time a panel is displayed. The application supplies 
this function. This value defaults to NULL. 

MSG_ SIZE returns the si7.e of a panel given axrptlllJdlnfo structure. data should point to a 
xrptlllJdlnfo structure. The instance parameter is not used and should be set to NULL. The si7.e is 
returned in the panelSize member of the panel information structure. 

•MSG FREE 

MSG_ FREE destroys a panel and frees the memory allocated by the panel manager. MSG_ FREE 
also reclaims any space used by subpanels ascoc:i•ted with the panel being freed. data should be set 
to NULL in most cases, but if you wish to retain the window and editors set it to 1. This destroys 
the panel manager's knowledge of the panel, but allow you to continue using it. This is useful if you 
want to control a window you have set up to be a panel without wasting any space in the panel 
manager. A main application window could be built in this manner. 

Care should be taken not to refer to a panel after it bas been freed. 

•MSG EDIT 

MSG EDIT causes the panel manager to begin looking for input to a particular panel. 
MSG-EDIT should be sent to the panel manager when an application expects input &om a panel. 
data Should point to anXEvent or xrEvent structure. H neceuary, the event returned may be 
coerced into an :xrEvcnt structure and will have the following values when MSG_ EDIT succeeds. 

type • XrXRAY 
aerial • 0 
send_event • 0 
display • current display pointer 
source • Vindaw id 
inputtype • XrPAllEL 
inputCode • XrPAllELEDITClt (if editor), 

XrPAllELTIMER (if tiller Mint off) 
XrPAllELlllPUT <an other evmt•> 

V8lue2 • panelld (Set by yau when creating the panel 
or edding • .mp.nel. > 

V8lue3 • editor index 
valuePtr • editor grcq:> instance 

H the inputCode is XrPANELEDITOR, the next XrEventO read from the input queue will give the 
output of that editor. lithe inputCode is XrPANELINPUT, the next XrlnputO read &om the 
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input queue will give some other type of input (Le. various window events, keyboard events.-). The 
important field to key from when looking at a panel event is the inputCode field. This field tells 
you what happened in the panel Unless you push the C\'ent on the event queue, the type and 
inputType fields will always be the same for panels. (The use of MSG_ EDIT is described under 
"Using Panels" below.) 

• MSG_ CURRENTEDrroR 

MSG_ CURRENTEDITOR instructs the panel manager to invoke a specific editor when it receives 
MSG_ EDIT. This allows a panel to have an active facJd (such as a TmtEdit field) without an input 
from the user. It is often used to re.art a TmtEdit field when it mitcd because of a break 
condition. data is a pointer to the editor instance to be activated when MSG EDIT is receiwd. 
This editor remains current until the value is changed. A NULL in the data Parameter indicates no 
editor is current. . 

• MSG_MOVE 

MSG_ MOVE allows a panel to be moved about the display. data is a pointer to a point structure. 
The panel is moved relative to the window specified in the rdativeTo member of the panel 
structure. 

•MSG ~IZE 

MSG_ ~IZE allows a panels window to be resized. data is a pointer to a rectangle structure. 
The panel is moved to the x,y location of the rectangle, and the panels window me is changed to 
the height and width values of the rectangle. 

• MSG_SHOW 

MSG_ SHOW shows a panel and allows editing of that panel A panel MUST be showing in order 
to honor a MSG EDIT. data is not used and may be set to NULL A panel will be shown 
automatically upOa creation if the showFlag field of the panellnfo structure is set to TRUE. 

• MSG_IDDE 

MSG_ IDDE hides a panel data is not used and may be set to NULL 

• MSG_REDRAW 

MSG_ REDRAW causes the editors of a panel to be redrawn. data is not used and may be set to 
NULL. 

• MSG_GETPANELCONTEXT 

MSG_ GETP ANELCONTEXT fills out an D'PanelContext structure with the panel defaults. This 
structure may then be modified by the programmer before a panel is created. data is a pointer to 
an D'PanclContext structure. 

• MSG_NEWSUBPANEL 

MSG_ NEWSUBP ANEL adds a group of editors to a previously created panel. ponellnstance 
should be the pointer to the parent panel, and data is a pointer to anxrPanelln/o structure. The 
editorlnstance, numFieJds, and JNIMlld, members of the xrPancllnfo structure are the only ones that 
need be filled out to generate the subpancl 

The SUBPANEL messages arc an interface to the editor group facilities provided by the Xrlib 
intrinsics. It is suggested you read the section titled Editor Groups if you intend to use subpanels. A 
full discussion of subpanels is given in the section advanced use of panels. 

• MSG_FREESUBPANEL 
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MSG_ FREESUBP ANEL frees all resources allocatccl by the panel manager connected with the 
subpanel in question. data is a subpanel instance pointer. 

•MSG SHOWSUBPANEL 

MSG_SHOWSUBPANEL causes the editors of a subpanel to be shown by the panel manager. 
data is the subpanel instance pointer. 

• MSG HIDF.SUBPANEL 

MSG_ HIDF.SUBP ANEL deactivates the editor group in question. data is the subpanel instance 
pointer. 

• MSG SETOVERRIDEMODE 

MSG_ SETOVERRIDEMODE provides the application with a mechanism to allow window 
manager interaction in the placing and sizing of panels. By default, the application places, si2:es and 
maps panels directly without any interaction with the window manager. 

For instance, transitory pop-up panels normally appear at specific locations set in the program. 
However, in an application with a top-level panel that remains on screen constantly, it makes sense 
to allow the user to set the location of the window via the window manager. 

The Xrhl> library maintains an internal 'override' flag. which indicates if any new panel created 
should bypass the window manager (TRUE) or if the window manager should be given a chance to 
position the panel (F Al.SE). The default setting of this flag is TRUE. 

To modify the 'override' flag for all panels, the MSG_ SETOVERRIDE meuage should be issued 
with the instance parameter set to NULL and the data parameter set to TRUE or FALSE. This 
will affect all subsequent panel creations. 

To modify the 'override' flag for a single existing panel, issue the MSG_ SETOVERRIDE message 
with the instance parameter set to the target panels instance pointer and the data parameter set to 
TRUE or FALSE. 

Note 

Most window managers only intercept the first mapping request 
made for any given window. Since a panel is registered to a single 
window, if that window exists and has been previously mapped or is 
currently mapped, changing this flag will haw no effect if the window 
is remapped. 

4.3.3 USlng Panels 

Working with panels may be simple or complex depending on the sophistication of the panel needed. 
The first portion of this section will concentrate on relatively simple, yet powerful means of using 
panels. More complex interactions will be discussed in the ncu section, "Advanced use of Panels." 

The topics covcrccl in this section arc: 

• Creating a panel 

• Manipulating a Panels Wmdow. 

• Getting input from the fields of a panel 

• Removing a panel when fmishccl. 
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Creating a Panel. Creating a panel imohes the following steps: 

1. Create info structures for all editors in the panel. 

2 Fdl out an xrPancIFICld array with the IOQ!ltinns of the strudmcs and the editors wociated with 
them. 

3. Fill out aazrPllMllnfo structure with the iaformatim ptbered above, acl other information 
such as location and si7.c. If the height or width of.~= is 0, the panel manager will 
determine a default si7.e for the panel giving me white space padding on the bottom and right 
of the panel. The paMICantat member of tbc paMllnfo structarc can be set to NULL in most 
cases, causing all default values in the amtelt to be asecl. 

4. Send a MSG_ NEW message to the panel manager with the :aPwllafo structure aeated 
above. 

Each of these steps wiD llOW be discnssed in detail. 

Creating a Panel: Step 1. Creating editor information strudmcs is cmered in the chapter on Field 
Editors. 

Creating a Panel: Step 2. The nm step in creating a panel is to fill oat a xrPanclFicld array 
structure (shown below): 

typedef atruct 
( 

xrEclf tor 
llTI 
xrEditor 

> x.....,.lfield; 

• (* edf torft.slct)(); 
• edt torDetll; 
* edttorlnaunce; r Ntlrn Wl• */ 

For example, to dcfme a panel with tea editors, declare: 

xrP.,.lFteld ~.,.lFieldl[10J; 

If in step 1 you filled out a button editor information structarc caDcd: bultonEditlnfo, then you need to 
fill out myPanelFields( OJ like so: 

myt>anelFields[O] .editorFmct • XrPmhlutton; 
mvPanelFieldsCOJ.editorOata • (INT8 *> &buttonEditlnfo; 

The editorFunct field is a pointer to the editor function in question. The edilorData field is a pointer to 
the editor information structure fdlcd out in step 1. The editorlnstance field will be fiDcd out by the 
panel manager when the panel is created. 

The process outlined above needs to be done for all ten fields in the panel. 

Creating a Panel: Steps 3 and 4. All the information you will typically need for a panel has been 
auembled. The task now at hand is to fill out a panel information structure with this data. You will 
normally declare a xrPanellnfo and a panel structure at the beginning of your program. 



xrPanellnfo mvPenellnfo; 
xrPenel * mvPanel; 

For example, myPanellnfo might look something like this: 

mvPanellnfo.fielcl.ist • mvPenelFields; 
mvPenellnfo.,...,ields • 10; 
mvPenellnfo.relativeTo • myWindow; 
~enellnfo.childOf • NULL; 
XrCopvPt(~anelOrigin, a.vPanellnfo.panelOrigin>; 
~anellnfo.panelStze.height • O; /* use default size*/ 

/* Use default penelContext */ 
~anellnfo.panelcontext • NULL; 

/* Create the panel */ 
mvPanel • XrPanelCNULL, MSG_NEW, ~anellnfo) 

This code creates myPanel. In the remaining sections, myPanel will be manipulated. 

Manipulating a Panels Window. The panel manager provides se\'el'al commands for dealing with a 
panels window. 

The MOVE mes.uge takes a point and relocates the panel rclativc to the origin of the ndativeTo 
window in the panel structure. If you set the relativeTo member of the panel structure to NULL, the 
panel will be relocated relative to the origin of the screen. 

The MSG ~IZE mes.uge moves the panel to an absolute position on the display, and changes the 
size of the-panels window. 

The MSG_ SHOW and MSG_ HIDE mesuges simply display and remove the panel from the screen 
respectively. A panel will not receive input if it is hidden, hence if you send a· MSG_ EDIT to a bidden 
panel, XrPanelQ returns NULL. 

The MSG REDRAW will cause all components to redraw thcmsehcs. So far, VIC have discussed 
editors as 'Components of a panel. 

The following list gives examples of using these mes.uges: 

•MSG MOVE 

XrPanel(l!VPanel, MSG_MOVE, &newPoint); 

•MSG ~IZE 

XrPanel(~anel, MSG_RESIZE, &newlectangle); 

• MSG_SHOW 

XrPanel(~anel, MSG_SHCW, llJLL); 

•MSG HIDE 



•MSG REDRAW 

Getting Input From a Panel. The goal of creating a panel is to get input &om the user. Receiving 
this input is achiC"Yed through the use of MSG EDD' and theXrlnputQ function dcscribccl in the Xrh"b 
intrinsics chapter. When caDing the panel maDager with a MSG_ EDIT, an XE\al: or :nE'ftmt 
structure is pmcd in to be filled out. The ~t returned will always be a XrXRA Y lJPC of event which 
should be coerced into an xrE'Vellt type, as needed. The xrEvent structure will be fiDecl oat according to 
the following rules: 

type • XrXIAY 
aerial • 0 
send_event • 0 
diapl8Y • current Diapl8Y pointer 
source • Window id 
i~Type • XrPMEL 
i~Code • XrPMELEDITOR (ff editor), 

XrPMELTUER (ff tt•r went off), 
XrPMELllPUT (an acme other event). 

value2 • panel Id (Set by yau when c .... ttne the panel 
or ..tdfng a .....,.l.) 

val..-3 • editor Index 
valuePtr • editor graup fnst.-.ce 

If the inputCode is XrPANELEDITOR, the next ~Dt read from the input queue will give the output 
of that editor. If the inputCode is XrPANELINPUT, the next event read &om the input queue will 
give some other type of input (such as window events and keyboard events). The important field to key 
from when looking at a panel event is the inputCode field. This field tells you what bappenccl in the 
panel Unleu you push the event, the type and inputType fields will always be the same for panels. 

The following code fragment shows a common way to obtain input from a panel 

xrEvent panelEvent; 
xrEvent myl~; 

myPanel • XrPanelOIJLL, MSG_llEW, lmyt>anellnfo>; 

r ahowFlag defallts to true '4'Gft creation, ao we don't need MSG_SHOW */ 

r Reed the editor ..,.,t. *I 
Xrl~(.,LL, MSG_llClllUREAD, lmyl~); 

else 
r panel call failed, check xrErmo and proceed., 
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/* penelEvent.velue3 is set to • field index, this indicates */ 
/* which field in the panel was edited. */ 

processPenel • 1; 
while (processPenel > < 

awitch(penelEvent.inputCode) 
( 

) 

> 

cue XrPANELEDITOR: 

switch (penelEvent.velue3) < 

case O: 
/* Get date from ~Input for field O. 

process that data. * / 
break; 

case 1: 
/* Get date from ~Input for field 1. 

process that data. */ 
break; 

case 9: 
I* End condf ti on. 

Send MSG_FREE t-0 panel if you ere done with it. */ 
processPenel • O; 
break; 

cue XrPANEL 1 NPUT: 

> -

If (XrPenel<-vPenel, MSG_EDIT, lpenelEYWlt) I• NULL) 
XrlnputOIULL, MSG_llONBLICREAD, lmylnput); 

else 
/* MSG_EDIT fei led check xrErmo and proceed */ 

> 

The MSG EDIT does not have to come immediately after a MSG NEW. You may display a panel 
and wait uiitil the user aCCCSM:S its window to send it a MSG EDIT. This feature enables you to 
display multiple panels and keep them active for the duration of an application. 

One condition that requires an CD1Dplc is a break condition asM>Ciated with XrTmEdit. It's not 
obvious how to do this. The following code fragment is an example of how to use Xrlib to test for a 
break condition. 

xrEvent editorEvent, 
went; 

XrPenel (panellnstmice, MSG_EDIT, event); 
ff (event. lnputCode - XrPAllELEDITOR) 
( 

ff ((editorEvent.inputType - XrEDITOR) Ur /* Are we in a text edit */ 
(editorEvent. inputCode ms XrTEXTEDIT)) I* field? 
( 

ff (editorEvent.velue1 - XrTEDIT_BREAIC) /* Check for Break */ 
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) 

( 

XrPanel (panellnat.-.ce, lllSG_aJIREITED ITOR, llJl.L); 
) 

else 
< 

XrPanel (panellnat9'Ce, lllSG_aJRIEITEDITOR, editorEvent.wlUIPtr); 
) I* 

• Else force text editor to be rec:.lled w.., • bNmt ocars. 
• Thia is called for status ewnt breKa, such • 
• mvtng the curaor to .,. mipty fteld or typing the first 
• cha.-.cter in the field. 

) ., 

Removing a Panel. Removing a panel is a simple matter of sending this meuage to the panel 
m•nagcr. 

XrPanel(~anel, MSG_FREE, llJLL); 

This action frees all memory associated with a panel that was allocated by the panel manager. 

4.3.4 Advanced Use of Panels 
The previous section concentrated on basic use of panels. This section discusses advanced topics, such 
as dealing with panel editors directly, and working with subpanels. 

Communicating Directly With the Fields of a Panel. There are times when you will need to 
communicate directly with the editors of a panel as the result of some action by a user. For example, 
the input of one editor is the output of another, or a change in an editor value cause other editors to 
change status. 

Direct communication with editors is through thexrPanelField structure you filled out to create the 
panel This structure is shown again below: 

typedef struct 
( 

xrEditor 
lllT8 
xrEditor 

> xrPanelFf eld; 

* (* editorfl.net)(); 
• editorlnfo 
* editorlnatance; 

In previous examples, when you created the panel, you filled out the editorFunct and editorlnfo 
members for each editor in the panel, but did not fill out the editorlnstance member. This member is 
filled out by the panel manager when the panel is created. This pointer gi\'CS you direct access to each 
editor in the panel The following code fragment excmplifa the procedure: 

I* Editor 1, <• check box) chmiged status */ 
r As • result, editor 6 <• TextEdit field) */ 
r needs to be mde ... f tive. */ 

XrTextEdft(myPnlFields[6J.edtrlnstance, MSG_SETSTATE, XrSENSITIVE); 

Only inquiry and state setting messages should be sent directly to an editor in a panel Unexpected 
results will occur if you delete field editors from a panel directly, or send XrTcxtEdit editors 
MSG_ EDIT directly. 



Subpanels. Many times a group of panels are very similar, with perhaps only one or two sets of 
editors changing between panels. It might be more convenient in this situation for an application to 
deal with just one panel and change the set of editors according to the state of the panel or application. 
This task is accomplished with subpanels. The SUBP ANEL m~es are an interface to the editor 
group facilities provided by the Xrlib intrinsics. (For more information about using subpanels, refer to 
"Editor Groups" in chapter 3.) 

Subpanels have many of the same characteristics as a panel, but have a special set of mCMages. There 
are a few special rules governing subpanels. 

• A panel may contain an unlimited number of subpanels, any or all of which may be active, but 
caution should be taken not to overlap the editors of panels and subpanels. 

• subpanels share the window of their parent. Changes made to the parent panels window will also 
affect the subpaneL 

• Messages are not sent to subpanels, they are sent directly to the parent of the subpanet 

As mentioned earlier, panels have a special set of meuages that pertain specifically to subpanels: 

• MSG NEWSUBPANEL 

•MSG FREESUBPANEL 

•MSG SHOWSUBPANEL 

• MSG_HIDESUBPANEL 

These messages allow you to add a subpanel to a panel, remove a subpanel, make a subpanel active, 
and make a subpanel inactive respectively. Activating a subpanel adds its editors to the window of the 
parent panel Deactivating a subpanel removes its editors and clears the rectangle the subpanel 
covered. 

Using Subpanels. If you have already aeated a panel, adding a subpanel is a simple matter of filling 
out a new panellnfo structure with the contents of the subpanel and sending this information with a 
MSG_ NEWSUBP ANEL to the panel The following code fragment shows the pr~. 

XrPanellnfo 
XrPanel 
XrPanellnfo 
XrPanel 
XrPanel Info 
XrPanel 

~anellnfo 

* l!YPanel 
s..mPanel11nfo 

* s..mPanel 1 
s..mPanel21nfo 
s..mPanel2 

/* parent panel details 
/* parent panel handle 
/* 1st s~l details 
/* 1st penel handle 
/*2nd s~l details 
I* 2nd s~l handle 

/* Fill out the structures as shown in the */ 
/* section on using panels. After creating the */ 
/* parent penel, the &Ulpenela •Y be added as shown. */ 

subPanel11nfo.penelld = 1; 
s~anel21nfo.penelld • 2; 

*I 
*I 

*I 
*/ 

*I 
*I 

subPanel 1 • XrPanel(~anel, MSG_NEWSUBPANEL, &s..mPanel 1Jnfo); 
•sWJl>anel2 = XrPanel(~anel, MSG_NEWSUIPANEL, &slt!Panel21nfo); 

XrPanel(~anel, MSG_SHOWSUBPANEL, s..mPanel1); 

I* This message activates st.mpanel 11. Activation */ 
/* causes the subpenels editors to be added to -'anela */ 
/*~~- ~ 
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Obtaining input from a panel containing subpanels is virtually the same process desaibed under 
"Using Panels" above. The major difference is in using either the panelld that you set or the 
editorGroup instance pointer to determine which subpanel the input came from. 

Panel Structures. The panel manager keeps all the information it needs for its operations on a 
particular panel in a panel structme. The main panel structure is described below. Other structures 
are used with messages to communicate with the panel manager. They arc desaibed with their 
respective memges. 

typedef struct _xrPanel C 
RECTMGLE 
IECTMGI.£ 

panelRect; 
...-lZeroRect; 
relatiwTo; 
chi lcl>f; 

Window 
Window 
xrPenelContext 

xrEditor 
INT32 
JNT32 

Window 
xrEdi torGroup 
struct _xrPanel 
INT32 

* panelContext; 

• editorlrwtmnce; 
runf ields; 
pane lid; 

panel Window; 
* editorGroup; 
**~l; 

~anels; 

> xrPenel; 

panelRcct 

panelZeroRect 

relative To 

childOf 

panel Context 

editor Instance 

numFields 

panelld 

panelWmdow 

editorGroup 

sub Panel 

numSubPanels 

panelRect contains the location and size of the panel 

pane/UroRect contains the location and size of the panel in a 7.ero-based 
rectangle. 

relativeTo is a window the panel should be created and moved relative to. 

childOf is the parent window of the panel 

panel Context is a structure ( desaibed above) that provides the physical and 
semantic parameters to be used with a particular panel 

editorlnstance is a pointer to an array of the editor instances that make up the 
panel 

numFields is the number of instances contained in the preceding array. 

panelld is set by your program when aeating the panel It helps identify the 
panel when receiving input from a panel that contains subpancls. 

pane/Wuulow is set to the panels X window id when the panel is showing on the 
display. 

editotGTOUp is the editor group pointer for this panel This is used when 
subpanels arc added to a panel 

subPllllel is an array of pointers to subpanels. The use of subpanels is descnl>ed 
under" Advanced Use of Panels" above. 

numSubPanels is the number of subPanels associated with this panel 

A Panel Example. For an example of the usage of panels in an application, please see the program 
RB /fdePanel.c provided in this distribution as part of the Raster Builder field editor source code. 



5 Building a Field Editor 
The following sections contain the guidelines a programmer should follow when developing a new field 
editor. Some of the details describing how an editor works are also included. 

Under normal circumstances, the underlying structure of field editors is fairly constant, regardless of 
what specific actions the editor may perform. Knowing this, it can be an easy task to take an existing 
editor, change the editor specific portion of it, and thus easily create a new field editor. Adhering to 
the guidelines presented in this chapter will help to make this possible in the future also. 

5.1 Naming Conventions 
Each editor must supply a single entry point, through which all action and status requests are received. 
A unique name needs to be assigned to this entry point; preferably one which describes the function of 
the editor. By convention, the name must be at least 2 words, which will be compressed together, with 
the first letter of each word capitalized, and the prefix "Xr" added to the front. For example: 

• The raster editor is called XrRasterEditO 

• The raster select editor is called XrRasterSelectO 

• The titlebar editor is called XrntleBarO 

Throughout this document, the notation ''XrEditorName" will be used; it refers to the name assigned 
to this primary editor entry point. 

Besides a convention regarding the naming of the editor entry point, there is also a convention 
regarding how the editor entry point is def med. All editors must adhere to this convention, otherwise 
they will not work correctly! The proper syntax for defining an editor's entry point is: 

xrEditor • XrEditorName (editorName, mesuge, data) 

where editorName is a pointer to an editor structure; the name of this structure should be the same 
as the editor's name, except that the "Xr" prefix is dropped, and the first letter is in the lower 
case. 

message is an integer value, which specifies the action to be performed by the editor. 

data is a pointer to something; the editor can coerce this pointer to point to whatever it likes, 
depending upon the requested action. 

Some examples of editor entry point declarations are: 

xrEditor * XrRasterEdit (rasterEdit, MeSsege, date> 

xrEditor * XrScrollBer (scrolllar, 11easege, date) 

xrEditor * resterEdit, *scrolller; 
INT32 message; 
INT8 * date; 
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5.1.1 Data Structure Naming 

Almost every editor has a need to defme several data structures; some are strictly internal, and thus 
used only by the editor, while others defme structures which are used by application programs to pass 
data to the editor. There are two structures in particular, for which a naming convention has been 
defmed; one of these also has a portion of its structural organintion defmed. 

The first structure of interest is the structure by which an editor is first initialized. This structure will 
normally contain all of the information needed by the editor, to create a single instance of itself. To 
indicate that this structure contains initiali7ation data for a partic:ular editor, the name of the structure 
will be constructed by taking the editor name (XrEditorName], changing the first character to lower 
case, and then appending the word "Info" to the end of it. For example, the initia1intion structure used 
by the XrScrollBarO editor is called ''xrScrollBarlnfo". The actual organi:zation of this structure is 
partially fixed, to make it easier for code to aa::cg information in these structures, without forcing 
them to know the complete layout of the structure. For instance, a non-editor related code module 
may want to know what window the requested editor instance is to be tied to, without knowing what the 
actual type of editor it is. For this reason, the first five fields of an "Info" structure must be organized 
in the following fashion, and must use the field names shown: 

typedef struct < 
Window editor\lindowld; 
RECTANGLE editorRect; 
INT8 editorState; 
INT32 editorFGColor; 
INT32 editorBGColor; 

> xrEditorNa.elnfo; 

After the first five fields, the editor writer is free to add any fields he desires, which might be required 
to initiali7.e the editor. 

The second structure of interest is the internal structure used by the editor to keep track of data and 
state information for a given editor instance. Although the information in this structure is directly 
available to an application program, they should be discouraged from accessing it directly; instead, they 
should use the mechanism provided by the editor, to accca this data. The convention for naming this 
structure involves taking the name of the editor (XrEditorName], changing the first character to lower 
case, and then appending the word "Data" to the end of it. The actual organi7.ation of this structure is 
left entirely up to the editor writer, since the editor should be the only one interested in accessing this 
data directly. A sample declaration would be: 

typedef struct < 

> xrEditorN11191!Data; 

Any other data structures needed by an editor should, if pcmible, follow the naming convention of 
appending a descriptive word to the end of the editor name. 
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5.1.2 Define Naming 

Since the XllR library toolbox facilities will be used by a large selection of programs, it is a good idea 
to make all possible attempts to avoid naming collisions between toolbox defmes and the defmes 
declared by the program using toolbox. To aid in meeting this goal, all defmcs declared by an Xrlib 
components, whether it be an intrinsic or a field editor, must have the following format: 

#defme XrDEFINENAME <value> 

Following this guideline should help avoid naming conflicts. 

5.1.3 Variable Naming 

For the most part, editor writers are free to use their own judgement when naming local variables 
within their editor modules. However, as all good software developers know, using a name which in 
one fashion or another describes how the variable is used, greatly increases the readability of a 
program. There will be several local variable naming conventions, which will be used throughout the 
field editors. These include the following rules: 

• When a pointer to an editor's "Info" structure [xrEditorNamelnfo] is used, its name should be 
constructed by taking the lowercase initials of the editor name, and appending the word "InfoPtr" 
to it. For example, when the XrScrollBarO editor needs a pointer to an "Info" structure, it will 
defme a local variable as follows: 

xrScrollBarinfo *sbinfoPtr 

• When a pointer to an editor's ''Data" structure [xrEditorNameData] is used, its name should be 
constructed by taking the lowercase initials of the editor's name, and appending the work "DataPtr" 
to it. For example, when the XrScroUBarO editor needs a pointer to its data structure, it will 
defme a loc.al variable as follows: 

xrScrollBarData *sbDataPtr 

5.2 Coding Conventions 
When defining a structure needed by an editor, the convention is to ''typedef" the structure, thus 
making it easier to create an instance of that structure. As an example, the "Info" structure needed by 
an editor will have the following declaration: 

typedef struct C 
Window editorWindowld; 
RECTANGLE editorRect; 
JNT8 editorState; 
JNT32 editorFGColor; 
JNT32 editorBGColor; 

> xrEditorNamelnfo; 

Then, to create an instance of this structure, the following line of code will suffice: 
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xr£ditorNamelnfo editortlamelnfo; 

5.3 Memory Management 
The X11R library toolbox intrinsics provide an application with the means for supplying its own 
memory management facilities. If an application docs not choose to supply these routines, then the 
standard ones ( mallocQ, reallocQ, calloc() and free()) will be used. 

If an application does choose to supply its own memory management facilities, then it must provide 
four new entry points, which perform the identical functions • malloc(), realloc(), calloc() and freeQ. 

The redefining of these functions is allowed only once; this is at the time the application initialius the 
Xrlib toolbox code, by means of the XrlaltO intrinsic. 

What all of this means to a field editor is that they must MW!I' inwke malloc(), reallocQ, callocQ or 
freeQ directly! Instead, they must usc the four global function pointers supplied by the Xrlib intrinsics. 
By following this rule, the field editor should continue to function correctly, regardlc:M of which 
memory management scheme is being used. 

The four global function pointers are outlined below: 

char * C*xrMalloc><>; 
int (*xrfree)(); 
char * C*xrRe.lloc><>; 
char * <*xrCalloc><>; 

As an CDmple, to usc the D'MallocO function pointer, tbe fClllawiml code wlD work: 

( 

char * buffer; 

buffer = (*xrMal loc)(1024>; 
) 

5.4 Drawing and Buffer Flushing 
Field editors should refrain from issuing XFlushQ requests, if possi'blc. This call can slow down the 
performance of an application, if issued too often. We have taken the strategy that when an editor 
draws an instance, it will not automatically flush the output buffer afterwards. Rather, it will be up to 
the application to issue the XFlushO request, when it wants; this allows the application to create 
several editors, before flushing the output buffer. As a side, when an application calls the XrlnpatO 
routine, to obtain an input event, the output buffer is automatically flushed. 
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5.5 Field Editor Messages 
As was mentioned in an earlier section of this document, each editor provides only a single entry point, 
by which all work requests must be received. Since an editor must be capable of processing a relatively 
large number of requests, a parameter is provided by each editor's entry point, which allows a program 
to specify the action it would like performed. 

There are several messages which are required to be understood by all editors. All editors must accept 
these messages and respond in the descn"bed fashion. 

The sub-sections that follow give a detailed desaiption of each of these required messages. As a quick 
reference, the required messages are: 

•MSG NEW 

•MSG SIZE 

• MSG_MOVE 

• MSG GETSTATE 

• MSG SETSTATE 

•MSG REDRAW 

•MSG EDIT 

•MSG FREE 

MSG SIZE can be called at any time, even before an editor instance has been aeated. However, 
before any of the other messages can be invoked, you must first create the editor instance, using the 
MSG~ NEW message. This is because the MSG_ NEW message returns the pointer to the editor 
structure, which is required by all of the other m~ except for MSG_ SIZE. All editors must 
enforce this rule, by verifying that the pointer to an editor structure, which is passed in as the first 
parameter, is not NULL. 

The discussion which follows will also include one non-required message: MSG_ RESIZE. 

The entry point into the editor is defined as follows: 

xrEditor • XrEditorName (editorName, message, data) 

xrEditor • editorName; 
INT32 message; 
1NT8 •data; 

Each of the messages is respoDS1ole for converting the data parameter into a pointer to the desired 
structure. Unless noted, all messages return a non-NULL pointer, if the message was successfully 
handled. If the message failed, then a NULL pointer is returned. 

5.5.1 MSG NEW 
The MSG NEW message is the mechanism by which an application program can request an instance 
of an editor be created. lntemally, the steps involved in aeating an instance of an editor are as follows: 

• Allocate a block of memory to hold the data required by the editor to process the instance; this 
memory will stay around for the duration of the instance's lifetime. 

• Determine the si7.e of the rectangle needed to contain the instance, and fill the data structure with 
the information. 
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• Attach the editor instance to the specified editor window; this is the call which creates the editor 
structure, whose pointer is retmned to the application program when a successful status is returned. 

• Draw the editor instance in the specified window. 

Before this message is issued, the application must first fill out an "Info" structure, which will be used 
by the editor to COllSb'Ud the new instance. Each editor is free to cletcrmine what data it requires with 
this call; however, the fll'St five fields of the "Info" structure arc fmd for all editors, and are laid out as 
follows: 

typedef •truct ( 
Vi ndDw edt torvt ndallld; 
IECTAllGLE edi torlect; 
111'8 editorState; 
1111'32 edf torFGColor; 
lllT32 editorlGColor; 

> xr£ditort1 ... 1nfo; 

editorWmdowld: This is the window which is used for displaying the editor instance. 

editorRect: This dcfmes the rectangle into which the editor instance will be drawn. Any time an 
input event occurs within this region, the editor auociated with this rectangle will be 
notified. · 

editorState: Allows an application program to define the initial state of an editor instance. At the 
present time, only two state characteristics are dcfmed. They are XrVISIBLE and 
XrSENSITIVE. XrVISmLE signals to the editor that the instance should be drawn 
within the window; when deared, the instance will not be drawn.. XrSENSITIVE, 
when set along with XrVISmLE, indicates that the editor should be notified anytime 
an input event occurs within the instance's rectangle; if either XrSENSITIVE or 
XrVISIBLE is cleared, the editor will not be notified of input events. 

editorFGColor Allows an application program to specify the foreground color to be used when 
drawing the editor instance. If the application has set this value to 0 1, the default 
foreground color should be used. This can be referenced using the Xrhl> global 
:xrForegroundColor. 

editorBGColor Allows an application program to specify the background color to be used when 
drawing the editor imtance. If the application has set this value to -1, the default 
background color should be used. This can be referenced using the Xrhl> global 
:xrBackgroundColor. 

Upon suc:ces.Wl completion of this megage, a pointer to the newly created editor structure as.wciated 
with this instance will be returned. This value should be saved by the caDing program, since this 
~inter is a required parameter for all future caDs to the editor, when in regard to this instance. 

A sample of the proper calling sequence is outlined below: 

xl'Editor *enEdf torPtr; 
xrEdf torNmnelnfo enlnfo; 

enEditorPtr • XrEditortlame (NULL, MSG_NEW, &enlnfo>; 



5.5.2 MSG FREE 

When an editor instance is no longer needed by an application program, the MSG_ FREE mesu.ge is 
used to notify the editor. The "data" parameter is not used by this megage, so the calling program 
should set this to NULL. The important parameter is the pointer to the editor structure (editorName], 
which was returned when the instance was first aeated. This structure is used by the editor to 
determine what instance is no longer needed. Internally, the following steps are involved: 

• If the instance is visible, then the area occupied by the instance should be filled with the window's 
background tile, thus making the instance invistl>le. 

• The block of memory which was allocated at aeate time, and used to hold the data descn"bing this 
instance, is freed up. 

• The editor structure is removed from the list of editors attached to the specified window, and the 
editor structure is destroyed. 

Note 

After issuing a MSG FREE message, the editor pointer is no longer 
valid, and should nor be used; it is up to the application program, not 
the editor however, to enforce this. 

5.5.3 MSG SIZE 

All editors must allow this mesuge to be issued at anytime, even if an instance has not been aeated. 
This message is used primarily by programs to determine the size of the rectangular region needed to 
enclose the specified editor instance. The program will normally fill out a copy of the editor's "Info" 
structure with information descnoing a hypothetical editor instance. The editor will use this 
information to calculate the size of the rectangle, and will return the rectangle si7.e (in 0 based format) 
in the "editorRect" portion of the "Info" structure. This allows an application program to then offset 
the rectangle to whatever location is desired, and to then issues a MSG_ NEW message to aeate the 
real editor instance. 

When this message is issued, an editor should not allocate any permanent data structures, nor should it 
return a pointer to an editor structure. It's only job is to return the si7.e of the rectangle! 

The amount and type of information required by an editor to determine the size of the rectangle is very 
editor specific. This information will be covered in later sections, when each editor is discussed. 

For this request, the first parameter (the instance pointer) is not used, and should be set to NULL. 

5.5.4 MSG REDRAW 

Most editors will allow an application to modify the current value of the editor. When an application 
does modify the value of an editor instance, the editor will need to be notified, so that the instance can 
be redrawn to match the new v8lue. Just what is performed when a redraw request is received, is very 
editor specific. 

All editors will require an additional piece of information, descnDing what type of redraw to perform; 
this will be interpreted as a 32 bit integer value. Again, this value is editor specific. It may include such 
options as redrawing the whole instance, or just redrawing a particular portion of an instance. 

At the present time, the following redraw modes are defmed: 

XrREDRA W _ALL This will tell the editor to completely redraw the specified editor 
instance. The action performed should be very similar to what was done 
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XrREDRA W ACTIVE 

when the editor was first displa)'Cd. 

This will tell the editor that a new active selection has been specified for 
the instance. The editor must then redraw only those portions which are 
necessary, to reflect thiL 

XrREDRA W SLIDE For those editors which~ some form of a slide mechanism, this 
mes.uge will tell the editor that a new slide position has been specified. 
The editor must then redraw only those portions which are necessary, to 
show the new slide position 

A sample of the proper calling sequence is outlined below: 

xr£ditor *enEditorPtr; 

XrEditorN- (enEditorPtr, MSG_REDRAW, XrttEDUll_AU>; 

5.5.5 MSG GETSTATE 

Each editor maintains a copy of the current state for each of its instaac:cs; this refers to the setting of 
the XrVISIBLE and XrSENSITIVE characteristics. Upon request, this information will be returned to 
an application program. A pointer to an 8 bit integer should be passed as a parameter when making 
this call; the cmrent state ~ which are saved in a field within the editor structure, will be returned in 
the pointed to 8 bit value. The editor structure pointer, passed in as the first parameter, is used to 
determine which instance to return state information about. 

A sample of the proper calling sequence is outlined below: 

INTI state_f legs; 
xrEditor * enEditorPtr; 

XrEditorN11me (enEditorPtr, MSG_GETSTATE, &state_flega); 

5.5.6 MSG SETSTATE 

This m~e allows an application to modify the state flap (XrSENSITIVE and XrVISIBLE) for an 
editor instance. The first parameter, the pointer to the editor structme, will indicate which instance to 
modify. The third parameter should contain the new state flap for the instance. Under normal 
circumstances, when an editor receives one of these messages, it will save the new state flap in the 
instance's editor structure, and will then redraw the editor using the new state information. 

A sample of the proper calling sequence is outlined below: 

INT8 state_f lags • CXrSENSITIVE I XrYISIBLE>; 
xrEditor * enEditorPtr; 

XrEditOrNllme (enEdftorPtr, MSG_SETSTATE, atate_flaga); 
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5.5. 7 MSG MOVE 

This message provides an application with a means for quickly relocating a particular editor instance 
within a window. The size of the editor rectangle ~ed with the instance is not changed. To 
relocate an editor instance, a new origin point for the editor instance's rectangle must be specified; the 
top left comer of the editor rectangle will then be translated such that it now coincides with the new 
origin. The origin point is interpreted as an absolute position within the window; i.e. relative to the 
window's origin. 

When this message is issued, the "instance'' parameter must point to the editor structure associated 
with the instance which is to be moved, while the "data" parameter must point to a "POINT'' structure 
containing the new editor rectangle origin. 

When an editor instance is relocated, the field editor will automatically remove the visual image of the 
instance &om the window, and will then redraw the instance at its new location; this occurs only if the 
instance is visible. At the same time, the editor will automatically force the editor group's rectangle to 
be recalculated. If an application plans to relocate several editor instances all at once, its best bet 
would be to first make all of them invisible, then relocate all of them, and then make them all visible 
again. 

5.5.8 MSG RESIZE 

This message provides an application with a means for both changing the size of the editor rectangle 
associated with a particular editor instance, and changing the location of the new editor rectangle. All 
restrictions regarding the editor rectangle size, which applied when the instance was fust aeated using 
MSG_ NEW, still apply. Han invalid editor rectangle is specified, then the resize request will fail. 

When this message is issued, the "instance" parameter must point to the editor structure associated 
with the instance which is to be resized, while the "data" parameter must point to a "rectangle" 
structure containing the new size and origin for the editor rectangle. 

When an editor instance is resized, the field editor will automatically remove the visual image of the 
instance &om the window, and will then redraw the instance using the new size and location 
information; this occurs only if the instance is visible. At the same time, the editor will automatically 
force the editor group's rectangle to be recalculated. 

5.5.9 MSG EDIT 

This message is a signal to the editor that an input event occurred within one of its editor instances. 
The particular instance is specified by the passed in editor structure pointer. A pointer to the input 
event is also passed in; the pointer refers to a structure of type "XE vent" or ''xrEvent". The editor 
should verify that the event occurred within one of its editor rectangles, and also that the event is one 
which is supported by the editor; if it is not, then the editor should return with a "failed" status. Since 
most field editors are triggered by an XrSELECT event, the editor can use the utility routine 
XrMapButtonO to determine if the event maps into an XrSELECT event. If the event is one which 
the editor knows how to handle, then it should perform whatever action is implied by the event, and 
should then give some notification to the application program that the editor instance has been 
modified; this is accomplished by generating another input event and pushing it back onto the front of 
the application's input queue. The information contained within the returned ''xrEvent" structure will 
include an indication of which editor did the work, the instance which was modified, and any other 
editor specific information. 

If the event caused the editor to modify the value associated with the instance, then it should redraw 
the instance to reflect the new value. 

After processing the select event, a field editor should monitor the input queue and swallow the 
corresponding select up event; if any other X event is received before the select up, then it should be 
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pushed back onto the input queue, followed by the xrEvcnt event, and the editor should return. 

5.6 Returning Field Editor Status 
Each time an action request is received by an editor, it needs to have a mtthanign for returning some 
status information, indicating whether or not the meuage was succcs.Uully hancDed. This is 
accomplished by returning a pointer to the appropriate editor structure. H the NUlL pointer is 
returned, then the m~ request failed; any other wlue implies that the meuage completed 
succcsdully. 

An CDJDplc would be: 

xrEditor * 
Xr£ditorN- Ceditortlame, menage, data) 

< 

) 

xr£di tor * edi tortl-; 
I llT32 message; 
UITS *data; 

ff (failed> 
return <<xr£ditor *>llULL); 

else 
return (edttorMme>; 

An example of how a program would use this value would be: 

( 

> 

xrEditor *enEditorPtr; 

if (XrEditortl- (enEditorPtr, MSG_REDRAW, XrREDRAW_ALL) .. NULL) 
I* Request failed*/ 

else 
I* Request succeeded */ 

5.7 Returning Editor Information 
Many times, after an editor has been modified by some input event, it would like to notify the 
application program to which it is attached that some change has taken place. Fortunately, a 
me.chanign to accomplish this has been provided. The general rule for returning notification 
information is through the application's input queue. To do this, take an "xrEvcnt" structure and fill it 
in with the information you would like returned to the application program. Once the structure has 
been fdlcd, you make a call to XrlnputO, using the MSG _PUSHEVENT message, which will add the 
input event to the front of the application's input queue. The next time the application i§ues a read 
request, )10UI' information will be passed to it. 
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The following fields in the ''xrEvent" structure are available for use by an editor: 

type 

serial 

send event 

display 

source 

inputType 

input Code 

valuePtr 

value Pt 

valuel 

value2 

Must be set to "XrXRAY". 

Must be set to zero. 

Must be set to zero. 

Must be set to the Xrh"b Global variable _ xrCurrentDisplay. 

Must be set to the window id associated with the field editor. 

When an editor returns an event, this field should be set to "XrEDITOR". 

This field is used to uniquely identify the editor which generated the event. For 
example, the saollbar editor will set this to "XrSCROLLBAR". When auigning 
your editor one of these values, it must not be in the range O-Os3FFF, since this range 
is reserved by Hewlett-Packard 

This field is used by an editor to uniquely identify the editor instance which 
generated the event. The pointer to the instance's editor structure must be returned 
here. 

This field is a POINT structure used by an editor to return the cursor position at 
which an event occurred. 

This is an optional field, which allows an editor to return some sort of indication as 
to what action the editor last took. For example, when the ''up arrow'' portion of a 
scrollbar is selected, the scrollbar editor will set this field to "XrSCROLL _UP". 

Sometimes an editor will want to return a value as part of the event information. 
That is the purpose of this field. If an editor has no value to return, then this field 
does not need to be set. Each editor is free to use this field in whatever fashion is 
reasonable, to return the editor's value. 

Here is an example of creating an xrEvent structure and filling it in. 

xrEvent xrevent; 

/* Fill out the xrEvent Structure*/ 

xrevent.type = XrXRAY; 
xrevent.serial = O; 
xrevent.send_event = O; 
xrevent.display • _xrcurrentDisplay; 

• /* Fill out the remaining values*/ 

Some field editors, such as the scrollbar and raster edit editors, have an interactive mode of operation. 
This mode is entered when a user issues a select within a certain region of the editor, and normally 
continues until the user releases the select button. When the select up occurs, the editor will push a 
xrEvent event onto the front of the application's input queue and return. However, there is a second 
way in which this interactive mode may be terminated. Upon receipt of any X event other than the 
select up, the field editor should terminate and push two events. The first event pushed should be the 
X event which caused the operation to terminate, while the second event should be the xrEvent 
generated by the editor. These must be pushed in this order! 
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5.8 Field Editor Layout and Template 1 
Now that most of the conventions for building an editor have been discussed, lets take a look at how an 
editor should be organized. Even though a set of editors may perform radically different functions, 
their underlying structure should be the same. The cmmple pen below is -very general so it should be 
very easy to understand. You may use it as a template when dcvdoping a 
new editor. 

Since the underlying structure of most field editors is identical, it makes sense to extract as much of the 
common code as pomble into dty routines that can then be sharocl by all field editors. This reduces 
code size and makes it easier to fix problems when they occur. The template presented below does not 
take advantage of the common utility routines because we want to demonstrate what is involved in 
handling each of the mes&ageS understood by the sample field editor. The section following the sample 
will discuss the common utilities, will present a second template, and showwbat die sample field editor 
would look like if the oommon utilities -=re used. 

xrEdi tor * 
XrEditorN- (editortl-, message, data) 

< 

xrEditor * editorll-; 
1111'32 -•-ee; 
INTa * data; 

I* Deten1ine the actian being requested */ 
switch <..._> 
( 

cne MSG_IEV: 
{ 

J* Cre•te • new instance of this editor */ 
xrEditortl-lnfo * enlntaPtr • (xr£dit~nfo *>dllta; 
xrEditortl..Oete * enDatllPtr; 

I* 
* Get • pointer to the informtion cR8cribing the editor 
* instance end •Ice sure the pointer i• valid. 
*I 
if (enlnfoPtr =- llJLL) 
{ 

) 

xrErmo • XrUIVALIDPTR; 
return ((xrEditor *> llJLL); 

etse if (enlnfoPtr->edttorvindallld - O> 
( 

) 

xrErmo a XrlllVALIDID; 
return ((xrEditor *> ML); 

r Allocate acme data area for this inat..:e */ 
if ((enDataPtr • <xrEditol'llllllDat• *> 

(*xrMelloc)(aizeof (xrEditorllemDat•>» - 11JLL) 
( 

) 

' xrErmo • XrCIJ'TOFIEll; 
return <<xrEditor •)1111.L); 

r C.ll the routine respanafble for creating the Instance */ 
if (createEditorNa11e (riatllPtr, enlnfoPtr, MSG_llEW) -= fALSE) 
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> 

{ 

> 

I* Create failed: xrErrno was set by createEditorName() */ 
<*xrFree)(enDataPtr>: 
return <<xrEditor *)NULL); 

I* Allocate and initialize the editor structure for the instance */ 
if (editorNa111e • <xrEditor *><*xrMalloc)(sizeof(xrEditor>> •• NULL) 
( 

> 

(*xrFree)(enDataPtr·>extraData>: 
(*xrFree)(enDataPtr>: 
xrErrno • Xr'CIJTOFMEM; 
return ((xrEditor *>NULL); 

_XrlnitEditorStruct (edttorN-, enlnfoPtr, enDataPtr, 
XrEdi torte-); 

/* Att~t to attach the editor to the specified window */ 
if (XrEditor (enlnfoPtr·>editorWindowld, MSG_ADO, editorltame) •= FALSE) 
{ 

> 

/*The attach request failed: xrErrno set by XrEditor<> */ 
<*xrFree><enDataPtr·>extraData>: 
(*xrFree) (enDataPtr>: 
(*xrFree> (editorName>; 
return <<xrEditor *> NULL>; 

I* Lastly, draw the editor instance */ 
if (editorNa11e·>edftorState & XrVISIBLE) 

drawEditorName(editortt ... , NULL); 

/* Create request was successful */ 
return (editorN ... >; 

case MSG_FREE: 
< 

/* Destroy the specified editor instance */ 
xrEditorNameOata * enDataPtr; 

if (editorName •• NULL) 
{ 

> 
/* 

xrErrno • XrlNVALIOID; 
return <<xrEditor *)NULL); 

* Remove the visible instance frma the window, 
* free up the ..nory used to hold the data describing 
* this instance, and discamect the instance from 
* the window to which it was attached. 
*I 

if (editorNa111e·>editorState & XrVISIBLE) 
< 

_xrMalcelnvisible (editorName·>editorWindowld, 
&editorName·>editorRect, TRUE); 

> 
eroataPtr • <xrEditorNaMeData *> editorNa111e·>edttoroata; 
<*xrFree)(enDataPtr·>extraData); 
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} 

<*xrFree)(erOataPtr>; 
XrEditor <ecHtortl-·>editorWindowld, MSG_RBICJVE, editorN->; 
(*xrFree)(editorN->;·· 
return (editorll->; 

case MSG_GETSTATE: 
( 

} 

/* Retum the current state flags for ., editor inatmice */ 
if (editortlme .... LL) 
( 

> 

xrErmo • XrlllVALIDID; 
return <<xrEdttor *>.,LL); 

else ff (data - llJLL) 
( 

} 

xrErmo • XrlllVALIDPTR; 
retum «xrEditor *).,LL); 

*data • editort1a11e·>editorState; 
retum (editorll->; 

case fllSG_SIZE: 
( 

) 

r 
* Retum the size of the rectangle needed to enclose 
* ., inatmice of this editor, using the apecfffcatfans 
* passed in by the application progr•. 
*I 

xrEdf tortl-lnfo *enlnfoPtr; 

enlnfoPtr • <xrEditortl-lnfo *)data; 

if (enlnfoPtr - ML) 
( 

) 

xrErmo • XrlllVALIDPTR; 
retum <<xrEdttor *> .,LL>; 

ff (aizeEditortl- (enlnfoPtr, &enlnfoPtr·>editorRect> .. FALSE> 
( 

) 

/* Size request failed; xrErmo set by sizeEditorllme() */ 
retum ((xrEdftor *>.,LL); 

return (edf torN->; 
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case MSG_SETSTATE: 
< 

} 

/* Change the state flags for a particular editor instance */ 
INT8 oldState; 
INT8 newState; 

ff (editorNa111e •• NULL) 
< 

} 

xrErrno • XrlNVALIDID; 
return <<xrEditor *)NULL>; 

oldState • editorName·>editorState; 
newState • (INT8) data; 
editorNa11e·>editorState • (INT8) data; 

/* Redraw the editor, using the new state flags*/ 
if <<<oldState & XrVISIBLE) I• (new5tate & XrVISIBLE>> II 

((newState & XrVISIBLE) I.& 
((oldState & XrSENSITIVE) I• (newState & XrSENSITIVE)))) 

< 
drawEditorName CeditorName, NULL); 

} 

return (editorName>; 

case MSG_MOVE: 
< 

I* Move the origin for the specified editorRect */ 
POINT * ptPtr (POINT *)data; 
RECTANGLE olcltect; 

if (editortlmne •• NULL) 
< 

} 

xrErrno = XrlNVALIDID; 
return <<xrEditor *> NULL); 

else if (ptPtr == NULL) 
< 

} 

xrErrno = XrlNVALIDPTR; 
return CCxrEditor *) NULL); 

/* Reset the origin of the editor rectangle */ 
XrCopyRect (&editorN81ne·>editorRect, &olcltect>; 
editorName->editorRect.x = ptPtr·>x; 
editorName->editorRect.y • ptPtr·>y; 

if (editorName->editorState & XrVISIBLE) 
< 

/* Make the instance invisible, if necessary */ 
_xrMakelnvisible (editorN1111e·>editorVhdowld, &olcltect, TRUE>; 

} 

/* Redraw the relocated instance */ 
drawEditorName (editorName, NULL); 

/* Force recalculation of editor group rectangle */ 
XrEditorGroup (NULL, MSG_ADJUSTGR<lJPRECT, editortlaine); 
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} 

case llSG_REDRAW: 
( 

} 

/* Redraw the specified editor inatMCe •/ 
INT32 redr-'lode • UNT32>dllta; 

if (editorllme cs -.a.L) 
( 

} 

} 

xr£rmo • XrlWAUDID; 
return ((xrEditor *> 111.l.) 

xrErrno • XrlllVALIDOPTICll; 
retum ((xrEditor *> IU.L) 

if (editorN-·>editorState & XrVISllLE) 
drawEditorll- (edite>rMme, llJU); 

return (edito,..._>; 

case MSG_EDIT: 
< 

I* 
* Process the inc•ina event, and generate a return 
• event, to indicate to tbe application p1 og .... haw 
• the editor instance was mdified. 
*I 

XButtonEvent •ewntPtr • (XButtonEvent *> data; 
xrEvent retumEvent; 
XEvent exitEvent; 

if ((l_XrtatchablelCey (editorll-, eventPtr) II 
(XrMapButton (XrSELECT,eventPtr) I• XrSELECT)) 

< 

} 

I* 
* Don't set xrErmo, since receiving a event we dan't 
* know how to handle ia not rally mn error. 
*I 

return <<xrEditor *)llULL); 

/* Initially fill out the return event */ 
retumEYent.type • XrXRAY; 
returnEYent.sertal • O; 
retW'nEvent.send_event • O; 
returnEvent.display = _xrcurrentDisplay; 
retumEvent.source = eventPtr·>vindow; 
retumEvent. inputType • XrEDITClt; 
retumEvent.inputCode = XrEDITClttlAME; 
returnEvent.valuePtr = (INT32> editorll-; 
returnEvent.valuePt.x = eventPtr·>x; 
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) 

returnEvent.valuePt.y = eventPtr->y; 

/* Process the ;nput event */ 
processEditorNa11e (editorN8111e, eventPtr, &returnEvent>; 

I* Swallow the select up event */ 
while (Xrlnput (NULL, MSG_BLICREAD, &exitEvent) - FALSE>; 
if (XrMapButton (XrSELECTUP, &exitEvent) I• TRUE) 
{ 

) 

!* Not a select up, so p.mh back onto the input ~ *I 
Xrlnput (NULL, MSG_PUSHEVENT, &exttEvent); 

/* Push the editor event onto the input ~ *I 
Xrlnput (llJLL,MSG_PUSHEVENT, &retu"1Event); 

return (editorName); 

default: 
/*All other .essages are invalid*/ 
xrErrno • XrlNVALIDMSG; 
return ((xrEditor *)NULL); 

> 1• end of switch */ 
> /* end of XrEditorNa11e<> */ 

5.9 Field Editor Utility Functions 
The Xrlib library contains a set of utility functions that provide facilities that are commonly needed by 
field editors. Among these utilities are functions which display 8 bit text strings, obtain internal font 
information, and initialize an editor structure. 

The field editor writer is not required to use the facilities disawcd in the following sections. The 
routines are programming aids provided so that editor writers need not waste their time duplicating 
functionality which already exists. Since the routines are in the Xrhb hbrary, they will be included only 
once in a given application. This will prevent the duplication of code and lead to smaller application 
programs. 

5.9.1 Common Field Editor Message Handlers 

The underlying structure of all field editors is basically the same. Only the routines for creating, 
drawing and processing events tend to differ among field editors. So it is logical to extract as much 
common code as possible, place it in some shared utility routines, and make it accemble to all field 
editors. This reduces the size of each field editor, and reduces the chance of a stray error fmding its 
way into the code of individual field editors. 

The following is a list of each of the common meMage handling utility routines, along with a brief 
. explanation of how they get their work done. 
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xrEditor * 
_MsgNew (instance, infoPtr, dataStructSize, createfuict, drewfuict, 

freefuict, editorHandler, drewOption) 

xrEditor * instance; 
xrEditor-Template * infoPtr; 
JNT32 detaStructSize; 
JNT32 c•c .... teFuict><>: 
JNT32 C*dr1111Fuict)(); 
JNT32 C*freeFU1Ct)(); 
JNT32 C*edf torHandler><>; 
JNT32 drawOption; 

_ MsgNewO will take care of everything needed to acate a new editor instance. If successful, it will 
return the instance pointer for the new editor instance. On failure, it will return NULL. 

The routine validates the pointer contained in "infoPtr" and the window id. Then it will allocate a block 
of memory to hold the data descnDing this particular instance. This data structme is different for each 
field editor and the "dataStructSize" parameter specifies how large the structure needs to be. The 
routine will then invoke the specified "aeateFunctQ" to allow the field editor to initialize the data 
structure, allocate some memory for the editor structure, initialize it, and attach it to the specified 
window. The last step is to tell the field editor to draw the instance, using the specified "drawFunct". 
The "drawOption" is passed as the single parameter to "drawFunct". 

The "editorHandler'' parameter must be a pointer to the handler function for the field editor 
[XrScroUBarO for the saollbar editor]. If the aeate process fails for some reason, it will invoke the 
function specified by the "&eeFunct" parameter before returning. This is done so that if a field editor 
has allocated additional memory in its aeate function, it will be freed up. This feature can be disabled 
by setting the ''freeFunct'' parameter to NULL. The "freeFunct" routine is passed a single parameter, 
a pointer to the editor data structure. 

xrEditor * 
_MsgFree (instance, freeFuict) 

xrEdttor * instance; 
JNT32 (*freeFU1Ct)(); 

_ MsgFneO will free up all memory used by a particular field editor instance and remove its image 
&om the window. It will fail and return NULL if the "instance" parameter is set to NULL. Otherwise, 
it will return the instance pointer. Deleting an editor instance involves removing its image &om the 
window, freeing all memory used by the instance, and disconnecting the instance &om the window to 
which it was attached. In addition, if the field editor had allocated some memory itself, it can specify a 
function to release this memory. This is done by means of the "&eeFunct" parameter. If "&eeFunct" is 
set to NULL, then this feature is disabled. The "&ceFunct" routine is invoked with a single parameter, 
a pointer to the editor data structure. 

xrEditor * 
_MsgGetStete (instance, atateFlegs) 

xrEditor * instMCe; 
JIT8 * atateFlags; 

_ MsgGetStateO will take a copy of the current state flags associated with the specified editor instance, 
and return them in the variable pointed to by the "stateFlags" parameter. Upon successful completion, 
the editor instance pointer will be returned. This routine will fail and return NULL, if either of the 
parameters has been set to NULL. 
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xrEditor * 
_MagSetState (instance, atateflags, drawf&n:t, drawCJption) 

xrEditor * instance; 
INT8 atateFlags; 
INT32 (*dr..,F~t)(); 

1NT32 drawOption; 

_ MsgSetStateO will asUgn new state flag values, specified by the "state~" parameter, to the 
specified editor instance. Then it will redraw the instance. The editor's drawing routine, specified by 
the "drawFunct" parameter, will be invoked and p8"ed the editor instance pointer and the 
"drawOption" value. Upon succesdUI completion, the instance pointer will be returned. This routine 
will fail and return a NULL value, if the "instance" parameter is set to NULL. 

xrEditor • 
_MsgRedraw (instmice, redrawMode, drawF&n:t, drawCJption) 

xrEditor * instance; 
INT32 redratilMode; 
INT32 <*drawF~t><>; 
INT32 draWOption; 

_MsgRedrawO will handle a redraw request only if the XrREDRA W _ALL option is specified as the 
redrawMode. If your field editor needs to handle other redraw options, you will have to write your 
own MSG_ REDRAW handler. After verifying the "instance" and "redrawMode" parameter, the 
editor's drawing function, specified by the "drawFunct" parameter, will be invoked and passed the 
editor instance pointer and the "drawOption" value. This routine will fail and return NULL, if the 
"instance" parameter is set to NULL, or the "redrawMode" is set to something other than 
XrREDRA W ALL. 

xrEdftor * 
_MagEdtt (instance, event, proceuF~t, fl1'UtCode) 

xrEditor 
XE vent 
INT32 
INT16 

• instmice; 
• event; 
(*processF~t><>; 
inputCode; 

MsgEditO serves as a MSG EDIT handler for those editors which only accept XrSELECT events. 
This routine will check to see-if the instance is capable of handling an event (by checking the state flags, 
to see if the instance is both visi'ble and sensitive), will verify that the select occurred within the bounds 
of the editor instance, and it will verify that the event is a select request. If these conditions are met, 
the event processing routine for the field editor specified by the "processFunct" parameter will be 
invoked. It will be passed three parameters: the editor instance pointer, a pointer to the XEvent event 
structure, and a pointer to an xrEvent structure (this is the event which will be pushed onto the input 
queue later). Before calling the "proccssFunct", this routine will first fill out the type, serial, 
send_ event, source, inputType, inputCode, valuePtr and valuePt fields in the· xrEvent structure. The 
proces.Wg routine must fill in the "valuel" field and should feel free to place values into any of the 
other fields it wants to. 

Upon completion, this routine will strip out the select up event matching the select event which caused 
the editor to be invoked. Which means the pr()Cf"q«ing routine should not attempt to strip out the select 
up event itself! If a select up event is received, it is removed from the input queue. If any other event is 
received, it will be pushed back onto the front of the input queue and MsgEdltO will no longer wait 
for the select up event. The return event will then be placed on the front of the application's input 
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queue, to indicate what action was taken by the editor. The event will be filled out as follows: 

type = XrXRA Y 
serial= 0 
send event = 0 
displ8y = _ xrCurrentDisplay 
source = window id 
inputType = XrEDITOR 
inputCode = "inputCode" parameter 
valuel = Editor specific value 
valuc2 = Editor specific value 
valuc3 = Editor specific value 
valuePtr = "instance" parameter 
valuePt = POINT structure containing the location of the C\'CDl 

The procescing routine can set any other fields it might need, since a pointer to the return event is 
passed to it. 

5.9.2 The Graphics Context Structure 

The drawing routines provided as part of these utilities, use a structure called the "graphics context" to 
obtain all drawing charaderistics needed when drawing a particular shape. A graphics context can be 
thought of as a drawing environment. Cunent field editors provided in the Xrlib toolbox use up to 8 
distind drawing environments. These are globally available to applications as D£dltorGC1 through 
nEditorGC8. In addition, the default graphics context nDdaaltGC is provided. The "graphics · 
context" structure is a facility provided as part of X Wmdows. See the chapter on •Graphics Resource 
Functions" in the 'Xho -C Language Interface, Protocol Version 11' document for more information 
on aeating and using this facility. 

5.9.3 Graphics Context Functions 

AJmost every field editor needs to perform some drawing function using its foregraound and 
background colors. Since most of the drawing functions use only the foreground color field within a 
graphics context, it is necessary to set up two graphics contexts. One which bas the desired foreground 
color set as the foreground color and a second which has the desired backround color as the 
foreground color. This will allow us to draw using both foreground and background colors. The 
_ XrlnltEditorGCsO function does provides this capability and in addition, sets up the font field in both 
structures. 

_XrlnftEditorGCa CforeColor, backeolor, fantld) 

INT32 foreColor; 
INT32 bllckColor; 
Font font Id; 

Upon completion of this call, the graphics context referred to by D'EdltorGCt will have the foreground 
color field set to the value specified by the foreColor parameter, the background color field set to the 
value of the backColor parameter, and the fonlld set to the spccificd font. Also the srEditorGC2 
graphics context will have the foreground color set to badcColor, the back:rground color set to foreColor 
and the fontld set to the specified font. 

You may choose to not specify a font by setting the fontld parameter to 0. 
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5.9.4 Shape-Drawing Functions 
The utility routines include a series of functions which allow a field editor to draw solid/tiled filled 
shapes, with an optional border around the object. The types of objects provided here are rectangles, 
ovals, ellipses and polygons. Each of the drawing functions will use one of the graphics context 
structures, which were explained earlier. Each of the utility functions is explained below: 

_xrLine (windowld, gc, x1, y1, x2, y2) 

Window windowld: 
GC gc: 
INT16 x1: 
INT16 y1: 
INT16 x2: 
INT16 y2; 

_ XrUneO will draw a line between the two points designated as (xl,yl) and (x2,y2), using the drawing 
environment specified within the graphics context "gc". This is similar to the XDrawLineO function 
described in the •XJ.ib - C Language Interface, Protocol Version 11 • document. 

_xrRectangle (windowld, gc, drawltect) 

Window windowld; 
GC gc: 
RECTANGLE * drawltect: 

_ XrRectangleO will draw a border around the specified rectangle using information within the graphics 
context. The interior of the rectangle is not aflcd:ed. This is similar to the XDraw:&ctangleQ function 
described in the "Xh"b - C Language Interface, Protocol Version 11• document. 

_XrFillRectangle (windowld, gc, drawltect) 

Window windowld: 
GC gc: 
RECTANGLE * drawltect: 

_ XrFWRectangleO will fill the region defmed by the passed-in rectangle definition using information 
specified within the graphics context. This is similar to theXFUIRectangleQ function descn"bed in the 
"Xlib - C Language Interface, Protocol Version 11 • document. 

_XrBorderFillRectangle (windowld, borderGC, fillGC, drawltect) 

Window windowld; 
GC borderGC; 
GC fiUGC: 
RECTANGLE * drewltect; 

_ XrBorderFUIRectangleO will fll'St draw a border around the specified rectangle, using the 
information specified within the graphics context designated by the "borderGC" parameter. Then, 
then this routine will fill the interior of the region def med by the passed-in rectangle definition using 
the information within the 'fillGC' graphics context. 
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5.9.5 Additional Text Facllltles 

These procedures allow text to be placed anywhere within the bounds of a window and allow a field 
editor to obtain fmthcr information about a foat. 

_Xrl_.Texta (lrinbdd, gr:, l.,., x, y, atrl111> 

Uindow 
SC 
11132 
1111'16 
llT16 
STRlllGB 

lrindDldd; 
gr:; 
len; 
x; 
y; 
string; 

_ XrlmageTatlO will display the specified text string , using the information specified within the 
graphics context. The length of the string must be specified. ,If the string is NULL terminated, then the 
"len" parameter should be set to the dcfme "XrNUU..TERMINATED". Otherwise, the length must 
be provided in the len parameter. This routine is similar to the XDnnvlmageStringQ function descnl>ed 
in the "Xho -C Language Interface, Protocol Version 11 • document. 

_xrtextlnfo (fontinfo, textlnfo) 

XFontStruct * fontinfo; 
xrTextlnfo * textlnfo; 

_ XrTatlnloO allows a program to obtain some additional information describing a partic:ular font. 
This additional information includes the ascent, descent, maximum character width, average character 
width, and the leading for the font. The information is returned in the structure pointed to by the 
"tcxtlnfo" parameter. 

5.9.6 Common Edftor Functions 

This section will outline some general purpose field editor routines that do not fall under any of the 
previously discu~ sections. 

_XrlnitEditorStruct (editorPtr, infoPtr, dlltaPtr, fW1Ction) 

xr£ditor * editorPtr; 
xr£ditorTe11plate * infoPtr; 
char • dmtaPtr; 
xr£ditor * (*f..-x:tion><>; 

Whenever a field editor creates a new instance, it must allocate an editor structure, whidi will then be 
attached to the specified window. The editor structure must be initialRed to contain the following 
information: 

• The window Id. 

• The editor function. 

• The editor state. 

• The editor rectangle. 

• A pointer to the instance specific data. 

Using the paged parameters, XrlnltEdltorStractO will rill eadi of these fields within the editor 
structure pointed to by the "editorPtr" parameter. 



_xrcatchablelCey CeditorPtr, eventPtr) 

xrEditor 
xrEvent 

* editorPtr; 
* eventPtr; 

Whenever a field editor receives a MSG EDIT request, it must first check to see if it is an event which 
it should handle. This involves making the following set of checks: 

• Verify that the instance pointer is not NULL. 

• Verify that the event pointer is not NULL. 

• Verify that the instance is both SENSITIVE and VISIBLE. 

• Verify that the event occurred within the instance's editor rectangle. 

_ XrCat.chable.KeyO will take care of making all of these checks. If all of the above conditions are met, 
then a value of TRUE will be returned. Otherwise, a value of FALSE is returned. 

_XrMakelnvisible Cwindowld, rectPtr, 111tkeGCFlag) 

Window windowld; 
RECTANGLE * rectPtr; 
INT8 makeGCFlag; 

All field editors need to be able to make a particular editor instance become invisible; such as when an 
application clears the VISIBLE state flag. Normally, this involves filling the region defmed by the 
instance's editor rectangle with the background tile for the window to which the instance is attached. 
This is exactly what XrMakelnvisibleO will do. Currently, the "makeGCF1ag" is unused and should 
be set to NULL. -

5.1 O Field Editor Template 2 
Now that we have ~ each of the utility routines available to field editor writers, we will take our 
original field editor template, and rewrite it using these utilities. If you are still unclear as to the exact 
functions performed by these common utilities, look back at the first editor template presented earlier 
that did not use the common routines, and instead have all their functionally inline. 

xrEditor * 
XrEditorN- CeditorNme, 11Hsage, data> 

( 

xrEditor * editorNa11e; 
INT32 message; 
INT8 * data; 

I* Determine the action being rec:ptated */ 
switch cmssege) 
( 
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case MSG_NEW: 
{ 

) 

I* Create a new instance of this editor */ 
return <CxrEditor *)_MsgNew(editorN-, data, sizeof(xrEditorN..Oata), 

createEditorN-, dr...editortl-, 
enFreeMmory, XrEditorN-, II.ILL)); 

case MSG_FREE: 
{ 

I* Destroy the specified editor instance */ 
return ((xrEditor *> _Msgfree (editortl-, 9'freeMmory)); 

) 

case MSG_GETSTATE: 
{ 

> 

/* Return the current state flags for ., editor instance */ 
return <<xrEditor *> _MsgGetState (editortl-, data)); 

case MSG_SETSTATE: 
{ 

) 

/* Change the state flags for a particular editor instance */ 
return ((xrEditor *) _MsgSetState (editorN-, data, 

drawEditorN-, NULL)); 

case MSG_REDRAW: 
{ 

> 

/* Redraw the specified editor instance */ 
return <CxrEditor *> _MsgRedraw (editortl-, data, 

drawEditorN-, NULL)); 

case MSG_SIZE: 
{ 

I* 
* Return the size of the rectangle needed to enclose 
* an instance of this editor, using the specifications 
* passed in by the application progr•. 
*I 

xrEditorN81elnfo *enlnfoPtr; 

enlnfoPtr = (xrEditorN-lnfo *)data; 

if (enlnfoPtr -= NULL) 
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} 

{ 

} 

xrErrno • XrlNVALIDPTR; 
return <<xrEditor *) NULL>; 

if CsizeEditorName (enlnfoPtr, &enlnfoPtr·>editorRect) •• FALSE) 
I* Size r~t failed; xrErrno set by sizeEditorName() */ 
return <<xrEditor *)NULL); 

return (editorName); 

case MSG_MOVE: 
< 

) 

/* Move the origin for the specified editol"Rect */ 
POINT * ptPtr (POINT *)data; 
RECTANGLE olc:Mect; 

if CeditorNmRe ·= NULL) 
< 

} 

xrErrno = XrlNVALIDID; 
return <<xrEditor *> NULL>; 

else if (ptPtr •= NULL> 
{ 

} 

xrErrno = XrlNVALIDPTR; 
return <<xrEditor *> NULL); 

/* Reset the origin of the editor rectangle */ 
XrC~ect C&editorN811e·>editol"Rect, &olc:Mect); 
editorM1111e·>editol"Rect.x • ptPtr·>x; 
editorNe11e·>editol"Rect.y • ptPtr·>y; 

if (editorNmne•>editorState & XrVISIBLE) 
{ 

} 

I* Make the instance invisible, if necessary */ 
_XrMakelnvisible (editorN811e·>editol"Windowld, &olc:Meet, TRUE); 

/* Redraw the relocated instance */ 
drawEditorName CeditorNmne, NULL); 

/* Force recalculation of editor group rectmigle */ 
XrEditorGroup (NULL, MSG_ADJUSTGRClJPRECT, editorNmne); 
return CeditorN->; 

case MSG_EDIT: 
c 

I* 
* Process the inccming event, mid generate a retum 
*event, to indicate to the application progr• how 
* the editor instance was modified. 
*I 

retum ((xrEditor *> _MsgEdit (editorN ... , data, 
processEditorNmne, XrEDJTORNAME)); 
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) 

def.ult: 
( 

) 

r All other msuges are inval f d *I 
xrErrno • XrlllVALIDMSG; 
return «xrEditor *> ML); 

) r ft of switch ., 
) r end of XrEditorlme() */ 

r 
* Free up the block of .mry which our cr•te routine 
* allocated et the ti• we first created the instMCe • . , 

111132 
enf reeMemry ceroataPtr> 

xrEditorN...Oate • eroataPtr; 

( 

(*xrfree) (erGataPtr·>extraData>; 
) 

5.11 Sample Field Editors 
This section will attempt to provide some insight into the organization of an Xrh1> field editor. You 
should refer to the actual source code for the indicated field editors to see how they perform certain 
tasks. Each of the field editors presented here follows the template which was presented in the 
previous section. 

In particular, there are three concepts which we will attempt to cover in this section: 

• Provide an example of a simple field editor (XrStaticRaster), to demonstrate the general 
organ;zation of a typical field editor. 

• Provide an example of a multiple entity field editor (XrCheckBox), to demonstrate a sample 
algorithm to lay out one type of multiple entity field editor. And demonstrate how input handling is 
performed for this type of editor. 

• Provide an example of how an editor is constructed by combining an existing field editor together 
with some new software, to form a new editor. This concept is useful when an editor needs to be 
aeated which contains a scrollbar, along with some raster data (XrRasterEdit). 

Each of the sub-sections which follow will explain one of the above concepts. 
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5.11.1 Slmple Field Editor 

The static raster editor is an example of a short and simple field editor. When a new instance is 
created, there is little work which needs to be done, other than displaying the raster data itself. It also 
demonsttates some of the steps taken to pr<>CCM incoming input events. (Refer to the source listing for 
the Static Raster field editor.) 

5.11.2 Muttlple Entity Field Editors 

Field editors, such as the chcckbox and pushbutton editors find it convenient to allow an application to 
create multiple entities of the editor with a single request. Usually, these types of editors are created as 
a group of related items. Rarely are a single checkbox or a single pushbutton created. 

Designing an editor to handle multiple entities can be a real challenge. In particular, the algorithm 
used to determine the placement of the individual items is not always easy to derive. The example 
which follows shows one algorithm which may be used to do this placement. Note that this is not the 
only algorithm available and depending upon how \he items are to be arranged, this algorithm may not 
fit your needs. But this example may be enough to help you customi7.c your own layout routines. 

The algorithm used by the checkbox field editor to calculate the location of each of the individual 
checkboxes makes the following ~umptions: 

• Each checkbox is composed of a square box and an optional label located to the right, separated by 
some white space. 

• The checkboxes will be laid out in rows and columns, and must fit within the specified editorRect 
rectangle structure. 

• Each checkbox in a given column will line up. 

• If the editor Red: is larger than needed to contain the checkboxes, the extra space will be equally 
distributed as white space between the rows and columns. 

Before covering the algorithm to picture how a sample checkbox editor instance might look. The 
outline for the editorRed: is provided to show the relationship between the checkbox location and the 
borders of the editorRect. 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
button 1 button 2. 

button 3 button 4. 

button 5 ----................................... . 
The algorithm used by the checkbox editor works in the following manner: 

• Determine the number of rows in the instance, and the width (in pixels) of each column of 
checkboxes. Use this information to determine if the editorRect is larger than needed. If it is, this 
extra space can be used as padding between the rows and columns. The padding values will then be 
calculated and saved. 
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• Set the initial checkbox location to the upper left hand comer of the editorRect. This is where the 
first checkbox will be placed. This location will be updated later to indicate the location of the next 
check box. 

• Do the layout calculations. This is done one column at a time, starting with column 1 (the leftmost 
one). As each element in this column is laid out, a check is made to see if it is the widest element 
in the column. This information is used later to oJrset the nest column. After ca)mlating the 
checkbox location, the location for the optional label will be calcalatcd. 

• After a column has been laid out, the aJgoritbm will c:alc:ulate the position for the first checkbox in 
the next column, and then repeat the proceu for the each rolnmn 

• Now all of the entities have been laid out in equally spaced rows and columns. 

5.11.3 Creating From Existing Editors 

Sometimes a field editor may find it advantageous to incorporate an instance of another editor, rather 
than attempting to write new code to re-create the desired piece. As an eumple of this, the raster 
editor has the capability of displaying a scrollbar as part of one of its instances. It doesn't attempt to 
duplicate the scrollbar code. Instead, it simply aeates a scrollbar instance, and attaches it to its editor 
instance. 

The major advantages of allowing an editor to do this are: 

• The field editor writer does not waste time trying to re-create portions of an emsring field editor. 

• The software which controls the incorporated editor is already debugged and running. 

• The incorporated component( s) look and behave the same as any other instances of those field 
editors. 

Before discussing the how to do this, there are two terms we need to define. The term "main editor" 
refers to the new field editor being designed, and the term "sub-editor" refers to those existing editors 
being incorporated into the main editor. 

The mechanism for incorporating other field editors is simple to use. But, there are several rules 
which must be followed if you expect your new field editor to function: 

• All sub-editors which are included within an instance of the main editor, must reside 
COMPLETELY within the editorRect as.wciated with the main editor instance. Since a field editor 
knows what components to include when aeated, it can make sure the application supplied 
editorRect is large enough to hold all components. The editor's MSG_ SIZE routine must also take 
these sub-editors into consideration. This normally involves having the main editor do a 
MSG_ SIZE for each sub-editor it use, and combining this information to help determine its total 
si7.e. 

The main editor must completely contain the sub-editors, because sub-editors do not reside in the 
editor list maintained by the window. Therefore, they are unable to receive input events via normal 
XrlnputO dispatching. This is resolved by having the main editor check input events to see if they 
were really meant for a sub-editor. Remember - the main editor created the sub-editor instances, 
so it knows exactly where their editorRects are located. The limitation is that the main editor only 
receives events which occur within its editorRect. So if a sub-editor does not lie completely within 
the main editor's rectangle, then that portion of the sub-editor outside the rectangle will never 
receive input events. 

• When a main editor instance is aeated, it will normally create and display its components, before 
calling the sub-editors to aeate their components. This helps to guarantee that all the components 
overlap in the proper fashion. As the sub-editors are createcl, they need to be removed &om the 
window's editor list. The main editor may behave in an unfriendly fashion if this is not done, 
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because it will not have absolute control over its sub-editors. Remove sub-editors &om the editor 
list is by using the XrEditorO intrinsic, with the MSG REMOVE meuage. P~ the instance 
pointer for the editor instance to be removed, along With a pointer to the window to which it is 
attached. 

• Normally, when an application aeates a field editor, it returns a pointer to the editor structure 
auociated with that new editor instance. This scrYCS to act as a unique identifier for all future 
references to that instance. This is also true when a main editor creates sub-editors; each sub
editor will return its own editor instance pointer. The main editor must define space within its own 
data structures to hold these values for the sub-editors. Without these values the main editor can 
not communicate with tht:. sub-editors. A separate xrEditor variable for each sub-editor must be 
included in the main editor. For instance: 

xrEditor * aubeditor1, 
* s&meditor2; 

• Since the sub editors do not reside in the editor list, it is the responsibility of the main editor to 
keep them up-to-date. Because the editors have been grouped into a single entity, they must act as 
a single entity. This implies that anytime the main editor receives a MSG REDRAW, 
MSG FREE, MSG MOVE or MSG SETSTATE meaage, these comm.8nds should also be 
performed for the sub editors. -

• Remember, it is the respoDSt°bility of the main editor to route input events to the sub-editors, as 
needed. Each time the main editor receives an input event, it must check to see if it belonged to 
one of the sub-editors. This is done by seeing if the event location fell within the bounds of one of 
the sub-editor's editorRect rectangles. If it does not belong to a sub-editor, then the main editor 
can process the event Otherwise, the main editor must invoke the sub-editor's input handling 
routine by issuing a MSG_ EDIT message to the sub-editor, and passing the event information with 
it. When the sub-editor is done processing the event, it will in turn push e\'Cnt information onto the 
front of the input queue, and return. The main editor can then remove the evcnt &om the front of 
the queue, and perform the desired action. But, before the main editor can return it needs to first 
push a fake "select up" event on the front of the input queue, followed by a second e\'Cnt containing 
its own result information. The reason for this is discussed in a paragraph which follows. This event 
handling mechanim> allows the information generated by the sub-editors to be kept and processed 
by the main editor. 

• Fmally, when the main editor instance is freed up, it must issue a MSG_ FREE to each of its sub
editors. Otherwise the space occupied by the sub-editor data structures will become "lost" and 
irrecoverable until the application terminates. 

All field editors should swallow select up events which occur after the select event which caused their 
processing routine to be called. This is done to prevent an application &om being inundated with select 
up events. If an editor uses the MsgEdltO edit routine to invoke its processing routine, this will be 
handled. MsgEditO automaticiily waits for the select up event and swallows iL Unfortunately, this 
can aeate a problem, when one editor's processing routine mues a MSG_ EDIT to another editor. 
For example the raster editor calls the saollbar editor. When the raster editor receives a select event, 
the following oCcurs: 

• XrlnputO will pass the event to XrRasterEdltO for procetting 

• XrRasterEdltO invokes MsgEdltO, ~the event, and a pointer to the raster edit event 
processing routine [procCssREditQ]. 

• _ MsgEdltO verifies the event, and then ~ it to proeessREdltO. 
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• prucessREdltO determines that the event w. in one of the scrollbars, and mues a MSG EDIT to 
XrScrollBarO, passing it the evait. -

• XrScrollBarO invokes _ MagEdltO, passing the event, and a pointer to the scrollbar evmt 
processing routine ~oDBar()]. 

• _ MagEdltO verifies the event, and then passes it to~-

• _ MagEdltO waits for the select up to occur, swallows it, pushes the return event generated by 
pncessScrollBar, and then retmns to XrScnllBar(). 

• XrScrollBarO returns to pracesaREdltO. 

• prucessREdltO pops the scrollbar ewent off the input queue, processes it, and then retmns to 
_MagEdltO. 

• _ MsgEdltO waits for the select up to occur, so that it can swallow it. Unfortunately, the fust call to 
_ MsgEditO, by the scrollbar editor, already swallowed the select up event. 

Thus, _ MsgEclltO proceeds to "bang", until some X event occurs. This is undesirable! The solution is 
for proc:essREditO to push a fake select up event onto the front of the input queue, after protttting 
the event returned by XrSerollBarO. If this is done, then everything.works fme. The following code 
sample shows bow this can be done, using a utility routine provided by the Xrlib intrinsics: 

XEvent evmt; 
xr11indo..event windo..event; 
XluttonReleeudEwnt *aelectUp • (XluttonReleasedEvent *> &event 

XrGetWindo..event <XrSELEcnP, &wi ndoMEvent); 
aelectUp->type • windaMEvent. type; 
aelectUp->serl•l • O; 
Mlec·tUp->und_evmt • O; 
aelectUp->display • _xrCurrentDfsplay; 
aelectUp->at•te • wtndo..event.modf ffer; 
aelectUp->button • wf ncbtevent.code; 

Xrl'1X't CllJLL, MSG_PUSHEVEllT, aelectUp); 



A Reference Information (3X) 
This appendix contains manual pages for the functions and library provided with the Xrlib toolbox. The 
following list shows the page reference for each topic. When using the man utility, use the MAN 
reference with the indicated uppercase and lowercase characters. 

Topic MANPage 

XrAddPt XrPoint(3X) 
XrCheckBox XrCheckBox(3X) 
XrCopyPt XrPoint(3X) 
XrCopyRect XrRectangle(3X) 
XrEditor XrEditor(3X) 
XrEditorGroup XrEditorGroup(3X) 
XrEmptyRect XrRectangle(3X) 
XrEqualPt XrPoint(3X) 
XrEqualRect XrRectangle(3X) 
xrErrno xrErmo(3X) 
XrGetWindowEvent XrUtilities(3X) 
XrGlobals XrGlobals(3X) 
XrGroupBox XrGroupBox(3X) 
Xrlnit Xrlnit(3X) 
Xrlnput Xrlnput(3X) 
XrlnputConf XrlnputConf(3X) 
Xrlnputlnit Xrlnputlnit(3X) 
XrlnputMap XrlnputMap(3X) 
XrlnputMute XrlnputMute(3X) 
XrlnsetRect XrRectangle(3X) 
XrListEdit XrListEdit(3X) 
XrMapButton XrUtilities(3X) 
XrMenu XrMenu(3X) 
XrMessageBox XrMessageBox(3X) 
XrOflsetPt XrPoint(3X) 
XrOflsetRect XrRectangle(3X) 
XrPageEdit XrPageEdit(3X) 
XrPanel XrPanel(3X) 
XrPoint XrPoint(3X) 
XrPtlnRect XrRectangle(3X) 
XrPt2Rect XrRectangle(3X) 
XrPushButton XrPushButton(3X) 
XrRadioButton XrRadioButton(3X) 
XrRasterEdit XrRasterEdit(3X) 
XrRasterSelect XrRasterSelect(3X) 
XrRectangle XrRectangle(3X) 
XrResource XrResource(3X) 
XrScrollBar XrScrollBar(3X) 

Reference Information (3X) A·l 



Topic MANr. 
XrSectRect XrRedangle(3X) 
XrSetPt XrPoint(3X) 
XrSetPtRect XrRcctangle(3X) 
XrSctRect XrRea•ngle(3X) 
_XrSetUpGC XrUtilities(lX) 
XrStaticRaster XrStaticRastcr(3X) 
XrStaticTClt XtStaticTczt(3X) 
XrStringWidth XrUtilities(3X) 
XrSubPt XrPoint(lX) 
XrTestEdit XrTcxtEdit(3X) 
XrTJtleBar XrT°JtlcBar(3X) 
XrUnionR.cct J(rRtttnglr~lX) 
XrUtilities XrUtilities(3X) 
XrVersion XrUtilitim(3X) 

A-2 Reference lnformatioa (3X) 
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NAME 
Xlib - C Language X Window System Interface Library 

SYNOPSIS 
#indude < Xll/Xlib.h > 

DESCRIPTION 
This library is the low level interface for C to the X protocol. The list ofsubroutines is too long to list 
here, comprising more than 250 subroutines. 

This library gives complete access to all capability provided by the X window system, and is intended to 
be the basis for other higher level hl>raries for use with X 

More subroutines will be added to this hmary with time. 

FILES 
/usr /include/Xll/Xlib.h, /usr /hl>/Xlllib.a 

ORIGIN 
MIT Distnl>ution 

SEE ALSO 
'Xlib- C Langua~ Interface, Protocol Venion 11' 
X(l) 
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NAME 
XrCheckBox - an editor for check boxes 

SYNOPSIS 
#include <Xll/Xlib.h> 
#include <Xrll/Xrlib.h> 

XrEditor* 
XrCheckBox (instance, message, data) 

xrEditor • instance; 
INT32 mesuge; 
INT8 • data; 

DESCRIPTION 
The checkbox editor is used to aeate and process a group of related checkboxes within a given win
dow. The number of checkboxes, and how they arc displayed, is completely controlled by the applica
tion. Each checkbox may also include an optional text label, which will be displayed to the right of the 
checkbox. 

The size of the checkboxes are proportional to the size of the font being used to display the text labels. 
By allowing an application to specify this font, the si7.e of the checkboxes can be adjusted for individual 
displays. 

This field editor supports two distinct sets of state flap: those associated with the whole instance 
(which are modified using MSG GETSTATE and MSG SETSTATE), and those which are ~ed to 
the individual checkboxes - (which are modifiCd using MSG GETITEMSTATES and 
MSG_ SETITEMSTATES). The state flap which are associated with the in'Stance as a whole have pre
cedence over the individual state flap. For example, if the XrVISIBLE flag is cleared for the instance, 
then none of the checkboxes will be displayed, regardless of their individual state flag settings. But, if 
the XrVISIBLE flag is set for the instance, then the field editor will look at the state of the XrVISIBLE 
flag associated with each checkbox, to determine if the entity should be displayed. 

Using the cursor and the mouse, a user can interactively select a checkbox, by moving the cursor over 
one of the boxes, and 'clicking' the mouse button. This will cause the state of the chosen box to toggle. 
H the box had previously been active (filled), then it will now become inactive (not filled). Likewise, if 
the box was previously inactive (not filled), then it will now become active (filled). An application will 
then be notified of the change, and may handle it accordingly. 

The checkbox editor will not restrict the number of boxes which may be active at any given moment, 
within a given instance. Instead, each checkbox in an instance is treated like an independent entity; its 
value does not rely on nor affect the value of any other checkbox in the instance. 

A checkbox editor instance is composed of 3 components: 

- The editor instance's background area. 
- The individual checkboxcs. 
- The checkbox labels. 

Of these 'selectable' regions, only select events which occur in one of the individual checkboxes will 
affect the instance. When one of these is selected, the editor will toggle the state of the checkbox, and 
then the application program will be notified that the value of one of the checkboxes has changed, 
along with the index of the checkbox which was modified. H a select event occurs in any of the other 
components, the application will be notified that a select occurred, but the editor instance was not 
modified. 
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When an editor instance is aeatcd, the initial value and the label strings for each checkbox will be 
specified by the application program. For the values, a pointer to an array of 8 bit integer values must 
be paMC<i in. For the label strinp, a pointer to an array of character strings may be passed in. The 
checkbox editor will not save copies of these pieces of data. Instead, it will save a copy of the pointers 
only. This will allow an application program to have immediate access to the check.box values, since 
the array resides in the application's domain. 

The editor allows an application to modify the data values asM>Ciated with the checkboxes, however, the 
checkbox labels must not be modified, once the instance has been aeated. This editor will rely on the 
fact that when an application modifies any of the checkbox data values, the application will tell the edi
tor to redraw; this allows the editor to remain in sync with the current checkbox data. Modifying the 
data, without doing a redraw, will cause the editor to behave in an unfriendly fashion. 

This editor allows an application program to obtain information about an instance in two ways: 

By means of an input event returned when a checkbox 
is modified. 

By means of the shared data values mentioned above. 
This refers to the anay of data describing the 
value of each chcckbox. 

When the editor draws the specified chcckbox instance, it will attempt to space out the checkboxes, to 
take full advantage of the specified editor&ct. If the rectangle is larger than needed, then the extra 
space will be divided equally as blank space between the rows and columns. If the rectangle is too 
small, then the request will fail 

BDITOR~GBS 

MSG NEW 
- This message will be the means by which an application program can aeate a checkbox editor 

instance in a port. It will expect the instance parameter to be set to NULL, and the data 
parameter to point to a fDlccl out instance of the following structure: 

typedef struct { 
Wmdow editorWmdowld; 
RECTANGLE editorRcct; 
INT8 cditorState; 
INTJ2 cditorFGColor; 
INT32 eclitorBGColor; 
XFoatSbuct • cclitorFoat; 
INT16 numFldds; 
INT16 numCols; 
.INT8 •• labels; 
INT8 • wlues; 
INT8 • staleFlags; 

} DOicckBodnfo; 

editorWindowld 
This rteld indicates the window to which the editor instance is to be attached. Any time 
the instance is redrawn, it will be redrawn in this window. 

editorRect 
This descn1>es the location and si2:c of the region into which the checkbox instance is to be 
located. If the rectangle is larger than is needed to hold the specified instance, then the 
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extra space will be used as padding betM:en the chedbcm:s. If the nrtangle is too small, 
then the request will fail. 

editorState 
This field contains the initial value of. the state flags for this editor instance. It can be 
composed of any combination of the XrSENSl'l1VE aacl XrVISIBLE flap. 

MitorFGColor 
This field specifJCS the fmqround color to be used when drawing the editor instance. It 
will be used to display the checkbox labels, and the dleckbox borders. If this is set to -1, 
the default foreground color (sec Xrllllt(3X) ) will be med. 

editorBGColor 
This field specifics the background color to be used when drawing the editor instance. It 
will be used to rill the interior of an inacti\'e dlcckbm. If this is set to -1, the default back
ground color (see Xrlnlt(JX) ) will be used. 

editor Font 
This is a pointer to a structure which describes the font to be used when creating this edi
tor instance. If the pointer has been set to NULL, th.ea the editor will use the default sys
tem base font. The font is important not only because it describes how the labels will 
look, but it will also be used to determine how large the chcckboxes should be. 

numFields 
This value indicates the total number of chcckboxes which are included in this instance. 
Once specified, this value cannot be changed. 

numCols 
This value indicates the number of columns into which the chcckboxes are to be displayed. 
Using this value, and numFields, the editor will automatically calculate the number of 
rows. If this value is greater than numFJelds, then the create request will fail. 

labels 
This is a pointer to an array of NULL terminated character strinp, representing the labels 
associated with each checkbox. If this pointer is NULL, then none of the checkboxes will 
have labels. The first entry in the array will correspond to checkbox 0, the second to 
checkbox 1, etc. If an entry in this array is set to NULL, then the corresponding checkbox 
will have no label The editor will not keep a copy of each of these strinp; instead, it will 
only keep a copy of the pointer to the string array. It will rely on the application to NOT 
modify these stl'inp, once the instance has been created. 

values 
This is a pointer to an array of 8 bit integer values, representing the initial state of each of 
the checkboxes. If this pointer is NULL, then the create request will fail. The first entry 
in this array corresponds to the value of checkbox 0, etc. A value of TRUE signifies that 
the checkbox should be drawn as 'active' (filled), while a value of FAISE signifies that a 
checkbox should be drawn as 'inactive' (not rilled). The editor will not keep a copy of this 
array. Instead, it will only keep a copy of the pointer to this array. Any time the value of 
a checkbox is modified, the editor will update the appropriate location in this array, and 
then notify the application. The application has immediate access to the checkbox values, 
since the array resides in its data area. 
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stateFlat;r 
This is a pointer to an array of values, each containing the initial state flag se~ to be 
aswciated with each checkbox in the instance. H this pointer has been set to NULL, then 
the state flags for each entity will be set to XrSENSmvE and XrVISIBLE. The first entry 
in this array corresponds to checkbm: 0, etc. 

The editor will then draw the checkbox editor instance in the specified window. 

Upon succesmil completion, a pointer to the newly created editor structure will be returned to 
the application This value must be used thereafter, whenewr the application wishes to refer to 
this particular editor instance. 

MSG FREE 
This mes.uge is the mechanism by which an editor instance can be destroyed. The only 
parameter of importance is the instance parameter, which is a pointer to the editor structure, 
which was returned by the MSG_ NEW message; this parameter specifies which instance is to 
be destroyed. 

When a checkbox instance is destroyed, it will be internally disconnected from the window to 
which it was attached, it will no longer handle mouse selects, and it will be removed from the 
window, if the instance is visible. 

After an editor instance has been destroyed, no further meuages should be iuued in regard to 
that instance. 

MSG GETSTATE 
- This message returns the current state of the XrVISIBLE and XrSENSITIVE flap for the 

specified chcckbox editor instance. The instance parameter specifics which instance to use. 
The data parameter should be a pointer to an 8 bit integer value, into which the current state 
flags will be placed. 

MSG SETSTATE 
- This message allows an application program to modify the setting of the XrSENSITIVE and 

XrVISIBLE flap, for a given checkbox editor instance. The data parameter is interpreted as 
an 8 bit integer value, containing the new state flag values. After saving the new state flags, 
the editor instance will be redrawn, to reflect the new state. H an instance is not visiole, then 
the rectangle which it occupies will be drawn using the background tile for the window, thus 
making it invistole. H an instance is visible, but not sensitive, then each checkbox will be drawn 
and filled with a 50% pattern. 

MSG GETITEMSTATES 
- This message allows an application to obtain a copy of the individual state flags associated with 

each of the checkboxes contained within the specified editor instance. These state flags differ 
from the state flags obtained using MSG_ GrrsTATE. The instance parameter must specify 
the editor instance to be queried, while the data parameter should point to an array of 8 bit 
integer values. The state flags will be returned by·means of this array. The flap associated 
with checkbox 0 will be returned in the first slot in the array, etc. 

MSG SETITEMSTA~ 
- This message allows an application to modify the individual state flags associated with each of 

the chcckboxes contained within the specified editor instance. Presently, only the XrVISIBLE 
and the XrSENSITIVE f1ags are supported. The instance parameter must specify the editor 
instance which is to be modified, while the data parameter should point to an array of 8 bit 
integer values. The new state flags which are to be assigned to each entity within the instance 
will be obtained from this array. The value in the first slot of the array will be assigned to 
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cbeckbox 0, etc. After the new state flap have been saved, only those checkbmcs whose state 
Dip dt•ngr.d will be iCdtaWD. 

MSG GE'IllEMCOUNI' 
- This mesuge allows an application to obtain· a count, which indicates the number of individual 

chcckboxes in the spcciricd instaac:e. The editor will assume that the instance parameter 
spcciracs the editor instance to be queried, and the data parameter points to a 32 bit integer 
value; the item count value will be returned by means of this integer. 

This mcsuge is useful when used in conjunction with the MSG_ GE'ITl'.EMRECTS mCSAge. 
It allows an application to obtain the number of. items in the instanc:c. so that the application 
can then allocate enough memory to hold the rectangle information returned by 
MSG_ GETITEMRECTS. 

MSG GE11TEMRECfS 
- This me.uage returns the coordinates for the rectangle which describes each of the individual 

checkboxcs; these rectangles descnbc only the individual dieckboxes - it does not include the 
labels. The mcsugc will czpect the instona parameter to indicate the editor instance to be 
queried, and the data parameter to point to a structure of the following format: 

RECTANGLE itemRccts(x]; 

This array will then be filled with the rectangle information, and rctmDed to the application. 

Before an application can make this call, it needs to know the number of items in the specified 
instance, so that it can allocate a structure large enough to hold all of the rectangle informa
tion. The application should use the MSG GETITEMCOUNT message to obtain this infor
mation; the application can then allocate 8n array large enough to hold an of the rectangle 
entries. 

The order of the rert•nglc items returned in the array directly correlates to the order the 
items were originally created in. The first element in the array will describe checkbox 0, the 
second cbeckbox 1, etc. 

This mcsuge is useful to those applications which have a need of knowing where the indivi
dual items in a dieckbox instance are located. The most common use would be by a forms 
controller, which would use the information to place an 'active field' indicator by a given item. 

MSG REDRAW 
- This editor provides an application with the means for requesting that an instance of check

boxes be redrawn. The current values, labels and font information will be used. 

When this mcuage is iaucd, the instance parameter must be a pointer to the editor structure 
usociated with the instance to be redrawn. The data parameter must be a 32 bit integer which 
spcciracs the type of redraw to perform. 

The dieckbm editor supports the following redraw mode: 

• XrREDRAW ALL 

If any other redraw mode is specified, then the requeR will fail. 

MSG SIZE 
- This mesuge allows an application to obtain the rectangle needed to contain a checkbox edi

tor instance. The chcc:kboz editor ezpects the instance parameter to be set to NUu., and the 
datll parameter to point to an instance of the following structure: 
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typedef strud { 
Wmdow editorWmdowld; 
RECTANGLE editorRcct; 
INT8 editorStatc; 
INl'32 editorFGColor; 
INl'32 editorBGColor; 
XFontStrud • editorFont; 
INT16 numF1elds; 
INT16 numCols; 
INT8 •• labels; 
INT8 • values; 
INT8 • statcF1ags; 

} xrChcckBoxlnfo; 

The only fields which must be filled out by the application program BEFORE issuing this call, 
are the numFields, numCols, labels, and editorFont fields; all other fields are ignored. 

Using the supplied information, the editor will determine the size of the rectangle needed to 
contain this instance. In return, the editorRect field will be filled in with the coordinates for 
the 0 based rec:tangle needed to contain this instance; an application program can then offset 
this rec:tangle, to position it where e\'er it likes, within its window. 

If numCols > numFields, then the request will fail. 

MSG MOVE 
- This me.uage provides an application with a means for quickly relocating a particular editor 

instance within a window. The si7.e of the editorR«t associated with the instance is not 
changed. To relocate an editor instance, a new origin point for the instance's editorRect must 
be specified; the top left comer of the editor rectangle will then be translated such that it now 
coincides with the new origin. The origin point is interpreted as an absolute position within 
the window. 

When this me.uage is issued, the instance parameter must point to the editor structure associ
ated with the instance which is to be moved, while the data parameter must point to a POINT 
structure, containing the new editorRect origin. 

When an editor instance is relocated, the field editor will automatically remove the visual 
image of the instance from the window, and will then redraw the instance at its new location. 
This occurs only if the instance is visible. 

MSG RESIZE 
This m~e provides an application with a means for both changing the size of the editorRect 
as.wciated with a partic::ular editor instance, and also the location of the new editorRecL All 
restrictions regarding the editorRect si7.e which applied when the instance was first aeated 
using MSG NEW, still apply. If an invalid editorRect is specified, then the resi7.e request will 
fail. -

When this message is issued, the instance parameter must point to the editor structure associ
ated with the instance which is to be rcsi7.ed, while the data parameter must point to a REC
TANGLE strudUrc conhlining the new size and origin for the editorRect. 

When an editor instance is resi7.ed, the field editor will automatically remove the visual image 
of the instance from the window, and will then redraw the instance using the new size and 
location information; this occurs only if the instance is visible. 
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MSG EDIT 
Normally, an application wiD not issue this mC1111F; it is usually issued by the Xrlib input rou
tines, when an input event occurs within a c:hed:bm instance. 

When such an event occurs, a MSG_ Eon message will be issued to the editor, with the first 
parameter, instilnce, indicating which checkbox instance to proceu, and the third parameter, 
data, pointing to anXEvent structure~ 

The checkbox editor only handles an cveat if it maps to an XrSELECT ewent, as dcscnl>ed by 
XrMapBuUon(3X) and Xrlalt(3X); all others are ignored. When a select event occurs within 
a checkbox instance, the first thing done is to determine if one of the cbeckboxes was selected. 

H one of the c:heckbcm:s was selected, then the value of the selected checkbox will be toggled, 
and the partic:ular box redrawn. Afterwards, an input event will be added to the front of the 
application's input queue, informing it that one of the checkboRs was selected. The returned 
xrEvent structure is set to the following value: 

type 
serial 
send cvent 
displ8y 

= 
= 
= 
= 

XrXRAY 
0 
0 
the display pointer 

source = the window id 
inputType = XrEDITOR 
inputCode = XrCHECKBOX 
valuel = XrSELECT 
value2 = index of the modified checkbox 
valuePtr = pointer to instance's editor structure 

The editor will update the value of the selected checkbox in the array shared with the applica
tion program. This value is then directly available to the application program. 

H a select occurs within a checkbox imtancc, but not within the boundary of a checkbox, then 
the editor will do nothing but push an input event onto the front of the application's input 
queue. The event will notify the application that the editor was selected, but no action took 
place. In addition, the cursor position at the time the select event occurred will be returned. 
The returned xrEvent structmc is set to the following value: 

type = XrXRAY 
serial = 0 
send event = 0 
dispJiy = the display pointer 
source = the window id 
inputType = XrEDITOR 
inputCode = XrCHECICBOX 
valuel = NUU 
valuePt = cursor position 
valuePtr = pointer to instance's editor structure 

RETURN VALUE 
Upon successful completion of any of the mesuges, a non-NULL value will be returned. In the case of 
MSG_ NEW, th.is non-NULL value will be the pointer to the newly created editor instance structure. 

ERROR CONDmONS 
M~es to the checkbox editor that fail, set the xrErmo global and return a NULL value, under the 
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following conditions: 

MSG NEW 
- data is set to NULL (XrINV ALIDPTR]. 

editorWuulowld is an invalid Id (XrINV ALIDID]. 

numCols > numFields (xTINVAUDPARM]. 

values is set to NULL (XrINVALIDFl'R]. 

An invalid editor rectangle is spccif"ted (XrINV ALIDRECT]. 

A call to 'X' fails { XCreatePixmapQ } (XrXc.AlLFAILED]. 

Memory cannot be allocated (XrOUTOFMEM]. 

MSG REDRAW 

XRCllECDOX(3X) 

- A redraw mode other than XrREDRAW ALL was specified (XrINV ALIDOPrION]. 

MSG SIZE 
- data is set to NULL [XrINV ALIDPTR]. 

numCols > numFields [XrlNVAUDPARM). 

MSG RESIZE 
- An invalid editor rectangle is spccif"ted (XrINV ALIDRECT]. 

MSG_GETSTATE,MSG_MOVE,MSG_RESIZE,MSG_GETITEMRECTS, 

MSG GETITEMSTATES, MSG SETITEMSTATB and MSG GETITEMCOUNT 
- data is set to NULL [XrINv ALIDPTR]. -

All mesugcs, except MSG_ NEW and MSG _SIZE 
The instance parameter is set to NULL [INV ALIDID]. 

ORIGIN 
HP 

SBBALSO 
Xrlnput(3X), Xrlnit(3X) 
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NAME 
XrEditor - Facilities providing some field editor manipulations 

SYNOPSIS 
#indudc <Xll/Xlib.h> 
#include <Xrll/Xrlib.h> 

XrEditor (wbadawld, mes-., data) 
Wmdow windowld; 
INT32 mcmage; 
INT8 • data; 

DBSCRIPTION 
XrEditorO provides a group of functions used to manipulate the list of editors attached to a window. 
The me.mges to the function can be used by both the Xrhb editors and the application. However, 
there are restrictions on the use of some of the messages. These restrictions will be noted along with 
the meuage descriptions. 

The messages use the xrEditor structure for pagjng the editor information. The editor structure is 
dcfmed as follows. 

typedef struct xrEditor 
{ -

struct _ xrEditor • (•editorFunct)Q; 
Wmdow editorWmdowld; 
RECTANGLE editorRect; 
INT8 editorState; 
INT8 • editorData; 
struct xrEditor • DCVF.ditor; 

} xrEditor; 

The following set of messages should only be issued by field editors. 

MSG ADD 
- This message allows a field editor to attach a particular editor instance to the active editor 

group within a specific window. Once an editor instance has been attached to a window, it is 
then able to receive input. The windowld parameter specifics the window to which the 
instance is to be attached. The data parameter points to the xrEditor structure associated with 
the editor instance. The XrEditorO function maintains a linked list of editor instances 
attached to each window and the new editor instance will be linked to the end of this list. 

MSG REMOVE 
- This mesuge allows a field editor to remove a particular editor instance from the list of edi

tors attached to a window. Once an editor instance becomes unattached from a window, it is 
no longer able to receive any user input. Therefore, an editor instance should only be unat
tached when it is no longer needed. The windowld parameter specifics the window to which 
the instance is currently attached. The data parameter points to the xrEditor structure associ
ated with the editor instance. 

The following set of messages can be issued by an application. 

MSG PROCESSKEY 
- This message will take a passed-in XEvent structure, and see if the event occurred within any 

of the field editor instances associated with the specified window. If the event did not occur 
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within a rectangle of an editor group whose state is visi'ble and sensitive, the message will fail. 
Also, if the event did not occur within one of the window's field editors, then the message will 
fail. A value of FALSE will be returned for both cases. H, however, the event did occur within 
one of the window's field editor instances, and the editor group in which the editor resides is 
vist'ble and sensitive, then the handler routine for that editor instance will be called and given 
the opportunity to process the evenL The return value generated by the field editor will be 
returned when proccuing is completed. 

At invocation time, the windowld parameter must specify the window in which the input event 
occurred and the data parameter must point to the XEvent structure containing the input 
information. 

MSG REDRAW 
- This mesuge allows an application to rcq~ that all field editor instances which lie within a 

specified rectangular portion of a window be completely redrawn. This is especially useful 
when a portion of a window which was hidden by another window is uncovered. 

To use this facility, the windowld parameter must be set to specify the window to be partially 
redrawn. The data parameter must point to a RECTANGLE structure which defmes the rec
tangular region to be redrawn. 

MSG REDRAWALL 
- This message provides an application with the means of easily redrawing all of the editors 

attached to a window. For this message, windowld should contain the window in which the 
editors arc to be redrawn. data is unused and should be set to NUU.. 

MSG SETSTATE 
- This function allows an application to quickly modify the state flags associated with every field 

editor instance attached to a particular window. The state flap for each instance will be set to 
tile same value. The only flags that should be used with this message are XrVISIBLE and 
XrSENSITIVE, because they are the only flap supported by all field editors. Do not use any 
other state flags such as XrTRANSPARENT, XrFIXEOORIGIN, XrAUTOREDRAW OFF or 
XrMULTIPLE _ SELECnON. To use this function, the application must set the Windowld 
parameter to specify the window whose field editors are to be modified, and the data parame
ter must be set to the state value to be used for the set of editors. 

RETURN VALUE 
window Id is returned if the call to XrEditorO succeeds. FALSE is returned otherwise. 

ERROR CONDmONS 
H XrEditorO returns FALSE, the xrEmao global will be set to one of the following values. 

xrEnno will be set to XrlNV ALIDID for all of the messages if the window identified by the window Id 
parameter has not been registered with XrlnputQ. 

xrEnno will be set to XrlNVALIDMSG for any m~ besides the messages listed above. 

xrErmo will be set to XrlNV ALIDPARM whenever the data parameter contains invalid information. 

xrEnno will be set to XrlNV ALIDEVENT if MSG PROCESSEVENT fails because the event does not 
fall within one of the editors attached to the wind0w or the event does not fall within a visiole and sen
sitive editor group. 

ORIGIN 
HP 

SEB AISO 
Xrlnput(3X), XrEditorGroup(3X), xrErrno(3X) 
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NAME 
XrEditorGroup - Facilities for handling field editor groups. 

SYNOPSIS 
#include <Xll/Xlib.h> 
#include <Xrll/Xrlib.h> 

:xrEditorGroup • 
XrEditorGroup (grouplnstance, message, data) 
:xrEditorGroup • grouplnstance; 
INT32 mesuge; 
INI'8 • data; 

DESCRIPTION 
XrEditorGroupQ provides the messages neceuary to setup and acc:css groupings of editors. This pro
vides for the capability of separating the set of editors attached to a window into specified groups and 
manipulate the editors as a unit. The types of functions which can be applied to editor groups include 
getting and setting the groups editor state, clearing the rectangular area which defmes the group, etc ... 
XrEditorGroupQ is provided for advanced editor usage and can be ignored for normal accessing and 
handling of editors. 

The structure used for each editor group is defmed below. 

typedef strud _ :xrEditorGroup 
{ 

RECTANGLE groupRed; 
INT8 grou~tate; 
:xrEditor • editorList; 
xrGraphic • graphicList; 
strud _ xrEditorGroup • nextGroup; 

} :xrEditorGroup; 

The following set of messages are used to create, a~ and destroy editor groups. 

MSG NEW 
This messages creates a new editor group, initia1i?:ing the elements, adding it into the group 
list attached to the window, and making it the active group. The concept of "active group" 
means that any editors created for the window will be attached through this group. For this 
call, grouplnstance and data are both unused and should be set to NUU.. The group instance 
of the new group will be returned by this mesugc. 

MSG FREE 
- This message destroys the editor group and frees the editors attached to the group. For this 

call, data is unused and should be set to NUU.. 

MSG GETDEFAULTGROUP 
- This message returns the point to the default editor group that is added to a window when the 

window is registered with XrlnputQ. For this mesuge, data should contain the id of the 
registered window. 

MSG GETSTATE 
This message returns the state of the editor group. data is a pointer to an INT8 variable and 
will be set to the state of the group. 

MSG SETSTATE 
- This message sets the state of the editor group. data contains the new group state which can 
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be any combination of the editor state defmes XrVISIBLE and XrSENSITIVE. 

MSG ADDTOGROUP 
This message tells the editor list handling function which group new editors are to be added. 
H the window has only the default group defined, editors will be added to this group automati
cally. When a new group is created through MSG_ NEW, it becomes the •active group" (i.e. 
the group in which editors will be added) so that if the application wants to add editors to an 
existing group it needs to issue the MSG ADDTOGROUP mesuge. For this message, 
grouplnstance should contain the instance P,inter of the group which is to be made active. 
The data value is unused and should be set to NULL As stated, each window gets a default 
group set up for it when it is registered. Applications which need to make this group the 
"active group" must get the group instance pointer through message 
MSG GETDEFAULTGROUP. 

MSG GETGROUPRECT 
- This message returns the group rectangle through data which contains a pointer to a rectangle 

structure. grouplnstance should be set to the instance pointer of the group in which the group 
rectangle is to be extracted. 

MSG SETGROUPRECT 
- This message sets the group rectangle to the rectangle pointed at by data. The grouplnstance 

value should be set to the instance pointer of the group in which the group rectangle is to be 
set. The rectangle supplied must be large enough to contain the set of editors attached to the 
window or the message will fail. 

MSG ADJUSTGROUPRECT 
- This message causes the group rectangle to be recalculated and set to the minimum rectangle 

needed to enclose the set of editors attached to the window. For this message, data is unused 
and can be set to NULL 

MSG CLEARRECT 
- This message is used to clear the area defmed by the group rectangle. This is done by redraw

ing the windows current background tile in the defmed area. grouplnstance should be set to 
the instance pointer of the group which is to be cleared. data is unused and can be set to 
NULL 

RETURN VALUE 
grouplnstance is returned if the call to XrEditorGroup() succeeds. NULL is returned otherwise. 

BRR.OR CONDmONS 
H XrEditorGroupQ returns NULL, the xrErmo global will be set to one of the following values. 

xrEnno will be set to XrINV ALIDID for all of the m~es if the group identified by the grouplnstance 
parameter is invalid. 

xrEnno will be set to XrINV ALIDMSG for any messages besides the messages listed above. 

xrErmo will be set to XrlNV ALIDPARM whenever the data parameter contains invalid mformation. 

xrEnno will be set to XrOUTOFMEM if MSG_ NEW fails because it cannot allocate memory for the 
new group. 

xrEnno will be set to XrINV ALIDRECT if the rectangle specified in the data parameter for the 
MSG SETGROUPRECT is either to small to contain the set of editors in the group or extends 
beyond the bounds of the window in which the group resides. 

ORIGIN 
HP 
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SBB ALSO 
Xrlnput(3X), XrEditor(3X), nErrno(3X) 
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NAME 
xrErrno - error indicator for Xrlib toolbox calls 

SYNOPSIS 
#include <Xrll/Xrh"b.h > 
extern INT32 xrErrno 

DBSCRIPTION 
xrErmo is an external variable whose value is set whenever an error occurs within an Xrlib toolbox pro
cedure. This value can be used to obtain a more detailed description as to why a toolbox request 
failed. Most Xrh"b toolbox procedures will return either a NULL value, or a value of :zero, when they 
fail. The individual descriptions for each of the toolbox facilities specify the details. xrErmo is not 
cleared on succesdUl toolbox calls, so its value should be checked only when an error has been indi
cated. 

Each toolbox procedure's manual page attempts to list all powole error numbers which could occur as 
a result of issuing that request. The following is a complete list of the error names. The numeric 
values can be found in <Xrll/defs.h> but should not be used. 

XrOUTOFMEM Out of memory 
This error is normally returned as a result of the called function being unable to allocate 
enough memory to perform the specified task. 

XrINV ALIDID Invalid Id 
This error implies that an invalid Id (windoW Id, font Id, editor instance pointer, etc) was 
specified. 

XrlNV ALIDOPTION Invalid option 
This error will occur if a parameter is set to a value which is not among a fixed set of sup
ported values for that particular parameter. 

XrINV ALIDRECT Invalid rectangle specification 
This error will normally occur when a function is p~ a rectangle definition, which for one 
reason or another is invalid. 

XrINV ALIDPI'R Invalid (NULL) pointer specified 
This error will occur when a required pointer parameter has been set to NULL, instead of to a 
valid pointer value. 

XrPARMOUTOFRANGE Parameter is out of range 
~ error will normally occur when a parameter has been set to value which does not fall 
within the range of values aBowed for that parameter. 

XrINV ALIDDEPI"H Invalid raster depth 
This error will occur when an invalid raster depth is specified. 
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XrINV ALIDMSG Invalid message 
This error will occur when an unknown message is passed to one of the Xrlib toolbox func
tions. 

XrXCALLFAD..ED A call to the 'X' sener failed 
This error may occur any time one of the Xrlib functions issues a call to the 'X' server, which 
mbsequcntly fails for some reason. 

XrINV ALIDEVENT Invalid event 
This error will ocmr when an event be used by one of the Xrlib toolbm functions is invalid or 
Dot the correct type. 

XrFILEERROR Fde error 
This error will occur when an Xrh1> function fails when it attempts to access a disc rdc. 

XrINVALIDPARM Invalid parameter 
This error sem:s as a catch all for all other error condition. 

XrINV ALIDTYPE Invalid type 
This error is used by the resource manager when an invalid resource type is referenced. 

XrINV ALIDSTA TE Invalid state 
This error is used by the resource manager to indicate that a state setting has prevented a 
message from succcecling 

ORIGIN 
Hewlett-Packard 
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NAME 
XrGlobals - the globally ac:ces&ble data structure clcsaiptions. 

SYNOPSIS 
#include <Xll/Xlib.h> 
#include <Xrll/Xrlib.h> 

DESCRIPTION 
Xrlib initializ.es the following set of globals variables which are used by Xrh"b functions and can also be 
used by the application. None of these variables should be reset by the application or grave errors 
could result. 

BlackPixmap 
WhitcPiump 
xrBascFontlnfo 
xrCalloc 
xrErrno 
xrFrce 
~Malloc 
xrRcalloc 
xrZ.CroPt 
xr7.croRect 
xrWmdowForeground 
xrWmdowBackground 
xrBordcrWidth 
xrForcgrounc:IColor 
xrBackgroundColor 
xrDefaultCursor 
_DCurrentDisplay 
xrCurrentScreen 

A pimlap composed of all black pixels. 
A piDnap composed of all white pixels. 
Xrlib base font 
The pointer to the callocQ function. 
Error code set when a function fails. 
The pointer to the free() function. 
The pointer to the mallocO function. 
The pointer to the reaDoc() function. 
A POINT structure set to {O, O}. 
A RECTANGLE structure set to {O, 0, 0, O}. 
Xrlib default window foreground pixmap. 
~lib default window background pixmap. 
Xrlib default window border width. 
Xrlib default foreground color. 
Xrlib default background color. 
Xrlib default cursor. 
A pointer to the current.display. 
The indez of the current screen. 

Xrlib provides one default and eight global graphics context structures. srDefaultGC is the default 
graphics context used by all Xrlib field editors, and is available for examination by applications. This 
structure is filled out by XrlnltO and must MW!T be written OYer! Global graphics contexts xrEdi
torGCl through srEditorGCI are used by the Xrlib field editors and may also be used by applications. 
For more information on graphics context structures, see the 'Xh"b C Language Interface - Protocol 
Version 11' document. · 

Xrh"b also defmes an error variable, xrEmao which is set to an error code by Xrlib functions when the 
functions fail. 

ORIGIN 
HP 

SBB ALSO 
Xrlnit(3X), xrErmo(3X) 
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XrGroupBm - an editor used to draw a mntainmcnt box 

SYNOPSIS 
#include <Xrll/Xlib.h> 
#indude <Xrll/Xrlib.h> 

•Editor• 
XrGnapBcm (lutuee, ....... data) 

•Editor • instance; 
INT32 message; 
INT8 • data; 

DESCRIPTION 

XRGROUPBOX(3X) 

The groupbox editor provides the application with the means for disp)aying a box with an optional label 
in the upper left comer. This is most often used to enclose a group of related editor instances, thus 
indicating that the editors are closely related to one another. 

A groupbox editor instance is currently unique within the X-ray field editor domain: it is the only field 
editor which does not have a selectable region (Le. a hot spot) associated with it. This allows the 
groqpbox to overlap the editor rectangles associated with the editor instances it contains, without pro
ducing any unfriendly side effects. 

When creating a groupbox editor "instance, the application will normally determine the region which is 
to be enclosed (If enclosing a group of editor instances, then tJm may be done by taking the union of all 
of the editor rec:tangles), then adding some padding and space for the box border. The following for
mulas may prove helpful when doing this, since they provide a general mtthanjsm for taking any pad
ding and the border width into consideration: 

x = x - (borderwidth + horimntalPaddiag) 
y = y • (MAX (borderW'idth, fontHeight) + wrticalPadding) 
width = width + (2 • (borderW'tdth + horimntalPadding)) 
height = height + (2 • vcrticalPadding) + bordcrWidth + 

MAX (bordcrWidth, fontHeight) 

NOTE: MAXO is a simple macro, which returns the larger of the two values ~in. 

EDll'OR lll!&U.GBS 
MSG NEW 

It is defmed as follows: 

#dcfme MAX(a,b) ((a > b) ? a: b) 

- This meuage will be the means by which an application program can create a group box editor 
instance in a window. It will expect the instance parameter to be set to NUU., and the data 
parameter to point to a filled out instance of the following structure: 

typedef struct { 
Wmdow editorWmdowid; 
RECTANGLE editorRect; 
INT8 editorState; 
INT32 editorFGColor; 
INT32 editorBGColor; 
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XFontStruct • cditorFont; 
INT8 • Jabe1; 
INT32 borderWidth; 

} DGroupBoxlnfo; 

editorW"uulowld 
This field indicates the window to which the editor instance is to be attached. Any time 
the instance is redrawn, it will be redrawn in this window. 

edUorRect 
This field dCKl"ll>es the location and si7.e of the region in which the groupbox editor is to 
be located. It does not describe the region which is to be enclosed by the groupbox. This 
value must take into account the border width and any padding. H the formulas discussed 
in the introduction are used, then this is automatically taken care of. H the groupbox is 
not large enough to display the complete label string, then the string will be clipped until it 
fits. A rectangle with a height or width of 0 is invalid, and if the rectangle is not large 
enough to contain an empty box of the specified border width, the create request will fail. 

editorState 
This field contains the initial value of the state flags for this editor instance. Because the 
groupbox editor has no hot spot the only state flag supported is XrVISIBLE. The XrSEN
SmvE flag is ignored. 

editorFGColor 
This -field specifies the foreground color to be used when drawing the editor instance. 
This is uses to draw the group box border~ and the bm labcL H this is set to -1, the default 
foreground color (see Xrlnit(3X) ) will be used. 

editorBGColor 
This field specifies the. background color to be used when drawing the editor instance. 
This is used to fill the background area for the box label H this is set to -1, the default 
background color (see Xrlnlt(3X) ) will be used. 

«litorFont 
This is a pointer to a structure which describes the font to be used when creating this edi
tor instance. H the pointer has been set to NULL, then the editor will use the default sys
tem base font. 

label 
This is a pointer to the text label (8-bit- characters) which will be displayed in the upper 
left comer of the groupbox. H this pointer is set to NULL, or points to an empty string, 
then a label will not be displayed. 

borderWullh 
This value indicates the line width, in pixels, which should be used when drawing the 
groupbox border. If a border width le.u than or equal to 7.ero is specified, then no borders 
are drawn. 

Upon succesQul completion, a pointer to the newly created editor structure will be returned to 
the application. This value must be used there after, whCDC\'et the application wishes to refer 
to this particular editor instance. 
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MSG FREE 
This message is the mcchaniun by which an editor instance can be destroyed. The only 
parameter of importance is the in.rtanu parameter, which is a pointer to the editor structure 
returned by MSG_ NEW; this parameter specifa which iastancc is to be destroyed. 

When a group bm instance is destroyed, it wiD be intemaBy disconaected &om the window to 
which it was attached, and will be remCMd &om die window, if the instance is visible. 

After an editor instance hu been destroyed, no further meuages should be issued to that 
instance 

MSG GETSTATE 
- This message returns the current state of the XrVISIBLE flag for the specified groupbox edi

tor instance. The in.rtanu parameter specifies which instance to query. The dlzta parameter 
should be a pointer to an 8 bit integer value, into which the c:um:nt state flap will be placed. 

MSG SETSTATE 
- This mesage allows an application program to modify the setting of the XrVISIBLE flag, for a 

pen groupbox editor instance. The instance parameter specifies which instance to modify. 
The dlzta parameter is interpreted as an 8 bit integer value, containing the new state flap. 
After saving the new state flap, the editor instance will be redrawn to reflect the new state. If 
an instance is not visible, then the groupbox outline will be drawn using the background tile for 
the window, malcjng it invisible. 

MSG REDRAW 
- This editor provides an application with a means to redraw a groupbox editor instance. The 

in.rtanu parameter specifaes which instance to redraw. The dllta parameter must be a 32 bit 
integer value, which specifies the type of redraw to be performed. 

The only redraw mode supported by this editor is: 

• XrREDRAW_AU.. 

MSG SIZE 
This me.uage allows an application to obtain the rectangle needed to contain a groupbox edi
tor instance, based upon the label to be displayed and the width of the borders. It returns the 
dcfmition for the smallest rectangle needed to dcsc:nl>c the specified instance; the application 
may modify this dcfmition later, if desired, but if the rert•ngle size is decreased, then the label 
will be clipped when the instance is created. 

The groupbox editor cxpec:ts the instance parameter to be set to NULL, and the data parame
ter to point to an imtance of the following structure: 

typedef struct { 
Wmdow editorWmdowld; 
RECTANGLE editorRect; 
INT8 cditorState; 
INT32 editorFGColor; 
INT32 editorBGColor; 
XFontStruct • editorFont; 
INI'8 • Jabel; 
1NT32 borderWidth; 

} xrGroupBoxlnfo; 
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The fields which must be filled out by the application program BEFORE issuing this call, are 
the label, editorFont and borderWulth fields; all other fields are ignored. 

Using the supplied values, the editor will determine the size of the smallest rectangle needed 
to contain this instance. In return, the editorRect field will be filled in with the coordinates for 
the 0 based rectangle needed to contain the instance; an application program can then offset 
or enlarge this rectangle, to position and size it however it likes, within it's window. 

MSG MOVE 
- This m~e provides an application with a means for quickly relocating a particular editor 

instance within a window. The size of the «litorR«t associated with the instance is not 
changed. To relocate an editor instance, a new origin point for the instance's editorRect must 
be specified; the top left comer of the editor rectangle will then be translated such that it now 
coincides with the new origin. The origin point is interpreted as an absolute position within 
the window. 

When this m~e is issued, the instance parameter must point to the editor structure associ
ated with the instance which is to be moved, while the dlltll parameter must point to a POINT 
structure, containing the new editorRect origin. 

When an editor instance is relocated, the field editor will automatically remove the visual 
image of the instance from the window, and will then redraw the instance at its new location; 
this occurs only if the instance is vistole. 

MSG RESIZE 
This message provides an application with a means for both changing the size editorRect asso
ciated with a particular editor instance, and also the location of the new «litorRect. All restric
tions regarding the editorRect size which applied when the instance was first created using 
MSG_ NEW, still apply. Han invalid editof'Rect is specified, then the resi7.e request will fail. 

When this memge is issued, the instance parameter must point to the editor structure associ
ated with the instance which is to be resi7.ed, while the "'1111 parameter must point to a REC
TANGLE structure containing the new size and origin for the editorRect. 

When an editor instance is resi7.ed, the field editor will automatically remove the visual image 
of the instance from the window, and will then redraw the instance using the new size and 
location information. This occurs only if the instance is visible. 

RETURN VALUE 
Upon succes.Yul completion of any of the messages, a non-NULL value will be returned. In the case of 
MSG_ NEW, this non-NULL value will be the pointer to the newly created editor instance structure. 

Ha m~e request fails, then a NULL value is returned. 

BRR.OR CONDmONS 
Messages to the groupbox editor that fail, set the xrEnno global and return a NULL value, under the 
following conditions: 

MSG NEW 
- data is set to NULL (XrINV ALIDPTR]. 

editorWuulowld is an invalid Id [XrINV ALIDID]. 
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editor.Rect is an invalid si7.c (XrINV ALIDRECTJ. 

Memory aumot be allocated (XrOUTOFMEM]. 

MSG REDRAW 

XRGROUPBOX(3X) 

- The data parameter has been set to an unknown redraw mode (XrINV ALIDOFI10N). 

MSG SIZE 
- data is set to NUU.. [XrINV ALIDPl'R]. 

MSG RESIZE 
- data is set to NULL [XrlNV ALIDPl'R]. 

editor&ct is an invalid si7.c [XrINV AUDRECTJ. 

MSG GETSTATE and MSG MOVE 
- data is set to NULL (XrINV ALIDPl'R]. 

All mesuges, ezccpt MSG _NEW and MSG_ SIZE 
The in.rtance parameter is set to NULL (XrlNV AUDID]. 

ORIGIN 
HP 

SBEALSO 
Xrlnput(3X), Xrlnit(3X) 
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NAME 
Xrlnit - the Xrlib initiali7.ation function. 

SYNOPSIS 
#include <X11/Xlib.h> 
#include <Xr11/Xrh1>.h> 

Xrlnlt( displayPtr, screen, allocFuncts) 
Display • displayPtr; 
INT32 screen; 
xrAllocFunds • allocFunds; 

DBSCRIPTION 
The XrlnitO routine sets up Xrlib for use by an application by initializing internal data and adding a set 
of resources that the Xrhl> routines need. It must be called before any Xrhl> functionality is used and 
can only be called once. 

The displayPtr parameter is a display pointer as returned by the XOpenDisplayO function. screen 
parameter is the default screen. This can be obtained by using the DefaultSaecnO macro with the 
displayPtr value as an argument. The xrAIJocFuncts parameter is a pointer to the following structure. 

typedef struct 
{ 

char• (*newMalloc)Q; 
int (*newFrec )Q; 
char • (*newRealloc)Q; 
char• (*newCalloc)Q; 

} xrAllocFuncts; 

This structure contains the set of allocation functions that Xrhl> routines should use for storage alloca
tion. This set of function pointers only needs to be specified by application which want to provide their 
own storage management. All of the pointers must be supplied if any of the allocation functions are to 
be changed. The parameter should be set to NULL for applications which only want to use the default 
system allocation functions. 

The set of function pointer contained within this structure are copied into a set of Xrhl> globals vari
ables. They are called xrMalloc, xrFree, xrRealloc, and»Calloc. These variables are used by Xrlib func
tions which need storage allocation and can also be used by the application. 

XrlnitO also initializes the resource list with a set of resources. This includes resource types of 
XrTYPE BITMAP, and XrTYPE BITMAPID, Refer to the programmer's manual for specifics about 
the set of resources set up by XrlliitQ. 

RETURN VALUE 
XrlnitO returns TRUE when it is successful, F Al.SE otherwise. 

ERROR CONDmONS 
H XrlnitO returns FALSE thexrEnno global will be set to one of the following values. 

xrEnno to be set to XrlNV ALIDPARM under the following conditions. 

ORIGIN 
HP 

SBB ALSO 

XrlnitO is called more than once. 

XrGlobals(3X), XrResourcc(3X) 
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MAllB 
Xrlnput - the input handling function. 

SYNOPSIS 
#include <X11/X6b.h> 
#indudc <Xrll/Xrlib.h> 

Xrlapat (wiadawld, ....... dlda) 
Wmdow wiaclowlcl; 
INT32 meuage; 
INT8. data; 

DP.SCIUP110N 
XrlnputO handles the requests for input by aa application &om a window or windows aad the setting 
of window aad input attnbutes necessary to handle editors and panel managers. 

Mcm of the m~ will use the :uEvent structure which is dcfmed as follows. 

·typedef strud 
{ 

UINT32 type; 
unsigned long serial 
Bool 
Display 
INT32 
INT16 
INT8 
INT8 
INT16 
INT16 
POINT 
INT32 

} :uE\at; 

send e¥CDt 
• ciisilay; 

source; 
inpatCocle; 
inpatType; 
valuel; 
valuc2; 
valuc3; 
valuePt; 

valucPtr; 

When input occurs from a window, the type field of the structure will be set to one of X's input types or 
to the define XrXRAY for Xrlib input types. Refer to the X documentation for a complete description 
of X input. An application can generate Xrlib input and use editors, panels, and menus, if the window 
is registered with Xrlnput. The is accomplished through the MSG_ ADDWINDOW meuage listed 
below. If the type field of the xrEvent structure is set to XrXRAY, the stJtial flCld will contain the serial 
number of the last request processed by the server. send_ event field will contain a non-:t.ero (TRUE) 
value if the event is the result of a SendEvent request, the displlly field will contain a pointer to the 
current display, the source field will contain the id of the window in .which the input occurred, and the 
inputType field will be set to one of the defines listed in the table below. 

Type Meaning 

XrEDITOR Input &om an editor 
XrPANEL Input &om a panel 

XrMENU Input &om a menu 
Xr~GEBOX Input &om a mmugc box 
XrFILE Input &om a fde descriptor 

XrTIMEOUT Input timed out 
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An application can also gather input from any fde desaiptor that has been opened. Examples of this 
would be input from a pty or socket. H this type of input is pending, the source field in the xrEvent 
structure will be set to the file descriptor and the inputType field will be set to XrFILE. It is then up to 
the application to get the input from the file desaiptor. 

The messages which XrlnputQ provides are broken into several functional groupinp. 

MSG ADDWINDOW 
H an application wants to gather Xrh"b type input or place editors within a window it has 
aeated, Xrlib needs to be told about the window. :Wuing this mCSAge causes a window to be 
registered with XrlnputQ, which then sets up the other routines which need to know about the 
window. To register a window, windowld should be set to the id of the window to be 
registered and data needs to point to an xrWmdowData structure which is defmed as follows: 

typedef strud 
{ 

RECTANGLE windowRect; 
Pixmap foreTile; 
Pixmap backTile; 

} xrW"mdowData; 

MSG REMOVEWINDOW 
When an application destroys a window, it should call XrlnputQ so that the window will be 
removed from XrlnputQ's tables. For this message, windowld should be set to the id of the 
window to be removed and data is unused and can be set to NULL 

MSG SETWINDOWDATA 
H an application changes the size or tiles of a window, XrlnputQ needs to be given the data to 
modify its tables. For this message, windowld should be set to the id of the window in which 
the data is to be set and data should be set to point to an xrWmdowData structure which con
tains the needed information. 

MSG GETWINDOWDATA 
This messages returns the data for a window. For this call, windowld should be set to the id of 
the window in which the data is contained and data is a pointer to an xrWmdowData structure. 
The members of this structure will be set to the data values for the window. 

MSG ADDWINDOWFUNCT 
- Xrlib high-level manager functions have the ability to be called automatically upon a particular 

input or inputs. An example of this is the menu manager displaying a menu upon a menu event 
input. To accomplish this function, XrlnputQ maintains a set of information for each 
registered window. This message is the means by which a particular window gets the capabili
ties desaibed above. For this message, data is a pointer to the following structure: 

typedef struct 
{ 

INT8 processFlag; 
xrPFI (*funct)Q; 
INT32 instance; 
INT32 message; 
INT32 eventCount; 
xrWmdowEvent • eventList; 

} xrWmdowFunct; 
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The funct field contains a pointer to the function that is to be invoked when a particular event 
occurs. The function must be of the form: 

(•funct)(instance, .mes.use, data) 
INT32 instance; 
int mes.uge; 
INT8. data; 

instance is the instance of the type of element funct is to operate upon. message is the mes.uge 
that is to be sent to the function. data will be a pointer to the event which occurred to invoke 
this function. 

The rest of the parameters contained within the xrWmdowPunct structure are dcfmed as fol
lows. processFlag is a boolean which is set to TRUE or FAl.SE by the application or manager 
adding the xrWmdowFunct structure. It is used to tum on and off the proccuing of the event 
list and the automatic calling of the function attached to the window. eventeount contains a 
count of that number of events. eventList contains a pointer to an array of window event struc
tures which are def med as follows: 

typedef struct 
{ 

INT32 type; 
INT32 modifier; 
INT32 code; 

} xrWmdowEvent; 

The type field of this structure can be set to any one of the X event types. The modifier and 
code fields are used for button or key events to further distinguish the function. Each window 
can have as many xrWmdowFunct structures attached to it as is needed. When input occurs 
on the window the event lists contained within the xrWmdowFunct structures that are attached 
to the window will be searched to see if a match can be found. H the event matches one of the 
events listed for the window the function for the event is invoked. H no match is found, the 
event is returned as normal input. 

MSG REMOVEWINDOWFUNCT 
This mes.uge removes an xrWmdowFunct structure that was previously added to the window 
windowld. data is a pointer to the function that matches the function supplied in the xrWin
dowFunct structure contained within the window. 

MSG SETPRO~FI.AG 
- A manager of a window may sometimes want to tum on and off the event list checking and 

function calling provided through MSG_ADDWINDOWFUNCT. This meuagc sets thepro
cessFlag field of the xrWmdowFunct structure to TRUE which turns on the processing func
tion for the window identified by the parameter windowld. The data field is a pointer to the 
function whose processFlag is to be set. 

MSG CLEARPR~FLAG 
- This mes.use is used to turn off a processing function for a window. muing this message 

causes processFlag to be set to F AI.SE which turns off the processing function for the window 
identified by the parameter windowld. The data value is a pointer to the. function whose pro
cessFlag is to be cleared. 
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The following set of mCMages provide for the different forms of gathering input from Xrlib. 

Xrlib supports both blocked and non-blocked input. Blocked input will cause the input routine to wait 
for input to occur on one of the windows or the file descriptors before returning. Blocked input will 
also return before input occurs is the application has supplied a timeout value. Non-blocked input will 
return immediately with either input or an indicator that no input has occurred. 

Two modes of input are available within Xrlib. They are regular reads and hot reads. The difference 
between the two types of read involve the activation of the event list processing of the events attached 
to the window. For hot reads, when input occurs, the set of events attached to the window is scanned. 
If an event is found which matches the input, the corresponding function is called. This is the means by 
which all of the editors and the menu system is imokcd. 

MSG BLKREAD 
- This mcsuge copies an input event into the XEvent structure pointed at by data if there is 

input pending. If there is no input, the call will wait until input occurs and return the input. 

MSG NONBLKR.EAD 
This mCMage copies an input event into the XEvent structme pointed at by data if there is 
input pending. If there is no input, data is left unchangm and F Al.SE is returned. 

MSG BLKHOTREAD 
- This message copies an input event into the XEvent structure pointed at by data if there is 

input pending. If there is no input, the call will wait until input occurs and return the input. If 
the input is select or menu input, the editors or menuing system will be invoked if appropriate. 

MSG NONBLKHOTREAD 
- This message co~ an input CYCDt into the XEvent structure pointed at by data if there is 

input pending. If there is no input, data is left nnchangm and F Al.SE is returned. If the input 
is select or menu input, the editors or menuing system will be inwkcd if appropriate. 

Xrho provides a set of meuages for manipulating the input queue. The following list contains this set 
of messages. 

MSG PUSHEVENT 
- This message places an event structme pointed to by data onto the front of the input queue. 

The next read will return this event. 

MSG PEE.KEVENT 
- This messages fills out the event structure pointed to by data from the event on the front of 

the input queue. The input queue is left unafiectecl by this call. If the input queue is empty, 
this call will fail. 

MSG CLEAR 
- This message clears the input queue of all pending input. data is unused for this call and can 

be set to NUIL. · 

The following list contains the set of messages to setup and change which sources XrlnputQ is to 
gather ~put. 

MSG ADDINPUT 
- This meaage adds a me descriptor for which XrlnputQ is to gather input. data is a pointer to 

an D"FDlnput structme which is defmed as follows. 

typedef struct 
{ 

INT32fd; 
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INT8 type; 
} D'FDlnput; 

The fd field contains the file descriptor for the source of the input in which XrlnputQ is to 
gather input. The type field tells XrlnputQ which forms of input should be gathered from the 
file descriptor. It can be set to any combination of the defines XrREAD, XrWR.ITE, or XrEX
CEPnON. These defmes should be •Qr'ccf" together to defme the value of this field. 

MSG REMOVEINPUT 
- This meuage remOYCS a previously added file descriptor from the input set. data must be set 

to point to an D'FDlnput structure discussed in MSG ADDINPUT. The structure should 
contain the file descriptor and the conditions which arc to be removed. 

MSG SETl1MEOUT 
- This me.wage sets a timeout value, in seconds, for XrlnputQ to wait for input to occur from 

the fde descriptors it is selecting upon. data is a pointer to the following structure. 

struct timeval 
{ 

1msigned long tv sec; 
long tv usCc; 

}; -

The tv sec field defines the number of seconds to wait before a timeout is to occur. The 
tv usec-field defmes the number of micro seconds to wait before a timeout is to occur. This 
sti'ucture is defined in < time.h>. 

The timeout value will affect how blocked reads work. Normally, the blocked read will wait 
indefinitely for input. If an application sets a timeout value, the blocked read will wait only the 
number. of seconds + the number of micro seconds given by the value. The value of the 
timeout will have no effect on non-blocked reads. When a blocked read times out, an event of 
type: XrXRAY with an inputType: XrTIMEOUT will be returned. 

MSG GETIIMEOUT 
- This message returns the current timeout value. data is a pointer a timeval structure which 

will be filled out to the current values. 

RETURNED VALUE 
For all of XrlnputQ's messages, TRUE is returned if the function succeeds and FALSE is returned if it 
fails. 

ERROR CONDMONS 
If XrlnputQ fails, the.xrEmao global will be set to one of the following values: 

XrINV ALIDID for all messages if the passed in window id is invalid. 

XrINV ALIDMSG for any messages besides the messages listed above. 

XrINV ALIDPARM whenever the data parameter contains invalid information. 

XrOUTOFMEM if MSG_ ADDWINDOW cannot allocate the needed space for a window. 

For non-blocking messages, a return value of F ~indicates that their was no input. 

ORIGIN 
HP 
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NA.MB 
XrlnputConf - configure the input mapping 

SYNOPSIS 
#include <Xrllfkcycode.h> 

int 
XrlnputConf' (param, Yalue) 
int param; 
int value; 

DBSCRIPTION 
This routine changes the configuration of the input mapping provided by XrlnputMap(3X). param 
indicates which configuration parameter is to be dianged or queried, while ftlae contains the value to 
which the parameter is to be set to, or, if set to -1, indicates that the value is being queried. 

param can be set to one of the following values: 

K TYPE 
- If value is -1, the current keyboard type is returned. If ftlue is K HP or K DEPAUL T, the 

keyboard type will be changed. - -

K LANGUAGE 
- If value is -1, the current keyboard language is returned. If ftlae is a legal keyboard language 

(K _HP_ USASCil to K _HP _JAP~E), the keyboard language is changed. If value is not a 
legal language, the language will be reset to the power-on language as determined by 
Xrlnpatlnit(3X). 

K ASCil8 
- If value is -1, the current state is returned. If ftlae is 1, 8 bit mode is in effect. If value is 0, 

ISO 7 bit mode is in effect. 

KMUTE 
- If value is -1, the current state is rctmned. If -1ae is 1, muting is in effect. If value is 0, mut

ing is in turned off.. When muting is enabled, the diaaiticaJs are collapsed with the characters 
they are modifying and the new code is returned. For example, if R_TILTA (tilde accent) is 
received, it is saved and no code is returned. Then an N is received. The code R N TIL TA is 
returned. Muting will not be done if K _ ASCil8 is not set regardleu of the value of K _MUTE. 

K 16Bmo ENABLE 
- If ftlae is -1, the current state is returned. If ftlae is 1, the right extend char key will cause 

K_t6Bmo to be set and the left mend char key will cause K_t6Bmo to be cleared. If 
TBlue is 2, the left extend char key will cause K 16BmO to be set and the right extend char 
key will cause K 16Bmo to be cleared. If ftiae is 3, the right extend char key will cause 
K 16Bmo to bC toggled. If TBlae is 4, the left extend char key will cause K 16Bmo to be 
toUled. If K 16Bmo is set, 16-bit input is enabled. If mae is o, 16-bit input is disabled and 
K 16BmO Win not be set. The default value is 4 for K HP JAP ANEsE. The default value is 
0 for any other current language. - -

KALT ENABLE 
- - If Yalae is -1, the current state is returned. If ftlae is 1, the right extend char key will cause 

K ALT to be set and the left extend char key will cause K ALT to be cleared. If value is 2, 
the left eztend char key will cause K ALT to be set and the right extend char key will cause 
K _ALT to be cleared. If value is 3, the right extend char key will cause K _ALT to be toggled. 
If value is 4, the left extend char key will cause K ALT to be toggled. If K ALT is set, an 
alternate language-dependent key mapping will be llSed. . If value is 0, the extend char keys will 
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behave like shift keys (i.e. the alternate map will be used when the mend char key is down at 
the same time as the key being mapped. The meta modllter is set when the extend char keys 
are pressed). The default value for K HP KATAKANA is 1. The default value for 
K_ HP _JAPANESE is 3. The default value for aiy other c:unmt language is 0. 

KALT 

K 1omo 
- These flap are read-only. See K_ALT_ENABLE and IC_16BmO_ENABLE for desaip

tions. Alternate keyboard maps will not be used if IC_ ASCUB is not set regardless of the value 
of K_ ALT or the meta modifier. 

ORIGIN 
HP 

SEE ALSO 
Xrlnputlnit(3X),JCrlnputMap(3X),JCrlnputMute(3X) 
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Xrlnputlnit - inirialiu the input mapping 

SYNOPSIS 
#include <Xrllfkeycode.h> 

unsigned char • 
XrlnpatlnitO 

DESCRIPTION 

XIUNPUTINIT(3X) 

This routine is called by Xrlnlt(3X), and must ncvcr called dirccdy by an application. Xrlnit. 

This call initializes input structures which support the input mapping routines XrlnpalconfO, Xrlnput
MapO and XrlnpatMateO. These routines pnwide more general mapping services than XLookup
StringO and take into account the differences between DEC, SUN, and HP keyboards, including the 
various international versions of the HP keyboard. XrlnpatMapO performs the mapping. In special 
cases, XrlnpatConf and XrlnputMate are used to control the mapping mode , or to access ISO 7-bit 
mapping directly on a character by character basis. 

Memory is allocated to hold the input structures. The type and language of the keyboard is determined 
by the display type field for the current display and the tables are set up for that language. If the key
board is a HP keyboard, the keyboard type is set to K _HP and the language is determined. If it is not 
an HP keyboard, the keyboard type is set to K DEFAULT and the language is set to K HP USASCII. 
A pointer to the ISO 7 bit to Roman 8 bit coDversion table for that language is retwied. -This table 
should be used to map your output if K _ ASCII8 is not set (m 7 bit mode). K _ ASCII8 is set (1) on ini
tiali7.ation. K MUTE, KALT ENABLE and K 16BmO ENABLE arc set as appropriate for the 
language. K_ ALT and K _)6BrfIO are read-only flap which are initially clear. 

ORIGIN 
HP 

SBB ALSO 
XrlnputConf(3X), XrlnputMap(3X), XrlnputMute(3X) 
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NAME 
XrlnputMap - map the input 

SYNOPSIS 
#indude <Xrllfkeycocle.h> 

UDSigncd char • 
XrlnpatMap(kptr, •bytes) 
XICcyE"YCnt •tptr; 
int • nbytcs; 

DESCRIPTION 
This cail maps the keycode returned from X into 8 bit character codes, 16 bit character codes and func
tion codes, taking into account the language of the keyboard if the keyboard type is K _HP (a HP key
board). If the keyboard type is K DEFAULT or if the user has a JCkeymap in his home directory, 
XLoolmpString(3X) will first be uSCd. If XLoolmpStriagO returns one or more characters, that string 
will be returned. If XLookupStrlngO returns either no characters, it will be ignored and the key will be 
mapped as follows. If the key is a character key, the appropriate table is used based on the modifiers 
and the language of the keyboard. Muting will be done if appropriate for the language. Conversion 
from 8 bit to ISO 7 bit will be done if the K ASCII8 is not set. If the key is a function key, two bytes 
will be returned. The first byte will be Ox80 and the second byte will be the function code. If the key 
has a different function when shifted, a different code will be returned. Xr11~ contains the 
defmes for the function codes. The following table lists codes that will be generated for the various 
function keys. 

The kptr parameter is a pointer to an XKeyE"YCnt structure returned by suing a read request to either 
the Xho or Xrlib input routines. 

The abytes parameter is a pointer to an integer. It contains the number of bytes in the string which is 
returned. A pointer to a static counted character string which must not be touched by a client is 
returned by XrlnputMapO. If abytes contains a 1, the string consists of one 8 bit character. If nbytes 
contains a 2 and the first byte is 0x80, then the second byte is a function code. If abytes contains a 2 
and the first byte is not Ox80 or *abytes is larger than 2, a string of characters is returned. 

LK201 
Code Return Code Shifted Code HP key label DEC key label 

0126 Fl KEY F9 KEY n Fl 
0127 F2 KEY FlO KEY f2 F2 
0130 F3 KEY FU-KEY G F3 
0131 P4-KEY F12-KEY f4 F4 
0132 PS-KEY F13-KEY f5 FS 
0133 BREAK KEY RESET KEY Reset/Break ••• 
0134 STOP KEY SH STOP KEY Stop ••• 
0135 MENU KEY MENu KEY Menu •• 
0136 SYS KEY USER KEY User /System •• 
0137 EN'fER KEY PRINT KEY Print/Enter ••• 
0140 CLR LINE KEY CLR ALL LINE KEY Cear line •• 
0141 DEL-LINE-KEY DEL-LINE KEY Delete line •• 
0142 INSERT LINE KEY INSERT LINE KEY Insert line •• - - CLR _ ALi _ DISP _KEY Cear display •• 0143 CLR DISP KEY 
0144 F6 KEY - F14 KEY f6 F6 
0145 F7 KEY F15-KEY f7 F7 
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0146 F8 KEY F16 KEY f8 F8 
0147 MENU· KEY MENU KEY •• F9 
0150 SYS KEY USER KEY •• FlO 
0161 '\o'33' '\033' ••• Fll 
0162 BS KEY BS KEY •• F12 
0163 '\n' '\n' ••• F13 
0164 HOME UP KEY HOME DN KEY •• Fl.4 
0174 HELP KEY HELP KEY ••• Help 
0175 DO KEY DO KEY ••• Do 
0200 CLR LINE KEY CLR. AU.. LINE KEY •• Fl.7 
0201 CLR-DISP-KEY CLR.-AU..-DISP -KEY •• F18 
0202 INSERT LINE KEY INSERT llNE KEY •• Fl.9 
0203 DEL LINE KEY DEL LINE KEY •• F20 - - BS KEY - Backspace 01.04 BS KEY •• 
0210 TAB KEY BACICTAB KEY Tab (keypad) •• 
0211 '\C133' '\177' DEL/ESC ••• 
0212 FIND KEY FIND KEY ••• Fmd - -0213 INSERT CHAR KEY INSERT CHAR KEY Insert char Insert Here 
0214 DEL cliAR. KEY DEL cliAR. KEY Delete char Remove 
0215 SELECT KEY SH SELECT-KEY Select Select - - -0216 PREV KEY PREV KEY Prcv PrcvSaeen 
0217 NEXT-KEY NEXT-KEY Next NextSaeen - -om ENTER KEY ENTER KEY Enter Enter 
0241 BLANK-1 KEY BLANK-S KEY (Blank 1) PFl 
0242 BLANK-2-KEY BLANK_6_KEY (Blank2) PF2 
0243 BLANK-3-KEY BLANK_7_KEY (Blank.3) PF3 
0244 BLANK-4-KEY Bl.ANK-8-KEY (Blank4) PF4 
0247 CURS LP-KEY ROU.. LT-KEY (left arrQW) (left arrow) - - - -0250 CURS RT KEY ROU.. RT KEY (right arrow) (right arrow) 
0251 CURS-DN-KEY ROU..-DN-KEY (down arrow) (down arrow) 
0252 CURS-UP-KEY ROU.._UP_ICEY (uparrow) (uparrow) 
0253 HOME uP KEY HOME DN KEY (up-left arrow) •• 
02(j() CAPS KEY- CAPS KEY- Caps Lock 

*0261 TO ROMAN KEY TO ROMAN KEY Ea char(left) Compose Char 
*0262 TO-ALT KEY TO-ALT KEY Ea char( right) ••• 
*0263 KANn LP KEY KANn LP KEY (left Kanji) ••• 
*0264 KANJ(R'(KEY KANJ(RT:_KEY (right Kanji) ••• 
0274 '\177' '\177' ••• (backspace) 
0215 RETIJRN KEY('\r') RETURN_ KEY('\r') Return Retmn 
0276 TAB KEY('\t') BACICl'AB KEY('\t') Tab Tab 

The Return and Tab keys will retmn the dmacters in the parentheses from non-HP keyboards since 
XLooku~tringO will return those values. 

• The Extend char keys generate these codes only if K _ALT_ ENABLE is 1. See XrlnputConfO for 
alternate setting of K _ALT_ ENABLE. When K _ALT is set, TO _ALT_ KEY is generated and when it 
is cleared, TO ROMAN KEY is generated. IfK ALT ENABLE is 0, no code will be generated and 
nbytes will be Set to -mro-: - -

•• This function is generated by diflerent keys (LIC201 codes) on the HP keyboard and the DEC key
board. 
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••• This function exists only on one of the keyboards, either HP only or DEC only. Avoid using these 
functions if you wish your application to run on both machines. 

ORIGIN 
HP 

· SBB ALSO 
XrlnputConf(3X), Xrlnputlnit(3X), XrlnputMute(3X) 
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NAME 
XrlnputMute - map the input 

SYNOPSIS 
#include <Xrll/keycode.h> 

UDSigned char 
XrlnputMute(c) 
UDSigned char c; 

DBSCRIPTION . 

XRINPUTMUTE(3X) 

Normally, XrlnputMapO would be used to map the keys. It calls XrlnpatMuteO as part of its map
ping pr<>CCSL However, if you have a character for which you would like the 8 bit to ISO 7 bit conver
sion done or the muting done, this routine can be used The c parameter represents the character 
which is to be converted. 

ORIGIN 
HP 

SBBM30 
XrlnputConf(3X), Xrlnputlnit(3X), XrlnputMap(3X) 
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NAME 
XrListEdit - an editor used to display a scrollable list of strinp 

SYNOPSIS 
#include <Xll/Xlib.h> 
#include <Xrll/Xrlib.h> 

zrEditor • 
XrLlstEdlt (lutance, message, data) 

zrEditor • instance; 
INT32 message; 
INT8 • data; 

DBSCRIPTION 
The list editor provides the application with the means for displaying a set of static strinp. These 
strings are displayed in a single column, with an optional titlebar displayed above the strings, and an 
optional scrollbar displayed to the right of the strinp. 

When a list editor instance is created, the application can specify the number of strinp which are to be 
initially contained within the list, along with a count specifying how many of the list items are to be 
displayed at any given time. 

Once a list editor instance has been created, the application is provided with the means for adding new 
items to the list, replacing existing items or deleting items. In addition, the application may also query 
the state of an item, modify the state of an item, or obtain a copy of a list item string. 

Using the cursor and the mouse, a user will be able to select a single string within the list in one of 
several ways: 

By 'clicking' the mouse over a list item, the item over which the cursor is located will be 
highlighted with some visible feedback to indicate the state has changed to 'selected'; any pre
viously highlighted item will be automatically 1mhigldighted. 

By preWng the mouse button, and then dragging the cursor, the list editor will track the cur
sor, highlighting the item over which the cursor is currently placed; releasing the mouse button 
will cause the tracking to stop, as will the receipt of any other X event. 

At the time the list editor instance is created, the application may specify whether a scrollbar should be 
included as part of the instance. If the application creates a list editor instance without a scrollbar, it 
should be careful not to supply more strinp than can be displayed, because the user will have no way of 
scrolling the list. An application would most often use this option when it wants to display a small 
number of list items, and it does not want the editor re.ctangle to include the extra space required by 
the scrollbar. 

If specified at aeation time, the list editor will &play a vertical scrollbar to the right of the list of 
strinp. If the list contains fewer items than can be &played· within the list, then the scrollbar will be 
displayed as imensitive, and the list will not scroll. If the list contains more items than can be displayed 
within the list, then the scrollbar will be displayed as sensitive, and the user may move through the list. 
The list editor will take sole responsibility for proces.sing the scrollbar; however, any time- the list is 
scrolled, an event will be returned to the application program, informing it of the new scroll position. 

This scrollbar provides the means by which a user can scroll through the complete set of list items. 
There are currently 4 ways in which a scroll operation may be requested: 

- The 'UP' arrow on the scrollbar is selected. 
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- The 'DO~ arrow on the scrollbar is selected. 
- A position within the scroll area is selected. 
- The slide box is interactively moved. 

Depending upon which of the above methods is used, a different amount of scrolling may take place: 

When either of the scroll arrows is selected, the list items will move 1 item in the requested 
direction. 

When a select occurs within the saoll area, the requested portion of the list will then be 
displayed. 

When the slide box is selected and interactively moved by the user, the list contents will saoll, 
in realtimc, thus providing the user with an immediate view of the portion of the list that will 
be visi1>le. 

For each of the above events, the list editor will return an input event, informing the application that 
the list has been scrolled, along with the new scroll position. 

BDITOR~GBS 

MSG NEW 
- This message will be the means by which an application program can create a list editor 

instance in a window. It will expect the instance parameter to be set to NULL, and the data 
parameter to point to a filled out instance of the following structure: 

typedef struct { 
Wmdow editorWmdowld; 
RECTANGLE editorRcct; 
INT8 cditorState; 
INI'32 editorFGColor; 
INI'32 editorBGColor; 
XFontStruct • cditorFont; 
INT8 • titleString; 
XFontStruct • titleFont; 
INT16 stringCount; 
INT8 •• items; 
INT8 • selectionStates; 
INI'32 maxStringWidth; 
INT8 cellWidth; 
INT16 viewCount; 
INT16 scroDPosition; 
INT8 scrollableFlag; 

} xrListEcJjtlnfo; 

editorWuulowld 
This field indicates the window to which the editor instance is to be attached. Any time 
the instance is redrawn, it will be redrawn in this window. 

tlditorRect 
This describes the location and si7.c of the region into which the list editor is to be located. 
This must include space for the string items, the scrollbar (If wanted), and the titlebar (if 
wanted). The application writer: is encouraged to use the MSG_ SIZE command to obtain 
this rectangle, since the create request will fail if the rectangle is not the exact size 
required to contain the specified instance. 
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editorState 
This field contains the initial value of tbc state flap for this editor instance. It can be 
composed of any combination of the XrSENSmvE and XrVISIBLE flap. 

editorFGColor 
This field specifies the foreground color to be used when drawing the editor instance. 
The foreground color is used to draw the border around the instance, and to draw each of 
the list items. This color is also used to draw the saollbar and the optional titlebar. If 
this is set to -1, the default foreground color (see Xrllllt(3X) ) will be used. 

editorBGColor 
This field specifies the background color to be used when drawing the editor instance. 
The background color is used to fill the interior of the list area. This color is also used to 
draw the scrollbar and the. optional titlcbar. If this is set to -1, the default background 
color (see Xrlnlt(3X) ) will be used. 

editorFont 
This points to the structure which contains all of the information necessary to desai"be the 
font to be used when displaying the list items. If this pointer is NULL, then the default 
system base font will be used. 

title String 
This contains a pointer to the optional title string. If this pointer is set to NULL, then a 
titlebar will not be displayed at the top of the list. The title string will be displayed using 
the specified title font. 

titleFont 
This points to the structure which contains all of the information necessary to desat"be the 
font to be used when displaying the title string. If this pointer is NULL, then tlie default 
system base font will be used. 

stringCount 
This field contains a count indicating the number of items which are· to be initially con
tained within the list editor instance. It descn"bes the number of items which are present 
in the items array, and also the number of entries in the selectionStates array. 

items 
This is a pointer to an array of string pointers. Each of the string pointers points to a sin
gle NULL terminated list item. The use of NULL pointers within this array is 
discouraged. If the list initially contains no string items, then this pointer may be set to 
NULL 

selectionStates 
This points to an array of 8 bit values, each one representing the selection state of one of 
the initial list items. A list item may be displayed as selected if its value is set to TRUE, 
and will be displayed as unselected if its value is set to F AUE. Since the list editor only 
allows a single item to be selected at any time, the first item with a value of TRUE will be 
highlighted, and all subsequent items will be displayed as unselected, regardless of what 
their selection state value is. If this pointer is set to NULL, then all of the items will be 
initially set to the unselected mode. If this pointer is not NULL, then the array MUST 
contain a value for each of the initial items. 
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maxStringWulth 
This value reprments the maximum number of bytes. It is one of the parameters needed 
to calculate the maximum width (in pixels) of the list area. If maxStringWidth is greater 
than :zero, the list area width will be calculated by multiplying the ma:rStringWidth value 
(the number of bytes) by the ceJIWulth value descnl>ed below. By setting this value to 
:zero, the editor will search through the list of items, and use the length of the longest 
string; if the string array pointer has been set to NULL, then the create request will fail. 
Internally, the list area width is stored as a pixel value, so when the longest string is used, 
it is the pixel width of the longest string which is saved, not the charader width. 

eel/Width 
This value allows the app&cation to specify the other parameter needed to calculate the 
list area width. If nuaStringWulth was set to zero, then the cellWulth value is not used. 
Otherwise, the cellwidlh value specifies the pixel width which is to be multiplied by the 
maximum charader count, thus producing the maximum width of the list area, in pixels. 
To specify the maximum cell width for the font being used, use the define 
XrMAXWIDTH. For a cell width which is the average si7.e for the font, use the defme 
XrAVGWIDTH. H any other value is specified, then it will be interpreted as the cellwidth, 
in pixels, which is to be used. 

viewCount 
This value specifies the maximum number of items which will be displayed at any given 
time; this value must be greater than :zero. It is valid for this value to be larger than the 
stringCount value. If viewCount is less than stringCount, then the scrollbar (if the list had 
one) will become operational. 

scrollPosition 
This value indicates the index of the item which should be initially displayed at the top of 
the list area; zero indicates the rust item. 

scrollableFlag 
This boolean value allows the application to specify whether a scrollbar should be created 
for the list editor instance. H set to TRUE, then a scrollbar will be created. 

The editor will then draw the list editor instance in the specified window. 

Upon succes.Yul completion, a pointer to the newly created editor structure will be returned to 
the application. This value must be used there after, whenever the application wishes to refer 
to this particular editor instance. 

MSG FR.EE 
- This message is the mechanism by which an editor instance can be destroyed. The only 

parameter of importance is the inst/Ina parameter, which is a pointer to the editor structure 
returned by MSG_ NEW; this parameter specifies which instance is to be destroyed. 

When a list editor instance is destroyed, it will be intemally disconnected from the window to 
which it was attached, it will no longer hancDe mouse selects, and it will be removed from the 
window, if the instance is visi"ble. 

After an editor instance has been destroyed, no further messages should be issued in regard to 
that instance. 
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MSG GETSTATE 
- This message returns the current state of the XrVISIBLE and XrSENSmvE flags for the list 

editor instance indicated by the iAftance parameter. The instance parameter specifies which 
instance to use. The data parameter should be a pointer to an 8 bit integer value, into which 
the current state flags will be placed. 

MSG SETSTATE 
- This message allows an application program. to modify the setting of the XrSENSITIVE and 

XrVISIBLE flags, for a given list editor instance. The instance parameter specifies which edi
tor instance is to be affected. The data parameter is interpreted as an 8 bit integer value, con
taining the new state flag values. After saving the new state flap, the editor instance will be 
redrawn, to reflect the new state. If an instance is not visible, then the rectangle which it occu
pies will be drawn using the background tile for tbc window, thus making it invisible. 

MSG REDRAW 
- This mesage provides an application with the means for requesting that a list editor instance 

be redrawn. When this message is invoked, the instance parameter must point to the editor 
structure for the instance to be redrawn, and the data parameter must be a 32 bit integer 
which specifies the type of redraw which is to occur. 

The list editor supports only a single redraw mode: 

• XrREDRAW ALL 

If any other redraw mode is specified, then the request will fail. 

MSG SIZE 
- This message allows an application to obtain the rectangle needed to contain a particular list 

editor instance. Depending upon the description supplied by the application program, this 
rectangle may hold only a list editor instance and a saollbar editor instance, or it may addi
tionally include a titlebar editor instance. The list editor expects the instance parameter to be 
set to NU1L, and the data parameter to point to an instance of the following structure: 

typedef struct { 
Wmdow editorWmdowld; 
RECTANGLE editorRect; 
INT8 editorState; 
INT32 editorFGColor; 
INT32 eclitorBGColor; 
XFontStruct • editorFont; 
INT8 • tideString; 
XFontStruct • tideFoat; 
INTJ.6 stringCount; 
INT8 •• items; 

INT8 ·~ 
INT32 muSbingWidth; 
INT8 ccUW-idth; 
INT16 vieweount; 
INT16 scrollPosition; 
INT8 scroDable~ 

} xrListEditlnfo; 
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The only fields which must be filled out by the application program BEFORE issuing this call, 
are the editorFont, titleString, titleFont, marStringWulth, cellWitlth, lWwCount and scrollableFlag 
fields in the list editor data structure; all other fields are ignored. There is an exception to 
this: if maxStringWulth is set to zero, then the application must supply the initial set of items in 
the items field. 

Using the supplied information, the editor will determine the si7.e of the rectangle needed to 
contain this instance. In return, the editorRect field will be filled in with the coordinates for 
the 0 based rectangle needed to contain the instance; an application program can then offset 
this rectangle, to position it where ever it likes, within its window. 

MSG POSmON 
- This message provides an application with the means for positioning the slide box within the 

scrollbar. In effect, this positions a particular string at the top of the list area. The instance 
parameter must point to the editor structure associated with the ~ to be modified, and 
the data parameter must contain an INT16 value, specifying the new slide box position; this 
value is interpreted as the index of the string which should appear at the top of the list area. 

MSG MOVE 
- This message provides an application with a means for -quickly relocating a particular editor 

instance within a window. The si7.c of the «litorRect associated with the instance is not 
changed. To relocate an editor instance, a new origin point for the instance,s editorRect must 
be specified; the top left comer of the editor rectangle will then be translated so that it now 
coincides with the new origin. The origin point is interpreted as an absolute position within 
the window. 

When this meuage is is.med, the instance parameter must point to the editor structure associ
ated with the instance which iS to be moved, and the data parameter must point to a POINT 
structure, containing the new editorRect origin. 

When an editor instance is relocated, the field editor will automatically remove the visual 
image of the instance &om the window, and will then redraw the instance at its new location. 
This occurs only if the instance is vWble. 

MSG GETITEMSELECTION 
- This mesuge provides an application with a means for obtaining the selection state ( TRUE if 

item is higldighted, FALSE otherwise ) of a single list item. When this mesuge is issued, the 
instance parameter must point to the editor structure associated with the instance which is 
being queried, and the data parameter must point to an instance of the following structure: 

typedef struct { 
INT16 itemNumber; 
INT8 selectionState; 

} D'Sel~tate; 

The index of the item being queried should be placed in the itemNumber field before the call 
is made; in return, the sel«tionState field will be set to either TRUE or FALSE. 

If the application is interested in fmding out which (If any) of the items is currently selected, 
then it may set the ilonNumber field to -1, and the editor will automatically set the item
Number field to the index of the selectecl item, and will also 6D in the sel«tionState field; if 
there is not an selected item within the list, then the editor wiD ~ the itemNumber field set 
to-L 
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MSG SETITEMSELECTION 
- This message provides an application with a means for modifying the seledioo state ( TRUE if 

item is to be highlighted, F ALg otbcrwisc ) ol a single list item. When this message is mued, 
the instance parameter must point to tbe cclitor' structure assoriated with the instance which is 
being modified, and the data parameter must point to an instance of the following structure: 

typedef strud { 
INT16 itemNumber; 
INT8 sclcctionState; 

} D'SclectionState; 

The index of the item being modified must be placed in tbe itemNumbet' fleld before the call is 
made, while the new selection state for the item must be placed in the ul«lionState field; it 
should be set to either TRUE if the item is to be highlighted, or F Al.SE if the item is not to be 
highlighted. H the index is out of range, then an items are nnhighlighted. This provides the 
application with a quick means for deactivatiag an items in the list, without having to know the 
index of the selected item. 

Since the list editor only allows a single item to be highlighted at any given time, if the 
specified item is having its selection state being set to TRUE, then any prcWously highlighted 
item will be automatically unhigblighted. 

MSG GETITEMCOUNT 
- This mcuage allows the application to obtain the number of. items c:urrendy in a list editor 

instance. When this message is issued, the instance parameter must point to the editor struc
ture associated with the instance which is being queried, and the data parameter must point to 
a 32 bit integer value, into which the item c:onnt will be placed. 

MSG DELETEITEM 
- This message allows the application to delete a single item &om a list editor instance. When 

this message is mued, the instance parameter must point to the editor structure associated 
with the instance which is being modified, and the data parameter must contain a 16 bit 
integer value, representing the index of the item being deleted. H the index is out of range, the 
request will fail. 

MSG REPLACEITEM 
- This message allows the application to replace a single item in a list editor instance. When 

this message is issued, the instance parameter must point to the editor structure associated 
with the instance which is being modified, and the data parameter must point to an instance of 
the following structure: 

typedef struct { 
INT16 itcmNumber; 
INT8 selected; 
INT8 •item; 

} xrListltemData; 

The itemNumber field must be set to the index of the item to be replaced; if this value is 
greater than the current item count, then the item will be added to the end of the list. The 
selected field should be set to TRUE if the item is to be highlighted, otherwise it should be set 
to FALSE. The item field should point to the NULL tcnninatecl item string. 
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When the new item is displayed, it will be clipped to fit within the list area, if necessary. 

MSG ADDITEM 
- This message allows the application to add a single item into a list editor instance; this does 

not replace an existing list item. When this message is mued, the instance parameter must 
point to the editor structure associated with the instance which is being modified, and the data 
parameter must point to an instance of the following structure: 

typedef struct { 
INT16 itemNumber; 
INT8 selected; 
lNT8. item; 

} D'ListltcmData; 

The itemNumber field must be set to the index of where the item is to be placed; if this value is 
greater than the current item count, then the item will be added to the end of the list - if this 
value is less than zero, then the item will be placed at the beginning of the list. The selected 
field should be set to TRUE if the item is to be highlighted, otherwise it should be set to 
FALSE. The item field should point to the NULL terminated item string. 

When the new item is displayed, it will be clipped to fJt within the list area, if necessary. 

MSG QUERYITEM 
- This message provides the application with the means for querying all the information for a 

particular list item; this includes the selection state and the list item string. When this message 
is issued, the instllnce parameter must point to the editor structure associated with the instance 
which is being modified, and the data parameter must point to an instance of the following 
structure: 

typedef struct { 
INT16 item.Number; 
INT8 selected; 
INT8 •item; 

} D'ListltcmData; 

The application must set the itemNumber field to the index of the item being queried; the edi
tor will fill in the selected field with TRUE if the item is currently highlighted, otherwise it will 
be set to F~E. The editor will also allocate some memory to hold the string auociated with 
the list item, and will return a pointer to this string in the item field; it is the applications duty 
to &ee up the memory, using.zrF,. used to hold the string. If an application is not interested 
in the string information, then it would be wiser to use MSG_ GETITEMSELECTION, since 
that message does not haw the overhead of having to allocate a buffer to hold the string. 

MSG EDIT 
- Normally, an application will not iuuc this message; it is usually mued by the Xrlib input rou

tines, when an input ewnt occurs within a list editor instance. 

When such an ewnt occurs, a MSG EDIT message will be mued to the editor, with the 
instance parameter indicating which liSt editor to pn>c:e"9 and the data parameter pointing to 
an XEwmt structure. 

The 6st editor only handles an event if it maps to an XrSELECT event, as desaibed by 
XrMapButton(3X) and Xrlnlt(3X); all others are ignored. When a select event occurs within 
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the list editor, the first thing done is to determine which of the following regions was selected: 

- The list region. 
- The scrollbar. 
- The titlebar. 
- The background area. 

Depending upon the region select.ed, a cli8'ereat action is taken: 

Saollbar 
The list will be scrolled \'Crtically. Upon cmnplction of the scroll operation, the following 
event will be pushed onto the &oat of the application's input queue: 

type - XrXRAY 
serial - 0 
send event - 0 
displiy = pointer to the current display 
source = the window Id 
inputType = XrEDITOR 
inputCode = XrUSTEDIT 
valuel = XrSCROIJ..BAR 
value Pt = new scroll position 
valuePtr = pointer to instance's editor structure 

Tltlebar 
The following event will be pushed onto the &oat of the application's input queue: 

type = XrXRAY 
serial = 0 
send event = 0 
displiy = pointer to the current display 
source = the window Id 
inputType = XrEDITOR 
inputCodc = Xri.JSTEDIT 
valucl = XrTITLEBAR 
valuePtr = pointer to imtance's editor structure 

List region 
The selected list item will be highlighted, and an input event will be added to the front of 
the application's input queue, informing it that the list has been modified. If no list item 
was modified, then the valud field will be set to -1. The retumcd zrEwmt structure is set 
to the following value: 

type = XrXRAY 
serial = 0 
send ewnt = 0 
dispiay = pointer to the current display 
source = the window Id 
inputType = XrEDITOR 
input Code = XrUSTEDIT 
valucl = XrSELECTION CHANGED 
value2 = index of selected item 
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valuePtr = pointer to instance's editor structure 

Any other region 

RETURN VALUE 

This implies that the select occurred within the 
instance's editor rectangle, 
but not within any of the previously mentioned components. 
The following input event will be returned: 

type = XrXRAY 
serial = 0 
send event = 0 
dispi8y = pointer to the current display 
source = the window Id 
inputType = XrEDITOR 
input Code = XrUSTEDIT 
valuel = NULL 
valuePtr = pointer to instance's editor structure 

Upon successful completion of any of the mesuges, a non-NULL value will be returned. In the case of 
MSG_ NEW, this non-NULL value will be the pointer to the newly aeated editor instance structure. 

Ha message request fails, then a NULL value is returned. 

ERROR CONDmONS 
Messages to the list editor will fail, set the xrErmo global and return a NULL value, under the follow
ing conditions: 

MSG NEW 
- data is set to NULL [XrINV ALIDPTR]. 

editorWindowld is an invalid Id (XrINV ALIDID]. 

editorRect is an invalid si7.e [XrINVALIDRECT). 

maxStringWidth < 0 [XrPARMOUTOFRANGE]. 

maxStringWidth > 0 and cellWulth contains an invalid value [XrP ARMOUTOFRANGE]. 

maxStringWidth = 0 and items is set to NULL 

Memory cannot be allocated (XrOUTOFMEM]. 

MSG REDRAW 
A redraw option other than XrREDRAW_ALL is specified [XrINVALIDOPTION]. 

MSG SIZE 
- data is set to NULL [XrINV ALIDPTR]. 

maxStringWidth < 0 [XrPARMOUTOFRANGE]. 

marStringWidth > 0 andcellWidth contains an invalid value [XrPARMOUTOFRANGE]. 

maxStringWulth = 0 and items is set to NULL 
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MSG RESIZE 
- data is set to NULL (XrINV ALIDPTR]. 

editorRect is an invalid si7.e (XrINV ALIDRECTJ. 

MSG POSmON 
- An invalid scroll position is specified [XrINV ALIDP ARM]. 

MSG ADDITEM, MSG REPl.ACEITEM 
- Not enough me~ory available (XrOUfOFMEM). 

MSG DELETEITEM 
- The item index is out of range [XrPARMOUfOFRANGE). 

The list is currently empty (XrlNVALIDPARM). 

MSG REPl.ACEITEM and MSG ADDITEM 
- dala is set to NULL (XrINv ALIDPTR ]. 

The string pointer is NUu. [XrlNVALIDPl'R]. 

MSG_ GETSTATE, MSG_ GETITEMSELECTION, MSG _SETITEMSELECTION 

MSG GETITEMCOUNT, MSG QUERYITEM and MSG MOVE 
- data is set to NULL (XrINv AUDPTR). -

All mesyges, except MSG_ NEW and MSG_ SIZE 
The instance parameter is set to NULL (XrINV ALIDID]. 

ORIGIN 
HP 

SBBAUO 
Xrlnput(3X), Xrlnit(3X) 
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NAME 
XrMenu - the Xrhb Menu Manager. 

SYNOPSIS 
#include < Xll/Xlib.h > 
#include <Xrll/Xrlib.h> 

xrMenu • 
XrMenu (menulnstance, message, data) 
xrMenu • menulnstance; 
INT32 message; 
INT8 • data; 

DESCRIPTION 
XrMenu is the Xrlib menu manager. This man page gives a brief summary of the menu manager 
structures, messages, and item language. 

STRUCTURES 
The following structures are used to communicate with the menu manager. The menu structures 
shown below are described in the "Programming With The Xrlib User Interface Toolbox" manual. 

typedef struct 
{ 

INT8 • menuTitle; 
INT8 •• menultems; 
INT32 numltems; 
xrPanelContext • menuContext; 
INT16 menuld; 
INT32 menuStyle; 

} xrMenulnfo; 

typedef strud xrMenulndex 
{ -

struct _ :xrMenu • menulnstance; 
INT32 itemlndex; 
INT32 itemData; 

} xrMenulndex; 

MESSAGES 
The following messages allow the programmer to communicate with the Xrlib menu manager. 

MSG NEW 
MSG NEW creates a menu structure. The menulnstance parameter should be set to NULL, 
as it iS not used. The data parameter is a pointer to a menulnf o structure. 

MSG_FREE 
MSG FREE destroys a menu, its associated menu editor, and frees all resources allocated by 
the menu manager. menulnstance is a pointer to the menu to be freed. data should be set to 
NULL. Care should be taken not to refer to a menu after it has been freed. 

MSG EDIT 
MSG_ EDIT posts the currently active menu for a given window. This command will be made 
transparently to the application by the input model most of the time, but may be called by you 
if necessary. 
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MSG _ACTIV ATEMENU 
MSG_ACTIVATEMENU makes the given menu the current menu for the given window. A 
menu may be current for several windows at the same time. When the input model gets a post 
menu input from the user, it will post the current menu for the window the input came from. 
data is a window id. 

MSG_ DEACTIV ATEMENU 
MSG_DEACTIVATEMENU makes the given menu inactive for the given window. data is a 
window id. 

MSG_ ADDSUBMENU 
MSG_ ADDSUBMENU allows you to add one menu to another as a sub-menu. The sub
menu is created in the same way as the parent menu, this message simply allows you to link 
menus into a tree structure. menulnstance is a pointer to the sub-menu. data points to an 
xrMenulndex structure that specifies the location in the menu tree. Set the menulnstance 
pointer to the parent menu instance pointer. Set the itemlndex portion of the structure to the 
item in question, and the itemData member to NULL. 

MSG_ REMOVESUBMENU 
MSG REMOVESUBMENU removes a link between two menus. Neither of the menus are 
destroyed, there is simply not a path between them any longer. menulnstance is a pointer to 
the sub-menu. data points to an xrMenulndex structure that specifies the location in the menu 
tree. Set the menu/nstance pointer to the parent menu instance pointer. Set the itemlndex 
portion of the structure to the item in question, and the itemData member to NULL. 

MSG ACTIVATEITEM 
MSG_ACTIVATEITEM allows you to make an item in a menu seledable. Unselectable 
items are shown greyed and are not selcdable by the user. data is an integer index to the item 
to be made active. menulnstance is the menu instance in question. 

MSG_ DEACTIVATEITEM 
MSG DEACTIVATEITEM allows you to make an item in a menu unselectable. Unselect
able items are shown greyed and are not selectable by the user. data is an integer index to the 
item to be made active. menulnstance is the menu instance in question. 

MSG_ SETITEMFUNCTION 
MSG SETITEMFUNCTION sets a function to be executed when an item is selected by the 
user. -data points to an xrMenulndex strudure. The menulnstance member of this structure 
points to the menu in question. The itemlndex member determines which item is associated 
with the function, and the itemData member contains the pointer to the function. 

MSG SETITEMEVENT 
MSG_ SETITEMEVENT sets an event to be returned when a menu item is selected by the 
user. data points to an xrMenulndex structure. The menulnstance member of this structure 
points to the menu in question. The itemlndex member determines which item is associated 
with the event, and the itemData member contains the pointer to the event created by the pro
grammer. 

ITEM IANGUAGB 
The XRMENU item language allows the programmer to send special commands on a per-item basis 
to the Xrlib menu manager. These commands are desaibed in the following table. 
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Command Action 

\DA Item is disabled ( unselectable) 
\KEc Item has keyboard equivalent c 
\- Single line ( unselectable) 
\= Double line (unselectable) 
NOTE: c is mapped into a control character. 

RETURN VALUES 
Upon successful completion of any of the messages, a non-NULL value is returned. For the 
MSG_NEW message, this non-NULL value is the pointer to the newly created menu or panel instance. 

H the message request fails, NULL is returned. 

ERROR CONDmONS 
Messages to XrMenu will fail, set the xrErmo global and return a NULL value, under the following 
conditions: 

MSG NEW 

data is set to NULL [XrINV ALIDPTR]. 

A call to 'X' failed [XrXCALLFAILED]. 

Memory cannot be allocated [XrOUTOFMEM). 

MSG FREE 

A call to 'X' failed [XrXCALLFAILED]. 

MSG EDIT 

data is set to NULL [XrINVALIDPTR]. 

A call to 'X' failed [XrXCALLFAILED]. 

MSG ACTIVATEMENU 

data is set to NULL [XrINV ALIDPTR]. 

A call to 'X' failed [XrXCALLF AILED]. 

MSG DEACTIVATEMENU 

data is set to NULL (XrINVALIDPTR]. 

A call to 'X' failed [XrXCALLFAILED]. 

MSG _ADDSUBMENU 

data is set to NULL (XrINVALIDPTR]. 

A call to 'X' failed (XrXCALLFAILED]. 

Memory cannot be allocated [XrOUTOFMEM]. 

MSG REMOVESUBMENU 

data is set to NULL (XrINV ALIDPTR]. 

A call to 'X' failed [XrXCALLFAILED]. 

MSG ACTIVATEITEM 

data is set to NULL [XrINV ALIDPTR]. 
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A call to 'X' failed [XrXCALLFAILED]. 

MSG DEACTIVATEITEM 

data is set to NULL (XrINV ALIDPI'R]. 

A call to 'X' failed [XrXCALLFAILED). 

MSG _SETITEMFUNCTION 

data is set to NULL [XrINVALIDPI'R]. 

A call to 'X' failed [XrXCALLFAILED]. 

MSG SETITEMEVENT 

ORIGIN 
HP 

data is set to NULL [XrINVALIDPTR]. 

A call to 'X' failed [XrXCALLFAILED]. 
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NAME 
XrMessageBox- the Xrlib Message Box Manager. 

SYNOPSIS 
#include < Xll/Xlib.h > 
#include <Xrll/Xrlib.h> 

XrMessageBox (msglnfo, message, data) 
xrMsgBoxlnfo msglnfo; 
INT32 message; 
INT8 • data; 

DESCRIPTION 
XrMessageBoxQ is the Xrlib Message Box manager. Many times an applications programmer needs 
to warn a user or ask a simple multiple choice question. Message boxes provide this capability, and are 
easy to program. 

A message box is made up of an icon, some descriptive text, and buttons. Icon placement, text format
ting, and button placement is handled by the message box manager automatically. 

STRUCTURES 
The message box manager acquires all the information it needs about a message box in a message box 
information structure. This structure is shown below: 

typedef struct 
{ 

POINT message Origin; 
Wlndow relative To; 
xrPanelContcxt • messageContext; 

INT32 
INT32 
Pixmap 

INT8 

raster Height; 
raster Width; 
rasterld; 

• messageText; 

INT8 •• messageButtons; 
INT32 numButtons; 

} xrMsgBoxlnfo; 

MBSSAGBS 
XrMessageBoxQ has only two messages: MSG_ EDIT, and MSG_ SIZE. MSG_ SIZE returns the size a 
message box would be if it were created with the given parameters. MSG_ EDIT display a message box 
window and makes it active. 

RETURN VALUE 
XrMessageBoxQ returns TRUE if successful, and NULL if on failure. 

ERROR CONDmONS 
Messages to the message box manager will fail, set the xrErmo global and return a NULL value, under 
the following conditions: 

MSG EDIT 

data is set to NULL [XrINV ALIDPTR). 
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NOTES 

A call to 'X' failed (XrXCALLFAILED]. 

Memory cannot be allocated(XrOUTOFMEM). 

Unknown message (XrINV ALIDMSG). 

There is a bug in the message box manager that can potentially cause incorrect state information to be 
presented to the user. This is caused by the message box manager consuming all events generated for 
the application. The symptoms of this bug include: an application not being redrawn properly, check
boxes showing state information inconsistent with the application, and others. 

The workaround for this problem is as follows: 

1) Set up a window function using the call: Xrlnput(Wmdow, MSG_ADDWINDOWFUNCT, info) 
for exposure events on all your registered windows. This function will be called automatically 
when an exposure event occurs on any of your registered windows. The function should take care 
of redrawing your windows. 

2) Save the event mask for all of your windows using the call: XGetWindowAttributesQ. 

3) Set the event mask for all of your windows to: ExposureMask. 

4) Call the message box manager. 

5) Set the event mask back to its original setting. 

The following code segment demonstrates the workaround: 

XWindowAttributes wattr; 

Xrlnput(myWindow, MSG_ADDWINDOWFUNCT, &info); 

XGetWindowAttributes(display, myWindow, &wattr>; 
XSelectlnput(display, llV\lindow, ExposureMask>; 
XrMessageBoxC~essageBox, MSG_EDIT, &lllessageEvent>: 
XSelectlnputCdisplay, -VWindow, wattr.your_event_ .. sk>; 

ORIGIN 
HP 
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NAME 
XrPageEdit - an editor for entering and editing multiple lines of text. 

SYNOPSIS 
#include < Xll/Xlib.h > 
#include <Xrll/Xrlib.h> 

xrEditor • 
XrPageEdit (instance, message, data) 

xrEditor • instance; 
INT32 message; 
INT8 • data; 

DESCRIPTION 
The page edit editor provides an application with the means for placing a multi-line text editing 
instance anywhere within the bounds of a window. The editor always operates in insert mode, and 
currently only supports the use of fixed space fonts. It is capable of handling both printable and non
printable (control) characters. 

When creating a page editor instance, the application must pass in a definition for the rectangular 
region into which the editor instance will be drawn. If the rectangle is not the correct size to hold the 
instance, then the editor will refuse to create the instance. To prevent this from happening, an applica
tion should use the MSG_ SIZE message to obtain this rectangle. 

ACTIVE FIELD 

The page edit editor supports the concept of an active field. When a given page editor instance has 
control of the input stream, it is considered to be active, and it will indicate this by visibly changing its 
format. The means by which it indicates this fact is twofold: 

It will display a cursor at the current character position within the instance. 

It will redraw the border for the editing region (which is usually 1 pixel wide) as a 3 pixel 
wide border. 

There are two means by which a page edit instance can be told to become active: 

By issuing a MSG_ACTIVATE request to the editor. 

By issuing a MSG EDIT request to the editor, and passing it any input event understood by 
the page editor. -

COMPONENTS 

The two most important pieces of a page editor instance are the cursor and the editing buffer. The 
purpose of the cursor, is to indicate to the user where the next character typed will be placed, and also 
what portion of the editing buffer will be modified when one of the editing keys is pressed. As the user 
types keys, those characters to the right of the cursor will be shifted one position further to the right, 
and the information will be added at the location of the cursor. After the new character has been 
placed, the cursor will be moved to the right of the newly added character. Both printable ASCII char
acters and control character can be displayed; control characters are displayed as ""char". The cursor 
is always displayed as a block cursor. 
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When the instance is first created, the application program will pass in a pointer to a buffer, which will 
be used by the editor to store the current editing SCMion. In addition, the application must supply 
values indicating the size of the buffer, the number of characters currently residing within the buffer, 
and the maximum size the buffer should be allowed to reach. 

While an editing session is in progress, the editor will check to see if the buffer is full after each charac
ter is added. When the buffer does become full, the editor will attempt to automatically expand the 
buffer, unless the buffer has reached the maximum siz.e, as specified by the application; this upper limit 
check can be disabled, if the application wishes to allow the buffer to grow indefinitely. In order for 
buffer expansion to be possible, the application must use the (-xrMalloc) O call to initially obtain its 
editing buffer; statically def med buffers will not work correctly. 

EDmNGMODES 

The page editor supports only a single mode of character entering: insert mode. 

When a new character is entered, all characters to the right of the cursor are shifted one position to the 
right, and the character is then placed at the cursor position. Afterwards, the cursor is moved one posi
tion to the right; if the cursor is at the right edge of the editing region, then the cursor will be placed at 
the beginning of the next line, scrolling, if necessary. 

EDmNG 

The page editor supports most of the standard editing commands which a user may generate from the 
keyboard. Refer to XrlnputMap(3X) for a description on how these editing features may be accessed 
from a non-HP keyboard. Among the editing commands which will be supported are the following: 

Cursor Left 
This will cause the cursor to be moved one character position to the left. If the cursor is at 
the beginning of a line, then it will wrap to the end of the preceding line, scrolling, if 
necessary. 

CunorRight 
This will cause the cursor to be moved one character position to the right. If the cursor is 
at the end of a line, then it will wrap to the beginning of the next line, scrolling, if neces
sary. 

CunorUp 
This will cause the cursor to be moved one line up. If the cursor is already at the first 
display line, then it will scroll the display down one line, and then move the cursor. 

CunorDown 
This will cause the cursor to be moved one line down. If the cursor is already at the last 
display line, it will scroll the display up one line and then move the cursor. 

Roi/Up 
This will cause the screen contents to be rolled up one line. This causes a new line to be 
displayed at the bottom of the editing region. 

Roi/Down 
This will cause the screen contents to be rolled down one line. This causes a new line to 
be displayed at the top of the editing region. 
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Next Page 
This will cause the next page of the editing buffer to be displayed. The last line of the 
current page will be the top line of the new page. 

Previous Page 
This will cause the previous page of the editing buffer to be displayed. The top line of the 
current page will be the bottom line of the new page. 

Home Up 
This will cause the cursor to be moved to the beginning of the editing buffer. The display 
will be updated to match as needed. 

Home Down 
This will cause the cursor to be moved to the end of the editing buffer. The display will be 
updated to match as needed. 

Backspace 
This will cause the character to the left of the cursor to be deleted and all characters to its 
right to be shifted one position to the left. The cursor will also move one position to the 
left. If the cmsor was at the start of a line, then the Newline character at the end of the 
preceding line will be deleted This has the effect of joining the two lines together. 

Delete Char 
This will cause the character underneath the cursor to be deleted, and all characters to its 
right will be shifted one position to the left. The cursor will remain in its same position. If 
the cursor is currently located at the end of a line, then the Newline character terminating 
that line will be deleted. This has the effect of joining the current line with the line follow
ing it. 

DeleteUne 
This will delete the entire line where the cursor is currently located. 

Clear Line 
This will cause all characters under and to the right of the cursor to be deleted. The loca
tion of the cursor will be unchanged. 

Insert Line 
This will cause a new line to be started above the line in which the cursor is currently 
located. The cursor will then be moved to the start of the new line. 

MOUSE POINTER 

As was mentioned above, the cursor's position is automatically updated after each character placement 
operation or editing request. However, there is another method for specifying a new cursor position. 
By using the mouse pointer, you can move the cursor to anywhere within the current editing region, 
and then 'click' the mouse pointer button. This will cause the cursor to be placed at, or as near as pos
sible to, the selected character position. If a position past the end of the buffer contents is selected, 
then the cursor will automatically be placed after the last character in the buffer. 

DEACTIVATION 
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Once a page edit instance has been made 'active', there are several ways for it to become 'inactive'. 
When a page edit instance is deactivated, it will turn off its cursor, and it will redraw the editing region 
border as a 1 pixel wide box. The instance will no longer accept input, until it has been reactivated. 

The first method for deactivating a page edit instance, is to use the mouse pointer to select a region 
outside the editor's rectangular region. When the page editor determines that a select event occurred 
outside its domain, it will deactivate the instance, and then place two input events onto the front of the 
application's input queue: 

Input event 1 
This first input event placed on the input queue will be a copy of the select event which 
caused the instance to be deactivated. This event will notify the application that a select 
occurred somewhere else within the display. 

Input event 2 
This will be the event information generated by the page edit editor. It will inform the 
application that the instance has been exited, and that editing is now complete. 

A second method of deactivating a page edit instance can take place when the page editor has tem
porarily returned control to the application, because one of the status events was generated; the status 
events are composed of "unknown event", "buJfer full", "buffer expanded" and "buffer expansion failed". 
When an application receives one of these events, it will normally process it, and then return control to 
the editor, by means of the MSG ACTIVATE message. However, if the application does not want con
trol to return to the editor, but instead, wishes to deactivate the instance, then it can issue a 
MSG_ DEACTIVATE request. 

RETURNED INFORMATION 

The page editor will not return an input event to the calling application each time the page edit 
instance is modified. Instead, it will only return to the application when a major event occurs. These 
are also referred to as break conditions. There are three categories of break conditions. One is termed 
a "permanent break event, and the other two are termed temporary status events: 

-A select event occurred outside the page editor instance. 

- The buffer is full, the buffer was expanded or the buffer expansion failed. 

-An X event other than a KeyPress, KeyRelease, XrSELECT or XrSELECTUP event is 
received. 

For the first type, the editor will return, and not expect to be called again, until the instance has again 
been activated. For the second type, the editor is merely returning some status information to the 
application. As soon as the application has processed the status information, it should immediately re
invoke the editor, by issuing a MSG ACTIVATE. Failing to follow this rule may produce unpredicat
able results. The third type is similar to the second type, in that it too is only returning some status 
information. It will return a status event telling the application that an unknown X event was received, 
along with the unknown X event. The application should then process the X event which is on the 
input queue AFrER the status event, and then re-invoke the editor in the fashion listed above. 

EDITOR MESSAGES 
MSG NEW 

- This message will be the means by which an application program can create an instance of the 
page editor within a window. It will expect the instance parameter to be set to NULL, and the 
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data parameter to point to a filled out instance of the following structure: 

typedef struct { 
Wmdow editorWmdowld; 
RECTANGLE editorRect; 
INT8 editorState; 
INT32 editorFGColor; 
INT32 editorBGColor; 
XFontStruct • editorFont; 
INT8 • buffer; 
INT32 bufferCount; 
INT32 bufferSize; 
INT32 muCharCount; 
INT32 rowCount; 
INT32 col Count; 
INT32 tab Width; 

} xrPageEditlnfo; 

editorWmdowld . 
This field indicates the window to which the editor instance is to be attached. Any time 
the instance is redrawn, it will be redrawn in this window. 

editorRect 
This desaibes the location and size of the region into which the page edit instance is to be 
displayed. If a rectangle too small to hold the instance is specified, the editor will refuse 
to handle the request and will fail. 

editorState 
This field contains the initial value of the state flags for this editor instance. It can be 
composed of any combination of the XrSENSl11VE and XrVISIBLE ~-

editorFGColor 
This field specifies the foreground color to be used when drawing the editor instance. 
The borders and all text are drawn using the foreground color. If this is set to -1, the 
default foreground color (see Xrlnit(3X) ) will be used. 

editorBGColor 
This field specifies the background color to be used when drawing the editor instance. 
The interior of the editing region is drawn using the background color. If this is set to -1, 
the default background color (see Xrlnit(3X)) will be used. 

editorFont 
This points to the structure which contains all of the ~ormation necessary to describe the 
font to be used when displaying the page editor instance. If this pointer is NULL, then the 
default system base font will be used. This must refer to a fixed spaced font, since the 
page editor does not currently support proportionally spaced fonts. 

buffer 
This is a pointer to the editing buffer. If this pointer is NULL, then the MSG _NEW com
mand will fail. 
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bufferCount 
This field indicates the number of bytes currently residing in the buffer. This may contain 
any value greater than or equal to 7.ero, and less than or equal to the size of the buffer. 

bufferSize 
This value indicates the current size of the editing buffer. When the byte count reaches 
this limit, the buffer will be expanded, if pom"ble. 

maxCharCount 
This value represents the maximum number of bytes which will be allowed in the page 
editor instance. This information will be used by the editor to prevent the editing buffer 
from being expanded past this limit. If an application wishes to allow the buffer to be 
expanded whenever necessary, without imposing any upper limit, then this value should be 
set to -1. 

rowCount 
This value specifies the number of lines which are to be displayed within the page editor 
instance; an instance cannot be created with fewer than 1 line visi"ble. 

co/Count 
This value specifies the number of character columns which are to be displayed within the 
page editor instance. An instance cannot be created with less than 1 column visi"ble. The 
total editing region will be rowCount lines by co/Count columns in size. 

tab Width 
This value specifies how often a tab stop should be placed within the editing region. 
These come into play when the TAB key is entered by the user. When the TAB key is 
entered, the cursor will be moved to the next tab stop in the current line. If there are no 
more tab stops in the current line, the cursor moves to the start of the next line. 

The editor will then draw the page edit instance in the specified window. 

Upon successful completion, a pointer to the newly created editor structure will be returned to 
the application. This value must be used there after, whenever the application wishes to refer 
to this particular editor instance. 

MSG FREE 
This message is the mechanism by which an editor instance can be destroyed. The only 
parameter of importance is the instance parameter, which is a pointer to the editor structure, 
returned by MSG_ NEW; this parameter specifies which instance is to be destroyed. 

When a page editor instance is destroyed, it will be internally disconnected from the window to 
which it was attached, it will no longer handle mouse pointer selects or keyboard input, and it 
will be removed from the window, if the instance is visi"ble. 

After an editor instance has been destroyed, no further messages should be issued in regard to 
that instance. 

MSG GETSTATE 
- This message returns the current state of the XrVISIBLE and XrSENSITIVE flags for the 

specified page edit instance. The instance parameter specifies which instance to use. The data 
parameter should be a pointer to an 8 bit integer value, into which the current state flags will 
be placed. 
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MSG SETSTATE 
- This message allows an application program to modify the setting of the XrSENSITIVE and 

XrVISIBLE flags, for a given page edit instance. The data parameter is interpreted as an 8 bit 
integer value, containing the new state flag values. After saving the new state flags, the editor 
instance will be redrawn, to reflect the new state. H an instance is not visible, then the rectan
gle which it occupies will be drawn using the background tile for the window, thus making it 
invisible. If an instance is visible, but not sensitive, then the editing region will be drawn and 
fiQ.ed with a 50% pattern. The current contents of the editing region will also be displayed. 

MSG ACTIVATE 
This message allews an application to force a page edit instance active, thus causing it to turn 
on the cursor, widen the editing region border, and start monitoring all incoming keyboard 
events. This message also serves as the only means for re-entering an active page edit 
instance, after an application has received a status event from the instance. When a 
MSG_ ACTIVATE message is issued, the editor instance must be both visible and sensitive. If 
this is not the case, the message will fail. 

When this message is issued, the instance parameter must specify the page edit instance which 
is to be activated. The data parameter is unused, and should be set to NULL 

MSG DEACTIVATE 
- This message allows an application to force a page edit instance inactive. Normally, when a 

page edit instance returns a status event to an application (such as the buffer is now full, or an 
unknown X event was received), the application processes the status event and then reinvokes 
the page editor. However, it is pos51ble for an application to decide that it does not want to 
reinvoke the editor instance, but rather, it wants the instance to be deactivated. The instance 
will be drawn as inactive, with the cursor turned off, and the border redrawn as a single pixel 
wide line. 

When this message is issued, the instance parameter must specify the page edit instance which 
is to be deactivated. The data parameter is unused. If the page edit instance is already inac
tive, then this request will be ignored. 

MSG GETBUFINFO 
- This message allows an application to obtain several pieces of information which describe the 

current state of the editing buffer. This includes the address of the buffer, the number of char
acters currently in the buffer, the current buffer size, and the maximum size the buffer is 
allowed to be. This information is particularly important to an application after the editing 
buffer has been expanded. When the application is notified that the buffer has been expanded, 
it MUST issue this request. Since the editor usesxrReallocO (refer to Xrlnit(3X)) to increase 
the size of the buffer, it is possible that the location of the buffer may change as it is resized. 
This message allows the application to get the new buffer information, and prevent a memory 
fault from occurring, because the application referenced the old buffer area. 

When this message is issued, the instance parameter must be a pointer to the editor structure 
associated with the instance to be queried. The data parameter must point to an instance of 
the following structure, where the buffer information will be placed: 

typedef struct { 
INT8 • buffer; 
INT32 bufferCount; 
INT32 bufferSize; 
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INT32 maxCharCount; 
} xrPageEditBuflnfo; 

MSG SETBUFINFO 

XRPAGBBDIT(3X) 

- This message allows an application to change the address of the editing buffer. When this 
message is issued. the page editor will display the new buffer and will place the cursor at the 
first character position within the buffer. 

When this message is issued, the instance parameter must be a pointer to the editor structure 
associated with the instance to be modified. The data parameter must point to an instance of 
the following structure, which must contain the new buffer information: 

typedef struct { 
INT8 • buffer; 
INT32 bufferCount; 
INT32 bufferSi2.e; 
INT32 maxCharCount; 

} xrPageEditBuflnfo; 

MSG REDRAW 
This editor provides an application with the means for requesting that a page edit instance be 
redrawn. 

When this message is issued, the instance parameter must be a pointer to the editor structure 
as.wc:iated with the instance to be redrawn. The data parameter must be a 32 bit integer which 
specifics the type of redraw to perform. 

The page editor supports the following redraw modes: 

-XrREDRAW ALL 

-XrREDRAW TEXT 

XrREDRA W ALL will cause the editor to redraw the complete editor instance, while 
XrREDRA W: TEXT will cause only the editing buffer contents to be redrawn. 

H any other redraw mode is specified, then the request will fail. 

MSG SIZE 
This message allows an application to obtain the rectangle needed to contain a given page edit 
instance. 

The page editor expects the instance parameter to be set to NUIL, and the data parameter to 
point to an instance of the following structure: 

typedef struct { 
Wmdow editorWmdowld; 
RECTANGLE editorRect; 
~ editorStatc; 
INT32 editorFGColor; 
INT32 editorBGColor; 
XFontStruct • editorFont; 
INT8 • buffer; 
INT32 bufferCount; 
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INT32 bufferSize; 
INT32 maxCharCount; 
INT32 rowCount; 
INT32 col Count; 
INT32 tab Width; 

} xrPageEditlnfo; 

The fields which must be filled out by the application program BEFORE issuing this call, are 
the rowCount, co/Count and editorFont fields. 

If editorFont has been set to NULL, then the default system base font will be used when calcu
lating the rectangle size. If a particular font is requested it will be used. This must refer to a 
fixed spaced font, since the page editor does not currently support proportionally spaced fonts. 

The rectangle calculated will be the 0 based rectangle, into which the specified page edit 
instance will fit, using the specified font and row/ column sizes. 

In return, editorRect will be set to describe the rectangle into which the described instance will 
fit. 

MSG MOVE 
This message provides an application with a means for quickly relocating a particular editor 
instance within a window. The size of the editorRect associated with the instance is not 
changed. To relocate an editor instance, a new origin point for the instance's editorRect must 
be specified. The top left comer of the editor rectangle will then be translated such that it now 
coincides with the new origin. The origin point is interpreted as an absolute position within 
the window. 

When this message is issued, the instance parameter must point to the editor structure associ
ated with the instance which is to be moved, while the data parameter must point to a POINT 
structure, containing the new editorRect origin. 

When an editor instance is relocated, the page editor will automatically remove the visual 
image of the instance from the window, and will then redraw the instance at its new location. 
This occurs only if the instance is visible. 

MSG EDIT 
Normally, an application will not issue this message; it is usually issued by the Xrlib input rou
tine, when an input event occurs while a page edit instance is active. 

When such an event occurs, a MSG EDIT message will be issued to the editor, with the 
instance parameter indicating which page edit instance to process, and the data parameter 
pointing to an XEvent structure. 

The MSG EDIT handler for the page edit editor is much more complex than most editors, 
since it understands a much broader range of input events. Making up the list of valid input 
types for this editor are: 

All X KeyPress and KeyRelease events. 

All X button events which map into either an XrSELECT or 
XrSELECTUP event (see XrMapButton(3X) and Xrlnit(3X)). 

All other X events will be treated by the editor as an unknown 
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even~ and will be returned to the application for local 
processing, This is d.isc:uued further in a later section 
dealing with unknown events. 

XRPAGBEDIT(3X) 

The sections below will attempt to descnl>e how the editor handles each of the above input 
types. 

X KeyPress and KeyRelease events (keys that map to regular ASCII characters only) 

If the page editing buffer is not already rilled to its maximum allowable me, then the 
following will occur: 

All characters in the buffer, which are at or to the right of the cursor, will be 
shifted one place to the right within the editing buffer. 

The new character will be inserted into the buffer, at the cursor position. 

The cursor will be moved one character position to the right. If the end of the 
line is surpassed, or if the character was a Newline character, then the cursor 
will be moved to the start of the next line. If the character was a TAB, it will 
be expanded, and the cursor will move to the next TAB stop. 

The instance will be forced active (if not already). 

Afterwards, a check will be made to see if the editing buffer is now full. If the buffer 
is full, then one of three thiup will occur: 

If the buffer has reached its maximum allowable me, as specified by the application, 
then the following status event will be appended to the front of the application's input 
queue, and the editor will return (the editor will expect the application to re-invoke 
the editor, using either MSG ACTIVATE or MSG DEACTIVATE, once it has 
finished handling this buffer event): -

type = XrXR.AY 
serial = 0 
send event = 0 
display = pointer to the current display 
source = the window Id 
inputType = XrEDITOR 
inputCode = XrPAGEEDIT 
valuel = XrBUFFER· FULL 
valuePtr = pointer to inStance's editor structure 

If the buffer is not at its maximum allowable me, but the attempt to expand the 
buffer fails, then the following status event will be appended to the front of the 
application's input queue, and the editor will return (the editor will expect the appli
cation to re-invoke the editor, using either MSG_ ACTIVATE or 
MSG_DEACTIVATE, once it has finished handling this buffer event): 

type = 
serial = 
send event = 
display = 
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source 
inputType 
input Code 
valuel 
valuePtr 

XRPAGBBDIT(3X) 

= the window Id 
= XrEDITOR 
= XrPAGEEDIT 
= .XrBUFEXPANDFAILED 
= pointer to instance's editor structure 

H the buffer expansion succeeds, then the following status event will be appended to 
the front of the application's input queue, and the editor will return (the editor will 
expect the application to re-invoke the editor, using either MSG ACTIVATE or 
MSG_DEACTIVATE, once it has finished handling this buffer event). When an 
application receives this event, it MUST issue a MSG_ GETBUFINFO request, to 
obtain the new editing buffer address, since expanding the buffer may cause its 
address to change. 

type = XrXRAY 
serial = 0 
send event = 0 
displiy = pointer to the current display 
source = the window Id 
inputType = XrEDITOR 
inputCode = XrPAGEEDIT 
valuel = XrBUFEXPANDED 
valuePtr = pointer to instance's editor structure 

H none of the above events occurred, then the editor will block, waiting for the user 
to generate the next input event. 

When a new character is displayed, if it falls within the range of printable Ascii char
acters, then the character will be displayed in its normal fashion. If, however, the 
character is a control character, which are normally considered unprintable, then 
even though the character only takes up a single spot within the editing buffer, it will 
be displayed as a two character sequence. For example, if the character 'control X' 
were entered, then it would be displayed as tAX'. 

X KeyPress and KeyRelease events (Editing keys) 

Cursor Right 
H the cursor is not already at the end of the editing buffer, it will be shifted 
one character position to the right. H the cursor is at the end of a line, then 
the cursor will wrap to the beginning of the next line, scrolling if necessary. 

Cursor Left 
If the cursor is not already at the beginning of the editing buffer, then it will 
be shifted one character position to the left. If the cursor is at the beginning of 
a line, it will wrap to the last character in the preceding line, scrolling if neces
sary. 

Cursor Up 

Hewlett-Packard Company 

If the cursor is not already at the fU'St line of the editing buffer, then it will be 
moved up one line. If the cursor is in the first display line, then the display will 
be scrolled down one line. 
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CunorDown 
If the cursor is not already at the last line of the editing buffer, then it will be 
moved down one line. If the cursor is in the last display line, then the display 
will be scr~lled up one line. 

Roll Up 
This will cause the screen contents to roll one line up, and display a new line 
at the bottom of the editing region. 

Rol/Down 
This will cause the screen contents to roll down one line, and display a new 
line at the top of the editing region. 

Next Page 
This will cause the next page of the editing buffer to be displayed. The last 
line of the current page will be the top line of the new page. 

Previous Page 
This will cause the previous page of the editing buffer to be displayed. The top 
line of the current page will be the bottom line of the new page. 

Home Up 
This will cause the cursor to be moved to the beginning of the editing buffer. 
The display will be updated to match as needed. 

Home Down 
This will cause the cursor to be moved to the end of the editing buffer. The 
display will be updated to match as needed. 

Backspace 
If the cursor is not already at the beginning of the buffer, the character to the 
left of the cursor will be deleted, and all characters to its right will be shifted 
one position to the left. The cursor will also move one position to the left. If 
the cursor is located at the beginning of a line, the backspace will cause the 
Newline character at the end of the preceding line to be deleted. This will join 
the two lines together. 

Delete Char 
If the cursor is not at the end of the buffer, then the character underneath the 
cursor will be deleted, and all characters to its right will be shifted one posi· 
tion to the left. If the character being deleted is the Newline at the end of a 
line, then that line will be joined with the line which follows it. 

DeleteUne 
This causes the line where the cursor is located to be deleted. The line being 
deleted is considered to start after the last Newline character preceding the 
cursor, and going up to and including the next Newline character after the 
cursor. Afterwards, the cursor is moved to the start of the line which followed 
the line deleted. 

ClearUne 
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This action will delete those characters under and to the right of the cursor to 
be deleted on the current line. The end of the line is considered to be where 
the next Newline is encountered. 

Insert Line 
This will cause a new line to be opened within the editing buffer immediately 
before the line in which the cursor is located. The cursor will then be posi
tioned at the start of the new line. 

X ButtonPress or ButtonRelease Events 

The only other type of X ButtonEvent understood by this editor is the one which 
maps into either a XrSELECT or XrSELECTUP event. All other button events are 
treated as an unlcnown event. When a select occurs, the editor will first check to see 
if it occurred within the instance's rectangle. 

If it did not occur within the rectangle, then the instance will be redrawn as 'not 
active', and two input events will be added to the front of the application's input 
queue: 

1) A copy of the select input event which we just received. 

2) type = XrXRA Y 
serial = 0 
send event = 0 
displ8y = pointer to the current display 
source = the window Id 
inputType = XrEDITOR 
inputCode = XrPAGEEDIT 
valuel = XrPEDIT BREAK 
value2 = XrSELECT 
valuePtr = pointer to instance's editor structure. 

NOTE: the second input event will end up at the front of the queue. 

The editor will then return, and not expect to be called again, until the next time it 
should be made active. 

If the select occurred within the editing region, and the instance was active, then the 
cursor will be moved to the character position nearest to where the select occurred. 
The editor will then block, waiting for the user to generate the next event. If the 
instance was not active, then the event will cause the instance to be activated. 

·Unknown Events 

Any event which is received by the page editor, which does not fall under any of the 
groupings discussed above, will be treated as an unknown event, and will be passed 
back to the application for proces.sing. When the application receives notification of 
an unknown event from the page editor, it should request the next event from its 
input queue (the unknown event) and then process it. Since this is only a temporary 
break condition, the editor will expect the application to re-invoke the editor, once it 
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has finished processing the unknown event. 

The following two events will be pushed onto the front of the application's input 
queue: 

RETURN VALUE 

1) A copy of the unknown X event which we just received. 

2) type = XrXRA Y 
serial = 0 
send event = 0 
displ8y = pointer to the current display 
source = the window Id 
inputType = XrEDITOR 
inputCode = XrPAGEEDIT 
value! = XrUNKNOWN EVENT 
valuePtr = pointer to instaDce's editor structure. 

Upon successful completion of any of the messages, a non-NULL value will be returned. In the case of 
MSG_ NEW, this non-NULL value will be the pointer to the newly created editor instance structure. 

Ha message request fails, then a NULL value is returned. 

ERROR CONDmONS 
Messages to the page editor will fail, set the xrErmo global and return a NULL value, under the follow
ing conditions: 

MSG NEW 
- data is set to NULL (XrINVALIDPTR]. 

editorWindowld is an invalid Id (XrINV ALIDID]. 

editorRect is too small to hold the specified instance [XrINV ALIDRECT]. 

The specified font is not a fixed width font (XrINVALIDPARM). 

buffer is set to NULL [XrINV ALIDPTR]. 

maxCharCount is set to zero [XrINV ALIDP ARM]. 

bufferSize is le~ than or equal to zero [XrINV ALIDP ARM]. 

bu/ferCount is greater than maxChorCount [XrPARMOUTOFRANGE]. 

bu/ferCount is greater than bu/ferSize [XrPARMOUTOFRANGE]. 

bufferCount is less than zero [XrINV ALIDP ARM]. 

rowCount is le~ than or equal to zero (XrP ARMOUTOFRANGE]. 

co/Count is le~ than or equal to zero (XrP ARMOUTOFRANGE]. 

A call to 'X' failed { XCreatePixmapQ} (XrXCALLFAILED]. 

Memory cannot be allocated (XrOUTOFMEM]. 

MSG REDRAW 
A redraw mode other than XrREDRAW_ALL or XrREDRAW TEXT is specified 
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[XrINV ALIDOPTION]. 

MSG SIZE 
- data is set to NULL (XrINVAUDPTR]. 

The specified font is not fixed width [XrINV ALIDP ARM]. 

rowCount is less than or equal to zero (XrPARMOUTOFRANGE]. 

colCount is less than or equal to zero [XrP ARMOUTOFRANGE]. 

MSG ACTIVATE 
The instance is not sensitive and visible [XrINV ALIDP ARM]. 

MSG SETBUFINFO 
- data is set to NULL (XrINV ALIDPTR). 

buffer is set to NULL [XrINVALIDPTR]. 

maxCharCount is set to zero [XrINV ALIDP ARM]. 

bufferSize is less than or equal to zero (XrINV AUDP ARM]. 

bufferCount is greater than maxCharCount [XrP ARMOUTOFRANGE]. 

bufferCount is greater than bufferSize [XrPARMOUTOFRANGE]. 

bufferCount is less than zero (XrINVAUDPARM]. 

MSG GETSTATE, MSG MOVE and MSG GETBUFINFO 
- data is set to NULL (XrINVALIDPTR]. 

All messages, except MSG NEW and MSG SIZE 
The instance parameter is set to NULL [XrINV ALIDID]. 

ORIGIN 
HP 

SEEAUO 
Xrlnput{3X), Xrlnit(3X), XrMapButton(3X) 
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NAME 
XrPanel-The Xrho Panel Manager. 

SYNOPSIS 
#include <Xll/Xho.h > 
#include <Xrll/Xrlib.h> 

xrPanel • 
XrPanel (panellnstance, message, data) 
xrPanel • panellnstancc; 
INT32 message; 
INT8 •data; 

DESCRIPTION 

XRPANEL(3X'.) 

XrPanel is the Xrlib panel manager. This man page gives a brief summary of the panel manager struc
tures, and messages. For a more complete description of the panel manager, refer to the "Dialogs" 
chapter in "Programming With The Xrlib User Interface Toolbox." 

STRUCTURES 
The following structures are used to communicate with the panel manager. 

The xrPanellnfo Structure 
This structure is used to create a panel in conjunction with MSG_ NEW. 

typedef struct { 
POINT panelOrigin; 
SIZE panelSize; 
Window relative To; 
W°mdow childOf; 
xrPanelContext • panelContext; 

xrPanelField • fieldList; 
INT32 numFields; 
INT32 panelld; 

} xrPanellnfo; 

typedef struct { 
xrEditor 
INT8 
xrEditor 

}xrPanelField; 

• c· editorFunct) O; 
• editorData; 
• editorlnstance; 

The panel context structure 
This structure contains the information used by the panel manager to deal with a particular 
panel. 

typedef struct { 
Pixmap winBackground; 
Pixmap winForeground; 
INT16 border Width; 
INT32 foregroundColor; 
INT32 background Color; 
XFontStruct • fontinfo; 
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MESSAGES 

Cursor cursor; 

INT32 show Flag; 
xrEditor • currentEditor; 
INT32 timer; 
INT32 (• initFunct)Q; 

} nPanelContext; 

A description of each member of these structures is given in the "Dialogs" chapter of "Pro
gramming With The Xrlib User Interface Toolbox." 

The following messages allow the programmer to give the panel manager directives. 

MSG NEW 
MSG_ NEW creates the panel structure discussed earlier. The paneUnstance parameter may 
be set to NULL, as it is not used. The data parameter should be set to a structure of type 
xrPanellnf o. MSG_ NEW returns a pointer to a panel, failure is indicated by a return value of 
NULL. 

MSG FREE 
MSG_FR.EE destroys a panel and frees the associated memory. data may be set to NULL for 
this command. 

MSG SIZE 
- MSG_ SIZE returns the size of a panel given a pane/Info structure. data should point to a 

panellnfo structure. The size is returned in the pane/Siu member of the panellnfo structure. 

MSG EDIT 
MSG_ EDIT causes the panel manager to begin looking for input to a particular panel. 
MSG_ EDIT should be sent to the panel manager when an application expects input from a 
panel. data should point to an xrEvent structure. 

MSG CURRENTEDITOR 
- MSG_ CURRENTEDITOR instructs the panel manager to invoke a specific editor when 

MSG_EDIT is received. This allows a panel to have an active field (such as a TextEdit field) 
without a input from the user. data points to an xrEditor instance. 

MSG MOVE 
- MSG_MOVE allows a panel to be moved about the display. data is a pointer to a point struc

ture. 

MSG_RESIZE 
MSG_ RESIZE allows a panel to be resized by the application. data is a pointer to a rectangle 
structure. The panel will be moved to an absolute point on the display and its window will 
change to the given size. 

MSG HIDE 
MSG_ HIDE hides a panel. data is not used and may be set to NULL. 

MSG SHOW 
- MSG_SHOW shows a panel. data is not used and may be set to NULL. A panel will be 

shown automatically upon creation if the showFlag field of the panellnfo structure is set to 
TRUE. 

MSG REDRAW 
MSG REDRAW causes the editors of a panel to be redrawn. data is not used and may be set 
to NULL. 
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MSG_ GETPANELCONTEXT 
MSG_ GETP ANELCONTEXT fills out an xrPanelContcxt structure with the panel defaults. 
data should point to an xrPanelConte:xt structure. 

MSG_NEWSUBPANEL 
MSG_ NEWSUBP ANEL acates a sub-panel paneHnstance should be the pointer to the 
parent panel, and data is a:xrPanellnfo structure. 

MSG_ FREESUBPANEL 
MSG_ FREESUBP ANEL destroys a sub-panel and its associated memory. 

MSG SHOWSUBPANEL 
- MSG_ SHOWSUBP ANEL causes the editors of a sub-panel to be added to its main panel. 

data should point to an xrEd.itorGroup structure indicating which sub-panel is to be activated. 

MSG_HIDESUBPANEL 
MSG_ HIDESUBP ANEL removes the editors &om its associated main panel. data should 
point to an :xrEditorGroup structure indicating which sub-panel is to be deactivated. 

MSG_SETOVERRIDE 
MSG_ SETOVERRIDE provides an application with a mechanism to allow window manager 
interaction in the placing and sizing of panels. By default, the application places, sizes and 
maps panels directly without any window manager interaction. . 

The X-ray library maintains an internal 'override' flag, which indicates if any new panel should 
bypass the window manager (TRUE) or if the window manager should be given a chance t'o 
position the panel (F ~E). The default setting of this flag is TRUE. 

MSG_ SETOVERRIDE permits the alteration of the 'override' flag. If 
MSG_ SETOVERRIDE is mued with the instance parameter set to NULL and the data 
parameter set to TRUE or F~E, all subsequent panel aeations will be affected. If a panel 
instance pointer is provided as the instance parameter, only that specific panel will be affected. 

RETURN VALUE 
Upon successful completion of any of the messages, a non-NULL value is returned. For the 
MSG_ NEW message, this non-NULL value is the pointer to the newly aeated menu or panel instance. 

If the message request fails, NULL is returned. 

ERROR CONDmONS 
Messages to the panel manager will fail, set the :xrErmo global and return a NULL value, under the fol
lowing conditions: 

MSG NEW 

data is set to NULL [XrINV AUDPTR). 

A call to 'X' failed [XrXCALLFAILED]. 

Memory cannot be allocated (XrOUTOFMEM]. 

MSG SIZE 

data is set to NULL [XrINV AUDPTR]. 

A call to 'X' failed [XrXCALLFAILED). 

MSG FREE 

paneHnstance is set to NULL [XrINVAUDPTR). 
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A call to 'X' failed [XrXCALLFAILED]. 

MSG EDIT 

data is set to NULL [XrINVALIDPTR]. 

Panel is not showing [XrINVALIDEVENT] 

A call to 'X' failed [XrXCALLFAILED). 

MSG CURRENTEDITOR 

data is set to NULL (XrINVALIDPTR]. 

MSG MOVE 

data is set to NULL [XrINVALIDPTR]. 

A call to 'X' failed [XrXCALLFAILED). 

MSG RESIZE 

data is set to NULL (XrINVALIDPTR]. 

A call to 'X' failed [XrXCALLFAILED]. 

MSG HIDE 

A call to 'X' failed [XrXCALLFAILED]. 

MSG SHOW 

A call to 'X' failed [XrXCALLFAILED]. 

MSG REDRAW 

A call to 'X' failed [XrXCALLF.AILED). 

MSG GETPANELCONTEXT 

data is set to NULL [XrINVALIDPTR]. 

A call to 'X' failed [XrXCALLFAILED). 

MSG NEWSUBPANEL 

data is set to NULL (XrINV ALIDPTR ]. 

A call to 'X' failed [XrXCALLFAILED]. 

Memory cannot be allocated [XrOUTOFMEM] 

MSG FREESUBPANEL 

data is set to NULL [XrINVALIDPTR]. 

A call to 'X' failed (XrXCALLFAILED]. 

MSG SHOWSUBPANEL 

data is set to NULL [XrINVALIDPTR]. 

A call to 'X' failed [XrXCALLFAILED]. 

MSG HIDESUBPANEL 

data is set to NULL [XrINVALIDPTR]. 

A call to 'X' failed [XrXCALLFAILED). 
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ORIGIN 
HP 
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NAME 
XrPoint: (XrAddPt, XrSubPt, XrSetPt, XrOffsetPt, XrCopyPt, XrEqualPt) - calculations with points. 

SYNOPSIS 
#include <XllfXlib.h> 
#include <Xrll/Xrlib.h> 

XrAddPt (srcPt, dstPt) 
POINT • srcPt; 
POINT • dstPt; 

XrSubPt (srcPt, dstPt) 
POINT • srcPt; 
POINT • dstPt; 

XrSetPt (pt, x, y) 
POINT• pt; 
INT16 x; 
INT16 y; 

XrOfrsetPt (pt, x, y) 
POINT• pt; 
INT16 x; 
INT16 y; 

XrCopyPt (srcPt, dstPt) 
POINT • srcPt; 
POINT • dstPt; 

XrEqualPt (ptA, ptB) 
POINT• ptA; 
POINT• ptB; 

DESCRIPTION 
XrAddPt 

Add the coordinates of srcPt to the coordinates of dstPt, and return the result in dstPt. 

XrSubPt 
Subtract the coordinates of srcPt from the coordinates of dstPt, and return the result in dstPt. 

XrSetPt 
Assign the two coordinates to a variable of type POINT. 

XrOffsetPt 
Change the values of the point structure pt by adding the x and y offsets to the members of pt. 

XrCopyPt 
Copy srcPt into dstPt. 

XrEqualPt 
Compare the two points and return TRUE if they are equal or FALSE if not. 

ORIGIN 
HP 
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NAMB 
XrPushButton - an editor that controls a set of pushbuttons. 

SYNOPSIS 
#include <Xll/Xlib.h > 
#include <Xrll/Xrhb.h> 

xrEditor • 
XrPusbBuUon (instance, message, data) 

xrEditor • instance; 
INT32 message; 
INT8 • data; 

DESCRIPTION 
The push button editor is used to create and process a group of related push buttons within a given 
window. The number of push buttons, and how they are displayed, is completely controlled by the 
application. Each push button may include an optional text label, which will be displayed in the center 
of the oval representing the butt~n. This label may be a single line of text, or it may be multiple lines 
of text. 

The size of the push buttons are proportional to the size of the font being used to display the text 
labels. By allowing an application to specify this font, the size of the push buttons can be adjusted for 
individual displays. 

An application may specify one of the push buttons to be treated as a default selection. This implies 
that that button will be drawn with a double wide border around it. This feature may be disabled, if 
not needed. 

This field editor supports two distinct sets of state flags: those associated with the whole instance 
(which are modified using MSG GETSTATE and MSG SETSTATE), and those which are assigned to 
the individual pushbuttons - (which are mod.if led using MSG_ GETITEMSTATES and 
MSG_SETITEMSTATES). The state flags which are associated with the instance as a whole have pre
cedence over the individual state flags. For example, if the XrVISIBLE flags is cleared for the instance, 
then none of the pushbuttons will be displayed, regardless of their individual state flag settings. But, if 
the XrVISIBLE flag is set for the instance, then the field editor will look at the state of the XrVISIBLE 
flag associated with each pushbutton, to determine if the entity should be displayed. 

Using the cursor and the mouse, a user is able to interactively select a push button, by moving the cur
sor over one of the buttons, and 'clicking' the mouse button. When the mouse button is depressed, the 
selected push button will be drawn as active (solid filled); when the user releases the mouse button, the 
selected push button will be redrawn as inactive (not filled), and an event will be returned to the appli
cation, notifying it that a push button was selected. 

When the editor draws the specified push button instance, it will attempt to space out the individual 
buttons, to take full advantage of the specified editorRect. If the rectangle is larger than needed, then 
the extra space will be divided equally as blank space between the roW5 and columns. If the rectangle is 
too small, then the request will fail. 

When displaying a push button editor instance, the button sizes may vary between the various rows and 
columns. However, to prevent the instance from looking disorganized, the following steps will be 
taken: 
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Each button within a particular horizontal row, will be the same height. 

Each button within a particular vertical column, will be the same width. 

EDITOR MESSAGES 
MSG NEW 

This message will be the means by which an application program can create a push button edi
tor instance in a window. It will expect the instance parameter to be set to NULL, and the 
data parameter to point to a filled out instance of the following structure: 

typedef struct { 
Wmdow editorWmdowld; 
RECTANGLE editorRect; 
INT8 editorState; 
INT32 editorFGColor; 
INT32 editorBGColor; 
XFontStruct • editorFont; 
INT16 num.Fields; 
INT16 numCols; 
INT16 defaultButton; 
INT16 border Width; 
INT8 . •• labels; 
INT8 • stateflags; 

} xrPushButtonlnfo; 

editorWindowld 
This field indicates the window to which the editor instance is to be attached. Any time 
the instance is redrawn, it will be redrawn in this window. 

editorRect 
This descn"bes the location and si7.e of the region into which the push button instance is to 
be located. If the rectangle is larger than is needed to hold the specified instance, then 
the extra space will be used as padding between the individual push buttons. If the rectan
gle is too small, then the request will fail. 

editorState 
This field contains the initial value of the state flags for this editor instance. It can be 
composed of any combination of the XrSENSITIVE and XrVISIBLE flags. 

editorFGColor 
This field specifies the foreground color to be used when drawing the editor instance. 
This is used when displaying the button labels, and for filling an active button. If this is 
set to -1, the default foreground color (see Xrlnit(3X)) will be used. 

editorBGColor 
This field specifies the background color to be used when drawing the editor instance. 
This is used for filling the interior of an inactive button. If this is set to -1, the default 
background color (see Xrlnit(3X) ) will be used. 
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editorFont 
This is a pointer to a structure which descn1>es the font to be used when creating this edi
tor instance. If the pointer has been set to NULL, then the editor will use the default sys
tem base font. The font is important not only because it determines how the labels will 
look, but it is also used to determine how large the buttons should be. 

numFields 
This value indicates the total number of push buttons which are included in this instance. 
Once specified, this value cannot be changed. 

numCols 
This value indicates the number of columns into which the push buttons are to be 
displayed. Using this value, and numFields, the editor will automatically calculate the 
number of rows. If this value is greater than numFields, then the create request will fail. 

def aultButton 
This value indicates which push button should be displayed as the default selection; this 
involves drawing the button with a double wide border. This value must be in the range 0 
- (numFields - l}; any value outside this range will disable this feature. Setting this field to 
-1 is the standard way to disable this feature. 

border Width 
This value describes the width of the border surrounding each of the push buttons. This 
value must be greater than 7.ero. 

labels 
This is a pointer to an array of NULL terminated character strings, representing the labels 
associated with each push button. If this pointer is set to NULL, then none of the buttons 
will have labels. If any of the pointers within the array are NULL, or if a label has a 
length of 7.ero, then those buttons will not have labels. The first entry in the array will 
correspond to push button 0, the second to push button 1, etc. The editor will not keep a 
copy of each of these strings; instead, it will only keep a copy of the pointer to the string 
array. It will rely on the application to NOT modify these strings, once the instance has 
been created. 

As was stated earlier, a label may be a single line of text, or multiple lines of text. To 
create multiple lines, insert a NEWLINE character (octal 012) at the end of each line of 
the label. 

stateFlags 
This is a pointer to an array of 8 bit integer values, each containing the initial state flag 
settings to be associated with each pushbutton in the instance. If this pointer has been set 
to NULL, then the state flags for each entity will be set to XrSENSITIVE and XrVISI
BLE. The first entry in the array corresponds to pushbutton 0, etc. 

The editor will then draw the push button editor instance in the specified window. 

Upon successful completion, a pointer to the newly created editor structure will be returned to 
the application. This value must be used there after, whenever the application wishes to refer 
to this particular editor instance. 
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MSG FREE 
This message is the mechanism by which an editor instance can be destroyed. The only 
parameter of importance is the instance parameter, which is a pointer to the editor structure, 
returned by the MSG_ NEW message. This parameter specifies which instance is to be des
troyed. 

When a push button instance is destroyed, it will be internally disconnected from the window 
to which it was attached, it will no longer handle mouse selects, and it will be removed from 
the window, if the instance is vist"ble. 

After an editor instance has been destroyed, no further messages should be issued to that 
instance. 

MSG GETSTATE 
- This message returns the current state of the XrVISIBLE and XrSENSITIVE flags for the 

specified push button instance. The instance parameter specifies which instance to use. The 
data parameter should be a pointer to an 8 bit integer value, into which the current state flags 
will be placed. REMEMBER: these are the state flags for the whole instance; not the state 
flags for the individual buttons. 

MSG SETSTATE 
- This message allows an application program to modify the setting of the XrSENSITIVE and 

XrVISIBLE ~ for a given push button editor instance. The data parameter is interpreted 
as an 8 bit integer value, containing the new state flag values. After saving the new state flags, 
the editor instance will be redrawn, to reflect the new state. If an instance is not visible, then 
the rectangle which it occupies will be drawn using the background tile for the window, thus 
making it invisible. H an instance is visible, but not sensitive, then each push button will be 
drawn and filled with a 50% pattern. 

MSG GETITEMSTATES 
- This message allows an application to obtain a copy of the individual state flags associated with 

each of the pushbuttons contained within the specified editor instance. These state flags differ 
&om the state flags obtained using MSG_ GETSTATE. The instance parameter must specify 
the editor instance to be queried, while the data parameter should point to an array of 8 bit 
integer values. The state flags will be returned by means of this array. The flags associated 
with pushbutton 0 will be returned in the fU'St slot in the array, etc. 

MSG SETITEMSTATES 
- This message allows an application to modify the individual state flags associated with each of 

the pushbuttons contained within the specified editor instance. Presently, only the XrVISI· 
BLE and XrSENSITIVE flags are supported. The instance parameter must specify the editor 
instance which is to be modified, while the data parameter should point to an array of 8 bit 
integer values. The new state flags which are to be assigned to each entity within the instance 
will be obtained from this array. The value in the first slot of the array will be assigned to 
pushbutton 0, etc. After the new state flags have been saved, only those pushbuttons whose 
state flags changed will be redrawn. 

MSG GETITEMCOUNT 
- This message allows an application to obtain a count, which indicates the number of individual 

push buttons in the specified instance. The editor will assume that the instance parameter 
specifies the editor instance to query, and the data parameter points to a 32 bit integer value. 
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The item count value will be returned by means of this integer. 

This message is useful when used in conjunction with the MSG_ GETITEMRECfS message. 
It allows an application to obtain the number of items in the instance, so that the application 
can then allocate enough memory to hold the rectangle information returned by 
MSG_ GETITEMRECTS. 

MSG GETITEMRECTS 
- This message returns the coordinates for the rectangle which descn"bes each of the individual 

push buttons. The message will expect the instance parameter to specify the editor instance to 
query, and the data parameter to point to a structure of the following format: 

RECTANGLE itemRects[x); 

This array will then be filled with the rectangle information, and returned to the application. 

Before an application can make this call, it needs to know the number of items in the specified 
instance, so that it can allocate a structure large enough to hold all of the rectangle informa
tion. The application should use the MSG GETITEMCOUNT message to obtain this infor
mation. The application can then allocate in array large enough to hold all of the rectangle 
entries. 

The order of the rectangle items returned in the array directly correlates to the order the 
items were originally created in. The fmt element in the array will descn"be button 0, the 
second button 1, etc. 

This message is useful to those applications which have a need of knowing where the indivi
dual items in a push button instance are located. The most common use would be by a forms 
controller, which would use the information to place an 'active field' indicator by a given item. 

MSG REDRAW 
- This editor provides an application with the means for requesting that an instance of push but

tons be redrawn. The current values, labels and font information will be used. 

When this message is issued, the instance parameter must be a pointer to the editor structure 
associated with the instance to be redrawn. The data parameter must be a 32 bit integer which 
specifies the type of redraw to perform. 

This message is useful for when an application wishes to modify the value or the state flags for 
a particular button. The application need only modify the appropriate values in the shared 
arrays, and then issue a MSG REDRAW request. The editor instance will automatically be 
drawn to match the new data. -

The push button editor supports the following redraw mode: 

• XrREDRAW ALL 

When the XrREDRAW _ALL option is specified, the complete editor instance will be redrawn. 

If any other redraw mode is specified, then the request will fail. 

MSG SIZE 
This message allows an application to obtain the rectangle needed to contain a push button 
editor instance. The push button editor expects the instance parameter to be set to NULL, 
and the data parameter to point to an instance of the following structure: 
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typedef struct { 
Window editorWindowld; 
RECTANGLE editorRect; 
INT8 editorState; 
INT32 editorFGColor; 
INT32 editorBGColor; 
XFontStruct • editorFont; 
INT16 numFields; 
INT16 numCols; 
INT16 dcfaultButton; 
INT16 border Width; 
INT8 • • labels; 
INT8 • stateFlags; 

} xrPushButtonlnfo; 

The only fields which must be filled out by the application program BEFORE issuing this call, 
are the numFields, numCols, labels, borderWidth, defaultButton and editorFont fields. All other 
fields arc ignored. 

In return, the editorRect field will be filled in with the coordinates for the 0 based rectangle 
needed to contain the instance. An application can offset and stretch this rectangle, to position 
it where ever it likes, within its window. 

H numCols > numFields, then the request will fail. 

MSG MOVE 
This message provides an application with a means for quickly relocating a particular editor 
instance within a window. The size of the editorRect associated with the instance is not 
changed. To relocate an editor instance, a new origin point for the instance's editorRect must 
be specified. The top left comer of the editor rectangle will then be translated such that it now 
coincides with the new origin. The origin point is interpreted as an absolute position within 
the window. 

When this message is issued, the instance parameter must point to the editor structure associ
ated with the instance which is to be moved, while the data parameter must point to a POINT 
structure, containing the new editorRect origin. 

When an editor instance is relocated, the field editor will automatically remove the visual 
image of the instance from the window, and will then redraw the instance at its new location. 
This occurs only if the instance is visible. 

MSG RESIZE 
This message provides an application with a means for both changing the size of the editorRect 
associated with a particular editor instance, and also the location of the new editorRect. All 
restrictions regarding the editorRect size which applied when the instance was first created 
using MSG NEW, still apply. If an invalid editorRect is specified, then the resize request will 
fail. -

When this message is issued, the instance parameter must point to the editor structure associ
ated with the instance which is to be resized, while the data parameter must point to a REC
TANGLE structure containing the new size and origin for the editorRect. 

When an editor instance is resized, the field editor will automatically remove the visual image 
of the instance from the window, and will then redraw the instance using the new size and 
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location information. This occurs only if the instance is vistole. 

MSG EDIT 
Normally, an application will not issue this message; it is usually issued by the Xrlib input rou
tines, when an input event occurs within a push button instance. 

When such an event occurs, a MSG EDIT message will be issued to the editor, with the first 
parameter, instance, indicating which push button instance to process, and the third parame
ter, data, pointing to an XEvent structure. 

The push button editor only handles an event if event maps to an XrSELECT event, as 
described by XrMapButton(3X) and Xrlnlt(3X); all others are ignored. When a select event 
occurs within a push button instance, the first thing done is to determine if one of the indivi
dual push buttons was selected. 

If one of the push buttons was selected, then that button will be drawn as active (filled), and 
the editor will then wait for the user to release the select button. When the user releases the 
select button, the push button will again be drawn as inactive (not filled). Afterwards, an input 
event will be added to the front of the application's input queue, informing it that one of the 
push buttons has been selected. The returned xrEvent structure is set to the following value: 

type = XrXRA Y 
serial = 0 
send event = 0 
display = pointer to the current display 
source = the window Id 
inputType = XrEDITOR 
inputCode = XrPUSHBUTION 
valuel = XrSELECT 
value2 = index of button which was selected 
valuePtr = pointer to instance's editor structure 

If a select occurs within a push button instance, but not within the boundary of a button, then 
the editor will do nothing but push an input event onto the front of the application's input 
queue. The event will notify the application that the editor was selected, but no action took 
place. It will also include the cursor position at the time the select event occurred. The 
returned xrEvent structure is set to the following value: 

type = XrXRAY 
serial = 0 
send event = 0 
display = pointer to the current display 
source = the window Id 
inputType = XrEDITOR 
inputCode = XrPUSHBUTION 
valuel = NULL 
valuePt = cursor position 
valuePtr = pointer to instance's editor structure 

RETURN VALUE 
Upon successful completion of any of the messages, a non-NULL value will be returned. In the case of 
MSG_NEW, this non-NULL value will be the pointer to the newly created editor instance structure. 

H a message request fails, then a NULL value is returned. 
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ERROR CONDmONS 
Messages to the push button editor will fail, set the :xrEnno global and return a NULL value, under the 
following conditions: 

MSG NEW 
- data is set to NULL [XrINVALIDPTR]. 

editorWindowld is an invalid Id [XrlNV ALIDID]. 

numCols > numFields [XrINV ALIDPARM). 

The width specified in borderWidth is zero [XrINV AUDP ARM]. 

An invalid editor rectangle is specified [XrINVAUDRECT). 

A call to 'X' failed { XCreatePixmapQ} {XrXCALLFAILED). 

Memory cannot be allocated (XrOUTOFMEM]. 

MSG REDRAW 
- A redraw mode other than XrREDRAW _ALL is specified (XrINV ALIDOPTION). 

MSG SIZE 
- data is set to NULL [XrINV ALIDPTR]. 

numCols > numFields [XrlNV AUDPARM). 

The width specified in borderWidth is zero [XrINV ALIDP ARM]. 

MSG RESIZE 
- An invalid editor rectangle is specified [XrINV ALIDRECT]. 

MSG_GETSTATE, MSG_MOVE, MSG_RESIZE, MSG_GETITEMRECTS, 

MSG_GETITEMSTATES, MSG_SETITEMSTATES and MSG_GETITEMCOUNT 
data is set to NULL (XrINVALIDPTR]. 

All messages, except MSG NEW and MSG SIZE 
The instance parameter is set to NULL [XrINVALIDID]. 

ORIGIN 
HP 

SEEAUO 
Xrlnput(3X), Xrlnit(3X) 
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NAME 
XrRadioButton - an editor for controlling radio buttons 

SYNOPSIS 
#include <Xll/Xlib.h> 
#include <Xrll/Xrlib.h> 

xrEditor • 
XrRadioButton (instance, message, data) 

xrEditor • instance; 
INT32 message; 
INT8 *data; 

DESCRIPTION 
The radio button editor is used to create and process a group of related radio buttons within a given 
window. The number of radio buttons, and how they are displayed, is completely controlled by the 
application. Each radio button may also include an optional text label, which will be displayed to the 
right of the button. 

The size of the radio buttons are proportional to the size of the font being used to display the text 
labels. By allowing an application to specify this font, the size of the radio buttons can be adjusted for 
individual displays. 

Radio buttons are very similar to checkboxes. But, there are at least two very distinct differences, 
which is why two different editors are provided: 

Checkboxes are square, while radio buttons are round. 

Checkboxes allow more than 1 item to be active at a time, while radio buttons allow only a 
single item to be active at any time. 

When a new radio button is made active, the previously active button is made inactive. The editor will 
not allow the situation to occur where no button is active. 

This field editor supports two distinct sets of state flags: those associated with the whole instance 
(which are modified using MSG_ GETSTATE and MSG_ SETSTATE), and those which are assigned to 
the individual radio buttons (which are modified using MSG_ GETITEMSTATES and 
MSG_SETITEMSTATES). The state flags which are associated with the instance as a whole have pre
cedence over the individual state flags. For example, if the XrVISIBLE J]ag is cleared for the instance, 
then none of the radio buttons will be displayed, regardless of their individual state flag settings. But, if 
the XrVISIBLE flag is set for the instance, then the field editor will look at the state of the XrVISIBLE 
flag associated with each radio button, to determine if the entity should be displayed. 

Using the cursor and the mouse, a user will be able to interactively select a radio button, by moving the 
cursor over one of the buttons, and 'clicking' the mouse button. This will cause the chosen button to 
become 'active' (filled); the previously active button will now become 'inactive' (not filled). An appli
cation will then be notified of the change, and may handle it accordingly. 

A radio button editor instance is composed of 3 components: 

- The editor instance's background area. 
- The individual buttons. 
- The button labels. 

Of these 'selectable' regions, only select events which occur in one of the individual radio buttons will 
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affect the instance. When a radio button is selected, the editor will set the state of the button to 
'active', and then the application program will be notified that the state of the radio button instance has 
changed. If a select event occurs in any of the other components, the application will be notified that a 
select occurred, but the editor instance was not modified. 

When an editor instance is created, the index of the initially active radio button, and the label strings 
for each radio button will be specified by the application program. For the active index, a pointer to a 
16 bit value must be passed in. For the label s~, a pointer to an array of NULL terminated charac
ter strings may be passed in. The radio button editor will not save copies of these pieces of data. 
Instead, it will save a copy of the pointers only. This will allow an application program to have immedi
ate access to the index of the active radio button, since the value resides in the application's domain. 

This editor will rely on the fact that when an application modifies this piece of shared data, the applica
tion will tell the editor to redraw; this allows the editor to remain in sync with the current radio button 
data. Modifying the data, without doing a redraw, will cause the editor to behave in an unfriendly 
fashion. 

This editor allows an application program to obtain information about an instance in two ways: 

By means of an input event returned when the active radio button is changed. 

By means of the shared variable mentioned above. This refers to the value containing the 
index of the active radio button. 

When the editor draws the specified radio button instance, it will attempt to space out the individual 
buttons, to take full advantage of the specified editorRect. If the rectangle is larger than needed, then 
the extra space will be divided equally as blank space between the rows and columns of buttons. If the 
rectangle is too small, then the request will fail. 

EDITOR MESSAGES 
MSG NEW 

This message is the means by which an application program can create a radio button editor 
instance in a window. It will expect the instance parameter to be set to NULL, and.the data 
parameter to point to a filled out instance of the following structure: 

typedef struct { 
Wmdow editorWindowld; 
RECTANGLE editorRect; 
INT8 editorState; 
INT32 editorFGColor; 
INT32 editorBGColor; 
XFontStruct • editorFont; 
INT16 numFields; 
INT16 numCols; 
INT8 •• labels; 
INT16 • value; 
INT8 • stateF1ap; 

} xrRadioButtonlnfo; 

editorWindowld 
This field indicates the window to which the editor instance is to be attached. Any time 
the instance is redrawn, it will be redrawn in this window. 
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editorRect 
This descnl>es the location and si7.e of the region into which the radio button instance is to 
be located. If the rectangle is larger than is needed to hold the specified instance, then 
the extra space will be used as padding between the individual radio buttons. If the rec
tangle is too small, then the request will fail. 

editorStale 
This field contains the initial value of the state flags for this editor instance. It can be 
composed of any combination of the XrSENSITIVE and XrVISIBLE flags. 

editorFGColor 
This field specifies the foreground color to be used when drawing the editor instance. 
This is used to display the button label, and to fill the interior of an active button~ If this is 
set to -1, the default foreground color (see Xrlnit(3X) ) will be used. 

editorBGColor 
This field specifies the background color to be used when drawing the editor instance. 
This is used to fill the interior of an inactive button. If this is set to -1, the default back
ground color (see Xrlnit(3X)) will be used. 

editorFont 
This is a pointer to a structure which descnl>es the font to be used when creating this edi
tor instance. H the pointer has been set to NULL, then the editor will use the default sys
tem base font. The font is important not only because it desaibes how the labels will 
look, but it will also be used to determine how large the buttons should be. 

numFields 
This value indicates the total number of radio buttons which are included in this instance. 
Once specified, this value cannot be changed. 

numCols 
This value indicates the number of columns into which the radio buttons are to be 
displayed. Using this value, and numFields, the editor will automatically calculate the 
number of rows. If this value is greater than numFields, then the create request will fail. 

labels 
This is a pointer to an array of NULL terminated character strings, representing the labels 
associated with each radio button. If this pointer is NULL, then none of the radio buttons 
will have labels. The first entry in the array will correspond to radio button 0, the second 
to radio button 1, etc. If an entry in this array is NULL, then the corresponding radio but
ton will have no label. The editor will not keep a copy of each of these strings; instead, it 
will only keep a copy of the pointer to the string array. It will rely on the application to 
NOT modify these strings, once the instance has been created. 

value 
This is a pointer to a 16 bit integer value, representing the index of the active radio button. 
If this pointer is NULL, or if the value it points to is out of range, then the create request 
will fail. The valid range of values for this field is 0 to (numFields • 1). The editor will not 
keep a copy of this value. Instead, it will only keep a copy of the pointer to this value. 
Any time the active radio button is changed, the editor will update this value , and then 
notify the application. The application will then have immediate access to the index of the 
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active radio button, since the value resides in its data area. 

stateFlags 
This is a pointer to an array of values, each containing the initial state flag values to be 
associated with each radio button in the instance. If this pointer has been set to NULL, 
then the state flags for each entity will be set to XrSENSITIVE and XrVISIBLE. The first 
entry in this array corresponds to radio button 0, etc. 

The editor will then draw the radio button editor instance in the specified window. 

Upon successful completion, a pointer to the newly created editor structure will be returned to 
the application. This value must be used there after, whenever the application wishes to refer 
to this particular editor instance. 

MSG FREE 
This message is the mechanism by which an editor instance can be destroyed. The only 
parameter of importance is the instance parameter, which is a pointer to the editor structure 
which was returned by the MSG NEW message. This parameter specifies which instance is to 
be destroyed. · -

When a radio button instance is destroyed, it will be internally disconnected from the window 
to which it was attached, it will no longer handle mouse selects, and it will be removed from 
the window, if the instance is visible. 

After an editor instance has been destroyed, no further messages should be issued in regard to 
that instance. 

MSG GETSTATE 
This message returns the current state of the XrVISIBLE and XrSENSITIVE flags for the 
specified radio button editor instance. The instance parameter specifies which instance to use. 
The data parameter should be a pointer to an 8 bit integer value, into which the current state 
flags will be placed. 

MSG SETSTATE 
This message allows an application program to modify the setting of the XrSENSITIVE and 
XrVISIBLE flags, for a given radio button editor instance. The data parameter is interpreted 
as an 8 bit integer value, containing the new state flag values. After saving the new state flags, 
the editor instance will be redrawn, to reflect the new state. If an instance is not visible, then 
the rectangle which it occupies will be drawn using the background tile for the window, thus 
making it invisible. If an instance is visible, but not sensitive, then each radio button will be 
drawn and filled with a 50% pattern. 

MSG_GETITEMSTATES 
This message allows an application to obtain a copy of the individual state flags associated with 
each of the radio buttons contained within the specified editor instance. These state flags 
differ from the state flags obtained using MSG_ GETSTATE. The instance parameter must 
specify the editor instance to be queried, while the data parameter should point to an array of 
8 bit integer values. The state flags will be returned by means of this array. The flags associ
ated with radio button 0 will be returned in the first slot in the array, etc. 
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MSG SETITEMSTATES 
This message allows an application to modify the individual state flags associated with each of 
the radio buttons contained within the specified editor instance. Presently, only the XrVISI· 
BLE and XrSENSITIVE flags are supported. The instance parameter must specify the editor 
instance which is to be modified, while the data parameter should point to an array of 8 bit 
integer values. The new state fJags which are to be assigned to each entity within the instance 
will be obtained from this array. The value in the fmt slot of the array will be assigned to 
radio button 0, etc. After the new state flags have been saved, only those radio buttons whose 
state fJags changed will be redrawn. 

MSG GETITEMCOUNT 
This message allows an application to obtain a count, which indicates the number of individual 
radio buttons in the specified instance. The editor will assume that the instance parameter 
specifies the editor instance to query, and the data parameter points to a 32 bit integer value. 
The item count value will be returned by means of this integer. 

This message is useful when used in conjunction with the MSG_ GETITEMRECTS message. 
It allows an application to obtain the number of items in the instance, so that the application 
can then allocate enough memory to hold the rectangle information returned by 
MSG GETITEMRECTS. 

MSG GETITEMRECTS 
- This message returns the coordinates for the rectangle which desaibes each of the individual 

radio buttons. these rectangles desaibe only the individual radio buttons • it does not include 
the labels. The message will expect the instance parameter to specify the editor instance to 
query, and the data parameter to point to a structure of the following format: 

RECTANGLE itemRects[x]; 

This array will then be filled with the rectangle information, and returned to the application. 

Before an application can make this call, it needs to know the number of items in the specified 
instance, so that it can allocate a structure large enough to hold all of the rectangle informa
tion. The application should use the MSG GETITEMCOUNT message to obtain this infor
mation. The application can then allocate an array large enough to hold all of the rectangle 
entries. 

The order of the rectangle items returned in the array directly correlates to the order the 
items were originally created in. The first element in the array will describe button 0, the 
second button 1, etc. 

This message is useful to those applications which have a need of knowing where the indivi
dual items in a radio button instance are located. The most common use would be by a forms 
controller, which would use the information to place an 'active field' indicator by a given item. 

MSG REDRAW 
- This editor provides an application with the means for requesting that an instance of radio 

buttons be redrawn. It will also allow an application program to set up a new active radio but
ton index, and then request that only the new active button and the previous active button be 
redrawn. The current value, labels and font information will be used. 

When this message is issued, the instance parameter must be a pointer to the editor structure 
associated with the instance to be redrawn. The data parameter must be a 32 bit integer which 
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specifies the type of redraw to perform. 

The radio button editor supports the following redraw modes: 

• XrREDRAW ALL 

• XrREDRAW ACTIVE 

When the XrREDRA W _ALL option is specified, the complete editor instance will be redrawn. 
When the XrREDRA W ACTIVE option is specified, only the previous and current active 
radio buttons will be redfawn. 

If any other redraw mode is specified, then the request will fail 

MSG SIZE 
This message allows an application to obtain the rectangle needed to contain a radio button 
editor instance. The radio button editor expects the instance parameter to be set to NULL, 
and the data parameter to point to an instance of the following structure: 

typedef struct { 
Window editorWindowld; 
RECTANGLE editorRect; 
INT8 cditorState; 
INT32 editorFGColor; 
INT32 editorBGColor; 
XFontStruct • editorFont; 
INT16 numFields; 
INT16 numCols; 
INT8 •• labels; 
INT16 • value; 
INT8 • stateF1ags; 

} xrRadioButtonlnfo; 

The only fields which must be filled out by the application program BEFORE issuing this call, 
are the numFields, numCols, labels and editorFont fields. All other fields are ignored. 

Using the supplied information, the editor will determine the size of the rectangle needed to 
contain this instance. In return, the editorRect field will be filled in with the coordinates for 
the 0 based rectangle needed to contain the instance. An application program can then offset 
this rectangle, to position it where ever it likes, within its window. 

If numCo/s > numFields, then the request will fail. 

MSG MOVE 
This message provides an application with a means for quickly relocating a particular editor 
instance within a window. The size of the editorRect associated with the instance is not 
changed. To relocate an editor instance, a new origin point for the instance's editorRect must 
be specified. The top left comer of the editor rectangle will then be translated such that it now 
coincides with the new origin. The origin point is interpreted as an absolute position within 
the window. 

When this message is issued, the instance parameter must point to the editor structure associ
ated with the instance which is to be moved, while the data parameter must point to a POINT 

. structure, containing the new editorRect origin. 
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When an editor instance is relocated, the field editor will automatically remove the visual 
image of the instance from the window, and will then redraw the instance at its new location; 
this occurs only if the instance is visil>le. 

MSG RESIZE 
This message provides an application with a means for both changing the size of the editorRect 
associated with a particular editor instance, and also the location of the new editorRect. All 
restrictions regarding the editorRect size which applied when the instance was first created 
using MSG_ NEW, still apply. If an invalid editorRect is specified, then the resize request will 
fail. 

When this message is issued, the instance parameter must point to the editor structure associ
ated with the instance which is to be resized, while the dala parameter must point to a REC
TANGLE structure containing the new size and origin for the editorRect. 

When an editor instance is resized, the field editor will automatically remove the visual image 
of the instance from the window, and will then redraw the instance using the new size and 
location information; this occurs only if the instance is visible. 

MSG EDIT 
Normally, an application will not issue this message; it is usually issued by the Xrlib input rou
tines, when an input event occurs within a radio button instance, 

When such an event occurs, a MSG EDIT message will be issued to the editor, with the 
instance parameter indicating which radio button instance to process, and the data parameter 
pointing to an XEvent structure. 

The radio button editor only handles an event if it maps to an XrSELECT event, as described 
by XrMapButton(3X) and Xrlnit(3X); all others are ignored. When a select event occurs 
within a radio button instance, the first thing done is to determine if one of the individual 
radio buttons was selected. 

If one of the radio buttons was selected, then that button will become the 'active' choice, and 
the previous active choice will be made inactive; both buttons will be redrawn. Afterwards, an 
input event will be added to the front of the application's input queue, informing it that a new 
active radio button was selected. The returned xrEvent structure is set to the following value: 

type 
serial 
send event 
display 
source 
inputType 
input Code 
valuel 

= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 

XrXRAY 
0 
0 
pointer to the current display 
the window Id 
XrEDITOR 
XrRADIOBUTION 
XrSELECT 

value2 = index of new active radio button 
value3 = index of previously active radio button 
valuePtr = pointer to instance's editor structure 

The editor will update the value of the active radio 
button in the location shared with the application program. 
This value is then directly available to the application program. 

If a seled occurs within a radio button instance, but not within 
the boundary of a button, then the editor will do 
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nothing but push an input event onto the front of the application's 
input queue. 
The event will notify the application that the editor was selected, 
but no action took place. 
It will also contain the cursor position at the time the 
select event occurred. 
The returned 
xrEvent 
structure is set to the following value: 

type = XrXRAY 
serial = 0 
send event = 0 
dispiay = pointer to the current display 
source = the window Id 
input Type = XrEDITOR 
inputCode = XrRADIOBUTION 
valuel = NULL 
value Pt = cursor position 
valuePtr pointer to instan~'s editor structure 

RETURN VALUE 
Upon successful completion of any of the messages, a non-NULL value will be returned. In the case of 
MSG_ NEW, this non-NULL value will be the pointer to the newly created editor instance structure. 

H a message request fails, then a NULL value is returned. 

ERROR CONDmONS 
Messages to the radio button editor will fail, set the xrErmo global and return a NULL value, under the 
following conditions: 

MSG NEW 
- data is set to NULL (XrINV ALIDPTR]. 

editorWindowld is an invalid Id (XrINVALIDID). 

numCols > numFie/ds [XrINVAUDPARMJ. 

value is set to NULL [XrINV AUDPTR]. 

The radio button index, pointed to by the value field is out of range [XrP AR
MOUTOFRANGE]. 

An invalid editor rectangle is specified [XrINV AUDRECT]. 

A call to 'X' failed { XCreatePixmapQ} (XrXCALLFAILED]. 

Memory cannot be allocated (XrOUTOFMEM]. 

MSG REDRAW 
The radio button index, pointed to by the value field is out of range [XrPAR
MOUTOFRANGE). 

A redraw mode other than XrREDRAW_ALL or XrREDRAW_ACTIVE is specified [XrIN
VALIDOPTION]. 
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MSG SIZE 
data is set to NULL [XrINVAUDPTR). 

numCols > numFields [XrlNV ALIDPARM]. 

MSG RESIZE 
- An invalid editor rectangle is specified [XrINV AUDRECT). 

MSG_GETSTATE, MSG_MOVE, MSG_RESIZE, MSG_GETITEMRECI'S, 

MSG GETITEMSTATES, MSG SETITEMSTATES and MSG GETITEMCOUNT 
- data is set to NULL [XrINvALIDPTR]. -

All messages, except MSG NEW and MSG SIZE 
The instance parameter is set to NULL [XrINV ALIDID]. 

ORIGIN 
HP 

SBBALSO 
Xrlnput(3X), Xrlnit(3X) 
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NAME 
XrRasterEdit - an editor that creates and controls a raster editor. 

SYNOPSIS 
#include <Xll/Xlib.h> 
#include <Xrll/Xrlib.h> 

:xrEditor • 
XrRasterEdit (instance, message, data) 

:xrEditor • instance; 
INT32 message; 
INT8 * data; 

DESCRIPTION 
The raster editor is used to create and process an instance of a raster editor within a given window. It 
will allow an application program to specify a raster image from as small as 1x1 pixels. The specified 
raster image need not be square. 

When a raster editor instance is created, the application can specify how much of the raster image is to 
be displayed at any given time. This is referred to as the 'view region'. The view region can be from as 
small as 1 x 1, up to the size of the raster image. Each pixel within this view region will be expanded 
and displayed as a 'pixelSize'x'pixelSize' bit area, thus allowing a user to easily select and modify a pixel 
within the region. Each pixel will be surrounded by a one bit wide border. 

The 'pixelSize' value is specified at the time the instance is created. It allows an application to size the 
raster editor instance, so that it will be usable in any sized display. Any value greater than or equal to 4 
may be specified as the pixel expansion factor. 

Using the cursor and the mouse, a user will be able to select a pixel to be changed in one of several 
ways: 

By 'clicking' the XrSELECT mouse button, the pixel over which the cursor is located will be changed to 
whatever color the application has specified. By pressing the XrSELECT mouse button, and then 
dragging the cursor, any pixels over which the cursor passes will be changed to whatever color the 
application has specified. Releasing the mouse button will cause the action to stop, as will the receipt of 
any other X event. 

If the raster image is larger than the view region, in either direction, then the editor will display and 
manage either/both a vertical and/or a horizontal scrollbar. The horizontal scrollbar will be located 
beneath the raster edit display, while the vertical scrollbar will be located to the right of the raster edit 
display. The raster editor will talce sole responsibility for processing the scrollbars. However, any time 
the raster image is scrolled, an event will be returned to an application program, informing it of the 
new view origin. 

These scrollbars provide the means by which a user can scroll through the complete raster area. There 
are currently 4 ways in which a scroll operation may be requested: 

- The 'UP' (LEFr) arrow is selected. 
- The 'DOWN' (RIGHT) arrow is selected. 
- A position within the scroll area is selected. 
- The slide box is interactively moved. 

Depending upon which of the above methods is used, a different amount of scrolling may talce place: 

When either of the scroll arrows is selected, the view region will pan 1 pixel in the requested 
direction. · 
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When a select occurs within the saoll area, the requested portion of the raster image will then 
be displayed. 

When the slide box is selected, the raster image will not be updated, until the user has finished 
moving the slide box. When slide box movement has completed, the editor will redraw the 
instance, and display the requested portion of the raster area. · 

For each of the above events, the raster editor will return an input event, informing the application that 
the raster image has been scrolled, along with the new view origin. 

EDITOR MESSAGES 
MSG NEW 

This message will be the means by which an application program can create a raster editor 
instance in a window. It will expect the instance parameter to be set to NULL, and the data 
parameter to point to a filled out instance of the following structure: 

typedef struct { 
Window editorWmdowid; 
RECTANGLE editorRect; 
~ editorState; 
INT32 editorFGColor; 
INT32 editorBGColor; 
INT32 pixelColor; 
INTJ2 pixetsae; 
SIZE view Region; 
Xlmage • imageData; 

} xrRasterEditlnfo; 

editorWuulowld 
This field indicates the window to which the editor instance is to be attached. Any time 
the instance is redrawn, it will be redrawn in this window. 

editorRect 
This describes the location and sac of the region into which into which the raster editor is 
to be located. This must include space for the view region, and scrollbars, if needed. 
When the instance is laid out, the view region will be positioned starting at the upper left 
of the editorRect, the horizontal saollbar will be positioned at the lower left, and the verti
cal saollbar will be positioned at the upper right of the editorRect. 

editorState 
This field contains the initial value of the state flags for this editor instance. It can be 
composed of any combination of the XrSENSITIVE and XrVISIBLE flags. 

editorFGColor 
This field specifies the foreground color to be used when drawing the editor instance. 
The foreground color is used to draw the border around each pixel in the raster image, 
and by the saollbars. If this is set to -1, the default foreground color (see Xrlnit(3X) ) 
will be used. 

editorBGColor 
This field specifies the background color to be used when drawing the editor instance. 
The background color is used only by the saollbars. If this is set to -1, the default 
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background color (see Xrlnit(3X) ) will be used. 

pixel Color 
This field specifies the color to which a pixel should be set, when it is 'selected' by the 
user. 

pixelSize 
This describes the height and width into which each displayed pixel is to be expanded. 
This must be a value greater than or equal to 4. Any other value will cause the create 
request to fail. 

view Region 
This describes the height and width of the view region for the instance. The dimensions 
for these values may be in the range from 1 up to the corresponding dimension of the ras
ter image. If a view region is specified which is larger than the raster image, then the 
request will fail. 

imageData 
This field is an Xlmage ID that points to an Xlmage structure. The Xlmage structure 
contains all of the information describing the raster image which is to be edited. This 
includes the si7.e of the image (height and width), the depth of each pixel within the image, 
and a pointer to the actual image data. 

The editor will then draw the raster editor instance in the specified window. The initial loca
tion of the view region is the upper right comer of the raster area. 

Upon successful completion, a pointer to the newly created editor structure will be returned to 
the application. This value must be used there after, whenever the application wishes to refer 
to this particular editor instance. 

MSG FREE 
This message is the mechanism by which an editor instance can be destroyed. The only 
parameter of importance is the instance parameter, which is a pointer to the editor structure 
returned by MSG_ NEW; this parameter specifies which instance is to be destroyed. 

When a raster editor instance is destroyed, it will be internally disconnected from the window 
to which it was attached, it will no longer handle mouse selects, and it will be removed from 
the window, if the instance is visible. 

After an editor instance has been destroyed, no further messages should be issued in regard to 
that instance. 

MSG GETSTATE 
- This message returns the current state of the XrVISIBLE ~d XrSENSITIVE flags for the ras

ter editor instance indicated by the instance parameter. The instance parameter specifies 
which instance to use. The data parameter should be a pointer to an 8 bit integer value, into 
which the current state flags will be placed. If any scrollbars are being used by this instance, 
then their state will be identical to that of the raster editor instance. 

MSG SETSTATE 
- This message allows an application program to modify the setting of the XrSENSITIVE and 

XrVISIBLE flags, for a given raster editor instance, along with any scrollbars which may be in 
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use by this instance. The instance parameter specifics which editor instance is· to be affected. 
The data parameter is interpreted as an 8 bit integer value, containing the new state flag 
values. After saving the new state ~ the editor instance will be redrawn, to reflect the new 
state. The scrollbar editor will also be invoked, if necessary, to cause the scrollbars associated 
with this instance to be redrawn using the new state information. If an instance is not visible, 
then the rectangle which it occupies will be drawn using the background tile for the window, 
thus making it invisi"ble. 

MSG SETCOLOR 
This message allows an application to specify the color to which a pixel should be set, when it 
is 'selected' by the user. The data parameter will be interpreted as a 32 bit integer value, con
taining the color information. The instance parameter specifies the editor instance to be 
affected. 

MSG REDRAW 
Since the buffer containing the data describing the raster area resides in the application's 
domain, a means is provided to allow the application to change the data, and then tell the edi
tor about it; the editor will then update the visible portion of the instance, to match the new 
data. 

Using the MSG_REDRAW message, an application can force the editor to redraw a raster 
editor instance. The editor will use the data in the array pointed to by the imageData, struc
ture, as the new raster information. The complete editor instance will be redrawn. 

When this message is invoked, the instance parameter must point to the editor structure for 
the instance to be redrawn, and the data parameter must be a 32 bit integer which specifies 
the type of redraw which is to occur~ 

The raster editor supports only a single redraw mode: 

-XrREDRAW ALL 

If any other redraw mode is specified, then the request will fail. 

MSG SIZE 
This message allows an application to obtain the rectangle needed to contain a raster editor 
instance. Depending upon the description supplied by the application program, this rectangle 
may hold only a raster editor instance, or it may also include up to 2 scrollbars. The raster 
editor expects the instance parameter to be set to NULL. and the data parameter to point to 
an instance of the following structure: 

typedef strud { 
Window editorWindowld; 
RECTANGLE editorRect; 
~ editorState; 
INT32 editorFGColor; 
INT32 editorBGColor; 
INT32 pixelColor; 
INT32 pixelSize; 
SIZE view Region; 
Xlmage • imageData; 

} xrRastcrEditlnfo; 
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The only fields which must be filled out by the application program BEFORE issuing this call, 
are the imageData, pixe/Size, and viewRegion fields. All other fields are ignored. 

Using the supplied raster image height, width siz.es, the view region height and width sizes, and 
the pixel si7.e values, the editor will determine the size of the rectangle needed to contain this 
instance. If either the height or width of the raster image is greater than the corresponding 
view region dimension, then this rectangle will also take into account the scrollbars. In return, 
the editorRect field will be filled in with the coordinates for the 0 based rectangle needed to 
contain the instance. An application program can then offset this rectangle, to position it any
where within it's window. 

Specifying a raster height or width or a view region height or width less than 1 will cause this 
request to fail. 

MSG PosmoN 
This message provides an application with the means for positioning the view region within the 
raster image. The instance parameter must point to the editor structure associated with the 
instance to be modified, while the data parameter must point to a POINT structure, contain
ing the new origin of the view region; the top left comer of the view region will be positioned 
at the specified (x,y) position within the raster image. 

MSG MOVE 
This message provides an application with a means for quickly relocating a particular editor 
instance within a window. The size of the editorRect associated with the instance is not 
changed. To relocate an editor instance, a new origin point for the instance's editorRect must 
be specified. The top left comer of the editor rectangle will then be translated such that it now 
coincides with the new origin. The origin point is interpreted as an absolute position within 
the window. 

When this message is issued, the instance parameter must point to the editor structure associ
ated with the instance which is to be moved, while the data parameter must point to a POINT 
structure, containing the new editorRect origin. 

When an editor instance is relocated, the field editor will automatically remove the visual 
image of the instance from the window, and will then redraw the instance at its new location; 
this occurs only if the instance is visible. 

MSG RESIZE 
This message provides an application with a means for both changing the size of the editorRect 
associated with a particular editor instance, and also the location of the new editorRect. All 
restrictions regarding the editorRect size which applied when the instance was first created 
using MSG_NEW, still apply. If an invalid editorRect is specified, then the resize request will 
fail. 

When this message is issued, the instance parameter must point to the editor structure associ
ated with the instance which is to be resized, while the data parameter must point to a REC
TANGLE structure containing the new size and origin for the editorRect. 

When an editor instance is resized, the field editor will automatically remove the visual image 
of the instance from the window, and will then redraw the instance using the new size and 
location information. This occurs only if the instance is visible. 
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MSG EDIT 
Normally, an application will not issue this mesuge; it is usually issued by the Xrh'b input rou
tines, when an input event occurs within a raster editor instance. 

When such an event occurs, a MSG EDIT message will be issued to the editor, with the 
instance parameter indicating which raster editor to process, and the data parameter pointing 
to an XE vent structure. 

The raster editor only handles an event if it maps to an XrSELECT event, as desaibed by 
XrMapButton(3X) and Xrlnlt(3X); all others are ignored. When a select event occurs within 
the raster editor, the fU'St thing done is to determine which of the following regions was 
selected: 

- The raster editor region. 
- The vertical saollbar. 
- The horizontal scrollbar. 
- The background area. 

Depending upon the region seleded, a different action is taken: 

Vertical scrollbar 
The view box will be saolled vertically within the raster area. Upon completion of the 
scroll operation, the following event will be pushed onto the front of the application's 
input queue: 

type = XrXRAY 
serial = 0 
send event = 0 
display = pointer to the current display 
source = the window Id 
inputType = XrEDITOR 
inputCode = XrRASTEREDIT 
valuel = XrSCROLLBAR 
valuePt = new view origin 
valuePtr = pointer to instance's editor structure 

Horizontal scrollbar 
The view box will be scrolled horizontally within the raster area. Upon completion of the 
saoll operation, the following event will be pushed onto the front of the application's 
input queue: 

type = XrXRAY 
serial = 0 
send event = 0 
dispi8y = pointer to the current display 
source = the window Id 
inputType = XrEDITOR 
inputCode = XrRASTEREDIT 
valuel = XrSCROLLBAR 
valuePt = new view origin 
valuePtr = pointer to instance's editor structure 

Raster edit region 
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The selected pixel( s) will be modified, and an input event will be added to the front of the 
application's input queue, informing it that the raster area has been modified. The 
returned xrEvent structure is set to the following value: 

type = XrXRAY 
serial = 0 
send event = 0 
display = pointer to the current display 
source = the window Id 
inputType = XrEDITOR 
inputCode = XrRASTEREDIT 
valuel = XI'S ELECT 
valuePtr = pointer to instance's editor structure 

If the raster was modified by the user dragging the 
cursor, and the. draw operation was terminated by the 
receipt of an X event other than a select up event, 
then the X event which caused the drag operation 
to terminate will also be pushed on the front of the input 
queue, BEFORE the xrEvent discussed above is pushed. 
If the terminating event was a select up event, then the 
field editor will swallow it. 

Since the actual raster image data resides in the application's 
domain, it can have immediate access to the data. 

Background region 

RETURN VALUE 

This implies that the select occurred within the 
editorRect, 
but not within any of the previously mentioned components. 
An input event will be returned that includes the cursor position 
at the time the select event occurred: 

type = XrXRAY 
serial = 0 
send event = 0 
dispby = pointer to the current display 
source = the window Id 
inputType = XrEDITOR 
inputCode = XrRASTEREDIT 
valuel = NULL 
value Pt = cursor position 
valuePtr = pointer to instance's editor structure 

Upon successful completion of any of the messages, a non-NULL value will be returned. In the case of 
MSG_ NEW, this non-NULL value will be the pointer to the newly created editor instance structure. 

H a message request fails, then a NULL value is returned. 

ERROR CQNDmONS 
Messages to the raster editor that fail, set the xrErmo global and return a NULL value, under the fol
lowing conditions: 
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MSG NEW 
- data is set to NULL [XrINVALIDPTR]. 

editorWindowld is an invalid Id (XrINV ALIDID]. 

editorRect is an invalid size (XrINV ALIDRECT). 

A dimension of the raster image size or the view region size is less than 1 [XrINVALID
PARM]. 

A dimension of the view region is greater than the corresponding dimension of the raster 
image [XrlNV ALIDPARM]. 

pixe/Size is an invalid value [XrPARMOUTOFRANGE]. 

The pointer to the image data has been set to NULL [XrINVALIDPTR]. 

Memory cannot be allocated [XrOUTOFMEM]. 

MSG REDRAW 
- A redraw option other than XrREDRAW_ALL is specified (XrINVALIDOPTION]. 

MSG SIZE 
- data is set to NULL (XrINVALIDPTR]. 

A dimension of the raster image size or the view region size is less than 1 (XrINV ALID
P ARM]. 

A dimension of the view region is greater than the corresponding dimension of the raster 
image [XrINVALIDPARM]. 

pi~/Size is an invalid value [XrPARMOUTOFRANGE). 

MSG RESIZE 
- data is set to NULL (XrINVALIDPTR]. 

editorRect is an invalid size (XrINVALIDRECT). 

MSG POSffiON 
- An invalid view region origin is specified [XrINVALIDPARM]. 

MSG GETSTATE and MSG MOVE 
- data is set to NULL [XrINVALIDPTR). 

All messages, except MSG NEW and MSG SIZE 
The instance parameter is set to NULL [XrINV ALIDID]. 

ORIGIN 
HP 

SEEAUO 
Xrlnput(3X), Xrlnit(3X) 
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NAME 
XrRasterSelect - an editor that displays and allows selection of 

SYNOPSIS 
#include <Xll/Xlib.h > 
#include < Xrll/Xrlib.h > 

xrEditor * 
XrRasterSelect (instance, message, data) 

xrEditor * instance; 
INT32 message; 
INT8 • data; 

DESCRIPTION 
The raster select editor is used to create and process an instance of a raster selector within a given win
dow. It will allow an application program to specify an arbitrary number of 'n' X 'm' pixel rasters, of 
which one will be highlighted as the active selection. 

The actual raster data is not supplied to the editor. Instead, the application must pass in the pixmap 
Id's associated with each of the raster images. It is up to the application to guarantee that it does not 
pass in an invalid pixmap Id. 

Using the cursor and the mouse, a user will be able to interactively select a new active raster box, by 
moving the cursor over one of the raster boxes, and 'clicking' the mouse button. This will cause the 
'active selection' highlight to be moved to the selected raster box. An application will then be notified 
of the change, and may handle it accordingly. 

A raster select editor instance is composed of 4 components: 

- The editor instance's border box. 
- The editor instance's background area. 
-The 'active selection' highlight. 
- The individual raster boxes. 

When one of the individual raster boxes is selected, the application program will be notified as to which 
raster box is now the active one. If a select event occurs in any of the other components, the applica
tion will be notified that a select occurred, but the editor instance was not modified. 

The index of the active raster box is not saved locally by the editor. Instead, it will save a pointer to the 
16 bit integer value which was specified by the application program at the time the instance was 
created. This allows the application to have immediate access to the index of the active raster box, 
since the information also resides in it's own data area. This editor will rely on the fact that when an 
application modifies this piece of shared data, it will tell the editor to redraw; this allows the editor to 
remain in sync with the current raster data. Modifying the data, without doing a redraw, will cause the 
editor to behave in an unfriendly fashion. 

EDITOR MESSAGES 
MSG NEW 

This message will be the means by which an application program can create a raster select edi
tor instance in a window. It will expect the instance parameter to be set to NULL, and the 
data parameter to point to a filled out instance of the following structure: 

typedef struct { 
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Window editorW'mdowld; 
RECTANGLE editorRect; 
11'(1'8 editorState; 
INT32 editorFGColor; 
INT32 editorBGColor; 
Pixmap • rasterlds; 
INT32 raster Height; 
INT32 raster Width; 
INT16 rasterCount; 
INT16 colCount; 
INT16 • activeRaster; 

} xrRasterSelectlnfo; 

editorWindow/d 
This field indicates the window to which the editor instance is to be attached. Any time 
the instance is redrawn, it will be redrawn in this window. 

editorRect 
This field describes the location and size of the region into which the raster select editor is 
to be located. If the region is not large enough to hold the descnDed instance, then the 
create request will fail. If the rectangle is larger than is needed, then the extra space will 
be used as padding between the boxes. 

editorState 
This field contains the initial value of the state flags for this editor instance. It can be 
composed of any combination of the XrSENSITIVE and XrVISIBLE flags. 

editorFGColor 
This field specifies the foreground color to be used when drawing the editor instance. 
This is uses to draw all borders, and the active indicator. If this is set to -1, the default 
foreground color (see Xrlnit(3X)) will be used. 

editorBGColor 
This field specifies the background color to be used when drawing the editor instance. 
This is uses to fill the background area within the If this is set to -1, the default back
ground color (see Xrlnit(3X)) will be used. 

rasterlds 
This is a pointer to an array of pixmap Ids, which identify each of the rasters to be 
displayed in this instance. 

rasterHeight 
This value describes the height of each of the raster images, in pixels. 

rasterWidth 
This value describes the width of each of the raster images, in pixels. 

rasterCount 
This indicates to the editor the total number of raster boxes· to display, as part of this edi
tor instance. There is no limit imposed on this value by the editor. 
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co/Count 
This specifies the number of columns to be used when displaying the raster editor 
instance. The row count will be calculated by the editor, using the rasterCount and co/
Count values. 

active Raster 
This is a pointer to a 16 bit integer value, which indicates to the editor which of the raster 
boxes is to be highlighted as the active raster. The range of valid values for this field are: 

[ 0 : rasterCount - 1 ] 

where 0 indicates the first raster box, and ( rasterCount - 1) indicates the last raster box. 
Specifying a value outside this range will cause the MSG NEW request to fail. 

The editor will save this pointer, and will update the value it points to any time a change 
occurs within the editor instance. 

A check is made to make sure the editorRect specified is large enough to contain the specified 
instance. If the editorRect is not large enough, then the request will fail. To prevent this mes
sage from failing for this reason, the MSG_ SIZE message should be used to create the edi
torRect. The application can then increase the height or width of the rectangle, if desired. 

The editor will then draw the raster select editor instance in the specified window. 

Upon successful completion, a pointer to the newly created editor structure will be returned to 
the application. This value must be used there after, whenever the application wishes to refer 
to this particular editor instance. 

MSG FREE 
- This message is the mechanism by which an editor instance can be destroyed. The only 

parameter of importance is the instance parameter, which is a pointer to the editor structure 
returned by MSG_ NEW; this parameter specifies which instance is to be destroyed. 

When a raster select instance is destroyed, it will be internally disconnected from the window 
to which it was attached, it will no longer handle mouse selects, and it will be removed from 
the window, if the instance is visible. 

After an editor instance has been destroyed, no further messages should be issued in regard to 
that instance. 

MSG GETSTATE 
- This message returns the current state of the XrVISIBLE and XrSENSITIVE flags for the 

specified raster select editor instance. The instance parameter specifies which instance to use. 
The data parameter should be a pointer to an 8 bit integer value, into which the current state 
flags will be placed. 

MSG SETSTATE 
- This message allows an application program to modify the setting of the XrSENSITIVE and 

XrVISIBLE flags, for a given raster select editor instance. The data parameter is interpreted 
as an 8 bit integer value, containing the new state flags. After saving the new state flags, the 
editor instance will be redrawn, to reflect the new state. If an instance is not visible, then the 
rectangle which it occupies will be drawn using the background tile for the window, thus 
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making it invisible. If an instance is not sensitive, then the active indicator will not be 
displayed. 

MSG_ GETITEMCOUNf 
This message allows an application to obtain a count, which indicates the number of raster 
seled boxes in the specified instance. The editor will assume that the data parameter points 
to a 32 bit integer value; the item count value will be returned by means of this integer value. 
The instance parameter indicates the editor instance to query. 

This mes.uge is useful when used in conjunction with the MSG_ GETITEMREcrs message. 
It allows an application to obtain the number of items in the instance, so that the application 
can then allocate enough memory to hold the rectangle information returned by 
MSG GETITEMRECI'S. 

MSG GETITEMRECTS 
This message returns the coordinates for the rectangle which describes each of the raster 
select boxes. The instance parameter will indicate the editor instance to be queried. The mes
sage will expect the data parameter to point to a structure of the following format: 

RECTANGLE itemRects[x]; 

This array will then be filled with the rectangle information, and returned to the application. 

Before an application can make this call, it needs to know the number of items in the specified 
instance, so that it can allocate a structure large enough to hold all of the redangle informa
tion. The application should use the MSG_ GETITEMCOUNT mes.uge to obtain this infor
mation; the application can then allocate an array large enough to hold all of the rectangle 
entries. 

The order of the redangle items returned in the array directly correlates to the order the 
items were originally created in. The first element in the array will describe raster box 0, the 
second raster box 1, etc. 

This message is useful to those applications which have a need of knowing where the indivi
dual items in a raster select instance are located. The most common use would be by a panel 
controller, which would use the information to place an 'active field' indicator by a given item. 

MSG REDRAW 
- This editor provides an application with a means to change the active raster box. 

To select a different raster box as the active one, an application can simply place a new value 
in the integer value it set up to hold the active index, and then tell the editor to redraw, hi
lighting the new active box. This will force the editor to redraw the original active box, with 
the hi-light no longer around it, and then redraw the new active raster box, with the hi-light 
around it. If the new index is out of range, then the redraw will not take place, and the request 
will fail; the editor will restore the active index value to it's previous valid setting. 

If an application would like the complete editor instance redrawn, then it could issue the 
redraw request, and specify that all of the raster boxes should be redrawn. 

The data parameter must be a 32 bit integer value, which specifies the type of redraw to be 
performed. 

The 2 redraw modes supported by this editor are: 
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-XrREDRAW ALL 

• XrREDRAW ACTIVE 

MSG SIZE 
This message allows an application to obtain the rectangle needed to contain a raster select 
editor instance. The raster select editor expects the instance parameter to be set to NULL, 
and the data parameter to point to an instance of the following structure: 

typedef struct { 
Window editorWindowld; 
RECTANGLE editorRect; 
~ editorState; 
INT32 editorFGColor; 
INT32 editorBGColor; 
Pixmap • rasterlds; 
INT32 raster Height; 
INT32 raster Width; 
INT16 rasterCount; 
INT16 col Count; 
INT16 • activeRaster; 

} xrRasterSelectlnfo; 

The fields which must be filled out by the application program BEFORE issuing this call, are 
the rasterHeight, rasterWidth, rasterCount and co/Count fields; all other fields are ignored. 

Using the supplied values, the editor will determine the size of the smallest rectangle needed 
to contain th.is instance. In return, the editorRect field will be filled in with the coordinates for 
the 0 based rectangle needed to contain the instance; an application program can then offset 
or enlarge this rectangle, to position and size it however it likes, within it's window. 

MSG MOVE 
This message provides an application with a means for quickly relocating a particular editor 
instance within a window. The size of the editorRect associated with the instance is not 
changed. To relocate an editor instance, a new origin point for the instance's editorRect must 
be specified; the top left comer of the editor rectangle will then be translated such that it now 
coincides with the new origin. The origin point is interpreted as an absolute position within 
the window. 

When this message is issued, the instance parameter must point to the editor structure associ
ated with the instance which is to be moved, while the data parameter must point to a POINT 
structure, containing the new editorRect origin. 

When an editor instance is relocated, the field editor will automatically remove the visual 
image of the instance from the window, and will then redraw the instance at its new location; 
this occurs only if the instance is visible. 

MSG RESIZE 
This message provides an application with a means for both changing the size of the editorRect 
associated with a particular editor instance, and also the location of the new editorRect. All 
restrictions regarding the editorRect size which applied when the instance was first created 
using MSG_ NEW, still. apply. If an invalid editorRect is specified, then the resize request will 
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fail. 

When this message is issued, the instance parameter must point to the editor structure associ
ated with the instance which is to be resized, while the data parameter must point to a REC
TANGLE structure containing the new size and origin for the editorRect. 

When an editor instance is resized, the field editor will automatically remove the visual image 
of the instance from the window, and will then redraw the instance using the new size and 
location information; this occurs only if the instance is visible. 

MSG CHANGERASTER 
This message provides the means for an application to change the raster image displayed in 
one of the raster select boxes. To replace the contents of an existing raster box, the applica
tion must specify both the index of the box to be modified, and a new pixmap Id for the image. 
It will be up to the application to free the old pixmap id on the server. using if desired. 

This message will expect the instance parameter to specify which raster select instance is to be 
modified, and the data parameter to point to an instance of the following structure: 

typedef struct { 
INT16 rasterlndex; 
Pixmap pixmapld; 

} newRaster; 

The rasterlndex field should be set to the index of the raster box which is to be changed. The 
pixmapld field should be set to the pixmap Id associated with the new raster image. 

MSG EDIT 
Normally, an application will not issue this message; it is usually issued by the Xrlib input rou
tines, when an input event occurs within a raster select instance. 

When such an event occurs, a MSG EDIT message will be issued to the editor, with the 
instance parameter indicating which raster select editor to process, and the data parameter 
pointing to an XEvent structure. 

The raster select editor only handles an event if it maps to an XrSELECT event, as described 
in XrMapButton(3X) and Xrlnit(3X); all others are ignored. When a select event occurs 
within the raster select editor, the first thing done is to determine if one of the raster boxes 
was selected. 

If one of the raster boxes was selected, then the visible 'active highlight' will be erased, and 
moved to the selected raster box. Afterwards, an input event will be added to the front of the 
application's input queue, informing it that one of the raster boxes was selected. The returned 
xrEvent structure is set to the following value: 

type = XrXRAY 
serial = 0 
send event = 0 
display = pointer to the current display 
source = the window Id 
inputType = XrEDITOR 
inputCode = XrRASTERSELECT 
value! = XrSELECT 
value2 = index of active raster box 
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value3 = index of previously active raster box 
valuePtr = pointer to instance's editor structure 

The editor will update the active index memory location to contain the index of the new active 
raster box. This value is then directly available to the application program. 

If a select occurs within a raster editor instance, but not within the boundary of a raster select 
box, then the editor will do nothing but push an input event onto the front of the application's 
input queue. The event will notify the application that the editor was selected, but no action 
took place. It will also include the cursor position at the time the select occurred. The 
returned xrEvent structure is set to the following value: 

type = XrXRAY 
serial = 0 
send event = 0 
display = pointer to the current display 
source = the window Id 
input Type = XrEDITOR 
input Code = XrRASTERSELECT 
valuel = NULL 
value Pt = cursor position 
valuePtr = pointer to instance's editor structure 

RETURN VALUE 
Upon successful completion of any of the messages, a non-NULL value will be returned. In the case of 
MSG_ NEW, this non-NULL value will be the pointer to the newly aeated editor instance structure. 

If a message request fails, then a NULL value is returned. 

ERROR CONDmONS 
Messages to the raster select editor that fail, set the xrErmo global and return a NULL value, under the 
following conditions: 

MSG NEW 
data is set to NULL [XrINVALIDPTR]. 

editorWindowld is an invalid Id [XrINV ALIDID]. 

editorRect is an invalid si7.e [XrINV ALIDRECT). 

rasterlds is set to NULL (XrINVALIDPTR]. 

rasterHeight or rasterWidth is less than or equal to zero [XrINVALIDPARM). 

rasterCount is set to zero [XrINVALIDPARM). 

co/Count > rasterCount [Xr/NV AL/DP ARM]. 

activeRaster is set to NULL (XrINV ALIDPTR ]. 

activeRaster indicates an out of range index value [XrP ARMOUTOFRANGE]. 

Memory cannot be allocated (XrOUTOFMEM]. 

MSG REDRAW 
The data parameter has been set to an unknown redraw mode [XrINV ALIDOPTION). 

An invalid active raster box index is specified [XrP ARMOUTOFRANGE]. 
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MSG SIZE 
- data is set to NULL [XrINVALIDPTR]. 

rasterCount is set to 7.ero [XrINVALIDPARM]. 

co/Count> rasterCount [XrINVAUDPARM]. 

XRRASTERSELBCT(3X) 

rasterHeight or rasterWidth is less than or equal to 7.ero (XrINV ALIDP ARM]. 

MSG RESIZE 
- data is set to NULL [XrINV ALIDPTR ]. 

editorRect is an invalid size (XrINV ALIDRECT]. 

MSG CHANGERASTER 
- rasterlndex is out of range (XrP ARMOUTOFRANGE). 

MSG GETSTATE and MSG MOVE 
- data is set to NULL (XrINV ALIDPTR). 

All messages, except MSG NEW and MSG SIZE 
The instance parameter is set to NULL [XrINVALIDID]. 

ORIGIN 
HP 

SEE~O 

Xrlnput(3X), Xrlnit(3X) 
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NAME 
XrRectangle: (XrSetRect, XrSetPtRect, XrCopyRect, XrOflsetRed, XrlnsetRect, XrSectRect, 
XrUnionRect, XrPtlnRect, XrPt2Rect, XrEqualRect, XrEmptyRect) - calculations with rectangles. 

SYNOPSIS 
#include <XllfXlib.h> 
#include < Xrll/Xrlib.h > 

XrSetRect (rect, x, y, width, height) 
RECTANGLE • red; 
INT16 x; 
INT16 y; 
INT16 width; 
INT16 height; 

XrSetPtRect (rect, topLeft, botRight) 
RECTANGLE• rect; 
POINT • topLeft; 
POINT • botRight; 

XrCopyRect (srcRect, dstRect) 
RECTANGLE • srcRect; 
RECTANGLE • dstRed; 

XrOffsetRect (rect, dx, dy) 
RECTANGLE• rect; 
INT16 dx; 
INT16 dy; 

XrlnsetRect (red, dx, dy) 
RECTANGLE • rect; 
INT16 dx; 
INT16 dy; 

XrSectRect (srcRectA, srcRectB, dstRect) 
RECTANGLE• srcRectA; 
RECTANGLE• srcRectB; 
RECTANGLE• dstRect; 

XrUnionRect (srcRectA, srcRectB, dstRect) 
RECTANGLE• srcRectA; 
RECTANGLE• srcRectB; 
RECTANGLE• dstRect; 

XrPtlnRect (pt, rect) 
POINT• pt; 
RECTANGLE • red; 

XrPt2Rect (ptA, ptB, dstRect) 
POINT• ptA; 
POINT• ptB; 
RECTANGLE • dstRed; 
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XrEqualRect (rectA, rectB) 
RECTANGLE• rectA; 
RECTANGLE • rectB; 

XrEmptyRect (rect); 
RECTANGLE• rect; 

DESCRIPTION 
XrSetRect 

Assign the four members of a rectangle. The result is a rectangle with values of .x; y, width, 
height. 

XrSetPtRect 
Assign the two boundary points to the rectangle. The result is a rectangle with the x and y 
fields set to the fields of the topLeft, parameter and the width and height fields set to the 
difference of the topLeft and botRight point parameters. 

XrCopyRect 
Assign the coordinates of the source rectangle srcRect into the destination rectangle dstRect. 

XrOffsetRect 
Move the rectangle rect by adding dx to each horizontal coordinate and dy to each vertical 
coordinate. 

XrlnsetRect 
Shrink or expand the rectangle rect. The left and right sides are moved in by the amount 
specified by dx; the top and bottom are moved towards the center by the amount specified by 
dy. If the resulting width or height becomes less than 1, the rectangle is set to the empty rec
tangle (0, 0, 0, 0). 

XrSectRect 
Calculate the rectangle that is the intersection of the two source rectangles srcRectA. and 
srcRectB, place the result into the rectangle dstRect and return TRUE if they intersect or 
FALSE if they do not. 

XrUnionRect 
Calculate the smallest rectangle which encloses both input rectangles and return the resulting 
rectangle in dstRect. 

XrPtlnRect 
Determine whether the point is in the rectangle. Return TRUE if it is and FALSE if it isn't. 

XrPt2Rect 
Return the smallest rectangle which encloses the two input points. 

XrEqualRect 
C<?mpare the two rectangles and return TRUE if they are equal or FALSE if not. 

XrEmptyRect 
Return TRUE if the given rectangle is an empty rectangle or FALSE if not. A rectangle is 
considered empty if the width or height fields of the rectangle are less than or equal to 0. 

ORIGIN 
HP 
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NAME 
XrResource - the resource manager 

SYNOPSIS 
#include <XllfXlib.h> 
#include < Xrll/Xrlib.h > 

XrResource (message, data) 
INT32 message; 
INT8 •data; 

DESCRIPTION 
The resource manager is used to add, f md, or remove resource objects from an internally managed list. 
A resource object is identified by its functional type and a user-supplied resource number within that 
type. 

Several of messages use the following structure for passing or returning data. 

typedef struct 
{ 

UINT16 resourceType; 
INT32 resourceld; 
INT8 resourccState; 
INT32 resourceFtle; 
INT8 • resourceObject; 

} xrResourcelnfo; 

MSG ADD 
This message adds to the resource manager the resource identified by the data parameter, 
which points to an xrResourcelnfo structure. If the resourceObject field contains a valid 
pointer, the resourceFile field will be set to XrMEMORY to indicate the resource is from 
application memory. 

H the resource type and id fields in data match a resource already within the resource list, the 
resource in the list will be replaced with the new resource. If the location of the old resource 
is from application memory the resourceObject field within data will be set to point at the 
object being replaced. This allows an application to maintain control of an object being 
replaced in the resource list. 

MSG REMOVE 
This message removes from the resource list the object identified by the data parameter, 
which points to a filled out instance of an xrResourcelnfo structure. Only the resourceType 
and resourceld fields need to be set by the application. When the resource is located in the 
resource managers lists, the resourceFile field is checked and if it is set to XrMEMORY, the 
resourceObject field in data will be set to point to the object. If the object is not found in the 
resource list this message will fail. 

MSG FIND 
This message locates the requested resource within the resource list. data is a pointer to an 
xrResourcelnfo structure. The resourceType and resourceld fields of the structure identify the 
resource to be found. When the resource is located, the rest of the fields of the structure will 
be filled out. 
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MSG SETSTA TE 
This messages is used to set the state of a resource contained within the resource manager. 
For this message, data is a pointer to an xrResourcelnfo structure which has the resourceType, 
resourceld, and resourceState fields filled out. This message will search for the resource, and 
when it is found, set its resourceState to the new state. 

The following two messages provide for the aeation or destruction of application defmed resource 
types. 

MSG NEwrYPE 
This message allows an application to aeate a new resource type. data is a pointer to the fol
lowing structure. 

typedef struct 
{ 

UINT16 resourceType; 
INT32 (*resourceHandler)Q; 

} xrResourceTypelnfo; 

MSG FREETYPE 
This message destroys and removes a resource type from the resource type list. data contains 
the resource type identifier. This message will fail if the identifier is not in the range of 1 -
63999 or if the resource type is not defmed or if the there are any resources still attached to 
the resource type. 

RETURN VALUE 
XrResourceQ returns TRUE when successful, FALSE otherwise. 

ERROR CONDmONS 
If XrErrorO returns FALSE the xrErmo global will be set to one of the following values. 

xrErmo will be set to XrlNV ALIDMSG for any messages besides the messages listed above. 

xrErmo will be set to XrlNV ALIDID any time a resource id is invalid or cannot be found. 

xrErmo will be set to XrlNV ALID'IYPE any time a resource type is invalid. 

xrErmo will be set to XrINV ALIDST A TE any time a resource is to be modified and a state flag setting 
prevents it. 

xrErmo will be set to XrlNVALIDPARM whenever the data parameter contains invalid information. 

xrErmo will be set to XrOUTOFMEM if MSG_ ADD cannot allocate the needed space for a resource. 

ORIGIN 
HP 
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NAME 
XrScrollBar - an editor that creates and controls a scroll bar. 

SYNOPSIS 
#include <Xll/Xlib.h> 
#include <Xrll/Xrlib.h> 

:xrEditor • 
XrScroUBar (instance, message, data) 

xrEditor • instance; 
INT32 message; 
1NT8 • data; 

DESCRIPTION 
The scrollbar editor is used to create and process an instance of a scrollbar within a given window. 
Both vertical and horizontal scrollbars are supported by the editor. Scrollbars can be manipulated by 
selecting one of the direction arrows, interactively moving the slide box, or by selecting a location 
within the scroll region. 

The components making up a scrollbar instance are configurable, and can be modified at any time 
after the instance has been created. These components include the following: 

- Scroll arrows 
- A variable sized slide box 
- The upper and lower limits of the scroll region (or slide area) 

The scrollbar editor provides an application with two modes of interactive slide operations: 

Normal and Transparent 

In Transparent mode, when the user wants to interactively move the slide box, only an outline of the 
·slide box is moved; the real slide box is not moved. 

In Normal mode, when the user wants to interactively move the slide box, the slide box itself is moved. 

The editor also allows the application program to specify a handler routine, which will be automatically 
invoked dwing an interactive slide operation, each time the slide box position is changed by the 
specified number of scroll region units. This allows an application to update its window contents as the 
slide box is moved. 

The scroll region units are defmed by the application; this allows an application to supply the minimum 
and maximum value for the scroll region. For a horizontal scrollbar, the minimum value is the left 
edge of the region, and the maximum value is the right edge of the region; for a vertical scrollbar, the 
minimum value is the upper edge of the region, and the maximum value is the lower edge of the 
region. Any time the slide box position is referenced, it will be specified in terms of these maximum 
and minimum values. All integer values in this range are referred to as scroll region units. 

Both the height and the width of a scrollbar are def mable by an application program. There are no 
real upper limits imposed upon.a scrollbar instance, but there are lower limits. The limits relate to the 
ratio between the height and width of a scrollbar. For a vertical scrollbar, the minimum height of a 
scrollbar is calculated using the width of the scrollbar rectangle; for a horizontal scrollbar, the 
minimum width of a scrollbar is calculated using the height of the scrollbar rectangle. If the specified 
editorRect is not large enough to contain the requested scrollbar instance, then the create request will 
fail. If MSG SIZE is used to obtain the minimum rectangle, then a create request should never fail for 
the above mentioned reasons. 
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The existing scrollbar behaves more like a valuator than a real scrollbar: it allows both the user and the 
application to place the slide box anywhere in the range of the upper and lower limits of the scroll 
region. 

With the addition of a new state flag, XrFIXEDORIGIN, an application now has access to a new type 
of scrollbar; a fixed origin scrollbar. Fixed origin scrollbars differ from the "valuator" type scrollbars in 
the following manner: when the slide box is told to be positioned at value 'r, the origin of the slide box 
(upper edge for a vertical scrollbar, and left edge for a horizontal scrollbar) will be placed at that loca
tion. This type of scrollbar is particularly useful for applications displaying text, since the value of the 
slide box tells the application which line should be the first line displayed, and the size of the slide box 
indicates how many lines are visible. Another difference between the two types of scrollbars is that a 
fixed origin scrollbar only allows the slide box to be assigned a value in the range min to (max - slide 
box size + 1). 

EDITOR MESSAGES 
MSG NEW 

This message will be the means by which an application program can create a scrollbar 
instance in a window. It will expect the instance parameter to be set to NULL, and the data 
parameter to point to a filled out instance of the following structure: 

typedef strud { 
Window editorW'mdowld; 
RECTANGLE editorRect; 
Il-ilT8 editorState; 
INT32 editorFGColor; 
INT32 editorBGColor; 
INT8 orientation; 
xrSBParameters configuration; 

} xrScrollBarinfo; 

editorWuulowld 
This field indicates the window to which the editor instance is to be attached. Any time 
the instance is redrawn, it will be redrawn in this window. 

editorRect 
This describes the location and size of the scrollbar instance. The rectangle must be at 
least large enough to hold a minimally sized scrollbar; if it is not, then the create request 
will fail. To prevent this from happening, an application should use the MSG_ SIZE mes
sage to obtain the minimal rectangle, and it can then stretch and offset the rectangle, to 
obtain the desired size scrollbar. 

editorState 
This field contains the initial value of the state flags for this editor instance. It can be 
composed of any combination of the XrSENSITIVE, XrVISIBLE, XrFIXEDORIGIN, and 
XrTRANSPARENT flags. 

editorFGColor 
This field specifies the foreground color to be used when drawing the editor instance. 
This is used for all borders, and for filling the slide box. If this is set to -1, the default 
foreground color (see Xrlnit(3X)) will be used. 

editorBGColor 
This field specifies the background color to be used when drawing the editor instance. 
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This is used for the interior of the scrollbar region. If this is set to -1, the default back
ground color (see Xrlnlt(3X)) will be used. 

orientation 
This describes the orientation of the scrollbar instance, and can assume one of the follow
ing values: XrHORIZONTAL or XrVERTICAL 

configuration 
This field specifies all of the configuration parameters needed to initially display the 
scrollbar instance. This field is an instance of the following structure: 

typedef struct { 
INT8 components; 
INT16 min; 
INT16 max; 
INT16 slidePosition; 
INT16 slideSize; 
INT32 (*handler)Q; 
INT16 granularity; 

} xrSBParameters; 

The components field specifies the component parts which are to be initially displayed as 
part of the scrollbar instance. It is constructed by OR'ing together a combination of the 
XrSLIDEBOX and XrSCROLLARROWS ~. 

The min and max values describe the units which are to be assigned to the top (left) and 
bottom (right) of the scroll region. 

The slidePosition value specifies the initial position of the slide box within the scroll 
region. The position is expressed in scroll region units, and must be in the range min to 
max if not using a fixed origin scrollbar, or in the range min to (max - slide box size + J) if 
using a fixed origin scrollbar. If an invalid position is specified, then the create request 
will fail. If the XrSLIDEBOX flag is not set in the components field, then this field is 
ignored. 

The slideSize value specifies the initial size of the slide box. It is expressed in scroll region 
units, and must be in the range 0 to (min - max); if an invalid size is specified, then the 
create request will fail. If the XrSLIDEBOX flag is not set in the components field, then 
this field is ignored. 

The handler field allows an application to specify its own handler routine, which will be 
automatically invoked by the scrollbar editor during interactive slide operations. If the 
handler field is set to NULL, then the scrollbar editor will disable this feature. 

When the handler routine is invoked, it will be called in the following fashion: 

INT32 
handler (windowld, editorlnstance, slidePosition) 
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Window windowld; 
xrEditor • editorlnstance; 
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INT16 slidePosition; 

The granularity value represents a value in the range 0 to (min - max), where min and max 
are the limits of the scroll region. 

The editor will then draw the scrollbar instance in the specified window. 

Upon successful completion, a pointer to the newly created editor strudure will be returned to 
the application. This value must be used there after, whenever the application wishes to refer 
to this particular editor instance. 

MSG FREE 
This message is the mechanism by which an editor instance can be destroyed. The only 
parameter of importance is the instance parameter, which is a pointer to the editor structure, 
which was returned by the MSG NEW message; this parameter specifies which instance is to 
be destroyed. -

When a scrollbar instance is destroyed, it will be internally disconnected from the window to 
which it was attached, it will no longer handle mouse selects, and it will be removed from the 
window, if the instance is visible. 

After an editor instance has been destroyed, no further messages should be issued in regard to 
that instance. 

MSG GETSTATE 
- This message returns the current state of the XrVISIBLE, XrSENSITIVE, XrFIXEDORIGIN 

and XrTRANSPARENT flap for the specified scrollbar instance. The instance parameter 
specifics which instance to inquire about. The data parameter should be a pointer to an 8 bit 
integer value, into which the current state flags will be placed. 

MSG SETSTATE 
- This message allows an application program to modify the setting of the XrSENSITIVE, 

XrVISIBLE, XrFIXEDORIGIN and XrTRANSPARENT flags, for a given scrollbar instance. 
The data parameter is interpreted as an 8 bit integer value, containing the new state flag 
values. After saving the new state flags, the editor instance will be redrawn, if either the 
XrSENSITIVE or XrVISIBLE flags changed. If an instance is not visible, then the rectangle 
which it occupies will be drawn using the background tile for the window, thus making it invisi
ble. If an instance is visible, but not sensitive, then only the outline of the scrollbar ,the slide 
box, and the scroll arrows will be drawn. The XrTRANSPARENT flag controls the behavior 
of the slide box during interactive .slide box move operations. The XrFIXEDORIGIN flag con
trols the operational behavior, as described earlier. 

MSG REDRAW 
This editor provides an application with the means for requesting that a particular scrollbar 
instance be redrawn. 

When this message is issued, the instance parameter must point to the editor structure associ
ated with the instance to be redrawn. The data parameter must be a 32 bit integer which 
specifies the type of redraw to perform. 

The scrollbar editor supports the following redraw mode: 

-XrREDRAW ALL 
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When the XrREDRA W ALL option is specified, the complete scrollbar instance will be 
redrawn; similar to when-the instance was first displayed. 

If any other redraw mode is specified, then the request will fail. 

MSG SIZE 
This message allows an application to obtain the rectangle needed to contain a minimally sized 
scrollbar of a specified width (if vertical) or height (if horizontal). Once an application pro
gram has obtained this information, it can stretch and offset the rectangle, thus customizing it 
to it's own needs. It expects the instance parameter to be set to NULL, and the data parame
ter to point to an instance of the following structure: 

typedef struct { 
Window editorWmdowld; 
RECTANGLE editorRect; 
INT8 editorState; 
INT32 editorFGColor; 
INT32 editorBGColor; 
INT8 orientation; 
xrSBParameters configuration; 

} xrScrollBarlnfo; 

One field which must be filled out by the application program BEFORE issuing this call, is 
the orientation field; it must be set to either XrVERTICAL or XrHORIZONTAL 

If a vertical scrollbar was specified, then the width of the desired scrollbar must be specified. 
This is done by setting the following value in the structure: 

editorRect. width 

If the width of a vertical scrollbar is ICM than 11, the request will fail. 

If a horizontal scrollbar was specified, then the height of the desired scrollbar must be 
specified. This is done by setting the following value in the structure: 

editorRecLheight 

If the height of a horizontal scrollbar is ICM than 11, the request will fail. 

In return, the editorRect field will be filled in with the coordinates for the 0 based rectangle 
needed to contain an instance of the smallest sized scrollbar with the specified orientation and 
height or width. 

MSG MOVE 
This message provides an application with a means for quickly relocating a particular editor 
instance within a window. The size of the editorRect asM>ciated with the instance is not 
changed. To relocate an editor instance, a new origin point for the instance's editorRect must 
be specified; the top left comer of the editor rectangle will then be translated such that it now 
coincides with the new origin. The origin point is interpreted as an absolute position within 
the window. 

When this message is issued, the instance parameter must point to the editor structure associ
ated with the instance which is to be moved, while the data parameter must point to a POINT 
structure, containing the new editorRect origin. 
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When an editor instance is relocated, the field editor will automatically remove the visual 
image of the instance from the window, and will then redraw the instance at its new location; 
this occurs only if the instance is visible. 

MSG RESIZE 
This message provides an application with a means for both changing the size of the editorRect 
associated with a particular editor instance, and also the location of the new editorRect. All 
restrictions regarding the editorRect size which applied when the instance was first created 
using MSG_ NEW, still apply. If an invalid editorRect is specified, then the resize request will 
fail. 

When this message is issued, the instance parameter must point to the editor structure associ
ated with the instance which is to be resized, while the data parameter must point to a REC
TANGLE structure containing the new size and origin for the editorRect. 

When an editor instance is resized, the field editor will automatically remove the visual image 
of the instance from the window, and will then redraw the instance using the new size and 
location information; this occurs only if the instance is visible. 

MSG_GETPARAMETERS 
This message provides an application with the means for obtaining the current configuration 
parameters associated with a particular saollbar instance, or the means for initializing a 
parameter structure with the default configuration values. If an application wishes to obtain 
the current configuration parameters for an existing saollbar instance, then it should set the 
instance parameter such that it specifies the instance to be queried; if an application wishes to 
only initialize a parameter structure with the default values, then it should set the instance 
parameter to NULL The data parameter must to point to an instance of the following struc
ture: 

typedef struct { 
INT8 components; 
INT16 min; 
INT16 max; 
INT16 slidePosition; 
INT16 slideSize; 
INT32 (•handler)Q; 
INT16 granularity; 

} xrSBParameters; 

Each field in this structure will be filled in with the current configuration information for the 
specified instance, or the default value. 

The default value associated with each field is shown below: 

components = XrSCROLLARROWS I XrSLIDEBOX 
min= 0 
max= 100 
slidePosition = 0 
slideSize = 10 
handler = NULL 
granularity = 10 
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MSG SETPARAMETERS 
This message provides an application with the means for modifying the configuration parame
ters associated with a particular scrollbar instance. It will expect the instance parameter to 
specify the instance to be queried, and the ·data parameter to point to an instance of the fol
lowing structure: 

typedef struct { 
INT8 components; 
INT16 min; 
INT16 max; 
INT16 slidePosition; 
INT16 slideSi7.e; 
INT32 (*handler)Q; 
INT16 granularity, 

} xrSBParameters; 

If the XrSLIDEBOX flag in the components field is not set, then the values in the slidePosi
tion, slideSize, handler and granularity fields will be ignored. 

After the values have been saved, the affected components within the instance will be redrawn. 
The whole instance is not redrawn. 

MSG EDIT 
Normally, an application will not issue this message; it is usually issued by the Xrlib input rou
tines, when an input event occurs within a scrollbar instance. 

When such an event occurs, a MSG EDIT message will be issued to the editor, with the 
instance parameter indicating which saollbar to process, and the data, parameter pointing to 
an XE vent structure. 

The scrollbar editor only handles a keystroke if it maps to an XrSELECT event, as described 
by XrMapButton(3X) and Xrlnlt(3X); all others are ignored. When a select event occurs 
within the scrollbar, the first thing done is to determine which of the following regions was 
selected: 

- A scroll arrow. 
- The slide box. 
- The scroll region. 

Depending upon the region selected, a different action is taken: 

A scroll arrow bax 
If the scroll arrows are displayed as part of the instance, then an input event will be added 
to the front of the application's input queue, informing it that the particular scroll arrow 
was selected. The slide box position is not modified. The returnedxrEvent structure is set 
to the following values: 

type = XrXRAY 
serial = 0 
send event = 0 
display = pointer to the current display 
source = the window Id 
inputType = XrEDITOR 
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input Code 
valuel 
value2 
valuePtr 

XRSCROllBAR(3X) 

= XrSCROLLBAR 
= (see values listed below) 
= current slide box position 
= pointer to instance's editor structure 

The valuel field will return an indication of which scrollbar arrow was selected. It will be 
set to one of the following values: 

XrSCROLL LEFr 
XrSCROLL-RIGHT 
XrSCROLL -UP 
XrSCROLL-DOWN 

If an application then wants the slide box position modified, it should calculate the new 
slide box position, and then use the MSG_ SETPARAMETERS message to reposition the 
slide box. 

An application could easily implement smooth, continuous scrollin& by polling for a select 
up event after it has received one of the above scroll arrow events. When the select up 
event is received, the application would know to stop the continuous scrolling. 

Slide box 
When the slide box is selected, the scrollbar editor will keep control, until any X event is 
received. Normally, it is a select up event which terminates the slide operation. 

If the scrollbar is currently configured to operate in Normal mode, then as the user moves 
the cursor, the slide box will follow. If the slide operation terminates because a select up 
event is received, then the xrEvent event desat"bed below will be pushed onto the front of 
the application's input queue. If the slide operation terminates because any other X event 
is received, then the X event will be re-pushed onto the front of the input queue, and then 
the xrEvent event descn"bed below will be pushed. The xrEvent event, will be set to contain 
the following information: 

type = XrXRAY 
serial = 0 
send event = 0 
dispby = pointer to the current display 
source = the window Id 
inputType = XrEDITOR 
inputCode = XrSCROLLBAR 
value! = XrSCROLL SUDE 
value2 = new slide box position 
valuePtr = pointer to instance's editor structure 

If the scrollbar is currently configured to operate in Transparent mode, then as the user 
moves the cursor, an outline of the slidebox will follow. If the slide operation terminates 
because a select up event is received, then the xrEvent event described below will be 
pushed onto the front of the application's input queue. If the slide operation terminates 
because any other X event is received, then the X event will be re-pushed onto the front of 
the input queue, and then the xrEvent event described below will be pushed. The position 
of the slide box will not be changed. The position of the slide box outline will be returned; 
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it is up to the application to then instruct the scrollbar editor to move the slide box to that 
position, if desired. The xrEvent structure will contain the following information: 

type = XrXRAY 
serial = 0 
send event = 0 
displ8y = pointer to the current display 
source = the window Id 
input Type = XrEDITOR 
input Code = XrSCROLLBAR 
valuel = XrTSCROLL SLIDE 
value2 = current slide bOx position 
value3 = slide box outline position 
valuePtr = pointer to instance's editor structure 

For both of the above modes, as the slide box is moved, each time its position changes by 
the specified granularity, the specified interactive slide handler routine will be invoked. 

Scroll region 

RETURN VALUE 

When a select occurs within the scroll region portion of a scrollbar, the editor will return 
an input event to the application, informing it that a select occurred within the instance's 
scroll region. The editor will not automatically reposition the slide box. It is up to the 
application, once it has received notification, to update the slide box position. Returned 
as part of the input event, is the location of the cursor at the time of the select, expressed 
as in scroll region units. 

The xrEvent structure will contain the following information: 

type = XrXRAY 
serial. = 0 
send event = 0 
display = pointer to the current display 
source = the window Id 
inputType = XrEDITOR 
input Code = XrSCROLLBAR 
valuel = XrSCROLL LESS or XrSCROLL MORE 
value2 = current slide-box position -
value3 = current location (in slide region units) 
valuePtr = pointer to instance's editor structure 

NOTE: if the slide box component is not currently being displayed, then the value 1 field 
will always be set to XrSCROLL _MORE. 

Upon successful completion of any of the messages, a non-NULL value will be returned. In the case of 
MSG_ NEW, this non-NULL value will be the pointer to the newly created editor instance structure. 

Ha message request fails, then a NULL value is returned. 

ERROR CONDmONS 
Messages to the scrollbar that fail, set the xrErmo global and return a NULL value, under the following 
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conditions: 

MSG NEW 
- data is set to NULL [XrINVALIDPTR]. 

editorWuidowld is an invalid Id [XrINV ALIDID]. 

editorRect is not large enough to contain the scrollbar [XrINV ALIDRECT). 

The width for a vertical scrollbar is less than 11 [XrINV AUDP ARM]. 

The height for a horizontal scrollbar is ICM than 11 [XrINVALIDPARM]. 

orientation is set to an unknown value [XrlNV ALIDOFrlON]. 

granularity is outside the scrollbar unit range [XrPARMOUTOFRANGE]. 

max <=min [XrlNVALIDPARM]. 

slidePosition is outside the scrollbar unit range [XrP ARMOUTOFRANGE]. 

slideSize is outside the scrollbar unit range [XrP ARMOUTOFRANGE]. 

A call to 'X' failed { XMakePixmapQ} [XrXCALLFAILED]. 

Memory cannot be allocated [XrOUTOFMEM]. 

MSG RESIZE 
- data is set to NULL [XrINVALIDPTR]. 

editorRect is not large enough to contain the scrollbar [XrINV ALIDRECT]. 

MSG REDRAW 
- A redraw mode other than XrREDRAW_ALL is specified [XrINVAUDOPTION]. 

MSG SIZE 
- data is set to NULL [XrINV ALIDPTR ]. 

The width for a vertical scrollbar is ICM than 11 [XrINVALIDPARM]. 

The height for a horizontal scrollbar is ICM than 11 [XrINVALIDPARM]. 

orientation is set set to an unknown value [XrINVALIDOPTION]. 

MSG SETPARAMETERS 
- data is set to NULL (XrINV ALIDPTR ]. 

max < = min [XrlNVALIDPARM]. 

slidePosition is outside the scrollbar unit range [XrPARMOUTOFRANGE]. 

slideSize is outside the scrollbar unit range [XrP ARMOUTOFRANGE]. 

granularity is outside the scrollbar unit range [XrPARMOUTOFRANGE). 

MSG GETSTATE, MSG MOVE and MSG GETPARAMETERS 
- data is set to NULL (XrINVALIDPTR). 

All messages, except MSG NEW, MSG GETP ARMETERS and MSG SIZE 
The instance parameter is set to-NULL (XrINVALIDID]. -
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ORIGIN 
HP 

SEE ALSO 
Xrlnput(3X), Xrlnit(3X) 
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NAME 
XrStaticRaster - an editor which displays a static raster image 

SYNOPSIS 
#include <Xll/Xhl>.h> 
#include <Xrll/Xrlib.h> 

:xrEditor • 
XrStaticRaster (instance, message, data); 

xrEditor • instance; 
INT32 message; 
INT8 •data; 

DESCRIPTION 
The static raster editor provides an application with the means for placing uneditable raster images 
anywhere within the bounds of a window. 

The application must specify a rectangular region, into which the raster image will be drawn. If the 
raster image will not fit exactly within the rectangle, then the create request will fail. 

The actual raster data is not supplied to the editor. Instead, the application must pass in the pixmap Id 
associated with the raster image. The pixmap Id is obtained by registering the raster data with the 
appropriate server. Refer to the "X Library" chapter in the "Xlib - C Language Interface, Protocol 
Version 11" document for a further discussion on this subject. It is up to the application to guarantee 
that it does not pass in an invalid pixmap Id. 

Once a static raster image has been displayed, the only attributes which may be modified are the 
XrVISIBLE and XrSENSITIVE state flags. The actual raster data cannot be modified. 

EDITOR MESSAGES 
MSG NEW 

- This message will be the means by which an application program can create a static raster 
image within a window. It will expect the instance parameter to be set to NULL, and the data 
parameter to point to a filled out instance of the following structure: 

typedef struct { 
Window editorWindowld; 
RECTANGLE editorRect; 
INT8 editorState; 
INT32 editorFGColor; 
INT32 editorBGColor; 
INT32 raster Height; 
INT32 raster Width; 
Pixmap rasterid; 

} :xrStaticRasterlnf o; 

editorWindowld 
This field indicates the window to which the editor instance is to be attached. Any time 
the instance is redrawn, it will be redrawn in this window. 

editorRect 
This describes the location and size of the region into which the static raster image is to 
be displayed. If the raster image will not fit exactly within this rectangle, then the create 
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request will fail. 

editor State 
This field contains the initial value of the state flags for this editor instance. If can be 
composed of any combination of the XrSENSITIVE and XrVISIBLE flags. 

editorFGColor 
This field specifies the foreground color to be used when drawing the editor instance. 
This value is unused by this field editor. If this is set to -1, the default foreground color 
(see Xrlnit(3X)) will be used. 

editorBGCo/or 
This field specifies the background color to be used when drawing the editor instance. 
This value is unused by this field editor. If this is set to -1, the default background color 
(see Xrlnit(3X)) will be used. 

rasterHeight 
This specifies the height of the raster image, in pixels. 

raster Width 
This specifies the width of the raster image, in pixels. 

rasterld 
This contains the pixmap Id associated with the static raster data. The pixmap Id is 
obtained by registering the raster data with appropriate server. 

The editor will then draw the static raster image in the specified window. 

Upon successful completion, a pointer to the newly acated editor structure will be returned to 
the application. This value must be used there after, whenever the application wishes to refer 
to this particular editor instance. 

MSG FREE 
This message is the mechanism by which an editor instance can be destroyed. The only 
parameter of importance is the instance parameter, which is a pointer to the editor structure 
returned by MSG_ NEW; this parameter specifies which instance is to be destroyed. 

When a static raster instance is destroyed, it will be internally disconnected from the window 
to which it was attached, it will no longer handle mouse selects, and it will be removed from 
the window, if the instance is visible. 

After an editor instance has been destroyed, no further messages should be issued in regard to 
that instance. 

MSG GETSTATE 
- This mesuge returns the current state of the XrVISIBLE and XrSENSITIVE flags for the 

static raster instance indicated by the instance parameter. The data parameter should be a 
pointer to an 8 bit integer value, into which the current state ~ will be placed. 

MSG SETSTATE 
- This message allows an application program to modify the setting of the XrSENSITIVE and 

XrVISIBLE flag.s, for the static raster instance indicated by the instance parameter. The data 
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parameter is interpreted as an 8 bit integer value, containing the new state flag value. After 
saving the new state ~ the editor instance will be redrawn, to reflect the new state. If an 
instance is not visible, then the rectangle which it occupies will be drawn using the background 
tile for the window, thus making it invisible. 

MSG REDRAW 
This message will provide an application with the means for requesting that a static raster 
image be redrawn. 

When this message is issued, the instance parameter must be a pointer to the editor structure 
associated with the instance to be redrawn. The data parameter must be a 32 bit integer which 
specifies the type of redraw to perform. 

The static raster editor supports the following redraw mode: 

• XrREDRAW ALL 

If any other redraw mode is specified, then the request will fail. 

MSG SIZE 
- This message allows an application to obtain the height and width of the rectangle needed to 

contain a given static raster image. 

The static raster editor expects the instance parameter to be set to NULL, and the data param
eter to point to an instance of the following structure: 

typedef struct { 
Window editorW"mdowld; 
RECTANGLE editorRect; 
J1lrf8 editorState; 
INT32 editorFGColor;" 
INT32 editorBGColor; 
INT32 raster Height; 
INT32 rasterWidth; 
Pixmap rasterld; 

} xrStaticRasterlnfo; 

The fields which must be filled out by the application program· BEFORE issuing this call, are 
the rasterHeight and rasterWidth fields. 

In return, the editorRect field will be filled in with the coordinates for the 0 based rectangle 
needed to contain the instance; an application program can then offset this rectangle, to posi
tion it where ever it likes, within it's window. 

MSG MOVE 
This message provides an application with a means for quickly relocating a particular editor 
instance within a window. The size of the editorRect associated with the instance is not 
changed. To relocate an editor instance, a new origin point for the instance's editorRect must 
be specified; the top left comer of the editor rectangle will then be translated such that it now 
coincides with the new origin. The origin point is interpreted as an absolute position within 
the window. 
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When this message is issued, the instance parameter must point to the editor structure associ
ated with the instance which is to be moved, while the data parameter must point to a POINT 
structure, containing the new editorRect origin. 

When an editor instance is relocated, the field editor will automatically remove the visual 
image of the instance from the window, and will then redraw the instance at its new location; 
this occurs only if the instance is visible. 

MSG EDIT 
Normally, an application will not issue this message; it is usually issued by the Xrlib input rou
tines, when an input event occurs within a static raster instance. 

When such an event occurs, a MSG EDIT message will be issued to the editor, with the 
instance parameter indicating which static raster image to process, and the data parameter 
pointing to an XE vent structure. 

The static raster editor only handles an event if it maps to an XrSELECT event, as described 
by XrMapButton(3X) and Xrlnlt(3X); all others are ignored. 

When a select event occurs within a static raster image, the editor will do nothing but add an 
input event to the front of the application's input queue, informing it that a static raster image 
was selected. The returned xrEvent structure is set to the following value: 

type = XrXRAY 
serial = 0 
send event = 0 
displiy = pointer to the current display 
source = the window Id 
inputTypc = XrEDITOR 
inputCode = XrSTATICRASTER 
valuel = XrSELECT 
valuePtr = pointer to instance's editor structure 

RETURN VALUE 
Upon successful completion of any of the messages, a non-NULL value will be returned. In the case of 
MSG_ NEW, this non-NULL value will be the pointer to the newly created editor instance structure. 

Ha message request fails, then a NULL value is returned. 

ERROR CONDmONS 
Messages to the static raster editor that fail, set the xrEmao global and return a NULL value, under the 
following conditions: 

MSG NEW 
- data is set to NULL (XrINV ALIDPTR]. 

editorWuu:lowld is an invalid Id (XrINV ALIDID). 

rasterld is an invalid Id (XrINV ALIDID). 

editorRect is an invalid size (XrINV ALIDRECT]. 

rasterHeight or rasterWulth is less than or equal to zero (XrINVALIDPARM). 

Memory cannot be allocated (XrOUTOFMEM]. 
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MSG REDRAW 
- A redraw mode other than XrREDRAW_ALL is specified [XrINVALIDOPTION). 

MSG SIZE 
- data is set to NULL [XrINV ALIDPTR]. 

rasterHeight or rasterWidth is I~ than or equal to zero [XrINV ALIDP ARM]. 

MSG GETSTATE and MSG MOVE 
- data is set to NULL (XrINVALIDPTR]. 

All messages, except MSG NEW and MSG SIZE 
The instance parameter is set to NULL (XrINV ALIDID]. 

ORIGIN 
HP 

SEE ALSO 
Xrlnput(3X), Xrlnit(3X) 
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XrStaticText - an editor which displays a block of static text 

SYNOPSIS 
#include < Xll/Xlib.h > 
#include <Xrll/Xrhb.h> 

xrEditor • 
XrStaticText (instance, message, data); 

xrEditor • instance; 
INT32 message; 
INT8 • data; 

DESCRIPTION 

XRSTATICTEXT(JX) 

The static text editor provides an application with the means for placing uneditable blocks of text any
where within the bounds of a window. In addition, the font to be used when displaying the text, and the 
type of alignment to use, can also be specified. The application must specify a rectangular region into 
which the text will be drawn. If the text will not fit completely within the rectangle, then only that por
tion which fits will be displayed. 

Once a block of static text has been displayed, the only attributes which may· be modified are the 
XrVISIBLE and XrSENSITIVE state~- The actual textual data cannot be modified. 

Four forms of text alignment will be provided by the editor: 

-None 
- Centered 
-Left 
-Right 

Alignment will be done in relation to the rectangle passed in at the time the text request is made. The 
rules governing alignment are: 

Centered 

Left 

Right 

None 

The text will be displayed such that the center of each line of text is positioned at the 
center of the specified rectangle. Before the text is displayed, all leading and trailing 
spaces in the line will be stripped. 

Each line of text will be displayed such that the fU'St character of the line is positioned at 
the left most edge of the specified rectangle. Before the text is displayed, all leading and 
trailing spaces in the line will be stripped. 

Each line of text will be displayed such that the last character in each line ends at the right 
most edge of the specified rectangle. Before the text is displayed, all leading and trailing 
spaces in the line will be stripped. 

Each line of text will be displayed such that the first character of the line is positioned at 
the left most edge of the specified rectangle. Leading and trailing spaces in a line of text 
are not stripped. 
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When the editor displays a block of static text, the initial pen position will be in the upper left hand 
comer of the editorRect. The bounds used when displaying the text are the right hand edge of the rec
tangle, and the bottom edge. 

Each time the pen position goes beyond the right edge of the editorRect, or each time one of the fol
lowing charaders is encountered in the string, a new line will be started: 

Newline (octal 012) 
Vertical tab (octal 013) 
Form feed (octal 014) 
Carriage return (octal 015) 

If, at some point, the pen's y position goes below the bottom edge of the editorRect, then no more lines 
of text will be displayed. 

EDITOR MESSAGES 
MSG NEW 

This message will be the means by which an application program can create a block of static 
text within a window. It will expcd the instance parameter to be set to NULL, and the data 
parameter to point to a filled out instance of the following structure: 

typedef struct { 
Window cditorW"mdowld; 
RECTANGLE cditorRect; 
~ cditorState; 
INT32 cditorFGColor; 
INT32 cditorBGColor; 
XFontStruct • cditorFont; 
INT8 • string; 
INT32 alignment; 

} xrStaticTe:xtlnfo; 

editorWmdowld 
This field indicates the window to which the editor instance is to be attached. Any time 
the instance is redrawn, it will be redrawn in this window. 

editorRect 
This describes the location and size of the region into which the block of static text is to 
be formatted and displayed. If the text will not fit completely within this redangle, then 
the text will be clipped, until it docs fit. However, if a rectangle with a width of 0 is 
specified, then the editor will refuse to handle the request, and it will fail. 

editorState 
This field contains the initial value of the state fla~ for this editor instance. It can be 
composed of any combination of the XrSENSITIVE and XrVISIBLE ~-

editorFGCo/or 
This field specifies the foreground color to be used when drawing the editor instance. 
The foreground color is used to display the text. If this is set to -1, the default foreground 
oolot (see Xrioii(3X) ) will be used. 

editorBGCo/or 
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This field specifies the background color to be used when drawing the editor instance. 
The background color is used to paint the area upon which the text is displayed. If this is 
set to -1, the default background color (see Xrlnit(3X)) will be used. 

editorFont 
This points to the structure which contains all of the information necessary to describe the 
font to be used when displaying the block of static text. If this pointer is NULL, then the 
default system base font will be used. 

string 
This should be a pointer to the NULL terminated block of text. If the pointer is NULL, or 
if the string has a length of 0, then the create request will fail; a string must be specified! 
A block of text can be composed of just about any characters; however, the editor will 
expect words to be separated by spaces, in order for it to properly parse the block. 
Unpredictable results will occur if words are not separated by spaces. Forced newline 
charaders (Carriage return, Newline, Vertical tab and Form feed) can be included in the 
block of text; these will force the pen to the next line, even though the right edge of the 
editorRect was not reached. 

alignment 
This value will specify to the editor what form of text alignment should be used when 
displaying each line of text. The following values will be accepted: 

- XrNO ALIGNMENT 
- Xl'CENTER ALIGNED 
- XrLEFr ALIGNED 
- XrRIGHT ALIGNED 

Any value other than one of those outlined above, will cause the create request to fail. 
Each line of static text will use this alignment. 

The editor will then draw the block of static text in the specified window. 

Upon successful completion, a pointer to the newly created editor strudure will be returned to 
the application. This value must be used there after, whenever the application wishes to refer 
to this particular editor instance. 

MSG FREE 
This message is the mechanism by which an editor instance can be destroyed. The only 
parameter of importance is the instance parameter, which is a pointer to the editor structure, 
which was returned by MSG NEW; this parameter specifies which instance is to be destroyed. 

When a static text instance is destroyed, it will be internally disconnected from the window to 
which it was attached, it will no longer handler mouse selects, and it will be removed from the 
window, if the instance is visible. 

After an editor instance has been destroyed, no further messages should be issued in regard to 
that instance. 

MSG GETSTATE 
- This message returns the current state of the XrVISIBLE and XrSENSITIVE flags for the 

specified block of static text . The instance parameter specifies which instance to use. The 
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data parameter should be a pointer to an 8 bit integer value, into which the current state flags 
will be placed. 

MSG SETSTATE 
This message allows an application program to modify the setting of the XrSENSITIVE and 
XrVISIBLE flags, for a given block of static text. The data parameter is interpreted as an 8 bit 
integer value, containing the new state flag values. After saving the new state flags, the editor 
instance will be redrawn, to reflect the new state. Han instance is not visible, then the rectan
gle which it occupies will be drawn using the background tile for the window, thus making it 
invisible. 

MSG REDRAW 
This editor provides an application with the means for requesting that a block of static text be 
redrawn. The text string data, font information, and the alignment which were specified when 
the instance was created, will be used. 

When this message is issued, the instance parameter must be a pointer to the editor structure 
associated with the instance to be redrawn. The data parameter must be a 32 bit integer which 
specifies the type of redraw to perform. 

The static text editor supports the following redraw mode: 

• XrREDRAW ALL 

If any other redraw mode is specified, then the request will fail. 

MSG SIZE 
This message allows an application to obtain the height of the rectangle needed to contain a 
given block of static text. The width of the rectangle MUST have been specified by the appli
cation program, via the width field within editorRect, BEFORE it issued this message. If the 
rectangle is specified with a width of 0, or the length of the string is 0, or the string pointer is 
NULL, then the request will fail. 

The static text editor expects the instance parameter to be set to NULL, and the data parame
ter to point to an instance of the following structure: 

typedef struct { 
Window editor Window Id; 
RECTANGLE editorRect; 
IJlrf8 editorState; 
INT32 editorFGColor; 
INT32 editorBGColor; 
XFontStruct • editorFont; 
INT8 • string; 
INT32 alignment; 

} :xrStaticTextinfo; 

The fields which must be filled out by the application program BEFORE issuing this call, are 
the string, alignment, and editorFont fields. In addition, the width of the rectangle into which 
the block of static text is to be fit, must also be filled out. This involves setting the following 
field of the editorRect: 
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editorRect.width 

The editor will set the origin (top and left) of the rectangle to (0,0). 

If editorFont has been set to NULL, then the default system base font will be used when calcu
lating the rectangle size; if a particular font is requested, then it will be used. 

The rectangle calculated will be the smallest 0 based rectangle of the specified width, into 
which the specified block of static text will fit, using the specified font and text alignment 
mode. Only the height of the rectangle needs to be calculated, since the width was supplied by 
the application, and the origin (top and left) of the rectangle is forced to (0,0). 

Since the width of the rectangle is fixed by the calling application, it is possible for a single 
word to be too long to fit on a line. If this occurs, then the editor will return with an error; the 
editor will not break up a word. 

An application can then take this rectangle, and offset it, so that the origin of the block of text 
can be set. 

MSG MOVE 
This message provides an application with a means for quickly relocating a particular editor 
instance within a window. The size of the editorRect associated with the instance is not 
changed. To relocate an editor instance, a new origin point for the instance's editorRect must 
be specified; the top left comer of the editor rectangle will then be translated such that it now 
coincides with the new origin. The origin point is interpreted as an absolute position within 
the window. 

When this message is issued, the instance parameter must point to the editor structure associ
ated with the instance which is to be moved, while the dala parameter must point to a POINT 
structure, containing the new editorRect origin. 

When an editor instance is relocated, the field editor will automatically remove the visual 
image of the instance from the window, and will then redraw the instance at its new location; 
this occurs only if the instance is visible. 

MSG ~IZE 
This message provides an application with a means for both changing the size of the editorRect 
aMOCiated with a particular editor instance, and also the location of the new editorRect. All 
restrictions regarding the editorRect size which applied when the instance was first created 
using MSG NEW, still apply. If an invalid editorRect is specified, then the resize request will 
fail. -

When this message is issued, the instance parameter must point to the editor structure associ
ated with the instance which is to be resized, while the data parameter must point to a REC
TANGLE structure containing the new size and origin for the editorRect. 

When an editor instance is resized, the field editor will automatically remove the visual image 
of the instance from the window, and will then redraw the instance using the new size and 
location information; this occurs only if the instance is visible. 

MSG EDIT 
- Normally, an application will not issue this message; it is usually issued by the toolbox input 

routines, when an input event occurs within a static text inst~ce. 

When such an event occurs, a MSG EDIT mes.uge will be issued to the editor, with the 
instance parameter indicating which block of static text to process, and the data parameter 
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pointing to an XEvent structure. 

The static text editor only handles an event if it maps to an XrSELECT event, as described by 
XrMapButton(3X) and Xrlnit(3X); all others are ignored. 

When a select event occurs within a block of static text, the editor will do nothing but add an 
input event to the front of the application's input queue, informing it that a block of static text 
was selected. The returned xrEvent structure is set to the following value: 

type = XrXRAY 
serial = 0 
send event = 0 
display = pointer to the current display 
source = the window Id 
input Type = XrEDITOR 
inputCode = XrSTA TICTEXT 
valuel = XrSELECT 
valuePt = cursor position 
valuePtr = pointer to instance's editor structure 

RETURN V ALUB 
Upon successful completion of any of the messages, a non-NULL value will be returned. In the case of 
MSG_NEW, this non-NULL value will be the pointer to the newly aeated editor instance structure. 

If a message request fails, then a NULL value is returned. 

ERROR CONDmONS 
Messages to the static text editor that fail, set the xrErmo global and return a NULL value, under the 
following conditions: 

MSG NEW 
- data is set to NULL (XrINVALIDPTR]. 

editorWindowld is an invalid Id [XrINV ALIDID]. 

editorRect is specified with a height or width of z.ero [XrINV ALIDRECT). 

The editorRect width is too small [XrINV ALIDRECT]. 

string is set to NULL [XrINVALIDPTR]. 

string points to an empty string [XrINVALIDPARM]. 

alignment is set to an unknown value [XrINVALIDOPTION). 

Memory cannot be allocated [XrOUTOFMEM]. 

MSG REDRAW 
- A redraw mode other than XrREDRAW ALL is specified [XrINVALIDOPTION]. 

MSG RESIZE 
- data is set to NULL [XrINV ALIDPTR ]. 
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MSG SIZE 
- data is set to NULL [XrINVALIDPTR]. 

The width of the rectangle has been set to zero (XrINV ALIDRECT). 

The width of the rectangle is too small [XrINVALIDRECT). 

string is set to NULL [XrINV ALIDPTR]. 

string points to an empty string [XrINV ALIDP ARM). 

MSG GETSTATE and MSG MOVE 
- data is set to NULL (XrINVALIDPTR). 

All messages, except MSG NEW and MSG SIZE 
The instance parmeter is set to NULL [XrINV ALIDID). 

ORIGIN 
HP 

SEE ALSO 
Xrlnput(3X), Xrlnit(3X) 
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NAME 
XrTextEdit - an editor for entering and editing a line of text. 

SYNOPSIS 
#include <Xll/Xlib.h> 
#include <Xrll/Xrhl>.h> 

xrEditor • 
XrTextEdit (instance, message, data) 

xrEditor • instance; 
INT32 message; 
INf8 •data; 

DESCRIPTION 
The text edit editor provides an application with the means for placing a single line of editable text any
where within the bounds of a window. In addition to allowing the text string to be specified, an 
optional field label and font may also be specified. The application must pass in a definition for the 
rectangular region into which the editor instance will be drawn. If the rectangle is not the correct size 
to hold the instance, then the editor will refuse to create the instance. To prevent this from happening, 
an application should use the MSG_ SIZE message to obtain this redangle. 

ACTIVE FIELD 

The text edit editor supports the concept of an active field. When a given text editor instance has con
trol of the input stream, it is considered to be active, and it will indicate this by visibly changing its for
mat. The means by which it indicates this fad is twofold: 

It will display a text cursor at the current character position within the instance. 

It will redraw the border for the text string (which is usually 1 pixel wide) as a 3 pixel wide 
border. 

There are two means by which a text edit field is told to become adive: 

By issuing a MSG_ACTIVATE request to the editor. 

By issuing a MSG EDIT request to the editor, and passing it any input event understood by 
the text editor. -

COMPONENTS 

The two most important pieces of a text editor instance are the text cursor and the text string being 
edited. The purpose of the text cursor, is to indicate to the user where the next character typed will be 
placed, and also what portion of the text string will be modified when one of the editing keys is pressed. 
As the user types keys, the information will be added at the location of the text cursor; if insert mode is 
enabled, then those characters to the right of the text cursor will be shifted one position further to the 
right - otherwise they are left unchanged. After the new character has been placed, the text cursor will 
be moved to the right of the newly added character. Only printable ASCII characters will be displayed 
as part of a text string. Once the number of characters in the string has reached the maximum allow
able number (as specified when the instance was created), no more characters will be added to the 
ctrinn -·--o· 
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When the instance is first created, the application program will pass in a pointer to a buffer, which will 
be used by the editor to store the current value of the string typed by the user; the buffer must be large 
enough to hold the whole string, plus a terminating NULL When the buffer is passed in, it must con
tain the initial value for the field; it must also be NULL terminated. If the field is to be initially empty, 
then the first byte of the buffer must be the NULL character. If the specified string is too long to fit 
within the field, then it will be truncated, until it does fit. 

TEXT INSERTION AREA 

The text insertion area is the portion of a text edit instance in which the editable string is displayed. 
The width of this area is dependent upon two factors: the maximum number of characters which may 
be entered, and the character cell width; both of these are specified by the application when an 
instance is created. 

Working with proportional fonts can be triclcy, since the character cell width differs from character to 
character. What this means is that if a text edit instance needs to hold 20 characters, it's impossible to 
determine the width of the editing region, without leaving a lot of bl8nk space. 

This editor tackles this problem by allowing the application to specify the character cell width to use. If 
an application wants to guarantee that all characters typed will be visible, then it should set the cell 
width to XrMAXWIDTH, when the instance is created. If an application wants all characters to be 
visible most of the time, then it can set the cell width to XrA VGWIDTH. A third option is that the 
application can specify a particular cell width to use (specified in pixels). 

If a user types into a text edit field, and his information will not fit within the text insertion area, the 
cursor will turn off; the editor will continue to coiled the input, it just will not be displayed. The cursor 
will remain invisiole, until it is repositioned back in the vislole portion of the editing region. 

EDmNGMODES 

The text editor supports two modes of character entering: normal and insert mode. 

When the instance is operating in 'normal' mode, the text cursor is displayed as an inverse video rec
tangle, and will appear on top of the character at the current cursor position. When a new character is 
entered, it is placed at the cursor position, and will overwrite any previous character at that position; 
those characters to the right of the text cursor are left unchanged. Afterwards, if the text cursor is not 
already at the end of the text edit field, then the text cursor will be moved one position to the right. 

When the instance is operating in 'insert character' mode, the text cursor is displayed as a vertical bar, 
and will appear between two character positions. When a new character is entered, all characters to 
the right of the insertion bar are shifted one position to the right, and the character is then placed at 
the insertion bar position. Afterwards, if the text edit field is not already full, then the insertion bar is 
moved one position to the right. 

Insert mode is entered and exited by pressing the 'insert mode' key on your keyboard; this mode acts as 
a toggle. 

EDIDNG 

The text editor supports most of the standard line editing commands which a user may generate from 
the keyboard. Among the editing commands which will be supported are the following: 

Cursor Left 
This will cause the text cursor to be moved one character position to the left, within the 
text area. 
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Cursor Right 
This will cause the text cursor to be moved one character position to the right, within the 
text string displayed in the text area. 

Backspace 
This will cause the character to the left of the text cursor to be deleted, and all characters 
to its right to be shifted one position to the left; the text cursor will also move one position 
to the left. 

Delete Char 
This will cause the character underneath the text cursor to be deleted, and all characters 
to its right will be shifted one position to the left; the text cursor will remain in its same 
position. 

Delete Line 
This will clear all characters from the text region, and will move the text cursor back to 
the beginning of the text area. 

Clear Line 

MOUSE 

This will cause all characters under and to the right of the text cursor to be deleted. The 
location of the text cursor will be unchanged. 

As was mentioned above, the text cursor's position is automatically updated after each character place
ment operation or editing request. There is, however, another method for specifying a new text cursor 
position. By using the mouse, you can move the cursor to anywhere within the current text string, and 
then 'click' the mouse button. This will cause the text cursor to be placed at the selected character 
position. If a position past the end of the text string is selected, then the text cursor will automatically 
be placed after the last character in the string. 

DEACTWATION 

Once a text edit field has been made 'active', there will be several ways for it to become 'inactive'. 
When a text edit field is deactivated, it will turn off its text cursor, and it will redraw the text border as 
a 1 pixel wide box. The instance will no longer accept input, until it has been reactivated. 

The first method for deactivating a text field, is to use the mouse to select a region outside the editor's 
rectangular region; this region includes the text region and the optional label. When the text editor 
code determines that a select event occurred outside its domain, it will deactivate the field, and then 
place two input events onto the front of the application's input queue: 

Input event 1 
This first input event placed on the input queue will be a copy of the select event which 
caused the field to be deactivated. This event will notify the application that a select 
occurred somewhere else within the display. 

Input event 2 
This will be the event information generated by the text edit editor. It will inform the 
application that the field has been exited, and that editing is now complete. 

A second method of deactivating a text field, is by pressing one of the special keys, which are collec
tively known as 'traversal' keys. Traversal keys are frequently used by a forms controller, to provide a 
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means for a user to exit a field in a form, and then advance to the next field. The following traversal 
keys are defmed: 

Re tum 

Tab 

When the 'return' key is pressed, the text editor will deactivate the active field, and return 
an input event. The input event will be used to notify the application program that a text 
field was exited. H the application is a forms controller, then it can use this information to 
force the next field in the form to become active. 

When the 'tab' key is pressed, the text editor will deactivate the active field, and return an 
input event. The input event will be used to notify the application program that a text field 
was exited. If the application was a forms controller, then it can use this information to 
force the next field in the form to become active. 

Backtab 
When the 'backtab' key is pressed, the text editor will deactivate the active field, and 
return an input event. The input event will be used to notify the application program (and 
the forms controller) that a text field was exited. If the application is a forms controller, 
then it can use this information to force the previous field in the form to become active. 

When a traversal key causes a field to be exited, only a single input event is added to the application's 
input queue. 

RETURNED INFORMATION 

The text editor will not return an input event to the calling application each time the text field is 
modified. Instead, it will only return to the application when a major event occurs; these are also 
referred to as break conditions. There are four categories of break conditions: 

-The field has been exited [by a traversal key]. 

- The field has now become empty, or the first charader was typed. 

- An X event other than a KeyPress, KeyRelease, XrSELECT or XrSELECTUP event is 
received. 

- A control character is received. 

For the first type, the editor will return, and not expect to be called again, until the field has again been 
activated. However, for the second type, the editor is merely returning some status information to the 
application. As soon as the application has processed the status information, it should immediately re
invoke the editor, either di.redly (by issuing a MSG_ ACTIVATE), or by means of the forms controller. 
Failing to follow this rule may produce unpredicatable results. The third and fourth types are similar 
to the second type, in that they too are only returning some status information. They will return a 
status event telling the application that an unknown X event was received, along with the unknown X 
event The application should then proceM the X event, which is on the input queue AFTER the status 
event, and then re-invoke the editor in one of the two fashions listed above. 

INSTANCE LAYOUT 

The layout for a text editor instance depends u~n how it was defmed. When an instance is drawn, it 
will be drawn within the bounds of the supplied 'editor Red'. If the 'editor Red' is not large enough to 
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hold the specified instance, then the aeate request will fail. 

EDITOR MESSAGES 
MSG NEW 

This message will be the means by which an application program can aeate an editable text 
field within a window. It will expect the instance parameter to be set to NULL, and the data 
parameter to point to a filled out instance of the following structure: 

typedef struct { 
Window editorWindowld; 
RECTANGLE editorRect; 
INT8 editorState; 
INT32 editorFGColor; 
INT32 editorBGColor; 
XFontStruct • editorFont; 
INT8 • label; 
INT8 • string; 
INT32 maxChars; 
INT32 insertPos; 
INT8 insertMode; 
INT8 labelPosition; 
INT8 cellWidth; 

} xrTextEditlnfo; 

editorWindowld 
This field indicates the window to which the editor instance is to be attached. Any time 
the instance is redrawn, it will be redrawn in this window. 

editorRect 
This describes the location and size of the region into which the text edit field is to be 
displayed. If a rectangle too small to hold the instance is specified, then the editor will 
refuse to handle the request, and it will fail. 

editorState 
This field contains the initial value of the state flags for this editor instance. It can be 
composed of any combination of the XrSENSITIVE and XrVISIBLE flags. 

editorFGCo/or 
This field specifies the foreground color to be used when drawing the editor instance. 
The borders and all text are drawn using the foreground color. If this is set to -1, the 
default foreground color (see Xrlnlt(3X)) will be used. 

editorBGCo/or 
This field specifies the background color to be used when drawing the editor instance. 
The interior of the text region is drawn using the background color. If this is set to -1, the 
default background color (see Xrlnit(3X) ) will be used. 

editorFont 
This points to the structure which contains all of the information necessary to describe the 
font to be used when displaying the text edit field. If this pointer is NULL, then the 
default system base font will be used. 
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label 
This is a pointer to the optional NULL terminated text label which will be displayed to the 
left of the text edit region. It will be displayed using the same font used within the text 
edit region. If this pointer is NULL, or if the string has a length of 0, then no label will be 
displayed. 

string 
This is a pointer to the buffer which will be used by the editor to store the working copy of 
the data in the text region. The editor will expect the buffer to be large enough to hold 
the maximum size string for this field, along with a terminating NULL. The buffer must 
contain the NULL terminated string representing the initial value for the text region. It 
will be by means of this buffer that an application program will have access to the current 
value of the text editor instance. 

maxChars 
This value represents the maximum number of bytes which will be allowed in the text edi
tor instance. This information will be used by the editor to prevent a user from entering 
too much data into a field. It is also used by the editor, when calculating the size of the 
text region and the frame rectangle. This value should not include space taken up by the 
NULL character used to terminate the string. 

insertPos 
This value allows an application program to specify the initial position of the text cursor. 
The specified value indicates the character position within the buffer, for where the next 
character typed should be placed; e.g. 0 means place the cursor at the first character posi
tion, and the next character typed with be saved in bufler[O]. If a value is specified which 
is greater than the current length of the text string, then the text cursor will be placed at 
the last character position in the string. 

insertMode 
This value allows an application to specify the type of insertion mode the field editor 
should operate under. If the field is set to XrALWAYS_ ON then insert mode will be 
forced on for the duration of the editing session; the insert character key will be ignored. 
If the field is set to XrALWAYS OFF then insert mode will be forced off for the duration 
of the editing session, and the editor will operate in 'normal' mode; the insert character 
key will be ignored. If the field is set to XrlNTERACTIVE then the editing mode will be 
controlled by the user pressing the insert character key; the editor will toggle in and out of 
insert mode each time the insert character key is pressed. 

labelPosition 
This value allows an application to specify whether the optional label should be displayed 
to the left or right of the text editing region. If a label is not specified for an instance, 
then this field will be ignored. The two valid settings for this field are 
XrLEFT ALIGNED and XrRIGHT ALIGNED. - -
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eel/Width 
This parameter specifies the character cell width which should be used when calculating 
the si7.e of the text editing region. For the maximum cell width for a given font, use the 
defme XrMAXWIDTH. For a cell width which is the average size for a given font, use the 
defme XrAVGWIDTH. If any other value is desired, then the cell width (in pixels) may be 
specified directly; this information can be obtained by using the XrStringWidthO utility 
routine. 

The editor will then draw the text edit field in the specified window. 

Upon successful completion, a pointer· to the newly created editor structure will be returned to 
the application. This value must be used there after, whenever the application wishes to refer 
to this particular editor instance. 

MSG FREE 
This message is the mechanism by which an editor instance can be destroyed. The only 
parameter of importance is the instance parameter, which is a pointer to the editor structure, 
returned by MSG_ NEW ; this parameter specifies which instance is to be destroyed. 

When a text editor instance is destroyed, it will be internally disconnected from the window to 
which it was attached, it will no longer handle mouse selects or keyboard input, and it will be 
removed from the window, if the instance is visible. 

After an editor instance has been destroyed, no further messages should be issued in regard to 
that instance. 

MSG GETSTATE 
- This message returns the current state of the XrVISIBLE and XrSENSITIVE flags for the 

specified text edit instance. The instance parameter specifies which instance to use. The data 
parameter should be a pointer to an 8 bit integer value, into which the current state flags will 
be placed. 

MSG SETSTATE 
- This message allows an application program to modify the setting of the XrSENSITIVE and 

XrVISIBLE flags, for a given text edit instance. The data parameter is interpreted as an 8 bit 
integer value, containing the new state flag values. After saving the new state flags, the editor 
instance will be redrawn, to reflect the new state. If an instance is not visible, then the rectan
gle which it occupies will be drawn using the background tile for the window, thus making it 
invisible. If a field is visible, but not sensitive, then the insertion area will be drawn and filled 
with a 50% pattern; the current field value will also be displayed. 

MSG GETITEMCOUNT 
This message allows an application to obtain a count, which indicates the number of insertion 
areas in the specified instance. The editor will assume that the instance parameter specifies 
the editor instance to query, and the data parameter points to a 32 bit integer value; the item 
count value will be returned by means of this integer. 

This message is useful when used in conjunction with the MSG_ GETITEMRECTS message. 
It allows an application to obtain the number of items in the instance, so that the application 
can then allocate enough memory to hold the rectangle information returned by 
MSG GETITEMRECTS. 
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For this editor, a value of 1 will always be returned, since a text edit instance can presently 
only have one insertion area. 

MSG GETITEMREcrs 
This message returns the coordinates for the rectangle which desaibes the insertion area; this 
rectangle describes only the insertion area - it does not include the label. The message will 
expect the instance parameter to specify the editor instance to query, and the data parameter 
to point to a structure of the following format: 

rectangle itemRects; 

This structure will then be filled with the rectangle information, and returned to the applica
tion. 

Before an application can make this call, it needs to know the number of insertion areas in the 
specified instance, so that it can allocate a structure large enough to hold all of the rectangle 
information. The application should use the MSG_ GETITEMCOUNT message to obtain this 
information; the application can then allocate an array large enough to hold all of the rectan-
gle entries. _,,,, 

This message is useful to those applications which have a need of knowing where the insertion 
area in a text edit instance is located. The most common use would be by a forms controller, 
which would use the information to place an 'active field' indicator by a given item. 

MSG ACTIVATE 
This message allows an application to force a text edit instance active, thus causing it to tum 
on the text cursor, widen the editing region border, and start monitoring all incoming key
board events. This message also serves as the only means for re-entering an active text edit 
field, after an application has received a status event from the instance. When a 
MSG_ ACTIVATE message is wued, the editor instance must be both visible and sensitive; if 
this is not the case, then the message will fail. 

When this message is wued, the instance parameter must specify the text edit instance which 
is to be activated; the data parameter is unused, and should be set to NULL 

MSG DEACTIVATE 
This message allows an application to force a text edit instance inactive. Normally, when a text 
edit instance returns a status event to an application (such as the field is now empty, or an 
unknown X event was received), the application processes the status event and then reinvokes 
the text editor. However, it is pos511>le for an application to decide that it does not want to 
reinvoke the editor instance, but rather, it wants the instance to be deactivated. The instance 
will be drawn as inactive in the same fashion as when a traversal key is received. 

When this message is wucd, the instance parameter must specify the text edit instance which 
is to be deactivated; the data parameter is unused. If the text· edit field is already inactive, then 
this request will be ignored. 

MSG INSERTMODE 
- This message allows an application to modify the insert mode under which the field editor will 

operate. 

When this message is wued, the instance parameter must be a pointer to the editor structure 
associated with the instance to be modified. The data parameter must be a 8 bit integer value, 
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set to either XrALWAYS ON, XrALWAYS OFF or XrlNTERACTIVE. If XrALWAYS ON is 
selected, then the editor Win always operate with insert mode enabled; the insert character key 
will be ignored. IfXrALWAYS OFF is selected, then the editor will always operate with insert 
mode disabled (in normal mode); the insert character key will be ignored. If XrINTERAC
TIVE is selected, then the editor will allow the user to toggle into and out of insert mode, by 
pressing the insert character key on the keyboard. 

If any other mode is selected, then the request will fail. 

MSG REDRAW 
This editor provides an application with the means for requesting that a text edit instance be 
redrawn. 

When this message is issued, the instance parameter must be a pointer to the editor structure 
associated with the instance to be redrawn. The data parameter must be a 32 bit integer which 
specifies the type of redraw to perform. 

The text editor supports the following redraw modes: 

• XrREDRAW ALL 

• XrREDRAW ACTIVE 

XrREDRA W ALL will cause the editor to redraw the complete editor instance, while 
XrREDRAW:ACTIVE will cause only the text string portion of the instance to be redrawn. 

If any other redraw mode is specified, then the request will fail. 

MSG SIZE 
This message allows an application to obtain the rectangle needed to contain a given text edit 
instance. 

The text editor expects the instance parameter to be set to NULL, and the data parameter to 
point to an instance of the following structure: 

typedef struct { 
Window editorWindowld; 
RECTANGLE editorRect; 
INT8 editorState; 
INT32 editorFGColor; 
INT32 editorBGColor; 
XFontStruct • editorFont; 
INT8 • label; 
INT8 • string; 
INT32 maxChars; 
INT32 insertPos; 
INT8 insertMode; 
INT8 labelPosition; 
INT8 cellWidth; 

} xrTe:xtEditlnfo; 

The fields which must be filled out by the application program BEFORE issuing this call, are 
the labe~ maxChars, eel/Width and editorFont fields. 
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If editorFont has been set to NULL, then the default system base font will be used when calcu
lating the rectangle size; if a particular font is requested, then it will be used. 

The rectangle calculated will be the smallest 0 based rectangle, into which the specified text 
edit instance will fit, using the specified font and character cell width. 

In return, editorRect will be set to dcscn'be the optimal rectangle into which the described 
instance will fit. An application should feel free to lengthen this rectangle, but it should 
refrain from modifying the height. 

It should be noted that if a cell size smaller than the maximum cell size for a given font is 
specified, there is no guarantee that the complete string typed by a user will be visible at one 
time. 

MSG MOVE 
This message provides an application with a means for quickly relocating a particular editor 
instance within a window. The size of the editorRect associated with the instance is not 
changed. To relocate an editor instance, a new origin point for the instance's editorRect must 
be specified; the top left comer of the editor rectangle will then be translated such that it now 
coincides with the new origin. The origin point is interpreted as an absolute position within 
the window. 

When this message is issued, the instance parameter must point to the editor structure associ
ated with the instance which is to be moved, while the data parameter must point to a POINT 
structure, containing the new editorRect origin. 

When an editor instance is relocated, the field editor will automatically remove the visual 
image of the instance from the window, and will then redraw the instance at its new location; 
this occurs only if the instance is visiole. 

MSG RESIZE 
This message provides an application with a means for both changing the size of the editorRect 
associated with a particular editor instance, and also the location of the new editorRect. All 
restrictions regarding the editorRect size which applied when the instance was first created 
using MSG NEW, still apply. If an invalid editorRect is specified, then the resize request will 
fail. -

When this message is issued, the instance parameter must point to the editor structure associ
ated with the instance which is to be resized, while the data parameter must point to a REC
TANGLE structure containing the new size and origin for the editorRect. 

When an editor instance is resized, the field editor will automatically remove the visual image 
of the instance from the window, and will then redraw the instance using the new size and 
location information; this occurs only if the instance is visible. 

MSG EDIT 
Normally, an application will not issue this message; it is usually issued by the Xrlib input rou
tine, when an input event occurs while a text edit field is active. 

When such an event occurs, a MSG_EDIT message will be issued to the editor, with the 
instance parameter indicating which text edit instance to process, and the data parameter 
pointing to an XEvent structure. 

The MSG_ EDIT handler for the text edit editor is much more complex than most editors, 
since it understands a much broader range of input events. Making up the list of valid input 
types for this editor are: 
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Most X KeyPress and KeyRelcasc events. 

All X button events which map into either an XrSELECT or 
XrSELECTUP event (see XrMapButton(3X) and Xrlnit(3X)). 

All other X events will be treated by the editor as an unknown 
event, and will be returned to the application for local 
processing. This is discussed further in a later section 
dealing with unknown events. 

The sections below will attempt to describe how the editor handles each of the above input 
types. 

X Key Press and Key Release events (Printable ASCII keys only) 

If the text field is already full, or if this is a KeyRelease event, then the editor will 
ignore the event. Otherwise, the following will occur: 

If the editor is currently operating with insert mode enabled, then all charac
ters in the buffer, which are at or to the right of the text cursor, will be shifted 
one place to the right within the work buffer. · 

The new keycode will be inserted at buffer(insertion point]. 

The insertion point (text cursor) will be moved one character position to the 
right. 

The text cursor will be forced on (if not already). 

The instance will be redrawn. 

Afterwards, a check will be made to see if the string was previously empty and this 
was the first character in the string. If it was, then the following status event will be 
appended to the front of the application's input queue, and the editor will return: 

type = XrXRAY 
serial = 0 
send event = 0 
display = pointer to the current display 
source = the window Id 
inputType = XrEDITOR 
input Code = XrTEXTEDIT 
valuel = XrTEDIT FIRST 
valuePtr = pointer to instance's editor structure 

If the above event did not occur, then the editor will block, waiting for the user to 
generate the next input event. 

X Key Press and KeyRelease events (Editing keys) 

Cursor Right 
If the text cursor is not already at the end of the string, then it will be shifted 
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one character position to the right. The field will then be redrawn as active, if 
it was not already. 

Cursor Left 
If the text cursor is not already at the beginning of the string, then it will be 
shifted one character position to the left. The field will then be redrawn as 
active, if it was not already. 

Backspace 
If the text cursor is not already at the beginning of the string, then the charac
ter to the left of the text cursor will be deleted, and all character to its right 
will be shifted one position to the left. The text cursor will also move one 
position to the left. The field will then be redrawn, and forced active (if it was 
not already). If the text field is now empty, then the following status event 
will be added to the front of the application's input queue, and the editor will 
return: 

type = XrXRAY 
serial = 0 
send event = 0 
displiy = pointer to the current display 
source = the window Id 
inputType = XrEDITOR 
inputCodc = XrTEXTEDIT 
valuel = XrTEDIT EMFrY 
valuePtr = pointer to 'instance's editor structure 

Delete Char 
If the text cursor is not at the end of the string, then the character underneath 
the text cursor will be deleted, and all characters to its right will be shifted one 
position to the left. The field will then be redrawn, and forced active (if it was 
not already). If the field is now empty, then the following status event will be 
appended to the front of the application's input queue, and the editor will 
return: 

type = XrXRAY 
serial = 0 
send event = 0 
displiy = pointer to the current display 
source = the window Id 
input Type = XrEDITOR 
inputCode = XrTEXTEDIT 
valuel = XrTEDIT EMPTY 
valuePtr = pointer to instance's editor structure 

Delete Line 
This will move the text cursor to character position 0, and then delete all char
acter to its right. The field will be redrawn, and forced active (if it was not 
already). The following status event will be appended to the front of the 
application's input queue, and the editor will return: 
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type = XrXRAY 
serial = 0 
send event = 0 
displiy = pointer to the current display 
SOW'ce = the window Id 
inputType = XrEDITOR 
input Code = XrTEXTEDIT 
valuel = XrTEDIT EMPTY 
valuePtr = pointer to 'instance's editor structure 

OearLine 
This will operate the same as 'delete line', except that the text cursor is not 
moved and only those characters under and to the right of the text cursor are 
deleted. If the field is now empty, then the following status event will be 
appended to the front of the application's input queue: 

type = XrXRAY 
serial = 0 
send event = 0 
displiy = pointer to the current display 
SOW'ce = the window Id 
inputType = XrEDITOR 
inputCode = XrTEXTEDIT 
valuel = XrTEDIT EMPTY 
valuePtr = pointer to instance's editor structure 

X Key Press and Key Release events (Traversal keys) 

There ~e a special set of keys, which are referred to as traversal keys. These serve 
as the mechanism for exiting from a field, and deactivating it. The keys making up 
this list are: 

-RetW'D 
-Tab 
-Backtab 

When a traversal key is pressed by the user, the editor will redraw the field as inac
tive, and then place the following input event onto the front of the application's input 
queue: 

type = XrXRAY 
serial = 0 
send event = 0 
displ8y = pointer to the ~ent display 
SOW'CC = the window Id 
inputType = XrEDITOR 
input Code = XrTEXTEDIT 
valuel = XrTEDIT BREAK 
value2 = traversal direction indicator 
value3 = traversal key keycode 
valuePtr = pointer to instance's editor structure 
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The traversal direction indicator will assume a value of either XrNEXT or XrPREVI
OUS. 

The traversal key keycode will be either (RETURN KEY I K s ), (TAB KEY I 
K_s) or (BACKTAB_KEY I K_s), as dermed in <Xrll/keycode.h>. The value3 
field within the event structure is defmed as an INT16 quantity. However, the traver
sal keycode is a UINT16 value; therefore, an application should coerce the signed . 
value3 value into an unsigned value, before comparing it to any of the defmed key
code values listed above. 

X ButtonPress or ButtonRelease events 

The only type of X button event understood by this editor is the one which maps into 
either a XrSELECT or XrSELEC'ltJP event. All other button events are treated as 
an unknown event. When a select occurs, the editor will first check to see if it 
occurred within the instance's rectangle. 

Hit did not occur within the rectangle, then the field will be redrawn as 'not active', 
and two input events will be added to the front of the application's input queue: 

1) A copy of the select input event which we just received. 

2) 
type = XrXRAY 
serial = 0 
send event = 0 
dispiiy = pointer to the current display 
source = the window Id 
inputType = XrEDITOR 
input Code = XTEXTEDIT 
valuel = XrTEDIT BREAK 
value2 = XrSELECT 
valucPtr = pointer to instance's editor structure 

NOTE: the second input event will end up at the front of the queue. 

The editor will then return, and not expect to be called again, until the next time it should be 
made active. 

H the select occurred within the text region, then the field will be redrawn as active (if it 
already was not), and the text cursor will be moved to the character position nearest to where 
the select occurred. The editor will then block, waiting for the user to generate the next event. 

Unknown Events and ASCII Control Characters 

Any event which is received by the text editor, which does not fall under any of the 
groupin~ discussed above, will be treated as an unknown event, and will be passed 
back to the application for processing. When the application receives notification of 
an unknown event from the text editor, it should request the next event from its input 
queue (the unknown event) and then process it. Since this is only a temporary break 
condition, the editor will expect the application to re-invoke the editor, once it has 
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finished processing the unknown event. 

The following two events will be pushed onto the front of the application's input 
queue: 

1) A copy of the unknown X event which we just received. 

2) 
type = XrXRAY 
serial = 0 
send event = 0 
display = pointer to the current display 
source = the window Id 
inputType = XrEDITOR 
input Code = XrTEXTEDIT 
value! = XrUNKNOWN EVENT 
valuePtr = pointer to instanee's editor structure 

RETURN VALUE 
Upon successful completion of any of the messages, a non-NULL value will be returned. In the case of 
MSG_ NEW, this non-NULL value will be the pointer to the newly created editor instance structure. 

If a message request fails, then a NULL value is returned. 

ERROR CONDmONS 
Messages to the text editor that fail, set the xrErmo global and return a NULL value, under the follow
ing conditions: 

MSG NEW 
- data is set to NULL [XrINVALIDPTR]. 

editorWindowld is an invalid Id [XrINVALIDID]. 

editorRect is too small to hold the specified instance [XrINV ALIDRECT). 

string is set to NULL (XrINV ALIDPTR]. 

maxChars is set to zero [XrINVALIDPARM]. 

insertMode is set to an unknown value [XrINV ALIDOPTION]. 

labe/Position is set to an unknown value (XrINV ALIDOPTION]. 

celfWidth is set to an invalid value [XrPARMOUTOFRANGE]. 

A call to 'X' failed { XMakePixmapQ } (XrXCALLFAILED]. 

Memory cannot be allocated [XrOUTOFMEM]. 

MSG_REDRAW 
A redraw mode other than XrREDRAW ALL or XrREDRAW ACTIVE is specified [XrIN-
VALIDOPTION]. - -

MSG SIZE 
- data is set to NULL [XrINVALIDPTR]. 
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mtaChars is set to zero [XrINVALIDPARM]. 

eel/Width is set to an invalid value [XrPARMOUTOFRANGE]. 

MSG RESIZE 
- data is set to NULL [XrINVALIDPTR). 

editorRect is too small to hold the specified instance [XrINV AUDRECT). 

MSG ACTIVATE 
The instance is not sensitive and visible [XrINV ALIDP ARM). 

MSG INSERTMODE 
- An unknown insertion mode value is specified [XrINV ALIDOPTION]. 

MSG GETSTATE, MSG MOVE, MSG GETITEMCOUNT and MSG GETITEMRECTS 
- data is set to NULL [XrINVALif>PTR]. -

All messages, except MSG NEW and MSG SIZE 
The instance parameter is set to NULL (XrlNV ALIDID]. 

ORIGIN 
. HP 

SBBALSO 
Xrlnput(3X), Xrlnit(3X), XrMapButton(3X) 
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NAME 
XrTitleBar - an editor that creates and controls a title bar. 

SYNOPSIS 
#include <Xll/Xho.h> 
#include <XrllfXrho.h> 

xrEditor • 
XrntleBar (instance, message, data) 

xrEditor • instance; 
INT32 message; 
INT8 •data; 

DESCRIPTION 
The titlebar editor is used to create and process an instance of a titlebar within a given window. It will 
allow an application program to specify a titlebar of arbitrary width, composed of any combination of 
title strings and two custom gadget boxes. The default system base font will be used when displaying 
the title string, unless a different font is specified when the instance is created. 

A titlebar can be composed of anywhere from 1 to 4 regions. These regions are: 

- The background 
- The title string 
- Gadget box 1 
- Gadget box 2 

Each of these regions is selectable by a user, and will result in an application being notified of the event 
and the region selected. 

The custom gadget boxes are displayed at either end of the titlebar, with box 1 being on the left, and 
box 2 on the right. When an application requests that a gadget box be displayed, it must also specify an 
alphanumeric character, which will be displayed within the gadget box; to specify the character, an 
ASCII code must be supplied. This allows an application to use these gadget boxes as icons for fre
quently used actions. 

Whenever possible, the complete title string will be displayed within the titlebar. However, the situa
tion can occur where the titlebar is not long enough to hold the complete title string. Rather than 
refusing to draw the titlebar at all, the editor will display as much of the title string as possible. 

There is, however, a lower size limit which will be imposed upon a titlebar instance. A titlebar must be 
large enough to hold the gadget boxes (if defmed), the title string border, and at least the first charac
ter of the title string. An attempt to create a titlebar in a rectangle smaller than this lower limit, will 
fail. An application can easily obtain the rectangle describing this lower size limit, by using the 
MSG _MINSIZE message. 

When an application wants to create a titlebar instance, it should use the MSG_ SIZE message to 
create the rectangle to contain the instance. This rectangle will be the smallest 0 based rectangle 
needed to contain the complete instance, using the specified font; the rectangle can then be stretched, 
to make the titlebar the desired length. The height of the titlebar will be proportional to the font 
specified, and must not be modified by the application. If the height is not what the editor would 
expect, when using the specified font, then the editor will refuse to create the titlebar instance. 

EDITOR MESSAGES 
MSG NEW 

- This message will be the means by which an application program can create a titlebar editor 
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instance in a window. It will expect the instance parameter to be set to NULL, and the data 
parameter to point to a filled out instance of the following structure: 

typedef struct { 
Wmdow editorWindowld; 
RECTANGLE editorRect; 
INT8 editorState; 
INT32 editorFGColor; 
INT32 editorBGColor; 
XFontStruct • editorFont; 
INT8 • titleName; 
INT8 • gadgetlconl; 
1NT8 • gadgetlcon2; 

} xrTitleBar Info; 

editorWindowld 
This field indicates the window to which the editor instance is to be attached. Any time 
the instance is redrawn, it will be redrawn in this window. 

editorRect 
This describes the location and size of the region into which the titlebar instance is to be 
drawn. It must be at least large enough to hold the minimal components of the title bar, as 
outlined earlier. If it is too small, then the create request will fail. It will be possible for 
an application to request that a titlebar be created along the entire top of the window, by 
setting editorRect to (0,0,0,0); the editor will automatically calculate the rectangle needed. 
If an application attempts to create a titlebar with a height less than 11, then the create 
request will fail. 

editorState 
This field contains the initial value of the state ~ for this editor instance. It can be 
composed on any combination of the XrSENSITIVE and XrVISIBLE flags. 

editorFGColor 
This field specifies the foreground color to be used when drawing the editor instance. If 
this is set to -1, the default foreground color (see Xrlnit(3X) ) will be used. 

editorBGCo/or 
This field specifies the background color to be used when drawing the editor instance. If 
this is set to -1, the default background color (see Xrlnit(3X)) will be used. 

editorFont 
This is a pointer to a structure which describes the font to be used when creating this edi
tor instance. If the pointer has been set to NULL, then the editor will use the default sys
tem base font. The font is important not only because it determines how the title string 
will look, but it is also used to determine the height of the titlebar. 

titleName 
This points to the NULL terminated string, which is to be displayed as the title. If 
titleName is either NULL, or points to an empty string, then a title string will not be 
displayed~ 
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gadgetlconl 
This points to a single charader which should be displayed within gadget box 1. If this 
pointer is set to NULL, then gadget box 1 will not be displayed. This character uses the 
same font as the title string. 

gadgetlcon2 
This points to a single character which should be displayed within gadget box 2. If this 
pointer is set to NULL, then gadget box 2 will not be displayed. This character uses the 
same font as the title string. 

The editor will then draw the titlebar editor instance in the specified window. 

Upon successful completion, a pointer to the newly created editor structure will be returned to 
the application. This value must be used there after, whenever the application wishes to refer 
to this particular editor instance. 

MSG FREE 
This message is the mechanism by which an editor instance can be destroyed. The only 
parameter of importance is the instance parameter, which is a pointer to the editor structure, 
returned by MSG_ NEW; this parameter specifies which instance is to be destroyed. 

When a titlebar instance is destroyed, it will be internally disconnected from the window to 
which it was attached, it will no longer handle mouse selects, and it will be removed from the 
window, if the instance is visible. 

After an editor instance has been destroyed, no further messages should be issued in regard to 
that instance. 

MSG GETSTATE 
This message returns the current state of the XrVISIBLE and XrSENSITIVE flags for the 
specified titlebar editor instance. The instance parameter specifies which instance to use. The 
data parameter should be a pointer to an 8 bit integer value, into which the current state flags 
will be placed. 

MSG SETSTATE 
- This message allows an application program to modify the setting of the XrSENSITIVE and 

XrVISIBLE flags, for a given titlebar editor instance. The data parameter is interpreted as an 
8 bit integer value, containing the new state flag values. After saving the new state flags, the 
titlebar will be redrawn. If an instance is not visible, then the rectangle which it occupies will 
be drawn using the background tile for the window, thus making it invisible. If an instance is 
visible, but not sensitive, then the titlebar will be drawn as follows: 

The border for the titlebar instance will be drawn. 

The title string will be displayed. 

The title borders will not be displayed. 

The gadget boxes will not be displayed. 
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MSG REDRAW 
This editor provides an application with the means for requesting that a particular titlebar 
instance be redrawn. The originally specified parameters will again be used. 

When this message is issued, the instance parameter must be a pointer to the editor structure 
associated with the instance to be redrawn. The data parameter must be a 32 bit integer which 
specifies the type of redraw to perform. 

The titlebar editor supports the following redraw mode: 

• XrREDRAW ALL 

If any other redraw mode is specified, then the request will fail. 

MSG MINSIZE 
As was mentioned earlier, it is possible for an application to create a titlebar which is too 
small to hold the complete title string. However, the titlebar must be long enough to display 
at least the gadget boxes (if defmed), the title string border and the first character of the title 
string. This message will return the information descnbing the rectangle needed to contain 
these minimal components. 

Some applications, such as a window controller, may like to know the minimum size a particu
lar titlebar can shrink to, so that it can prevent a user &om shrinking a window any smaller 
than that size. This message will supply this information. 

This message will expect the instance parameter to be set to NULL, and the data parameter to 
point to an instance of the following structure: 

typedef struct { 
Wmdow editorWmdowld; 
RECTANGLE editorRect; 
~ editorState; 
INT32 editorFGColor; 
INT32 editorBGColor; 
XFontStruct • editorFont; 
~ • titleName; 
~ • gadgetlconl; 
INT8 • gadgetlcon2; 

} xrTitleBarlnfo; 

The only fields which must be filled out by the application BEFORE issuing this call, are the 
gadgetlconl, gadgetlcon2, titleName and editorFont fields; if the editorFont field is NULL, then 
the default system base font will be used when calculating the rectangle. 

Using the supplied information, the editor will set the editorRect field to the coordinates for 
the 0 based minimum sized rectangle. 

If titleName, gadgetlconl and gadgetlcon2 have all be set to NULL, or point to empty strings, 
then this request will fail. An empty titlebar is not allowed. 

MSG SIZE 
This message allows an application to obtain the rectangle needed to contain a minimally sized 
titlebar instance. This differs &om the MSG_ MINSIZE message, in that the returned rectan
gle will be large enough to hold the gadget boxes (if defmed), the title string border, and the 
complete title string. 
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The titlebar editor expects the instance parameter to be set to NULL, and the data parameter 
to point to an instance of the following structure: 

typedef strud { 
Wmdow editorWmdowld; 
RECTANGLE editorRect; 
INT8 editorStatc; 
INT32 cditorFGColor; 
INT32 editorBGColor; 
XFontStrud • cditorFont; 
INT8 • titleName; 
INT8 • gadgetlconl; 
INT8 • gadgetlcon2; 

} :xrTitleBarlnfo; 

The only fields which must be filled out by the application program BEFORE issuing this call, 
are the editorFont, gadgetlconl, gadgedcon2 and titleName fields; all other fields are ignored. 

If the application does not specify a specific font to be used ( editorFont = = NULL), then the 
default system base font will be used when calculating the size of the rectangle. 

In return, the editorRect field will be filled in with the coordinates for the smallest 0 based rec
tangle needed to contain the instance; an application program can then lengthen and offset 
this rectangle, to position it as it likes, within it's window. 

If titleName, gadgedconl andgadgedcon2 have all been set to NULL, or point to empty strings, 
then this request will fail. An empty titlebar is not allowed. 

MSG MOVE 
This message provides an application with a means for quickly relocating a particular editor 
instance within a window. The size of the editorRect associated with the instance is not 
changed. To relocate an editor instance, a new origin point for the instance's editorRect must 
be specified; the top left comer of the editor rectangle will then be translated such that it now 
coincides with the new origin. The origin point is interpreted as an absolute position within 
the window. 

When this message is issued, the instance parameter must point to the editor structure associ
ated with the instance which is to be moved, while the data parameter must point to a POINT 
structure, containing the new editorRect origin. 

When an editor instance is relocated, the field editor will automatically remove the visual 
image of the instance from the window, and will then redraw the instance at its new location; 
this occurs only if the instance is visible. 

MSG RESIZE 
- This message provides an application with a means for both changing the size of the editorRect 

associated with a particular editor instance, and also the location of the new editorRect. All 
restrictions regarding the editorRect size which applied when the instance was first created 
using MSG_ NEW, still apply. If an invalid editorRect is specified, then the resize request will 
fail. 

When this message is issued, the instance parameter must point to the editor structure associ
ated with the instance which is to be resized, while the data parameter must point to a REC
TANGLE structure containing the new size and origin for the editorRect. 
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When an editor instance is resi7.ed, the field editor will automatically remove the visual image 
of the instance from the window, and will then redraw the instance using the new size and 
location information; this occurs only if the instance is visible .. 

MSG EDIT 
Normally, an application will not issue this message; it is usually issued by the Xrlib input rou
tine, when an input event occurs within a tidebar instance. 

When such an event occurs, a MSG EDIT message will be issued to the editor, with the 
instance parameter indicating which tfuebar instance to process, and the data pointing to an 
XEvent structure. 

The tidebar editor only handles an event if it maps to an XrSELECT event, as described by 
XrMapButton(3X) and Xrlnit(3X); all others are ignored. When a select event occurs within 
a titlebar instance, the first thing done is to determine which region the select occurred in. 

All titlebar selects will fall within one of the following four regions: 

- Gadget box 1 
- Gadget box 2 
- The tide box (tide string & tide border) 
- The background area 

H gadget box 1 was selected, then an input event will be added to the front of the application's 
input queue, informing it of the event. The returned xrEvent structure is set to the following 
value: 

type = XrXRAY 
serial = 0 
send event = 0 
disptay = pointer to the current display 
source = the window Id 
input Type = XrEDITOR 
input Code = XrTITLEBAR 
value! = XrGADGET BOXl 
valuePtr = pointer to instance's editor structure 

H gadget box 2 was selected, then an input event will be added to the front of the application's 
input queue, informing it of the event. The returned xrEvent structure is set to the following 
value: 

type = XrXRAY 
serial = 0 
send event = 0 
disptay = pointer to the current display 
source = the window Id 
input Type = XrEDITOR 
input Code = XrTITLEBAR 
valuel = XrGADGET BOX2 
valuePtr = pointer to instance's editor structure 
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H the title string region was selected, then the following input event will be added to the front 
of the application's input queue: 

type = XrXRAY 
serial = 0 
send event = 0 
display = pointer to the current display 
source = the window Id 
input Type = XrEDITOR 
input Code = XrTITLEBAR 
valuel = XrTITLE REGION 
valuePtr = pointer to instance's editor structure 

If the select occurs outside any of the above mentioned regions, then the following input event 
will be added to the front of the application's input queue: 

type = XrXRAY 
serial = 0 
send event = 0 
display = pointer to the current display 
source = the window Id 
inputType = XrEDITOR 
inputCode = XrTITLEBAR 
valuel = NULL 
valuePt = cursor position 
valuePtr = pointer to instance's editor structure 

RETURN VALUE 
Upon successful completion of any of the messages, a non-NULL value will be returned. In the case of 
MSG_ NEW, this non-NULL value will be the pointer to the newly created editor instance structure. 

If a message request fails, then a NULL value is returned. 

ERROR CONDmONS 
Messages to the titlebar editor will fail, set the xrErmo global, and return a NULL value under the fol
lowing conditions: 

MSG NEW 
- data is set to NULL [XrINVALIDPTR). 

editorWindow/d is an invalid Id [XrlNVALIDID). 

editorRect is not large enough [XrlNVALIDRECT). 

titleName, gadgetlconl andgadgetlcon2 are all set to NULL [XrINVALIDPARM). 

titleName, gadgetlconl andgadgetlcon2 all point to empty strings [XrINVALIDPARM]. 

A call to 'X' failed { XMakePixmapQ} [XrXCALLFAILED]. 

Memory cannot be allocated (XrOUTOFMEM]. 

MSG REDRAW 
- A redraw mode other than XrREDRA W _ALL is specified [XrINV ALIDOPTION). 
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MSG MINSIZE 
- data is set to NULL [XrINV AUDPTR]. 

titleName, gadgetlconl andgadgetlcon2 are all set to NULL [XrINVALIDPARM]. 

titleName, gadgetlconl andgadgetlcon2 all point to empty sb'inp [XrINVAUDPARM]. 

MSG SIZE 
- data is set to NULL [XrINV AUDPTR]. 

titleName, gadgetlconl andgadgetlcon2 are all set to NULL [XrINVALIDPARM]. 

titleName, gadgetlconl andgadgetlcon2 all point to empty strin~ [XrINVALIDPARM]. 

MSG RESIZE 
- data is set to NULL [XrINVALIDPTR]. 

editorRect is not large enough [XrINV AUDRECT]. 

MSG GETSTATEandMSG MOVE 
- data is set to NULL [XrINV ALIDPTR]. 

All mesuges, except MSG_ NEW and MSG_ SIZE 
The instance parameter is set to NULL [XrINV ALIDID]. 

ORIGIN 
HP 

SBBALSO 
Xrlnput(3X), Xrlnit(3X) 
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NAME 
Utilities - Utilities for performing some general functions 

SYNOPSIS 
#include <Xll/Xio.h> 
#include <Xrll/Xrho.h> 

XrStringWldth (fontinfo, str, charWldth) 
XFontStruct • fontinfo; 
STRINGS str; 
INT32 charWidth; 

XrMapButtoa (eveatCode, event) 
INT8 eventCode; 
XEvent • event; 

XrGetWindowEveat (eventCode, windowEvent) 
INT8 eventCode; 
xrWindowEvent • windowEvent; 

INT8. 
_XrSetUpGC (gc) 
GC gc; 

INT8. 
XrVersion O 

DESCRIPTION 
XrStringWidth 

XrStringWidthQ calculates the width in pixels of a character string using the font information 
contained in the structure pointed at by f ontlnfo. The string is represented by the rest of the 
parameters. str points to the string to be used in the calculation. cluuWidth contains the 
length of the string in characters or is set to the def me XrNULLTERMINATED if the string is 
null-terminated. 

The pixel width of the string is returned as the value of the function. 

XrMapButton 
XrMapButtonQ takes as a parameter an eventCode which contains one of the following 
defines: XrSELECT, XrSELECTUP, XrMENUPOST, XrMENUITEMSELECT. The event 
parameter will be compared against the conditions necessary for the above defmes and if a 
match is found TRUE will be returned. If no match is found, FALSE will be returned. 

XrGetWindowEvent 
XrGetWindowEventO takes as input one of the defmes XrSELECT, XrSELECTUP, 
XrMENUPOST, XrMENUITEMSELECT and fills out the xrWindowEvent structure with the 
values necessary for the def me. The structure can then be used to add a function into a win
dow that will be invoked under one of the defmes conditions. 

_XrSetUpGC 
_ XrSetUpGCQ copies the default Xrlib graphics context (:xrDefaultGC) to the graphics con
text supplied as a parameter. This initializes each field of the specified graphics context to the 
default colors, tiling, stipling, etc values used by Xrlib. the 

XrVersion 
Xr Version() returns a pointer to a string which contains the version of Xrlib being used. The 
string will have the format of X-ray Version## - ##.##The## contains the X library ver
sion that the Xr library was built with. The # #. # # can be ignored. The string returned is 
static and thus cannot be modified. 
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B Porting X1 o Xrlib Applications to X11 R 
This ~ppendix provides information on what has to be changed in order to 'port' X version 10 
applications created with Xrlib to X version 11. Xll is quite different from XlO in many ways and 
depending on how Xrlib applications are coded, they may very easy or quite difficult to port. 

The rule of thumb is: If you used Xrlib with very few Xlib calls, the port will be easy. If you used lots of 
Xlib and few Xrlib calls the port will be tough. 

This appendix does not attempt to describe all the changes in Xll that will affect existing XlO 
applications, it only describes those changes that directly effect Xrlib. Remember that many subtle 
changes have occurred between X versions. For instance, "KeyPressed" events have become 
"KeyPress" events. Please see the 'Xlib - C Language Interface, Protocol Version 11' document for 
more information on porting XlO Xlib level calls to their XllR Xlib equivalents. 

B.1 X11 R Initialization 
The calling sequence for initializing Xrlib used to be: 

Xrlnit (allocF~ts) 

xrAllocF~ts * allocF~ts; 

it is now the following: 

Xrlnit (displayPtr, screen, allocF~ts) 

Display * displayPtr; 
INT32 screen; 
xrAllocF~ts * allocF~ts; 

XrlnitO can only be invoked once, thus an application is limited to running on a single display. The 
new display and screen information is necessary to allow XllR to allocate the default resources 
(pixmaps, images, fonts, cursors, etc) supplied for Xrlib components and the application. 

During initialization of XllR, system globals are initialized, and made available to both the application 
and other toolbox components: 

_ xrCurrentDisplay 

_xrCurrentScreen 

This will be set to contain the display pointer specified as a parameter to 
XrlnitO. This value is used by the Xrlib internals whenever a request is issued 
to the XU library that requires a display pointer. All X resources (window Ids, 
font Ids, pixmap Ids, etc) which are passed to Xrlib must belong to the display 
specified at initialization time; otherwise, X errors will occur. 

This will be set to contain the index of the screen upon which Xrlib will be run. 
As with the display pointer, this information will be used by Xrlib whenever an 
X library call is issued which requires information about the screen being used. 
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WhitePixmap 

BlackPixmap 

B.2 Fonts 

The application is limited to running upon a single screen on a single display. 

The XlO library supplied the application with these two default pixmaps, which 
were frequently used when creating windows. The XU library no longer 
supplies these resources. So, XllR now exports these two global pixmaps, 
which may be used in the identical fashion as their XlO predecessors. These 
pixmaps are created.AFn:'R Xrll has been initialized; if the globals are 
referenced before XrlnitO is invoked, an X error will occur, since the pixmaps 
have not yet been created. Applications which want to use these will need to 
make sure their call to XrlnitO occurs immediately following the request to 
open the display. 

The default base font for the XlO Xrlib was the timrom12b font. With the move to Xll a new font 
strategy was adopted so none of the XlO fonts are supported. Currently, Xll only officially supports 
two fonts: variable andfixed. The new default base toolbox font will be the variable font. Because of 
the differences between XlO and Xll fonts, any text strings displayed by an XlO application will have a 
different size when run on Xll. This may require the porter to increase the size of windows, or re
position editors within a panel or window. 

B.3 Font Structures 
All XlO Xrh"b structures which contained a pointer to an instance of the Fontinfo structure, now expect 
a pointer to an instance of the XFontStruct structure. The affected structures are: 

Struc:tun 
xrTextlnfo 
xrListEditlnfo 
xrGroupBoxlnfo 
xrPageEditlnfo 
xrCheckBoxlnf o 
xrPushButtonlnfo 
xrRadioButtonlnfo 
xrStaticTextlnfo 
xrTextEditlnfo 
xrTitleBarlnfo 
xrPanelContext 
xrMenuEditor 

In addition, the following XllR font associated variables have been changed. 

xrBaseFontlnfo For the same reasons outlined above, the XllR globalxrBaseFontlnfo now 
points to an instance of the XFontStruct structure, instead of an instance of the 
Fontlnf o structure. 

XrTYPE FONTINFO The data associated with the resource type XrTYPE FONTINFO has changed. 
- The pointer returned when an X10 font was openett:-pointed to an instance of 

the Fontinfo structure. ~11 no longer supports this structure. Instead, when_ 
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an Xll font is opened, a pointer to an instance of the XF ontStruct structure is 
returned. To match the change imposed by X, the data structure pointer 
associated with the XrTYPE_FONTINFO resource type is now a pointer to an 
XFontStruct structure. 

B.4 Bitmaps and Pixmaps 
During XlO Xrlib initialization, a group of default bitmap resources were created for use by the 
application; these resources were saved in the resource manager as type 

XrTYPE BITMAPID Xll no longer makes a distinction between pixmaps and bitmaps. Instead, 
bitmaps are simply pixmaps with a depth of 1. So, XllR creates a set of 
pixmaps of depth 1, identical to the bitmaps created by XlO Xrlib, and again 
stores them in the resource manager as type XrTYPE _ BITMAPID 

In addition, the data structure associated with the resource type 
XrTYPE _ BITMAPID has changed slightly, and now has the following format: 

typedef struct C 
INT16 wf dth; 

. INT16 height; 
PfJCllap bitinapld;/* bitmapld is now a Pixmap */ 

> xrlttinapld; 

XrTYPE IMAGEID During XllR initiali7.ation, a group of default image resources will be created 
for use by the application or other toolbox components. These resources are 
saved in the resource manager as type XrTYPE _ IMAGEID. In conjunction 
with the previously mentioned change, a new resource type, 
XrTYPE IMAGEID, is now supported by Xrlib resource manager. This allows 
an application to store X image information within the resource tree. The 
structure associated with this resource type is shown below: 

typedef struct < 
lllT16 width; 
lllT16 height; 
...... • i1111geld; 

) xrlmgeld; 

The resource Id's asM>Ciated with the image resources are the same as the Id's 
used for the bitmap resources such as: XrWHITE, XrBLACK, 
XrPERCENT2S, etc. 
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B.5 Graphics Contexts 
After XllR initialization, 8 graphics context structures are available for use by the application or any 
toolkit components. These are accessible through the names xrEditorGCl • xrEditorGC8. Also, a 
single graphics context structure xrDeraultGC is supplied. The default graphics context is set to 
contain the XllR default foreground color, background color, and default font Id. This graphics 
context must never be modified by an application or toollcit component. It is supplied so that an 
application can copy the default values into one of the other graphics context structure, thereby forcing 
it to a known state. 

As an alternate method for initializing one of the graphics context structures to a known state a utility 
routine is supplied by XllR: 

_xrsetUpGC Cgc> 

GC gc; 

This routine initializes each field of the specified graphics context to the default XllR values (default 
colors, tile, stipple, etc) and is the encouraged technique for initializing the GCs. 

Two of the graphics context support routines provided in the XlO version of Xrlib are no longer 
supported. These routines were provided to look like their Xll equivalents and are no longer needed. 
This includes the following functions: _ XrCopyGCO and_ XrChangeGCO. Existing applications 
which use these functions should now use the facilities provided by Xll; these are XCreateGC(), 
XCopyGCO and XChangeGCQ. 

The third routine, _ XrlnltEdltorGCsO has been altered slightly under Xll. The change concerns the 
fontld parameter. In XlO, to initialize the n-EclltorGCl and xrEditorGC2 graphics contexts with 
foreground and background colors, but no font, you would pass a -1 as the fontld parameter. This will 
no longer work. To do the same thing under Xll you must use a 0 as the Fontld parameter. This is 
because the variable type for Font is now unsigned. 

_XrlnitEditorGCs CforeColor, beckColor, fontld) 

INT32 foreColor; 
INT32 beckColor; 
Font fontld; 

B.6 Event Structures 
The XllR event structure,xrEvent, has three additional fields added to it, as required by Xll. 

serial 

send event 

display 

contains the serial number of the last processed server request. Xrlib ignores this 
field. When forging events it should be set to zero. 

is a boolean field. If the current event was generated by a SendEvent request then 
this field will be set to a non-zero (TRUE) value. Xrlib ignores this field. When 
forging events it should be set to zero. 
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display The last field is a display pointer to the display from which the event was received. 
Xrlib requires this field. When forging events it must be set to the _ xrCurrentDisplay 
global value. 

If an XlO application was statically initializing a copy of the xrEvent structure, that code will need to be 
changed to take into account the new fields. The new xrEvent structure is defined as follows: 

typedef struct C 
INT32 
uis i gned long 
Bool 
o;splay 
INT32 
INT16 
INT8 
INT8 
INT16 
INT16 
POINT 
INT32 

> xrEvent; 

type: 
serial; 
send_event; 

• display; 
source; 
;np.1tCode; 
i np.ttType; 
value1; 
value2; 
value3; 
valuePt; 
valuePtr; 

B.7 Event Handling 
In XlO, when an application retrieved an X event, it determined the type of the event, by AND'ing the 
type field of the event with one of the event mask values def med by X. For instance, to check if an 
event was an Xrlib generated event, the application would do the following: 

if (event·>type & XrXRAY) 
{ 

} 

With Xll, this has changed. Within the type field of an event, a mask value is no longer specified. 
Instead, a scalar value (1, 2, 3, ••. )is specified. When an application wishes to determine the type of an 
event, it must do a comparison ( = =) instead of a bitwise AND. For instance, to check if an event was 
an XllR generated event, the application would do the following: 

if (event->type •• XrXRAY) 
( 

) 
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B. 7 .1 Event Structure Size 

With XlO, all event structures (XKeyEvent, XButtonEvent, xrEvent, ... ) were the same size. This 
made it possible for an application to obtain any X event, using such calls asXrlnputO or XNextEvent(), 
by passing in a pointer to any valid X event structure; after the event was obtained, its type field could 
be checked, and the event coerced to the appropriate structure. For example, the following was valid: 

xrEvent event; /*NOTE: this line contains the difference*/ 
XButtonEvent * button; 

Xrlnput (NULL, MSG_BLKHOTREAD, &event); 
if (event.type & XButtonPressed) 
{ 

button = (XButtonEvent *) &event; 
} 

With Xll, the restriction that all X event structures must be the same size has been removed. Instead, 
event structure sizes can vary. X maintains a single structure, calledXEvent, which is the union of all 
known X event structures. Because XE vent is a union, it is guaranteed to be as large as the largest X 
event structure. Since the various event structure si7.es can vary, it is no longer safe to read an event 
into a structure other than an XEvent structure. Attempting to do so may cause your stack to be 
overwritten, or other variables to be 'magically' modified. The only safe way to read in an X event is to 
do the following: 

XEvent event; /*NOTE: this line contains the difference*/ 
XButtonEvent * button; 

Xrlnput (NULL, MSG_BLICHOTREAD, &event>; 
if (event.type - ButtonPress) 
( 

) 
button = (XButtonEvent *) &event; 

Note 

The xrEvent structure provided in XllR is padded to be as large as 
the XE vent structure. The padding was done so that XlO applications 
that used the xrEvent structure as a general event structure would 
not break when moved to Xll. 

B. 7 .2 Key and Button Event Values 

In XlO, when a button or key event was received, the information desa:ibing the type of event and the 
particular key /button and modifier keys were made available by means of the type and detail fields; the 
type field indicated the type of event, and the detail field contained both the key /button information, 
and the modifier key information. In XllR VlO, when specifying the set of input which would cause a 
window function to be invoked, a copy of the following structure was supplied for each input: 
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typedef struct < 
UINT32 inputType; /* Event type */ 
INT16 inputCode; /* Key/Button date and modifiers */ 

> xrilindowEvent; 

In Xll, an event is still identified by checking its type field. However, if it is a key or button event, the 
key /button data and the modifier data are no longer grouped together; the application must now check 
three fields. To reflect this change in XllR, the structure used to specify the events which cause a 
window function to be invoked has changed to the following: 

typedef struct < 
INT32 type; 
UINT32 modifier; 
UINT32 code; 

> xrilindowEvent; 

I* Event type */ 
/* Button lftOdifiers, for button event */ 
I* Key code or Button identifier */ 

Any application using window functions, will need to modify their code to use this new structure. Since 
the 'type' field is now a scalar value, instead of an event mask, multiple events can no longer be 
specified within a single xrWindowEvent structure. If multiple window events are capable of invoking a 
window function, then each event should be placed in it's own separatexrWmdowEvent structure in an 
array. This array should be passed to XllR. 

Note 

When specifying the event type in an xrWmdowEvent structure, you 
must specify the scalar event type (i.e. KeyPress) and not the event 
mask value (i.e. KeyPreuMask). 

The above mentioned change also affect the XllR utility routine XtGetWmdowEvent(), since this 
routine takes an instance of the xrWindowEvent structure as a parameter. The information returned by 
this procedure will now be in the new format described above. 

The menu manager supports a message which allows the application to attach an event to a menu item; 
the message is MSG SETITEMEVENT. In XlO, since all event structures were the same size, the 
application could pus in a pointer to any event structure. However, since in Xll only the XEvent and 
xrEvent structures are guaranteed to be large enough to hold any event, the XllR version of this 
message will expect the event pointer to be XEvent or xrEvent structure types. 

B.8 Window Information Management 
Under XlO, when a window was created, the application was required to supply a foreground and 
background pixmap for the window. Also, XlO did not provide a means for clearing only a portion of a 
window to its background pixmap. The only facility available was a command which cleared the whole 
window. To complicate matters even more, XlO did not provide a means for inquiring what the 
background tile was for a window. This made it difficult for any toolbox to make an editor instance 
invisible. To remedy this in Xrlib VlO, when an application registered a window it supplied additional 
pieces of information, such as the foreground and background tiles, and the window size and location. 
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Xll has gone a long way to remedy these shortcomings. It now provides facilities for clearing a portion 
of a window, and allows an application to query the background tile for a window. It is also now 
possible for an application to create a window while supplying a foreground and background pixel, 
instead of a foreground and background pixmap. This causes a problem because it is possible for an 
application to create a window using a foreground and background pixel and then register that window 
with XllR using different information. This will not break XllR because it no longer relies upon this 
information. However, the application must also be careful to not rely upon this information. If the 
application needs to obtain the foreground or background pixmap associated with a window, it should 
obtain them from Xll. The XrlnputO message MSG GE1WINDOWDATA should no longer be used. 

B.9 Mouse Pointer Control 
In the XlO model, operation was centered around a 3 button mouse model: left, middle and right 
buttons. Xrlib VlO allowed the user to specify, via the Xdeffllllts file, which of these buttons would 
generate a select event, a menu post event, and a menu select event. This was accomplished by 
assigning one of the following strings to each of the Xrlib action identifiers: 

LeftButtonDown 
MiddleButtonDown 
RightButtonDown 

LeftButtonUp 
MiddleButtonUp 
RightButtonUp 

Xll uses a 5 button mouse model. The buttons are referred to as buttonl through buttons. To 
accommodate this alteration, XllR supports both the 3 and the S button mouse model. When 
specifying the XllR action bindings, the user may use the set of action identifiers presented in the 
previous paragraph, or he may choose from the set shown below: 

ButtonlDown 
Button2Down 
Button3Down 
Button4Down 
Button5Down 

ButtonlUp 
Button2Up 
Button3Up 
Button4Up 
Button5Up 

(Equivalent to LeftButton) 
(Equivalent to MiddleButton) 
(Equivalent to RightButton) 

B.9.1 Key and Button ModHlers 

The means by which the user may attached modifier keys to the XllR actions has been enhanced. In 
XllR VlO, the user was able to attach modifiers (Control, Meta, Shift or None) to the Left, Middle 
and Right Buttons, by simply placing in the Xdef fllllts file one of the following strings followed by the 
desired modifier: 

AllButtonModifier 
LeftButtonDownModifier 
LeftButtonUpModifier 
MiddleButtonDownModifier 
MiddleButtonUpModifier 
RightButtonDownModifier 
RightButtonUpModifier 

XllR supports the above mentioned modifier strings and the set shown below: 
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ButtonlDownModifier 
Button! UpModifier 
Button2Down.Modifier 
Button2UpModifier 
Button3Down.Modifier 
Button3UpModifier 
Button4DownModifier 
Button4UpModifier 
ButtonSDownModifier 
Button5UpModifier 

(Equivalent to LeftButtonDownModifier) 
(Equivalent to LeftButtonUpModifier) 
(Equivalent to MiddleButtonDownModifier) 
(Equivalent to MiddleButtonUpModifier) 
(Equivalent to RightButtonDownModifier) 
(Equivalent to RightButton UpModifier) 

The set of button modifiers supported by XlO were Control, Shift and Meta. Xll now supports an 
enhanced set of button modifiers, comprised of Control, Shift, Modilierl (Equivalent to Meta), 
Modifier2, Modiraer3, Mod.ifler4 and Modifler5. XllR will support both of these sets of button 
modifiers within the .Xdef aults file. 

B.10 XrMenuO Save Unders 
In XlO, the XrMenu field editor would attempt to save any raster image that it obscured. This was 
done via an extension supplied with some servers that allowed raster images to be retained and stored 
off-screen. In Xll, the XrMenu field editor will attempt to do the same, by setting the save_ under 
window attribute to True. However, while save under is part of the Xll standard, few vendors have 
implemented it to date. So applications should expect that menus will overwrite whatever is on the 
screen and cause exposure events on any obscured windows when destroyed. For more information on 
save_ under and other window attributes see the 'Xlib - C Language Inteeface, Protocol Version 11' 
document. 

B.11 Miscellaneous Changes 
The Xl lR utility routine XrStringWidth (), used to calculate the width of a string in pixels, has not 
changed its calling sequence, however, it no longer uses the charPad and spacePad parameters. 

The following drawing functions, supplied by Xrlib VlO as stepping stones to Xll, are no longer 
supported. Applications should be altered to use the real Xll drawing facilities: 

Fuactloa 

XrPolyO 
-XrFillPolyQ 
-XrOvalO 
-XrFillOvalO 
-XrElli 0 - psc 
_ XrFillEllipscQ 
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Editor 

pushbutton, 1-5 
radiobutton, 1-5 
raster, 1-6 
rasterselect, 1-6 
scrollbar, 1-5 
staticraster, 1-6 
statidext, 1-6 
text, 1-6 
titlebar, 1-5, 1-23 

Editor entry-point naming, 5-1 
Editor functions, common, 5-22 
Editor groups, 2-25 
Editor instance, 2-21 

creating, 3-1, 3-2 
destroying, 2-22, 2-23, 3-5 
new, 2-22 
removing, 3-5 
structure, 3-2 

Editor instances, overlapping, 2-22 
Editor list, 2-21, 2-22, 2-29 
Editor list manager, 2-21 
Editor list structure, 2-22 
Editor messages, 3-2, 3-8 
Editor structure, 2-22 
(•editorHandler)Q, 5-18 
Enlarging image, 3-22 
Entities, display of, 3-8 
Environment, 1-9 
Event 

ButtonPress, B-6 
Handling, B-5 
input, 3-13 
KeyPress, B-6 
Structure size, ~ 
Type Checking, B-5 

Event queue, 4-10 
Event types, 2-14 
Events 

pointer, 3-8 
queuing, 4-10 
select up, 3-6 
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F 
FALSE, def med, 2-2 
Field editor, 2-23 

building, 5-1 
Field editor code, 2-21 
Field editor list, 2-23 
Field editors, 1-2, 1-4, 1-5 

deleting, 4-26 
Field traversal, 3-8 
F'des, include, 1-7 
Fill pattern, 3-22 
Font, B-4 

default, 1-12 
ID, 1-12 
Xll Default, B-2 

fontld, B-4 
Fontinfo Structure, B-2 
Foreground color, 4-18 
Foreground colors, 1-24 
&eeFunctQ, 5-18 
Function call, blocked, 1-10 
Functions, geometric, 2-29 

G 
Gadget boxes, 3-8 
Geometric functions, 2-29 
Global variables 

Xrhl>, 2-4, 2-5 
Globals, XllR, B-1 
Graphics context structure, 5-20 
Groupbox editor, 3-7, 3-29 

H 
Hello World, 1-8 

I 
Icons, 4-1 
Include files, 1-7 
Input 

blocked, 1-22, 2-19 
&om file desaiptor, 2-15 
mesuges, 2-17 
non-blocked, 1-22, 2-19 
pending, 2-20 
Xrhl>, 2-12 

Input event, 2-21 
Input queue, 4-10 
Insert mode, 3-26 
Insert-character mode, 3-17 
Instance 

2 lada 

modifying, 2-28 
removing, 2-24 

Instance pointer, 3-2 
INT16, 2-1 
INT32, 2-1 
INT8, 2-1 
Intrinsics, 1-2, 1-7, 1-15 

K 
Keyboard editing facilities, standard, 3-26 
Keyboard editing functions, standard, 3-17 
Keyboard equivalents, 4-5, 4-9 

L 
Layout and template, field editor 5-12 
Line parsing, 3-19 ' 
I inking modules, 1-8 

M 
Main editor, 5-28 
Mapping windows, 1-10, 1-22 
MAXQ, macro, 3-29 
Memory fault error, 2-22 
Memory management, 5-4 
Menu, 1-3, 4-1 

creating, 4-6, 4-11 
freeing, 4-8 
messages, 4-2 
Posting, 4-2 
removing, 4-8 

Menu item, freeing, 4-3 
Menu items, 4-5 
Menu manager, 4-2, 4-5, 4-10, 4-11 
Menu MCSAges, 4-2 
Menu structure, 4-11 
menuContext structure, 4-3 
Menuing system, 2-20 
Menus,2-6 

submenus, 4-1 
MenuSelect button, 4-2 
Message box, 1-3, 4-1 

removing, 4-12 
Message box manager, 4-13, 4-15 
M~e boxes, 1-3, 4-12 
Mes.uges, field editor, 5-5 
Modifier, 2-4 
Modifiers 

Button, B-8, B-9 
Key, B-8, B-9 

Mouse 



3-button mode~ B-8 
5-button mode~ B-8 

l\iSG_A~J\TE:,3-26,3-27 

MSG_J\~ATE:ITEM,4-4 

MSG_J\CTIVJ\TE:MENU, 4-3, 4-6, 4-12 
MSG_Af)D, 2-10, 2-23 
MSG_ Af)DINPUT, 2-20, 2-21 
MSG_ ADDSUBMENU, 4-4 
MSG_ Af)DTOGROUP, 2-27 
MSG_Af)DWINDOW, 2-17, 4-6 
MSG Af)DWINDOWFUNCT, 2-18, 2-19 
MSG-BLKHOTREAD, 1-22, 2-20 
MSG-BLKHREAD, 3-6 
MSG-BLKREAD, 2-19, 3-6 
MSG: CLEJ\R, 2-20 
MSG_ CLEJ\RPROCESSFlAG, 2-19 
MSG_ CLEJ\RRECT, 2-27 
MSG_CURRENTEDITOR, 4-20 
MSG_ DEACTIVATE:, 3-27 
MSG_DEA~J\TE:ITEM,4-5 

MSG_DEACTIVJ\TEMENU, 4-4 
MSG_EDIT, 2-24, 3-2, 3-6, 4-3, 4-13, 4-14, 4-19, 

4-20, 4-24, 4-25 
MsgEditQ, 5-19 

MSG EDIT , 3-6 
·MSG-FIND, 2-10 
MSG-FREE, 2-26, 3-2, 3-5, 4-3, 4-19 
MsgFreeQ, 5-18 

MSG_ FREESUBP J\NEL, 4-20, 4-27 
MSG_ FREETYPE, 2-11 
MSG GETDEFJ\ULTGROUP, 2-26, 2-27 
MSG: GETGROUPRECT, 2-27 
MSG_ GETITEMCOUNT, 3-8 
MSG GETITEMRECTS, 3-8 
MSG-GETITEMSTATES,3-8 
MSG-GETPJ\NELCONTEXT, 4-17, 4-20 
MSG-GETSTJ\TE, 2-26, 3-2, 3-4, 3-8 
Msg'GetStateQ, 5-18 

MSG GETIIMEOUT, 2-21 
MSG-GE1WINDOWDJ\TA, B-8 
MSG-HIDE, 4-20, 4-23 
MsG:HIDESUBPJ\NEL, 4-21, 4-27 
MSG MOVE, 3-2, 3-4, 4-20, 4-23 
MsG:NEW, 1-23, 2-26, 2-28, 3-2, 3-3, 3-4 
MSG NEW,, 3-6 
MSG-NEW, 4-2, 4-3, 4-6, 4-7, 4-16, 4-19, 4-25 
_MsgNewQ, 5-18 
MSG_NEW ,4-22 
MSG_NEWSUBPJ\NEL, 4-20, 4-27 

. MSG NEWfYPE, 2-11 
MSG :NONBLKHOTREAD, 2-20, 3-6 
MSG_NONBLKREAD, 2-19 
MSG_PEEKEVENT, 2-20 

MSG PROCESSKEY, 2-24 
MSG-PUSHEVENT, 2-20 
MSG:REDRJ\W, 1-15, 1-23, 2-24, 3-2, 3-5, 

4-20, 4-23, 4-24 
MsgRedrawQ, 5-19 

MSG_REDRJ\WALL, 2-24 
MSG REMOVE, 2-10, 2-23, 2-28 
MSG:REMOVEINPUT, 2-21 
MSG REMOVESUBMENU, 4-4 
MsG:REMOVEWINDOW, 2-17 
MSG_REMOVEWINDOWFUNCT, 2-19 
MSG RESIZE, 3-2, 4-20, 4-23 
MSG: RESIZE , 3-4 
MSG_ SETGROUPRECT, 2-27 
MSG_SETITEMEVENT., B-7 
MSG_ SETITEMEVENT, 4-5 
MSG_ SETITEMFUNCT, 4-5 
MSG_ SETITEMSTJ\ TES, 3-8 
MSG_ SETOVERRIDE, 4-21 
MSG_SETPROCESSFLAG, 2-19 
MSG SETSTATE, 2-24, 2-26, 3-2, 3-3, 3-8 
MsgSetState(), 5-19 

MSG SETTIMEOUT, 2-21 
MSG)ETWINDOWDJ\TA, 2-17 
MSG SHOW, 4-20, 4-23 
MSG-SHOWSUBPJ\NEL, 4-21, 4-27 
MSG-SIZE, 3-2, 4-13, 4-14, 4-19 
MSG-SIZE , 3-3 
Multiple-entity field editors, 5-27 
Multiple-entity instances, 3-7 

N 
Naming conventions, 1-2, 5-1 
newMallocQ, 2-2 

NONBLKREAD, 3-6 
NuLL, defmed, 2-2 

p 
Page editor, 3-7, 3-26 
Panel, 1-3, 4-1 

adding, 4-27 
contents, 4-16 
desaiption, 4-1 
editors , 4-26 
input, 4-24 
origin, 4-17 
removing, 4-26 
size, 4-17 

Panel manager, 1-4, 4-15, 4-23, 4-28 
Panels, 2-6 

multiple, 4-25 
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panelSize structure, 4-17 
Pen shape, 3-22 
Pixel pattern, 3-22 
Pixel size, 3-22 
Pixmap, 3-21 
Pixmap ID, 3-21, 3-25 
Pixmaps, 2-5, 2-6 
POINT, 2-1 
Point routines, 2-29 
Pointer 

events, 3-8 
MenuSelect button, 4-2 
using with gadget box, 3-9 

processFunctQ, 5-19 
Push button editor, 3-7 
Pushbutton 

creating, 3-15 
selecting, 3-15 
shape, 3-15 
size, 3-15 

Pushbutton editor, 1-5, 3-15 
Pushbuttons, when to use, 3-15 

R 
Radiobutton 

creating, 3-11 
selecting, 3-12 
shape, 3-12 

Radiobutton editor, 1-5, 3-7, 3-11 
Raster box 

active choice, 3-21 
selecting with pointer, 3-21 
when to use, 3-21 

Raster data, 3-25 
Raster editor, 1-6, 3-7, 3-22 
Raster image 

color, 3-22 
shape, 3-22 
size, 3-22 
view region, 3-22 

Raster images, 1-22 
Raster select editor, 3-7 
Rasterselect editor, 1-6 
Raster-select editor, 3-21 
rblnstanceQ, 3-23 
Reads 

hot, 1-22, 2-19 
regular, 1-22, 2-19 

RECTANGLE, 2-1 
RECTANGLE structure, 3-4 
Registering a window, 2-15, 2-17 
relnstanceQ, 3-23 

4 Inda 

Resource, state flags, 2-6 
Resource data, 2-6 
Resource data space, 2-6 

deallocating, 2-6 
Resource id, 2-6 
Resource manager, 2-5, 2-6, 2-7 
Resource type id, 2-6 
Resource type structure, 2-12 
Resource types, 2-6, 2-11 
Resources 

added by Xrlib, 2-5 
memory-based, 2-11 

Root\'V"indow, 1-21 
Route input events, sub editors, 5-29 

s 
sblnstanceQ, 3-10 
Saollable list editor, 3-27 
Saollbar, creating, 3-10 
Saollbar editor, 1-5, 3-7, 3-9 

location, 3-10 
size, 3-10 

Saollbar instance, modifying, 3-10 
Saollbar list editor, 3-7 
Selectable items, 1-3 
Select-up event, 5-29, 5-30 
send event, B-4 
ScndEvcnt, 2-16 
serial, B-4, 2-16 
Shape-drawing functions, 5-21 
Shrinking image, 3-22 
Simple field editor, 5-27 
Single-entity instances, 3-7 
SIZE, 2-1 
Slide box, 3-10 
State flags, 2-24 

current settings, 3-4 
individual, 3-7 

Static raster, when to use, 3-25 
Static raster editor, 3-7 
static strings, 3-TI 
Static text editor, 3-7, 3-19 

borders, 3-19 
Staticraster editor, 1-6 
Static-raster editor, 3-25 
Statictext editor, 1-6 
Status events, 3-1:1 
STOP sign, 3-25 
STRINGS, 2-1 
Sub editor, 5-28 
Submenus, 4-1 
Subpanel 



activating, 4-27 
deactivating, 4-27 

SUBP ANEL messages, 4-20, 4-27 
Subpanels, 4-27 
Subwindows, 1-8 

T 
Template, field editor, 5-23 
Text cursor, 3-17 
Text edit editor, 3-7 
Text edit instance, displaying, 3-17 
Text editor, 1-6 

when to use, 3-18 
Text facilities, additional, 5-22 
Text Insertion, 3-17 
Text-edit editor, 3-16 
Time.h, 2-21 
Timeout, 2-21 
Timeval, 2-21 
Title bars, 1-10 
Title string, 3-8 
Title bar 

components, 3-8 
creating, 3-8 
display of, 3-9 
location, 3-8 
pointer selects, 3-9 
size, 3-8 

Titlebar editor, 1-5, 1-23, 3-7, 3-8 
TRUE, defmed, 2-2 

u 
UINT16, 2-1 
UINT32, 2-1 
UINT8, 2-1 
Uneditable raster image, 3-25 
Unknown XEvent, 3-18, 3-26 
Utility functions, field editor, 5-17 

v 
View region, 3-22 

w 
WhitePixel(), 4-18 
WhitePixmap, B-1, 2-6, 4-18 
Window 

linked list, 2-21 
mapping, 1-22 
Pixmaps, B-7 

Properties, B-7 
redrawing, 1-23 
registered, 2-15, 2-16 
registering, 2-21 
root, 1-21 

Wmdow exposure, 1-22 
Wmdow ID, 1-10 
windowld, 2-17 
Wmdows 

x 

creating, 1-10 
mapping, 1-10 
registering, 2-25 

X Server, 1-9 
X server, 2-9, 3-21 
XlO, Fontinfo, B-2 
Xll 

Fontinfo, B-2 
:xrEvent, B-5 
XrTYPE IMAGEID, B-3 

XChangeGCQ., B-4 
XCopyGCQ, B-4 
XCreateGCQ, B-4 
JCdefaults, B-8 

Xrh"b, 2-3 
XDrawStringQ, 1-10 
XEvent, B-6, B-7, 2-13, 3-23 

structure, 2-13 
type casting, 4-24 

XEvent structure, 2-16, 3-6 
casting, 2-14, 2-15, 2-16 
coercing, 2-14, 2-15, 2-16 

XF'ontStruct, B-2 
Xh"b, 1-1 
XNextEventQ,, B-6 
XrAddPtQ, A-1, 2-29 
:xrAllocFuncts, 2-2 
:xrBascFontlnfo, B-2 
:xrBitmapld, 2-8 
XrBorderFillRectangleQ, 5-21 

ircanoc, 2-6 
XrCatchableKeyQ, 5-23 

-XrChangeGCQ., B-4 
XrcheckBox(), A-1, 3-14 
XrCopyQ, 2-29 
XrCopyGCQ, B-4 

XrcopyPtQ, A-1, 4-14, 4-23 
XrCopyRectQ, A-1, 2-30 
:xrCurrentDisplay, B-1, 2-6 

-:xrCurrentScreen, B-1, 2-6 
ircursor, 2-9 
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D"DefaultGC, B-4 
D'DefaultGC, 2-32 

XrEditorQ, A-1 
D'Editor, 2-22 
XrEditorQ, 2-24, 2-28, 3-6 

functional sets, 2-23 
xrEditor structure, 2-23 
D"EditorGC#, B-4 
XrEditorGroupQ, A-1, 2-25 
D"EditorGroup structure, 2-26 
XrEditorName, 3-1 
XrEmptyRectQ, A-1, 2-32 
XrEqualPtQ, A-1, 2-30 
XrEqualRectQ, A-1, 2-32 
D'ErmoQ, A-1 
D'Ermo, 2-6 
xrEvent, B-5, B-6, B-7, 2-16, 4-5, 4-9 
XrEventQ, 4-19 
xrEvent structure, 1-15, 4-11 
XrEXCEPrION, 2-20 
xrFDinput, 2-20, 2-21 
_XrF'illRectangleQ, 5-21 
D'Free, 2-6 
XrGetW"mdowEventQ, A-1 
XrGetWmdowEventQ,, B-7 
XrGetWmdowEventQ, 2-33 
XrGlobalsQ, A-1 
XrGroupBoxQ, A-1 
D"lmageld, 2-8 
_XrlmageTextSQ, 5-22 
XrlnitQ, 1-12, 1-21, A-1, B-1, 2-2, 2-24, 2-33 
_XrlnitEditorGCsQ, B-4, 5-20 
_ XrlnitEditorStructQ, 5-22 
XrlnputQ, 1-3, A-1, B-6, B-8, 2-12, 2-15, 2-18, 

2-20, 3-6, 4-1, 4-7, 4-8, 4-24 
XrlnputConfQ, A-1 
XrlnputlnitQ, A-1 
XrlnputMapQ, A-1 
XrlnputMuteQ, A-1 
XrlnsetRectQ, A-1, 2-31 
Xrhl> 

data structure, 2-16 
defmes, 2-7 
initializing, 2-2 
intrinsics, 1-15 

_XrLineQ, 5-21 
XrListEditQ, A-2 
XrListEdit, 3-28 
_ XrMakelnvisibleQ, 5-23 
D"Malloc, 2-6 
xrMallocQ, 5-4 
XrMapButtonQ, A-2, 2-33 
XrMAX_ALARM, 2-21 

6 Index 

XrMEMORY, 2-10 
XrMenuQ, A-2, 4-2 
XrMENU,4-5 
XrMenuQ, 4-6, 4-7, 4-8, 4-9, 4-10 

XlO, B-9 
Xll, B-9 

D'Menu structure, 4-11 
D'Menulndex, 4-4, 4-5 
xrMenulndex structure, 4-4 
xrMenulnfo, 4-2, 4-6 
xrMenulnfo structure, 4-6 
XrMENUITEMSELECT, 2-3, 2-33 
XrMENUPOST, 2-3, 2-18, 2-33, 4-7 
XrMessageBoxQ, 1-15, A-2, 4-10, 4-12, 4-14 
XrMPSSAGEBOX Event, 4-14 
xrMsgBoxlnfo, 4-13, 4-14 
XrNULLTERMINATED, 2-32 
XrOffsetPtQ, A-2, 2-29 
XrOfJsetRectQ, A-2, 2-30, 3-10, 3-12, 3-14, 3-15, 

3-18, 3-19, 3-21, 3-23, 3-25 
XrPageEditQ, A-2, 3-27 
XrPanelQ, A-2, 4-10, 4-16, 4-23, 4-24, 4-25, 4-27 
xrPanel, structure, 4-28 
xrPanelContext, 4-18 
XrPANELEDITOR, 4-19, 4-24 
xrPanelField array, 4-22 
xrPanelField structure, 4-17, 4-22, 4-26 
xrPanellnfo, 4-17 
xrPanellnfo structure, 4-16, 4-22 
XrPANELINPUT, 4-19, 4-24 
XrPANELTIMER, 4-19 
xrPixmap, 2-7 
xrPixmap structure, 2-9 
xrPixmapld, 2-8 
XrPointQ, A-2 
XrPt2RectQ, A-2, 2-31 
XrPtlnRectQ, A-2, 2-31 
XrPmhButtonQ, A-2, 3-15, 4-13 
XrRadioButtonQ, A-2, 3-12, 3-23 
XrRasterEditQ, A-2, 3-23 
XrRasterSelectQ, A-2, 3-21 
XrREAD, 2-20 
xrRealloc, 2-6 
XrRectangleQ, A-2 
XrRectangleQ, 5-21 

XrREDRAW ALL, 3-5, 5-19 
XrResourceQ~ A-2, 2-6 
xrResource structure, 2-12 
xrResourcelnfo, 2-10 
xrResourcelnfo structure, 2-10 
xrResourceType, 2-11 
xrResourceTypelnfo, 2-11 
XrSaollBarQ1 A-2, 2-22, 2-28 



XrScrollBar, 3-3 
XrScrollBarQ, 3-4, 3-5, 3-6, 3-10 
XrSectRectQ, A-2, 2-31 
XrSELECT, 2-3, 2-33 
XrSELECT event, 2-24 
-"rSELEc::1'lJP,2-3,2-33 
XrSENSITIVE, 2-27, 3-3, 3-7 
XrSENSITIVE flag, 3-3 
XrSetPtQ, A-2 
XrSetPt, 3-4 
XrSetPtRectQ, A-2, 2-30 
XrSetRectQ, A-2, 2-30, 3-9 
XrSetUpGCQ, 2-32 

-XrSetUpGC(gc), B-4 
XrStaticRasterQ, A-2, 3-25 
XrStaticTextQ, A-2, 3-19 
XrStringWidthQ, A-2, B-9, 2-32 
XrSubdPtQ, 2-29 
XrSubPtQ, A-2 
XrTextEditQ, A-2, 3-18, 3-19, 4-26 
XrTextlnfoQ, 5-22 

XrTideBarQ, 1-12, 1-15, A-2, 3-9 
XrTideBar editor, 4-3 
XrTYPE BITMAP, 2-8 
XrTYPE:BITMAPID, B-3, 2-8 
XrTYPE CURSOR, 2-9 
XrTYPE-CURSORID, 2-9 
XrTYPE-FONTID, 2-9 
XrTYPE-FONTINFO, B-2, 2-9 
XrTYPE-FUNCTION, 2-9 
XrTYPE-IMAGEID, B-3, 2-8 
XrTYPE-PIXMAP, 2-7, 2-8 
XrTYPE-PIXMAPID, 2-8 
XrTYPE-STRING8, 2-7 
XrUnionRectQ, A-2, 2-31 
XrUnionRect, 3-29 
XrUtilitics, A-2 
XrVersionQ, A-2, 2-33 
:xrvismLE, 2-n, 3-3, 3-7, 3-8 
XrVISmLE flag, 3-3 
xrW'mdowData, 2-17 
xrW'mdowEvent, 2-18 
xrW'mdowFunctlnfo, 2-18 
XrWRITE, 2-20 
xrZeroPt, 2-6 
xrZeroRect, 2-6 
XSelectlnputQ, 1-15, 1-22 
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